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ACOUSTICS 

Noise Reduction: Methods, Applications and Technology 

Marc Farrow 

In series: Acoustics Research and Technology 
2018. 200 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-541-1. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-542-8. $95.00. 

In Noise Reduction: Methods, Applications and Technology, the authors open with an overview of image denoising 

approaches. The review covers additive and multiplicative noise reduction methods in the spatial, frequency and wavelet 
domains, as well as their applications. Finally, experimental qualitative and quantitative evaluations on synthetic and real 

images corrupted by noise of different distributions are presented and discussed. Then next chapter begins with introduction 

to multiple camera systems: their usage, structure, hardware and applications. Some examples of existing systems are be 
presented along with quantitative comparison of parameters like: sensor resolution, technology, frame rate, shutter-related 

features, need and means for temporal synchronization. Next, optical phase induced interference noise (PIIN) in a sensor 

network is reduced by using optical phase modulation in both a SCOS and a fiber Bragg grating (FBG), and strain induced 
noise on the optical fiber sensor is reduced using a differential sensor setup called a push-pull SCOS. Phase modulation and 

differentiation are then combined to allow for simultaneous noise reduction from different noise sources and allow for optical 

sensing of electric fields in harsh environments. Additionally, the signal processing approaches that exploit the spatial and 
temporal-spectral characteristics of the flaw echo and noise for enhanced defect detection and noise reduction in ultrasonic 

NDE are presented. Results from simulation studies and experiments on the real industrial samples are presented to evaluate 

the techniques, and demonstrate their robustness and advantages over the classical methods. Lastly, the authors show how 
Riga City Municipality has managed to fulfil the main goal of the ‘Directive 2002/49/EC of the European Parliament and of 

the Council of 25 June 2002 relating to the assessment and management of environmental noise’ – to reduce the number of 

environmental noise affected people in Riga agglomeration. 

Traffic Noise: Exposure, Health Effects and Mitigation 

Cezary Łucjan and Dominik Gérard 

In series: Acoustics Research and Technology 
2017. 260 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-550-4. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-577-1. $195.00. 

In the book’s opening chapter, Nefta Eleftheria Votsi, PhD, Athanasios Kallimanis, PhD, and Ioannis Pantis, PhD 

methodically review present collected works to clarify Quiet Areas categories to identify research gaps and establish 
guidelines for the addition of Quiet Areas initiatives in cohesive environmental management approaches. Next, Angel M. 

Dzhambov, MD and Donka D. Dimitrova, PhD examine the risk of hypertension connected to road traffic noise exposure in 

different ethnic groups in Bulgaria. Supplementing this, Hussein M Elmehdi, PhD discusses noise exposure and related health 
risks with the goal to connect the results of measured noise exposures to sleep disturbance and annoyance. Angel M. 

Dzhambov, MD proves a review of literature on traffic noise reduction by vegetation. Then, Janusz Bohatkiewicz, PhD and 

Maciej Hałucha present a study on quit pavements. Ending the book, David Isaac Ibarra Zarate gives an overview of the 
issue of road traffic noise while also presenting possible solutions. 

AGRICULTURE 

Agricultural Production: Management, Opportunities and Challenges 

Sarah Waechter 

In series: Agricultural Issues and Policies 
2018. 159 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-719-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-720-0. $95.00. 

Agricultural Production: Management, Opportunities and Challenges opens by discussing the Agricultural Transformation 
Action Plan launched in 2012 by the Nigerian Federal Government in an effort to make agriculture beneficial to all citizens. 

The authors present a study with the goal of determining if root and tuber crops’ value chains can be further improved. In 
order for farmers to reap the benefits of value chain and product diversification, the contribution of medical nutrition to the 

value chain of R&T crops needs to be investigated. Next, taking into account that the main parts of crisis impacted territories 

are occupied and controlled by illegally armed groups, the development of methods and algorithms for impact assessment 
based on indirect data is required. Therefore, the methodology of land-use assessment dynamics and agricultural production 

change in the areas impacted by low-intensity military crisis are described. Later, the authors examine the present migration 
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phenomenon as one of the main economic, social, and political problem of our days. It is a clear consequence of current 

paths of development based on unequal growth, concentration of wealth and spread of poverty. This widespread problem 
involves about one billion people, many of them coming from African continent. The closing chapter discusses how to best 

raise agrarian output while safeguarding the surrounding environment in Pakistan. Since carefully fostered growth in the 

agricultural sector may have the potential to significantly propel export growth and increase export earnings, such practices 
can help boost the incomes and employment prospects for farmers and considerably raise domestic production which will 

augur economic development and food security in the country. 

Agricultural Research Updates. Volume 21 

Prathamesh Gorawala and Srushti Mandhatri 

In series: Agricultural Research Updates 
2017. 265 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-697-6. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-698-3. $250.00. 
In Chapter One, Gerhard Gramss and Klaus-Dieter Voigt study the theory that production of high-productivity grain crops 

and their locally acclimatised land strains must be stretched to low-value croplands that are radical in both mineral 

composition and contamination. In Chapter Two, Wander Luis Barbosa Borges, PhD, Isabela Malaquias Dalto de Souza, 
Marlene Cristina Alves, PhD, and Marco Eustáquio de Sá, PhD present a study involving the surveying of physical and 

chemical traits of soil in sustainable systems. Additionally, Ivica Đalović, Srđan Šeremešić, Miroslav Zorić, and Goran 

Bekavac present a study on maize yield stability in relative to the environment in Chapter Three. In Chapter Four, Masmoudi 
Charfi Chiraz, Ayadi Mohamed, Ben Abdallah Sirine, Oueslati Amira, and Belhadj Ismail Emna evaluate the oil composition 

of local versus foreign cultivars grown in the same environment. In Chapter Five, Shanthi Joseph, Zaynab Derakhshani, 

Daniel John Murphy, and Mrinal Bhavea provide an overview of the disparities in glycine betaine accumulation in plants 
and the way this contributes to abiotic stress tolerance. Lastly, Natalia Girardi, María Alejandra Passone, Daiana García, 

Andrea Nesci, and Miriam Etcheverry review the microencapsulation technology of selected oils tested in vitro and in situ 

in their laboratory. 

Agricultural Research Updates. Volume 22 

Prathamesh Gorawala and Srushti Mandhatri 

In series: Agricultural Research Updates 
2018. 294 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-011-9. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-012-6. $250.00. 

In Agricultural Research Updates. Volume 22, the authors begin by presenting research on the ecological features and 

adaptation of white-rot fungi in relation to the possible applications of these fungi in bioremediation strategies. The selection 
of an appropriate species should consider the production of ligninases and their activity as well as the ecological factors that 

could stimulate and increase the process. Following this, Streptomyces sр strains were tested for apple scab control in vitro 

and field conditions. Two applications of Streptomyces strain C1-4 within 35 days completely stopped the scab disease in 
seedling leaves. The authors also address the necessity for farmers to adapt to these challenges such as restricted land 

boundaries, adversity of climate changes and environmental degradation to prevent low crop output and maintain livelihoods 
of people. This is especially true in developing countries. As land becomes less productive, ground-breaking organic crop 

production systems that cover different cultivating pattern must be implemented. The subsequent chapter provides important 

information about different possibilities for citric acid production, including the use of alternative agro-industrial substrates. 
Fermentation techniques, such as submerged fermentation and solid-state fermentation, and conditions that affect the acid 

synthesis are reported with the presentation of concrete examples of developed research. Wild ginger, or Siphonochilus 

aethiopicus, is discussed in the context of its usage as an anti-inflammatory, anti-plasmodial, anti-thrush and an indication 
for allergies, asthma, candidiasis, headache, influenza, menstrual cramps, sinusitis and sore throat among other conditions. 

Next, the book focuses on the unique characteristics of lavender hydrosols obtained from Polish cultavations of Lavandula 

angustifolia and describes a new lavender derivative fluidolate® acquired in an innovative technology relying on raw material 
drying. The scientific knowledge acquired on Tara is reviewed in order to sustainably manage the Tara plantations and 

increase their productivity and stability. The botanical description of this tree species, as well as its ecology, is addressed. 

Later, a study is presented focusing on factors of different rainfall interannual variability using monthly precipitation in 22 
stations for the period 1950-2012. El Niño, El Niño Modoki, the positive phase of the Indian Ocean Dipole, and the shift to 

the south of the South Atlantic High are shown to lead to an increase in spring precipitation in central Buenos Aires. In 

another study, an efficient protocol for somatic embryogenesis using leaf explants was developed with three elite cacao 
cultivars (CRIN TC1, CRIN TC2 and CRIN TC5). The zygotic embryos of these cultivars were aseptically excised and 

cultured on Murashige and Skoog (MS) basal medium without growth regulators. The compilation ends with an investigation 

of salt tolerance and the changes of antioxidative ability in mycorrhizal strawberry plants. Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi 
Gigaspora margarita were inoculated in strawberry (Fragaria×ananssa. Duch) plants. Plants were treated with no salt, 200mM 

and 500mM NaCl solution. 

Agricultural Research Updates. Volume 23 

Prathamesh Gorawala and Srushti Mandhatri 
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In series: Agricultural Research Updates 
2018. 257 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-724-8. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-725-5. $250.00. 

Agricultural Research Updates. Volume 23 opens with a study wherein cryoprotectants such as hydrocolloids, kappa- and 
iota-carrageenans, xanthan gum and dairy proteins were added to mashed potatoes to investigate ways of improving the 

effects of freezing and thawing. Samples containing 0.5 and 1.5 g kg–1 added XG were preferred organoleptically due to the 

creamy mouthfeel they produced, and the instrumental texture profile analysis consistency correlated well with sensory 
texture attributes. Following this, the authors present the results of some noticeable studies on organic agriculture and 

innovative crops are discussed as a strategy reducing the risks of climate change on animal feed supplies. During the last two 

decades, several studies have been conducted on the evaluation of the growth performance and quality of crops under the 
organic cropping system, with the obtained results suggesting that in many cases yield and quality were comparable between 

organic and conventional systems. Also in this book, a study is included in which it is concluded that wintering root systems 

of the goldenrod type protect themselves from metal stress caused by basipetally obtruded excess minerals, as well as reduce 
the mineral load to the root functional level via exudation rather than to act as a sink for macro- and micronutrients. This 

means that these perennials share an immediate dependence on the availability of soil minerals with annual plants. In the 

conserving nutrients released by herbage and roots, the buffering capacity of the soil that is commonly improved by perennial 

plant covers may be more essential than any internal root storage potential. Later, the authors examine the present knowledge 

concerning silage quality, in relation to the wilting degree and ensilability characteristics of some grass silages or haylages, 

for the following crops: lucerne, red clover, sulla, sainfoin, galega, foxtail millet, orchardgrass, and chia. Afterwards, the 
authors discuss the Peterhof genetic collection of rye, created over the past 60 years and initially under the direction of V. S. 

Fedorov. The collection includes accessions with individual morphological mutations and their combinations, the meiotic 

mutants, inbred lines with identified mutations of self-compatibility. The close linkage of self-compatible mutation in the 
locus S with isozyme marker Prx7 suggests a scheme for the introduction of individual selection for improvement and 

differentiation of rye varieties. The subsequent study aimed to compare the retail yield quality of meat from young bulls and 

steers fed diets based on mycorrhizal (Myc) and conventional corn (Conv). The trial was carried out on the meat of 10 steers 
received a Myc corn diet, 10 steers and 10 bulls received a conventional corn diet. The chemical composition of meat, in 

particular the fatty acid (FA) profile and the rheological characteristics, such as meat cooking shrinkage, together with the 

Vis-NIR-IR properties of the thawed and the freeze-dried specimens were evaluated. In an additional study, the authors 
suggest that efficiency payments in Swiss agriculture show that such payments have complex side-effects, casting doubt on 

their overall positive contribution. A structural equation model, based on a survey of Swiss farmers, shows that promoting 

no-tillage leads to greater use of glyphosate and that other programs lead to over-mechanization and increased pressure on 
the soil. In the concluding study, CAD models were subjected to a FEA to determine whether they support the intended 

workloads (static analysis), and therefore, to ascertain whether the design is well dimensioned or would not withstand 

operating conditions. The results for stress distribution, deformation, displacement, and safety coefficient demonstrate that 

although the press works properly, it is oversized and its design could be optimized to save manufacturing costs. 

Agriculture, Food, and Food Security: Some Contemporary Global Issues 

Clinton Lloyd Beckford (Faculty of Education, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, 

Canada) 

In series: Agricultural Issues and Policies 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-483-4. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-484-1. $160.00. 

Agriculture, Food and Food Security: Some Global Perspectives is an edited collection of scholarly work. The book looks at 

agriculture and food in a framework of enhancing food security. The seven chapters that comprise the volume are written by 
successful international scholars with sterling academic publication records. The authors live and work in countries across 

the world including Jamaica, Germany, Canada, and the United States. Together, they have conducted numerous research 

projects and published a high volume of scholarly articles on issues related to the central themes of this book: agriculture, 
food and food security. The chapters in the book provide insights into several key themes centered on food, agriculture, and 

food and nutrition security. The volume explores some pressing issues including food desserts, micro-nutrient deficiencies, 

increasing food production by tapping into the potential of already known species, localizing food production, maximizing 
the food and nutrition potential of tropical fruits, and agricultural vulnerability in the context of the most pressing global 

threats: climate change and variability. 

Biological Control: Methods, Applications and Challenges 

Lewis Davenport 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
2017. 160 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-416-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-422-4. $82.00. 
Biological control is a plant protection strategy widely-used in horticultural cropping systems to regulate insect and mite pest 

populations on greenhouse-grown ornamentals and vegetables. The use of natural enemies in controlling the SWD has been 
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researched in Chapter One. Chapter Two aims to recover the history and present the current status of the biological control 

of fruit flies of the genus Anastrepha and to show perspectives of the use of such method. Chapter Three discusses the 
advantages and issues affiliated with using natural enemies in conjunction with pesticides and provides insights on the 

practicality of using both plant protection strategies simultaneously. Chapter Four describes screening methods for candidate 

biocontrol agents, application methods and challenges associated with biological control of fungal pathogens by antagonistic 
microorganisms. 

Data to Knowledge: Interdisciplinary Research Methodologies for Agricultural Sciences 

Tofael Ahamed (University of Tsukuba, Japan) 

In series: Research Methodology and Data Analysis 
2017. 251 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-394-4. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-427-9. $195.00. 

This book provides a sound understanding for creating new knowledge, which takes three main forms: Exploratory research, 
which structures and identifies new problems; constructive research, which develops solutions to a problem; and empirical 

research, which tests the feasibility of a solution using empirical evidence. This book encompasses both qualitative and 

quantitative research and analysis. The reader should gain an understanding of the skills needed to design and undertake a 
research project, including legal and ethical requirements in planning research projects, choosing the best experimental 

design and analytical methods, and how to present data for extension to the wider community and establish the knowledge. 

Hands-on exercises are provided to improve reasoning skills, emphasizing agricultural problems and issues to solve and 
interpret the experimental data to knowledge. The book covers research methods within these three forms with basic 

knowledge of research methodology. Design of experiments and significant results are interpreted through the scientific 

organization and information in each of the chapters. The inherent discussion should help interdisciplinary graduate students 
and researchers accomplish their scientific experiments and write research articles. The cognitive writing style to interpret 

the observed data from experiments and surveys is emphasized in this book. The cognitive summary for each of the chapters 

is provided in the form of wording and graphics to focus on the chapter highlights as well as the use of analytical tools in the 
research. The utmost care is taken to present a varied range of research problems along with their solutions in agriculture and 

its allied fields, which should be of immense use to the readers interested in this topic. 

Environmental and Agricultural Research Summaries (with Biographical Sketches). Volume 

10 

Lucille T. Cacioppo 

In series: Environmental and Agricultural Research Summaries 
2017. 432 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53611-417-1. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53611-955-8. $230.00. 

This book compiles research summaries from a number of different focuses in the important field of environment and 

agriculture. 

Impacts and Challenges in Oil Palm Production and Downstream Applications 

Mui-Yun Wong (Department of Plant Protection, Faculty of Agriculture, Universiti Putra 

Malaysia, Serdang, Selangor, Malaysia) 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-879-5. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-880-1. $195.00. 
This book covers topics related to impacts and challenges in the oil palm production chain (with sustainability in mind) and 

consists of nine chapters. Three chapters deal with the upstream aspect, including a holistic approach in the sustainability 

analysis of oil palm processing; sustainable pest and disease management; and assessment on the impacts of oil palm 

plantations on butterfly fauna. Six chapters discuss downstream applications, including innovative pre-treatment methods 

and extraction mechanisms in crude palm oil (CPO) processing; challenges and potential of palm-based biomass and palm 

oil mill effluent for the production of sustainable power and value-added products; and innovative ways for extracting oil 
palm empty fruit bunch (EFB) lignin for nutraceutical and health supplements; reproducibility of natural resources for the 

synthesis of low transition temperature mixtures (LTTMS) as biomass pre-treatment; and reusing oil palm biomass waste to 

reinforce composite materials. Combining the expertise of leading researchers in their respective field, the book provides an 
overview on the impacts and challenges encountered in the sustainable oil palm production chain and offers a valuable 

reference work. 

Rice and Rice Straw: Production, Cultivation and Uses 

Asma Timayev and Gada Kadyrov 
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In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
2017. 290 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-911-3. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-912-0. $195.00. 

Rice and Rice Straw: Production, Cultivation and Uses opens with a discussion on rice straw, a substance rich in 
polysaccharides with a high lignin and silica content, limiting voluntary intake and reducing degradability by rumen 

microbes. The authors suggest that the treatment of rice straw could be a good potential feed for ruminants. Next, the authors 

revise the fractionation processes used for the recovery of hemicelluloses from rice straw, subsequently providing a critical 
appraisal of the potential products that can be derived from it, and what conversion and purification processes are necessary 

for their production. Additionally, the current and potential industrial status of these products is presented. A discussion on 

the essential improvement of the biotechnology sector in order to attain a continuous supply of rice is offered, especially 
focusing on genetic modification. Later, the main strategies in weed control in rice are reviewed, also touching on the impacts 

of rice cultivation in the environment and the genetically modified rice cultivars on weed control. Afterwards, the physical, 

chemical, thermochemical, and biological pretreatments of biomass are described, especially non-catalytic pretreatment of 
rice straw. The techno-economic analysis of thermochemical and biochemical platforms is also summarized. The authors 

present strategies for reducing and re-using rice straw, exploring the direct use of rice straw as filler, roofing, animal food, 

fuel, and even burning process in an open field. Finally, the proximate composition, lipids, utilization, and future perspectives 

of rice bran are reviewed. 

Soil Contamination: Sources, Assessment and Remediation 

Jesper E. Lund 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
2018. 203 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-266-3. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-267-0. $95.00. 

In this compilation, the authors present the results of the systematic study of the spatial distribution of trace metals in surface 
soil over the Bitola Region, Republic of Macedonia, known for its coal mine and thermoelectrical power plant activities. 149 

soil samples were collected including top-soil and bottom-soil samples. Following this, the area in the vicinity of lead–zinc 

mine “Toranica” near the Kriva Palanka town in Eastern Macedonia was examined for the lithogenic and anthropogenic 
distribution of 17 elements, and alluvial soil samples and authomorphic soil samples were collected from the Kriva Reka 

River Basin. The authors aim to contribute to our understanding of the behaviour of nanoparticles in the soil, their uptake 

and distribution within plants, impact of soil microbial communities, and their interactions with other pollutants. Later, an 
analysis of developed and applied measures and methods for rehabilitation of radioactively contaminated soils of Belarus (as 

a result of Chernobyl accident) is presented. The authors also go on to summarize a case study on the presence of natural U-

isotopes in two soil profiles developed over sandstones from the Paraná sedimentary basin in São Paulo State, Brazil, in order 
to evaluate the timescale of the weathering processes taking place there. The book suggests synergistic biological 

mechanisms as a less expensive, environment-friendly method for remediation of pesticide polluted soils. The concluding 

chapter discusses biochar, a form of char and charcoal made from the partial combustion of organic materials. Its properties 
include high water-holding capacity, large surface area, cation exchange capacity, and impact, especially on microbial 

communities. 

Soil Stabilization: Types, Methods and Applications 

Christian Reiniger 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
2017. 372 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-507-8. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-528-3. $230.00. 
In the first chapter, Tania Pardo, Teresa Fresno, Vanessa Álvarez-López, and María Touceda-González review central aspects 

of phytostabilisation techniques for recovering trace elements contaminated soils. The possible future of phytotechnology is 

evaluated by reflecting on legislation, research evolution, and field implementation. In the second chapter, Essien Udo, Ph.D 

presents a study using laboratory investigations to discover problems linked to Coastal residual soils at plain and modified 

conditions, using the knowledge that residual soil parameters have a substantial effect on the overall performance or non-

performance of sub-base and base course formations. Next, in the third chapter, Giovanni Santarato, Anna Albertini, Marco 
d’Attoli, Fabio Navi, Marco Occhi, Federico Fischanger, Gianfranco Morelli, Martino Leoni, Tiziana Apuani, Francesco 

Loddo, and Gaetano Ranieri present research on techniques of soil consolidation and stabilization by way of expanding resin 

injections. Supplementing this, V. Ortega-López, M. Skaf, and A. Santamaría discuss the way Ladle Furnace basic Slags 
might be used to stabilize natural clayey soils in the fourth chapter. In the fifth chapter, Lucile Saussaye, Lydia Leleyter, 

Didier Hennequin, Mohamed Boutouil, and Fabienne Baraud assess the effect of nitrate ions on the mechanical performances 

of soils treated with hydraulic binders, determining that treatment with hydraulic binders improves both the physical and 
mechanical characteristics of soils, thus permitting them to be used in a variety of geotechnical applications. Afterwards, 

Shuaishuai Wu, Zhengguo Gao, Shiyang Li, Wenbo Cui, and Xin Huang propose a confined stabilized soil pile as a possible 

new foundation treatment method in the sixth chapter. In the seventh chapter, Hao Yu, Xin Huang, Jianguo Ning, and 
Zhanguo Li present a study where three types of composite stabilizers with different AFt formation rates were used to 

stabilize two kinds of soils. In the eighth and final chapter, Jonathan Oti, PhD expresses findings that it is possible to stabilise 
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clay soil with lime based systems incorporating WS or WTRG for use as improved filling material in road building and other 

applications. 

Solanaceae: Cultivation, Nutrition and Health 

Isabelle Sousa Rocha 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
2018. 125 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-268-7. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-269-4. $82.00. 

In Solanaceae: Cultivation, Nutrition and Health, the authors first set out to demonstrate how utilization of soil amendments 

in agricultural systems is an inexpensive means for limited-resource farmers looking for improvements in crop yield and 
quality to satisfy consumer needs of healthy food. A separate study considers the variety of biological activities, together 

with the nutritional composition and low cytotoxicity, of the mature fruits of S. lycocarpum in order to demonstrate that they 

represent an important food source with chemopreventive and therapeutic properties. Next, the total phenolic and flavonoid 
content, antioxidant, antibacterial, and allelopathic activities of methanol extract and fractions from ripe fruits of S. 

lycocarpum were studied to provide knowledge on the total phenolic and total flavonoid content in the methanol extract and 

fractions, as well as the antioxidant, antibacterial, and allelopathic activities. Afterwards, the oils, fatty acids, and methyl 
esters from S. lycocarpum fruits were evaluated for their antioxidant potential and allelopathic activity. The allelopathic 

effect against the seedlings of Lactuca sativa and Allium cepa showed promising results, with predominant effects of growth 

inhibition of hypocotyls and radicles in the lower concentration tested. In the concluding study, the effects of the ethanol 
extract and hydroethanol fraction of S. lycocarpum leaves on the growth of the Ehrlich experimental tumor were evaluated 

using three experimental groups. 

The Red Clover: Seed Production, Medicinal Uses, and Health and Environmental Benefits 

Krystyna Żuk-Gołaszewska (Department of Agrotechnology, Crop Management and 

Agribusiness, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn, Poland) 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
2017. 130 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53611-787-5. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53611-800-1. $82.00. 

Red clover (Trifolium pratense L.) is one of the many species belonging to the genus Trifolium, which are widely cultivated 
around the world. It is a perennial plant and offers permanence that determines its uses as well as environmental and 

agronomic requirements. Red clover is grown mainly for seeds and biomass. The most important environmental factors that 

affect red clover yield are soil conditions, temperature and precipitation during the growing season. Key agronomic factors 
include sowing date, cultivation regime, fertilization, plant protection and harvesting date. The species can be grown in pure 

and mixed stands (with alfalfa, cereals and various grass species). Newly bred triploid varieties of red clover are characterized 

by desirable growth habit traits and yield components as well as high yield. Red clover has many applications. It is currently 
experiencing a revival of interest as a traditional folk remedy. The species acts as a rich source of compounds with 

expectorant, analgesic and antiseptic properties. The callus from Trifolium pratense has been found to exert inhibitory effects 

on fungal and bacterial strains. Red clover contains isoflavones, anthocyanin pigments and phytoestrogens, which may help 
reduce the risk of heart disease, breast cancer and endometrial cancer; it also alleviates menopausal symptoms. Red clover 

lowers blood cholesterol levels and helps prevent prostate cancer. Red clover ointments are used to treat skin diseases, 

including psoriasis. Red clover provides biomass for livestock nutrition and/or biogas production. It has high nutritional 
value and constitutes valuable raw material for silage making. Red clover can be grown with grasses, barley, oats and wheat, 

thus providing various types of fodder with high biological value and natural high-protein feed. When grown as a cover crop, 

red clover fixes and supplies nitrogen to cereal crops. It also helps break disease and insect cycles, especially in plantations 
protected against weeds. The crude protein content of red clover decreases with advancing maturity. Due to its permanence, 

this perennial plant contributes to environmental protection and anesthetization; it helps prevent soil erosion, and is used in 

phytoremediation and barren land management schemes. 

The System of Rice Intensification and Conventional Rice Farming: Responding to Crop 

Growth, Yield and Water Productivity 

Tejendra Chapagain, PhD (Research Associate, University of Guelph, ON, Canada) 

In series: Biotechnology in Agriculture, Industry and Medicine 
2017. 145 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-619-8. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-620-4. $82.00. 

The System of Rice Intensification (SRI) involves the adoption of certain changes in management practices for rice 
cultivation that create a better growing environment for rice crops. The use of intermittent irrigation with alternate wet and 

dry intervals (AWD) and single transplanting of the younger seedlings in wider spacing areas are regarded as the key factors 

in SRI for better crop growth and productivity. Field experiments were conducted in Chiba, Japan during the two consecutive 
rice growing seasons (May-September) of 2008-09 to observe the effects of SRI components on rice crop performance, field 
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environment, water savings, and water-wise rice production. The effects of the irrigation method, age of seedlings and 

spacing were evaluated in the 2008 rice season with eight treatment combinations in a split-split plot design (S-SPD). AWDI 
at 10 day intervals and continuous flooding throughout the cropping season were the two main plot factors while the effects 

of seedling age (14 and 21 days) and plant spacing (30x30 cm2 and 30x18 cm2) were evaluated as sub and sub-sub plot 

factors, respectively. The experimental results revealed that the SRI management with the proposed AWDI can save a 
significant amount of irrigation water (29%) without reduced grain yield (7.41t/h compared with 7.37t/ha from normal 

planting with ordinary water management). Water productivity was also observed to be significantly higher in all 

combinations of practices in AWDI plots: 1.74 g/liter with SRI management and AWDI as compared to 1.23 g/liter in normal 
planting with ordinary water management. In addition, the research outcomes showed a role of AWDI in minimizing pest 

and disease incidence, shortening the rice crop cycle and also improving the plant stand until harvest. Synergistic effects of 

younger seedlings and wider spacing were seen in tillering ability, panicle length and a number of filled grains that ultimately 
led to higher productivity with better grain quality. Field experiments with the complete sets of SRI practices were carried 

out in Randomized Complete Block Design (RCBD) during the 2009 rice growing season in the same field. SRI (with 8 day 
old seedlings) and conventional (with 22 day old seedlings) practices were the first factor (cultivation method), while organic 

and inorganic managements were evaluated as the second factor (management method) in the field experiments. The highest 

yield was observed through the conventional method with inorganic management (6.84t/h) that was on par with the organic 
SRI (6.59t/h) followed by organic conventional (6.48t/h). It was recorded as 5.92t/h in inorganic SRI management. Overall, 

the effects of SRI components were positive and significant on a per plant basis; however, they did not differ significantly in 

terms of grain yield per unit area. The development of healthy and vigorous roots, increased stem diameter, greater productive 
leaf area, longer panicles, greater number of filled grains, development of plants tolerant to insect-pest and disease, and 

reduced plant lodging percentage were some notable achievements with SRI management. Water savings and water-wise 

rice production are other important issues that are likely to draw the attention of rice researchers and farm communities to 
adopt SRI under scarce water conditions. However, comparatively better grain yields with conventional management 

methods underscore a need for further investigations in defining an appropriate combination of practices for SRI 

management, considering local soil properties, prevailing climate and critical watering stages in rice crop management. 

Trends in Life Science Research 

Rajeshwar P. Sinha (Centre of Advanced Study in Botany, Banaras Hindu University, 

Varanasi, India) and Umesh P. Shrivastava (Department of Botany, Tribhuvan University, 

Thakur Ram Multiple Campus, Birgunj, Nepal) 

In series: Biotechnology in Agriculture, Industry and Medicine 
2018. 374 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-241-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-242-7. $230.00. 

The modern age life science research is more inclined towards interdisciplinary studies. Recent developments in the 

technologies have led to a better understanding of living systems, and this has removed the demarcations between various 
disciplines of life sciences. A new trend in life science incorporates biological research involving a merger of diverse 

disciplines such as microbiology, biotechnology, molecular biology, biochemistry, ecology and agriculture. This book is 

primarily written with the objective of providing standard information on recent topics in the fields of stress biology, 
molecular biology, ecology, agriculture, bioremediation, human diseases and over all, several biotechnological approaches 

towards the studies ranging from green photosynthesizing plants to human pathogens. The book encompasses topics on 

cyanobacteria, bacteria, fungi, higher plants, ecology and human diseases, distributed throughout eleven chapters for the 
benefit of graduate and postgraduate students as well as young researchers and scientists. The ever-increasing population has 

resulted in an increasing demand of food, medicine and other natural products. Researchers are continuously working to 

resolve and develop a better understanding of life and other biological processes; they need to conserve genes, plants and 
ecosystems, and the apprehension of land, water and environment have led to the strengthening of traditional disciplines as 

well as the emergence of diverse disciplines such as stress biology, molecular biology, biotechnology, agriculture and human 

health. This book imparts the latest developments and the state-of-the art knowledge in the specific fields of life sciences. 
The subject matter is presented in a logical sequence so that it is easily understandable to the students and researchers. The 

recent information on the subject is integrated throughout the chapters. In addition, this book provides newer techniques and 

the use of modern tools in achieving the potential of microbiology, ecology, herbal medicine, biotechnology and stress 

biology; this is all used to understand the challenges found in life sciences. This book covers a wide range of topics, and the 

authors anticipate that the contents may appeal to a wider range of readers. Therefore, the authors present this book with 
great pleasure and express their most sincere gratitude to all the contributors and research scholars, namely Mr. Jainendra 

Pathak, Mr. Rajneesh, Ms. Vidya Singh, Mr. Deepak Kumar, Mr. Haseen Ahmed, Mr. Deepak K. Singh and Ms. Abha 

Pandey. They are also particularly thankful to Nova Science Publishers, Inc., for their continued patience and for the unfailing 
attention they have given to the publication of this book. 
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ANATOMY 

Arterioles: Dynamic Structure, Function and Clinical Analysis 

Dominique Degtyaryov 

In series: Human Anatomy and Physiology 
2017. 146 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-509-2. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-532-0. $82.00. 

The knowledge of the morphofunctional features from the coronary microcirculation is essential for understanding its role 

in cardiac physiological work and in the pathogenesis of coronary microvascular dysfunction (CMD). The cardiovascular 
system comprises the heart and blood vessels, including arteries, veins, and capillaries, both systemic and pulmonary. 

Arterioles are the primary site of vascular resistance and have only one to two layers of smooth muscular walls. Chapter One 

will provide an overview of the coronary microcirculation, its functions and regulatory mechanisms. The importance of CMD 
will be summarized in the context of diverse clinic scenarios, considering its pathogenesis, assessment and therapeutic 

management. The purpose of Chapter Two is to understand the role of arteriolar endothelial dysfunction in CVDs and its 

underlying mechanisms. Chapter Three will explore the physiopathology, epidemiology, and the diagnosis and treatment of 
hypertensive retinopathy. Chapter Four reports on angiogenesis, a critical process for reproduction in mammals, which 

consists of arterioles and blood vessels formation from the existing ones. 

ANIMAL SCIENCE 

Poultry Diseases 

E.J. Wortley 

In series: Animal Science, Issues and Research 
2018. 107 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-699-9. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-700-2. $95.00. 
Poultry farming as a means of profit can be made successful only by maintaining the most vigorous and sustained campaign 

against disease. The aim of the poultry rearer should be to stamp out disease by preventive measures. Practical experience 

proves the inefficiency of many so-called cures, and points to the urgency of poultry-men endeavoring to understand more 
thoroughly the causes of the ailments to which domestic fowls are liable. This book examines poultry diseases, and the 

control strategies used prior to 1915. You will recognize the fact that measures for the control of disease cannot be limited 

to sanitation and the treatment of sick birds, but, in reality, include such important matters as the selection of healthy stock, 
intelligent feeding, proper housing and other details essential to the successful management of poultry. 

Zoo Animals: Husbandry, Welfare and Public Interactions 

Maja Berger and Sarah Corbett 

In series: Animal Science, Issues and Research 
2018. 323 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-535-0. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-536-7. $195.00. 

Zoo Animals: Breeding, Welfare and Public Interactions begins by suggesting that maintaining biologically functional and 
compatible social groups is a primary welfare concern for zoo-housed animals. An overview of the welfare impact of social 

groupings of a number of zoo-housed animals is presented, and the extent to which zoos are able to cater for individual 

species needs is discussed. The opening chapter concludes by outlining areas for further research into factors that may affect 

the social compatibility of zoo-housed animals, and discusses the potential long-term implications for housing socially 

complex animals. Next, the authors explore the evidence surrounding the use of ambassador animals in zoo education 

programmes. The reported impact of ambassador animal programmes on zoo visitors in terms of visitor learning, attitude, 
and behaviours are reviewed, and areas for further research are highlighted. The subsequent chapter covers how quality of 

life can be measured and evaluated in the zoo. It will also discuss aspects of welfare compromise, and how research into 

species’ behaviour allows us to rectify issues that may cause a poorer quality of life. The use of natural history information 
(e.g. behavioural ecology, evolutionary adaptations, and life history strategy) to the planning, design and implementation of 

husbandry protocols is explained and reviewed. Later, the authors suggest that if zoos are to improve their effectiveness at 
conservation they should consider the application of cognitive enrichment, a type of occupational enrichment where 

significant cognitive challenge is provisioned over a protracted timeframe to ensure cognitive enrichment remains. Learning 

is considered the key to improving both individual welfare and species or population conservation. Afterwards, several key 
examples of folklore husbandry that may currently be impacting captive management in zoos are examined, focusing 

particularly on the provision of environmental parameters and elements of exhibit design. These keeping practices are 
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interpreted and evaluated in light of current biological and captive management studies to identify and address areas of 

husbandry that can be improved upon. In the closing chapter, the authors suggest that if zoo managers know little about the 
biology and ecology of a species, it is unlikely they are able to provide them with captive conditions that represent optimal 

welfare. Although zoos are now more committed to research than they were in the past, the research they have undertaken 

so far has mostly been focussed on a few taxa, which represents a small proportion of the diverse collection of species kept 
by them. 

AUDIOLOGY 

Cochlear Implants: Advances, Efficacy and Future Directions 

Herbert W. Courtney 

In series: Audiology and Hearing Research Advances 
2018. 116 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-208-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-209-0. $82.00. 
Cochlear Implants: Advances, Efficacy and Future Directions assesses the growing need to provide other measures for 

assessing the impact of cochlear implantation. As such, this book aims to evaluate the Cross-Modal Plasticity in deaf children 

with visual-impairment after CI use, through the analysis of changes in the topographic distribution of the cortical response 
of Somatosensory Evoked Potential by stimulation of the median nerve. The authors describe the results of Low-Resolution 

Brain Electromagnetic Tomography (LORETA) used for the localization of electrical neuronal source generators of SEP 

N20 response in deaf children with visual-impairment. The following chapter discusses and evaluates the effectiveness of 
the application of bilateral CIs in children, either sequentially or binaurally, affected by severe sensorineural hearing loss. 

Although the benefits of bilateral implants in adults have been established, the available data regarding children is still 

limited. In the last chapter, a surgeon and developer of the surgical virtual reality system of the temporal bone shares his 
expertise on the future of this virtual reality to maximize the goal of cochlear implant surgery. Many studies have found that 

virtual reality simulators have improved the operative performance of the trainees. 

The Role of Communication Partners in the Audiological Rehabilitation 

Vinaya Manchaiah, Ph.D. (Director of Audiology & Jo Mayo Endowed Professor Department 

of Speech and Hearing Sciences, Lamar University, Beaumont, Texas, USA) 

In series: Audiology and Hearing Research Advances 
2017. 195 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-817-8. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-818-5. $160.00. 

The Role of Communication Partners in the Audiological Rehabilitation uncovers the psychological and social processes 
that the communication partners of persons with hearing loss may experience. Currently, there is a renewed focus on family-

centered audiological rehabilitation. For this reason, involving patients and their communication partners in all aspects of 

rehabilitation is necessary. Given the growing importance of audiological rehabilitation among clinicians around the world, 
this book focuses on several critical aspects of audiological enablement as well as the rehabilitation of patients and their 

communication partners. This is the first book to focus solely on the communication partners of persons with hearing loss 

and helps uncover the human dynamics associated with hearing loss. This book is aimed at hearing healthcare professionals 
to supplement their reading about audiological rehabilitation. In addition to enhancing existing coursework in this area and 

family centric care, a quick glance of the chapters reveals several tools and tips that audiologists can put into immediate 

practice. For these reasons, this book is a useful resource for early career communication disorder students and allied 
healthcare professionals alike. Vinaya Manchaiah is a Jo Mayo Endowed Professor in the Department of Speech and Hearing 

Sciences, Lamar University, Texas, USA. Brian Taylor is the Director of Clinical Audiology for the Fuel Medical Group, 

USA. 

BIOCHEMISTRY 

Acetone: Biochemistry, Production and Uses 

Irenka Kozłowska and Klimek Walczak 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 222 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-298-4. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-299-1. $160.00. 
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In this collection, the authors develop a mathematical model of kinetics’ adsorption in solid microporous mediums. This 

approach allows for the introduction of two new terms in Fick’s law: The first term characterizes the direct adsorption, 
represented by random function and dependent on the average speed but not on speed itself. The second characterizes the 

fluctuation of adsorbed quantity and heat dissipation, phenomena which are at the origin of irreversibility adsorption and 

desorption. Next, residual enzyme activity was investigated to monitor stabilization/destabilization of hen egg-white 
lysozyme at low, intermediate, and high water content in acetone at 25 oC. The results demonstrate that the 

stabilization/destabilization of lysozyme depends significantly on water content in acetone. Another study is presented with 

the goal of providing a thermochemical description of the stabilizing/destabilizing effects of organic solvents on the enzyme 
stability to elucidate what intermolecular processes produce the main effect on the stability and functions of the enzymes at 

low, intermediate, and high water content in organic liquids. Following this, the authors examine the part that acetone may 

play in increasing the use of lignocellulosic biomass through exploitation of all constituents, especially lignin. Examples 
include the use of acetone in studies of the chemical composition of LCB and the utility of acetone in organosolv pulping 

and pretreatment of LCB. With the commercialization of biorefineries, it is expected that acetone will continue to play a 
significant role in the processing of lignin, the most abundant natural aromatic polymer on earth with immense potential to 

reduce dependence on fossil-based aromatic products. The authors also propose an efficient acetone chemical sensor based 

on the analytical performances such as sensitivity, limit of detection (LOD), good linearity, and reproducibility. This 
proposed acetone chemical sensor was introduced by the implementation of ZnO/SnO2/Yb2O3 nanoparticles (NPs) as a 

successful electron mediator with glassy carbon electrode (GCE) assembly. The concluding paper presents an experimental 

system of isopropanol-acetone-hydrogen chemical heat pump (IAH CHP) for the recovery of low-grade (<100°C) industrial 
waste heat. Using coefficient of performance (COP) and exergy efficiency as evaluation indices, the system performance is 

systematically evaluated based on the experimental data. 

Arsenic: Risks of Exposure, Behavior in the Environment and Toxicology 

Ratko Knežević 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2017. 185 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-461-3. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-466-8. $95.00. 
Arsenic (As) is one of the most toxic elements for plants, animal and humans, found in waters. It is considered as carcinogenic 

and causative agent of numerous human diseases by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC, group 1) since 

1980. Based on these observations and evidences, many studies have highlighted the interest of using plants for the detection 
of arsenic in the environment. Arsenic sources and speciation, as well as arsenic uptake and toxicity in plants, will be 

reviewed in Chapter One. Chapter Two aims to introduce the arsenic uptake in some of the common and popular fruits and 

vegetables that have been a pathway of risk to human health. In Chapter Three a three-module continuous plant design, 

capable of deliver up to 1 m3/day of arsenic-free drinking water, is described. Chapter Four studies the toxicogenesis of 

arsenic in wheat and paddy plants with subsequent internal metabolism and remediation strategies. 

Bioremediation: Advances in Research and Applications 

Mohammed Kuddus (Department of Biochemistry College of Medicine, University of Hail Hail, 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia) 

In series: Recent Trends in Biotechnology 
2018. 383 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-554-1. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-555-8. $230.00. 

Due to increased urbanization and industrialization, various types of waste materials are produced, in which most of them 

are classified as hazardous. Many of these hazardous compounds are triggering environmental pollution and act as threats to 
public health. The conventional treatment methods have many drawbacks. However, bioremediation is the process of 

biodegradation in which biological means are used to degrade harmful materials under controlled conditions. Bioremediation 

could provide an efficient solution for a pollution-free environment. This book comprises fourteen chapters that include 
scientific progress and recent technologies in biodegradation. Hopefully, this book will be useful for environmentalists, 

scientists and academics along with graduate and postgraduate students studying the research and practice of bioremediation. 

It will also provide useful information for experts in ecology, enzymology, environmental microbiology and biotechnology. 

Carbonic Anhydrases: Biochemistry, Mechanism of Action and Therapeutic Applications 

Joni Penttinen 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 158 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-262-5. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-263-2. $82.00. 

In this compilation, the authors address the relationship between carbonic anhydrase IX and hypoxia. Hypoxia is a key factor 

influencing a life-cycle of CA IX, including its expression, correct structure, stability, function, and subsequent biological 
implications. Hypoxia also regulates CA IX expression by post-transcriptional mechanisms through splicing and mRNA 
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stabilization. A review is provided focusing on the sequence of elementary reactions ensuing a catalytic reaction (catalytic 

mechanism) of carbonic anhydrase. The closing chapter discusses carbonic anhydrases in chloroplasts, especially their 
location in the organelles, as well as considers their uses. 

Carotenoids: Biosynthesis, Properties and Physiological Effects 

Hanne Leif and Felix Ulrik 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2017. 158 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-685-3. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-686-0. $95.00. 

In the first chapter, Saraid Mora Rochín, PhD, Jorge Milán Carrillo, PhD, and Cuauhtémoc Reyes Moreno, PhD review the 
function of food carotenoids in oxidative stress-induced human disease prevention. In the second chapter, Andrêssa S. 

Fernandes, Pricila N. Pinheiro, Mariany C. Deprá, Eduardo Jacob-Lopes, and Leila Q. Zepka discuss the biosynthesis of 

carotenoids and bioactive caortenoids from microalgae, as well as their applications. Alexis Marsol-Vall, Albert Tomàs, 
Mercè Balcells, Francisca Vilaró, and Ramon Canela-Garayoa present a study where cuticles of four apple varieties were 

studied for their carotenoid content in the third chapter. In the fourth chapter, Joanna Igielska-Kalwat reviews the cosmetic 

applications of carotenoids, including their antiaging properties. 

Castor and Lesquerella Oils: Production, Composition and Uses 

Grace Chen, Ph.D. (Research Plant Physiologist USDA, ARS, WRRC Bioproducts Research 

Unit, Albany, CA, USA) 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2017. 217 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-971-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-972-4. $160.00. 
Castor oil was used as a medicine dating back to ancient Egyptian times. During the past centuries, castor oil has been 

employed in numerous modern applications. Castor oil contains an uncommon hydroxy fatty acid (HFA) at extremely high 

concentrations (90%). The hydroxy group imparts unique chemical and physical properties that make castor oil a vital raw 
material for manufacturing an increasing number of industrial products, such as high lubricity, long life lubricants and 

greases, a variety of polymers traditionally made by petroleum-based products for various coatings, elastomers and plastics, 

and an array of castor oil derivatives utilized in the cosmetic industry. Because of the high oil concentration in castor seeds 
(50% of dry seed weight), castor is also cultivated as a feedstock for biodiesel production. Due to the toxin ricin found in 

castor seeds, the US Department of Agriculture is developing a safe source of HFA, which is known as lesquerella. This 

book presents a wide range of research results on castor oil production and applications. State-of-the-art technologies have 
been employed to depicting molecular species and pathways involved in the bio-synthesis of castor and lesquerella oils. 

Novel applications of castor oil has been developed such as biodegradable nanocomposites to be used as superior wound 

dressing materials and new polymers for sustainable polyurethane foams. Up-to-date information on global castor crop 
production, oil processing and utilization has been extensively reviewed. 

Coenzyme Q10: Uses, Health Effects and Role in Disease 

Sabine Grigoryeva 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 130 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-284-7. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-285-4. $82.00. 

Coenzyme Q10: Uses, Health Effects and Role in Disease reviews the current knowledge and evidence of the potential 
clinical applications of Coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10). CoQ10 is a lipophilic molecule composed by a bezonquinone ring 

conjugated to a ten-carbon isoprenoid side chain. It exists in two molecular forms, ubiquinone and ubiquinol, which are the 

basis for its antioxidant properties. CoQ10 also plays an essential role in cellular metabolism to produce ATP, which provides 

energy for muscle contraction and other vital cellular functions. Most of the ATP production occurs in the inner mitochondrial 

membrane, where coenzyme Q is found. The authors review the protective effects of CoQ10 on intense physical exercise, 

reducing muscle damage and improving physical performance. Evidence of secondary CoQ10 deficiency in disease and in 
pharmacotherapy is discussed, highlighting putative mechanisms to account for this deficit together with examples of 

therapeutic intervention. Secondary CoQ10 deficiencies are important to identify as clinical benefit can be elicited following 

treatment with CoQ10 or its associated analogues. 

Creatine: Biosynthesis, Health Effects and Clinical Perspectives 

Lorraine Hogan 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2017. 223 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-414-9. $160.00. 
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e-book: 978-1-53612-420-0. $160.00. 

Creatine (α-N-methylguanidino acetic acid) is a naturally occurring nitrogenous organic acid synthesized in the kidneys, 
liver, pancreas and brain (in less quantity), or obtained from a regular diet or as ergogenic nutritional supplement. Creatine 

is a popular and widely used form of protein supplementation due to its efficacy in improving performance in healthy athletic 

populations via increased muscle mass and enhanced adenosine triphosphate (ATP) energy regeneration. Chapter One 
reviews the available findings at animal and cellular studies as well as clinical trials investigating the neuroprotective effect 

of creatine and the possible mechanisms underlying its effect, which may represent important advances in the management 

of central nervous system diseases. Chapter Two considers the potential efficacy of creatine as an anabolic and ergonomic 
therapy for RA patients. In Chapter Three, a low-dimensional antimony-doped tin oxide aggregated nanoparticles (ATO 

NPs) were synthesized using hydrothermal method in alkaline phase. In Chapter Four, data obtained from –omics 

technologies and dynamical modeling are executed and analyzed, given the exponential growth of these methodologies in 
biological scientific research. The relevance of both creatine kinase system and creatine metabolism itself, as part of the 

molecular system bioenergetics in several components of cell (i.e., cytoskeleton, mitochondria, nucleus, endoplasmic 
reticulum, etc.), deserve to be examined from a systemic view that covers ascending and descending causality. 

CRISPR: Advances in Research and Applications 

Xin Wang, Ph.D. (Institute of Biomedical Sciences, East China Normal University, Shanghai, 

China) 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2017. 224 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-946-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-947-2. $95.00. 
Genome editing using CRISPR has been identified as one breakthrough technology in recent research. Today, it is difficult 

to open a journal or a newspaper without reading about the application of CRISPR gene editing technology to basic research, 

public health, therapeutics or diagnostics. Although some problems of CRISPR remain to be solved, such as bio-safety and 
ethical issues, it may change people’s futures. This book is to meet the needs of basic molecular biochemists, 

pharmacologists, medical students, clinical practitioners and scientists, as well as a broad spectrum of readers who wish to 

understand the advances in research and applications of CRISPR. The contributing authors are basic scientists as well as 
students who major in biochemistry and pharmacology. The book presents the current research in the CRISPR model, 

focusing on its advances and applications. Topics discussed in this compilation include: Targeting of hepatic diseases using 

CRISPR; applications and advances of CRISPR in animal models; gene targeting on the Cyp2c Locus in rats via CRISPR; 
applications of CRISPR for therapy in human genetic diseases; utilization of CRISPR in gene function and drug target 

validation; applications of CRISPR in plant genome editing; and genome editing on human embryos using CRISPR. 

Current Advances in Biopolymer Processing and Characterization 

Martin Koller (University of Graz, Office of Research Management and Service, Institute of 

Chemistry, Graz, Austria) 

In series: Biomaterials - Properties, Production and Devices 
2017. 302 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-710-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-711-9. $195.00. 

The book presents current R&D activities to unravel the physico-chemical properties of diverse “biopolymers”, and their 
processing towards functionalized, high-performance bio-products with defined applications. The importance of this research 

becomes obvious by considering the annual plastic production of about 330 Mt, the lion´s share thereof based on the 

conversion of fossil feedstocks that is highly recalcitrant against biodegradation. Alternative environmentally degradable 
plastics cover not even 5% of today´s plastic market. Such “biopolymers” encompass various macromolecules of biological 

origin with diverse monomeric composition, and manifold physico-chemical properties. This structural diversity makes them 

potential candidates to produce bulk materials, e.g., for packaging purposes, smart functionalized materials in special niches 
like the biomedical field. Consequently, we witness an increasing trend towards new natural polymers to replace well-

established products like plastics. After decades of global R&D developments in this field, and numerous body blows on the 

way to the anticipated market breakthrough of biopolymers, it is generally recognized that the success of such new materials 
needs progress in both material performance and production prices. The book Current Advances in Biopolymer Processing 

& Characterization is dedicated to the current state-of-the-art of production, modification, characterization, and processing 

of two major biopolymer groups: Firstly, polysaccharides, nature´s most abundant raw materials, are represented by 
specialized contributions on biomedical applications of starch and its follow-up products. Polysaccharides were also studied 

for the examples of functionalized thermoplastic starch, molecular and hydrocolloidal characteristics of xanthan in aqueous 

environments, and by the design of functionalized xylan-based bio-materials. Secondly, the second series of contributions 
encompasses diverse biopolyesters. Advanced methods to improve the properties of PLA, fine-tune PLA properties by 

triggering PLA´s crystallization rate during melt processing, and the strongly emerging field of 3D-printing of PLA, PCL, 

and microbial PHA are described. Finally, the authors familiarize the reader with the application of mixed microbial cultures 
to produce PHA heteropolyesters with different thermo-mechanical properties in dependence on cultivation strategy and the 

microbial species’ composition. This compilation of new biomaterials with surprising functions and performance, based on 

these natural polymers will address scientists active in biopolymers production, functionalization, characterization, and 
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processing towards “bio-technomers”. The book is also dedicated to undergraduate students of polymer chemistry and 

polymer processing, and to representatives of the polymer industry who are interested in developing innovative, sustainable 
and smart polymeric products. Activities motivated by reading this book shall boost the impatiently desired market 

penetration of biopolymers and their follow-up products. Such materials definitely display a socioeconomic impact by 

addressing prevailing ecological concerns such as depleting fossil resources, growing piles of plastic waste, and increasing 
global warming. The contributions to this book illustrate that “bio-inspired” remedies for prevalent ecological problems are 

already available, developed by experts in polymer sciences and engineering, or that these solutions are at least in the status 

of development. 

Dissolved Organic Matter (DOM): Properties, Applications and Behavior 

Oleg S. Pokrovsky and Liudmila Shirokova (N. Laverov Federal Center for Integrated Arctic 

Research, Russia and CNRS, University of Toulouse, France) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 337 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-332-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-353-1. $230.00. 

Dissolved Organic Matter (DOM) is a major factor controlling global biogeochemical cycles of carbon, macro- and 

micronutrients and toxic metals. It plays a pivotal role both in mobilization (chemical weathering), transport (organic 

complexes and colloids), biological uptake and deposition (microbial and photo-degradation) of a number of essential macro- 
(C, N, P) and micro- (Fe, Zn, Mn, Ni, Cu Co) nutrients. The interest of scientists to DOM is rapidly increasing. Between 

1950 and 2017, more than 30,000 scientific papers on DOM were published (Web of Science® All Database Search); 

however, more than half of them were produced over the past nine years and over the last two and a half years, more than 
5,400 papers were published. Such attention to DOM is clearly motivated by a combination of global climate change issues 

and the main role of DOM in CO2 exchange between the atmosphere and the surface waters. Despite such a large range of 

scientific problems concerning DOM properties, origins, and applications, there is a very strong geographical bias in terms 
of the amount of research devoted to various geographical regions of the world. The majority of information concerns 

temperate zones and boreal regions of Scandinavia and Northern America, with very little information available on Siberia 

and Russia. Thus, among the less than 30,000 scientific articles devoted to various aspects of DOM since 1950, only 150-
200 of them are devoted to DOM in Russia or Siberia. This book is essentially oriented towards filling these gaps of our 

knowledge. Among thirteen chapters, eleven of them are devoted to various aspects of DOM in Russia and Siberia. Another 

important and still poorly characterized aspect of natural DOM is its colloidal status: four chapters of this book deal with the 
colloidal speciation of DOM in rivers and lakes. Given the breadth of physico-chemical, geochemical, biological, and 

geographical aspects of DOM covered in this book, it will be useful for a large audience of environmental scientists, 

limnologists, physico-chemists, soil and landscape scientists and biogeochemists. 

Fungicides: Perspectives, Resistance Management and Risk Assessment 

Paula Pérez-Rodríguez, Ph.D., Diego Soto-Gómez, and Inmaculada de la Calle, Ph.D. 

(Laboratory of Hydrology and Geochemistry of Strasbourg (LHyGeS), Université de 

Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France, and Plant Biology and Soil Science Department, University of 

Vigo, Galiza, Spain) 

In series: Chemical Engineering Methods and Technology 
2018. 320 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-307-3. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-308-0. $195.00. 

Fungi are responsible for a great number of diseases in plants and cause crop loss. The spread of fungal diseases can be 

controlled by crop management, rotation systems, the use of resistant cultivars and the application of fungicides. Fungicides 
are often employed by farmers due to their simplicity and efficiency. However, fungicides are expensive, and their 

effectiveness is reduced when the pathogen develops a resistance. Additionally, the excessive use of fungicides represents a 

potential risk for the environment and for human health. Apart from their use, the production generates pollution, and the 

natural degradation of the majority of fungicides is very complex. Due to the high persistence of fungicides, it is important 

to consider their residues in food. This book attempts to shed light on fungi biology, their ecology and their infection 

mechanisms; fungicide use and management, from their place in the market until their modes of action; the fungicide effects, 
the mechanisms of action and the way to increase their efficiency. In addition, other topics are considered such as the 

appearance of resistance, the causes and the methods employed to prevent or decrease their incidence. Finally, the latest 

trends in analytical determinations and new technologies are also included, like computer simulations that may help scientists 
to make predictions and act accordingly. 

Gas Chromatography: Analysis, Methods and Practices 

Valerie Warren 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 210 pp. 
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Hardcover: 978-1-53611-990-9. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-013-4. $160.00. 
Many members of plant and fungi kingdoms have toxic alkaloids that are highly poisonous. Chapter One explores how gas 

chromatography is used to analyze some classes of these alkaloids. In Chapter Two, the effect of surfactants on gas-liquid 

interfaces by using reverse-flow gas chromatography (RF-GC). Chapter Three describes the application of Solid-Phase 
Microextraction (SPME) for identifying volatile organic compounds (VOCs), additives and degradation products in 

industrial plastics, rubber, and packaging materials. And in Chapter Four, the authors discuss sampling procedures for the 

analysis of volatile and gaseous substances used in daily life and in forensic medicine. 

Inulin: Chemical Properties, Uses and Health Benefits 

Christian R. Davis 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2017. 170 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-301-2. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-324-1. $82.00. 

In the food industry, inulin is widely used as ingredient in food stuff, due to its technological and functional properties. 

Chapter One describes inulin as an ingredient that provides low caloric intake and is a source of fiber itself. The authors 
argue that inulin gathers beneficial characteristics to enhance health, when added to many different products. Chapter Two 

discusses the history, development, and application of preclinical and clinical vaccines that contain inulin formulations. 

Chapter Three covers the performance of inulin as a fat replacer in dairy products, giving an overview of the influence of 
inulin addition on the textural, rheological, prebiotic and sensory properties of the dairy products. 

Lactoferrin: Structure, Biological Functions, Health Benefits and Clinical Applications 

Tzi Bun Ng, Jack Wong, Ryan Tse, Tak Fu Tse, and Helen Chan (Prof. of Biochemistry, 

School of Biomedical Sciences, Faculty of Medicine, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 

China) 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2017. 246 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-703-4. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-704-1. $160.00. 
Lactoferrin is a multifunctional whey glycoprotein with a molecular mass of about 80 kDa. It is produced by various 

mammals and is found in milk, nasal secretions, saliva and tears, and it is in great abundance in human colostrum. It has 

intrigued scientists for decades. Lactoferricin and lactoferrampin are bioactive peptides derived from lactoferrin. Topics 
discussed in this book encompass: the primary structure and glycosylation pattern of milk lactoferrin, the inhibitory effect of 

lactoferrin on the hepatitis C virus, the anti-candidal activities of lactoferrin in systemic candidiasis, antimicrobial 

(antibacterial, antifungal and antiviral) and anticancer activities of lactoferricin, activities of lactoferrampin and the 
mechanisms involved, the properties and activities of lactoferrampin and lactoferricin-lactoferrampin chimera, dependence 

of the multiple effects of lactoferrinon receptors in different cell types, and clinical applications of lactoferrin. 

Lignin Molecular Biogeochemistry: Principles and Practices 

Shafi Mohammad Tareq and Keiichi Ohta (Associate Professor School of Bioscience, The 

University of Nottingham, Malaysia, Jalan Broga, Selangor, Malaysia) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 222 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53611-812-4. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-142-0. $160.00. 

Lignin has been used as a proxy to study biogeochemical processes and transportation of land derived carbon from land to 
lakes, rivers, coastal areas and deep marine environments. The literature of such a topic is vast, however, there are few 

applications of lignin molecular biogeochemistry for reconstructing paleovegetation and climate changes (e.g., the lignin 

phenol vegetation index; LPVI) and it is not particularly useful unless the molecular level information of terrestrial plants is 
compiled together in a systematic way. Chemically, lignin has been regarded as comparatively resistant to various types of 

degradation in comparison to other plant components such as carbohydrates and hydrocarbons. This book shapes the current 

state of the art in lignin molecular biogeochemistry research that highlights the potential future applications for this important 
biomarker for vegetation change and land-derived biogenic carbon transportations. This book provides a unique and thorough 

look at the application of lignin molecular biogeochemistry to environmental changes and monsoon variability. It also 

indicates that the application of lignin molecular biogeochemistry for an understanding of environmental changes consists 
of a biogeochemical approach that has been quite successful, but underused. This book is a new contribution to our knowledge 

of the lignin molecular biogeochemistry of different geographic locations and climatic conditions. 

Lipid Rafts: Properties and Role in Signaling 

Nils Thomas and Sten Jonathan 
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In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 166 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-624-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-625-8. $95.00. 

Lipid rafts are nanometer-sized subdomains of the plasma membrane containing higher concentrations of cholesterol, 
phosphatidylinositols, and sphingolipids. In Lipid Rafts: Properties and Role in Signaling, the authors summarize their 

observations that receptor preassembly is required for biological function; the interaction between receptor chains requires 

both the presence of Jak1 and their co-nanolocalization within lipid raft; a sequence-supported structural analysis of Janus 
kinases that suggests a significant influence of phospholipids on Janus kinase function; and critical observations made by 

others. The authors go on to discuss the way in which some studies have pointed out the relative contribution of microdomain 

lipid raft abnormalities to the pathophysiology of cardiovascular disease or cancer, and examples of substances known to 
affect lateral membrane organization in cells are discussed as potential therapeutics. A mini-review is included which 

summarizes the present data behind the relevance of lipid raft membrane domains in neuronal survival and death, with a 

particular emphasis in age-related neurodegenerative diseases. Furthermore, the emerging importance of the lipid matrix in 
alpha-synuclein protein configurations in synucleopathies will also be discussed. Lastly, the authors attempt to understand 

the molecular background of low-solubility of neuronal membrane to non-ionic detergent and find that phosphatidylserine 

prepared from brain showed insolubility to Triton X-100 at 4℃. Additionally, it was found that some lipid-derived molecules 

increased the solubility of neuronal DRM to non-ionic detergents. 

Melatonin: Medical Uses and Role in Health and Disease 

Lore Correia and Germaine Mayers 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2017. 333 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-987-8. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-988-5. $230.00. 
In this compilation, the authors review pre-analytical procedures, as well as analytical conditions, to determine melatonin in 

both biological and non-biological samples. Several procedures for the extraction of melatonin have been described, 
including ultrasound-assisted extraction, liquid–liquid extraction, and solid phase extraction. Following this, a study is 

presented wherein melatonin administration in middle-age rats was able to recover prostatic morphology and strongly 

decrease amiloyd bodies deposition even after obesity induction. These results were probably related to total GST activity 
improvement. The authors maintain that melatonin should be used as benign prostate hyperplasia chemoprevention due to 

decreased cell proliferation, even in hyperlipidemic medium. The functions of melatonin receptors in health and disease are 

reviewed, with specific references to their involvement in mood, anxiety-related and neurodegenerative disorders; and the 

possibilities of melatonin receptors as mediators of melatonergic therapeutics. Next, the current knowledge regarding 

immunomodulatory properties of melatonin are reviewed in conjunction with its effect on non-specific, humoral and cellular 

immune responses with particular emphasis on the production of reactive oxygen species and cytokines as well as on 
apoptosis. The authors go on to underline the pleiotropic effects of melatonin to ameliorate the molecular and organ/tissue 

damage associated with brain ischemia based on preserving the functional integrity of the blood-brain barrier, inducing 

neurogenesis and cell proliferation through receptor-dependent mechanism, and improving synaptic transmission. 
Additionally, they examine the role of MT1 and MT2 receptors in neurological disorders and the therapeutic effects of 

melatonin receptors agonists on the central nervous system disorders. The book deliberates o the way clinical trials in 

antipsychotic medicated patients suggest some positive effects for melatonin, but the studies have substantial shortcomings. 
The mechanism by which melatonin exerts any clinical effects remains largely un-investigated. The strength of the clinical 

evidence for an effect of melatonin, like that of the pre-clinical studies, is equivocal. An overview of the range of disorders 

and conditions that they may be improved by melatonin administration is provided, followed by consideration of the 
processes that may underlie these changes. In the final chapter, the authors summarize the data documenting the use of 

melatonin and its beneficial effects in oral related-diseases, such as bisphosphonate-related osteonecrosis of the jaw, 

periodontitis, mucositis, cancer, and/or oral infection. 

Occurrences, Structure, Biosynthesis, and Health Benefits Based on Their Evidences of 

Medicinal Phytochemicals in Vegetables and Fruits. Volume 8 

Noboru Motohashi, Ph.D. (Meiji Pharmaceutical University, Tokyo, Japan) 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2017. 280 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53611-988-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-011-0. $230.00. 

The bioactive components of plants comprehensively continue to represent the nutritional and functional actions for the 

healthy daily lives of humans. Through these components, scientists and researchers are able to promote healthy lifestyles 
and help people live for a long time without diseases and disorders. Recently, many beneficial health effects of plant 

components have been demonstrated via epidemiological surveys, experimental results and clinical evidence. This book is 

the eighthvolume of a series that has mainly contained information concerning phytochemicals and their effects, including 
preventions and treatments. The chapters are divided as follows: Chapter One: “Medicinal Phytochemicals and Health Effects 

of Patrinia scabiosaefolia Fisch” (patrinia, bai jiang cao); Chapter Two: “Furanocoumarins from the Genus Ficus: 
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Occurrence, Analysis, Health and Toxic Properties”; Chapter 3: “Neuroprotective Effects of a Water-Soluble Extract from 

the Culture Mediums of Lentinus edodes and Ganoderma lucidum Mycelia: The Possible Reduction Mechanism of 
Endoplasmic Reticulum Stress through Antioxidation”; and Chapter Four: “The Phytochemicals and their Health Benefits of 

Moringa oleifera Lam (Family: Moringaceae)”. These chapters will provide more advanced information to researches for the 

development of new nutraceutical drug designs. 

Phenolic Compounds: Structure, Uses and Health Benefits 

Paavo Oliver and Andrus Villem 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2017. 169 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-881-9. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-882-6. $95.00. 

Phenolic Compounds: Structure, Uses and Health Benefits opens with a discussion on phenolic substances such as gallic 

acid, catechin, chlorogenic acid, caffeic acid, p-coumaric acid, ferulic acid, and quercetin. The most common analytical 
methods (based on spectrophotometric, chromatographic or electrochemical techniques) for determining phenolic 

compounds applied to a wide range of sample sources are presented. Additionally, the authors study the high concentrations 

of bioactive substances in fruit berries in order to determine the link between daily fruit intake and human health. A review 
of the modern literature on extraction, filtration, and adsorption that may be combined with advanced oxidation treatments 

to minimalize the environmental impact of the remaining wastes is presented, especially focusing on phenolic compounds 

recovery from olive mill liquidwastes. Lastly, the authors provide an overview on the antiradical and antioxidizing properties 
of calix[n]arenes and calix[n]resorcinols as part of a larger discussion on the impact of “preorganization” of antioxidant 

fragments attached to calix[n]arene and calix[n]resorcinol scaffolds and their intramolecular synergy on antioxidant activity. 

Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids (PUFAs): Food Sources, Health Effects and Significance in 

Biochemistry 

Angel Catala ([INIFTA], Facultad de Ciencias Exactas, Universidad Nacional de La Plata, 

CONICET, CIC, La Plata, Argentina) 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 296 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-572-5. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-573-2. $195.00. 
This book presents an overview of polyunsaturated fatty acids (pufas): food sources, health effects and significance in 

biochemistry. The topics analyzed cover a broad spectrum of polyunsaturated fatty acids and present new information in this 

area of research. The topics analyzed include: microalgae as a source of omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids; polyunsaturated 
fatty acids (pufas) in human health; polyunsaturated fatty acids in artificial membranes modeled by the langmuir monolayer 

technique; lipid peroxidation at the cross roads of cell proliferation and cancer; advancement in the knowledge of 

polyunsaturated fatty acids, from discovery to now; the discussion of whether or not polyunsaturated fatty acids are beneficial 
for failing hearts; polyunsaturated fatty acids (n3) of vegetal origin; proteomic approaches to understand the health effects 

of marine omega-3 pufa; essential fatty acids; and health implications and threats to sources. 

Protein Kinase C: Emerging Roles and Therapeutic Potential 

Dean J. Pierce 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 98 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-210-6. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-211-3. $82.00. 
In this compilation, the authors review the structural basis of PKC isozymes and focus on the C1 domain, as well as the 

plausible binding mechanisms of its activators. Additionally, the recent molecular dynamics simulation studies of how 

phorbol esters or bryostatin bind to the activator pocket are described and some of the key amino acid residues recently 

identified as important for activator binding are investigated. The following chapter focuses on the expression pattern and 

function of PKCα in cancer cells, and newly emerging PKCα-targeted cancer therapies. PKCα acts directly and/or indirectly 

in various signaling mechanisms in cancer cells, including proliferation, survival, invasion, migration, apoptosis and drug 
resistance. A final review is provided which dissects the crosstalk between p53 and PKCδ in the context of apoptotic cell 

death and cancer therapy. PKCδ is implicated in a transcriptional regulation of the p53 tumor suppressor that is critical for 

cell cycle arrest and apoptosis in response to DNA damage. 

Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS): Mechanisms and Role in Health and Disease 

Shannon Wilkerson 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 346 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-166-6. $160.00. 
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e-book: 978-1-53613-167-3. $160.00. 

This compilation opens with a comprehensive review of heavy metals involves the unifying theme of electron transfer (ET), 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) and oxidative stress (OS) applied to toxicity, which often arises from pollution. The beneficial 

effect of antioxidants (AOs) supports the participation of oxidative stress. ROS are examined for their application to illnesses 

such as: cancer, cardiovascular diseases, autism, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, neurodegenerative diseases and 
aging illnesses. Afterwards, the mechanisms of ROS generation in the skin, the roles of ROS in altering the skin and ROS 

elimination in the body are discussed. The etiology of osteoarthritis is discussed, including oxidative stress and the 

overproduction of ROS, which is responsible in intracellular signaling processes, chondrocyte senescence and apoptosis, 
extracellular matrix synthesis and degradation along with synovial inflammation and dysfunction of the subchondral bone. 

The authors examine how increased ROS production generates development of malignancy; ROS are formed in vivo and 

many are powerful oxidizing agents, capable of damaging DNA and other biomolecules. Additionally, ROS are well-
recognized for their dual roles as both deleterious and beneficial species. They are produced in many normal and abnormal 

processes in humans, such as aging, joint diseases, and cancer. Increased ROS production leads to tissue damage associated 
with inflammation and the overproduction of ROS results in oxidative stress, which can be an important mediator of damage 

to cell structures (membranes, lipids, proteins, and DNA). However, low/moderate levels of ROS can act as indispensable 

second messengers that have a beneficial effect on regulating several of radical cellular activities, including cell activation, 
proliferation, death, and gene expression. An outline of the present knowledge on the impact of mKATP opening on ROS 

production, and ROS signaling events triggered by mKATP opening is provided, in order to find a link between bioenergetic 

effects of mKATP channels functioning and multiple pathways of cytoprotection afforded by pharmacological mKATP 
channels openers. It is generally thought that mitochondrial permeability transition pore (mPTP) is a key end effector of 

cytoprotective signaling triggered by mKATP channels opening, which inhibition affords protection under metabolic stress 

conditions. Subsequently, a chapter is included focusing on the role of ROS in causing oxidative injury, as well as the 
depletion of ROS. Lastly, redox cycles of several benzene-diol derivatives are reported. The redox cycles can be constructed 

by benzene-diol compounds, the reduced form of benzoquinone, nicotinamide adenine-dinucleotide, and metal ions. The 

substituents of benzene-diols strongly affect the rates of their redox cycles. 

Recent Advances in Mitochondrial Medicine and Coenzyme Q10 

Anna Gvozdjáková (Slovakia), Germaine Cornélissen (USA), and Ram B. Singh (India) 

In series: Medicine and Biology Research Developments 

Edited by: Tsisana Shartava, M.D. (Tbilisi, Georgia) 
2018. 450 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-149-9. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-150-5. $230.00. 

Recent Advances in Mitochondrial Medicine and Coenzyme Q10 (eds. Anna Gvozdjáková, Germaine Cornélissen, Ram B 

Singh) is an updated version of a book Mitochondrial Medicine (ed. A. Gvozdjáková) published by Springer, The 
Netherlands, in 2008. International contributors and world specialists in Mitochondrial Medicine and Coenzyme Q10 provide 

up-to-date knowledge in mitochondrial physiology, and review the role played by mitochondria in relation to diseases, 

diagnosies and therapies pertinent to various fields of medicine. This monograph covers topics related to mitochondrial 
physiology, mitochondrial sirtuins, supercomplexes, chronobiology, epigenetics, genetics, neurology, cardiology, 

nephrology, immunology, diabetology, oncology, and reproductive medicine. A chapter on the history of coenzyme Q10 

focuses on the work of Prof. Frederick L Crane, discoverer of coenzyme Q10, who died in 2015. Current diagnostic methods 
of mitochondrial disturbances are reviewed, including a new non-invasive approach using high-resolution respirometry in 

human blood cells. The effectiveness of supplementary therapies of mitochondrial disturbances is examined for the case of 

natural antioxidants, melatonin, high protein diet, omega-3-PUFA, omega-6-PUFA, natural mineral water sources and 
polarized light. Targeting mitochondrial therapy involves coenzyme Q10 (ubiquinone, ubiquinol), prospective mitochondrial 

replacement therapy and mitochondrial transplantation. This book is intended for general medical practitioners and specialists 

in various fields of medicine, including neurologists, cardiologists, geneticists, nephrologists, diabetologists, lipidologists, 
immunologists, oncologists, pharmacists, biochemists and nutritionists. Pre- and post-graduate education physicians, 

pharmacists and biochemists will also benefit from material covered in this monograph. 

Retinoic Acid: Functions, Regulation and Health Effects 

Jonah Cope and Leida Segura 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 115 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-156-7. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-157-4. $82.00. 
In this book, the authors examine retinoic acid and how it plays important role in a wide range of biological processes 

including proliferation and differentiation especially epithelial tissues. The mechanism of actions of retinoic acid in human 

keratinocytes and dermal fibroblasts are reviewed, as well as its clinical use in dermatological treatments. Next, the control 
of gene expression in hepatocytes is discussed. Retinoic acids (RA), including all-trans and 9-cis retinoic acids, are the 

bioactive components that bind and activate their cognate nuclear receptors to regulate target genes. The authors conclude 

by testing whether increased progesterone can bias sex ratios in the domestic hen. They determine that there is not a 
significant shift of the sex ratio after these preliminary experiments. These results suggest the existence of progesterone as 

additional inducer of meiosis in embryonic germ cell and independently of RA signaling in the chicken. 
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Sunscreens: Source, Formulations, Efficacy and Recommendations 

Rajesh P Rastogi, Ph.D. (Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, Research in 

Environment (RE) Division, Indira Paryavaran Bhavan, New Delhi, India) 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 327 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-294-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-295-3. $230.00. 
During the past few decades, the increased incidence of solar UV radiations (280-400 nm) and its harmful impacts, 

particularly on human skin have fueled worldwide concern to search for an effective UV sunscreen compound with the ability 

to provide maximum photoprotection. Several synthetic suncare products available in the international market may cause 
negative side effects that can't be overlooked. A number of biomolecules have been reported from different natural sources 

with great UV absorbing/screening functions. There is a need to explore the photoprotective role of these various natural UV 

sunscreening compounds so that they can find applications in UV-screening cosmetics for the benefit of human beings. The 
present book Sunscreens: Source, Formulations, Efficacy and Recommendations provide an overview of the current 

knowledge of the various sunscreening compounds along with their sources, formulations, and efficacy as well as 

recommendations with regard to the photoprotective function in response to intense solar radiations. This book describes the 

recent progress and fundamental backgrounds of various UV absorbing or sunscreening compounds derived from different 

sources. An effort has been made to provide substantial information on various natural sunscreening molecules and their 

potentials as an arsenal of effective sunscreen ingredients meant for adequate protection from harmful UV radiations. 
Different chapters of the book address various questions pertaining to the naturally sourced sunscreen from microorganisms 

to higher plants, ideal for the formulations of sun care and cosmeceutical products. Undoubtedly, the contents of the book 

would be highly useful for graduate/postgraduate students, teachers, biochemists, and researchers in the fields of cosmetic 
science, photobiology, medical microbiology, and metabolic engineers engaged in the formulations and development of 

broad spectrum natural sunscreens or anti-aging products. 

Teleosts: Physiology, Evolution and Classification 

Mikael Herleif 

In series: Marine Biology 
2018. 141 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-660-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-661-6. $82.00. 
The authors begin this compilation by analyzing catalase and peroxidase enzymes in different Black Sea teleosts related to 

their taxonomic, physiological and ecological position and evaluation of the anthropogenic impact on these antioxidant 

enzymes in fish tissues. The complex of specific phylogenic, physiological and ecological features of fish species may modify 
their antioxidant status, and it is important to understand for the development of monitoring programs. Next, the ratio of 

constitutive and reparative neurogenesis in the pallium of the juvenile masu salmon, Oncorhynchus masou, is analyzed. Since 

salmonid juveniles are characterized by a high level of constitutive neurogenesis, the authors investigated proliferative 
activity and neurodifferentiation in the dorsal pallial area of the masu salmon juvenile. The study has allowed for 

indentification of the superficially located periventricular proliferative zone, which corresponds to the pallial periventricular 

zone of other fish species. The objective of the final chapter was to study proliferation processes and the role of radial glia 
and neural stem cells in the event of injurious action on cerebellum of masu salmon juveniles. Using the immunoperoxidase 

staining of the glial fibrillary acidic protein, doublecortine and proliferating cells nuclear antigen, processes of proliferation 

and gliogenesis after mechanical trauma of cerebellum of masu salmon juveniles were studied. 

Trypsin: Anatomy, Biological Properties and Applications 

Diana Faas and Joshua Holder 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 130 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-670-8. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-671-5. $82.00. 

Trypsin, the protease with well-defined specificity, offers a great potential as a biocatalyst in numerous biomedical and 

industrial applications. In this collection, the authors discuss preparation and performance of trypsin immobilized on 
polysaccharide-based carriers. Various methods by which trypsin can be physically or chemically immobilized have been 

discussed in respect to the carrier used and the application intended. The subsequent paper presents the results of monitoring 

TATI levels in 317 patients with endometrial cancer during treatment as well as final results during a 17-year follow-up 
period. 274% increase in TATI levels was found in patients with recurrence and distant metastasis diagnosed during the 

follow-up period after radical treatment. In the concluding work, traditional spectrophotometric and radioimmunoassay-

based methods for trypsin activity assays are discussed and compared with the emerging sensors-based techniques for trypsin 
determination, such as electric, electrochemical, holographic, surface plasmon resonance, and QCM-based assays. 
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Vitamin-Dependent Multienzyme Complexes of 2-Oxo Acid Dehydrogenases: Structure, 

Function, Regulation and Medical Implications 

Victoria Bunik (Principal Investigator of Belozersky Institute of Physicochemical Biology and 

Associate Professor of Faculty of Bioengineering and Bioinformatics, Lomonosov Moscow 

State University, Moscow, Russian Federation) 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2017. 219 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-166-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-188-9. $160.00. 

This book summarizes current data on the architecture, structure-function relationships, reaction mechanisms and active site 
coupling in multienzyme complexes of 2-oxo acid dehydrogenases. Special focus concerns the mechanisms of function and 

regulation of a multienzyme structure, additional to those inherent in its component enzymes. The overall physiological 

process of 2-oxo acid oxidative decarboxylation and the substrate specificity determinants are considered along with side 
reactions of regulatory significance, such as non-oxidative reactions, formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and 

complex-bound thiyl radicals. The significance of the chemical interplay between the complex-bound dihydrolipoate 

intermediate, thioredoxin or thioredoxin-like proteins, and peroxiredoxins for sensing metabolic state and adjusting the 
catalysis accordingly, is considered. Other mechanisms involved in the short- and long-term regulation of 2-oxo acid 

dehydrogenase complexes are summarized in view of their relevance to physiological functions. Metabolic regulation by 

natural effectors of 2-oxo acid dehydrogenase complexes and their synthetic analogues is considered. The medical 
implications of enzymological knowledge on the complexes are also presented. 

BIOLOGY 

Advances in Marine Biology. Volume 2 

Adam Kovács and Patrik Nagy 

In series: Advances in Marine Biology 
2017. 269 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-749-2. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-750-8. $250.00. 

In Chapter One, Carlos García, Javiera Oyaneder-Terrazas, Diego Figueroa, Carolina Díaz, Romina Mora, and Héctor R. 

Contreras examine events linked to lipophilic marine biotoxins (OA-, AZA-, PTX- and YTX-group) and the way they 

interrelate in the mussels sp. environment in the Austral Pacific fjords. In Chapter Two, Uriel Rubio Rodríguez, Jessica A. 
Navarro González, and M. Itzigueri Burgos Vázquez explore the anatomical adaptations allowing for gregarious behavior in 

schools of fish to suggest modifying capturing methods for fisheries. In Chapter Three, Carlos García, Javiera Oyaneder-

Terrazas, and Hector R. Contreras provide a study lipophilic marine biotoxins in the environment and their connection to 
concentration levels in shellfish. Marcos I. Pérez-Pérez, M. Dolores Garza-Gil, and Manuel Varela-Lafuente examine 

Spanish turbot aquaculture beginning in 1983 and ending with the future challenges it will face in Chapter Four. In Chapter 

Five, Yulia I. Podlipaeva and Andrew V. Goodkov present a study on White Sea mussel adaptions to environmental salinity 
changes. Next, H. Y. Zhanga, P. K. S. Shina, and S. G. Cheung present a study on the effect of salinity and acidification on 

food detection in Nassarius festivus, a marine gastropod, in Chapter Six. In Chapter Seven, J.A. Grant-Mackie reviews the 

distribution of a nautiloid in the Late Triassic. Following this, Bi Lin Liu, Xin Jun Chen, Jian Hua Li, Yi Gong, and Jing 
Yuan Lin present a review on the jumbo flying squid, or Dosidicus gigas, in Chapter Eight. Lastly, Chapter Nine by Bi Lin 

Liu, Jing Yuan Lin, Xin Jun Chen, Tao Jia, and Gang Li examines the species composition, abundance, and spatial 

distribution of zooplankton through a study conducted with Chinese squid jigging vessels in the Pacific Ocean. 

Advances in Marine Biology. Volume 3 

Adam Kovács and Patrik Nagy 

In series: Advances in Marine Biology 
2018. 226 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-092-8. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-093-5. $250.00. 

Advances in Marine Biology. Volume 3 begins by focusing on some novel compounds having antioxidant, antimicrobial, 

anti-inflammatory, anticancer and other bioactive properties identified and isolated from marine sponges, which could serve 
as leads for drug discovery. The authors also discuss the factors that contribute to new discoveries and the challenges 

associated with translating marine sponge-derived compounds into clinical trials. The advances that may further expand the 

promise of drug discovery from marine sponges are also examined. Following this, the authors present current information 
about Hox-genes in polychaetes and make some cautious assumptions about the ancestral functions of the Hox-cluster. The 

basic plane and evolution of bilateral animals (Bilateria) are closely associated with Hox-genes. These genes usually exist in 

the genome in the form of the aforementioned clusters, gene complexes with a conservative position of individual genes 
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inside them. Marine biotoxins are examined, specifically their correlation with of harmful algal blooms (HABs) which can 

accumulate in seafood products. This can have severe consequences on both the fishery industry and consumer health, as 
most marine biotoxins are not destroyed by food technologies like freezing or cooking, and their presence cannot be perceived 

because they give no specific taste, flavor or smell to food. The subsequent article contains a study on adaptation to 

environmental salinity alterations in the White Sea mussel Mytilus edulis, with its research having been conducted for several 
years and involving both long-term acclimation and exposure to stress salinity. A series of experiments were conducted in 

order to deduce the mussels’ capacity to adapt to environmental salinity changes, especially in terms of cell and molecular 

mechanisms of salinity adaptation. This compilation also presents a preliminary work within a large scale research program 
on H. diversicolor in different estuaries with the PNETOX Program ‘National Program of Ecotoxicology’. In the framework 

of the French National Program of Ecotoxicology, environmental quality was assessed in the multi-polluted Seine Estuary 

and the comparatively clean Authie Estuary, France (2002-2004), by determining contaminant levels in water, sediments and 
the infaunal worm H. diversicolor. The experiments were carried out concurrently in spring 2007 using a common protocol. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 124 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2017. 243 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-400-2. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-413-2. $250.00. 

The chapters in this volume present the latest developments in medicine and biology. The overuse and everyday abuse both 
in humans and animals, in conjunction with the decreased production of new antimicrobial drugs during the last years, have 

led to the limitation of the treatment choices and the development of antibiotics resistance as discussed in Chapter One. 

Chapter Two reports on the overuse of antibiotics as a serious public health problem, and the clear correlation between their 
use and the emergence of resistant bacterial strains both at the individual and populace levels. Chapter Three discusses how 

antibiotics play a major role in the treatment of infectious diseases; however, there is evidence that they are also used for 

non-indicated viral conditions. Chapter Four studies pharmacovigilance which is the science relating to the collection, 
detection, assessment and prevention of adverse reactions and other problems associated with drugs. Chapter Five reviews 

adverse events associated with ibrutinib with an emphasis on infections, bleeding, and atrial fibrillation. In general, as a 
method of treatment of GH patients with frequent relapses (more than 6 times a year), Chapter Six recommends individual 

therapy combining etiotropic chemotherapy and additional immunotherapy with the IFN drugs and IFN inducers developed 

in Russia Chapter Seven evaluates current research findings on the measurement resolution of the most commonly used 
dehydration markers, their applicability in combat sports research and the potential health-related risks of excessive 

hypohydration. Chapter Eight discusses peritonectomy using electrosurgical dissection with a ball-tip as a new methodology 

for obtaining control of peritoneal metastases. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 125 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2017. 300 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-740-9. $190.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-741-6. $190.00. 

In Chapter One, Olga Chub, MD, PhD, and Professor Oleksandr V. Bilchenko, MD present a study exploring the occurrence 

of plasmid-mediated resistance genes in gram-negative uropathogens. Next, Chapter Two by Daniela Baconi, Miriana Stan, 
and Ana Maria Vlasceanu reviews recent knowledge on hallucinogenic drugs. In Chapter Three, recent advances in 

ultrasound imaging are presented. Following this, Chapter Four by Jinhua Dong, PhD, and Hiroshi Ueda, PhD provides an 

overview on the modern applications of open sandwich immunoassay detection systems. Khaled Habas, Martin H. 
Brinkworth, and Diana Anderson review the impact of nonsteroidal estrogen diethylstilbestrol on genetic reliability of male 

germ cells in Chapter Five. In Chapter Six, Petr Slama and Chaivat Kittigul discuss the effect of Staphylococcus aureus 

infections on leukocytes of bovine mammary gland. Continuing, Chapter Seven by Deryk Jones, MD and Angie Botto-van 
Bemden, PhD expresses the benefits of using the “Sandwich-ACI” procedure on patients with OCD lesions. Chapter Eight 

by Seiji Kojima, Tomonobu Kusanom and Yoshiyuki Kamio elaborates on biosynthesis and the function of peptidoglycan-

linked cadaverine. Afterwards, Letícia Petersen Schmidt Rosito, MD, PhD, Sady Selaimen da Costa, MD, PhD, and Daniela 
Pernigotti Dall’Igna, MD present research on the pathogenesis of middle ear cholesteatoma to discern potential future 

treatment methods in Chapter Nine. Finally, Chapter Ten by Natsuko Kakudo, Naoki Morimoto, Takeshi Ogawa, Fangyuan 

Lai, Masakatsu Hihara, and Kenji Kusumoto examines the in vitro proliferative capacity of adipose-derived stem cells in 
order to promote the development of culture methodologies. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 126 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 273 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-013-3. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-014-0. $250.00. 
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Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 126 opens with a discussion on fungal infections of the central nervous system 

and the way they have been known to parallel the incidence of systemic fungal infections in at risk populations. The reported 
percentages of central nervous system involvement associated with invasive fungal infections range from 3% - 100% 

depending on the species isolated. Next, the authors discuss the effect of agouti-related peptide on the increase of food intake 

and body weight in animal models of cachexia, proposing agouti-related peptide as a possible anti-anorexigenic drug. This 
compilation includes the first complete overview of human leukocyte antigen variation across Austronesian populations and 

includes the effects of admixture along the migration path during their 5,000 year diaspora. The authors conclude that 

intermarriage has shifted allele frequencies in migrant peoples from those found in their original pure Austronesian stock 
(Taiwanese natives) towards those populations with which they have since become blended. Following this, a review of the 

factors affecting the photodegradation reaction and mechanism of riboflavin and related compounds is provided. Riboflavin 

belongs to the family of vitamin B complex and is present in a number of food products. Additionally, this book addresses 
the determination that the existence of the majority of microorganisms in the form of three-dimensional associates on the 

phase interface proves the significant survivable advantages as compare with selective ones. Afterwards, the authors present 
their designed dimeric dipeptide called GK-2 (bis(N-succinyl-Lglutamyl-L-lysine)hexametylendiamide) on the base of a 

beta-turn sequence of NGF loop4, which is most exposed to solvent and hence has a significant role in the interaction of 

NGF with the receptor. Later, the authors analyzed the pharmacological properties of the GlyR in the immature retina and 
compare those with the adult. Membranes from adult and immature rat retinas were incubated under different conditions in 

the presence of radioactive glycine or strychnine. Radioactive binding was considered as the specific binding to the GlyR. 

The closing chapter discusses Professor Werner Kalow (1917-2008), a pioneer in the field of 
pharmacogenetics/pharmacogenomics, foreseeing future emerging subspecialties such as 

pharmacoepigenetics/pharmacoepigenomics and pharmacoanthropology. All these disciplines study human individuality and 

variability, paving the way for a translational personalized medicine. However, they cannot be legitimate if not properly 
founded by a broader, coherently unified science which deals with method and principles. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 127 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 253 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-204-5. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-205-2. $250.00. 

In Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 127, the authors discuss Parkinson's disease (PD), a neurological disorder 
characterized by the death of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta and reduced dopamine levels in 

the striatum. Currently, there are few pharmacological treatments for PD and although Levodopa has frequently been used, 

it is not a viable treatment option for all patients. Thus, this book presents experimental evidence supporting the claim that 

endocannabinoid signaling may represent a promising therapeutic target for PD, inducing a reduction in neurodegeneration 

with minimal psychotropic effects. Subsequently, it presents findings that free-hydroxyproline observed in a physiological 

system must be resulted from a degradation of protein molecules. Variations in free-hydroxyproline concentrations in the 
plasma and white muscle of fishes, with genetic differences in growth rates and with different feedings, could indicate 

differences in protein degradation rates for tissue remodeling and growth. Since the synthesis of the connective tissue 

framework of muscle is a rate-limiting step in muscle growth, the concentrations of white muscle free-hydroxyproline could 
be reliable for growth studies, as its levels are correlated with fish specific growth rates (SGR) and feed efficiency. Next, the 

authors analyze the results of umbilical hernia repair using Ventralex® Hernia Patch, a bilayer prosthesis. Preoperative 

characteristics, surgical procedure details, postoperative complications and recurrence rate were studied. An overview of the 
most up-to-date findings on the association of NGF with development of schizophrenia is presented, based on literature data 

as well as the authors’ own findings. The contributions of other research groups are provided and discussed in the context of 

prominent existing hypothesis of psychiatric disorder development. Afterwards, hernias are discussed as one of the most 
common reasons a primary care patient may need referral for surgical intervention. The emergence of next-generation 

prosthesis seeks to achieve the best possible integration into the tissues, improving their performance on all interfaces and 

avoiding complications. The authors exhibit a retrospective cohort study to assess the impact of 6-hour versus 4-hour HD 
sessions in end-stage renal disease (ESRD) patients treated with three times per week, daytime, in-center HD. Using data 

from a cohort of forty-three, stable chronic ESRD patients, the authors compared twenty-one patients undergoing 6-hour HD 

sessions with twenty-two patients on conventional 4-hour HD sessions. The following chapter begins with an introduction 
to collagen and the function of Hyp in the collagen molecule, followed by a description of sources of various Hyp fractions 

in tissues and body fluids. The effects of different toxins on various Hyp fractions in the serum and tissues are also discussed. 

Then, soy isoflavones or soy derivatives (supplements containing S-equol) are recommended for relieving vasomotor 
symptoms. The evidences for standardized cohosh preparations are effective and are also be recommended. This book also 

discusses DNA damage repair, a very important biological process commonly associated with human health and diseases, 

because a detailed elucidation of DNA repair mechanism is essential for a better understanding of health and disease. 
Afterwards, the current information on collagen PTMs and their alteration under different pathological conditions are 

examined. It has been reported that collagen undergoes polyubiquitination in response to S-adenosyl-L-methionine. The 

polyubiquitination inhibits Collagen processing leading to decreased collagen secretion in hepatic stellate cells (HSCs). In 
closing, a critical review about the impact of changes in lifestyle and diet supplementation with natural phytochemicals on 

cancer statistics is given. This review highlights the new advances in understanding the anticancer activity of flavonoids 

based on its ability to damage DNA in cancer cells. 
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Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 128 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 246 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-272-4. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-273-1. $250.00. 

In Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 128, the authors provide evidence that several families of GPCRs 

dynamically modulate microglial phenotypes and provide evidence that aberrations in G-protein coupled receptors-mediated 
signaling are prime contributors to a loss of homeostatic microglia states. A comprehensive landscape on the physiological 

conditions already known to be important for dendritic cell (DC) differentiation is included. Specifically: presenting stages 

of development of bone marrow stem cells; comparing the ontogeny of DCs in mice and humans; debating the differences 
between conventional DCs versus plasmacytoid DCs; highlighting that Langerhans cells (LCs) have different origins; 

discussing factors that may modulate the development of DC subsets; and emphasizing ontogenetic properties of DCs that 

make them different from monocytes and macrophages. Next, the authors review ex vivo and in vitro studies about the effects 
of human soluble fibrinogen molecule on blood components behavior and its effects at physiological and pathophysiological 

conditions, as well as in vitro studies conducted in experimental animal models. The tacrolimus (TAC) metabolism is 

reviewed in a separate study which proposes the TAC metabolism rate (C/D ratio) as a novel tool to assist physicians in risk 
stratification to individualize therapy in patients after (renal) transplantation. Continuing, the book postulates that modulation 

of nitric oxide (NO) concentrations at the maternal-fetal interface is relevant for maintaining early gestation due to failures 

in vascular adaptations. NO regulates vascular tone, angiogenesis, and cellular aggregation and adhesion, which are important 
functions in establishing and maintaining normal pregnancy. This book also presents the research and development of a 

collaborative, social-networked approach to train elementary and middle-school students so that the students can be aware 

of their bad sitting posture and timely improve it. Results show that the proposed approach and the developed posture training 
tools were very effective in improving teens’ posture. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 129 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 270 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-347-9. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-348-6. $250.00. 

In this collection, the authors review novel findings strongly suggesting that YS110, a humanized monoclonal antibody with 
high affinity to the CD26 antigen, represents a promising novel therapy for refractory cancers, immune disorders and MERS-

CoV infection. This book show that in vivo administration of YS110 inhibits tumor cell growth, migration and invasion, and 

enhances survival of mouse xenograft models inoculated with malignant mesothelioma (MPM), renal cell carcinoma, non-
small-cell lung carcinoma, ovarian carcinoma or T-cell lymphoma via multiple mechanisms of action. Afterwards, several 

of the antibacterial resistance mechanisms employed by bacteria are discussed, especially those that can be targeted by novel 

antibacterial agents to combat resistant organisms. These mechanisms include alterations of cell wall or cell wall metabolites, 
mutations in antibiotic target, antibiotic deactivation by bacterial enzymes and biofilm formation. Later, the authors introduce 

AdRx as a treatment modality in musculo-skeletal pain, explain its rationale and techniques offering indications and 
contraindications for its usage. While AdRx takes its original theory from Eunice Ingham’s teaching and from followers of 

her teachings, this chapter confines the content to AdRx as standalone therapy in the context of musculo-skeletal pain. Near-

infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is also introduced as a non-invasive monitoring method that allows continuous real-time 
monitoring of cerebral hemoglobin oxygen saturation in a small area of the frontal cortex. This monitoring tool is based on 

the principle that some biological materials are relatively permeable to near-infrared light. In a separate study, trans-synaptic 

tracing from the visually responsive sites in the superior colliculus to the retina were studied using attenuated pseudorabies 
virus. The results demonstrated the presence of synaptic connections between the transplant and the host retina that contribute 

to the visual improvement observed in the superior colliculus. Continuing, in 2015, a novel pathogenesis of Crohn’s disease 

(the Hruska Postulate) was published. The authors aim to take what is known about Mycobacterium avium subspecies 
paratuberculosis, Crohn’s disease, and the Hruska Postulate and determine why Crohn’s disease is potentially curable. 

Several researchers have been trying to identify biomarkers that can be used for Crohn’s disease in clinical practice, however, 

further studies are required in order to validate most of their findings. The closing chapter introduces several diagnostic 
imaging techniques for kidney stone detection. A new imaging technique of C-arm tomosynthesis is described to generate 

volumetric information of the kidney to identify the size and location of kidney stones with limited amount of radiation dose. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 130 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 285 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-598-5. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-599-2. $250.00. 
Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 130 begins by discussing proton pump inhibitors (patented in 1979) that 

selectively target the H,K- ATPase of gastric parietal cells as a reliable therapeutic regimen for management of acid reflux 
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disease and gastric bleeding. Around the same time, H. pylori was recognized as the main cause of peptic ulcer. The following 

chapter explores how common bile duct stones can be predicted and investigated. In addition, the management of proven 
ductal calculi is discussed in the preoperative, intraoperative and postoperative stages. The investigation of ductal stones is 

partly dependent upon patient presentation and liver function tests, but also on availability of imaging modality and surgical 

experience. Afterwards, the authors summarize the current knowledge regarding the toxic effects of STZ on mammalian 
DNA and chromosomes, putting emphasis on the most recent findings on this subject. At the chromosome level, STZ induces 

chromosomal aberrations (including those ones involving telomeric sequences), micronuclei and sister chromatid exchanges. 

A review of current state of knowledge of atmospheric parameter’s pathophysiological mechanisms and its cardiovascular 
risk effects is included. Additionally, some medical prevention strategies that can provide effective protection against the 

negative health effects of global climate change are presented. The authors go on to summarize the morphogenesis, 3D 

structure, and rearrangement of the IHBDs, as well as the cellular changes of cholangiocytes during development and 
regeneration. Recent advances based on gene targeting, lineage tracing, and three–dimensional (3D) analysis of the liver 

tissue have improved our understanding of the IHBDs morphogenesis and regeneration. The goal of the concluding chapter 
is to describe the current educational preparation and scope of practice of pediatric advance practice providers (APPs) and 

provide guidelines with a new practice model as to how to successfully integrate APPs into the pediatric emergency 

department. The pediatric health care and role of an acute care APP has evolved significantly in the last few years, with APPs 
seeing patients ranging from non-urgent to all kinds of pediatric emergencies. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 131 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 266 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-840-5. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-841-2. $250.00. 

In this compilation, the authors open with a discussion on lectins, carbohydrate-binding proteins which are widely present in 

living organisms and participate in molecular recognition and intracellular functions. Due to their carbohydrate specificity, 
lectins can be employed as an analytical tool to study glycan structures on glycoconjugates. Plant lectins have also been used 

to study glycosylation pattern of animal glycoproteins. The first chapter includes a brief review on lectins, a summary of the 
general information on glycoconjugate, a review on lectin-affinity techniques and their potential, as well as perspectives of 

the employment of lectins in the estimation of the glycosylation pattern of glycoconjugates. Next, the authors discuss the 

cytokine interleukin-7 and its many diverse and important functions in the development and maintenance of immune cells. 
For haematopoiesis, depending on particular cell type, IL-7 is important for cell survival, proliferation and differentiation. 

The cytokine’s receptor is expressed by early progenitors of B, T lymphocytes and Innate Lymphoid Cells, and IL-7 signaling 

is critical for the generation of these cells. The authors go on to examine enzyme therapy as a modern way of providing better 

protection for people with coeliac disease and sensitivity to gluten who have been placed solely on a lifelong gluten-free diet. 

By itself, the gluten-free diet is not always fully protective of the small intestine because small amounts of gluten can be 

present from contamination and the failure to recognize “hidden gluten” in food. This chapter explains how certain 
supplements are able to help those with gluten sensitivity overcome the harmful effects of gluten and reduce the worry about 

contamination of their food and the lack of knowledge about its gluten content. These supplements represent an important 

development of the gluten-free diet and will assist in patient management to ensure that patients remain free from the effects 
of gluten. Later, adrenergic urticarial, a well-defined-yet-neglected variant of urticarial, is discussed. It is characterized by a 

peculiar clinical picture, with small hives surrounded by white haloes due to local vasoconstriction. Lastly, the authors discuss 

how abnormalities in physical properties of the cell membranes may be strongly linked to cerebro- and cardiovascular 
diseases. Recent evidence indicates that increased plasma levels of tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a), an inflammatory 

cytokine, may actively participate in the pathophysiology of endothelial dysfunction, hypertension and other circulatory 

disorders. The present study was performed to investigate the possible relationships among plasma TNF-a, asymmetric 
dimethylarginine and membrane fluidity in hypertensive and normotensive subjects using an electron spin resonance (ESR)-

spectrometry. 

Advances in Psychobiology 

Francesco Chiappelli, Ph.D. (UCLA School of Dentistry, Los Angeles, CA, US) 

In series: Health Psychology Research Focus 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-480-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-481-0. $230.00. 
Broadly defined psychobiology is a wide field of scientific endeavor, which bridges the artificial divide imposed by the 

Cartesian philosophy of things of the mind and things of the body. Starting in the early decades of the 20th century, mind-

body research developed new avenues of understanding in Western science. It became increasingly clear that processes 
attributed to the psyche, including emotions, cognitions, memories, and personalities, had important effects upon 

physiological events, could disrupt homeostasis, determined and controlled allostasis, and arose, in fact, from biological 

phenomena driven by cell biology, biochemistry, genomics and, in a larger sense, interactomics. In brief, psychobiology 
reunited, at last, the sciences of psychology and physiology. Current advanced research in psychobiology proffers a new 

perspective on human and animal behavior, with cognitions, emotions, and traits describing the interaction between 

biological systems and behavior. Today, novel frontiers in psychobiology research encompass how cognition (what we are 
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thinking) and mood (how we are feeling) combine with, determine and are engendered by biological events. The superb 

chapters that compose this book are written by the premier internationally and most renowned psychobiologists in the world 
at this time. They examine several of the most important domains of psychobiology research today: from a novel 

conceptualization of stress in the context of the person-environment fit model, to the modulation of immune surveillance by 

perceived stress, the alterations of cognition by pharmaceutical use and over-use, as well as from athletic training or 
ionization poisoning to, ultimately, the brain-gut interaction. The role of functional MRS in the study of advanced research 

questions in psychobiology is also discussed in depth. Taken together, this collection of chapters make this book on advanced 

psychobiology both timely and critical. Expectations are that future research development in psychobiology, as the field 
continues to advance, will continue to strive to understand how psychological and biological connections shape the human 

experience. Psychobiology will increasingly provide a uniquely new perspective in psychology on the one hand, and on the 

other hand, in biology along several of the dimensions proffered in this book. 

Barnacles: Recent Progress in Biology and Antifouling 

Ryusuke Kado, Haruo Mimura and Noriyuki Endo (Marine Ecology Research Institute, 

Yamabuki-cho, Shinjuku, Tokyo) 

In series: Marine Science and Technology 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-444-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-445-2. $95.00. 
This book is composed of two sections, Ecological and Fundamental Researches and Approach to Antifouling. Both sections 

contain research trends on barnacles that have been collected from laboratory work and field studies. Section I: Ecological 

and Fundamental Researches Chapter One describes the traditional taxonomy and phylogenetic studies of thoracican 
barnacles based on morphological examinations. Chapter Two reviews ever rearing trials of the lepadid larvae and introduces 

recent examples of successful rearing of their larvae and settlement. Chapter Three focuses on barnacle larval dispersal and 

settlement from the ecological aspects, with common and specific mechanisms on the larval dispersal and settlement 
summarized. In Chapter Four, chemical cues in barnacle larval settlement are described. In Chapter Five, the authors describe 

the recent advances on the cellular biology of cyprid cement gland and the molecular characteristics of cyprid cement 

materials of the barnacle, Megabalanus rosa. Chapter Six describes the roles of the larval sense of vision in barnacles. Section 
II: Approach to Antifouling Chapter Seven centers around the antifouling properties of soft materials such as silicone and 

hydrogels against barnacles both in laboratory and field assays. Chapter Eight concerns the settlement of controllable 

barnacle populations via LED blue light emission. Chapter Nine concludes the book with a discussion about qPCR to species 
specific detection of barnacle larvae. 

Biodiversity in Time and Space 

Roberto Cazzolla Gatti, Ph.D. (Associate Professor at Biological Institute, Tomsk State 

University, Russian Federation - Research Associate at FACAI Lab and Coordinator of the 

GFBI Hub, Department of Forestry and Natural Resources, Purdue University, US) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 370 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-662-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-663-0. $230.00. 
The study of biodiversity is essential for the understanding of the complex phenomena upon which biological sciences are 

based. This book aims to be an updated and advanced source of the theoretical and practical aspects related to biological 

diversity suitable for graduated and Ph.D. students. This text seeks to open the doors to the study of biodiversity and its 
interconnections with ecology, evolution, economy and anthropogenic impacts starting from students to university teachers 

and researchers. The approach adopted embraces a comprehensive vision of biodiversity and introduces theoretical and 

practical information that can help to conduct rigorous studies, without omitting the space-temporal component in the 
analysis of a subject that merges ecological and evolutionary sciences. The novelty of the ideas presented in this book is 

underlined by the McArthur Fellowship winner and renowned complex systems biologist, Stuart A. Kauffman, who gifted 

the foreword of this publication by his scientific story. During the academic semesters of Biology, Natural Sciences, Forestry 
and Environmental Sciences, the discussions related to the evolutionary patterns and the analysis of biodiversity is based 

upon complex arguments with a few and often quite old reference textbooks. This book provides the most updated review of 

the literature concerning both the theoretical and practical study of biodiversity and offers new ideas for a better 
understanding of the proposed concepts. The degree’s theses and scientific papers on this subject are increasing, but literature 

research is often conducted referring to outdated texts whose explanations of sometimes complex topics – such as the 

evolution of ecological niches, the speciation and extinction patterns, the calculation of diversity indices, the estimation of 
accumulation and rarefaction curves, etc. – are even more complicated. This book provides different empirical approaches 

to the study of biodiversity and applied examples to better link and understand the theoretical background. Moreover, it is 

accompanied by graphical schematizations, figures and insights that can easily simplify most of the difficult issues related 
to this developing science. This book, along with presenting an updated overview of the most useful and rigorous indices, 

measures, plots and graphical representations to monitor, analyse, and calculate biodiversity, provides an extended theoretical 

background. The parallel theoretical and practical approach of this proposed book can be useful at any user level: for graduate 
students to better understand complex concepts with concrete examples and graphics; for teachers to supply their students 
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with updated and concrete notions that can be linked to a more theoretical basis; for researchers to use the data and 

information gathered by the application of the methods described in the book and to analyse and discuss the results obtained 
on the basis of the hypotheses furnished in the wide literature review, with the final aim of writing scientific reports about 

biodiversity research. 

Biological Conservation in the 21st Century: A Conservation Biology of Large Wildlife 

Michael O'Neal Campbell (Camosun College, Victoria, Canada) 

In series: Wildlife Protection, Destruction and Extinction 
2017. 291 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-073-8. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-092-9. $195.00. 
Michael Campbell’s research interests are conservation biology, applied biogeography, political ecology and human wildlife 

relations in Africa, Latin and North America. This includes large avian and mammal species such as bears, large cats and 

herbivores, and eagles, vultures and other large birds. Teaching interests include conservation biology, population genetics, 
biogeography, GIS, remote sensing and statistical applications in biogeography and ecology, natural hazards and natural 

resource management, political ecology. Academic qualifications include a Ph.D. (Biogeography) 1998, University of 

London (Imperial College at Wye), Wye, UK, a Postgraduate Certificate in Conservation Biology, 2006. Manchester 
Metropolitan University, UK and an M.A. Geography (Biogeography, Geomatics) 2002. Carleton University, Ottawa, 

Canada. Campbell’s working background is in spatial science, applied ecology, urban, industrial and population geography, 

applied anthropology and sociology, human and environmental geography and environmental science, with GIS/Remote 
Sensing applications, in teaching, research and project applications. He has also worked as a geography, ecology and GIS 

teacher and researcher in Canada and the UK and as an environmental and social scientist, on biogeography, social ecology, 

environmental pollution, landscape change and nature/society relations, mostly with GIS applications at micro and macro 
levels. This edited book, composed of chapters written by scholars of the environmental and biological sciences, examines 

selected topics from the vast field of conservation biology, with a focus on some of the issues that dominate the current 

discourses and practices on the conservation biology of large wildlife. The first chapter examines the history and status of 
conservation biology and examines the status of large wildlife in conservation biology research. The second chapter examines 

the issues related to urban forestry and conservation, justified by the vast expansion of urban landcover into the habitats of 
large wildlife and the consequences for people and animals. Chapters Three and Four focus on big cats in the Americas and 

apply ideas from the theory of conservation biology to assess their conservation possibilities. Chapter Five examines the land 

cover conflicts that occur between people and animals when transportation networks intrude on habitats. Chapter Six looks 
at the nuances of governance and the impact on conservation policy. Chapter Seven describes the value of integrated research 

and geomatics in the applications to protected management. Chapter Eight takes a novel, total ecosystem approach by 

examining micro- and meso-fauna and their function in ecosystems inclusive of macro-fauna. Chapter Nine takes a case 

study of vultures, which are the most important scavengers in the world, and examines the impacts of recent diseases that 

severely decimated their numbers. Chapter Ten takes a case study of a unique savanna area on the forested West African 

coast, and investigates the ecology of the area and the factors for the extinction of large wildlife. 

Biology Research Summaries (With Biographical Sketches). Volume 1 

Bernard Olson 

In series: Biology Research Summaries 
2017. 405 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-262-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-327-2. $230.00. 

This new book provides research summaries from a number of different focuses in biology, and compiles biographical 

sketches of top professionals in this important field. 

Biology Research Summaries (With Biographical Sketches). Volume 2 

Bernard Olson 

In series: Biology Research Summaries 
2017. 435 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53610-208-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-444-6. $230.00. 

This new book provides research summaries from a number of different focuses in biology, and compiles biographical 

sketches of top professionals in this important field. 

The Mechanics of Life: A Closer Look at the Inner Workings of Nature 

Timothy Ganesan, Ph.D. (Research Engineer at TNB Research, Selangor, Malaysia) 

In series: Systems Biology - Theory, Techniques and Applications 
2017. 289 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-937-3. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-938-0. $195.00. 
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This book is devoted to current ideas and developments in the biological sciences which stretch into fields such as 

engineering, medicine, quantum physics, computer modeling and genetics. In the past couple of years, biology and medicine 
have significantly evolved. The picture of the solitary biologist taking samples from the field and working in a lab with test 

tubes and chemical apparatus is a thing of the past. Today, bio-labs are filled with scientists across various disciplines like 

physics, mathematics and engineering. Most equipment are completely automated and robotic. They are often controlled by 
powerful computers acquiring and processing vast amounts of data for rigorous analysis. These advances have sped up the 

rate at which research is done in those fields. The topics presented in this book are simplified versions of these advances. 

Focusing on the “how it works” explanation, the notions presented here are made easy and simple to follow. Besides current 
research, the book elaborates on novel innovations in bio-related research – e.g., ecosystem simulators, robotic surgery, 

natural experimentation and state-of-the-art instrumentation. Social and economic aspects of modern biology and medicine 

are also explored throughout this book; touching on issues related to disease spread, medical efforts and best scientific 
practices. The final part of this book walks through the mechanisms involved in the evolution of life on our planet. Along 

these lines, the evolution of Homo sapiens is briefly visited. In essence, this book involves taking a closer look at the 
mechanics of life. 

Meningiomas in Children and Adults: A Reference Textbook 

Ali G. Saad, M.D. (Department of Pathology/Neuropathology/Pediatric Pathology, University of 

Mississippi Medical Center, Jackson, MS, USA) 

In series: Medicine and Biology Research Developments 

Edited by: Tsisana Shartava, M.D. (Tbilisi, Georgia) 
2018. 347 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-043-0. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-044-7. $230.00. 

This book is an in depth review of the most recent advances in the histopathology, molecular studies, radiology, and 

management of meningioma. This book contains a separate chapter about pediatric meningioma, with an emphasis on their 
distinctive features compared to their adult counterparts. This book also addresses several aspects of meningiomas including 

extradural meningiomas and embolized meningiomas. These aspects have been traditionally poorly explored in the literature. 

We believe that this book will be positively received by pathologists, neuro-radiologists, and neuro-oncologists alike. 

Teleosts: Physiology, Evolution and Classification 

Mikael Herleif 

In series: Marine Biology 
2018. 141 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-660-9. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-661-6. $82.00. 

The authors begin this compilation by analyzing catalase and peroxidase enzymes in different Black Sea teleosts related to 

their taxonomic, physiological and ecological position and evaluation of the anthropogenic impact on these antioxidant 
enzymes in fish tissues. The complex of specific phylogenic, physiological and ecological features of fish species may modify 

their antioxidant status, and it is important to understand for the development of monitoring programs. Next, the ratio of 

constitutive and reparative neurogenesis in the pallium of the juvenile masu salmon, Oncorhynchus masou, is analyzed. Since 
salmonid juveniles are characterized by a high level of constitutive neurogenesis, the authors investigated proliferative 

activity and neurodifferentiation in the dorsal pallial area of the masu salmon juvenile. The study has allowed for 

indentification of the superficially located periventricular proliferative zone, which corresponds to the pallial periventricular 
zone of other fish species. The objective of the final chapter was to study proliferation processes and the role of radial glia 

and neural stem cells in the event of injurious action on cerebellum of masu salmon juveniles. Using the immunoperoxidase 

staining of the glial fibrillary acidic protein, doublecortine and proliferating cells nuclear antigen, processes of proliferation 
and gliogenesis after mechanical trauma of cerebellum of masu salmon juveniles were studied. 

The Making of Species 

Douglas Dewar and Frank Finn 

In series: Science, Evolution and Creationism 
2018. 285 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-642-5. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-643-2. $195.00. 

This book, originally published near the start of the twentieth century, was written with two aims in mind. In the first place, 
the authors attempted to place before the general public in simple language a true statement of the then-present position of 

biological science. In the second place, they endeavoured to furnish the scientific men of the day with food for reflection. 

Using Petri Nets to Model the Chemical Stages of the Radiobiological Mechanism 

Jiří Barilla, Miloš V. Lokajíček, Hana Pisaková, and Pavel Simr (J. E. Purkinje University in 

Usti Nad Labem, Faculty of Science, České Mládeže 8, Ústí nad Labem, Czech Republic) 
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In series: Medicine and Biology Research Developments 

Edited by: Tsisana Shartava, M.D. (Tbilisi, Georgia) 
2017. 166 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-896-3. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-897-0. $95.00. 

This book presents new developments in the study of the chemical stage of a radiobiological mechanism. The biological 
effect of ionizing particles in diploid cells depends on their linear energy transfer (LET) value. While for low-LET particles 

a pair of DSBs in the same sections of both the equal DNA molecules is to be formed by different particles in a relatively 

short irradiation interval, the increase of these DSB pairs at higher LET values is given by singular particles. This means that 
the radiobiological mechanism in physical and biological stages may be understood at least in principle, while the chemical 

stage represents a still rather open problem. It concerns basic process running in this stage as well as the influence of 

radiomodifying agents being present in a corresponding water medium during irradiation (mainly for low-LET radiation), 
which may be important in the regions of radiotherapy as well as radioprotection. It has been commonly assumed that this 

stage has been mediated by radical clusters formed by a densely ionizing end of secondary electrons. It is evident that only 
greater radical clusters (being able to form at least two SSBs in a given DNA molecule) may be efficient biologically. These 

clusters may originate, however, at different distances from DNA molecules present in a cell; they may meet a certain time 

after (due to heat motion and cluster diffusion). Consequently, the resulting biological effect may be influenced also by 
chemical processes running in diffusing clusters. A new model of corresponding cluster evolution (based on the use of a 

continuous Petri net and describing the concurrent influence of cluster diffusion and corresponding chemical reactions) will 

be presented and the possibility of its use in the analysis of a biological stage will be shown. On the basis of available data, 
the initial cluster characteristics (the emergence of water radicals) as well as the emergence of other radicals (if corresponding 

agents are present) may be established. The corresponding influence on the processes running in a biological stage may be 

estimated as well. 

BIOTECHNOLOGY 

Bioactive Compounds: Sources, Properties and Applications 

Rocco Porter and Nigel Parker 

In series: Biotechnology in Agriculture, Industry and Medicine 
2017. 431 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-418-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-424-8. $230.00. 

The study of bioactive compounds has received a considerable rising interest over the last three decades, given their biological 

activity as reported by scientific evidence linking these substances to the prevention of several types of diseases. Chapter 
One is aimed at making a wide description of sources, properties and applications of bioactive compounds. Chapter Two 

summarizes content of bioactive compounds (antioxidants, polyphenols, flavonoids, phenolic acids, vitamins, mineral 

compounds and others) of adaptogenic plants, including antidepressant, antioxidant, antiinflammatory, antimicrobial and 
anticancer activities, as well as their potential to prevent several disorders. Chapter Three summarizes and discusses the 

recent updates and progress made of so far on bioactive compounds from cyanobacteria and their therapeutic importance on 

human health. The influence of various bioactive compounds present in plant systems on the dehydration process under 
thermal stress was investigated in Chapter Four. Chapter Five reviews the scientific literature about the structure of PEs, as 

well as their natural sources and health effects. Chapter Six focuses on the most recent articles about phenolic compounds, 

their sources, properties and applications. The aim of Chapter Seven was to characterize the composition and antioxidant 
activity of new Brazilian Coffea arabica cultivars and correlate this information with the genetic background of the coffee 

plants and the sensory characteristics of the coffee brews. Chapter Eight summarizes and updates the current knowledge 

about the pharmacological properties of the naphthodianthrones – hypericin and pseudohypericin – and to discuss their main 
medical application – photodynamic therapy – in several areas. In order to further highlight the importance of Brazil's fruitful 

diversity and its bioactive potential, a number of items related to Brazilian native fruits will be addressed in Chapter Nine, 

including their biomes of origin, composition of bioactive compounds and potentials, as well as their limitations and future 
prospects. Chapter Ten discusses the benefits of using fruits containing bioactive compounds in whole wheat cookies, with 

particular attention to blackberries.  

Essureal Journey: Concepts, Concerns and Considerations for Hysteroscopic Sterilization 

E. Scott Sills, M.D., Ph.D. (Chairman & Medical Director, Center for Advanced Genetics, 

Carlsbad, California USA, and Applied Biotechnology Research Group, University of 

Westminster, London, UK) 

In series: Medical Procedures, Testing and Technology 
2017. 229 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-204-6. $160.00. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-022-5. $75.00. 
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e-book: 978-1-53612-221-3. $160.00. 

Hysteroscopic sterilization (HS) is the most important, and perhaps most revolutionary, advancement in female sterilization 
over the past 100 years. Soon after receiving FDA approval in 2002, the Essure® system became the “preferred, non-

incisional alternative” to standard tubal ligation. Even as this innovative birth control technique continues to be offered to 

hundreds of thousands of women worldwide, the method is not without controversy. At present, no single work of reference 
summarizes the full HS picture, from its clinical trials to approval, its entry into the global medical market, and its post-

marketing activity. This book fills an immediate niche as an essential reference for anyone interested in HS and its place in 

modern contraceptive practices. It is particularly well-suited for primary care physicians, reproductive surgeons, GPs, family 
nurse practitioners, gynecologists, women’s healthcare providers, counselors, attorneys, reproductive ethicists, public health 

policy advocates, as well as patients and their partners. 

BOTANY 

Future Perspectives on Nigella sativa: Characterization and Pharmacological Properties 

Raluca Maria Pop (Department of Toxicology, Pharmacology and Clinical Pharmacology, 

University of Medicine and Pharmacy “Iuliu Hatieganu”, Cluj-Napoca, Romania) 

In series: Herbs and Herbalism 
2018. 280 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-429-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-430-8. $195.00. 
The aim of this publication is to provide up-to-date information about the recent developments in biochemical methodologies 

and strategies for Nigella sativa phytochemicals isolation and identification, as well as to highlight the most relevant data 

about its pharmacological importance in relation with its health promoting benefits actions. Because of its rich historical 
background, extensive researches were carried out to evidence the pharmacological effects of Nigella sativa and to explain 

the mechanisms behind it. Studies have shown the wide spectrum of its pharmacological effects, such as antimicrobial 

(especially on multiple-antibiotic resistant bacteria), nephroprotective, diuretic and antihypertensive, antidiabetic, 
hepatoprotective, antihyperlipidemic, anticancer activity, neuroprotective, antinociceptive, pulmonary-protective and 

antiasthmatic, antihistaminic, gastro-protective activity, antioxidant activity, antiinflammatory and immunomodulatory 

effects. The pharmacological effects are in strong correlation with the high diversity of phytochemicals (over 100 
compounds). The most valuable bioactive compounds identified in Nigella sativa are thymoquinone, thymol, 

thymohydroquinone, retinol (vitamin A), carotenoids (β-carotene), p-cymene, carvacol, α-pinene and β-pinene, fatty acids 

(e.g., linoleic acid, oleic acid, palmitoleic acid, linolenic acid, myristoleic acid and others), sterols (e.g., β-sitosterol, 
stigmasterol, campesterol) and tocopherols (α, β, and γ). Also, Nigella sativa is a good source of minerals (calcium, 

phosphorus, iron, potassium, sodium, zinc, magnesium, manganese, copper, and selenium) and vitamins (vitamin A, thiamin, 

riboflavin, pyridoxine, niacin, folic acid, and vitamin C). The structural diversity of phytochemicals together with their health 
promoting benefits contributes to the high diversity of plant analysis methods like extraction, separation and detection as 

well as a wide variety of conditioning forms (as seeds, seed extracts, seed oil, or in different formulations, like dietary 

supplemental products, spices or cosmetic formulations). Also, its rich composition in bioactive compounds – together with 
its numerous health benefits proved over time – has contributed to the long term traditional use of Nigella sativa within 

traditional medicine. Taking these into account, another aim of this publication is to provide up-to-date and structured 

information regarding the safe use of Nigella sativa as a complementary treatment in different diseases in terms of reducing 
the risks and side effects of common treatments. 

Medicinal Plants: Production, Cultivation and Uses 

Aubert Matthias and Nicolas Laisné 

In series: Herbs and Herbalism 
2017. 278 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-728-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-729-4. $230.00. 

Mladenka Pestorić, PhD, Bojana Filipčev, PhD, Aleksandra Mišan, PhD, Olivera Šimurina, PhD explore modern traditional 
and genomic breeding methods as they apply to medicinal and aromatic plants. They go on to discuss participatory crop 

breeding, the significance of genomic tools, and traditional methods of selection throughout Chapter One. In Chapter Two, 

Jelena Vladica, Senka Vidovica, Milica Acimovicb, Aleksandra Gavarica, and Stela Jokicc discuss the properties and uses 
of medicinal herbs, especially Satureja montana L, noting the way its chemical composition has large inconsistencies that 

make it difficult to produce products from it. Next, Senka Vidovic, Katarina Savikin, Milica Acimovic, Jelena Vladic, Nada 

Cujic, Aleksandra Gavaric, and Teodora Jankovic present insight on Aronia (also known as chokeberry) in Chapter Three, 
mainly deliberating on its cultivation, phytochemical properties, health effects and applications, and challenges of use. 

Similary, Aleksandra Gavarica, Stela Jokicb, Maja Molnarb, Senka Vidovica, Jelena Vladica, and Milica Acimovicc present 

a review on Helichrysum in Chapter Four. Chapter Five by Maria Andreza Freitas Martins, Melise Pessôa Araújo, and Jesus 
Rodrigues Lemos offers a study intending to identify the diversity of native and exotic vegetables in Baixa da Carnaúba 
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backyards in Parnaíba, PI. In Chapter Six, Mladenka Pestorić, PhD, Bojana Filipčev, PhD, Aleksandra Mišan, PhD, and 

Olivera Šimurina, PhD discuss the propensity for medicinal plants to be used in cereal based product production to combat 
metabolic disorders. Following this, Chapter Seven by Jorge Izaquiel Alves de Siqueira, Edna Maria Ferreira Chaves, and 

Jesus Rodrigues Lemos introduce a study aiming to detect medicinal plants in agroforestry yards in Franco, Cocal, Piauí. 

Usman Ali Ashfaq and Quratul ain Tariq provide an overview of the gram positive aerobic bacterium Staphylococcus in 
Chapter Eight. Lastly, Chapter Nine by Anuradha Singh and Anamika Singh elaborates on the biochemical aspects of Tulsi, 

a medicinal plant worshipped in India as holy. 

The Red Clover: Seed Production, Medicinal Uses, and Health and Environmental Benefits 

Krystyna Żuk-Gołaszewska (Department of Agrotechnology, Crop Management and 

Agribusiness, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn, Poland) 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
2017. 130 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53611-787-5. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53611-800-1. $82.00. 

Red clover (Trifolium pratense L.) is one of the many species belonging to the genus Trifolium, which are widely cultivated 

around the world. It is a perennial plant and offers permanence that determines its uses as well as environmental and 

agronomic requirements. Red clover is grown mainly for seeds and biomass. The most important environmental factors that 

affect red clover yield are soil conditions, temperature and precipitation during the growing season. Key agronomic factors 
include sowing date, cultivation regime, fertilization, plant protection and harvesting date. The species can be grown in pure 

and mixed stands (with alfalfa, cereals and various grass species). Newly bred triploid varieties of red clover are characterized 

by desirable growth habit traits and yield components as well as high yield. Red clover has many applications. It is currently 
experiencing a revival of interest as a traditional folk remedy. The species acts as a rich source of compounds with 

expectorant, analgesic and antiseptic properties. The callus from Trifolium pratense has been found to exert inhibitory effects 

on fungal and bacterial strains. Red clover contains isoflavones, anthocyanin pigments and phytoestrogens, which may help 
reduce the risk of heart disease, breast cancer and endometrial cancer; it also alleviates menopausal symptoms. Red clover 

lowers blood cholesterol levels and helps prevent prostate cancer. Red clover ointments are used to treat skin diseases, 

including psoriasis. Red clover provides biomass for livestock nutrition and/or biogas production. It has high nutritional 
value and constitutes valuable raw material for silage making. Red clover can be grown with grasses, barley, oats and wheat, 

thus providing various types of fodder with high biological value and natural high-protein feed. When grown as a cover crop, 

red clover fixes and supplies nitrogen to cereal crops. It also helps break disease and insect cycles, especially in plantations 
protected against weeds. The crude protein content of red clover decreases with advancing maturity. Due to its permanence, 

this perennial plant contributes to environmental protection and anesthetization; it helps prevent soil erosion, and is used in 

phytoremediation and barren land management schemes. 

CELL BIOLOGY 

Lipases: Structure, Functions and Role in Health and Disease 

Hannes Broeken 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
2018. 148 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-772-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-773-6. $82.00. 

In this collection, the authors discuss endothelial lipase (EL), a recently identified member of the lipase gene family which 
exhibits a high degree of sequence similarity to lipoprotein lipase and hepatic lipase. The opening chapter summarizes the 

recent findings with regard to the molecular structure and biological mechanisms of EL, factors affecting the EL expression 

and activity as well as its role in some inflammatory disorders. Additionally, enzyme lipase is discussed; specifically its wide 

range of applications in the food, cosmetic, pharmaceutical as well as oleochemical industries. The capability of enzyme 

lipase to catalyse reactions with higher efficiency and stability, their chemo-, regio- and enantioselectivity properties, as well 

as their eco-friendly characteristics resulted in their high demand worldwide. Following this, the use of enzyme 
immobilization as an efficient strategy to overcome certain drawbacks is analyzed. Immobilization of lipases enhances 

properties such as thermostability and activity, facilitates separation of products, and provides more flexibility with 

enzyme/substrate contact by using various reactor configurations. This chapter will also highlight benefits of immobilization 
in lipase stabilization with respect to other employed methods such as chemical modification and recombinant DNA 

technology. In the concluding study, three commercially available lipases, namely Lipase PS-CI and Lipase PS-DI from 

Pseudomonas cepacia (non-specific lipase), and Lipozyme RM-IM from Rhizomucor miehei (1,3-regioselective lipase) were 
screened for their effect on catalyzing the acidolysis of tricaprylin with ALA. The effect of substrate molar ratio, temperature 

and time of reaction on incorporation of ALA were investigated and optimized by response surface methodology. The study 

reveals the potential of lipase-catalyzed acidolysis of palm oil with ALA as a suitable alternative to improve the nutritional 
properties and health-beneficial effects of edible oils. 
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mRNA: Molecular Biology, Processing and Function 

Irma Fernandez and Lynn Jackson 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
2018. 164 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-168-0. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-169-7. $82.00. 

In this collection, the authors review the currently available data on interactions of ribosomal components with canonical 

mRNAs and with hepatitis C virus (HCV)-like IRESes during translation and on conformational rearrangements in the 
ribosomes accompanying these interactions. This review considers data obtained by biochemical approaches, primarily by 

site-directed cross-linking with the application of mRNA and IRES analogues bearing reactive groups in definite locations, 

and models for translational complexes of higher eukaryotic ribosomes derived from cryo-electron microscopy. Afterwards, 
the authors discuss how the addition of the poly(A) tail of 30-100 adenosines to the 3´-end of mRNA has been shown to be 

important for the stability, nuclear export, export of mRNA to the cytoplasm and translation of a transcript. The molecular 

mechanism responsible for the definition of a poly(A) site includes several recognition, cleavage and polyadenylation factors 
that identify the poly(A) signal, usually AAUAAA hexamer and similar variants, located 10-35 nucleotides upstream of the 

cleavage site. The process known as SUMO (small ubiquitin-related modifier) conjugation to a lysine residue in the target 

protein or sumoylation is a rapid, reversible post-transcriptional modification is also examined. Similar to ubiquitin, SUMO 
isoforms are conjugated to their targets by a isopeptide bond between their C-terminal glycine and the ɛ-NH2 group of the 

target lysine residue. Next, the authors discuss splicing of pre-mRNAs coding for proteins. Since the discovery of frequent 

spliceosomal gene mutations which occur in about 65% of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS), we know that 
splicing factor gene mutations are the most frequent mutations found in MDS patients. Predominantly, four splicing factor 

genes (SF3B1, SRSF2, U2AF1, ZRSR2) are mutated in MDS and related malignancies. In closing, the authors present their 

findings that splicing is not only necessary for obtaining correct open reading frames, but also leads to deposition of the exon 
junction complex core. Essentially, all pre-mRNAs are cleaved and polyadenylated with exception of histone mRNAs. 

Myosin: Biosynthesis, Classes and Function 

David Broadbent 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
2018. 198 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-817-7. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-818-4. $95.00. 

Myosin: Biosynthesis, Classes and Function opens with a discussion on class I myosins, the most varied members of the 
myosin superfamily and a remarkable group of molecular motor proteins that move actin filaments and produce force. Class 

I myosin molecules have various physiological roles including maintenance of normal intestinal brush border structure, 

glucose homeostasis, glomerular filtration, immune function, and tumor promotion and suppression, and new studies are 
revealing that mutations may lead to diseases including cancer and kidney disease. Thus, the authors review the structure 

and function of the eight myosin-I isoforms (Myo1a-Myo1h) that are expressed in mammals. Next, the book discusses muscle 

contractile function and its association with the activity of the protein complex actomyosin, in which myosin exhibits enzyme 
activity, namely the ability to hydrolyze ATP. The demonstrated ability of calix[4]arenes C-97, C-99, C-90 and 

thiacalix[4]arenes C-798 and C-800 can be used for further research aimed at the use of these compounds as novel 
pharmacological agents able to efficiently restore normal contractile function of myometrium by inhibition or activation of 

this function, or the eliminating negative effects of heavy metal cations. Following this, the authors present the results of 

their experiments on studying the effects of different isotopes of magnesium and zinc on the enzymatic activity of myosin, 
namely the catalytic subfragment-1 of myosin, isolated from myometrium muscle. It has been revealed that the rate of the 

enzymatic ATP hydrolysis is 2–2.5 times higher in the reaction media enriched with the magnetic isotope, 25Mg, as 

compared to the activity of the same enzyme in the reaction media enriched with the nonmagnetic isotopes, 24Mg or 26Mg 
or MgCl2 of natural isotope abundance. Continuing, precipitation/extraction methods and MALDI TOF/TOF mass 

spectrometry were used in order to and identify, for the first time, a protein with the molecular mass of 48 kDa as a fragment 

of human unconventional myosin 1c isoform b in a blood serum of multiple sclerosis patients. Western-blot analysis using 
commercial monospecific anti-human Myo1c antibodies has shown that the molecular mass of this protein obtained from a 

blood serum of different human sources varied in between 46-48 kDa. Thus, the authors name the 46-48 kDa proteins 

revealed in a blood serum as a short form of the human unconventional myosin 1c (sMyo 1C). 

New Research on Cell Aging and Death 

Roman Strakoš and Bendt Lorens 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
2018. 181 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-626-5. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-627-2. $95.00. 

New Research on Cell Aging and Death reviews previous literature to describe the main behavioral and biochemical 

characteristics of the SAMP8 mouse model, discussing its main advantages as well as potential weaknesses to model age-
related diseases. The subsequent chapter discusses the effect of the mechanism of cell death of neutrophil granulocytes on 

the realization of the inflammatory process. Neutrophil granulocytes play a central role in the innate nonspecific defense 
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response of the human organism. In addition, neutrophils infiltrate secondary lymphoid organs where they regulate the 

development of adaptive immunity. Later, the authors suggest that in C. albicans, apoptotic mechanisms are valuable as 
major strategies with several characteristics such as phosphatidylserine exposure, DNA fragmentation, and activation of 

metacaspase. Studying antifungal agents with varying mechanisms of action can be effective in appropriately treating 

potentially fatal candidiasis. In one study, the authors evaluated the effects of natural and chemical compounds on promoter 
activities of several human DNA repair-associated genes in HeLa S3 cells. . The results indicated that naturally occurring 

compounds, for example, trans-resveratrol, upregulate TP53 promoter activity. Sustaining an appropriate level of genes 

encoding DNA repair factors is thought to be necessary for cell survival by preventing the accumulation of DNA mismatches 
and epigenetic alterations. The concluding review focuses on the effects of aging on adult neurogenesis, a process of 

producing new neurons from neural stem cells and neural progenitor cells in the neocortex, comparing the dentate gyrus and 

subventricular zone. 

Phagocytosis: Overview, History and Role in Human Health and Disease 

Carlos Rosales, Ph.D. (Department of Immunology, Instituto de Investigaciones Biomédicas, 

Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, D. F., Mexico) 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
2018. 270 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-248-9. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-249-6. $195.00. 
Phagocytosis is an elegant, but complex process that cells use for the ingestion and elimination of particles larger than 5 mm 

in diameter. Unicellular organisms use phagocytosis to eat, while complex pluricellular animals have special phagocytic 

cells, which can phagocytize microbial pathogens, foreign toxic substances, and apoptotic cells. The Russian scientist Elie 
Metchnikoff originally described phagocytosis in the late 19th century. The scientific community of the time strongly 

opposed phagocytosis as part of their defense mechanisms, since the view was that only humoral elements were responsible 

for immunity. The importance of this cellular process has become evident with time thanks to the efforts of many dedicated 
researchers. Today, phagocytosis is recognized as a fundamental process not only for immunity, but also for tissue 

homeostasis. Because phagocytosis is a very complex process, its molecular bases are not completely known. This book 

represents an effort to introduce our present understanding of phagocytosis through the contribution of several brilliant 
scientists that actually investigate phagocytosis on a daily basis. This book describes the history of phagocytosis and then 

the various steps of the phagocytic process from initial cell contact to phagosome formation, where the phagocytized particle 

is destroyed. Each chapter deals with one of these steps and emphasizes the molecules that participate at that step. The authors 
begin by describing the difficult origins of phagocytosis and how the cellular theory was finally recognized to be as important 

as the humoral theory of immunity. Next, the chapter "Receptor Signaling During Phagocytosis" talks about the signaling 

pathways of the major groups of phagocytic receptors, namely receptors for antibodies and complement. Then, the chapter 
“The Role of Phosphoinositides in the Formation and Maturation of Phagosomes” describes how these different membrane 

phospholipds regulate the changes in membrane composition during the process of phagocytosis. The following chapters 

deal with the mechanics of phagosome formation and membrane traffic for phagosome maturation. So, the chapter 
"Phagosome Formation and Sealing: A Physical Point of View" tells us about the cytoskeleton changes that bring about the 

closure of the new phagosome. The chapter “Vesicular Trafficking: Golgi to Plasma Membrane” describes the movement of 
internal membranes to the plasma membrane to allow the formation of the phagosome. The chapter “Retinal Pigment 

Epithelial Cells: Super Phagocytes with a Rhythm” describes an important example of how phagocytosis contributes to 

homeostasis. In the eye, the retinal pigment epithelium cells specifically phagocytize the photosensitive outer segment of 
photoreceptor cells following a diurnal rhythm. This contributes to the maintenance of a healthy retina. Finally, the chapter 

“How Do Microbial Pathogens Escape from Phagocytosis?” describes various mechanisms that some microbial pathogens 

have evolved to disrupt the phagocytic process and be able to survive in the host to perpetuate their infection. Each chapter 
can be read independently, but together all of the chapters offer a general view of phagocytosis. The book provides in this 

way a complete modern vision of this important biological function. 

Recent Advances in Mitochondrial Medicine and Coenzyme Q10 

Anna Gvozdjáková (Slovakia), Germaine Cornélissen (USA), and Ram B. Singh (India) 

In series: Medicine and Biology Research Developments 

Edited by: Tsisana Shartava, M.D. (Tbilisi, Georgia) 
2018. 450 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-149-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-150-5. $230.00. 
Recent Advances in Mitochondrial Medicine and Coenzyme Q10 (eds. Anna Gvozdjáková, Germaine Cornélissen, Ram B 

Singh) is an updated version of a book Mitochondrial Medicine (ed. A. Gvozdjáková) published by Springer, The 

Netherlands, in 2008. International contributors and world specialists in Mitochondrial Medicine and Coenzyme Q10 provide 
up-to-date knowledge in mitochondrial physiology, and review the role played by mitochondria in relation to diseases, 

diagnosies and therapies pertinent to various fields of medicine. This monograph covers topics related to mitochondrial 

physiology, mitochondrial sirtuins, supercomplexes, chronobiology, epigenetics, genetics, neurology, cardiology, 
nephrology, immunology, diabetology, oncology, and reproductive medicine. A chapter on the history of coenzyme Q10 

focuses on the work of Prof. Frederick L Crane, discoverer of coenzyme Q10, who died in 2015. Current diagnostic methods 
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of mitochondrial disturbances are reviewed, including a new non-invasive approach using high-resolution respirometry in 

human blood cells. The effectiveness of supplementary therapies of mitochondrial disturbances is examined for the case of 
natural antioxidants, melatonin, high protein diet, omega-3-PUFA, omega-6-PUFA, natural mineral water sources and 

polarized light. Targeting mitochondrial therapy involves coenzyme Q10 (ubiquinone, ubiquinol), prospective mitochondrial 

replacement therapy and mitochondrial transplantation. This book is intended for general medical practitioners and specialists 
in various fields of medicine, including neurologists, cardiologists, geneticists, nephrologists, diabetologists, lipidologists, 

immunologists, oncologists, pharmacists, biochemists and nutritionists. Pre- and post-graduate education physicians, 

pharmacists and biochemists will also benefit from material covered in this monograph. 

The Optimal Circulation: Cells’ Contribution to Arterial Pressure 

Rafik D. Grygoryan, Ph.D. (Cybernetics Center of National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 

Kiev, Ukraine) 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
2017. 294 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-295-4. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-314-2. $230.00. 

Prevailing physiological concepts (PPC) of blood circulation consider the cardiovascular system (CVS) an autonomous 

system that has its own goal and mechanisms for achieving it. Physiologists agreed that complex neural and humoral 

controllers of a mean arterial pressure (MAP) indirectly alter the blood flows for satisfying cellular needs. However, PPCs 
are incapable of explaining the causes of long-term shifts of an MAP’s rest level. In particular, this affects current 

understanding and cure technologies of arterial hypertension (AH). Considering AH as a disease, physicians seek a cure that 

effectively decreases the elevated pressure. This gave rise to the palliative cure softening of AH symptoms without an 
understanding of AH’s primary causes. But this strategy, working until the patient intakes antihypertensive drugs, often leads 

to AH’s further development, and in extreme cases current antihypertensive drugs are helpless. These limitations of PPC are 

forced to seek a circulation’s extended physiological theory (EPT), explaining the mechanisms of both normal and altered 
MAPs. In the EPT presented in the book, CVS is considered a constituent part of a more complex functional super-system 

(FSS) that appeared in a multi-cellular animal organism during the co-evolution of specialized cells. The general goal of the 

FSS is to provide optimal physiochemical and energy states of the cell cytoplasm. To achieve this goal under a stochastic 
total and local variations of cells’ activity, FSS should control: i) The cardiac output; ii) the regional and local blood flows; 

and iii) the chemical composition of both arterial and venous blood. Under chronic energy shortage, FSS should also provide 

an adequate increasing of ATP-synthesis in mitochondria of stagnated cells. So, under the ineffectiveness of current 
mitochondria, FSS must enrich the arterial blood by chemicals providing the biogenesis of mitochondria. However, neither 

the energy providers nor the providers of blood chemistry are properly involved in PC of the blood circulation. The EPT for 

the first time integrates the hemodynamic and metabolic aspects of cell life at the organism scale. It is proved that the CVS 
activity is inversely associated with the activity mechanisms controlling the rates of both pulmonary ventilation and 

erythropoiesis. Under significant and chronic energy deficiency, the cells activate additional FSS mechanisms, materially 

supporting the biogenesis of mitochondria. The activity of FSS mechanisms forming the chemical composition of arterial 
and venous blood is in reciprocal relationships with the function of CVS. So, the EPT associates the function of CVS with 

energy and metabolic problems in cells. The EPT concerns both traditional and additional determinants of the MAP level. It 
is proved that stochastic combinations of these determinants force the MAP level to “float”. In particular, both the 

mitochondrial insufficiency and the chemical contamination of cytoplasm are capable of causing AH. The normal arterial 

pressure is always individual. Before correcting the altered arterial pressure, a complex medical examination for ascertaining 
the mitochondrial function, the status of the FSS mechanisms is recommended. The diagnosis of AH should be reoriented 

for detecting cellular abnormalities. The therapy of AH should be targeted at finding strategies for the optimizing the entire 

FSS function. 

Ubiquitin Proteasome System: A Review and Directions for Research 

Aldrin V. Gomes, Ph.D. (Departments of Neurobiology, Physiology, and Behavior and 

Physiology and Membrane Biology, One Shields Avenue, University of California, Davis, Davis, 

CA, US) 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-518-3. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-519-0. $195.00. 

Over the last decade, major advancements in our understanding of the ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) have occurred. 

This book focuses on recent trends in the UPS. The UPS is possibly the most complex of all intracellular pathways – as close 
to 7% of all genes in the human genome make up part of the UPS. This complex system serves as an essential role in 

intracellular protein degradation, and because of its critical function, improper functioning of the UPS is associated with 

nearly all know diseases, including cancer, cardiovascular disease, and neurological diseases. The proteolytic component of 
the UPS is the proteasome, a multicatalytic complex found in the nucleus and cytoplasm. Another form of the proteasome, 

the immunoproteasome, is less abundant than the constitutive proteasome, but is important in immune response and 

degradation of oxidized proteins, and recent research suggests that it may be important in longevity. The articles in this book 
discuss recent findings which indicate that mutations in proteins involved with the UPS are associated with genetic diseases 
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such as familial dilated cardiomyopathy, Nakajo syndrome, and spinal muscular atrophy (X-linked). Some chapters also 

discuss recent results which suggest that the UPS is heavily regulated by post-translational modifications such as 
phosphorylation, acetylation, and methylation. The UPS is also heavily regulated by ubiquitination itself. This book contains 

a research article using PubMed bibliometric data to present current research trends in the UPS. Articles are written so that 

no one tissue is emphasized to allow readers from any discipline to benefit from this information. 

CHEMISTRY 

A Guide to Helium 

Arturo Reynolds and Adrienne Curtis 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 196 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-164-2. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-165-9. $95.00. 

In this collection, the authors present a new theoretical approach free from limitations of perturbation theory for calculating 
atomic emission spectra in an alternating electric field. The following problems are studied for the emission spectrum of 

helium: dependences of the AC Stark effect, transition probabilities and spectral line intensities on the electric field 

parameters, reasons for the change in the emission color with increasing electric field frequency, mechanisms of a sudden 
increase in spectral line intensities, and their quenching in the electric field and mechanisms of the formation of spectral line 

profiles in the electric field. This study has real-world applications in plasma spectroscopy, gas discharge physics, laser 

physics, and astrophysics. Next, the authors discuss the sampling and analytical procedure for helium in forensic practice. In 
cases of suspected helium exposure, the analysis of helium is commonly performed by the gas chromatography (GC) with 

thermal conductivity detector or gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC/MS) in combination with head-space (HS) 

method. A subsequent study is presented on the description of the process of ionization of the Helium atom by using a single-
active-electron (SAE) model (archetype of a system to an active electron) by an intense and high frequency laser field and 

by a pulse combining infrared photons and one of its harmonics. The authors mathematically solve the ESDT for an active 

electron system, using the most efficient numerical simulation methods, followed by a spectral analysis of the wave function 
for the representation of the photoelectron spectrum of the studied system. This book presents an overview of the theoretical 

methods which have been developed to analyze electron-atom collisions in the presence of an external laser beam. Various 

important aspects of the theory of multiphoton free-free transitions are explored, after which a study on the collisions of 
electrons with atoms in the presence of the laser field is reviewed. The way in which the dressing of the atomic states by the 

external radiation field can affect the dynamics of the electron-impact collisions is also discussed. The final research studies 

the phoxonic crystal. The modeling of this device leads to the study of the interactions between photons and phonons, while 
also helping in the development and improvement of integrated acousto-optics devices. The goal is to seek a maximum 

coupling of this interaction by way of a strong confinement of the waves in the microcavities. 

Acetic Acids: Advances in Research and Applications 

Mariusz Szymczak and Osman Topuz (Department of Food Science and Technology, West 

Pomeranian University of Technology, Szczecin, Poland; Seafood Processing Department, 

Akdeniz University, Antalya, Turkey) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 215 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-550-3. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-551-0. $160.00. 

This book covers the problems related to acetic acid in the food industry. People have been using acetic acid to produce food 

for thousands of years and continue to find new uses for it. The first two chapters are related to the bacteria that not only 
produce acetic acid, but also use it for intracellular function and interspecies communication. In the remaining chapters, the 

authors describe known and new uses of acetic acid in vegetable, fruit, fish and dairy products. A separate chapter describes 

the use of acetic acid to remove pesticides from the surface of fruit and vegetable peels. The described methods work well 
in industry and at home. Currently, the industry is obliged to minimize wastewater. Therefore, the last two chapters describe 

the latest methods of recovering acetic acid from sewage and its possible reuse. This book is – in principle – intended for 

students and staff of agricultural academies, but may also be of interest to food producers who will find in it a number of tips 
for food technology related to the use of acetic acid. 

Activated Carbon: Synthesis, Properties and Uses 

Mason Hsu and Erich Davies 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2017. 254 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-348-7. $195.00. 
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e-book: 978-1-53612-349-4. $195.00. 

Activated carbons have been found a large variety of applications in several fields, such as chromatography, medicine, gas 
storage and environmental protection, among others. Most of these applications requires tailored physical-chemistry 

properties, regarding purity, particles shape, mechanical resistance, homogeneity, surface composition, specific surface area 

and porosity. Because of their especial properties, activated carbons have attracted increasing attention for several years. As 
supports and catalysts, they have been used in several reactions both in gas and liquid phases, such as 

hydrogenation/dehydrogenation, oxidation/reduction, decomposition of hydrocarbons, halogenation and methanation, 

among others. This book reviews the applications, preparation, properties synthesis, and uses of activated carbon. 

Advances in Applied Spectroscopy: Concepts and Techniques 

Yashashchandra Dwivedi and Shyam Bahadur Rai (National Institute of Technology 

Kurukshetra Physics Department, National Institute of Technology, Kurukshetra, India) 

In series: Analytical Chemistry and Microchemistry 
2017. 290 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-439-2. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-440-8. $160.00. 

Spectroscopy in its broadest sense deals with the interaction of light with matter. Spectroscopic techniques contribute a lot 

to various diverse research areas including material processing and characterization, communication, forensic science, 

defense, etc. The rapid expansion of research activity in the field of material science evokes the need for different analytical 
and diagnostic techniques. Spectroscopy is such an analytical and diagnostic tool, extremely used to characterize materials. 

It is now commonly used by astrophysicist, mineralogists, nano-physicists or even scientists working in medical research. 

This book has therefore been prepared to provide easy access to basic information on different spectroscopy techniques and 
related instrumentation. This book is intended as a guide to the novice reading technical books or facing the complexities 

while dealing with the concept of spectroscopic techniques and their instrumentation. The authors of chapters presented in 

this book are all experts in their fields and were instructed to give substantial information to enable novices to learn and 
understand the advanced spectroscopic techniques. The present book primarily provides details about the time resolved 

spectroscopy; laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS); Raman spectroscopy; nonlinear spectroscopy; microwave 

spectroscopy; up conversion spectroscopy, etc. 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 38 

James C. Taylor 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
2017. 271 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-130-8. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-150-6. $250.00. 

Chapter One is focused onto particular groups of hazardous materials (pesticides and dyes) and systematization of 

degradation methods according to specified pollutant. The authors investigated the materials with the best performance taking 
into account catalytic activity, stability and ease of preparation toward the electrochemical behavior of the dyes and pesticides 

as well as their degradation choosing the proper electrochemical method and conditions. Chapter Two covers a bio-supported, 

inexpensive and easily available cellulose sulfuric acid that has been used as a catalyst to promote sequential two-step one-
pot reactions to synthesize more than twenty derivatives of nitrocoumarins (n-nitro-2H-1-benzopyran-2-one). Chapter Three 

summarizes the recent developments in synthetic methodologies for the construction of 1,4-benzothiazine derivatives. 

Mechanistic investigations, reactivities, applications, product manipulations and biological potential are also been discussed. 
In Chapter Four, the authors present the different approaches for studying cellular adhesion and subsequent migration using 

a toolbox of linear and star-shaped PEG-based materials. Chapter Five compiles and presents the summaries of visible light 

mediated synthesis and functionalization of pyrrole and its derivatives. Several review articles and book chapters present the 
conventional procedures for synthesis of pyrrole and its derivatives, but the visible light mediated synthesis of these 

components have not yet been archived. Clathrate hydrates (CHs) are inclusion compounds in which tetrahedrally-bonded 

H2O molecules form a generally disordered but solid-state host-lattice composed of a periodic array of cages. Chapter Six 
addresses the catalytic formation kinetics of CHs with H-bonding non-classical guests as studied by infrared spectroscopy. 

Chapter Seven summarizes data as well as ab-initio- band-structure calculations in order to provide guidelines for further 

development in the field of Clathrate type I crystals. To conclude the book, Chapter Eight covers the current research status 
on the potential toxicological effects of Aloe vera. 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 39 

James C. Taylor 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
2017. 248 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-613-6. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-614-3. $250.00. 

In Chapter One, the part gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) and liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry 
(LC-MS) plays in the discovery and verification of PAEs in food and beverages is confronted by Francesa Serrano, Naiara 
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Pardo-Mates, and Oscar Núñez. In Chapter Two, Joanna Cabaj and Jadwiga Sołoducho examine the recent advancements 

made in the electrochemical and optical sensors for the detection of catecholamines. Afterwards, Vladislav Yu. Vasilyev 
analyzes experimental data on ruthenium thin film deposition kinetics in Chapter Three. In Chapter Four, Li Fu discusses 

catechol, a natural polyphenolic compound that can be highly toxic and is frequently created through factory practices. In 

Chapter Five, Dinesh C. Bilehal, Mahadev C. Khetagoudar, and Mahadev B. Chetti present a study on Multi-residue GC-
MS/MS chromatographic method that has proven useful in the confirmation of 47 multiclass pesticide residues in mango 

samples. Next, Chapter Six by Hiroshi Matsudam deliberates on the development of innovative nanocomposite ceramics 

sintered using conventional alumina powders and mixed with calcium stearate sintering additive. In Chapter Seven, Y. 
Kohzuki studies the interaction concerning a dislocation and numerous divalent impurities to try to determine whether the 

divalent ionic size is a vital factor for the deformation characteristics. In the final chapter, aromatic aldehydes are applied in 

a one-pot reaction with enolizable ketones, acetonitrile, and acetyl chloride in the presence of KHSO4 at room temperature 
to allow for resultant β-acetamido ketones in high yields. Farzin Rafizadeh and Farahnaz K. Behbahani present this study to 

show that this method is both efficient and ecofriendly. 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 40 

James C. Taylor 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
2017. 272 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-791-1. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-792-8. $250.00. 
In Chapter One, Sergio Barbosa, Naiara Pardo-Mates, Lluis Puignou, and Oscar Núñez discuss the function of polyphenols 

and polyphenolic fingerprinting profiles to achieve the classification and verification of natural food products. Afterwards, 

Chapter Two by Judit Telegdi and László Tri provides cases for the combination of comonomers, as well as gives a thorough 
review on the application potentials of homo- and copolyesters used in the biomedical field. In Chapter Three, H. Buscail, 

C. Issartel, R. Rolland, F. Rabaste, S. Perrier, O. Poble, and F. Riffard explore water vapour’s influence on the growth stresses 

developed at high temperature in the oxide scale. Next, Chapter Four by Meng Guan Tay, Mee Hing Tiong, Kien Yung Teo, 
and Tze Pei Phan examines the synthesis and applications of chalcone compounds and its complexes, after which Hirokazu 

Suzuki reviews the cataclysmic mechanisms used by glycolytic enzymes in Chapter Five. In Chapter Six, Fernanda Cosme, 
Alice Vilela, and António M. Jordão provide an overview on the chemical characterization and quantification of tartaric acid 

in grapes and wines. Chapter Seven by Alina Kunicka-Styczyńska reviews experimental data she collected in the field of 

biological decomposition of L-malic acid in musts. In conclusion, Chapter Eight by Gabrielle Roveratti and Daniel Marcos 
Bonotto deliberates on results acquired for the application of a new procedure to increase the analytical capacity of 

instruments for analysis of rocks, minerals, ores, soils, and sediments. 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 41 

James C. Taylor 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
2017. 279 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-861-1. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-862-8. $250.00. 
In this volume of Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 41, the opening chapter proposes that the use of accessible N-

alkyl-2-haloaldimines Me2C(Hlg)CH=NR1 (Hlg = Cl (1), Br (2)) in the imine version of the Pudovik reaction with acidic 

esters of phosphorus acids vastly extends its synthetic potential due to the fact that a primary addition or protonation product, 
having mobile single halogen atoms, can undergo spontaneous transformations as well as transformations involving other 

reagents. The authors go on to maintain that speedy detection and isolation of various lectin types is required for diagnosis 

and therapeutics, thus resulting in the development of an effective method of preparation of lectin specific nanogold (silver)-
labeled colloidal, and cross-linked neoglycoconjugates, based on maleic anhydride copolymers. The authors go on to discuss 

the various methods available for the splitting of racemates into separate enantiomers, based mainly on stereoselective 

chromatographic analysis (HPLC, GC, CE, TLC, etc.) or on the classical method of separating the enantiomers by 
crystallization of their diastereomeric salts. Another chapter examines the biomimetic sol-gel synthesis of silicon-chitosan-

containing glycerohydrogels with the use of silicon tetraglycerolate (precursor) and chitosan salts (templates), namely, 

chitosan acetate, lactate, ascorbate, hydrochloride, hydrochloride-ascorbate and hydrochloride-glycolate, as well as 
examining the effect of the concentrations of the precursor, chitosan salt and a low-molecular-weight accelerator, estimating 

the pH of the medium and temperature (4–80°C) of the sol-gel process on the gelation duration in multicomponent chitosan-

containing systems. The authors propose an economically efficient and ecologically friendly means of plasmid DNA 
metallization, with the potential for the obtained plasmid to be investigated for vaccine adjuvant and antitumor agent 

properties. This volume also discusses the establishment of a linear regression, taking into account the errors in measurement 

of an explanatory (independent) variable. The authors suggest that the use of an error-independent “instrumental” variable 
correlated with the explanatory variable and inverse least-squares-based are two means for arriving at consistent parameter 

estimates. 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 42 

James C. Taylor 
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In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
2017. 298 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-919-9. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-920-5. $250.00. 

In this book, authors present research on filamentous fungi and the way they impact and transform their microenvironment, 
thereby contributing to mobilization or immobilization of potentially toxic metals and metalloids. Additionally, the 

significant impact of filamentous fungi on the deployment of potentially toxic elements in soils and sediments with possible 

intracellular or extracellular transformation is also discussed. Following this, the authors present an overview of the various 
potential applications of fullerenes, including: anti HIV- protease activity, photodynamic DNA cleavage, free radical 

scavenger, antimicrobial action, fullerene-based photoelectric materials, catalytic properties of transition metal-fullerene 

complexes, and more. Next, an additional overview is presented on furfural production in the world, the characteristics of 
this compound as a platform product, and the methods applied for its production from different raw materials. The authors 

go on to analyze all of the designs and concepts made to date to pursue the best association motif and discuss all issues linked 

to this anticipated entropically adverse event. A study is presented on the effects of exposure of typical proteins to low 
frequency electromagnetic fields and to microwaves, wherein it was shown that “exposure to electromagnetic fields induces 

unfolding of proteins, causing transitions from α-helix to β-sheet structures that may be responsible of aggregation 

phenomena, leading to neurotoxic and neurodegenerative disorders that can be considered as the first step toward certain 

pathologies.” Later, the authors propose a treatment for red or brown sorghum which reduces the coloration, prepares the 

sorghum grain, improves the properties of the milling, increases the yield, and retains antioxidants in the flour. An additional 

study is presented on the electrical transport properties (electrical resistivity, thermal conductivity, and thermoelectric power) 
of five liquid alkali elements (Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs) using the theory of pseudopotential. Ending the book, the authors 

discuss the mechanism of Li3PS4 formation in ethyl propionate, an organic solvent. In addition, a solvent selection guide is 

determined and presented. 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 43 

James C. Taylor 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
2018. 283 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-078-2. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-079-9. $250.00. 

In this collection, the most relevant aspects related to the synthesis, structure and physical properties of PDMS modified 

segmented copolymers and polymer networks are discussed, along with the influence of the structure and molecular weight 
of PDMS prepolymers and organic segments on the morphology, and properties of the copolymers and polymer networks 

based on PDMS. Next, the authors discuss the use of structurally well-defined and versatile building blocks such as MnII,III 

and FeIII oxide carboxylates in the formation of one-, two- and three-dimensional coordination networks with an emphasis 
on the synthetic strategies and magnetic properties. A review is provided which considers the successes in the synthesis and 

functionalization of alkoxysilanes by phosphoryl and amino groups. The authors mainly focus on the introduction of N-

alkylamino groups and phosphorylation of alkoxysilane derivatives. In addition, questions relating to the synthesis of 
aminophosphonates containing an alkoxysilyl moiety are discussed. Later, a variety of Inorganic-Organic hybrid POMs are 

explored. A few of their applications such as magnetic behavior, electro-catalytic applications, photo-catalytic properties and 

photo-degradation of dyes are also discussed. Subsequently, a review is provided on the physicochemical features and latest 
progresses of various layered structured TMDs based photoelectrodes, especially MoS2, and various approaches to improve 

the PEC performance and stability are described. This compilation also examines the recent advances achieved on 

development of processes for production of biodiesel from WCO based on homogeneous or heterogeneous acid catalysis, 
paying special attention to development acid catalysts that can be recovery and reusable in the WCO esterification reactions. 

Afterwards, the factors that influence the taste of rice and the mechanism and extent of their contribution are analyzed from 

the perspective of improving taste and increasing the market demand of rice. Therefore, the in vitro enzymatic digestive 
properties of cooked rice and the saccharides eluted as a result of cooking rice grains are defined. Lastly, a study is presented 

wherein biodiesel production was carried out in the presence of SBA-15-SO3H dispersed in poly (vinyl alcohol) as acid 

catalyst. The feedstock was waste cooking oil (WCO) and the alcohol used was methanol. The reaction was carried out at 
60ºC in a batch reactor. 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 44 

James C. Taylor 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
2018. 258 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-206-9. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-207-6. $250.00. 

This collection presents recent results related to the synthesis, modification and characterization of triphenylamine oligomers 
and polymers by electrochemical methods, in particular Cyclic Voltammetry (CV). The modification by electrochemical 

methods of oligomers containing TPA as pendants groups, generating electroactive cross-linked networks accompanied by 

colour changes with high coloration efficiency is also discussed. Next, the authors review the mechanisms of formation and 
structure of FAEEs to their use as alcohol biomarkers, focusing on the developed analysis methods, fields of application and 

published articles. A critical overview is also provided on the methodological challenges and considerations for their analysis, 
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the present limitations and advantages relatively to other alcohol biomarkers, and challenges and directions in the research 

of FAEEs as alcohol biomarkers. Afterwards, liquorice is discussed, specifically how liquorice roots have been object of 
many studies dealing with their biological activities as well as their phytochemical profiles, however the aerial parts of this 

plant, and in particular the leaves, have received scarce attention and been considered a waste product. Continuing, over 

seventy dimeric Pt(II) complexes which contain at least one thio-ligand are analyzed. Thio-ligands are very useful as soft-S 
donor ligands in the chemistry of platinum. Another review correlates the structural parameters of about ninety mononuclear 

Pt(II) complexes containing at least one seleno- or silyl- ligand. Each of these Pt(II) complex has structure with square planar 

geometry with various degrees of distortion. The authors argue, in a separate and final review, that carnitine and its 
derivatives are available from meat and synthesized by the body e.g. in vegetarians, so that an occasional pharmacological 

suppression of their levels doesn’t translate to cardiovascular disease prevention. The problem should be seen within the 

scope of placebo marketing under the guise of evidence-based medications. 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 45 

James C. Taylor 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
2018. 280 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-838-2. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-839-9. $250.00. 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 45 opens by discussing edible mushrooms, an interesting source of valuable 

compounds including sterols, fatty acids, carbohydrates, dietary fibers, vitamins, proteins, phenolic compounds, minerals 
and specific bioactive molecules. Conventional extraction methods using water or organic solvents, enzymes or physical 

treatments have been used for decades to recover different mushroom constituents. However, advanced green technologies 

using pressurized fluids such as supercritical fluid extraction or pressurized liquid extraction have emerged in the food field 
as an alternative to extract interesting compounds from different mushroom species. Thus, the authors summarize the 

approaches for extracting interesting molecules or specific fractions from edible mushrooms using pressurized fluids. This 

chapter also describes the different conditions such as technological parameters, solvents or processes that were selected to 
modulate the extraction yields and the bioactive properties of the obtained extracts. Following this, the Zhezkazgan deposit 

of cupriferous sandstones located in Kazakhstan was used as an example to consider two modern methods of rhenium 
recovery from a sulphuric acid scrub solution generated during the pyrometallurgical processing of copper sulphide ore – 

extraction method using trialkylamine and sorption method using weak base anion exchange resin (Purolite A170). The paper 

shows the possibility of using Purolite A170 to recover the perrhenate-ion by the anion exchange method, and the developed 
method of front-gradient cleaning allows quantitative removal of Purolite A170 resin saturated with rhenium from the phase 

as well as impurities by 92.0-99.8 %, including selenium by 99.2 %. The authors also aim to provide an overview of stimuli-

triggered polypeptide-based hybrid hydrogels in which two components, peptides and proteins, are structural elements of the 

polymer network. Hydrogels derived from naturally occurring structural proteins are considered, followed by all-protein and 

peptide-based synthetic systems. Recent advances and challenges in the use of stimuli-responsive polymeric materials that 

are self-assembled from nanostructured building blocks are also reviewed. In the next chapter, an analysis is provided which 
demonstrates that the reaction mechanism and product configuration are electronically controlled. Studies of energy profiles 

for E1 reactions (dehydrohalogenation of secondary or tertiary alkyl halides and acid-catalyzed dehydration of secondary or 

tertiary alcohols) via a carbocation intermediate are discussed with the aid of the Bell-Evans-Polanyi principle. Finally, 
biological applications of elimination reactions are presented. Later, affinity chromatography is reviewed, as it has proved to 

be an effective technique for the recovery and purification of proteins. One of its main advantages is that it requires only one 

chromatographic step whereas other techniques require two or more. Another advantage is its ability to adsorb proteins 
present in samples at very low concentrations, thus avoiding the need to pre-concentrate the protein of interest or to eliminate 

potential interference. The authors show the efforts made so far to develop chromatographic matrices with immobilized 

triazine dyes for the purification of proteins with commercial value from different starting raw materials. Next, water/organic 
solvent sorption and residual enzyme activity was investigated to monitor preferential solvation and preferential hydration 

of protein macromolecules in the entire range of water content in organic liquids at 25 oC. The authors applied this approach 

to estimate protein destabilization/stabilization due to the preferential interactions of bovine pancreatic α-chymotrypsin with 
water-dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) mixtures. This approach facilitates the individual evaluation of the Gibbs energies of 

water, protein, and organic solvent. In the subsequent study, samples of gallium were synthesized and their catalytic activity 

in the oxidation of BTX was investigated. The physicochemical characterization shows that the inclusion of gallium in the 
mesoporous silica structure leads to an increase in the number of oxygen vacancies in the structure, which can result in an 

increase in the total and surface oxygen mobility. The results show the highest conversion for benzene, toluene and o-xylene. 

In situ leaching of rhenium from uranium ores, recovery of rhenium from pregnant leach liquor (extraction methods and 
sorption methods) and precipitation of rhenium from nitrate-sulfate eluates by water-soluble polyelectrolytes is reported on 

in the penultimate chapter. The methods of complex hydrometallurgical processing of pregnant leach liquors and barren 

solutions; formed during the in situ uranium leaching, including the rhenium sorption by using strong and weak base anion 
exchange resins, its extraction by phosphor- and amino-contained extractants and precipitation of rhenium by cationic water-

soluble polyelectrolytes; are developed. In the final chapter, the authors summarize their recent works that improved protein 

detection and analysis method of microfluidic chip electrophoresis (MCE), aiming at solving the problems of inconvenience, 
safety of high voltage and adsorption of biological macromolecules. More specifically, a portable poly(dimethylsiloxane) 

(PDMS) MCE was fabricated for effective separation of proteins under a low voltage with a USB interface. These devices 

may have great potentials on the protein separation, analytical chemistry, agriculture, governance of environmental pollution 
and other fields. 
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Analytical Chemistry: Developments, Applications and Challenges in Food Analysis 

Marcello Locatelli and Christian Celia (University “G. d’Annunzio” of Chieti-Pescara, Chieti, 

Italy) 

In series: Analytical Chemistry and Microchemistry 
2017. 402 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-267-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-282-4. $230.00. 
Analytical Chemistry: Developments, Applications and Challenges in Food Analysis represents a collection of book chapters 

showing the validation and instrumental set up of analytical methods that are used to analyze foods and their ingredients. 

The different chapters include several topics discussing the validation of analytical methods, extraction procedures, and other 
multidisciplinary approaches for the analysis of foods, particularly supplements originated from raw plant materials. In these 

book chapters, we would like to collect different methods and tools to provide a multidisciplinary approach for the analysis 

of foods, their ingredients, natural and synthetic supplements. The book includes preliminary approaches used to validate 
analytical methods and a detailed description of the various matrix effects that disturb the analysis by using the hyphenated 

techniques, sample preparations, and a complete overview of principal phenolic constituents, until the use of instrumental 

configurations able to characterize foods (NMR and its applications). The use of voltammetry and atomic absorption 

spectroscopy for toxic metals in seafood, food supplements, the application of thermal techniques and innovative approaches 

in the analysis of proteins in foods and food supplements are included. Analytical chemists and researchers working in the 

field of validation methods, foods and food supplements, and those who use standard and innovative instruments to analyze 
products and/or innovative extraction procedures are potential audience members for this book. 

Arsenic: Risks of Exposure, Behavior in the Environment and Toxicology 

Ratko Knežević 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2017. 185 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-461-3. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-466-8. $95.00. 

Arsenic (As) is one of the most toxic elements for plants, animal and humans, found in waters. It is considered as carcinogenic 
and causative agent of numerous human diseases by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC, group 1) since 

1980. Based on these observations and evidences, many studies have highlighted the interest of using plants for the detection 

of arsenic in the environment. Arsenic sources and speciation, as well as arsenic uptake and toxicity in plants, will be 
reviewed in Chapter One. Chapter Two aims to introduce the arsenic uptake in some of the common and popular fruits and 

vegetables that have been a pathway of risk to human health. In Chapter Three a three-module continuous plant design, 

capable of deliver up to 1 m3/day of arsenic-free drinking water, is described. Chapter Four studies the toxicogenesis of 
arsenic in wheat and paddy plants with subsequent internal metabolism and remediation strategies. 

Atomic Force Microscopy: Principles, Developments and Applications 

Bessie Moss and Clayton Stone 

In series: Laboratory and Clinical Research 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-495-7. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-496-4. $82.00. 

Atomic Force Microscopy: Principles, Developments and Applications presents Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) as one of 
the most powerful tools for the analysis of morphologies because it creates three-dimensional images at the angstrom and 

nano scale. This technique has been exhaustively used in the analyses of the dispersion of nanometric components in 

nanocomposites and in polymeric blends because of the easiness of the sample preparation and lower equipment maintenance 
costs compared to the electron microscopy. Contributions to different application areas using the AFM are described, 

emphasizing the analysis of the morphology of composites/nanocomposites and polymeric blends based on elastomeric 

materials. Following this, the authors examine the basic concept of DEP and its integration with AFM to generate DEP, as 

well as review DEP-based AFM methods of imaging local electric polarizability with nanoscale spatial resolution. The direct 

measurement of DEP strength and polarity using a multi-pass AFM technique is described, contributing to the optimization 

and calibration of DEP integrated nano-devices for the effective control and manipulation of target biomolecules. The 
combination of in situ AFM-study of model crystals and ex situ-scanning of natural crystals makes it possible to carry out a 

partial reconstruction of natural crystallogenetics processes. With the use of these methods and microtomography, the authors 

estimate the concentration of silica in the mother solution at the time of capture of inclusions was estimated for the first time. 
Next, a study is presented with the goal of evaluating the morphology of surface asphalt films obtained through spin coating 

and characterized by AFM. The samples were pure asphalt and modified with two types of asphaltenes called continental 

type and archipelago type. The asphaltene fractions in the micellar system define the morphological stability of the asphalt 
resulting from a contribution of all the existing forces between the supramolecules of the system. The closing study presents 

in situ AFM investigations of crystal dissolution. The statistical data shows considerable differences in tangential dissolution 

rate on the two spirals consisting of nine and four screw dislocations. 
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Biochar: Chemical Composition, Soil Applications and Ecological Impacts 

Charles A. Simmons 

In series: Geology and Mineralogy Research Developments 
2017. 117 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-299-2. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-319-7. $82.00. 

Biochar is the solid product obtained from thermal chemical conversion of biomass under inert or anoxic atmosphere. The 

application of biochar into soil can produce many beneficial effects on soil, e.g., the abundant pore structures in biochar can 
increase the porosity and water retention capacity of the soil, the rich functional groups on biochar surface can increase the 

cation exchange capacity of the soil, the stable polycyclic aromatic compounds in biochar structures can enhance the carbon 

sequestration of soil, potassium, calcium, magnesium contained in biochar can improve the soil for the growth of plants. 
Chapter One details the physical-chemical properties of the biochars obtained from the pyrolysis of sawdust at different 

temperatures, and it covers: (a) the micro-physical structure including pore size, pore structure, and specific surface, (b) the 

functional groups including oxygen containing functional groups and aromatic ring structure, and (c) the alkali and alkaline 
earth metal (AAEM) species including total AAEM species and the distribution of AAEMs. Chapter Two demonstrates that 

biochar is a beneficial soil amendment that can improve soil fertility and increase crop biomass yield in a greenhouse setting. 

Chapter Three determines the capacity of biochar to fix metals and enhance the positive effects of technosols. 

Biohydrogen: Production, Applications and Technology 

Gerhard Linus and Ib Tobias 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2017. 183 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-483-5. $89.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-496-5. $89.00. 

In this book, the potential biofuel biohydrogen is studied in terms of its generation, applications, and technology. In the first 

chapter, Caroline V. Rodrigues, Kamili O. Santana, Lorena O. Pires, Michel Brienzo, and Sandra I. Maintinguer provide a 
theoretical assessment about the biological methods of hydrogen production, as well as examine their applications on research 

that has been done regarding waste degradation, encouraging sustainable systems for clean energy generation. In the second 

chapter, Fernando Grijalva-Hernández, Hugo Iván Velázquez-Sánchez, Juan Carlos Figueroa-Estrada, and Ricardo Aguilar-
López present a study where a kinetic model for Hydrogen production by Desulfovibrio bacteria was substantiated using 

experimental data and used to conduct a local sensitivity analysis. Next, Biniam T. Maru, Magda Constantí, and Francesc 

Medina evaluate the way in which glycerol may be used to produce biochemical products through dark fermentation, as well 
as studying its use as a carbon source. Bringing the book to a close, Albanez, R., Lovato, G., Zaiat, M., Ratusznei, S.M., and 

Rodrigues, J.A.D. parallel AnSBBR that used pure substrates for hydrogen/methane production with AnSBBR that used 

hydrogen production runoff to produce methane. 

Cerium: Chemical Properties, Applications and Environmental Impact 

Nader Shehata, Ph.D. (Department of Engineering Mathematics and Physics, Faculty of 

Engineering, Alexandria University, Egypt) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2017. 172 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-433-0. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-434-7. $82.00. 
Cerium is one of the most important lanthanide elements based on its characteristics and wide range of related applications. 

Cerium is the second element in the lanthanide series, and mostly can be found in either +3 or +4 ionization states. It can be 

considered one of the rare earth elements with relatively low toxicity and a lot of biological applications depending on its 
redox (reduction-oxidation) process between the +3/+4 ionization states and oxygen storage capability. This book focuses 

on the cerium compounds such as oxides and silicides, with detailed studies about its structures, characterizations and related 

applications. Chapter One mainly presents some optical characteristics of stoichiometric ceria nanoparticles – whether 

undoped or doped – with some other lanthanide elements. Then, some applications of ceria nanoparticles, such as optical 

nanosensors and solar cell coaters, are discussed based on optical characteristics of CeO2-x. Chapter Two studies the catalytic 

activity of cerium dioxide (CeO2) included within nanophase (nanocomposite) metal-oxide systems such as Al2O3/cordierite 
carriers and prototypes of anode materials for SOFCs (based on stabilized zirconia), within different processes of 

environmental catalysis. CeO2 increases stability of the Ni-Al2O3 catalysts by suppressing surface carbonization and 

enhancing resistance to poisoning by sulfur compounds. Cerium dioxide as a modifying additive within the ZnO–CuO–
CeO2/Al2O3/cordierite catalysts is shown to stabilize their operation in the decomposition of methanol by suppressing 

surface carbonization, thereby facilitating hydrogen formation as the target product. In Chapter Three, another cerium-

dependent compound –cerium silicide (CeSix) – and its nanowires were investigated over a broad range of different cerium 
monolayers on Si(110)-16×2 surfaces via scanning, tunneling, microscopy and spectroscopy. The growth progress of the 

CeSix nanowires undergoes a coverage-dependent metal-insulator-metal electronic transition, which has never been found 

in other rare-earth silicide nanowires. Moreover, the insulating CeSix nanowires have been structurally and electronically 
studied, without lattice distortions with large Coulomb repulsion energy between the filled and empty surface bands. Thus, 

the insulating phase of atomically precise CeSix nanowires is an electronically driven phase because of its temperature and 
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structure independence. Chapter Four is mainly concerned with some biological applications of ceria nanostructures through 

the treatment of diseases characterized by increased oxidative stress levels. This chapter offers a study of consumption and 
occupational exposures, and consequently its toxicology properties are discussed due to the recent applications of nanoceria 

as a high priority material for toxicological evaluations. 

Cesium: Properties, Production and Applications 

Brandt Hall 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2017. 165 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-547-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-574-0. $95.00. 
In the first chapter, Tatiana P. Pogrebnaya, Stanley F. Mwanga, and Alexander M. Pogrebnoi present a study where it was 

observed that the stability of the species related to the strength and number of bonds to be broken via detachment of CsX 

molecule. In the second chapter, a variety of cesium corrosion tests were performed on the FBR fuel cladding materials to 
explore the corrosion behavior on FBR cladding materials. In the third chapter, present a study finding that salmonids are 

effective monitoring animals concerning contamination of the marine ecosystems. 

Chemistry Research Summaries. Volume 18 (With Biographical Sketches) 

Lucille Monaco Cacioppo 

In series: Chemistry Research Summaries 
2017. 387 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-964-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-965-6. $230.00. 
This book is a compilation of research summaries from a number of different focuses in the field of chemistry research. 

Chemistry Research Summaries. Volume 19 

Lucille Monaco Cacioppo 

In series: Chemistry Research Summaries 
2017. 411 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-997-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-998-4. $230.00. 

This book is a compilation of research summaries from a number of different focuses in the field of chemistry research. 

Chemistry Research Summaries. Volume 20  (With Biographical Sketches) 

Lucille Monaco Cacioppo 

In series: Chemistry Research Summaries 
2018. 370 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-428-5. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-443-8. $230.00. 

This book is a continuation of the book Chemistry Researcher Biographical Sketches and Research Summaries which 

compiles biographical sketches of top professionals in the field of chemistry research, as well as research summaries from a 
number of different focuses in this important field. 

Epoxides: Synthesis, Reactions and Uses 

Rick Reeves and Maryann Lawrence 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2017. 192 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-960-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-961-8. $95.00. 

This book opens with a discussion on the syntheses of acyclic polyketides by using epoxide opening reactions. The 
stereoselective epoxidations of allylic alcohols, including catalytic asymmetric epoxidation reactions and stereospecific 

reactions due to substrate-control, are described shortly. Afterwards, different epoxide opening reactions and applications in 

natural product synthesis are reviewed. The authors highlight the recent advances in catalytic one-pot synthesis of epoxides. 
The versatility of organometallic catalysts in epoxidation of alkenes are considered an important point of research in the 

context of these transformations. Later, occurrence of carotenoid 5,6-epoxides, their chemical synthesis, the separation of 

stereoisomers, some transformations of 5,6-epoxy-carotenoids, and their biological processes are described. Following this, 
the methodologies for the deoxygenation of epoxides using oxo-molybdenum and oxo-rhenium complexes as efficient 

catalysts are described, allowing “a large community of readers, in particularly the community that works in catalysis, organic 

and organometallic chemistry, ready access to the novel methodologies developed.” 
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Flow and Capillary Electrophoretic Analysis 

Paweł Kościelniak (Jagiellonian University in Krakow, Krakow, Poland) and Marek 

Trojanowicz (Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology, and University of Warsaw, 

Warsaw, Poland) 

In series: Analytical Chemistry and Microchemistry 
2018. 468 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-184-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-185-7. $230.00. 

The main way of making progress in analytical chemistry is searching for new techniques and developing new methods of 
determination. This also includes constant development of the laboratory methods to be used in both flow analysis (FA) and 

capillary electrophoresis (CE). They were developed almost simultaneously in the recent decades, and although both FA and 

CE techniques exhibit many differences in instrumentation, exploited phenomena and employed processes and applications, 
their numerous features allow for them to be considered related. The most general common feature of both techniques is that 

they use different phenomena and properties of chemical species exhibited in the flowing stream of a liquid for analytical 

purposes. The flow itself is generated and modulated in various ways, and the selectivity of detection of analytes is achieved 

in result of the application of strong electric field (CE), carrying out both offline and online sample processing or analyte 

transformation (CE, FA) and employing the most suitable detection methods (CE, FA). A basic common attribute of both 

techniques is carrying out the detection of analytes during the flow of solution through the detector, with the possibility of 
applying a large variety of different techniques for this purpose, including the most complex ones. A commonly exploited 

advantage is the sample processing under flow conditions inside the CE capillary or in flow-through modules/reactors of 

appropriate designs (FA). The same approaches are employed for the miniaturization of measuring systems, leading to 
microfluidic systems, which with an appropriate design can be simultaneously used for a flow-injection screening of analytes 

as well as for quantitative CE determinations. Yet another valuable approach is a construction of hybrid measuring systems, 

combining FA and CE. In spite of the presence of chromatographic methods for CE or the mechanization/automation of 
analytical multi-step procedures with different concepts of discrete analyzers in FA, both abovementioned techniques 

maintain their solid position in modern chemical analysis with thousands of applications in different fields. This book 

presents current development trends in flow analysis and capillary electrophoresis. It contains numerous review chapters 
dedicated to various aspects of both techniques. There are also chapters reporting the results of selected studies on the 

development of detailed analytical procedures for different fields in routine analysis. Based on an appropriate selection of 

the discussed problems, it reports the present status of both analytical techniques, offering a unique comparison of relations 
and similarities of those important fields of contemporary analytical chemistry. There are numerous world renowned experts 

in these fields included in the long list of contributing authors. The book can be a valuable assets for students of all disciplines, 

which utilize the achievements of modern analytical chemistry, including food chemistry, clinical analysis or forensic 

chemistry, as well as laboratory personnel and research staff involved in the development of new analytical methods and 

designing analytical instrumentation. 

High-Performance Liquid Chromatography: Types, Parameters and Applications 

Ivan Lucero 

In series: Analytical Chemistry and Microchemistry 
2018. 200 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-543-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-544-2. $95.00. 
In this collection, the authors discuss the way in which it is possible to detect the low concentrations at which toxic 

compounds and metabolites are present in specimens due to the huge development of chromatographic techniques. 

Chromatography is an analytical procedure used for the separation of compounds/drugs and its most commonly used types 
are based on either high performance liquid chromatography or gas chromatography, both coupled to mass spectrometry. As 

such, the advances in liquid chromatography coupled to different detectors, particularly mass spectrometry, giving examples 

of its applications in the areas of clinical and forensic toxicology. The authors present the importance of using high-
performance liquid chromatography in analytical chemistry, as well as the positive aspects related to the use of chemometric 

approaches for the optimization of processes during the development of analytical methods. Case studies about real 

applications of chemometric tools focusing on the analysis of water samples polluted with a mixture of polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons are presented. Next, sample preparation is considered as a difficult part of any analytical procedure in which 

the chemical compounds are present at low concentrations in complex matrices. Graphene based materials have been more 

and more popular in the procedure of sample preparation. Graphene is a material that has good physical-chemical properties, 
high fracture stretch, ultra-high specific surface area with nanosheets morphology and good mechanical and thermal stability. 

In the concluding study, the authors present a simple, economic and environmental friendly modification of stationary phase 

by self-assembly positive charged photosensitive diazoresin. The preparation and modification process of the 
chromatographic stationary phases is discussed. Additionally, the separation performance of chromatographic stationary 

phase is also discussed. 

Hydrides: Types, Bonds and Applications 

Patrick C. Dam 
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In series: Analytical Chemistry and Microchemistry 
2018. 249 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-581-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-582-4. $160.00. 

Hydrides: Types, Bonds and Applications first proposes metal hydrides as a fascinating class of compounds due to the small 
mass and size of hydrogen. Its medium electronegativity causes a large flexibility in terms of metal-ligand interactions, 

resulting in a vast variety of possible compositions, chemical bonding, crystal structures and physical properties. However, 

numerous unsolved problems remain on our way towards a sustainable, carbon free energy system based on renewable energy 
and on hydrogen as a future energy carrier. Thus, the authors present the structural details of alkali, alkali earth based selected 

tetra-boro hydrides. Selected hydrides have recently been suggested for applications in optoelectronics and as solid 

electrolytes for battery applications. Their use in optoelectronic devices depends on their stability with respect to doping, 
solubility of shallow donors and acceptors, electrical and optical properties. The authors describe the nature of the bonding 

in hydrides, and show how these affect the properties of these materials, focussing on application in the energy storage and 

in the transportation sector. Next, the features of gas discharge and plasma sources based on Penning trap with metal hydride 
cathodes are presented. In such devices, metal hydrides fulfill the functions of both a cathode and the solid-state generator 

of working gas. The authors determine that hydrogen desorbed from metal hydride significantly changes the properties of 

the discharge. This is expressed, for example, in the fact that the plasma source based on Penning trap with metal hydride 

cathode appears to generate current-compensated ion beams with the ability to control the energy of the extracted ions. Lastly, 

the book discusses metal hydrides obtaining in sintered electrodes of nickel-cadmium batteries with electrochemical methods 

by the way of electrolyte decomposition onto hydrogen and oxygen. It was shown that as a result of electrolyte 
decomposition, oxygen releases from batteries, while hydrogen partly releases and is partly (in virtue of its high diffusion 

permeability) accumulated in sintered matrices of electrodes of nickel-cadmium batteries in the metal hydrides form. 

Ion Exchange: Theory and Applications 

Norman Spencer and Jorge Thornton 

In series: Analytical Chemistry and Microchemistry 
2017. 335 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-351-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-352-4. $230.00. 
Ion exchange materials are extremely effective absorbents generally containing some functional groups with insoluble 

structures, which have high affinity capacities towards the targets among a series of structurally similar ions or ion groups. 

In recent decades, the various methods used to preparing the absorbents for contaminant removal and resource recycle from 
environment have been extensively studied under the backgrounds of environment pollution and resource shortages. 

Molecular imprinting technology (MIT) was developed rapidly as a research hot topic to prepare ion exchange materials with 

shape memory effects. In consideration of the advantages of molecular imprinted polymers (MIPs), including high adsorption 
capacities, high selectivity, easy recycle etc., their applications in the separation and concentration of target molecules or 

ions have been widely explored. This book briefly narrates the fundamentals and preparations of MIPs, and particularly focus 

on the research advances relevant to human-living environment including water, atmosphere and soil. An overview of the 
most important applications of the ion exchange method in the treatment of industrial wastewaters which contain heavy metal 

ions, and the main environmental benefits of this method are highlighted. The most important ion exchangers used in 

environment remediation processes, including their classification and environmental utilizations, are presented as well. The 
influence of operating conditions on the ion exchange process is discussed, both from efficiency and mechanism perspectives. 

Also, the opportunities and challenges, which make that the ion exchange method to be still an important research issue at 

international level, are reviewed. Other chapters familiarize the reader with innovative practices to develop sustainable water 
treatment methods; review the use of adsorption materials, including raw biomasses, and ion exchange resins for the 

treatment of olive mill wastewater; various examples of selective removal of heavy metal ions discharged in an effluent from 

electroplating plants, metal finishing operations, as well as mining and electronics industries through ion exchange are 
presented and finally; the principal mechanisms and specific features of the copper ion exchange in alkali silicate glasses is 

explored. 

Ionic Liquids: Electrochemistry, Uses and Challenges 

Bình Xuân 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2017. 174 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-689-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-690-7. $95.00. 
Chapter One by V. S. Protsenko, A. A. Kityk, L. S. Bobrova, D. A. Shaiderov, and F. I. Danilov examines the effect of water 

addition on some physicochemical properties of deep eutectic solvents through experimentation. In Chapter Two, Maria Rita 

Ortega Vega and Célia de Fraga Malfatti deliberate on ionic liquids electrochemical behavior for corrosion inhibition of 
different metals. In Chapter Three, Junpeng Li and Rui Wang present the process and mechanism of electrochemical 

synthesis of DMC in ionic liquids. Xinpeng Liu, Sen Qiao, and Rui Wang provide an overview of the applications of ionic 

liquids on the electrochemical reduction of CO2 in Chapter Four. In Chapter Five, Ola Lasekan, Somayeh Gholivand, Tan 
Chin Ping, Faridah Abas, Leong Sze Wei, and Megala Muniandy study the biocatalyst process for the esterification of 

dihydrocaffeic acid (DHCA) with different ionic liquids: 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bis (trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide, 
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1-butyl-3-methylimidazoliumhexafluorosphosphate, 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazoliumhexafluorosphosphate, 1-octyl-3-

methyllidazoliumhexafluorosphosphate. In Chaper Six, Ola Lasekan continues with a study on predicting wine quality, with 
the suggestion that investors should further their knowledge on all aspects of winemaking. Finally, Ines Ben Hmad and Ali 

Gargouri review the advantages of ionic liquids n biorefinery processes in Chapter Seven. 

Liquid Metals: From Atomistic Potentials to Properties, Shock Compression, Earth's Core 

and Nanoclusters 

David K. Belashchenko (Formerly National Research Technological University, Moscow 

Institute of Steel and Alloys, Moscow, Russia) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 556 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-140-6. $310.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-141-3. $310.00. 
Basic problems concerning the computer simulation of liquid metals in usual and extreme conditions with the use of 

interparticle potentials, mainly multi-particle potentials of the embedded atom model are considered in the book. The general 

questions of a structure of simple liquids, and the methods of simulation of non-crystalline systems (liquid and amorphous) 
– a method of molecular dynamics, Monte Carlo, quantum-mechanical modeling, etc. – are considered in the first five 

chapters. The types of interparticle potentials applied, the analysis of atomistic models, topological characteristics of liquids, 

and the results of modeling one-component and binary systems with the use of the simplest interparticle potentials are 
considered. In the second part of the book, a specification of interparticle interaction is given for 17 metals of the various 

groups of the periodic system with the use of the embedded atom model. Parameters of potentials under ambient pressure 

are found using the experimental data about properties of metal on the binodal, and for strongly compressed states via the 
metal properties found in Hugoniot adiabatic processes. The role of electronic terms in energy is considered in detail. Tables 

of the potentials are given in the Appendix. Then, thermodynamic, structural and diffusion properties of these metals in wide 

intervals of the pressure and temperatures are calculated (usually to hundreds of GPa and tens of thousands of Kelvin). The 
results of the calculations are tabulated. In the final chapters of the book, specific problems with respect to liquid metals are 

considered. Here, the problems of the structure and conditions in the center of the Earth, Moon and Jupiter satellites, 

calculations of shock adiabats, and the isotopic effect of diffusion are covered. The assessments of structure and temperature 
in the inner and outer cores of the Earth are given. Calculations of a series of shock adiabats for the initially porous or liquid 

metal samples are carried out, and questions of accuracy concerning the available experimental data are analyzed. Also, some 

non-classical mechanisms of liquid solidification, in particular, the cluster mechanism of solidification during strong 
overcooling, are discussed. The general problems of the thermodynamic description of nanoclusters are considered. The 

ambiguity of the use of the radius, volume, surface area and surface tension concepts for nanoclusters is shown, and a more 

reasonable approach is suggested. The series of nanoclusters of various sizes are constructed for several metals, and the 
dependence of their properties on the cluster size, including a melting temperature, are investigated. The possibility to 

compare the applicability of the Second Law of Thermodynamics in its usual form to the melting/solidification of 

nanoclusters is discussed. 

Lithium-Ion Batteries: Materials, Applications and Technology 

Lana Castillo and Geoffrey Cook 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-497-1. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-498-8. $160.00. 

This compilation begins by discussing Sn, Sb and Ge-based anodes. Various approaches for alleviating volume changes 

corresponding to each kind of anode are presented in regards to the last 20 years. Sn, Sb and Ge-based alloy-type anodes 
have attracted considerable research interest as promising candidates for next-generation LIBs due to their high theoretical 

capacities, suitable operating voltages and natural abundances. Next, the authors discuss the synthesis and application of 

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) based lithium-ion battery anodes. TiO2 has attracted considerable attention as a promising 

alternative lithium-ion battery anode. The evolution of studies on synthetic methods, performance improvement, and the size 

tuning strategy are thoroughly addressed. Following this, the book focuses on clarifying the mechanisms of lithium dendrite 
growth, the issues related to lithium dendrites, and the recent advances for technical solutions. To power electric vehicles, a 

minimum energy density of 300 Wh/kg is required. State-of-the-art LIBs are dominating portable electronics, but can only 

enable an energy density of 100-220 Wh/kg in practice to date. In this regard, metallic lithium is highly regarded as promising 
next-generation anodes, ascribed to its extremely high theoretical capacity of 3860 mAh/g versus 372 mAh/g of the 

commercial graphite anodes. Recent progress in the development of Si/Gn nanocomposite anodes for lithium-ion batteries 

is also studied. The synthetic routes and electrochemical performance of these nanomaterials and the underlying reaction 
mechanisms are systematically described. The authors maintain that more research efforts are needed for the widespread 

applications of such composite anodes in the future of lithium-ion batteries. Afterwards, the advanced ab initio atomistic 

thermodynamics approach for electrode materials in LIBs is formulated, which enables the resolution of the interfacial 
structure of an LIB electrode material in an electrochemical environment under (constrained) reaction conditions. This 
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universal approach is outlined, using state-of-the-art electrode materials in LIBs, such as LTO or lithium cobaltite (LCO, 

LiCoO2) as examples. 

Municipal and Industrial Waste: Sources, Management Practices and Future Challenges 

Brenda Bryant and Betty Hall 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-441-4. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-442-1. $195.00. 

In this collection, the authors open with a review of current state of the art methods for the recovery and reuse of selected 

monomers and biomacromolecules (such as proteins and nucleic acids) from municipal solid waste. They discuss the most 
relevant recoverable chemical building blocks and biomacromolecules, as well as their potential applications. Following this, 

polyethylene terephthalate is analyzed as one of the major post-consumer plastics in solid waste streams because of the 

ongoing expansion of the PET bottle market. A study is conducted wherein co-pyrolysis is proposed for co-processing PET 
wastes with woody biomass in order to improve the quality and yield of liquid products for their use as fuels. A subsequent 

study proposes a recycling process for the recovery of zinc and manganese from Zn-Mn batteries, the goal of which is to 

determine the optimal conditions of manganese and zinc extraction from black mass of spent zinc-manganese batteries. The 
ability to obtain final products such as manganese oxide(IV) from recycling material makes it possible to use them in new 

batteries. Also in this collection, the authors synthesize wood ash based geopolymer to determine its optimal conditions. An 

almost complete disappearance of spherical forms and increasing the porosity of the structure of the obtained geopolymers 
were observed, and moreover, spectroscopic analysis was performed and the specific surface area was determined by the 

BET method. Another study details the aspects of waste generation sources and management practices such as collection, 

storage, transportation and disposal in an environmental and economic manner, along with upcoming challenges. A review 
of sludge pretreatment and extracellular polymeric substance extraction enhancing the sludge management process is 

presented. The intensification process applied to the wastewater treatment, the integration process applied to wastewater 

treatment, and the biorefinery concept integrated to wastewater treatment plants are reviewed, summarizing a range of 
possibilities for improving the sustainability of the industrial production chain. Next, the book focuses on agricultural 

biomass residues such as corncobs, sunflower husks, olive stones, peanut shells, pistachio shells, pine sawdust and brewery 
waste, in order to determine the general characteristics and the specific properties that make them suitable for incorporation 

into clay mixtures for the production of ceramics. Their chemical compositions and morphological structures are analyzed. 

The closing paper describes the equilibrium and kinetic studies which contributed to our understanding of the properties of 
the new sorbent such as chemically modified coal fly ash. Based on the sorption capacity obtained, modified coal fly ash is 

proposed for the treatment of wastewaters containing heavy metal and dye. 

Phenolic Compounds: Structure, Uses and Health Benefits 

Paavo Oliver and Andrus Villem 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2017. 169 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-881-9. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-882-6. $95.00. 
Phenolic Compounds: Structure, Uses and Health Benefits opens with a discussion on phenolic substances such as gallic 

acid, catechin, chlorogenic acid, caffeic acid, p-coumaric acid, ferulic acid, and quercetin. The most common analytical 

methods (based on spectrophotometric, chromatographic or electrochemical techniques) for determining phenolic 
compounds applied to a wide range of sample sources are presented. Additionally, the authors study the high concentrations 

of bioactive substances in fruit berries in order to determine the link between daily fruit intake and human health. A review 

of the modern literature on extraction, filtration, and adsorption that may be combined with advanced oxidation treatments 
to minimalize the environmental impact of the remaining wastes is presented, especially focusing on phenolic compounds 

recovery from olive mill liquidwastes. Lastly, the authors provide an overview on the antiradical and antioxidizing properties 

of calix[n]arenes and calix[n]resorcinols as part of a larger discussion on the impact of “preorganization” of antioxidant 
fragments attached to calix[n]arene and calix[n]resorcinol scaffolds and their intramolecular synergy on antioxidant activity. 

Polymer-Matrix Composites: Materials, Mechanics and Applications 

Elias Rice and Beth Sparks 

In series: Polymer Science and Technology 
2018. 284 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-398-1. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-399-8. $195.00. 

This books opens with an evaluation of the effects of the acid environment on sulfur-polymer matrix composite, with Portland 
cement-based composite chosen as a comparative material. Unlike conventional Portland cement-based composites, sulfur-

polymer matrix composites are produced without water and achieve final strength in few days. Following this, the effects of 

electron beam irradiation on copper oxide added polymer matrix composite was investigated. Copper oxide added polymer 
matrix composite has been known for engineering applications that involving plastics moving parts to reduce friction. In a 

separate study, inorganic Montmorillonite nanofibers and organic cellulose nanofibers obtained through acid hydrolysis were 
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simultaneously added to plasticized starch with defined CNF-to-MMT ratio and processed into nanocomposites by melt 

extrusion. The continuously isothermal aerobic ageing on samples was carried out by oven-heating at 60°C so as to 
investigate the organic nanofillers as an alternative to inorganic nanofillers. The authors also investigate the physico-

mechanical characteristic of low density polyethylene (LDPE) and starch blends when undergone acid and alkaline attacks. 

In the following chapter, simulation of the temperature distribution in textile composite structures is achieved by utilizing an 
analytical-symbolic approach. Analytical heating solutions along each yarn provide accurate solutions with far fewer nodes 

than numerical solutions, and require the minimum number of symbolic network nodes. The final investigation was 

conducted to investigate the effects of copper (II) oxide (CuO) composition on the degradability of high density 
polyethylene/ethylene vinyl acetate (HDPE/EVA) blends. It was observed that both degree of crystallinity and crystallites 

sizes of the composited increased after the ageing operation. 

Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS): Mechanisms and Role in Health and Disease 

Shannon Wilkerson 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 346 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-166-6. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-167-3. $160.00. 
This compilation opens with a comprehensive review of heavy metals involves the unifying theme of electron transfer (ET), 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) and oxidative stress (OS) applied to toxicity, which often arises from pollution. The beneficial 

effect of antioxidants (AOs) supports the participation of oxidative stress. ROS are examined for their application to illnesses 
such as: cancer, cardiovascular diseases, autism, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, neurodegenerative diseases and 

aging illnesses. Afterwards, the mechanisms of ROS generation in the skin, the roles of ROS in altering the skin and ROS 

elimination in the body are discussed. The etiology of osteoarthritis is discussed, including oxidative stress and the 
overproduction of ROS, which is responsible in intracellular signaling processes, chondrocyte senescence and apoptosis, 

extracellular matrix synthesis and degradation along with synovial inflammation and dysfunction of the subchondral bone. 

The authors examine how increased ROS production generates development of malignancy; ROS are formed in vivo and 
many are powerful oxidizing agents, capable of damaging DNA and other biomolecules. Additionally, ROS are well-

recognized for their dual roles as both deleterious and beneficial species. They are produced in many normal and abnormal 
processes in humans, such as aging, joint diseases, and cancer. Increased ROS production leads to tissue damage associated 

with inflammation and the overproduction of ROS results in oxidative stress, which can be an important mediator of damage 

to cell structures (membranes, lipids, proteins, and DNA). However, low/moderate levels of ROS can act as indispensable 
second messengers that have a beneficial effect on regulating several of radical cellular activities, including cell activation, 

proliferation, death, and gene expression. An outline of the present knowledge on the impact of mKATP opening on ROS 

production, and ROS signaling events triggered by mKATP opening is provided, in order to find a link between bioenergetic 

effects of mKATP channels functioning and multiple pathways of cytoprotection afforded by pharmacological mKATP 

channels openers. It is generally thought that mitochondrial permeability transition pore (mPTP) is a key end effector of 

cytoprotective signaling triggered by mKATP channels opening, which inhibition affords protection under metabolic stress 
conditions. Subsequently, a chapter is included focusing on the role of ROS in causing oxidative injury, as well as the 

depletion of ROS. Lastly, redox cycles of several benzene-diol derivatives are reported. The redox cycles can be constructed 

by benzene-diol compounds, the reduced form of benzoquinone, nicotinamide adenine-dinucleotide, and metal ions. The 
substituents of benzene-diols strongly affect the rates of their redox cycles. 

Retinoic Acid: Functions, Regulation and Health Effects 

Jonah Cope and Leida Segura 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 115 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-156-7. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-157-4. $82.00. 

In this book, the authors examine retinoic acid and how it plays important role in a wide range of biological processes 
including proliferation and differentiation especially epithelial tissues. The mechanism of actions of retinoic acid in human 

keratinocytes and dermal fibroblasts are reviewed, as well as its clinical use in dermatological treatments. Next, the control 

of gene expression in hepatocytes is discussed. Retinoic acids (RA), including all-trans and 9-cis retinoic acids, are the 
bioactive components that bind and activate their cognate nuclear receptors to regulate target genes. The authors conclude 

by testing whether increased progesterone can bias sex ratios in the domestic hen. They determine that there is not a 

significant shift of the sex ratio after these preliminary experiments. These results suggest the existence of progesterone as 
additional inducer of meiosis in embryonic germ cell and independently of RA signaling in the chicken. 

Solid-Phase Microextraction: Advances in Research and Applications 

Warrane Verreau and Gill Baril 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2017. 181 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-829-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-830-7. $95.00. 
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In Chapter One, the specific patterns and applications of microextraction techniques in bionalysis are reviewed. The various 

microextraction techniques can be classified into two rudimentary categories: solid-phase microextraction and liquid-phase 
microextraction, which are derived from conventional solid-phase extraction and liquid-liquid extraction, correspondingly. 

Next, an overview of the application of solid-phase microextraction in assessing target chemical families in different 

alcoholic beverages is provided. The results re-count the last 10 years of scientific publications, concentrating on the 
extraction conditions used for investigating different compounds in wines, beer and spirits according to the chemical families. 

Additionally, the authors discuss optimization strategies for achieving accurate quantification. Chapter Three presents 

research on solid phase microextraction its advantages. Since solid phase microextraction was presented in the early 1990s, 
there has been an increase in research on new methodical solutions in many research facilities around the world that could 

potentially increase use of this technique. In Chapter Four, modern uses of new sorbent coatings in solid-phase 

microextraction are analyzed. The combination of molecularly imprinted polymers with solid phase microextraction results 
in a possible technique for sample preparation, predominantly considering their described success in recent literature. 

Solution Chemistry: Advances in Research and Applications 

Yongliang Xiong, Ph.D. (Sandia National Laboratories, Carlsbad, NM, USA) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 263 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-101-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-102-4. $160.00. 

The aim of this book is to present original data and comprehensive reviews of state-of-the-art work that advance our 
understanding of solution chemistry in diverse fields, authored by the diverse experts. The first two chapters address advances 

in solubility measurements. The first chapter provides the experimental data and thermodynamic modeling regarding 

solubilities of uraninite [UO2(cr)], pyrochlore [(NaCa)Nb2O6F(cr)] and microlite [(NaCa)Ta2O6F(cr)] in NaF solutions 
under the extreme conditions at 800oC and 2,000–2,300 bars. The knowledge embodied in the first chapter is important for 

understanding the formation of rare metal deposits in the ultrahigh temperature hydrothermal systems. The second chapter 

presents an experimental study of brucite [Mg(OH)2(cr)] solubilities in NaCl solutions over a wide range of ionic strength 
from 0.01 mol•kg–1 to 5.6 mol•kg–1 at elevated temperatures up to 80oC. Such results are useful in many areas of study, 

including elucidation of the formation of recently discovered brucite-carbonate chimneys in hyperalkaline (pH 9–11), saline, 
hydrothermal fluids (40oC to 90oC) on ocean floors. Chapters 3 and 4 address advances in solution chemistry related to salt 

formations. In Chapter 3, the incoherent inelastic neutron scattering (INNS) technique was used to distinguish three water 

environments in bedded salts. These three environments include intergranular water molecules confined to grain boundaries, 
water in fluid inclusions, and structural water in hydrous minerals. Such knowledge is relevant to subsurface energy 

exploration and nuclear waste storage in salt formations. Chapter 4 provides the experimental evidence to demonstrate that 

mineral colloids derived from an engineered barrier of MgO, in high ionic strength brines associated with salt formations are 

nonexistent. This is attributed to the fact that the high ionic strength solutions associated with salt formations have high 

concentrations of both monovalent and divalent metal ions that are orders of magnitude higher than the critical coagulation 

concentrations for magnesium oxide derived colloids. The absence of magnesium oxide derived colloids in high ionic 
strength solutions implies that contributions from these colloids to the total mobile source term of radionuclides are minimal 

in a salt geological repository. Two chapters summarize advances related to organic materials. Chapter 5 provides an 

overview regarding the advances in new functionalized polysulfones. Recently developed polysulfonic films are expected to 
find biomedical applications. Chapter 6 includes a comprehansive review with regard to the analytical techniques for 

determination of trace elements in crude oils and fuel oils, and the original data generated in the laboratory. Based on these 

results, it seems that elements of high value could be co-extracted from crude oils in the future. The final two chapters address 
advances in speciation in understanding in aqueous systems. Chapter 7 presents an overview of the advances in speciation 

of vanadium using three techniques: Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR), and 

UV-Vis spectroscopy. Chapter 8 centers on the speciation of Am(III) in hyperalkaline solutions. The equilibrium constant 
for Am(OH)4– is obtained by using the Pitzer model to evaluate Am(OH)3(s) solubility data in KOH solutions. 

Superoxide Dismutase: Structure, Synthesis and Applications 

Sergei Magliozzi 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 172 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-080-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-081-2. $95.00. 

In this compilation, the authors comprehensively investigate SOD effects in the homeostasis of mammal endometrium, using 
available information on several species and their team experience relating to the topic. In addition, they also address its role 

in endometrial integrity and some uterine clinical conditions and infertility. The current knowledge of plant SODs, their 

abiotic-stress modulated expression and activity, and analyses results on genetic engineering of plant SODs are summarized. 
Significance of superoxide dismutases in the crop improvement for stress tolerance is also discussed. This book reviews the 

oxidative stress and damage to plants, while also summarizing the characteristics of SOD enzymes and discussing their 

involvement in the tolerance of plants against abiotic stress. Additionally, many authors have studied the protective role of 
SOD in the mice cochlea, however more recently the role of SOD gene polymorphisms in the susceptibility of sudden 

sensorineural hearing loss has been investigated. Therefore, the authors also examine the role of SOD in the cochlea and its 
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involvement in the pathogenesis of noise induced hearing loss, age related hearing loss and sudden sensorineural hearing 

loss. 

Terpenes: Biosynthesis, Applications and Research 

Albin Bjarke 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 191 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-622-7. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-623-4. $95.00. 

In this collection, terpenes in oregano, mainly represented by the essential oils, are extensively documented for their 

antimicrobial, antifungal, antiviral, antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and anticancer properties, with the goal of describing the 
biological properties of terpenes from oregano and their mechanism of action. Next, the authors focus on solid acid catalysts 

as potential heterogeneous catalysts for terpenes conversion into fragrances and flavours, replacing homogenous ones. 

Different reactions, such hydration, alkoxylation, esterification, isomerization and cyclization of terpenes over heterogenous 
catalyts will be reviewed. Afterwards, turpentine (consisting of the volatile terpenes fraction from conifer wood) is analyzed 

because of its place as the most widely produced essential oil. Lastly, the authors discusses the effects of terpene-rich essential 

oils. Although several studies describe the cardioprotective effects of these essential oils, a systematic review is lacking. 
Therefore, a compilation of these studies is presented with special focus on the hypotensive, vasorelaxant, modulation of ion 

channels, anti-dyslipidaemic, and antiplatelet aggregation effects as well as the protective effects against myocardial 

infarction. 

The Kinetics of Binary Metal Hydride Decomposition 

Igor E. Gabis, Ph.D. and Ilia A. Chernov, Ph.D. (Saint-Petersburg State University, Institute of 

Applied Math Research of KRC RAS) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2017. 132 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53611-987-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-010-3. $82.00. 
From the point of view of hydrogen, desorption metal hydrides are extremely complex and interesting. Various metal 

hydrides differ so much, range in terms of decomposition temperatures and pressures and look like materials from separate 

classes. Many research articles are devoted to metal hydrides; many of them study the kinetics of dehydriding. However, 
there is still no complete understanding of the processes that govern kinetics. The reason is for the high number of factors 

that influence the rate of hydride decomposition and hydrogen desorption. First of all, properties of metal hydrides are 

diverse. The number of hydride phases, decomposition rates and ranges of absorbed energy are very different. The rates of 
hydrogen desorption, diffusion and phase transition also can influence the kinetics of dehydriding. The aim of this book is to 

summarise the authors’ research of dehydriding kinetics with electronic structures of the materials taken into account, and to 

determine which elementary processes influence the decomposition rates. The book is not a reference guide on the 
dehydriding rates of constants. Even more so, in order to keep the subject as simple as possible, the authors restrict the 

discussion only to binary hydrides when talking about basic dehydriding laws. It is possible, however, that ternary and more 

complex hydrides have their own unique properties. The authors describe experimental results through physically clear and 
well studied processes, such as desorption, diffusion, reaction of hydride decomposition, etc. as well as by using conservation 

laws. On the other hand, describing the entire process in the most general way, taking into account all of the possible reactions 

and excluding some on the grounds of experimental results, also seems unsound. The authors believe that complexity of 
models must be comparable to that of experimental data; additional factors should be taken into account only in order to 

improve poor fitting. The following factors seem the most important: Electronic properties of the hydride (type of bonding); 

phase morphology; incubation and nucleation; physically reasonable elementary processes mentioned above (diffusion, 
adsorption and desorption, decomposition and formation of the hydride phase, etc.); and the variety of powder particles. Over 

recent years, much effort has been made to activate the decomposition of magnesium and aluminium hydrides with the hope 

of finding appropriate materials for keeping hydrogen in solids aboard a vehicle. Most of the research dealt with 
mechanochemical activation (i.e., ball milling in the presence of catalysts, often in hydrogen). The choice of catalytic 

materials is not always logical; this was one more reason for systemizing the dehydriding kinetics. Naturally, activated 

materials must follow the general pattern of decomposing metal hydrides. A separate section is devoted to the activation of 
magnesium and aluminium hydrides; aside from mechanochemical, we also discuss the thermal and photoactivation of these 

materials. Target Audience: The book will be interesting to researchers who study metal hydrides; to students who study the 
condensed matter physics; to engineers of hydrogen energy industry, in particular to specialists in constructing hydrogen 

accumulators. Ideas proposed in the book can interest chemists who study chemical kinetics of metal compounds. In 

academy, the book can be used in masters courses on the condensed matter physics. 

Tritium: Advances in Research and Applications 

Marija M. Janković, Ph.D. (Radiation and Environmental Protection Department, Institute of 

Nuclear Sciences Vinča, University of Belgrade, Belgrade, Serbia) 
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In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 295 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-506-0. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-507-7. $195.00. 

Tritium, 3H (T), is a radioactive isotope of hydrogen. Naturally occurring tritium is rare on Earth, where trace amounts are 
formed by the interaction of the atmosphere with cosmic rays. Once formed in the stratosphere, the tritium atoms have a 

large amount of kinetic energy. At a pressure lower than atmospheric, they react with the oxygen, creating a stable radical 

HO2. This radical reacts with ozone, following the photochemical reaction of decomposition TO2 to HTO. Once tritium is 
incorporated into the water molecule, then it falls to the Earth’s surface as precipitation or snow, thus entering into the natural 

hydrological cycle. With a half-life of 12.32 years and a maximum energy of 18 keV beta radiation, this radioisotope is not 

dangerous externally, but it can be a radiation hazard when inhaled, ingested via food or water, or absorbed through the skin. 
The biological half-life ranges from around 7 to 14 days, so bioaccumulation of tritium is not a significant concern. Tritium 

is a very useful hydro-geological tracer and can be successfully applied in assessing the age of groundwater and residence 

times of continental hydrologic systems or as an oceanic transient tracer. Tritium releases from nuclear installations may be 
useful for some applications as a powerful local tracer, but on the other hand such releases may affect the reliability and 

accuracy of tritium use as a global tracer. For this reason, measuring of the activity concentrations of tritium is regularly a 

part of every national and/or international monitoring programme. Tritium is also used in radio luminescent light sources for 

watches and various instruments, and, along with deuterium, as a fuel for nuclear fusion reactors with applications in energy 

generation and weapons. The amount of tritium that appears in the atmosphere as a product of human activity comes from: 

nuclear reactors, production of nuclear weapons, atmospheric and above ground nuclear explosions, heavy water and tritium 
plants, and plants for tritium separation. The use of tritium labeled compounds for medical and research purposes is also a 

possible source of contamination by tritium. Knowledge of the tritium concentration distribution in the environment, 

awareness of various anthropogenic sources of tritium, and optimization of measurement conditions are of great importance 
in various applications and in preserving human health. 

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND INTERNET 

A Knowledge Management Approach for Ensuring the Success of IT Industries in Vietnam 

Quoc Trung Pham (Vice Dean of School of Industrial Management, Bach Khoa University 

(VNU-HCM), Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam) 

In series: Management Science - Theory and Applications 
2017. 223 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-873-4. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-874-1. $95.00. 

In society, knowledge becomes more and more important, and knowledge management becomes one of the best approaches 

for ensuring the success of any business. This book investigates some current problems in the management of IT businesses 
in Vietnam and explores the possibility for solving these problems by focusing on KM practices, such as: human resource 

management, training and development, social capital development, the use of a web 2.0 platform for KMS or collaboration, 
knowledge sharing encouragement and e-business solutions. Through an empirical study in the context of Vietnam, some 

case studies and lessons learnt are withdrawn for ensuring the success of other IT businesses in Vietnam and in other countries 

with the same conditions. 

Adaptive Control: Methods, Applications and Research 

Dianwei Qian (School of Control and Computer Engineering, North China Electric Power 

University, Beijing, P.R. China) 

In series: Systems Engineering Methods, Developments and Technology 
2018. 245 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-118-5. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-119-2. $160.00. 

Adaptive control is the control method used by a controller which must adapt to a controlled system with parameters which 
vary, or are initially uncertain. An adaptive control system utilizes on-line identification of which either system parameter or 

controller parameter, which does not need a priori information about the bounds on these uncertain or time-varying 

parameters. The adaptive control approaches consider their control design in the sense of Lyapunov. Besides, there are still 
some branches by combining adaptive control and other control methods, i.e., nonlinear control methods, intelligent control 

methods, and predict control methods, to name but a few. This book addresses some original contributions reporting the 

latest advances in adaptive control. It aims to gather the latest research on state-of-the-art methods, applications and research 
for the adaptive control theory, and recent new findings obtained by the technique of adaptive control. Apparently, the book 

cannot include all research topics. The editor wishes that it could reveal some tendencies on this research field and benefit 

readers. In this book, different aspects of adaptive control are explored. Chapters includes some new tendencies and 
developments in research on a adaptive formation controller for multi-robot systems; L1 adaptive control design of the the 
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longitudinal dynamics of a hypersonic vehicle model; adaptive high-gain control of biologically inspired receptor systems; 

adaptive residual vibration suppression of sigid-flexible coupled systems; neuro-hierarchical sliding mode control for under-
actuated mechanical systems; neural network adaptive PID control design based on PLC for a water-level system; and fuzzy-

based design of networked control systems with random time delays and packet dropout in the forward communication 

channel. 

Artificial Intelligence: Advances in Research and Applications 

Luis Rabelo, Sayli Bhide and Edgar Gutierrez (Department of Industrial Engineering and 

Management Systems, Orlando, FL, US) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2017. 362 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-677-8. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-678-5. $195.00. 
After decades of basic research and more promises than impressive applications, artificial intelligence (AI) is starting to 

deliver benefits. A convergence of advances is motivating this new surge of AI development and applications. Computer 

capability as it has evolved from high throughput and high performance computing systems is increasing. AI models and 

operations research adaptations are becoming more mature, and the world is breeding big data not only from the web and 

social media but also from the Internet of Things. Organizations around the world have been realizing that there are 

substantial performance gains and increases in productivity for the use of AI and predictive analytics techniques. Their use 
is bringing a new era of breakthrough innovation and opportunities. This book, compiles research insights and applications 

in diverse areas such as manufacturing, supply chain management, pricing, autonomous vehicles, healthcare, ecommerce, 

and aeronautics. Using classical and advanced tools in AI such as deep learning, particle swarm optimization, support vector 
machines and genetic programming among others. This is a very distinctive book which discusses important applications 

using a variety of paradigms from AI and outlines some of the research to be performed. The work supersedes similar books 

that do not cover as diversified a set of sophisticated applications. The authors present a comprehensive and articulated view 
of recent developments, identifies the applications gap by quoting from the experience of experts, and details suggested 

research areas. Artificial Intelligence: Advances in Research and Applications guides the reader through an intuitive 

understanding of the methodologies and tools for building and modeling intelligent systems. The book's coverage is broad, 
starting with clustering techniques with unsupervised ensemble learning, where the optimal combination strategy of 

individual partitions is robust in comparison to the selection of an algorithmic clustering pool. This is followed by a case in 

a parallel-distributed simulator using deep learning for its configuration. Chapter Three presents a case for autonomous 
vehicles. Chapter Four discusses the novel use of genetic algorithms with support vector machines. Chapters Five through 

Thirteen focus on the applications. The book discusses how the use of AI can allow for productivity development and other 

benefits not just for businesses, but also for economies. Finally, you can find an interesting investigation of the “transhuman” 
dimension of AI. 

Brain-Machine Interfaces: Uses and Developments 

Carla Bryan and Ivan Rios 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018. 105 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-368-4. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-369-1. $82.00. 

Brain-Machine Interfaces: Uses and Developments reports on advances in the development of a speech prosthetic, building 
on previous data as well as the results of detecting phonemes, words and phrases during overt and covert speech. The 

following study aims to quantify and qualify the electroencephalographic (EEG) patterns of commonly used control tasks in 

BCI systems under different task states. The analysed control tasks were: left hand MI, right hand MI, and a relaxed but 
focused mental state. The original feasibility study within this manuscript aimed to evaluate the scope of applications for a 

novel neurorehabilitation intervention. Important observations from that initial study and considers possible applications of 

TLNS Technology in the future are examined. The closing opinion piece seeks to outline why the development of an electrode 
that does not encourage growth into the electrode tip is ill-advised, with the core reasons being rejection and “less is more”. 

Cellular Manufacturing Systems: Recent Developments, Analysis and Case Studies 

Gürsel A. Süer and Mitsuo Gen (ISE Department, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, USA and 

Fuzzy Logic Systems Institute, Japan and Tokyo University of Science, Japan) 

In series: Manufacturing Technology Research 
2017. 613 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-879-6. $310.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-880-2. $310.00. 

The chapters included in this book represent the work from the US, Canada, Japan, China, India, Iran, Netherlands, Turkey, 

Slovakia, and Portugal. The book attempts to cover the cellular manufacturing area from various angles. In terms of solution 
techniques, different approaches such as heuristics, mathematical models, networks models, genetic algorithm approaches, 

artificial neural networks, knowledge-based algorithms, a space search algorithm, simulated annealing, fuzzy concepts, 
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analytic hierarchy processes and simulation are included in the book. As for performance measures, most chapters target a 

single objective whereas some others cover multiple objectives. In terms of the complexity of the problems, the authors 
divide them into simpler single phase problems versus more complex problems that require multiple-phase solutions. Most 

of the chapters discuss deterministic problems. On the other hand, a few of the chapters focus on stochastic cases. There are 

many new concepts and solution approaches covered in this book. The details of the material coverage is listed in the 
following paragraphs. The book starts with the evolution of cellular manufacturing. In terms of design-related issues, it covers 

the application of math modeling for cell formation, family and subfamily formation, production system selection, formation 

and evaluation of design alternatives, machine layout, dynamic cells, virtual cells, cell formation considering alternative 
routes, remainder cells, cell formation with product of life cycle considerations, demand-variability based cell formation, 

layered cellular design, assembly cells and a recent Japanese proposition called SERU cells. All types of cells, namely labor-

intensive cells, machine-intensive cells and robotic cells are covered in the book. In terms of operational and control issues, 
human skills, manpower allocation, cell size determination, dispatching rules, parallel machine scheduling, flowshop 

scheduling, re-entrant flowshop scheduling, flexible job shop scheduling, assembly line balancing, process planning and 
scheduling, multiple-resource scheduling, cell loading and cell scheduling, synchronized flow, planning concepts such as 

period batch control, polka, Kanban, conwip and more are discussed. Cases studies include electromechanical assembly, 

bicycle manufacturing, igniter assembly system, jewelry manufacturing and semi-conductor industry. We believe that this 
book will be of value to students, researchers, academicians and practitioners. 

Cognitive Radio Networks: Performance, Applications and Technology 

Chee Wei Tan (College of Science and Engineering, City University of Hong Kong, Kowloon 

Tong, Hong Kong, China) 

In series: Electronics and Telecommunications Research 
2018. 328 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-068-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-069-0. $230.00. 
Over the past two decades, there have been rapid and significant developments in the field of wireless networking, especially 

with the emergence of wireless cognitive radio network technologies. There are, however, fundamental limits to 

communications and radio resource is scarce in the face of demand. This gives rise to new challenges in jointly managing 
resource allocation and interference management in a cognitive manner. The first cognitive radio wireless standard, IEEE 

802.22, was only published in 2011, whereby white space – referring to the unused frequency spectrums that are location-

specific – in television channels can be identified for use by other devices in a cognitive radio network. Recently, the U.S. 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency has also recognized the importance of wireless cognitive radio network 

technologies in military and civilian applications, and organized the 2017 DARPA Spectrum Collaboration Challenge to spur 

new ideas and experimentation to overcome spectrum scarcity. The need to cognitively access the increasingly-crowded 
electromagnetic spectrum has never been greater. This book, written by a team of leading experts, aims at providing the 

readers with a series of tutorials on a variety of cognitive radio network technologies ranging from efficient dynamic spectrum 

sharing and interference management to optimal resource allocation and to fundamental limits in communications. Emphasis 
is on cutting edge research in theoretical tools, algorithms and engineering insights to provide guiding principles, making 

this an ideal reference book. 

Communications and Networking: Perspectives, Opportunities and Challenges 

Geng Liang (School of Control and Computer Engineering, North China Electric Power 

University, China) 

In series: Media and Communications - Technologies, Policies and Challenges 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-858-0. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-859-7. $195.00. 

A recent trend in distributed systems is to interconnect the distributed elements by means of a multipoint broadcast network. 
Within industrial communication systems, fieldbus networks are especially intended for the interconnection of process 

controllers, sensors, and actuators, at the lower levels of the factory automation hierarchy. This book provides a 

comprehensive study on how to use networks to support industrial communication application. Four parts are roughly 
included in this book: 1) Fundamentals in communications and networking technologies with their developments. 2) 

Applications of communications and networking technologies in industry with improvements. 3) Security for 

communications and networking technologies in industry. 4) Trends for communications and networking technologies in the 
future. Fundamental theories on communications and networking are introduced in this book. AH hierarchy and construction 

of networks for use in industry and some application instances are also presented. sSome improvement to the application 

with and networks are also given. Security problems in networking technologies in industry are especially addressed in detail, 
dealing with related methodologies. Trends for communications and networking technologies in the future are analyzed and 

predicted in the last part of this book. 

Computational Mechanics (CM): Applications and Developments 

Jacob Yuen 
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In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018. 179 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-672-2. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-673-9. $95.00. 

In this collection, the authors examine how modeling impact of solid particles contributes to an understanding of the 
fundamental mechanisms of erosive wear. However, most previous studies focus on spherical particles, which are not 

representative of abrasive particles. Hence, a study is presented which develops a mesh-free model based on the smoothed 

particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method to simulate the impact(s) of angular particles on metallic surface. In the subsequent 
study, the objective is to solve a difficult elastodynamic problem that has innumerable technological applications, as well as 

to demonstrate the aptitude of classical numerical procedures to attack the problem. A variety of numerical examples are 

evaluated by combining boundary conditions, variations in cross section and material composition. Next, a model based on 
the modified strain gradient theory for the free vibration analysis of microbeams considering the effect of rotatory inertia and 

of shear deformation is presented. An analysis of the effects of boundary supports of the microbeams on the natural non-

dimensional frequencies is performed. The results are obtained using the Ritz method with sets of admissible functions that 
can best model the microbeam boundary conditions. The following work employs a physically interpretable notation called 

strain gradient notation to study the sources and effects of locking. Such notation allows for the physical meanings of the 

polynomials coefficients to be identified early in the formulation procedure. Strain gradient notation guarantees that the 

sources of locking can be eliminated a-priori, rendering efficient finite element models. Another study is included in which 

the evolutionary process accounts for the threshold values for the Von Mises stress. Thus, the regions with lower Von Mises 

stresses intensity have removal condition whereas the higher Von Mises stresses regions have addition condition. This study 
aims to evaluate the reliability of structures optimized topologically as well as to determine the robustness of the solutions 

provided by the topology optimization schemes. In the closing work, the microwave heating of a liquid product inside a tank 

(reactor) with and without mechanical agitation was analyzed. A mathematical model was developed that includes the 
resolution of the microscopic energy balance in which a source term is used to consider the interaction between food and 

microwaves. From numerical simulations it was possible to evaluate the effect of the agitation rate, the position and number 

of the microwave-generators inside the cavity in the temperature profiles of the liquid products. 

Computer Design for New Drugs and Materials: Molecular Dynamics of Nanoscale 

Phenomena 

Kholmirzo T. Kholmurodov (FLNP (Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics), JINR (Joint 

Institute of Nuclear Research), Moscow, Russia) 

In series: Nanotechnology Science and Technology 
2017. 251 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-082-0. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-101-8. $160.00. 
In this book, chapters from multiple experts have been collected that demonstrate the efficient use of the computer molecular 

dynamics (MD) simulation methods for the studying of nanoscale phenomena in materials and life sciences. This volume 

contains the Proceedings of the International Symposium KSCMBS-2016 Khujand Symposium on Computational Materials 
and Biological Sciences ( 10th Japan-Russia Workshop on Molecular Simulation Studies in Materials and Biological 

Sciences), which was organized by the Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics (FLNP), Joint Institute for Nuclear Research 
(JINR), Dubna, Russian Federation and Khujand State University named after Academician B. Gafurov, The Ministry of 

Education and Science of The Republic of Tajikistan (HGU, RT) from September 24-28, 2016 in Khujand, Tajikistan. It is 

remarkable that the first chapter opening this book is contributed by C. Arnarez and S.J. Marrink, representatives of the same 
faculty from the University of Groningen in the Netherlands, where Prof. Bernard L. Feringa won the 2016 Nobel Prize in 

Chemistry "for the design and synthesis of molecular machines" (nanomotors and nanorobots), which are the actual topics 

of the current KSCMBS-2016 Japan-Russia-Tajikistan International Symposium. In the first chapter, C. Arnarez and S.J. 
Marrink have developed a computational “microscopy” approach based on a coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulation 

to study the mitochondrial membranes. The developed method is capable of simulating the cell membranes and efficiently 

capturing the interplay between the lipids and proteins at a spatio-temporal resolution, which is unmatched by other methods. 
The other interesting chapters of the book provide very broad and useful information to the readers by demonstrating the 

clear examples of how modern state-of-the-art molecular dynamics modeling can provide a molecular level of insight into 

the organization and dynamics of the atomic/molecular processes in nanosystems, cell membranes, lipids, and proteins 
through new materials, exploring and new drug design. 

Computer Simulations: Advances in Research and Applications 

Michael D. Pfeffer and Erik Bachmeier 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018. 232 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-095-9. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-096-6. $160.00. 

Computer Simulations: Advances in Research and Applications begins with a concise overview and background of the topic 
during the past decade. The finite element method and the commercial available codes are introduced with an emphasis on 

Abaqus as the mostly used software in this field. The next part deals with the tire geometry and creation of a consistent and 
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computationally effective finite element mesh from 2D and 3D drawings. The material models used for the description of 

the mechanical behavior of tire constituents are also examined. The following paper is dedicated to the computer simulation 
modeling as a method of solution of differential games where analytical investigation is problematic. The main idea is that a 

very small number of scenarios including both control variables and parameters can provide a sufficiently good qualitative 

representation of dynamics of the modeled system. The Tablot Effect, which was first experimentally observed by Henry 
Talbot in 1836, is discussed. It is the repeated self-imaging of a diffraction grating at regular distances in the near-field behind 

the grating. If the observed diffraction images are laid out as a function of distance, a beautiful and repetitive pattern is 

observed; this is known as the Talbot carpet. The methodology of how the IFIM method was applied for the simulation of 
Talbot effect is described explicitly followed by a systematic synthesis of the Talbot carpet from the generated data. After 

this, Beckmann’s scattering model is adopted to simulate the light scattering from the yarn surface and to analyze the relation 

between the scattering pattern and the surface twist angle. The solution of the scattering intensity distribution for the yarn 
surface profile is derived and numerical results indicate that the highest light intensity on the backward light scattering pattern 

lies along the direction perpendicular to the surface fibers regardless of the fiber or yarn parameters. The result of this chapter 
can serve as the theoretical basis for the measurement of yarn surface twist angle based on backward light scattering by the 

yarn. The authors go on to present a numerical study of the unsteady airflow characteristics inside a solar chimney power 

plant. Ansys Fluent 17.0 is used to simulate the air flow within the solar setup. To validate our study, a solar prototype is 
built in the National School of Engineers of Sfax, University of Sfax, Tunisia in the North Africa. Subsequently, the authors 

also present a distributed boundary value problem of thermal desorption with nonlinear dynamical boundary conditions. The 

problem is reduced to the nonlinear functional differential equation of neutral type for surface concentration. A numerical 
method is developed for TDS spectrum simulation, where only integration of a nonlinear system of low order (compared 

with, e.g., the method of lines) ordinary differential equations (ODE) is required. Lastly, the book presents an aggregation 

procedure for hydrogen permeability experiments precluding depressurization and (or) change of the samples of investigated 
material. Additionally, the corresponding mathematical software for correct processing of measurements along with 

appropriate assembly of the experimental unit is described. 

Concepts and Applications of Web GIS 

Anuj Tiwari and Kamal Jain (Geomatics Group, Department of Civil Engineering, Indian 

Institute of Technology-Roorkee, Roorkee, Uttarakhand, India) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2017. 346 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-779-9. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-780-5. $160.00. 

Evolution of open-source web GIS technology in integration with contemporary commercial solutions not only provides an 

immediate solution at every level of small and medium-sized industry but also attracted students/scholars from a diverse 
background (Computer Science, Information Technology, Electronics, Civil Engineering, Geography, Geomatics, Earth 

Sciences, Hydrology etc) who are interested in making their carrier in different government (ISRO, DRDO, NIC, State 

Disaster Mitigation Centers, State Remote Sensing Centers etc) and private organizations (ESRI, Hexagon, Wipro, TCS etc). 
Proposed publication “Concepts and Application of Web GIS” emphasizes both the basic principles and practical application 

of Web GIS technology for estimating the developments and advances about the use of both the commercial and open source 
Web GIS technology. It starts with describing the evolution of Web GIS technology, depicts its important uses/application 

in integration with Remote Sensing & GIS, discuss the role of Web GIS technology in current Smart City Services and E-

Governance solutions and guide new developer to establish a complete Web GIS solution for their desired problem. Overall 
the book is a comprehensive solution for academia, commercial and planning community, which fills a long felt gap in the 

field of Geoinformatics and Web GIS community. Chapters written by active researchers presented in a way accessible to a 

public beyond those who are specialists in the topic dealt. Beside these, it will prove as a valuable reference book for 
graduation as well as post-graduation students to cover the syllabi related to technologies for GIS and Web GIS. 

Data Storage: Systems, Management and Security Issues 

Caio Almeida Cunha 

In series: Research Methodology and Data Analysis 
2017. 132 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-827-7. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-828-4. $82.00. 

Data Storage: Systems, Management and Security Issues begins with a chapter comparing digital or electronic storage 
systems, such as magnetic, optical, and flash, with biological data storage systems, like DNA and human brain memory. In 

the main part of the chapter, the following quantitative storage traits are discussed: data organization, functionality, data 

density, capacity, power consumption, redundancy, integrity, access time, data transfer rate. Afterwards, various facets of 
data warehouses as well as the necessity for security measures are reviewed. Because the significance of security tools is 

greater than ever before, the pertinent strategies and economics are discussed. The final chapter supplements this by 

discussing media and storage systems reliability and confidentiality in order to make a greater claim about storage security. 
Confidentiality, integrity and availability are three aspects of security identified as ones that should be preserved during data 

transmission, processing and storage. 
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Emergence of Intelligence 

Istvan Elek, Ph.D. (Faculty of Computer Science, Informatics, Eotvos Lorand University, 

Budapest, Hungary) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-545-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-804-7. $82.00. 
This book is primarily for computer scientists who research the individual and multitude's intelligence and knowledge 

representation. The author attempts to answer the following question: Can intelligence spontaneously emerge? The answer 

is yes. Experimental results will be introduced in order to demonstrate the answer. This book can also be interesting for 
evolutionary biologists because the evolution of life is not independent of the evolution of intelligence. It is important to 

therefore consider that this book should not only target computer scientists. So far, intelligence has emerged spontaneously 

in biological systems only. Simple organisms had very low levels of intelligence during the emergence of life on Earth. 
Along with their self-development, their forms of intelligence have also been evolving. The author has introduced a concept 

which demonstrates that a low level of intelligence can emerge spontaneously in certain circumstances. A wide ranging and 

theoretical background of the Digital Evolutionary Machines (DEM) are described. Many experimental results prove that the 

answer is yes. The majority of DEMs have died, but some seem to live forever, where only probabilistic effects influence 

the phenomenon. The DEM concept also was tried and applied in circumstances of a traditional wumpus-world. The result 

is similar, regardless of what kind of world the DEMs live in. Beings collect data from their surrounding world and build 
their own or successors' knowledge base. They collect information about energy sources, dangerous places, or anything that 

is interesting to them. Their own internal logic, interests and desires only decide what they do, and why and how they control 

their life. 

Expert Systems: Design, Applications and Technology 

Darrel Ryan 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2017. 148 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-503-0. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-520-7. $82.00. 

The use of unconventional methods of artificial intelligence is the modern trend in the computer support of the solution of 

the decision-making methods. These methods are based on the use of knowledge of skilled professionals – experts, where 
this knowledge forms the basis for their high-quality knowledge mental models. Chapter One introduces the expert systems 

used for the simulation of the decision-making activity of experts when dealing with complex tasks. In terms of theory, the 

expert knowledge method is used. The introduced expert systems are able to effectively use uncertainties which take their 
source from inaccurate, incomplete, inconsistent input data, vague concepts of linguistic formulations of the rules, and 

uncertain knowledge. Chapter Two proposes a solution for heterogeneous data source integration in the information standard 

formats, based on Rule Based Expert System (RBES) to implement a metadata mining process. Later, it describes the process 
of automatic modelling in which the proposed RBES support in the data mining technique applications, based on the results 

of metadata mining process. Finally, it describes the application issues of the proposed solution in real cases. Chapter Three 

presents ARISTON, which is an integrated mathematical framework with all relevant parameters that constitute a fully 
automated, structured expert psychometric system for occupational guidance, aiming to identify and retrieve the professions 

which are nearest to the personality of an individual, while at the same time quantify all nearest “neighbouring” professions. 

Focus on Swarm Intelligence Research and Applications 

Bachir Benhala (University of Moulay Ismail, Faculty of Sciences, Meknes - Morocco), Pedro 

Pereira (FCT NOVA, Portugal), and Amin Sallem(LETI-ENIS, University of Sfax, Tunisia) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2017. 296 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-452-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-453-8. $230.00. 

Swarm intelligence techniques are among the most talented and successful approaches that gained a lot of popularity over 
the past two decades. They are inspired by animal behavior (such as ants, termites and bees) and insect conduct (by swarm, 

herd, flock and shoal phenomena) in order to develop these techniques in terms of mimicking their problem/solution abilities. 

These techniques provide good approximate solutions in a reasonable time for solving hard and complex problems in many 
engineering fields. This book is intended for researchers, engineers and graduate students with interests in swarm intelligence 

algorithms and their applications. It discusses and describes the various swarm intelligence techniques as useful tools for 

solving practical problems, such as urban traffic optimization, electrical engineering problems and the design of integrated 
analog circuits. 

Gesture Recognition: Performance, Applications and Features 

Gilberto Coleman and Roosevelt Ward 
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In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-491-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-492-6. $82.00. 

In the opening chapter of Gesture Recognition: Performance, Applications and Features, the authors discuss gesture 
recognition and its role in the developing world of technology. The possibility of implementing a gesture detection 

application that works with people with special needs is examined, such as recognition of sign language for the hearing-

impaired. Following this, the authors present their approach for face detection and tracking, user identification, facial feature 
extraction and head pose estimation as the low-level representation of facial gesture atomics. Additionally, an approach for 

a movement-based facial gestures recognition is presented, with results demonstrated through practical approaches. A later 

work explores spectral features from algebraic graph theory in static hand gesture recognition. Specifically, we apply a 
technique that uses the elements of the spectral matrix of the Laplacian to construct symmetric polynomials that are 

permutation invariants. The values of these polynomials can be used as graph features in a statistical learning pipeline that 

has the ability of distinguishing between distinct graphs and can reveal graph clusters. In the closing study, the authors 
developed two algorithms for the detection of pointing gestures and one approach for waving on this technological base and 

studied their functionality. The goal was to determine whether a combination of both strategies improves and stabilizes 

detection rates. 

Handwriting: Recognition, Development and Analysis 

Byron Leite Dantas Bezerra, Cleber Zanchettin, Alejandro H. Toselli and Giuseppe Pirlo 

(Department of Computer Engineering , University of Pernambuco, Recife, Brazil) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2017. 402 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53611-937-4. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53611-957-2. $230.00. 
This book has the primary goal of presenting and discussing some recent advances and ongoing developments in the 

Handwritten Text Recognition (HTR) field, resulting from works done on different HTR-related topics for the achievement 

of more accurate and efficient recognition systems. Nowadays, there is an enormous worldwide interest in HTR systems, 
which is mostly driven by the emergence of new portable devices incorporating handwriting recognition functions. Others 

interests are the biometric identification systems employing handwritten signatures, as well as the requirements from cultural 

heritage institutions like historical archives and libraries in order to preserve their large collections of historical (handwritten) 
documents. The book is organized into two sections: the first one is mainly devoted to describing the current state-of-the-art 

applications in HTR and the last advances in some of the steps involved in HTR workflow (that is, preprocessing, feature 

extraction, recognition engines, etc.), whereas the second focuses more on some relevant HTR-related applications. In more 
depth, the first part offers an overview of the current state-of-the-art applications of HTR technology and introduces the new 

challenges and research opportunities in the field. Besides, it provides a general discussion of currently ongoing approaches 

towards solving the underlying search problems on the basis of existing methods for HTR in terms of both accuracy and 
efficiency. In particular, there are chapters especially focused on image thresholding and enhancement, text image 

preprocessing techniques for historical handwritten documents and feature extraction methods for HTR. Likewise, in line 

with the breakout success of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) in the field, a whole chapter is devoted to describing the 
designing of HTR systems based on DNNs. Finally, a chapter listing the most used benchmarking datasets for HTR is also 

included, providing detailed information about which types of HTR systems (on/offline) and features are commonly 

considered for each of them. In the second part, several systems — also developed on the basis of the fundamental concepts 
and general approaches outlined in the first part — are described for several HTR-related applications. Presented in the 

corresponding chapters, these applications cover a wide spectrum of scenarios: mathematical formulae recognition, scripting 

language recognition, multimodal handwriting-speech recognition, hardware design for online HTR, student performance 
evaluation through handwriting analysis, performance evaluation methods, keyword spotting, and handwritten signature 

verification systems. Last but not least, it is important to remark that to a large extent, this book is the result of works carried 

out by several researchers in the Handwritten Text Recognition field. Therefore, it owes credit to these researchers that have 
directly contributed to their ideas, discussions and technical collaborations, and in general who, in one manner or another, 

have made it possible. 

Horizons in Computer Science Research. Volume 15 

Thomas S. Clary 

In series: Horizons in Computer Science 
2017. 259 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-757-7. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-758-4. $250.00. 
In the first chapter of this book, José M. Chaves-González discusses DNA sequence design and proposes a multiobjective 

approach using swarm intelligence to solve optimization issues. In the second chapter, Alina Andreica suggests the 

significance of using systematically applied mathematical algorithms to design and implement software. Additionally, she 
proposes specific mathematical models of problems of equivalence and simplification. Next, Galina M. Antonova provides 

a supplement of findings presented in the book Pattern Recognition: Practices, Perspectives and Challenges (Vincent, D. B.; 
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Ed.; Nova Science Publishers, Inc.: New York, USA, 2013) in the third chapter. In the fourth chapter, Mohammed Blej and 

Mostafa Azizi propose the use of fuzzy logic in order to efficiently schedule in realtime systems. Following this, in the fifth 
chapter José F. L. Naranjo, Julio C. B. Torres, and Roberto A. Tenenbaum explore an advantageous configuration for spatial 

interpolation of Head Related Impulse Responses, or HRIRs, through artificial neural networks, making this appropriate for 

auralization systems. Márcia Horn, Sandro Sawicki, Fabricia Roos-Frantz, Rafael Z. Frantz, and Igor G. Haugg examine the 
performance of application integration solutions through the development of formal models of simulation established on 

Markov chains in the sixth chapter. Next, the seventh chapter by Alexsandro Q. Lencina, Roberto S. Cargnin, Fabricia Roos-

Frantz, Rafael Z. Frantz, and Sandro Sawicki presents a case study on an integration solution to a real-world problem of 
integration in managing research results. Following this, the eighth chapter by Seiichi Nakamori explores continual 

temperature regulation in a closed space using the Arduino program. In the ninth and final chapter, Jonghoek Kim discusses 

the building of an information (sensor) network through numerous robots setting out information nodes. 

Horizons in Computer Science Research. Volume 16 

Thomas S. Clary 

In series: Horizons in Computer Science 
2018. 264 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-327-1. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-328-8. $250.00. 

In this compilation, the values for the website features, such as number of errors in HTML code, content readability score, 

page load time, bounce rate, etc. were collected with a specially developed “web intelligence” miner from available linked 
open data sources, the accuracy of which was investigated. Usability and similarity evaluations were obtained from 100+ 

international users interacting with 21 websites of selected German and Russian universities. Next, the authors discuss the 

application of data mining and machine learning methods in basic research, clinical diagnosis, and treatment of ALS, hoping 
that this chapter will provide useful resources for people who are interested in applying big data analysis of human disease 

research. The authors also introduce the Network-on-Chip paradigm to effectively communicate between on-chip cores, 

providing a basic introduction to WiNoC architectures and a comprehensive review of recent research efforts. A systematic 
methodology for modeling and control of flexible manufacturing networks for mass customization is presented, especially 

focusing on formal representation and control synthesis aspects. Manufacturing networks are formed out of complex 
interconnections amongst various manufacturing and service facilities, from supply chains located in geographically different 

places, in a global manufacturing and distribution communication network to machine control systems in a factory. Following 

this, a study was conducted on agricultural land use planning in Guangdong Province, which aims to make agricultural land 
use planning and management of information in Guangdong Province scientific and systematic. Specific studies include: 

basic concepts of geographic information systems and agricultural planning studies; exploration of the space content 

digitizing method; building the relevant geographic information database; and agricultural land use planning GIS. The 

authors give a brief overview of ArcGIS and elaborates on the survey study for GIS technology at home and abroad, as well 

as its purpose and significance. Using ArcGIS, they conduct and edit the geographic information, construct an electronic 

map, and build up a meteorological system database using SQL Server. After that, the meteorological information system of 
Guangdong Province is developed with inquiry and display functions. The final chapter presents a detailed faults/defects 

analysis and an effcient reliability assessment method to approximate the lifetime reliability of a NoC system. Also, this 

chapter presents an architecture and hardware design of a fault-tolerant TSV based 3D-NoC system which can handle major 
failures (i.e., hard-faults, soft-errors and TSV-defects) that can occur in TSV-based 3D-NoC systems. 

Impacting the Digital Divide on a Global Scale: Case Studies of Mobile Technology 

Integration in Schools around the World 

Savilla I. Banister (Bowling Green State University, Ohio, USA) 

In series: Internet Theory, Technology and Applications 

In series: Electronics and Telecommunications Research 
2017. 159 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-362-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-480-4. $82.00. 

This book delineates strategies of mobile technology integration in local schools around the world. The pool of teacher 

participants consists of 93 teachers from 46 countries, including Argentina, Bolivia, Cambodia, Colombia, Costa Rica, 

Estonia, Guatemala, Honduras, India, Jordan, Latvia, Mali, Mongolia, Nepal, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Senegal and Venezuela. 
Impacting the Digital Divide shares powerful stories of educators around the world integrating real world technologies to 

support teaching and learning. Many of these teachers live and work in regions where resources are limited, yet they offer a 

perspective of innovation and engagement. Inspired by their participation in the US Department of State’s Teaching 
Excellence and Achievement (TEA) program, the teachers and administrators in local schools have implemented strategies 

using mobile technologies to support active learning environments and teacher professional development. While barriers of 

limited Internet availability, lack of electricity, and a paucity of digital devices in schools are certainly present in the TEA 
educators’ experiences, they have found ways to maximize use and productivity by employing digital mobile devices (most 

often, cell phones). Access to mobile phones for teachers, school administrators, parents and even students continues to 

increase in most countries, and the ingenuity and determination of these educators challenges those passionate about 
meaningful learning to energetically harness these tools for optimal educational experiences. Impacting the Digital Divide 
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provides honest examples of educators around the world bridging technological inequities in order to better prepare students 

for the digital age. 

Information and Computer Technology, Modeling and Control: Proceedings of the 

International Scientific Conference Devoted to the 85th Anniversary of Academician I. V. 

Prangishvili 

Ivane Gorgidze, Tamar Lominadze, Maka Khartishvili and Ketevan Makhashvili (Georgian 

Technical University, Tbilisi, Georgia) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2017. 542 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-075-2. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-094-3. $230.00. 

In the near future, information technology is likely to be one of the most potent growth areas in advanced industrialized 

countries. Indeed, it is now widely recognized that long-term economic prosperity will crucially depend upon people's success 
in developing, mastering, exploiting and marketing information systems. Modeling, analysis, and control of complex systems 

have interested scientists and engineers for a long time. With the invention of digital computers, modeling and control have 

taken great importance with numerous applications in various spheres. Although the argument for the rapid development and 
introduction of information technology into the many aspects of our everyday existence is extremely strong, unfortunately it 

remains the case that at present the technology is being used effectively by only a small proportion of the people who could 

benefit from it. In this book, the papers of the Georgian scientists and engineers are presented. Currently novel technologies 
include information technology, nanotechnology, biotechnology, cognitive science, robotics and artificial intelligence. The 

purpose of the investigations in these fields is the consolidation and support of Georgian scientists and the experts working 

in the field of advanced technologies, expansion of international scientific communications, and assistance in the introduction 
of high-tech technologies. This collection of articles examines the following questions: problems of control, computer-aided 

engineering, information and communication systems, prospects of new technologies, systems analysis, intellectual control 

and decision-making systems, mathematical modelling and computer simulation, problems of sustainable development, 
parallel computing and its applications, control systems, monitoring systems and measuring systems, theoretical computer 

science, the paradigm of creativity management, and pedagogy, psychology and spiritual dimensions of scientific paradigms. 

IoT: Platforms, Connectivity, Applications and Services 

Abdulrahman Yarali (Telecommunications Systems Management, Murray State University, 

Murray, KY , US) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018. 338 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-400-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-401-8. $230.00. 

Telecommunications is currently one of the fastest changing industries with broadband networks and service providers 
aggressively competing in their mature subscription points for churn and value-added services to provide consumer 

experience for a sustainable return on their extensive investments. The shift from voice and basic data to bundles of content 

in streaming, video, HDTV, etc. happened too fast for the industry to cope with the demand. A large portion of this is 
attributed to the broad range of computation being done by smart mobile handheld devices. The confluence of 

standards/technologies and ability to connect massive smaller devices, objects, and sensors, inexpensively and easily have 

created a hyper-connected world bridging the virtual and physical to generate, process, exchange and consume data for the 
Internet of Things (IoT). The Internet of Things is a union of standards, technologies, and connection of devices in the real 

world that are able to communicate in the virtual world. This type of technology is used in generating, processing, exchanging 

data and decision making. With its many implications and massive proliferation of devices, IoT is widely considered to be 
one of the largest revolutions in the Information age. Its effect has the potential to be felt on a global scale in all sectors and 

occupations. Many companies have different classifications of IoT platforms based on their applications and services. Firms 

producing goods and services categorize their IoT applications as “Industrial IoT” while others define their IoT applications 

based on devices like wearables or locations such as “Smart Home” and “Smart City”. IoT devices are not only replacing 

people, but they are overcoming the limits of people. Drone usage with cameras and sensors will be able to travel the places 

where humans cannot reach to gather, store and send data to a smart device instantly. As device players are manufacturing 
IoT devices for remote and conditioned–based monitoring and asset tracking, there are inherent challenges such as time to 

market, interoperability, authentication, security, digital data protection and overcoming technical issues such as power 

consumption, and limited computing process. With low-cost sensors and new supporting technologies such as 4G LET Cat-
M1 network, IoT brings an increase of efficiency and quality to almost every sector. In this book, there are 16 chapters which 

cover a broad range of topics such as platforms, technologies, generating business value, delivering smart, sustainable energy 

solutions, smart communities and citizens, manufacturing, healthcare, security and privacy, commercial drones and many 
other related IoT topics. This book is intended for network managers and engineers, graduate and senior undergraduate 

students in telecommunication and computer science majors. 
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Machine Learning: Advances in Research and Applications 

Roger Inge and Jan Leif 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2017. 210 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-570-2. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-590-0. $160.00. 

In chapter one, Lei Jia, PhD and Hua Gao, PhD analyze machine learning applications in small molecule and macromolecule 

drug discovery and development while comparing the similarities and differences between the two. They also examine their 
advantages and limitations with the intent to encourage further creative machine learning applications in drug discovery and 

development. During chapter two, Oscar Claveria, Enric Monte, and Salvador Torra present a study on the extrapolative 

performance of several machine learning models in a multiple-input multiple-output setting that permits cross-correlation 
between the inputs. Bojan Ploj, Germano Resconi, and Ali Yaghoubi parallel the solution of a system by logic gates and by 

a neural network, in which considerations are computed by the designated one step method during chapter three. In chapter 

four, Loris Nannia, Nicolò Zaffonatoa, Christian Salvatoreb, Isabella Castiglionib, and the Alzheimer’s Disease 
Neuroimaging Initiative propose a method that could aid in the early diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease. Afterwards, F. 

Dornaika and I. Kamal Aldine present and experimentally assess two non-linear data self-representativeness coding schemes 

based on Hilbert space and column generation. Lastly, Christos Chrysoulas, Grigorios Kalliatakis, and Georgios Stamatiadis 
give an overview of Apache Hadoop, an open-source software framework used to distribute storage and process big data 

using the MapReduce programming model. 

Network Theory and Analysis 

Amber Jorgensen 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-460-5. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-469-8. $82.00. 
In Network Theory and Analysis, the authors begin by examining the resource curse that explains the tendency of natural 

resource rich economies to perform poorly economically, as well as how these resources mediate other development 

challenges like poor governance, corruption, excessive borrowing, currency movement, neglect of manufacturing and 
agricultural sectors and violent conflict. They argue that the conceptualization of the curse suffers from methodological 

nationalism where state weaknesses and strengths are regarded as the main factors that condition the impact of resources. 

Next, a study focusing on Brazil’s public health care is presented, suggesting that physicians with more professional 
connections probably take on more diverse professional occupations. Establishing policies like limiting weekly workload in 

the public health care system may lead to improving the efficiency of the overall network. Following this, the book examines 

social network analysis, the process of Identifying relationships between organizations, people, and connected information 
entities by mapping. The authors pay particular attention to the connection between actors, sense of independence, and 

emergent impacts. In the subsequent chapter, insight on IP addressing is provided, as well as on different IP addressing 

systems available today. The details of the prefix notation and CIDR notation are explained, and the various fields of the 
IPv4 header are discussed. Lastly, the various fields of the IPv6 and the difference between the IPv4 and the IPv6 addressing 

system are examined. 

Scientific Computing: Studies and Applications 

Caj Erling 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2017. 172 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-564-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-584-9. $95.00. 
Stergios Papadimitriou and Lefteris Moussiades begin Chapter One by comparing and contrasting some aspects of ScalaLab 

and GroovyLab, the MATLAB-like environments for the Java Virtual Machine. Additionally, this chapter highlights the 

strengths and weaknesses of the two environments while examining the dilemma of whether to use dynamic typing or static 

typing for scientific programming. Next, Chapter Two by Marija Mitrović Dankulov and Jelena Smiljanić express how 

computational techniques might be used to determine the structure and dynamics of Meetup social groups. Lastly, Vladimir 
Lončar, Ivana Vasić, and Antun Balaž review a numerical algorithm based on the Crank-Nicolson split-step semi implicit 

method in order to solve the nonlinear partial differential Schrödinger equation. 

Security in Computing 

Dr. M. Thangamani (Computer Technology, Kongu Engineering College, Perundurai, 

Tamilnadu, India) and V. Ravindra Krishna Chandar (Computer Science and Engineering, 

Paavai Engineering College, Namakkal, Tamilnadu, India)  

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018. 256 pp. 
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Hardcover: 978-1-53610-333-5. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53610-352-6. $195.00. 
In order for security computing to protect personal information securely, it is necessary to follow some methods. Basically, 

there are two approaches: hide the information from others, and make the information unintelligible. Cryptography is the art 

of secret writing. More specifically, cryptography is the art of mangling information in a manner which requires a secret 
method of deciphering. It translates information into numbers and mathematically manipulates those numbers. 

Semi-Supervised Learning: Background, Applications and Future Directions 

Guoqiang Zhong, Ph.D. and Kaizhu Huang, Ph.D. (Department of Computer Science and 

Technology, Ocean University of China, Laoshan District, Qingdao, China) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-556-5. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-557-2. $160.00. 

Semi-supervised learning is an important area of machine learning. It deals with problems that involve a lot of unlabeled data 

and very scarce labeled data. The book focuses on some state-of-the-art research on semi-supervised learning. In the first 

chapter, Weng, Dornaika and Jin introduce a graph construction algorithm named the constrained data self-representative 

graph construction (CSRGC). In the second chapter, to reduce the graph construction complexity, Zhang et al. use anchors 

that were a special subset chosen from the original data to construct the full graph, while randomness was injected into graphs 
to improve the classification accuracy and deal with the high dimensionality issue. In the third chapter, Dornaika et al. 

introduces a kernel version of the Flexible Manifold Embedding (KFME) algorithm. In the fourth chapter, Zhang et al. 

present an efficient and robust graph-based transductive classification method known as the minimum tree cut (MTC), for 
large scale applications. In the fifth chapter, Salazar, Safont and Vergara investigated the performance of semi-supervised 

learning methods in two-class classification problems with a scarce population of one of the classes. In the sixth chapter, by 

breaking the sample identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.) assumption, one novel framework called the field 
support vector machine (F-SVM) with both classification (F-SVC) and regression (F-SVR) purposes is introduced. In the 

seventh chapter, Gong employs the curriculum learning methodology by investigating the difficulty of classifying every 

unlabeled example. As a result, an optimized classification sequence was generated during the iterative propagations, and 
the unlabeled examples are logically classified from simple to difficult. In the eighth chapter, Tang combines semi-supervised 

learning with geo-tagged photo streams and concept detection to explore situation recognition. This book is suitable for 

university students (undergraduate or graduate) in computer science, statistics, electrical engineering, or anyone else who 
would potentially use machine learning algorithms; professors, who research artificial intelligence, pattern recognition, 

machine learning, data mining and related fields; and engineers, who apply machine learning models into their products. 

Turbo-Codes: From Channel Coding to Video Compression 

Charles Yaacoub, Ph.D. (Department of Telecommunications Engineering, Associate 

Professor, Faculty of Engineering, Holy Spirit University of Kaslik, Jounieh, Lebanon) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018. 140 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-114-7. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-115-4. $82.00. 

This book presents the journey of Turbo-Codes from their first invention and initial design as error correcting codes to their 
application as video compression tools. This journey is presented in three milestones. First, Turbo-Codes are introduced as 

a channel coding tool. Different encoding structures and decoding algorithms are discussed from theoretical and practical 

aspects, for binary and non-binary Turbo-Codes. Slepian-Wolf and Wyner-Ziv theorems are then discussed, as they constitute 
the main theory behind distributed source coding (DSC). Turbo-Codes are then presented as a practical tool for distributed 

source compression. The study of Turbo-Codes application in DSC is also extended to the case of joint source-channel coding 

(JSCC), where these codes are jointly used for both source compression and error correction. Theoretical models for DSC 
and JSCC are thoroughly discussed along with the necessary modifications to the initial turbo encoder-decoder system. 

Different simulation setups are considered and results are presented and analyzed. Finally, Turbo-Code-based distributed 

video coding (DVC) techniques are discussed. The motivation behind DVC is first presented, followed by a general 
description of the DVC system model. Different techniques used to generate the side information needed for practical DVC 

systems are then discussed. Theoretical compression bounds are derived for both error-free and erroneous transmissions. 

Applications of DVC in the context of single user and multiuser setups are finally presented with different simulation 
scenarios and performance analysis. 

Virtual Worlds: Concepts, Applications and Future Directions 

Liz Falconer (Bournemouth University, Bournemouth, U.K.) and Mari Carmen Gil Ortega 

(Senior Lecturer/Senior Fellow HEA, Education Innovation Centre, University of the West of 

England, Bristol, U.K.) 
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In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018. 318 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-099-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-100-0. $230.00. 

Virtual Worlds: Concepts, Applications and Future Directions explores the rich and fascinating topic of virtual worlds by 
bringing together research findings and discussion pieces from an international group of leading practitioners in the field. 

There are many different definitions of virtual worlds, but they all share the characteristic of enabling real-time interaction 

between users who are present in these worlds in the form of avatars, i.e., digital projections of ourselves into virtual 
environments. A particular theme of the book is how our activities in virtual worlds continue to develop our understanding 

of the nature of virtual experience, and particularly what it means to be digitally human. These ideas are explored from a 

diverse and engaging range of perspectives that include archaeology, languages, teacher training, computing, meditation and 
well-being, forensic science, performance art and artificial intelligence. Each chapter provides an in-depth discussion and 

analysis, and practical examples of successful implementations of virtual world technologies are also included. The book 

will be invaluable to researchers and practitioners in the fields of virtual worlds, virtual reality, augmented reality and 
artificial intelligence. It presents evidence, discussion and advice on some of the underpinning concepts relating to virtuality, 

on the application of virtual technologies to our daily lives, and encourages us to ponder the possible futures of these types 

of technology. 

CONSTRUCTION 

Concrete and Concrete Structures: A Review and Directions for Research 

Dorian Thomas and Pascal Vivien 

In series: Construction Materials and Engineering 
2017. 275 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-795-9. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-796-6. $195.00. 

Concrete and Concrete Structures: A Review and Directions for Research opens with a chapter by Juan M. Moro, Romina 
S. Meneses, and Néstor F. Ortega presenting research on recycled concrete in an effort to improve durability. Next, Germán 

D. Ercolani, Néstor F. Ortega, and Daniel H. Felix examine different methods of crack detection to determine the best course 

of repair. Rina (Irina) Wasserman discusses a study on alkali-solutions-caused changes in cement pastes and concretes, after 

which Romina S. Meneses, Juan M. Moro, and Néstor F. Ortega deliberate on research on corrosion in structural elements 

of reinforced concrete exposed to flexion. Following this, Alireza Joshaghani explores the durability of concrete prepared 

with sugarcane bagasse ash. Behrouz Behnam investigates the post-earthquake fire resistance of reinforced concrete 
structures. Continuing, Néstor F. Ortega exhibits results of a study focusing on the performance of reinforced concrete beams 

exposed to accelerated corrosion. In closing, Alireza Joshaghani studies self-compacting concrete mixtures by using blended 

binders comprised of sugarcane bagasse ash and rice husk ash. 

Mitigating Sulphate Attacks in Geotechnical Engineering 

Amin Chegenizadeh, Ph.D., M.ASCE and Mahdi Keramatikerman, S.M.ASCE (Department of 

Civil Engineering, Curtin University of Technology, Perth, Western Australia, Australia) 

In series: Construction Materials and Engineering 
2017. 175 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-369-2. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-478-1. $95.00. 

A magnesium sulphate attack is one of the main issues that challenge civil engineering projects, in particular in coastal, 
landfill, and mining areas. This phenomenon reduces the stability of the structure and causes a complete failure for the system 

over time. Previous studies mainly focused on investigating the effects of magnesium sulphate attacks on concrete and from 

a structural point of view, and only a low number of studies investigated the effects of a magnesium sulphate attack on soil 
from a geotechnical point of view. The investigation on the effect of a magnesium sulphate attack is an important issue, 

particularly for stabilised soils that have a role in maintaining the integrity of foundations, slopes, embankments, etc. Portland 

cement (PC) is widely used in ground improvements and geotechnical engineering projects as an additive to improve the 
mechanical behavior of soil. However, PC is effective to improve the engineering characteristics of soil; it is weak when 

exposed to the magnesium sulphate concentration. This book investigates the behavior of different soils when treated with 
PC and after exposure to magnesium sulphate contamination. Also, the effect of some abundant materials in the environment 

such as carbon in the mechanical behavior of stabilized soil has been investigated. The investigations have focused on shear 

strength and unconfined compressive strength (UCS) as two main important characteristics of stabilized soils, and they 
investigate their relevant characteristics. In this study, deep investigations have been conducted to figure out the behavior of 

the magnesium sulphate concentration soils. However, additional research and study is required to procure a clear 

understanding of the interactions of the stabilized soils with magnesium sulphate concentration. 
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Refractory Materials: Characteristics, Properties and Uses 

Christopher Bryant 

In series: Construction Materials and Engineering 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-862-7. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-863-4. $95.00. 

Refractory materials are used in several industries involving very aggressive environments, thus the number of chemical, 

thermal and physical properties required for a refractory material are high and diverse. In Refractory Materials: 
Characteristics, Properties and Uses, the authors suggest that the determination of the mineralogical phase’s amounts is an 

essential parameter for the design of new refractories matrix to have command over the desired properties and quality of the 

final product. The subsequent chapter may serve as a guide to the composition- and microstructure-based interpretation of 
experimental findings in refractory materials. Based on the concepts and refractory materials data provided in this book, 

taking into account the general issues concerning strength measurements, the reader should be able to realistically assess 

even such complex quantities as thermal shock resistance parameters. Next, a systematic joint study of the temperature 
dependences of the isobaric molar heat capacity CP(T) and the volume coefficient of thermal expansion β(T) of polyatomic 

solids was carried out on the example of refractory oxide ceramics: periclase, MgO, and corundum, Al2O3. Both ceramics 

have the widest practical applications and are considered as reference substances, which justifies their choice for research. 
In the closing chapter, the B-model is applied to a joint study of temperature dependences of the principal thermodynamic 

functions of the selected refractory oxide ceramics, namely, periclase, MgO, and corundum, Al2O3. Primarily, the isobaric 

molar heat capacity CP(T), the volume coefficient of thermal expansion β(T), and their correlation, β(CP), were investigated 
between T = 0 and the melting point Tm. Under the B-model control, mutually consistent calorimetric (change in the molar 

enthalpy, the molar entropy, the reduced thermodynamic potential) and dilatometric (the molar volume, the volume 

coefficient of thermal expansion) data were obtained and tabulated in the entire solid state range of the ceramics. 

EARTH SCIENCES 

Crystal Growth: Concepts, Mechanisms and Applications 

Jinjin Li, Jianwei Li and Yanhui Chu (Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, P.R. China) 

In series: Geology and Mineralogy Research Developments 
2017. 383 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-203-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-226-8. $230.00. 

With the highly competitive development of pharmaceutical and chemical industries, mastering crystal growth is becoming 
increasingly important. Modern industrial manufacturers place high importance on the ability to grow novel crystals with a 

specific habit and improve the performance of existed crystals using tailored operating conditions. Therefore, the ability to 

synthesize a particular morphology and to predict the crystal morphology of new compounds is becoming even more 
desirable. The recent development of crystal growth is vital for researchers in crystallography and crystallization to respond 

and realize this objective. With this need in mind, this book mainly targeted at introducing crystal growth from three aspects 

ranging from basic concepts and detailed mechanisms to advanced applications in hot areas of materials science. This book 
introduces various experimental and theoretical methods to grow different crystals, which includes the techniques to grow 

single crystals, CaCO3 polymorphs, metal-organic crystals, liquid crystals, fenamate crystals, cocrystals, and the theoretical 

models to predict the crystal morphologies within a different environment. From these carefully selected contents, readers 
will not only learn of the basic theory and experimental techniques implemented, but also keep abreast with both state-of-

the-art crystal growth and its overlap with other subjects. 

Deglaciation: Processes, Causes and Consequences 

Marcella Boone 

In series: Earth Sciences in the 21st Century 
2017. 188 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-501-6. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-518-4. $95.00. 
Global climate during the Quaternary has been deeply influenced by glacial-interglacial oscillations. Since the onset of 

glaciations, the Earth has experienced alternations between warm and stable climatic periods – coinciding with interglacials, 

and cold and highly variable climatic intervals – coinciding with glacials. In a suborbital timescale, climate oscillations were 
maximal during glacial onsets and, very especially, during deglaciations. Previous deglaciation events were associated with 

diverse changes in earth’s atmospheric, physical and biotic environments. Chapter One contains a brief outline of a case 

study conducted in western Canada to constrain the Late Pleistocene retreat of the Laurentide Ice Sheet from the region. 
Chapter Two reports on the influence of deglaciations in the mid-latitude European climate. Chapter Three aims to highlight 

the influence of global and regional paleoceanographic changes on the deglaciation of the marine based Barents ice sheet 

since the last glacial maximum (LGM) until the onset of marine environment in the Holocene. 
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Glaciology for Glacial Geologists 

Terence J. Hughes (Professor Emeritus of Earth Sciences and Climate Change, University of 

Maine, Orono, Maine, USA) 

In series: Earth Sciences in the 21st Century 
2017. 276 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-793-5. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-794-2. $195.00. 
We live in the Quaternary Ice Age, the last million years when large ice sheets covered much of North America and Eurasia, 

with successive glaciations lasting about 90,000 years interspersed with interglaciations lasting about 10,000 years, such as 

our preset Holocene interglaciation. Quaternary glaciations were discovered and mapped by glacial geologists from evidence 
for glacial erosion and deposition on a large scale. Glaciology began as a descriptive branch of geology and has become a 

quantitative branch of physics. Glaciology and glacial geology are two sides of the same coin. Glaciologists study ice 

dynamics to model present and past ice sheets. Glacial geologists study the evidence produced by ice dynamics, evidence 
that controls the models. This book is written for glacial geologists that have a modest exposure to mathematics so they can 

understand the fundamental link between glaciology and glacial geology. This link is the height of an ice sheet above its bed. 

Ice height depends primarily on the strength of ice-bed coupling. The stronger the coupling, the higher the ice, and therefore 

the larger the ice sheet. Glacial geology allows an assessment of ice-bed coupling. Coupling weakens under the interior of 

an ice sheet when a frozen bed thaws and thereby allows ice to slide over the bed to produce glacial geology by erosion and 

deposition processes. Coupling weakens much more near ice-sheet margins where ice moves as fast currents called ice 
streams, under which ice-bed coupling vanishes where basal water drowns bedrock bumps or soaks basal sediments. The 

book consists of seven chapters. Chapter One shows how glacial geology can be used to quantify the strength of ice-bed 

coupling. Chapter Two quantifies how coupling is weakened when a frozen bed thaws for slow sheet flow in the interior of 
an ice sheet, thereby lowering the ice surface. Chapter Three quantifies how the surface is lowered much more toward the 

margin of an ice sheet where basal water partly downs the bed along linear topography (river valleys, coastal straits, etc.), 

allowing for slow sheet flow to become fast stream flow. Chapter Four quantifies the ability of large partly confined floating 
ice shelves to reduce the discharge from fast ice streams entering the sea. Chapter Five discusses glacial geology produced 

by Northern Hemisphere ice sheets during a cycle of Quaternary glaciation, with a white hole needed to initiate an ice sheet, 

marine ice transgression needed to grow it, and marine ice instability needed to terminate it; these are all linked to glacial 
geology. Chapter Six shows how the Arctic ice sheet can be reconstructed during a cycle of Quaternary glaciation using 

glacial geology. Chapter Seven shows how glacial geology can be mapped under the Antarctic ice sheet as it exists today, 

with an emphasis on ongoing gravitational collapse of the Western Antarctic Ice Sheet, grounded mostly below sea level in 
the Western Hemisphere. 

Global Earth Changes Management: Technological Advances in Change Observation 

Rustam B. Rustamov (Assoc. Prof. Dr., Senior Scientist, Baku, Azerbaijan), Sefer Kurnaz, 

Sabina N. Hasanova, and Yahya A. Rahimov 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 306 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-770-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-771-3. $230.00. 

This book is dedicated to the study of climate change with aspects of defining segments in the indicated area. The fact is that 

it is highly important to provide contributions for an investigation into this area. Earth observation studies embrace the 
contribution of a variety of international institutions and entities providing efforts of environmental protection for reducing 

and minimizing the Earth’s climate change consequences. In the meantime, scientific outcomes of Earth monitoring with a 

reflection of segments affecting the environment and ecological condition of the investigated area are demonstrated. There 
is reflected efforts of climate change within the framework of states, international institutions and entities in order to minimize 

a change in the Earth’s temperature. Attempts have been demonstrated in the area provided by early and recent contributions 

within the Kyoto Protocol and Paris Agreement with commitments for interested sites of participant countries. In the 
meantime, the contents of the book include the investigations of authors and contributions of other scientists, researches and 

specialists in climate change. It provides additional information in understanding the process. There is some answer as to 

how and where there are sensitive areas to be considered in the measurement and observation stage of investigations, which 
could be helpful in decision making by authorities. We do hope materials that the materials presented in the book chapters 

will be useful for specialists and authorities involved in the study and use of outcomes for climate changes based on Earth 

observations. Key words: Climate change, Kyoto Protocol, Paris Agreement, United Nations, NATO, high technology 
applications, Earth observation, environmental studies by use of space technology advances. 

Horizons in Earth Science Research. Volume 17 

Benjamin Veress and Jozsi Szigethy 

In series: Horizons in Earth Science Research 
2017. 297 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-831-4. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-832-1. $250.00. 
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Horizons in Earth Science Research. Volume 17 opens with a discussion about the attainment of a new multichannel seismic 

profile in the Volturno Basin, located in the Northern Campania continental shelf of the Southern Tyrrhenian margin of Italy. 
This multichannel seismic profile has permitted geological sections to be constructed and interpreted to study the correlation 

between seismic units individuated through the seismo-stratigraphic techniques. Next, a conversation about the idea that 

human built structures can be studied as a geological system is presented. It will be argued that considering human works in 
the context of geological processes can be traced back, at least, to Lyell's works that set the foundations of modern Geology. 

One of the largest plutonic bodies in the European Variscan belt, Moldanubian batholith, is studied for composition, with the 

findings including coarse-grained, porphyritic I/S-type biotite granites to granodiorites of the Weinsberg suite, (2) two-mica 
S-type granites of the Eisgarn suite and (3) fine to medium-grained, and I/S-type biotite granodiorites of the 

Freistadt/Mauthausen suite. An analysis of satellite gravimetry is presented using several applied methodologies including 

entropial and information transformations, computing of various derivatives, coherence features and multistatistical 
characteristics, inverse probability, and advanced downward continuation. This book includes a chapter focused on the 

chemical and biological properties of the water in salt lakes in order to understand the mechanisms of the organisms 
adaptation to extreme conditions in hypersaline biotope. The history of the application of radiometric dating of speleothems 

physically related to rock art is reviewed to show that there are significant issues with both radiocarbon analysis and 

230Th/234U analysis of carbonate precipitates in limestone caves. A geochemical and thermochronological study designed 
for the elucidation of the burial and exhumation history of an extensive pull-apart basin conducted on the East Eurasian 

longstanding convergent margin is presented. Several tests are described using an S8 Tiger spectrometer from Bruker Co., 

belonging to LARIN (Ionizing Radiations Laboratory) and UNESPetro (Geosciences Center Applied to Petroleum), IGCE-
UNESP-Rio Claro (SP), Brazil. Next, Ions in water samples collected from rivers and wells are examined. In closing, a study 

comparing surface-to-volume (SV) allometries of natural water bodies and of the living systems inhabiting them is presented. 

Horizons in Earth Science Research. Volume 18 

Benjamin Veress and Jozsi Szigethy 

In series: Horizons in Earth Science Research 
2018. 246 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-763-7. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-764-4. $250.00. 
Horizons in Earth Science Research. Volume 18 opens with a chapter discussing the influence of canyons at the nearshore 

of river mouths on water dynamics and sediment transport, seawater intrusion into estuaries, and erosion-accumulative 

processes. The mouths of the rivers Congo and St. Lawrence are studied as examples of the effect of canyons of different 
genesis on estuary formation. Next, the authors use numerical examples to demonstrate qualitatively and quantitatively the 

variability of the Odum - Pianka ecosystem under different conditions. An analysis of stability shows that the Odum - Pianka 

ecosystem has two steady states. One of them corresponds to the situation when the total amount of the ecosystem material 

is accumulated in the mineral nutrition component, and the second steady state is stable and corresponds to the ecosystem 

equilibrium state. Following this, the authors present depth determination and source characteristics for North Korean nuclear 

tests using body wave and surface wave spectra. The source depths for the 2016J, 2016S and 2017S nuclear tests were 
estimated at 2.11 km, 1.99 km and 1.99 km, respectively using spectral nulls of P- and S- wave and Rg-wave spectra. Also 

in this compilation, ethnography, folklore and historical information is analyzed in order to restore the ancient celestial sphere 

(with the use of a special astronomy application) and identify the correlations between the megalithic complexes of Shaori 
Mountain and the Sun and Moon eclipses. Afterwards, a new Modified Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm (M-LMA), 

improved from the Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm (LMA), was used to minimize back propagation errors in training a 

back propagation neural network (BPNN). To compare this capability, both M-LMA and LMA were used to trace the vertical 
component of the Chi-Chi earthquake with the same learning rates of 0.3. The results showed that M-LMA generated smaller 

tracing errors. In a separate study, measurements of in-situ magnetic susceptibility were compiled from mainly Precambrian 

crystalline basement rocks beneath the Colorado Plateau and ranges in Arizona, Colorado, and New Mexico. The 
susceptibility meter used samples about 33 cubic centimeters of rock and measures variations in the modal distribution of 

magnetic minerals that form a minor component volumetrically in these coarsely crystalline granitic to granodioritic rocks. 

Finally, a horizontal gradient analysis of the isostatic gravity and aeromagnetic anomaly grids of the New Mexico-Arizona-
southern California area was carried out, focused on eastern Arizona and western New Mexico, to define the transitional 

boundary between the Proterozoic Yavapai province to the west and the Mazatzal province to the east. The two provinces 

differ substantially in their favorability to host Laramide porphyry copper deposits. 

Oceanography of the Reef Corridor of the Southwestern Gulf of Mexico 

José de Jesús Salas Pérez and Dr. Adán Guillermo Jordán-Garza (Universidad Veracruzana, 

Facultad de Ciencias Biológicas y Agropecuarias, Carretera Tuxpan-Tampico, Tuxpan, 

Veracruz, México) 

In series: Oceanography and Ocean Engineering 
2018. 151 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-63483-599-2. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53610-209-3. $82.00. 

Oceanography of the coastal zone as an interdisciplinary science has received little attention, as most of the studies focus 

either on the physical oceanography or on the marine ecosystems, independently. The reef corridor of the Southwestern Gulf 
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of Mexico offers the unique opportunity of doing research on meteorological events which affected currents, water masses 

and tides, but also the interaction with the many coral reefs found on the study region. The presence of these reefs interacts 
with the oceanographic processes, for example, by diffracting or refracting the tidal waves at different frequencies. These 

interactions have consequences on the biological and chemical composition of the water masses and drive the exchange of 

larvae between the reefs located on the northern, central and southern coast of the Southwestern Gulf of Mexico and even 
more remote areas such as the Caribbean or Florida. Yet, the oceanography of this region is poorly understood and more so 

the interactions with the important coastal ecosystems located along the coast. More studies relating oceanographic factors 

with biological processes in a scenario of global and local changes are needed. This work presents research on open questions 
dealing with the climatology of cold surges, the movement of water masses and tides, the upwelling and fertilizing process 

related to a permanent cyclonic eddy and the variability of chemical and biological processes related to the complex 

hydrodynamics on a coral reef system. One of the main objectives of this book is pointing to the need of interdisciplinary 
research to understand the process that drives changes on the coastal ecosystems at local, regional and global scales. 

Plate Tectonics: Theory, Mathematical Models, Computational Methods, Algorithms and 

Applications. Volume 2 

Jiri Nedoma 

In series: Earth Sciences in the 21st Century 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53611-867-4. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53611-877-3. $230.00. 
The book is intended to be self-contained and assessable to a large number of readers, and it is divided into two volumes. 

The book deals with the mathematical plate tectonic theory based on the author’s ideas and scientific results. The book gives 

the uniform and consistent mathematical theory that facilitates theoretical study of Earth’s evolution during all of the 
geological periods (spanning about 4 billion years), and namely, during the relatively short time intervals from a geological 

point of view. The main objective of the book is to provide a compressive introduction to the main aspects of global tectonics 

and to introduce the corresponding mathematical plate tectonic theory. The presented mathematical plate tectonic theory is 
based, from a mathematical point of view, on the dynamic multi-body contact theory in three main rheologies – the thermo-

visco-plastic Bingham rheology and the special (non)-linear thermo-visco-elastic rheologies with short and long memories, 

respectively, that seem to be optimal for the present-day mathematical and computational studies of plate tectonic problems. 
The presented theory is consistent with the global model of the Earth. Volume 2: The Volume 2 includes mathematical 

models that facilitate the study of plate tectonic and geodynamic processes in the upper parts of the Earth as well as analyses 

of tectonic and geodynamic processes in some subduction and collision zones. This volume is divided to three chapters. This 
volume includes: the fundamentals of the mathematical plate tectonic theory, based on the dynamic and quasi-static multi-

body linear and non-linear contact-thermo-mechanics; several mathematical models of subduction and collision zones in 

different rheologies, such that they are consistent with the global model of the Earth and its mathematical description; unified 
presentations of new dynamic and quasi-static plate tectonic models in the linear and non-linear thermo-visco-elastic and 

thermo-visco-plastic of Bingham type rheologies (with or without friction (Coulomb or Tresca), acting on the contact 

boundaries between plates and blocks and formulated in displacements or velocities, respectively, as well as of the coupled 
contact-two-phase-change in thermo-elasticity; a systematic development of variational formulations, and a presentation of 

the possible existence and uniqueness of corresponding weak solutions; discrete approximation schemes and algorithms, 

which use the finite element method to discretize the spatial domain and finite differences for the time derivatives, and the 
corresponding error estimates; analyses of seismotectonics in some places on Earth, such as in the Aleutian and Andaman 

Arc Systems, the Andean subduction zone and the Himalayan collision zone; very useful methods for applications, i.e., an 

optimal shape design method for the construction of structures in high mountain massifs and a method for studying problems 
with uncertain input data. The last method will also be very useful for the extension mathematical plate tectonic theory under 

the assumption that all used physical data are uncertain. The book is suitable for graduate and postgraduate students and 

researches in geophysics, geology, computational geomechanics and seismology as well as in applied mathematics. Target 
Audience: The book is suitable for graduate and postgraduate students and researches in geophysics, geology, computational 

geomechanics and seismology as well as in applied mathematics. 

The Foundations of Multimoment Hydrodynamics. Part 1: Ideas, Methods and Equations 

Igor V. Lebed (Zhukovsky Central Institute of Aerohydrodynamics, Senior Researcher, 

Zhukovsky, Moscow Region, Russian Federation) 

In series: Aero- and Hydrodynamics Research Progress 
2018. 327 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-364-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-365-3. $230.00. 

The Boltzmann hypothesis of molecular chaos (“Stosszahlansatz”) closes the classic kinetic equation. Equations of classic 
hydrodynamics that directly follow from the Boltzmann equation inevitably contain the error involved in the derivation of 

classic kinetic equation. The physical meaning of the error introduced by the Boltzmann hypothesis in the equations of 

hydrodynamics is as follows. Only the Boltzmann hypothesis makes it possible to build hydrodynamics for only three lower 
principal hydrodynamic values, say, density, velocity, and temperature. The Boltzmann hypothesis also excludes objectively 

existing higher principal hydrodynamic values from participation in the formation of hydrodynamics equations. Thus, the 
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possibility of the improvement of classic hydrodynamics equations should be sought toward an increase in the number of 

principal hydrodynamic values. The idea of separating gas particles into pairs allows using the higher principal hydrodynamic 
values when constructing equations of hydrodynamics. Two particles are called a pair if they either move towards the 

collision with each other or fly apart after the collision with each other. Created formalism allows hydrodynamics equations 

to be built with an arbitrary number of principal hydrodynamic values specified beforehand. As expected, classic 
hydrodynamics experience difficulties when interpreting states of medium, which are far removed from the state of statistical 

equilibrium. A detailed evaluation of the results of direct numerical integration of the Navier-Stokes equations against 

experimental data in an unstable regime of flow around a sphere reveals a number of obvious discrepancies. Most 
importantly, observed transition from a stable regime of flow to turbulence is invariably accompanied by the appearance of 

regular vortex shedding. There are no such experiments in which chaotic regime replaces regular stable flow bypassing 

vortex shedding modes. On the contrary, calculated transition from a regular stable mode to the chaotic deterministic one 
occurs directly, bypassing the vortex shedding. Thus, the solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations lead the development of 

instability along the direction of incompatibility with the experiment. The movement in the wrong direction doesn’t allow 
these solutions to interpret the turbulence correctly. Equations of multimoment hydrodynamics are created to solve these 

problems. The solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations suggest a single scenario for the development of instability; this is 

the Landau-Hopf scenario. The Landau-Hopf scenario is simple and uncomplicated. It interprets the process of development 
of instability as a sequence of transitions from one stable solution to another. On the contrary, the appearance of a vortex 

street is a complex multistage physical phenomenon. An increase in the number of principal hydrodynamic values in the 

equations of multimoment hydrodynamics essentially enriches the scenario of development of instability by new actions. 
These actions are not available for solutions to the equations of three-moment classic hydrodynamics. It follows that the 

Landau-Hopf scenario does not have the slightest prospect of reproducing the phenomenon of vortex shedding. An analysis 

of the experimental data shows that the transition to turbulence occurs as a result of chaotic distortion of the regular vortex 
shedding in any shear flow (wakes and jets, pipes and channels, shear layers, etc.). It is likely that this is the only mechanism 

for the development of turbulence. In this case, the turbulence of the shear flow is nothing else but a regular regime of vortex 

shedding distorted by excessively overgrown stochastic fluctuations. 

The Pleistocene: Geography, Geology, and Fauna 

Gaetan Huard and Jeannine Gareau 

In series: Origin, Evolution and Geological History of Earth 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-728-6. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-729-3. $195.00. 

In this collection, the authors begin by discussing the Quaternary, the most recent geological period of time in Earth's history 

spanning the last 2.588 million years. The Quaternary System is subdivided into the Pleistocene and the Holocene Series, 

with the Pleistocene spanning most of the Quaternary, while the Holocene covers the last 11 700 calendar year. In order to 

understand contemporary stratigraphic terms and subdivisions of the Quaternary, the historical background becomes 

necessary. Besides the traditional chronostratigraphical and geochronological division, the Quaternary was divided also 
climatostratigraphically based on the recorded climatic changes. The following paper presents the results of 

geomorphological and geochronological studies within the highest southeastern part of Russian Altai. Geomorphological 

evidence of at least of two Pleistocene glacial epochs are mapped within the Chagan-Uzun river basin, and an analysis of all 
available absolute dates for the reference section is presented. The authors present a survey wherein information about over 

200 species of small mammals is given concerning morphology, taxonomy, and distribution across more than 20 localities, 

covering the last 4.5 million years. A detailed biostratigraphic scheme has been developed, which is compared with 
independent sources of chronology. In this context, the paleoecological information provided by the individual regional 

biostratigraphic assemblages is analyzed, and the paleoecological reconstructions are correlated with global paleoclimatic 

evidence. After this, this book retraces fossil discoveries and significant evidences of big cats in Europe in order to describe 
their rise to top predators, as well as their recent fall resulting from climatic change and the increase in human population. 

At the present time, the group includes five species: Panthera leo, Panthera pardus, Panthera onca, Panthera tigris, and 

Panthera uncia. The final chapter includes a brief review of the late Pleistocene mammals from Mexico, pointing out recent 
findings concerning their paleobiology considering the recently documented record from areas of central and southern 

Mexico. This research allows for an increase in the number of fossil localities, determination of the taxonomic status of some 

artiodactyls, and characterization of the dietary traits of herbivore species by means of stable isotopes and dental wear patterns 
analyses. 

The Wetlands of India 

Krishna Mazumdar (Retired Professor of Economics, Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata, 

India) 

In series: Coastal and Oceanic Landforms, Development and Management 
2017. 242 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-041-7. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-062-2. $160.00. 

Wetlands are the vital link between land and water. They support unique flora and fauna as well as provide ecological services 

that are beneficial to society Wetlands are among the most important and productive ecosystems on Earth. India is blessed 
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with water resources and has a rich diversity of inland and coastal wetlands. Wetlands in India are distributed from the cold 

arid Trans-Himalayan zone to the wet Teri region of the Himalayan foothills, to the Gangetic plains extended to the flood-
plains of Brahmaputra, and to the swamps of Northeastern India including the saline expanses of Gujarat and Rajasthan. This 

study is about three major natural wetlands of Eastern India: Sundarbans, Chilika and Kolleru. The Sundarbans is the largest 

mangrove forest in the world. It covers an area of about 1 m. ha. Sixty percent of this wetland is located in Bangladesh and 
the rest of the forty percent is in India. The Indian part of the Sundarbans is situated in the western part of the Ganges–

Brahmaputra delta, and is extended from the Hooghly River in the west to the Raimangal River in the southeastern portion 

of the West Bengal State, spreading over two districts: North 24 Parganas and South 24 Parganas. The Chilika is the world’s 
second largest brackish water lagoon, and it is situated along the east coast of India in the state of Orissa on the Bay of Bengal 

with an area of 116,500 ha. The Chilika is extended over eight blocks of three districts; these districts are known as Ganjam, 

Khurda and Puri. This pear-shaped lake is about 64.5 km. long; its width varies from 18 km. to 5 km. The water spread area 
of the lake varies from 906 sq. km. to 1165 sq. km. depending upon the seasons. The Kolleru Lake is extended over the 

Krishna and West Godavari districts along the east coast of India in the state of Andra Pradesh. Kolleru is a large natural 
freshwater lake, with the catchment area being 4763 sq. km. Although the lake is about 35 km. inland from the present coast, 

it used to be a coastal lagoon in the past. Kolleru still maintains its connection with the Bay of Bengal through a 60 km long 

tidal channel called Upputeru. The average depth of the lake varies from 0.5 m. to 2.0m. This study offers a new sampling 
design; blocks in and around the specific wetland were stratified into three clusters, according to their distance from the 

specified wetland. Samples were chosen mostly from the blocks closest to the wetland, with minimal samples chosen from 

the blocks most distant from the wetland. Four different schedules were canvassed to four different groups of people: 
householders, entrepreneurs, tourists, and experts on wetlands. A new approach has been introduced for valuing the wetlands. 

This approach attempts to combine valuation of a wetland to the aforementioned groups of people. It also attempts to 

incorporate the valuation of the wetlands when used for other purposes. 

ECOLOGY 

Biochar: Chemical Composition, Soil Applications and Ecological Impacts 

Charles A. Simmons 

In series: Geology and Mineralogy Research Developments 
2017. 117 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-299-2. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-319-7. $82.00. 

Biochar is the solid product obtained from thermal chemical conversion of biomass under inert or anoxic atmosphere. The 

application of biochar into soil can produce many beneficial effects on soil, e.g., the abundant pore structures in biochar can 
increase the porosity and water retention capacity of the soil, the rich functional groups on biochar surface can increase the 

cation exchange capacity of the soil, the stable polycyclic aromatic compounds in biochar structures can enhance the carbon 

sequestration of soil, potassium, calcium, magnesium contained in biochar can improve the soil for the growth of plants. 
Chapter One details the physical-chemical properties of the biochars obtained from the pyrolysis of sawdust at different 

temperatures, and it covers: (a) the micro-physical structure including pore size, pore structure, and specific surface, (b) the 

functional groups including oxygen containing functional groups and aromatic ring structure, and (c) the alkali and alkaline 
earth metal (AAEM) species including total AAEM species and the distribution of AAEMs. Chapter Two demonstrates that 

biochar is a beneficial soil amendment that can improve soil fertility and increase crop biomass yield in a greenhouse setting. 

Chapter Three determines the capacity of biochar to fix metals and enhance the positive effects of technosols. 

Ferns: Ecology, Importance to Humans and Threats 

Lucjan Nowicki and Anka Kowalska 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 190 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-018-8. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-019-5. $95.00. 

In this compilation, the authors examine the possible effects of three aspects of global climate change (elevated atmospheric 

CO2, increasing temperatures, and changes in precipitation), focusing on how each of these may affect fern reproductive 
adaptation and success; especially with respect to: spore vitality and germination, gametophyte growth and reproductive 

success, and sporophyte growth and maturation. Next, the important aspects of Bracken chemical ecology are highlighted, 

beginning with a description of global distribution pattern of Bracken delineating its ubiquitous nature followed by its 
interplay with abiotic factors such as soil-nutrients and fire. The book also provides a review of modern studies based on 

chloroplast markers, BEAST analysis, and etc., including ecology of ferns throughout their history until recently. A study is 

presented that investigates the presence of allelochemical composition and content from the fern leaves of Acrostichum 
aureum, Stenochlaena palustris and Dicranopteris linearis using maceration extraction method for further analysis of 

allelochemicals. In closing, an overview of the most important taxa of Permian ferns of Angaraland and its adjacent regions 

is given, supported by evidence on some Carboniferous and Triassic ferns as well. 
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Pleurotus Mushrooms: Ecology, Cultivation and Uses 

Pedr Mervyn and Ilar Gwynn 

In series: Herbs and Herbalism 
2017. 214 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-738-6. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-739-3. $160.00. 

In the first chapter, N. Pozdnyakova, S. Balandina, O. Turkovskaya provide an overview of the current knowledge on 

degradation of natural compounds and xenobiotics via Pleurotus fungi, especially focusing on the involvement of metabolic 
pathways and the cataclysmic properties of the enzymes. In the second chapter, Maura Téllez-Téllez and Gerardo Díaz-

Godínez discuss the fungus Pleurotus ostreatus and its nutritious properties and therapeutic applications. Continuing, Hesham 

El Enshasy, Farid Agouillal, Zarani Mat, Roslinda Abd Malek, Zulaiha Hanapi, and Ong Mei Leng discuss Pleurotus 
ostreatus and its production of enzymes with beneficial properties in the third chapter. In the fourth chapter, Gerhard Gramss 

and Klaus-Dieter Voigt present data that showcases the role fungi play in food production, as well as their impact on growth 

technology and enzyme production. Lastly, Noé Aguilar-Rivera, Régulo Carlos Llarena-Hernández, Rosalía Núñez-Pastrana, 
Christian Michel-Cuello, Jie Chen, and Luis Enrique Aquino-Solis present a study evaluating the potential for sugar cane 

harvest in Veracruz, Mexico. 

Ungulates: Evolution, Diversity and Ecology 

Abbey Menendez and Nieves Sands 

In series: Animal Science, Issues and Research 
2017. 179 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-607-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-608-2. $95.00. 
In Chapter One, Andrea Doris Kupferschmid, PhD explains a wide range of tree reactions to ungulate browsing based on six 

proposed factors. The effect of ungulates on tree regeneration and forest progession can be projected for different forest types 

when tree reactions are known. In Chapter Two, Torsten Wronski, Malte Hoffmann, and Martin Plath asses the habitat choice 
of the largest aboriginal population of Arabian gazelles in the world, located off the coast of Saudi Arabia on the Farasan 

Islands in the Red Sea. The results of this study suggest that Acacia-wooded habitats are the habitat favored by this gazelle 

species. Afterwards, Rob Found suggests that elk have cultural differences, and thus so do other ungulate species, in Chapter 
Three. In the fourth and final chapter, Antonio J. Carpio, PhD, José Guerrero-Casado, PhD, J.A. Barasona, PhD, and 

Francisco S. Tortosa, PhD examine the peer-reviewed literature regarding the impact of wild ungulates on the Mediterranean 

Basin ecosystems in order to amalgamate the knowledge. 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

Compressed Sensing: Methods, Theory and Applications 

Jonathon M. Sheppard 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2018. 156 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-082-9. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-083-6. $95.00. 

In this compilation, the authors comprehensively investigate SOD effects in the homeostasis of mammal endometrium, using 
available information on several species and their team experience relating to the topic. In addition, they address its role in 

endometrial integrity and some uterine clinical conditions and infertility. The current knowledge of plant SODs, their abiotic-

stress modulated expression and activity, and analyses results on genetic engineering of plant SODs are summarized. 
Significance of superoxide dismutases in the crop improvement for stress tolerance is also discussed. This book reviews the 

oxidative stress and damage to plants, while also summarizing the characteristics of SOD enzymes and discussing their 

involvement in the tolerance of plants against abiotic stress. Additionally, many authors have studied the protective role of 
SOD in the mice cochlea, however more recently the role of SOD gene polymorphisms in the susceptibility of sudden 

sensorineural hearing loss has been investigated. Therefore, the authors also examine the role of SOD in the cochlea and its 

involvement in the pathogenesis of noise induced hearing loss, age related hearing loss and sudden sensorineural hearing 
loss. 

Electrical Measurements: Introduction, Concepts and Applications 

Manuel Pedro Fernandes Graça (Physics Department & I3N, University Of Aveiro, Campus 

Universitário de Santiago, Aveiro, Portugal) 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2017. 345 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-973-1. $230.00. 
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e-book: 978-1-53612-974-8. $230.00. 

This book, which is divided into twelve chapters, aims to present the reader with an introduction to the electrical 
characterization of materials, specifically solid materials. In this book, the reader will find both theoretical and experimental 

concepts of some methods that can be used to know and understand physically the electrical response of different materials. 

In this project, a theoretical scan is made of several experimental techniques that characterize materials at the level of dc and 
ac conductivity. In ac conductivity, several approaches are presented from techniques in the low frequency regime (i.e., in 

the range of the radio frequencies) up to the regime of higher frequencies (i.e., in the range of microwaves). An introductory 

analysis of dielectric relaxation phenomena through the impedance spectroscopy as well as the phenomena of thermally 
stimulated polarization and depolarization are discussed. In preparing this book, each contributor was asked to present in the 

end of each chapter a small, but specific case study, with the purpose of facilitating the transposition of the methods and 

theories presented for a real case. This approach is a valuable part of this book, which includes analyses of different types of 
materials with structures, forms and electrical responses, from glasses, ceramics, and biomaterials to photoactive materials 

with potential use in photovoltaic cells. 

Microgrids: Design, Applications and Control 

Randy Allen and Edward Jacobs 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2018. 233 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-396-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-397-4. $160.00. 
Microgrids: Design, Applications and Control presents a comprehensive discussion on the modeling and analysis of 

microgrids. The authors discuss load modeling, renewable distributed generation insertion, local control strategies and a 

general load flow method designed for balanced and unbalanced microgrids capable of operating connected to the main grid. 
Two types of primary control are discussed in this book: conventional power control for a residential fuel cell, and virtual 

synchronous generator control for a battery. The proposed method enables surplus/shortage power in a transient microgrid 

to be effectively and autonomously interchanged among clusters without using any tertiary control. Later, the authors aim to 
devise a solution for optimal dispatch of the energy resources in a microgrid being used to continue supplying critical loads 

during power outages. The goal is to maximize the number of loads served subject to the operational and technical constrains 
of the microgrid. This compilation includes a novel optimal fractional order general type-2 fuzzy logic proportional–integral–

derivative (FOGT2FPID) controller book for the load frequency control of Shipboard MGs. Later, the Load Frequency 

Control Model is considered for its propensity to stabilize the frequency of the system in the presence of Distributed 
Generation, two Electric Vehicles as energy storage, and intermittent load and wind power profiles as uncertainties. The 

authors analyze the details of Neuroscience Based Control approaches, human brain emotional learning and Hebb learning 

controllers. Next, a critical review of fundamental knowledge and theories underpinning the formation of Microgrids, as well 

as techniques and strategies that have been proposed in recent years for the purpose of maintaining their stability, are 

provided. Discussions of current trends and future work in Microgrid research will also be presented. Additionally, a 

comprehensive review of the current control technology is given with a discussion on challenges of microgrid controls. A 
networked system of systems approach is addressed to design a control for the islanded microgrid system consisting of 

distributed generation units and supplying a load. 

Photovoltaic Systems: Design, Performance and Applications 

Wassila Issaadi, Ph.D and Salim Issaadi (Electrical Engineering Laboratory, Faculty of 

Technology, University of Bejaia, Bejaia, Algeria,) 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-646-3. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-647-0. $230.00. 

Presenting a complete guide for the planning, design and implementation of solar PV systems for photovoltaic (PV) 

applications, this book features analyses based on the authors’ own laboratory testing as well as their experiences in the field. 
Incorporating the latest developments in smart-digital and control technologies into the design criteria of the photovoltaic 

(PV) system, this book will also focus on how to integrate newer smart design approaches and techniques for improving the 

efficiency, reliability and flexibility of the entire system (for example, powered mobile robotics). Although the design and 
implementation of several applications based on new proposed techniques of photovoltaic PV system were the first goal for 

elaborating in this book, many theoretical surveys which involve the trends, photovoltaic fabrications, management, 
distributed generation, economical aspects, feasibility analysis, reliability, performance and integration of solar photovoltaic 

sources through smart controllers for managing the load intelligently and effectively is presented as a key case study. 

Maximizing reader insights into the performance of different components of solar photovoltaic (PV) systems under different 
operating conditions, the book will be of interest to graduate students, researchers, PV designers, planners, and practitioners 

working in the area of solar PV design, implementation and assessment. 
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RFID Technology: Design Principles, Applications and Controversies 

Gaith Al (Lecturer Assistant, Deakin University Faculty of Science, Engineering and Built 

Environment, Burwood, Vic, Australia) 

In series: Electronics and Telecommunications Research 
2018. 117 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-250-2. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-251-9. $82.00. 
With the world facing an information technology and communication revolution, RFID technology is one of the active sides 

among the different technologies that are following this revolution. Yet, as with any other technology, there were many 

aspects and issues which arose alongside the rapid development of RFID implementations in different industries such as 
smart labs, libraries and VANETs, etc. These issues include security, privacy, scalability, RFID tag collision and issues in 

the process of ownership transfer of the RFID tags. These issues were of great concern not only for the researchers, but also 

for the consumers and industry managers who implement this technology to develop a better innovative structure for their 
businesses. In today’s world, it is very important to make any industry secure and reliable – especially in the field of IT – as 

it delves into the very distinct details that might cause the loss of fortunes when leaking information or processing unsecure 

operations due to a faulty operation process. In this book, the authors will introduce the reader to RFID implementation in 

different industries and will also survey the aspects and new ideas which will help researchers to secure and address some of 

these threats. This book also takes into consideration the experiences of many scholars who have investigated and surveyed 

these challenges, technology aspects, implementations, threats and solutions. With the help of researchers and scholars who 
have participated in the subject of RFID technology, the authors hope that it will help other researchers and readers to have 

a better understanding to this rapidly evolving technology. 

ENERGY 

A Sustainability Assessment in the Energy Sector 

Dalia Streimikiene (Aleksandras Stulginskis University, Akademija, Lithuania) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 316 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-230-4. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-231-1. $195.00. 

Sustainability assessment is the core instrument for implementing sustainable development targets. The energy sector is 

playing a crucial role in achieving sustainable development in the country, as energy consumption is the main driver of 
economic growth; it also has the biggest environmental impact, and therefore sustainability assessment in the energy sector 

requires special attention. Sustainability Assessment in the Energy Sector consists of seven chapters: in the first chapter, the 

sustainability concept is described; in the second chapter, sustainability assessment concepts are reviewed and discussed; in 
the third chapter, sustainability assessment tools and methods are summarized and described; in the fourth chapter, the main 

problems of sustainable energy development are addressed; in the fifth chapter, externalities in the energy sector are 

introduced; in the sixth chapter, sustainability assessment tools applicable to the energy sector are categorized; and finally, 
in the seventh chapter, practical examples of sustainability assessment in the energy sector are provided by covering 

sustainability assessment of electricity and district heat generation technologies. These methods include the assessment of 

external costs of electricity generation, sustainability assessment of electricity and transport technologies based on the GHG 
emission costs and carbon intensities of these technologies. The final chapter also discusses the sustainability assessment of 

policies and measures for energy sector development scenarios. The book was prepared by summarizing research findings 

in the field of sustainability assessment in the energy sector, which was conducted by the author of this book over a period 
of ten years. 

Advances in Energy Research. Volume 27 

Morena J. Acosta 

In series: Advances in Energy Research 
2017. 245 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-305-0. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-318-0. $250.00. 

In this book, Chapter One reviews the environmental impact –on human health, natural systems and natural resources– in 
physical units and outlined the limitations and the challenges that are derived from an ecosystem service valuation based on 

monetary values –including ecosystem disservices with associated negative monetary values. Chapter Two is focused on the 

analysis of TES technologies that provide a way of valorising solar heat and reducing the energy demand of buildings. 
Chapter Three investigates the prospects of a key enabling technology for large-scale injection of wind turbine energy to the 

electric power grid. Chapter four discusses how simple wet acid surface texturing methods for green energy-silicon solar 

energy are marked aim to provide the vital information about the growing field in solar energy with an environmental friendly 
nature. Chapter Five verifies the improvement performance by various components of the Enhance PSO, the ICA and the 
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Wavelet in the forecasting frameworks. Chapter Six presents predictive current control(PCC) strategy for back-to-back 

connected voltage source converter employed in PMSG wind energy conversion systems. 

Advances in Energy Research. Volume 28 

Morena J. Acosta 

In series: Advances in Energy Research 
2017. 246 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-699-0. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-700-3. $250.00. 

In Chapter One, Zahra Sayyar, Navideh Anarjan, Hoda Jafarizadeh Malmiri, and Aydin Berenjian discuss nanoemulsions 

and their low-energy and high-energy production methods. They also examine modern techniques for the identification of 
nanoemulsions and review their stability. Next, Chapter Two by Bogdan-Constantin Neagu and Gheorghe Grigoraş proposes 

the use of artificial intelligence techniques like clustering and fuzzy modeling to determine slow voltage variations among 

other things. In Chapter Three, Navideh Anarjan, Hamideh Vaghari, Hoda Jafarizadeh-Malmiri, and Aydin Berenjian explore 
bioreactor models applied to bioprocesses and solid-state fermentation processes in order to produce pertinent biomolecules 

for industrial applications. Akihiro Otsuka, PhD explores the correlation between fluctuating electricity rates and demand in 

Chapter Four. In Chapter Five, Samuel Olusegun David and Gulum Mert present a study wherein biodiesel production via 
waste cooking oil is examined. Oludolapo A. Olanrewaju and Caroline C. Olanrewaju review studies on energy consumption 

prediction through the application of neural networks, as well as machine and equipment processes, in Chapter Six. Lastly, 

Takeo Oku and Tatsuo Oku explore the development of carbon/copper-based materials through the addition of titanium in 
Chapter Seven. 

Advances in Energy Research. Volume 29 

Morena J. Acosta 

In series: Advances in Energy Research 
2018. 251 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-076-8. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-077-5. $250.00. 

In this compilation, the authors develop a modeling approach and formulate global equations. The data is based on the 
thermos-economic theory that uses the thermodynamic process of cost formation and that considers the direct and indirect 

effects of all components of every system in each cited field. The relations between the incomes and impacts of the use of 

energy in all sectors with different systems are discussed, and characteristic equations representing each physical behavior 
of every plant in the system and its impact will be formulated. The Nigeria energy situation is reviewed in order to identify 

potential sites of SHPs and how small hydropower fits in as the solution to the country sustainable energy challenge. Issues 

of small hydropower resource availability, technology, environment and climate change have been also discussed. Following 
this, an overview of industrial systems of oxycombustion integrated in microalgal photobioreactors is provided. The authors 

discuss issues related to carbon capture technologies, the science and technology of the oxycombustion, the biological oxygen 

generation, the photobioreactors and the process integration, summarizing a range of useful strategies directed to the 
industrial sustainable development. The development process for harvesting marine energy for local small-scale usage is 

described; marine energy has received much attention globally and is being developed as a viable source of renewable energy. 
While high tidal and fast water current would yield large energy generation, not all locations possess these advantages. With 

different limitations for specific site locations, this study suggests that micro-scale marine turbine may be suitable for areas 

with low tidal velocity. Continuing, a review is provided which describes recent approaches adopted to engineer 
nanostructured electrocatalytic materials for efficient mass transport of reactants and products, high conductivity and activity 

for electrochemical CO2 reduction into value-added chemicals or intermediates. The current state of integration of Big Data, 

Data Mining and Artificial Intelligence techniques in advanced Energy Systems Optimization is also examined. A 
comprehensive review of relevant Artificial Intelligence techniques applicable to the optimization of DER is described, in 

addition to a review of relevant software needed to model advanced DERs. 

Bioethanol and Beyond: Advances in Production Process and Future Directions 

Michel Brienzo (Bioenergy Research Institute, São Paulo State University, Bairro Santana, Rio 

Claro, São Paulo, Brazil) 

In series: Renewable Energy: Research, Development and Policies 
2018. 495 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-478-0. $270.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-479-7. $270.00. 

Bioethanol and Beyond: Advances in Production Process and Future Directions discusses the advances in the production 

process of bioethanol, ranging from first to fourth generation bioethanol. Bioethanol is currently applied besides simple fuels 
(biofuel): it is mixed with other fuels, such as gasoline and diesel, and used for generating renewable fuels, such as hydrogen. 

Advances in the industrial bioethanol (first and second generation) chain point towards the co-energy generation, in situ, and 

the possibility of generating outside the industry via energetic densification of the residues. A biorefinery is suggested as a 
strategy to use the industrial residues by amplifying the products portfolio and, thus, collaborating with the process feasibility. 
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The book covers the technological possibilities to produce bioethanol. These processes include the second generation with 

the use of structural sugars from the plant cell wall and residues from algae (third and fourth generation bioethanol). The 
fermentation process and contamination in the industrial fermentation is presented, as well as strategies for its control. 

Pretreatment technologies, enzymatic hydrolysis technologies, and the search for enzymes are described based on recent 

developments and finds. When it comes to commercialization, technical-analytical standards have been developed in order 
to control bioethanol quality, contributing to overcome technical barriers and providing product reliability. This book covers 

the most important tasks in the production process and future directions for the uses, which is a very useful source of 

information for everything involved in bioethanol science. In particular, this book will answer the questions of students and 
researches regarding bioethanol production process, as well as professionals in the industry supply chain. 

Biogas: Production, Applications and Global Developments 

Agostino Vico and Nicolò Artemio 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 340 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-787-4. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-788-1. $230.00. 

In Chapter One, Antonio Colmenar-Santos, Enrique Rosales-Asensio, David Borge-Diez, and Manuel Castro-Gil present an 
overview of current research on equitable alternatives for recently constructed concentrated solar power plants in Spain. 

Next, Chapter Two by Dian Andriani, Arini Wresta, Arifin Santosa, and Kusnadi discusses the idea that various raw materials 

can be used for biogas production. Additionally, the authors discuss modern biogas production technologies. In Chapter 
Three, Caroline Borges Agustini and Mariliz Gutterres provide a review on the significance of biogas production in 

conjunction with its characteristics and handling problems. Following this, the authors go on to review current microorganism 

identification techniques as well as crop optimization techniques. In Chapter Five, Sina Gilassi, Seyed Mohammad Taghavi, 
Serge Kaliaguine, and Denis Rodrigue suggest commercial polymer hollow fibers could be used to improve separation 

efficiency and CH4 purity in biogas production. Vladimir I. Shcherbakov, Nadezhda V. Kuznetsova, and Tatiana V. 

Shchyukina present research with the goal of determining favorable conditions for methane forming bacteria vital functions, 
fermentation processes intensification methods, and developing advance capacity reactors in Chapter Six. Afterwards, 

Chapter Seven by Spyridon Achina and Vasileios Achinas deliberates on the physicochemical properties of biogas and the 
need for further research on the subject. In Chapter Eight, Kevin N. Nwaigwe, Uchenna C. Egbufor, Sabbas N. Asoegwu, 

and Christopher C. Enweremadu propose water hyacinth as a substrate for biogas production. Chapter Nine by Preseela 

Satpathy, PhD examines recent trends in biogas technology advancements. Next, Chapter Ten by Caroline Borges Agustini 
and Mariliz Gutterres explores the anaerobic process characteristics of anaerobic digestion, as well as its efficiency. In 

Chapter Eleven, Mohamed Habib Sellami exhibits a modeling approach designed to hypothesize the performance, impact, 

and profitability of systems cogenerating energy from released biogas. In conclusion, Chapter Twelve by K. N. Nwaigwe, 

E. E. Anyanwu and C. C. Enweremadu presents a synopsis on bioreactor technology development trends. 

Biohydrogen: Production, Applications and Technology 

Gerhard Linus and Ib Tobias 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2017. 183 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-483-5. $89.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-496-5. $89.00. 

In this book, the potential biofuel biohydrogen is studied in terms of its generation, applications, and technology. In the first 
chapter, Caroline V. Rodrigues, Kamili O. Santana, Lorena O. Pires, Michel Brienzo, and Sandra I. Maintinguer provide a 

theoretical assessment about the biological methods of hydrogen production, as well as examine their applications on research 

that has been done regarding waste degradation, encouraging sustainable systems for clean energy generation. In the second 
chapter, Fernando Grijalva-Hernández, Hugo Iván Velázquez-Sánchez, Juan Carlos Figueroa-Estrada, and Ricardo Aguilar-

López present a study where a kinetic model for Hydrogen production by Desulfovibrio bacteria was substantiated using 

experimental data and used to conduct a local sensitivity analysis. Next, Biniam T. Maru, Magda Constantí, and Francesc 
Medina evaluate the way in which glycerol may be used to produce biochemical products through dark fermentation, as well 

as studying its use as a carbon source. Bringing the book to a close, Albanez, R., Lovato, G., Zaiat, M., Ratusznei, S.M., and 

Rodrigues, J.A.D. parallel AnSBBR that used pure substrates for hydrogen/methane production with AnSBBR that used 
hydrogen production runoff to produce methane. 

Compressed Sensing: Methods, Theory and Applications 

Jonathon M. Sheppard 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2018. 156 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-082-9. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-083-6. $95.00. 

In this compilation, the authors comprehensively investigate SOD effects in the homeostasis of mammal endometrium, using 
available information on several species and their team experience relating to the topic. In addition, they address its role in 

endometrial integrity and some uterine clinical conditions and infertility. The current knowledge of plant SODs, their abiotic-
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stress modulated expression and activity, and analyses results on genetic engineering of plant SODs are summarized. 

Significance of superoxide dismutases in the crop improvement for stress tolerance is also discussed. This book reviews the 
oxidative stress and damage to plants, while also summarizing the characteristics of SOD enzymes and discussing their 

involvement in the tolerance of plants against abiotic stress. Additionally, many authors have studied the protective role of 

SOD in the mice cochlea, however more recently the role of SOD gene polymorphisms in the susceptibility of sudden 
sensorineural hearing loss has been investigated. Therefore, the authors also examine the role of SOD in the cochlea and its 

involvement in the pathogenesis of noise induced hearing loss, age related hearing loss and sudden sensorineural hearing 

loss. 

Direct Methanol Fuel Cells: Applications, Performance and Technology 

Rose Hernandez and Caryl Dunning 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 224 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-603-7. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-604-4. $160.00. 

In Chapter One, L. Khotseng and G. Vaivars provide an overview of the recent advances in electrocatalysts for direct 

methanol fuel cells for both anode and cathode catalysts in order to present direct methanol fuel cells as an alternative power 
source for portable devices. In Chapter Two, Nobuyoshi Nakagawa, Mohammad Ali Abdelkareem, Takuya Tsujiguchi, and 

Mohd Shahbudin Masdar propose a fuel supply layer using a porous carbon plate (PCP) for DMFCs allowing for the use of 

high methanol concentrations. The proposed layer is comprised of a thin PCP layer, as well as a gap layer that has a 
mechanism to supply the methanol as a vapor. Next, Chapter Three by D.S. Falcão, J. P. Pereira, and A.M.F.R. Pinto review 

the multiphase flow in fuel cells modeling approaches while also reviewing the flow visualization techniques for flow 

analysis in fuel cells. Chapter Four by B.A. Braz, V.B. Oliveira, and A.M.F.R. Pinto closes the book by discussing the key 
work that has been done to improve the passive DMFC performance and providing a review on the most recent developments 

in passive DMFCs. 

Energy Planning: Approaches and Assessment 

Justin Gonzalez 

In series: Energy Policies, Politics and Prices 
2017. 179 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-300-5. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-321-0. $82.00. 
In this book, Chapter One proposes new tools for energy planning under sustainable development paradigm through models, 

procedures and methodologies. Chapter Two focuses on Home Energy Planning Systems applied to the residential sector. In 

Chapter Three, the possibilities to use geothermal technologies in Spain and whether they can reach generation objectives is 
examined. Chapter Four focuses on the impact that the grid regulatory framework, in force in several islands has had both 

from the technical and economical point of view, regarding their renewable energy development. 

Energy Policy: Perspectives, Challenges and Future Directions 

K. J. Sreekanth (Energy and Building Research Centre (EBRC), Kuwait Institute for Scientific 

Research (KISR), Safat, Kuwait) 

In series: Energy Policies, Politics and Prices 
2018. 202 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-744-6. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-758-3. $95.00. 

Sustainable development is triggering a re-assessment of innovation and technological change in all fields, and energy is no 
exception. A key challenge of energy sustainability is to examine the range of credible potential pathways of combined 

social, environmental and technological systems under conditions of uncertainty, stagger, personal preferences and 

complication. Conventional energy resources – essentially fossil fuels – are becoming limited because of the swift increase 

in energy demand. This disparity in energy demand and supply has placed enormous coercion not only on consumer prices, 

but also on the natural world; this requires mankind to look for sustainable energy resources. Sreekanth. K. J., PhD begins 

this book by first describing the energy efficiency and emission reduction characteristics of the road transportation sector in 
Chapter One. Chapter Two proposes the costs of renewable energy promotion and benefits through an analysis of the 

European case by Margarita Ortega Izquierdo and Pablo Del Río. Next, Chapter Three, by Jiang Yu and Zheng Fang, presents 

a review on residential electricity price policies in China. In Chapter Four, Fotouh Al-Ragom discusses the behavior change 
approach with a metric to promote and sustain energy efficiency. The Nigerian electricity market and its future is explained 

in Chapter Five by Karen Maguire and Kolawole Olaniyi. The institutionalization of the common gas market in the context 

of institutional evolution of the Eurasian economic union by Elena Shadrina is explained in Chapter Six. 
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Energy Security: Perspectives, Improvement Strategies and Challenges 

Mirjana Radovanović (Faculty of Applied Security, EDUCONS University, Sremska Kamenica, 

Serbia) 

In series: Energy Policies, Politics and Prices 
2018. 242 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-508-4. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-509-1. $160.00. 
Energy security is one of the greatest challenges of the modern world. The situation is further complicated by the fact that 

energy security can be viewed from different points of view, which are often contradictory and with no consensus on what 

energy security is and how it is measured, monitored or foreseen. This book presents the most important aspects of energy 
security, including its role as an element of national security and a factor of geopolitical stability. Many factors affect energy 

security (and vice versa) in different ways. This book discusses the most important: the impact of political changes, military 

operations, organizations (EU and NATO), and social movements on energy security. Special emphasis is given to energy 
infrastructure, as one of the major preconditions that will – along with geopolitical changes – have the greatest impact on 

energy security in the future. The book presents energy security specificities and challenges in the case of EU countries, the 

Russian Federation, the United States and China. It also provides an example of small countries that do not have their own 

energy resources, and therefore need to ensure their secure energy and political future in a rapidly changing world. The book 

is primarily intended for the academic community, decision-makers, energy sector companies and security services around 

the world. 

Focus on Renewable Energy Sources 

Giuseppe Scandurra (Dipartimento Studi Aziendali e Quantitativi, Università degli Studi di 

Napoli “Parthenope”, Napoli, Italy) 

In series: Renewable Energy: Research, Development and Policies 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-802-3. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-803-0. $160.00. 
Energy is one of the main determinants of economic growth, but the high dependence of electricity production by fossil fuels 

could be a brake for the development of countries which do not have a sufficient level of richness and/or which possess a 

high level of environmental sensitivity. Countries tend to contrast these limits to growth using a higher percentage of 
renewable sources for electricity generation, though the technological limits still suffer. Renewable energy sources are 

appreciated worldwide for their ability to limit significantly the impact of anthropic activities on energy production and 

counter the gradual appreciation of the raw materials used in the process of traditional generation based on gas and/or oil 
power plants. Moreover, renewable generation can encourage off-grid generation in the underdeveloped countries. The 

attention to environmental issues has led several countries to ratify international agreements such as the Kyoto Protocol, 

Durban Protocol and, more recently, the Paris Agreement; these mandates pledge to reduce emissions of pollutants and to 
increase the share of energy produced through the use of renewable sources, but the results obtained so far are not 

encouraging. The relevance of the renewable energy generation and the increase in the investments in a newly installed 

capacity lead many scholars to investigate the relationship between economic growth and the key factors of the investments 
in RES. With this volume, the authors want to explore and analyze the causes and consequences of fragmentation and 

discussing policy responses on promoting renewable energy generation by shedding light on the policies proposed to promote 

the renewable generation and enhance energy efficiency, their effectiveness in reducing environmental degradation and the 
promotion of decarbonization, and discussing how developing countries do and should continue to invest in green generation. 

Lithium-Ion Batteries: Materials, Applications and Technology 

Lana Castillo and Geoffrey Cook 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-497-1. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-498-8. $160.00. 
This compilation begins by discussing Sn, Sb and Ge-based anodes. Various approaches for alleviating volume changes 

corresponding to each kind of anode are presented in regards to the last 20 years. Sn, Sb and Ge-based alloy-type anodes 

have attracted considerable research interest as promising candidates for next-generation LIBs due to their high theoretical 
capacities, suitable operating voltages and natural abundances. Next, the authors discuss the synthesis and application of 

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) based lithium-ion battery anodes. TiO2 has attracted considerable attention as a promising 

alternative lithium-ion battery anode. The evolution of studies on synthetic methods, performance improvement, and the size 
tuning strategy are thoroughly addressed. Following this, the book focuses on clarifying the mechanisms of lithium dendrite 

growth, the issues related to lithium dendrites, and the recent advances for technical solutions. To power electric vehicles, a 

minimum energy density of 300 Wh/kg is required. State-of-the-art LIBs are dominating portable electronics, but can only 
enable an energy density of 100-220 Wh/kg in practice to date. In this regard, metallic lithium is highly regarded as promising 

next-generation anodes, ascribed to its extremely high theoretical capacity of 3860 mAh/g versus 372 mAh/g of the 
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commercial graphite anodes. Recent progress in the development of Si/Gn nanocomposite anodes for lithium-ion batteries 

is also studied. The synthetic routes and electrochemical performance of these nanomaterials and the underlying reaction 
mechanisms are systematically described. The authors maintain that more research efforts are needed for the widespread 

applications of such composite anodes in the future of lithium-ion batteries. Afterwards, the advanced ab initio atomistic 

thermodynamics approach for electrode materials in LIBs is formulated, which enables the resolution of the interfacial 
structure of an LIB electrode material in an electrochemical environment under (constrained) reaction conditions. This 

universal approach is outlined, using state-of-the-art electrode materials in LIBs, such as LTO or lithium cobaltite (LCO, 

LiCoO2) as examples. 

Nuclear Energy: Perspectives, Challenges and Future Directions 

Denver Morris 

In series: Nuclear Materials and Disaster Research 
2017. 166 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-693-8. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-642-6. $95.00. 

Bahman Zohuri, PhD opens this book by first describing the history of nuclear power plants and then supplements this 

information by making a case for their importance. Chapter One proposes the use of combined cycles to produce electricity 
through nuclear fuel in order to yield a greater investment return. Next, Chapter Two by Jürgen K. Grunwald presents a study 

wherein the power, concerning nuclear non-proliferation, of two European organizations is explored. In Chapter Three, 

Takayuki Nakamura discusses the necessity for the upcoming generation to attain knowledge about nuclear safety and 
regulations. The creation of a project which encourages students to create robots with the goal of decommissioning Fukushina 

Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant is explained. 

Organic Solar Cells: Advances in Research and Applications 

Modest Voronov 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 127 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-401-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-412-5. $82.00. 
The last two decades have seen unprecedented research progress made in the fabrication and testing of organic solar cell 

(OSC) devices due to, among other things, rapid growth of interest in the development of organic materials for photovoltaic 

applications, the ease of processing, and the prospect of achieving high power conversion efficiency (PCE) cost effectively. 
The effects of impurity doping at the ppm level in photovoltaic organic semiconductors, including: (i) “Seven-nines” 

purification of organic semiconductors, (ii) pn-control of single and co-deposited organic semiconductors by impurity 

doping, (iii) ionization sensitization of doping showing the doping efficiency of 100%, (iv) ppm-doping effects in the simplest 
n+p-homojunction organic photovoltaic cells, and (v) the Hall effect of bulk-doped organic single crystals, are discussed in 

Chapter One. In Chapter Two the fabrication and characterization of perovskite-type solar cells are reviewed and summarized 

such as CH3NH3PbI3, [HC(NH2)2]PbI3, and CsSnI3, which are expected for solar cell materials. Chapter Three proposes 
an experimental method to tailor SDE and optimize the power conversion efficiency (PCE), based on the electrical transport 

curve. Chapter Four provides a brief history of organic photovoltaic cell devices, factors limiting stability and power 
conversion efficiency, fundamental parameters that have been reported to improve the general performance of the devices, 

and recent developments in organic solar cell devices. 

Smart Grids: Emerging Technologies, Challenges and Future Directions 

Jonathan Lou 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 185 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-803-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-804-8. $95.00. 

Smart Grids: Emerging Technologies, Challenges and Future Directions opens with a chapter by Juan I. Guerrero, PhD, 
Enrique Personal, PhD, Antonio Parejo, Íñigo Monedero, PhD, Félix Biscarri, PhD, Jesús Biscarri, PhD, and Carlos León, 

PhD discussing a solution for Non-Technical Losses rooted in Big Data Analytics and High Performance Computing. 
Following this, Juan I. Guerrero, PhD, Antonio Parejo, Enrique Personal, PhD, Antonio García, and Carlos León, PhD discuss 

a solution rooted in Web Service Mining to reduce the response time for Smart Grid infrastructures. Alireza Ghasempour 

examines the scalability of different advanced metering infrastructures, after which Salvador Ruiz-Romero, Antonio 
Colmenar-Santos, Enrique Rosales Asensio, and Francisco Mur-Pérez present a project which could allow smart devices to 

identify each other in order to reconnect in case of failure. 

Solar Collectors: Applications and Performance 

Martín Picón-Núñez (University of Guanajuato, Guanajuato, Mexico) 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 274 pp. 
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Hardcover: 978-1-53613-121-5. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-122-2. $195.00. 
This book is intended to provide an engineering point of view and the design tools for low temperature solar collectors, as 

well as their networks in large solar installations for the integration of solar energy in processing industries. To this end, the 

book covers the description of existing solar technology, performance enhancement techniques for single units, 
hydrodynamics and its influence on flow distribution inside tubes, its effect upon thermal efficiency and pressure drop 

profiles. A detailed graphical description of the thermo-hydraulic behavior using experimentally validated Computational 

Fluid Dynamics simulations are described. An important contribution is the introduction of the main concepts to design and 
specify the structure of solar collector networks based on the reconciliation of the thermal and hydraulic lengths. The thermal 

performance is analyzed as a function of the velocity of the fluid and its relation to the rate of heat transfer. Likewise, velocity 

is analyzed in connection to the pressure drop. This approach allows the engineer to determine the structure of a solar collector 
network, which is defined by two parameters: the number of parallel sets of collectors and the number of collectors per set 

to achieve the process thermal needs at the specified temperature within the limitations of the pressure drop. These tools are 
put forward within the frame of flexible plant operation. 

Steam Generators: Design, Types and Applications 

Clayson Schellenberg 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 243 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-510-8. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-536-8. $160.00. 

In chapter one, Alexander V. Beznosov, Ph.D, Tatyana A. Bokova, Ph.D, and Pavel A. Bokov, Ph.D examine the possible 

development of novel fast-neutron reactors with increased effectiveness and safety operation indicators, cooled with heavy 
liquid metal coolants. In chapter two, Adelaida Mihaela Duinea presents and elaborates upon a study for the application of 

steam generators in modeling and simulation of their operation in steady and dynamic regime in power plants. Finally, 

Dumitra Lucan assesses corrosion performance of the CANDU steam generator tubesheet and tubing materials at the normal 
secondary circuit parameters in chapter three. 

The Diagnostics of Induction Motor Broken Rotor Bars on the Basis of the Electromotive 

Force Analysis 

Mykhaylo V. Zagirnyak, Zhanna Iv. Romashykhina, and Andrii P. Kalinov (Kremenchuk 

Mykhailo Ostrohradskyi National University 20, Pershotravneva ul, Kremenchuk, Ukraine) 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 203 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-683-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-684-6. $82.00. 

Under the conditions of increased energy resources consumption, the researchers around the world face the problem of 
rational energy use. One of the ways to solve this problem consists of introducing energy saving technologies into the 

operation of electrotechnical and electromechanical devices. The operation of electric machines (EM) is very often 

accompanied by the occurrence of various damages. It results in increased energy consumption, untimely failure of 
electromechanical systems and, consequently, growth of material expenditure. Operation efficiency of electric equipment 

can be improved due to timely diagnostics of EM damages at early stages of their development. It is for this reason that 

research in diagnostics of EMs containing induction motors (IM) is of special interest nowadays. Researchers succeeded in 
searching for efficient methods of IM diagnostics that are mostly suitable for particular conditions and modes of equipment 

operation. There are different methods for diagnostics of induction motor broken rotor bars. However, the analysis of 

conventional diagnostics methods revealed that most of them require the removal of the induction motor from the operation 
process and its disassembling. Presently, such methods of IM broken rotor bars diagnostics in operation modes such as 

methods of currents spectral analysis, the analysis of zero-phase sequence voltages, and the analysis of external magnetic 

field parameters are known. Nevertheless, these methods do not provide satisfactory results during diagnostics under a no-
load condition and do not take into account that low-quality voltage of the supply network and the fluctuation of load level 

influence the diagnostic results. Besides, the results of the Fourier transform of current signals does not allow for 

unambiguous identification of the number and relative position of IM broken rotor bars. Hence, the development of the 
method for diagnostics of IM broken rotor bars is a topical scientific and applied problem. A method for diagnostics of IM 

broken rotor bars on the basis of the analysis of electromotive force (EMF) in the stator windings is presented in the 

monograph. To research IM as a diagnostics object, the circuit mathematical models and those related to the final element 
method have been developed. The efficiency of the use of the wavelet analysis of the EMF signal in the stator windings 

under IM self-running-out condition has been demonstrated. A method for EMF signal decomposition with the use reverse 

z-transform theory has been proposed to improve the reliability of damaged diagnostics. The presented monograph contains 
theoretical and experimental research that made it possible to solve the topical scientific problem of improving the efficiency 

of IM broken rotor bars with the use of the signal of electromotive force wavelet analysis in the stator windings under the 

motor self-running-out condition. 
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The Power-Saving Behavior of Households: How Should We Encourage Power Saving? 

Kenichi Mizobuchi and Hisashi Tanizaki (Department of Economics, Matsuyama University, 

Associate Professor) 

In series: Green Research, Developments, and Programs 
2018. 176 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-173-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-423-0. $95.00. 
This book is about the empirical analysis of household electricity saving behavior. In particular, we focus on effective 

methods to promote energy saving behavior and the effectiveness of energy-saving equipment. After the Great East Japan 

Earthquake of 2011, 52 of Japan's nuclear power plants temporarily stopped. Prior to the Fukushima accident, about 25% of 
Japan's total electricity supply amount depended on nuclear power. Therefore, the resulting power shortage has become a 

serious problem, especially in summer and winter. In this document, the authors focus on several policy instruments that 

encourage energy saving behavior such as economic incentive (increase in electricity price and compensation), public 
electricity saving request, comparative feedback, social norms, and verify their effect. Furthermore, the authors will conduct 

a quantitative economic analysis based on these data sets using randomly obtained data as well as summary data announced 

after 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake. The authors then examine how households respond to policy measures to save 

electricity. The result of this book is to clarify to what extent the power saving policy targeted at homes was effective, and it 

is useful for considering what kind of policy measures (including a mixed policy) should be adopted according to future 

goals. The authors especially recommend this book to researchers and environmental energy policy-makers, but also target 
readers interested in Japan's energy saving issues. 

Thermal Power Plants: Economics, Advantages and Performance Assessment 

Oliver Hill 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 147 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-304-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-326-5. $82.00. 

In order to further understand the transfer processes of radionuclides from soil and air to plants in tropical areas affected by 
coal mining and burning, the absorption of 234U, 238U and 210Po by ferns, lichens, mosses, soybean, wheat, pine and 

eucalyptus cultivated around a coal-fired power plant and coal mining area in southern Brazil was evaluated in Chapter One. 

In Chapter Two, the authors show how biomethanisation of biogas by primary and secondary treatment of activated sludge 
from a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) can be used as an alternative to fossil fuels. Chapter Three applies a statistical 

methodology in order to distribute the consumption during the production cycle so that it is affected as less as possible. 

ENGINEERING 

Adaptive Control: Methods, Applications and Research 

Dianwei Qian (School of Control and Computer Engineering, North China Electric Power 

University, Beijing, P.R. China) 

In series: Systems Engineering Methods, Developments and Technology 
2018. 245 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-118-5. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-119-2. $160.00. 

Adaptive control is the control method used by a controller which must adapt to a controlled system with parameters which 
vary, or are initially uncertain. An adaptive control system utilizes on-line identification of which either system parameter or 

controller parameter, which does not need a priori information about the bounds on these uncertain or time-varying 

parameters. The adaptive control approaches consider their control design in the sense of Lyapunov. Besides, there are still 
some branches by combining adaptive control and other control methods, i.e., nonlinear control methods, intelligent control 

methods, and predict control methods, to name but a few. This book addresses some original contributions reporting the 

latest advances in adaptive control. It aims to gather the latest research on state-of-the-art methods, applications and research 
for the adaptive control theory, and recent new findings obtained by the technique of adaptive control. Apparently, the book 

cannot include all research topics. The editor wishes that it could reveal some tendencies on this research field and benefit 
readers. In this book, different aspects of adaptive control are explored. Chapters includes some new tendencies and 

developments in research on a adaptive formation controller for multi-robot systems; L1 adaptive control design of the the 

longitudinal dynamics of a hypersonic vehicle model; adaptive high-gain control of biologically inspired receptor systems; 
adaptive residual vibration suppression of sigid-flexible coupled systems; neuro-hierarchical sliding mode control for under-

actuated mechanical systems; neural network adaptive PID control design based on PLC for a water-level system; and fuzzy-

based design of networked control systems with random time delays and packet dropout in the forward communication 
channel. 
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Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 19 

Victoria M. Petrova 

In series: Advances in Engineering Research 
2017. 241 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-605-1. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-606-8. $250.00. 

In the opening chapter, Moustafa M. Kurdi, PhD addresses the simulation of the navigation of a heterogeneous group of 

robots, an unmanned ground vehicle, an unmanned aerial vehicle through GPS, and digital map and image processing using 
the probabilistic roadmap method. In the second chapter by Rocco Salvatore Calabrò, Margherita Russo, Antonio Buda, 

Luigi Carioti, Aurelio Crespantini, Bruno Porcari, Antonio Leo, Giuseppe Silvestri, Alberto Cacciola, Antonino Naro, and 

Placido Bramanti, the technological advances made regarding the use of robotic devises in physical therapy are addressed. 
Following this, the writers provide an overview of the most up-and-coming devices for neurological gait rehabilitation and 

discuss virtual reality. Next, the new industrial revolution commonly referred to as “Industry 4.0” is discussed in the third 

chapter by Eduardo Cardoso Moraes. The technologies involved and their possible impacts are also discussed. In the fourth 
chapter, Yuo-Tern Tsai presents a study encompassing a systematic method of fault diagnosis based on function elements in 

order to aid in fault identification, in hopes that the results may be useful in planning diagnosis action for a system. Kenneth 

A. Lachlan, Adam Rainear, Patric R. Spence, Joshua Fishlock, Bryan Vanco, and Zhan Xu showcase an experiment that 
compared robot delivery and audience involvement by evaluating in terms of risk assessment, negative affect, and 

impressions of associated organizations in the fifth chapter. In the sixth chapter, Abdul Khaliq and Samsher Singh examine 

a conceptual gas turbine cycle subjected to absorption inlet cooling and evaporative after cooling of the compressed air in an 
effort to make the turbine insensitive to seasonal temperature fluctuations. In the seventh chapter, Gergana G. Nestorova, 

PhD deliberates on the conception of lab-on-a-chip systems with integrated miniaturized thermoelectric sensors and their 

potential uses for detection of chemical/biological events. In the eighth chapter, Carlos A. R. Soares, Márcio S. Costa, and 
Jorge L. M. Amaral demonstrate the top three open standards for wireless industrial networks (WIA-PA, ISA100.11a and 

WirelessHART) while also elaborating on several problems raised by their implementation in real world application. In the 
last chapter, Carmen A. Carabali, Jose Aguilar, and Chávez Danilo point out and elaborate on how a smart environment 

should be able to decipher aberrations in the people within it and thus provide effectual resolutions with peak resource 

management. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 20 

Victoria M. Petrova 

In series: Advances in Engineering Research 
2017. 323 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-991-5. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-992-2. $250.00. 
Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 20 begins by analyzing the extraction and separation protocols documented for 

the saponins from family caryophyllaceae during the period 1967-2014. Analyses of applied extraction and separation 

protocols of saponins were carried out to determine the most practiced protocols in the study period and to identify eventual 
trends between protocols, plant material and structural traits of saponins. Next, the authors discuss a 2-D analytical modeling 

and simulation of Permanent Magnet Induction Generator which is used widely in renewable energy sources such as wind 
turbines, micro–hydro plants, and geothermal plants. The aim of the integrated spatial technology is discussed, and identified 

by the authors as, “to combine remote sensing, geographical information systems and life cycle assessment, to ascertain the 

component or system within the agricultural production cycle, generating the most greenhouse gases.” A subsequent chapter 
deals with modeling of a slip-ring induction motor, and includes two appendixes. The first appendix presents the inversing 

algorithm of the matrix which consists of four submatrices, and the second presents the algorithm of the inductance inverted 

matrix determination. The book goes on to discuss the entropy concept as it is applied to uncertainty analysis of systems 
whose services can be presented by random events. Next, the authors report on a thermo-fluid-dynamic analysis of the 

internal and external flowfield for a general aviation airplane nacelle, equipped with a small pusher turbine engine, with the 

purpose of determining the thermal field on the nacelle surface. This compilation attempts to identify the possible 
performance bottlenecks in the integration solution which deals with the UNIJUÍ University process of re-enrollment, so that 

they can be minimized before the solution implementation. Lastly, integration approaches and integration platforms available 

in the Cloud are reviewed, demonstrating the use of an integration platform by means of a case of study for a research 
outcomes and technological information management integration problem. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 21 

Victoria M. Petrova 

In series: Advances in Engineering Research 
2018. 271 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-343-1. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-344-8. $250.00. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 21 opens with a review of some basic theoretical elements of DES and case 
studies related to construction process and maintenance management, which can illustrate the practical benefits of this 

discrete event simulation. Afterwards, the authors propose a low cost ultrasonic planar anemometer that is achieved by 
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introducing an Arduino based architecture. The preliminary design and calibration results and experimental activities are 

described. Additionally, the authors establish a closed-form analytical model based on the TOM modified shear-lag model 
(Tsai-Oplinger-Morton), considering the existence of a void within the adhesive joint was established for a fixed-free double 

lap bonded joint under static axial force. In a separate paper, the E-filter requirements of Nyquist WDM signal generation 

are evaluated with spectral pre-emphasis for system performance convergence with high-level modulation formats; the 
required optical-signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) for a 10-3 bit error rate (BER) is assessed as a function of channel spacing and 

DAC resolution. Later, the authors analyze the forecasting of residential load demand, using Auto Regressive with 

Exogenous Inputs, Artificial Neural Networks and Artificial Neural Networks optimized by Genetic Algorithm. Artificial 
Neural Networks optimized by Genetic Algorithm achieved the best results. A study is presented in which a WEB inquiry 

platform of fishery output value is designed. The authors also analyze the yield of fishery to determine whether it is needed 

to increase the catch volume and to help fishery management to make decisions about catching and fishing moratorium. In 
this book, new compositions of silicone pressure-sensitive adhesives with terpenes are presented. Based on this, Si-PSA with 

low viscosity exhibit increased tack and decreased adhesion, cohesion, viscosity, and shrinkage compared to pure 
compositions. The authors propose group robotics, using the humanoid robot as an experimental platform for developing the 

system with vision, speech and motion combination. The idea of a flexible service robot is proposed. This design includes a 

system with the vision-guided system embedded in it to for obstacle avoidance. In the closing study, the analytical 
expressions of both the electric and magnetic field for surface wave propagation are derived through calculated Hertz 

potentials. The influence of key parameters that determine the behavior of graphene on the SPP propagation characteristics 

is comprehensively explored, and the analysis is extended to magnetically biased graphene sheets. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 22 

Victoria M. Petrova 

In series: Advances in Engineering Research 
2018. 232 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-765-1. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-766-8. $250.00. 
Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 22 opens with an illustration of some of the smart functionalities that can be 

implemented at the very pixel level using heat balanced configuration. The chapter also introduces micro-fabrication CMOS-
MEMS technologies suitable for the monolithic integration of such smart infrared detectors. Such smart functions may relieve 

high level processing from part of the process of consuming image treatments. Following this, the authors provide a 

comprehensive review of the recent advances in advanced safety technologies and control systems developed for heavy 
commercial vehicles. After giving the crash statistics on the safety problem associated with heavy vehicles, four typical 

safety technologies available for reducing crash risks are described and some aspects of future development of advanced 

safety technologies and control for commercial vehicles are highlighted. This text also deals with both conversions of 

industrial and transport buildings for contemporary theatres and contemporary site-specific projects involving industrial sites. 

Site-specific projects and theatre productions in abandoned industrial sites not only serve a purely aesthetic purpose, but also 

help to provide information about and protect our industrial heritage along with supporting local communities. The following 
chapter establishes a standard for loading the air conditioning system and for detecting leaks in trucks, tractors, harvesters, 

sprayers and construction machines. It also includes tests developed for measuring system performance during end-product 

audit sessions, with the goal of improving the standards for air conditioning systems in the Latin American market. The goal 
of the subsequent work is to determine, through the use of a mathematical model (equation) and the graph corresponding to 

it, each one of the failures that can happen in a rear axle system. This equation could be used for any mechanical, hydraulic, 

electrical or pneumatic system, and the work is based on a sample where the population is 34,000 units under their warranty 
from 2004 to 2012. Lastly, graphene is considered as an infinitesimally thin layer characterized by its tensorial surface 

conductivity that is extracted through the Kubo formula, both for the electrostatic and magnetostatic bias. This two-

dimensional material is proven capable of supporting highly confined surface waves at the far-infrared spectrum, in contrast 
to other conductors, such as the noble metals, which support SPP waves at significantly higher frequencies. Various 

fundamental and realistic waveguiding setups are thoroughly examined by the authors, taking into account the contribution 

of the electrostatic and/or magnetostatic bias case. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 23 

Victoria M. Petrova 

In series: Advances in Engineering Research 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-842-9. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-843-6. $250.00. 

In the opening chapter of Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 23, the authors describe the unique challenges of the 

logging tool hardware, measurements, and the spin-dynamics modeling, as well as data processing. The second part of the 
chapter describes typical NMR pulse sequences that are used for logging measurements, NMR responses for fluids in rock 

pore systems, and the petrophysical interpretation models and methodologies for petroleum reservoir formation evaluation. 

Next, the laws of rolling are derived in terms of elastic and geometric properties of rolling bodies and foundations. The 
rolling resistance coefficient was analytically calculated in the cases of: a) an elastic cylinder rolling over another elastic 

cylinder of another material, in particular, over an elastic half-space, and an elastic wheel rolling over the rail of another 

elastic material; b) an elastic ball rolling over another elastic ball of another material, particularly over an elastic half-space; 
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c) an elastic torus rolling over an elastic half-space of another material; and d) a cylinder, or a ball, or a torus rolling over a 

tightly stretched membrane or over a thin elastic plate. This collection also deals with pressure tests conducted in EOR 
(enhanced Oil Recovery) projects where heat has caused changes in the viscosity of the reservoir fluids, which creates a 

difference in mobility between two zones of the reservoir. Under those conditions, the reservoir becomes a composite with 

two different zones. As inaccurate results will be obtained if the interpretation of well tests is not conducted properly, the 
authors present a practical methodology for interpretation. Next, the different trajectory inhibitory effects of laser re-melting 

on coating microstructure defects are discussed. The results indicate that the laser re-melting trajectory exerts a significant 

influence on the microstructure of the re-melted coating defect prevention, in which the round orbit forms finer equiaxed 
grains, restrains the formation and propagation of crack source, and acts such that the hard phases, such as W2C, CrO, and 

Cr2O3, were strengthened by dispersion in the round orbit, and also improved the tribological performance of such re-melted 

coatings. The circular trajectory wear loss is 30.2 percent of that of the dot trajectory. Lastly, thermal spraying technology is 
analyzed as a key surface strengthening and protection method. After a hundred years of development of the process, thermal 

spraying technology has been widely used to prepare wear-resistant layers, corrosion-resistant layers, and various functional 
coatings. The authors analyze the microstructure, phase composition, element distribution, and micro-hardness of the 

interface between coating and substrate were analysed to provide a theoretical basis for the application and popularisation of 

laser remelting in the field of thermal spraying. 

Centrifugal Pumps: Characteristics, Uses and Performance 

Ward Vaughn and Jonathan Hector 

In series: Chemical Engineering Methods and Technology 
2017. 306 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-546-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-573-3. $230.00. 
In Chapter One, Fujun Wang, Chaoyue Wang, Zhengjun Yang, Peijian Zhou, and Zhifeng Yao propose and examine a 

dynamic mixed nonlinear SGS model, with the results indicating that this wall-resolved near-wall solution could capture 

details more accurately. In Chapter Two, José González and Jesús M. Fernández present a study wherein the flow in a one 
stage, single volute centrifugal pump is examined at the Fluid Mechanics Laboratory at the Universidad de Oviedo. In 

Chapter Three, Hua-Shu Dou, Lulu Zheng, Zuchao Zhu, Xiaoping Chen, and Baoling Cui discuss the evolution of the 
separating flow and pressure variation distribution around the tongue region in a centrifugal pump. In Chapter Four, Angelo 

Leto discusses centrifugal pumps for liquid-propellant engines for space propulsion applications. Jamshid H. Karimov, MD, 

PhD, Shinji Okano, MD, and Kiyotaka Fukamachi, MD, PhD review continuous-flow mechanical circulatory support 
technology in Chapter Five. Next, Susanta K. Das wraps up the book with an experiment on the effect of impeller vane 

geometry design on the performance of a centrifugal pump. 

Compressed Sensing: Methods, Theory and Applications 

Jonathon M. Sheppard 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2018. 156 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-082-9. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-083-6. $95.00. 
In this compilation, the authors comprehensively investigate SOD effects in the homeostasis of mammal endometrium, using 

available information on several species and their team experience relating to the topic. In addition, they address its role in 

endometrial integrity and some uterine clinical conditions and infertility. The current knowledge of plant SODs, their abiotic-
stress modulated expression and activity, and analyses results on genetic engineering of plant SODs are summarized. 

Significance of superoxide dismutases in the crop improvement for stress tolerance is also discussed. This book reviews the 

oxidative stress and damage to plants, while also summarizing the characteristics of SOD enzymes and discussing their 
involvement in the tolerance of plants against abiotic stress. Additionally, many authors have studied the protective role of 

SOD in the mice cochlea, however more recently the role of SOD gene polymorphisms in the susceptibility of sudden 

sensorineural hearing loss has been investigated. Therefore, the authors also examine the role of SOD in the cochlea and its 
involvement in the pathogenesis of noise induced hearing loss, age related hearing loss and sudden sensorineural hearing 

loss. 

Conventional and Fuzzy Regression: Theory and Applications 

Vlassios Hrissanthou and Mike Spiliotis (Department of Civil Engineering, Democritus 

University of Thrace, Xanthi, Greece) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-798-9. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-799-6. $160.00. 

Conventional and Fuzzy Regression: Theory and Applications aims to present both conventional and fuzzy regression 

analyses from theoretical aspects followed by application examples. The present book contains eight chapters originating 
from different scientific fields: River Engineering, Ecohydraulics, Telecommunications, Urban Planning, Transportation 
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Planning, Hydrology, Soil Mechanics and Ecology. The first chapter deals with both crisp (conventional) linear or nonlinear 

regression and fuzzy linear or nonlinear regression. The application example refers to the relationship between sediment 
transport rates on the one hand and stream discharge and rainfall intensity on the other hand. In the examined case, the data 

of both categories are insufficient, and furthermore, the phenomenon is characterized by high complexity and uncertainties. 

The second chapter refers to the crisp linear or nonlinear regression of six heavy metals between different soft tissues and 
shells of Telescopium telescopium and its habitat surface sediments. The third chapter describes the crisp linear, multiple 

linear, nonlinear and Gaussian process regressions. The main application paradigms include the prediction in wireless 

systems, the predictive analytics in Internet of Things (IoT) based systems, and coding theory focused on extrinsic 
information scaling in turbo codes. The fourth chapter is confronted with a classic regression model, named Geographically 

Weighted Regression (GWR), which constitutes a spatial statistics method. The application example of this chapter concerns 

the housing value, i.e., a spatial phenomenon that is expressed as a function of housing characteristics. The fifth chapter 
regards fuzzy linear regression based on symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers. The main application of this regression consists 

of the analysis and forecast of rail passenger demand between two nearby cities. The dependent variable concerns the rail 
passengers and the independent variables are the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita, the cost of transport by rail and 

the road transport fuel prices. The sixth chapter treats fuzzy linear regression based on trapezoidal membership functions. In 

concrete terms, three possible models with trapezoidal fuzzy parameters are described. The main application of this chapter 
concerns the dependence of rainfall records between neighboring rainfall stations for a small sample of data. The seventh 

chapter refers to the multivariable crisp and fuzzy linear regression. In the application paradigm, the dependent variable is 

the strength of fiber reinforced soils, while the independent variables are pertinent to soil, fiber and laboratory tests. The 
eighth chapter deals with the fuzzy linear regression, with crisp input data and fuzzy output data. In the application example, 

a relation between the levels of chlorophyll-a in an artificial lake and water temperature, nitrate, total phosphorus and Secchi 

depth is established. All the above chapters offer a proper foundation of either widely used or new techniques upon regression. 
Among the new techniques, several innovated fuzzy regression based methodologies are developed for real problems, and 

useful conclusions are drawn. 

Current STEM. Volume 1 

Maurice HT Ling (Principal Partner, Colossus Technologies LLP, Singapore) 

In series: Current STEM 

Edited by: Dr. Maurice Ling (Principal Partner, Colossus Technologies LLP, Singapore)  
2018. 232 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-416-2. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-417-9. $160.00. 
Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics – collectively known as STEM – are rapidly advancing fields in their 

own rights. As a book series, Current STEM aims to be a friendly forum for both academic researchers and industrial 

practitioners to present their work as book chapters. Hence, the chapters should be varied, and this is intended. Current STEM 
encompasses the type of work to encourage a generation of researcher-practitioners. The authors and editor hope this 

inaugural volume will be a pleasure to a wide audience. 

Electrical Measurements: Introduction, Concepts and Applications 

Manuel Pedro Fernandes Graça (Physics Department & I3N, University Of Aveiro, Campus 

Universitário de Santiago, Aveiro, Portugal) 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2017. 345 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-973-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-974-8. $230.00. 

This book, which is divided into twelve chapters, aims to present the reader with an introduction to the electrical 
characterization of materials, specifically solid materials. In this book, the reader will find both theoretical and experimental 

concepts of some methods that can be used to know and understand physically the electrical response of different materials. 

In this project, a theoretical scan is made of several experimental techniques that characterize materials at the level of dc and 
ac conductivity. In ac conductivity, several approaches are presented from techniques in the low frequency regime (i.e., in 

the range of the radio frequencies) up to the regime of higher frequencies (i.e., in the range of microwaves). An introductory 

analysis of dielectric relaxation phenomena through the impedance spectroscopy as well as the phenomena of thermally 
stimulated polarization and depolarization are discussed. In preparing this book, each contributor was asked to present in the 

end of each chapter a small, but specific case study, with the purpose of facilitating the transposition of the methods and 

theories presented for a real case. This approach is a valuable part of this book, which includes analyses of different types of 
materials with structures, forms and electrical responses, from glasses, ceramics, and biomaterials to photoactive materials 

with potential use in photovoltaic cells. 

Fundamentals of Fuel Injection and Emission in Two-Stroke Engines 

Wladyslaw Mitianiec (Institute of Automobiles and Internal Combustion Engines, Cracow 

University of Technology, Cracow, Poland) 
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In series: Mechanical Engineering Theory and Applications 
2017. 355 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-472-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-941-0. $230.00. 

The main goal of the book is the presentation of the last theoretical and experimental works concerning fuel injection systems, 
mainly in small power two-stroke engines as well as in marine engines. This book includes thirteen chapters devoted to the 

processes of fuel injection and the combustion that takes place in a stratified charge within the cylinders of two-stroke 

engines. In the first two chapters, the division into different injection systems in two-stroke engines and each injection system 
is briefly described. Various theoretical and practical solutions of fueling system designs are described. In Chapter Three, 

mathematical models, the spatial movement of gas in the cylinder and the combustion chamber are introduced, taking into 

account the turbulence of the charge. Chapter Four relates to the behavior of fuel injected into the gaseous medium, including 
evaporation processes, disintegration and processes occurring while the fuel drops connect with the wall. The next section 

describes the zero-dimensional model of fuel injection in two-stroke engines along with examples of numerical calculations. 

The sixth chapter is devoted to CFD multi-dimensional models of movement and evaporation of the fuel in a closed gaseous 
medium, occurring also in other engine types. Chapter Seven describes a two-zone model of the combustion process and the 

effect of the geometry of the combustion chamber on the flame propagation with a simplified verification model of 

combustion. Chapter Eight compares the propagation phase of gas and liquid fuels concerning direct fuel injection as well 

as the direct fuel injection from the cylinder head and the thermodynamic parameters of the charge. The formation of the 

components during the combustion process in the direct fuel injection two-stroke engine was obtained by numerical 

calculations and results are discussed in Chapter Nine. Chapter Ten describes the parameters of the two-stroke engine with 
a direct fuel injection carried out at the Cracow University of Technology. Additionally, the chapter presents CFD simulations 

of fuel propagation and combustion processes, taking into account the formation of toxic components and exhaust gas 

emission. The processes of two direct rich mixture injection systems – FAST and RMIS – developed in CUT are presented 
in Chapter Eleven. Miscellaneous problems of direct fuel injection, such as characteristics of fuel injectors, problems of 

direct gaseous fuel injection, and the application of fuelling systems in outboard engines and snowmobile vehicles are 

presented in Chapter Twelve. A comparison of working parameters in two- and four stroke engines is also mapped out. The 
last chapters contain the final conclusions and remarks concerning fuel injection and emission of exhaust gases in small two-

stroke engines. This book is a comprehensive monograph on fuel injection. The author presents a series of theoretical and 

design information from his own experience and on the basis of the works of other authors. The main text intends to direct 
fuel injection with respect to gas motion in the combustion chamber and influence the injection parameters for exhaust 

emission. The book presents its own theoretical work and experimental tests concerning a two-stroke gasoline engine with 

electrically controlled direct fuel injection. The book describes the processes of a general nature also occurring in other types 
of engines and presents a comparison of different injection systems on working parameters and gas emission. The book 

contains 294 images, 290 equations and 16 tables obtained from the CFD simulation and experimental works. 

Intelligent Marine Vehicles: Theory and Applications 

Er Meng Joo, Ning Wang, Lian Zhichao, Mahardhika Pratama, and Sanjay Sharma (School of 

EEE, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore) 

In series: Robotics Research and Technology 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-446-9. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-447-6. $95.00. 

Unmanned marine vehicles (UMVs) is a collective term commonly used to describe autonomous underwater vehicles, 
remotely operated vehicles, semi-submersibles, and unmanned surface craft. UMVs are heavily used in the military, civilian, 

and scientific communities for undertaking designated missions whilst either operating autonomously and/or in co-operation 

with other types of vehicles. Advanced marine vehicles are increasing their capabilities and the degree of autonomy more 
and more in order to perform more sophisticated maritime missions. Remotely operated vehicles are no longer cost-effective 

since they are limited by economic support costs, and the presence and skills of the human operator. Alternatively, 

autonomous surface and underwater vehicles have the potential to operate with greatly reduced overhead costs and level of 
operator intervention. An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), commonly known as a drone, is an aircraft without a human pilot 

aboard. UAVs are a component of an unmanned aircraft system (UAS); these include a UAV, a ground-based controller, and 

a system of communications between the two. Compared to manned aircraft, UAVs were originally used for missions too 
"dull, dirty or dangerous" for humans. While they originated mostly in military applications, their use is rapidly expanding 

to commercial, scientific, recreational, agricultural, and other applications such as policing, peacekeeping and surveillance, 

product deliveries, aerial photography, agriculture, smuggling, and drone racing. Civilian UAVs now vastly outnumber 
military UAVs, with estimates of over a million sold by 2015, so they can be seen as an early commercial application of 

Autonomous Things, to be followed by the autonomous car and home robots. Nowadays, UMVs and UAVs are playing an 

increasingly important role in both controlling community and engineering applications. For example, UMVs and UAVs 
provide more efficient ways to execute various challenging tasks. However, these systems are usually featured with dynamics 

coupling, actuator saturation, underactuated structure, time-varying disturbance, etc., thereby resulting in great challenges 

and difficulties in system analysis and controller design. Recently, by employing intelligent approaches, advanced control 
methodologies for unmanned systems have been rapidly developed. Note that the dynamic environment is usually changing 

and the unmanned systems must adapt themselves accordingly. In this context, on one hand, more efforts should be focused 

on the methodology of the learning system. For example, fast adaptation and self-organizing capability are essentially 
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required. On the other hand, advanced analysis tools should be deployed to enhance the control performance. Towards this 

end, human-like intelligence should be integrated tightly with nonlinear design for complex control tasks of autonomous 
systems. The main objective of this edited book is to address various challenges and issues pertinent to the intelligent control 

of UMVs and UAVs. 

Microgrid Load Optimization Based on Generalized Demand Side Resources 

Yimin Zhou (Shenzhen Institutes Advanced Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, 

China) 

In series: Quality Control Engineering and Manufacturing 
2018. 201 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-049-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-050-8. $195.00. 

The current power grid in China has a series of problems, such as aging infrastructure, the growing lack of resources, and 
the continued growth of energy demand and environmental pollution, which proposes new requirements for national grid 

construction. The smart grid is the trend for the future development of the power grid. The smart grid emphasizes interaction 

with user information and energy. The user energy management system can adjust and optimize the charging and discharging 

of the energy storage device according to the user's dynamic real-time load. It can quickly and accurately predict power load, 

change user electricity consumption behavior through the price mechanism so as to achieve load shifting, energy conservation 

and improve power supply efficiency. The distributed power system including renewable energies has quite a number of 
uncertainties, and electric usage behavior is random with a high degree of freedom, which is a complex system with multiple 

time scales and strong coupling. Therefore, how to effectively manage the uncertainty of the intermittent power, energy 

conversion equipment and the diversity of load variation are important problems which should be solved in the first place. 
Furthermore, under different operating conditions and constraints, to realize economic operation and reliable multi-power 

supply with a high degree unity is the key technical problem faced with energy management and optimization scheduling in 

the distributed grid. This book investigates the individual load prediction and analyzes the power generation from renewable 
resources so as to optimize the configuration of the renewable energies and traditional grid. Based on the developed model 

and data from individual users, the load prediction of certain areas can be achieved so as to lower the difficulties of 

optimization and prediction, and enhance the precision accuracy and management levels. Power load prediction is based on 
comprehensibility, possibility and controllability such as control theories. The current resources can be effectively analyzed 

to optimize the renewable resources configuration and penetration, as well as the usage strategy of the user's electric 

appliances. It can reduce the dependence on traditional energy sources and ensure the energy generation capacity to follow 
the load variation tendency and improve the energy efficiency of the power system, its safety and its reliability, and to reduce 

emissions of carbon dioxide and pollutants, which is beneficial for the construction of the smart grid. 

Mitigating Sulphate Attacks in Geotechnical Engineering 

Amin Chegenizadeh, Ph.D., M.ASCE and Mahdi Keramatikerman, S.M.ASCE (Department of 

Civil Engineering, Curtin University of Technology, Perth, Western Australia, Australia) 

In series: Construction Materials and Engineering 
2017. 175 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-369-2. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-478-1. $95.00. 

A magnesium sulphate attack is one of the main issues that challenge civil engineering projects, in particular in coastal, 
landfill, and mining areas. This phenomenon reduces the stability of the structure and causes a complete failure for the system 

over time. Previous studies mainly focused on investigating the effects of magnesium sulphate attacks on concrete and from 

a structural point of view, and only a low number of studies investigated the effects of a magnesium sulphate attack on soil 
from a geotechnical point of view. The investigation on the effect of a magnesium sulphate attack is an important issue, 

particularly for stabilised soils that have a role in maintaining the integrity of foundations, slopes, embankments, etc. Portland 

cement (PC) is widely used in ground improvements and geotechnical engineering projects as an additive to improve the 
mechanical behavior of soil. However, PC is effective to improve the engineering characteristics of soil; it is weak when 

exposed to the magnesium sulphate concentration. This book investigates the behavior of different soils when treated with 

PC and after exposure to magnesium sulphate contamination. Also, the effect of some abundant materials in the environment 
such as carbon in the mechanical behavior of stabilized soil has been investigated. The investigations have focused on shear 

strength and unconfined compressive strength (UCS) as two main important characteristics of stabilized soils, and they 

investigate their relevant characteristics. In this study, deep investigations have been conducted to figure out the behavior of 
the magnesium sulphate concentration soils. However, additional research and study is required to procure a clear 

understanding of the interactions of the stabilized soils with magnesium sulphate concentration. 

Networked Control Systems: Research Challenges and Advances for Application 

Eduardo Paciencia Godoy (São Paulo State University (Unesp), Sorocaba, SP, Brazil) 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2018. 212 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-105-5. $160.00. 
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e-book: 978-1-53613-106-2. $160.00. 

The research topic of networked control systems has been the focus over the last 15 years for the academic and industrial 
sectors. Networked control systems (NCSs) are distributed control systems in which the sensors, actuators, and controllers 

are physically separated and connected through an industrial network. NCSs represent the evolution of control architectures, 

providing greater modularity and control decentralization, maintenance ease and diagnosis, and lower cost of 
implementation. The R&D on NCSs has been overcoming the effects of the network delays, packet losses and message 

sampling intervals on NCS performance and stability. The advances in wireless networking technology and the proliferation 

of industrial wireless sensors have led to an increasing interest in using wireless networks for closed loop control. The main 
advantages of Wireless Networked Control Systems (WNCSs) are the reconfigurability, easy commissioning and the 

possibility of installation in places where cabling is impossible. Despite these advantages, a major problem must be 

considered for practical implementations of WNCSs. The technological concern in WNCSs is the energy efficiency of the 
devices. As the sensors are powered by batteries, the lowest possible consumption is required to extend battery lifetime 

without compromising the WNCS control performance. Recently, there has been great interest in the development of IoT-
based NCSs. This new type of architecture in which control systems are integrated with IoT-based infrastructures represents 

the next evolution of networked control architectures. Even though this idea enables a whole range of novel functionalities, 

feedback control design and architectures for IoT imposes significant challenges that have not been addressed yet. This book 
compiles the last theoretical and experimental results in the topics of NCSs and WNCSs and starts discussing the last trend 

of IoT-based NCSs. The book focuses on presenting the research challenges within these topics and the last advances to 

enable their application in the industry. 

Refractory Materials: Characteristics, Properties and Uses 

Christopher Bryant 

In series: Construction Materials and Engineering 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-862-7. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-863-4. $95.00. 
Refractory materials are used in several industries involving very aggressive environments, thus the number of chemical, 

thermal and physical properties required for a refractory material are high and diverse. In Refractory Materials: 
Characteristics, Properties and Uses, the authors suggest that the determination of the mineralogical phase’s amounts is an 

essential parameter for the design of new refractories matrix to have command over the desired properties and quality of the 

final product. The subsequent chapter may serve as a guide to the composition- and microstructure-based interpretation of 
experimental findings in refractory materials. Based on the concepts and refractory materials data provided in this book, 

taking into account the general issues concerning strength measurements, the reader should be able to realistically assess 

even such complex quantities as thermal shock resistance parameters. Next, a systematic joint study of the temperature 

dependences of the isobaric molar heat capacity CP(T) and the volume coefficient of thermal expansion β(T) of polyatomic 

solids was carried out on the example of refractory oxide ceramics: periclase, MgO, and corundum, Al2O3. Both ceramics 

have the widest practical applications and are considered as reference substances, which justifies their choice for research. 
In the closing chapter, the B-model is applied to a joint study of temperature dependences of the principal thermodynamic 

functions of the selected refractory oxide ceramics, namely, periclase, MgO, and corundum, Al2O3. Primarily, the isobaric 

molar heat capacity CP(T), the volume coefficient of thermal expansion β(T), and their correlation, β(CP), were investigated 
between T = 0 and the melting point Tm. Under the B-model control, mutually consistent calorimetric (change in the molar 

enthalpy, the molar entropy, the reduced thermodynamic potential) and dilatometric (the molar volume, the volume 

coefficient of thermal expansion) data were obtained and tabulated in the entire solid state range of the ceramics. 

Solar Collectors: Applications and Performance 

Martín Picón-Núñez (University of Guanajuato, Guanajuato, Mexico) 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 274 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-121-5. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-122-2. $195.00. 

This book is intended to provide an engineering point of view and the design tools for low temperature solar collectors, as 

well as their networks in large solar installations for the integration of solar energy in processing industries. To this end, the 
book covers the description of existing solar technology, performance enhancement techniques for single units, 

hydrodynamics and its influence on flow distribution inside tubes, its effect upon thermal efficiency and pressure drop 

profiles. A detailed graphical description of the thermo-hydraulic behavior using experimentally validated Computational 
Fluid Dynamics simulations are described. An important contribution is the introduction of the main concepts to design and 

specify the structure of solar collector networks based on the reconciliation of the thermal and hydraulic lengths. The thermal 

performance is analyzed as a function of the velocity of the fluid and its relation to the rate of heat transfer. Likewise, velocity 
is analyzed in connection to the pressure drop. This approach allows the engineer to determine the structure of a solar collector 

network, which is defined by two parameters: the number of parallel sets of collectors and the number of collectors per set 

to achieve the process thermal needs at the specified temperature within the limitations of the pressure drop. These tools are 
put forward within the frame of flexible plant operation. 
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Slope Stability and Reliability Analysis 

Yung Ming Cheng (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Hong Kong 

Polytechnic University, Hong Kong) 

In series: Mechanical Engineering Theory and Applications 
2017. 424 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-935-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-936-6. $230.00. 
Slope stability is always a very important topic in many developed and highly congested cities, particularly for many cities 

in China where slope failures have killed many people with significant loss of properties. The author has also participated in 

different types of slope stability research and consultancy works in different countries, and has published two books entitled 
“Soil Slope stability analysis and stabilization – new methods and insights” and “Frontier in civil engineering, vol.1, Stability 

analysis of geotechnical structures” which are well favoured by many students, engineers and researchers. The author also 

frequently receives email about the details of the more innovative slope stability analysis methods, stabilization and 
monitoring system, as well as the procedures in the numerical implementation of some of the stability analysis methods. In 

views of the various improvements in the theory of slope stability analysis over the years, the author would like to write a 

new book on slope stability analysis and slope reliability analysis, and the new materials will be useful to both students, 

engineers as well as researchers. In this book, different methods of slope stability analysis will be discussed in a broad sense. 

Following that, the limit equilibrium and finite element methods will be discussed in more details, as these two methods are 

the methods commonly used for practical works. Detailed procedures for limit equilibrium analysis will be provided to aid 
the students in learning, while the program SLOPE2000 will be introduced for the solution of more complicated problems. 

Some interesting engineering cases will be illustrated in this book. The author will also try to introduce the use of distinct 

element slope stability method, which is a technique still far from practical applications, but it does offer some insights which 
are not possible with the other methods. Following that, the author will introduce the importance of reliability slope stability 

analysis, which is an important issue for cities with complicated ground conditions and high water table. Due to the intensive 

computation required for reliability analysis, the author has proposed many improvements to various reliability assessment 
methods in order to maintain a balance between accuracy and time of computation. The central core of SLOPE 2000 and 

SLOPE 3D for two-dimensional and three-dimensional slope stability analysis as introduced in this book are developed 

mainly by the author, while there are many research personnel who have helped in various works associated with the research 
works. The authors would like to thank Yip C.J., Wei W.B., Li N., Li L. Li D.Z. and Liu L.L. for the helps in preparing parts 

of the works and the preparation of some of the figures in this book. 

The Effects and Performance Analysis of Non-linear Phase Noise in All Optical OFDM 

Systems 

Iraj Sadegh Amiri, Amin Khodaei, and Volker J. Sorger (Ton Duc Thang University, Ho Chi 

Minh City, Vietnam) 

In series: Chemical Engineering Methods and Technology 
2018. 99 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-145-1. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-146-8. $82.00. 
Due to the limitation of the electrical OFDM signal and electrical Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), all-optical OFDMs have 

recently received much attention. Accordingly, this research study was conducted to investigate the effect of phase noise in 

the performance of an all-optical OFDM transmission system with 4-point FFT single mode fiber (SMF) links by considering 
the effects of fiber length, input laser power and a number of channels. In all optical systems, the transmitter side consists of 

a comb power generator, wavelength selected switch and an optical QAM generator. A comb power generator generates 

channels with a frequency separation of ∆f=25 GHz. Subsequently, a Wavelength Selected Switch (WSS) was used to split 
subcarriers and then the subcarriers were modulated individually with Optical QAM modulators. As the results show, a 

higher number of channels led more phase noise in terms of XPM and FWM nonlinearities, and signal power was the main 

factor in nonlinear fiber optics. As a consequence, there is more phase noise distortion at a higher signal power for a higher 
number of channels rather than the lower number of channels. 

Time-Delay Systems: Concepts, Design and Stability Analysis 

Magdi S. Mahmoud (Coordinator of Distributed Control Research Group, Systems Engineering 

Department, KFUPM, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia) 

In series: Quality Control Engineering and Manufacturing 
2018. 259 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-088-1. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-089-8. $195.00. 
Time-delay occurs in many physical, industrial and engineering systems such as biological systems, chemical systems, 

metallurgical processing systems, nuclear reactors, hydraulic systems and electrical networks, to name a few. The reason for 

the occurrence could be attributed to inherent physical phenomena like mass transport flow or recycling. It could result from 
the finite capabilities of information processing and data transmission among various parts of the system. In addition, they 

could be by-products of computational delays or could be intentionally introduced for some design consideration. Such delays 
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could be constant or time varying, known or unknown, deterministic or stochastic depending on the system under 

consideration. In recent years, time-delay, which exists in networked control systems, has brought more complex problems 
into a new research area. Frequently, it is a source of the generation of oscillation, instability and poor performance. 

Therefore, the subject of Time-Delay Systems (TDS) has been investigated as functional differential equations over the past 

four decades. Because the presence of the delay factor renders the system analysis more complicated, the problems of stability 
and stabilization are of great importance. This book presents some basic theories of stability and stabilization of systems with 

time-delays. More attention is paid to the synthesis of systems with time-delay. That is, control of nonlinear systems with 

delay; networked control systems; positive delay systems; fuzzy systems; and reset control with random delay are all 
analyzed within this book. 

ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 

A Sustainability Assessment in the Energy Sector 

Dalia Streimikiene (Aleksandras Stulginskis University, Akademija, Lithuania) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 316 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-230-4. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-231-1. $195.00. 
Sustainability assessment is the core instrument for implementing sustainable development targets. The energy sector is 

playing a crucial role in achieving sustainable development in the country, as energy consumption is the main driver of 

economic growth; it also has the biggest environmental impact, and therefore sustainability assessment in the energy sector 
requires special attention. Sustainability Assessment in the Energy Sector consists of seven chapters: in the first chapter, the 

sustainability concept is described; in the second chapter, sustainability assessment concepts are reviewed and discussed; in 

the third chapter, sustainability assessment tools and methods are summarized and described; in the fourth chapter, the main 
problems of sustainable energy development are addressed; in the fifth chapter, externalities in the energy sector are 

introduced; in the sixth chapter, sustainability assessment tools applicable to the energy sector are categorized; and finally, 

in the seventh chapter, practical examples of sustainability assessment in the energy sector are provided by covering 
sustainability assessment of electricity and district heat generation technologies. These methods include the assessment of 

external costs of electricity generation, sustainability assessment of electricity and transport technologies based on the GHG 

emission costs and carbon intensities of these technologies. The final chapter also discusses the sustainability assessment of 
policies and measures for energy sector development scenarios. The book was prepared by summarizing research findings 

in the field of sustainability assessment in the energy sector, which was conducted by the author of this book over a period 

of ten years. 

Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 58 

Justin A. Daniels 

In series: Advances in Environmental Research 
2017. 290 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-621-1. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-622-8. $250.00. 

In Chapter One, Alexander M. Liudchik and Siarhey D. Umreika begin by deliberating on the problem of spectrophotometric 

determination of gas medium composition in its customary formulation and then define a method of accounting for the errors 
from different sources, thus allowing for estimation of uncertainties in the contents of individual components. In Chapter 

Two, Oleg V. Trifonov and Vladimir P. Cherniy give an overview of current research on the pipeline-soil interaction 

modeling, examine a variety of modeling approaches, and describe the environment for correct application of different soil 
models. In Chapter Three, Alexander Y. Galashev studies the spectral properties of clusters of water that have absorbed NOx 

molecules. Next, Dr. Francis Orata recommends two consecutive points of sewage and wastewater treatment, including 

dispersed treatment at the pollutant production facility or at the source, during Chapter Four. In Chapter Five, G. Lovato, R. 
Albanez, J.N. Albuquerque, P. Cola, R.S. Celestino, S.E. Vogel, M. Fukuyama, F.E. Hirata, F.H. Saito, S.M. Ratusznei, and 

J.A.D. Rodrigues explore the application of an AnSBBR (anaerobic sequencing batch biofilm reactor) of 3.0 L treating 1.0 

L per cycle with agitation operated at 30°C in batch and fed-batch mode in the co-digesting cheese whey with glycerin for 
methane production. In Chapter Six, Bingqi Zhu researches the chemical weathering process of detrital sediments in the 

hyper-arid area, basing his study on major-element components of deposits from the Taklamakan Desert in China. After, J. 

F. Pérez, J. Llanos, C. Sáez, C. López, M. A. Rodrigo, and P. Cañizares present a study using 100 different samples collected 
from a variety of manufacturing processes within a chemical synthesis pharmaceutical manufacturing plant in Chapter Seven. 

Lastly, Chapter Eight presents a study investigating the application of an anaerobic sequencing batch biofilm reactor of .0 L 

treating 1.0 L per cycle with recirculation of the liquid phase operated at 30°C in batch and fed-batch mode in the treatment 
of xylose based wastewater, with the core intent of producing methane. 
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Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 59 

Justin A. Daniels 

In series: Advances in Environmental Research 
2017. 257 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-701-0. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-702-7. $250.00. 

Keke Xiaoa and Yan Zhoub open this book by examining the effectiveness of combined ultrasonic-acid pretreatment for the 

improving of sludge dewaterability, the role of Fe (II) – oxone conditioning on sludge dewaterability, and the applications 
of different treatments. Next, María Isabel González-Bravo, PhD and Eva Lahuerta-Otero, PhD explore the correlation 

between future environmental risk perception and sustainable development in European countries. The authors discuss 

cultural factors and social attitudes on eco-innovation. Afterwards, Keke Xiaoa and Yan Zhoub discuss methods of sludge 
treatment while discussing recent developments. Keke Xiaoa and Yan Zhoub go on to discuss anaerobic digestion for sludge 

treatment in the following chapter, supplementing this. Subsequently, Paul J. Oberholster, Petri F. Oberholster, Christoff 

Truter, and Anna-Maria Botha present a study that examines the link between river phosphorus sensitivity, self-purification 
capacity, and benthic algae biomass downstream from waste water treatment plants in the middle Olifants River sub 

catchment in South Africa. Then, Huynh Viet Khai presents a study on organic vegetables and customer willingness to pay 

for them in the Vietnamese Mekong Delta. Huynh Viet Khai also presents a study based in the Vietnamese Mekong Delta in 
the following chapter, focusing on rice farmers and their attitudes towards pesticides. Ending the book, Marco Costa and 

Magda Monteiro suggest the use of change point detection methods in a hydrological basin in Portugal. 

Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 60 

Justin A. Daniels 

In series: Advances in Environmental Research 
2017. 268 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-789-8. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-790-4. $250.00. 
The first chapter of Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 60 by Daniel Figueira de Barros and Daniel Marcos 

Bonotto gives an overview on the way legistlation regarding geological repositories and the protection of the environment, 

human health, and living beings has evolved in France, Germany, Japan, and the USA. In the second chapter, Douglas Paton, 
PhD and Petra T. Buergelt, PhD discuss how a disaster risk reduction philosophy founded on social-environmental co-

existence can aid in comprehending how people interpret environmental risks and make decisions to manage them. Next, the 

third chapter by Aleksey Sidorchuk centers on soil erosion in the East European Plain. In the fourth chapter, Makiko Nakataa 
and Sonoyo Mukaib present regional and seasonal variations in atmospheric dust particles using satellite measurements and 

model simulations. Maria Fernanda Kauling, Pitagoras J. Bindé, PhD, and Flavio Augusto Serra Kauling methodically 

analyze the environmental indicators application process in the fifth chapter. Following this, the sixth chapter by Isabella 
Grishkan, Pnina Schlesinger, and Yaacov Mamane discusses the qualitative and quantitative facets of dust-associated 

culturable fungal communities sampled during dust events 2004-2005 in Haifa, Israel, comparing these with the communities 

sampled in the neighboring days. In the seventh chapter by Shaila Islam Satu, M. Abul Kashem, and Mohammad Zabed 
Hossain, data on the extent of soil salinity in selected areas of Bangladesh is presented. Afterwards, the eighth chapter by 

José Ignacio Rojas-Sola and María Isabel Alba-Dorado investigates the theoretical ideologies and advancements made at the 
international level relative to environmental research from the second half of the 20th century to today. In the ninth chapter, 

Lubos Matejicek provides an environmental assessment involving the processing and analysis of spatial data concerning 

renewable resources. Sandrine Gaymard focuses on associating traffic psychology with sustainable development in the tenth 
chapter. In the eleventh and final chapter, Xiaofeng Yang and Xingping Wen present a study determining the effect of sky 

view factor to land surface temperature using remote sensing imaging. 

Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 61 

Justin A. Daniels 

In series: Advances in Environmental Research 
2017. 271 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-921-2. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-922-9. $250.00. 
Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 61, the authors present a practical, theoretical approach for systemic 

landscape planning strategies that incorporate a synergistic view of nature and culture in the process of continuous 

construction of the landscape, while stressing the reality of urban growth in developing countries. This study was established 
through a technical analysis of the urban context and biophysical dynamics in correlation with with a social participation 

method. Afterwards, a report on various species employed in bio-monitoring campaigns: mussels, oysters and clams, algae, 

vegetables, lichens, mosses is offered. The numerous investigative techniques applied are critically examined, focusing on 
analytical performance in terms of accurateness and detectability. The authors also discuss applications of remote sensing 

technology to improve local and regional water governance programs, maintaining that the implementation of remote sensing 

techniques in water governance frameworks is essential due to their synoptic views which allow us to monitor large areas 
and thereby improve spatial and temporal management. Following this, deforestation and savanna development in Ghana is 

examined, with the contention that the current knowledge is incomplete because several gaps exist in the prehistoric, 
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precolonial, and colonial landcover. The authors also go on to review the current changes in wetlands in the five US-Gulf 

states, the subsequent impact on carbon sequestration, the general function of wetlands in the Gulf of Mexico, the way this 
contributes to global warming, and the way this mitigates global warming. Later, a study is presented with the goal of 

exploring residents’ sense of place in post-conflict area of Africa, with the goal of supplying information that may guide 

policy makers in the enhancement of the economic and social welfare of the people in the study area. The compilation ends 
with a description of numerous causes of uncertainties in forest biomass estimation procedures using optical remote sensing 

and terrestrial forest inventory data-sets. These uncertainties are typically generated due to spatial resolution and information 

content on satellite imagery. 

Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 62 

Justin A. Daniels 

In series: Advances in Environmental Research 
2018. 288 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-529-9. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-530-5. $250.00. 

In this compilation, the authors begin by investigating the particularities of the Chilean water framework zooming on a case 

study, the “SuizAgua project” launched by the Fundación Chile. This project was aimed at achieving a compromise between 
the State, the civil society and the enterprises to overcome conflicts on water management. The SuizAgua project as 

developed by the Fundación Chile is illustrated as a solution to the conflicts pervading the Chilean debate on water. In the 

following chapter, the authors present a study with the objective of evaluating spatial displacements of sea turtle nesting sites 
on beaches where restorative and protective actions have been taken using physical barriers. Changes in nesting behavior 

and nesting location are also assessed. Following this, the authors provide field and laboratory data from multiannual studies 

on the phototactic behavior of zooplankton organisms collected in freshwater and marine ecosystems of Greece using 
chemical light and improvised light trap designs. The results reveal that chemical light aids in attracting and capturing aquatic 

organisms. Light traps also have the advantage of being low cost, having passive sampling and retaining living specimens. 

This book also includes a study carried out by the Italian association for geographical explorations La Venta, lasting up to 
summer 2017. The goal of this study was to define the carrying capacity of The Puerto Princesa Underground River (PPUR); 

review cave exploration and multidisciplinary studies such as biology, paleontology, and hydrogeology; and search for 
alternative caves to aid in managing the increasing tourism and limiting the impact on the natural environment of the PPUR 

and its surrounding areas. In the following work, dark pixel and atmospheric correction concepts using Landsat images were 

used to develop algorithms to generate spatial distribution maps for estimated ambient PM2.5, PM10 and SO2 concentrations 
over selected areas of Saskatchewan, Canada. Results show that the dark pixel concept works well for water surfaces while 

the atmospheric correction concept can be effectively applied for any surface with known spectral reflectance. The authors 

discuss the flora of the Mladezhki Halm, which have been quite isolated from anthropogenic activity. Today, some of these 

include autochthonous species as Pistacia terebinthus, Сеltis australis, Fraxinus ornus, Ulmus minor, Robinia pseudoacacia, 

Quercus robur, and Ziziphus jujube. In the following chapter, a modified ADM1-model was used to simulate the 

transformation of a mixture of complex substrates to biogas in a biogas plant fed with manure and food waste as 
substrates.ADM1-model. The general structure of the ADM1 was not modified except for changes in the disintegration and 

hydrolysis of the anaerobic process. Since complex substrates degrade only slowly, the disintegration was described by a 

Contois-kinetics, while considering disintegration to be the time limiting step of the anaerobic process. 

Arsenic: Risks of Exposure, Behavior in the Environment and Toxicology 

Ratko Knežević 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2017. 185 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-461-3. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-466-8. $95.00. 

Arsenic (As) is one of the most toxic elements for plants, animal and humans, found in waters. It is considered as carcinogenic 

and causative agent of numerous human diseases by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC, group 1) since 
1980. Based on these observations and evidences, many studies have highlighted the interest of using plants for the detection 

of arsenic in the environment. Arsenic sources and speciation, as well as arsenic uptake and toxicity in plants, will be 

reviewed in Chapter One. Chapter Two aims to introduce the arsenic uptake in some of the common and popular fruits and 
vegetables that have been a pathway of risk to human health. In Chapter Three a three-module continuous plant design, 

capable of deliver up to 1 m3/day of arsenic-free drinking water, is described. Chapter Four studies the toxicogenesis of 

arsenic in wheat and paddy plants with subsequent internal metabolism and remediation strategies. 

Bacillus thuringiensis: Biological Characteristics, Toxicological Effects and Environmental 

Implications 

Robert Bélanger 

In series: Pesticides, Bacteria and Microorganisms 
2017. 114 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-724-9. $82.00. 
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e-book: 978-1-53612-725-6. $82.00. 

In Chapter One, André L. de A. Melo, PhD discusses the spore-forming bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis and its uses as a 
bio-insecticide, also touching on ways to combat insect resistance. In Chapter Two, Karim Ennouri proposes the bacterium 

Bacillus thuringiensis as an important biopesticide because of the entomopathogenic effect of delta-endtoxins as well as its 

efficiency against insects resistant to chemical insecticides. In conclusion, Rafael C. Lajmanovich, Candela S. Martinuzzi, 
Carlina Colussi, Paola M. Peltzer, Agustín Bassó, Andrés M. Attademo, and Lucila M. Curi present a study exploring the 

impact of a GM Bt-soybean-based diet, as opposed to a lettuce diet, on tadpoles. 

Biochemical Techniques: Development and Implementation for Making Differences in 

Aquaculture and Fisheries Research on Environmental Impact and Climate Change 

Krisna Rungruangsak-Torrissen (Principal Research Scientist, Institute of Marine Research, 

Norway, Matre Research Station, Matredal, Norway) 

In series: Fish, Fishing and Fisheries 
2018. 223 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-175-8. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-176-5. $160.00. 
This extraordinary book is the result of over three decades of Dr. Krisna Rungruangsak-Torrissen’s career at the Institute of 

Marine Research in Norway. The book provides new insights into a series of growth mechanisms in aquatic living resources 

through the digestion and utilization of dietary protein for growth and maturation. Section One shows the initial success of 
the relationships between genetic variations in trypsin phenotypes, growth, and feed efficiency; additionally, the isoelectric 

focusing technique to differentiate trypsin phenotypes has been developed. Section Two shows the other successes 

concerning the effects of temperatures and consumption rates on trypsin phenotypes, growth, and feed efficiency, wherein 
the first evidence of temperature preferences on feed efficiency and growth dependent on trypsin phenotypes of individuals 

has been observed. The unique studies of digestive efficiency and growth status have been developed through the activity 

ratio of trypsin to chymotrypsin (T/C ratio) for growth potential, with the new knowledge of chymotrypsin involving limited 
and reduced growth rates. Section Three shows insight into the utilization of dietary protein through absorption and transport 

of free amino acids (FAA), indicating that the levels of plasma FAA and white muscle FAA are dependent on trypsin 

phenotypes and dietary protein quality. The new buffers of the HPLC system for differentiating more than 40 physiological 
FAA in biological tissues have been developed. A possibility of white muscle free-hydroxyproline levels related to growth 

rate has been observed. Section Four explains protein growth efficiency dependent on the genetics of growth capacity and 

dietary protein levels, whereas a higher level of dietary protein can increase skeletal growth (length) resulting in lower 
condition factors. The new determinations of RNA and protein by a single separation step have been developed. Section Five 

shows the first success on studies of maturation rate in females through active oocyte protein breakdown, using the activity 

ratio of trypsin-like to chymotrypsin-like (T/C ratio) enzymes in the oocytes. Sections Six and Seven show the in vitro 
digestibility techniques using dialyzed crude digestive enzyme extracts for quality assessments of dietary protein and 

carbohydrates, uniquely standardized with respect to the activities of trypsin and amylase, respectively, for comparisons 

among different enzyme extracts. It is evident that dietary protein is the primary important nutrient while dietary 
carbohydrates are the secondary important nutrients, regardless of animal feeding habits (carnivores, omnivores, herbivores). 

Section Eight illustrates the uniqueness of the different biochemical techniques for implementations in natural marine 

ecosystems of the Northeastern Atlantic Ocean and the Barents Sea, including the development of the neural computational 
model GrowthEstimate through digestive efficiency for future studies of aquatic living resources without knowing their 

histories concerning food availability, consumption rates, and growth. Section Nine concludes the importance and usefulness 

of the biochemical techniques, and describes how to collect the samples. The knowledge from this book can be beneficial 
for lecturers, researchers, graduate and undergraduate students, and any readers who are interested in nutritional 

biochemistry. It will provide new perspectives, ideas, and inspiration for finding a new way to make a difference in doing 

research. 

Biodiversity in Time and Space 

Roberto Cazzolla Gatti, Ph.D. (Associate Professor at Biological Institute, Tomsk State 

University, Russian Federation - Research Associate at FACAI Lab and Coordinator of the 

GFBI Hub, Department of Forestry and Natural Resources, Purdue University, US) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 370 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-662-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-663-0. $230.00. 

The study of biodiversity is essential for the understanding of the complex phenomena upon which biological sciences are 
based. This book aims to be an updated and advanced source of the theoretical and practical aspects related to biological 

diversity suitable for graduated and Ph.D. students. This text seeks to open the doors to the study of biodiversity and its 

interconnections with ecology, evolution, economy and anthropogenic impacts starting from students to university teachers 
and researchers. The approach adopted embraces a comprehensive vision of biodiversity and introduces theoretical and 

practical information that can help to conduct rigorous studies, without omitting the space-temporal component in the 

analysis of a subject that merges ecological and evolutionary sciences. The novelty of the ideas presented in this book is 
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underlined by the McArthur Fellowship winner and renowned complex systems biologist, Stuart A. Kauffman, who gifted 

the foreword of this publication by his scientific story. During the academic semesters of Biology, Natural Sciences, Forestry 
and Environmental Sciences, the discussions related to the evolutionary patterns and the analysis of biodiversity is based 

upon complex arguments with a few and often quite old reference textbooks. This book provides the most updated review of 

the literature concerning both the theoretical and practical study of biodiversity and offers new ideas for a better 
understanding of the proposed concepts. The degree’s theses and scientific papers on this subject are increasing, but literature 

research is often conducted referring to outdated texts whose explanations of sometimes complex topics – such as the 

evolution of ecological niches, the speciation and extinction patterns, the calculation of diversity indices, the estimation of 
accumulation and rarefaction curves, etc. – are even more complicated. This book provides different empirical approaches 

to the study of biodiversity and applied examples to better link and understand the theoretical background. Moreover, it is 

accompanied by graphical schematizations, figures and insights that can easily simplify most of the difficult issues related 
to this developing science. This book, along with presenting an updated overview of the most useful and rigorous indices, 

measures, plots and graphical representations to monitor, analyse, and calculate biodiversity, provides an extended theoretical 
background. The parallel theoretical and practical approach of this proposed book can be useful at any user level: for graduate 

students to better understand complex concepts with concrete examples and graphics; for teachers to supply their students 

with updated and concrete notions that can be linked to a more theoretical basis; for researchers to use the data and 
information gathered by the application of the methods described in the book and to analyse and discuss the results obtained 

on the basis of the hypotheses furnished in the wide literature review, with the final aim of writing scientific reports about 

biodiversity research. 

Biogeochemistry of Serpentine Soils 

Zeng-Yei Hseu (Professor, Department of Agricultural Chemistry, National Taiwan University, 

Taipei, Taiwan) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-171-0. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-876-4. $160.00. 

Soils have various functions in all ecosystems, particularly for environmental quality and human health. The parent materials 
of serpentine soils are characterized by much higher contents of elements such as Mg, Fe, Cr, Ni, Co, and Mn, and thus the 

derived soils display potentially ecological or environmental risk due to high levels of geogenic heavy metals, low 

concentrations of P and K, low Ca/Mg ratios, unique flora, and unstable landscape. Serpentine soils can be produced by 
ultramafics alone and also by hydrothermally altered ultramafics in the presence of serpentines, but they are abundant in 

ophiolite belts along tectonic plate margins. To sustain natural resources such as serpentine soils, we need a better 

understanding for the impact of serpentine soils on (1) the pedosphere and rhizosphere, (2) ecology and restoration, (3) 
biogeochemical cycling of elements, (4) environmental quality, crop quality, food safety, and human health, and (5) phyto-

accumulation and agromining of heavy metals (i.e., nickel) worldwide. Hence, the purpose of this book is to study the 

biogeochemical characteristics of serpentine soils. In the beginning, the authors introduce the basic knowledge of these soils 
including pedogenesis, mineral weathering, morphology, and classification. Moreover, bioavailability, plant uptake, and 

human health risk were discussed for the enriched heavy metals in serpentine soil. Finally, applications of serpentine soil in 
the environment were mentioned for research needs in the future. 

Bioremediation: Advances in Research and Applications 

Mohammed Kuddus (Department of Biochemistry College of Medicine, University of Hail Hail, 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia) 

In series: Recent Trends in Biotechnology 
2018. 383 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-554-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-555-8. $230.00. 
Due to increased urbanization and industrialization, various types of waste materials are produced, in which most of them 

are classified as hazardous. Many of these hazardous compounds are triggering environmental pollution and act as threats to 

public health. The conventional treatment methods have many drawbacks. However, bioremediation is the process of 
biodegradation in which biological means are used to degrade harmful materials under controlled conditions. Bioremediation 

could provide an efficient solution for a pollution-free environment. This book comprises fourteen chapters that include 

scientific progress and recent technologies in biodegradation. Hopefully, this book will be useful for environmentalists, 
scientists and academics along with graduate and postgraduate students studying the research and practice of bioremediation. 

It will also provide useful information for experts in ecology, enzymology, environmental microbiology and biotechnology. 

Cerium: Chemical Properties, Applications and Environmental Impact 

Nader Shehata, Ph.D. (Department of Engineering Mathematics and Physics, Faculty of 

Engineering, Alexandria University, Egypt) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2017. 172 pp. 
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Softcover: 978-1-53612-433-0. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-434-7. $82.00. 
Cerium is one of the most important lanthanide elements based on its characteristics and wide range of related applications. 

Cerium is the second element in the lanthanide series, and mostly can be found in either +3 or +4 ionization states. It can be 

considered one of the rare earth elements with relatively low toxicity and a lot of biological applications depending on its 
redox (reduction-oxidation) process between the +3/+4 ionization states and oxygen storage capability. This book focuses 

on the cerium compounds such as oxides and silicides, with detailed studies about its structures, characterizations and related 

applications. Chapter One mainly presents some optical characteristics of stoichiometric ceria nanoparticles – whether 
undoped or doped – with some other lanthanide elements. Then, some applications of ceria nanoparticles, such as optical 

nanosensors and solar cell coaters, are discussed based on optical characteristics of CeO2-x. Chapter Two studies the catalytic 

activity of cerium dioxide (CeO2) included within nanophase (nanocomposite) metal-oxide systems such as Al2O3/cordierite 
carriers and prototypes of anode materials for SOFCs (based on stabilized zirconia), within different processes of 

environmental catalysis. CeO2 increases stability of the Ni-Al2O3 catalysts by suppressing surface carbonization and 
enhancing resistance to poisoning by sulfur compounds. Cerium dioxide as a modifying additive within the ZnO–CuO–

CeO2/Al2O3/cordierite catalysts is shown to stabilize their operation in the decomposition of methanol by suppressing 

surface carbonization, thereby facilitating hydrogen formation as the target product. In Chapter Three, another cerium-
dependent compound –cerium silicide (CeSix) – and its nanowires were investigated over a broad range of different cerium 

monolayers on Si(110)-16×2 surfaces via scanning, tunneling, microscopy and spectroscopy. The growth progress of the 

CeSix nanowires undergoes a coverage-dependent metal-insulator-metal electronic transition, which has never been found 
in other rare-earth silicide nanowires. Moreover, the insulating CeSix nanowires have been structurally and electronically 

studied, without lattice distortions with large Coulomb repulsion energy between the filled and empty surface bands. Thus, 

the insulating phase of atomically precise CeSix nanowires is an electronically driven phase because of its temperature and 
structure independence. Chapter Four is mainly concerned with some biological applications of ceria nanostructures through 

the treatment of diseases characterized by increased oxidative stress levels. This chapter offers a study of consumption and 

occupational exposures, and consequently its toxicology properties are discussed due to the recent applications of nanoceria 
as a high priority material for toxicological evaluations. 

Changes in the Arctic: Issues and Challenges 

Julian C. Stephenson 

In series: Arctic Region and Antarctica Issues and Research 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-823-8. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-824-5. $160.00. 

According to the latest CRS report in 2018, the diminishment of Arctic sea ice has led to increased human activities in the 

arctic, and has heightened interest in, and concerns about, the region’s future. The US is an Arctic country and has substantial 

interests in the region. Changes to the Arctic brought about by warming temperatures will likely allow more exploration for 

oil, gas and minerals. However, increased oil and gas exploration and tourism (cruise ships) in the Arctic increase the risk of 
pollution in the region. Additionally, changes in sea ice can directly affect the health of Arctic ecosystems. Mammals such 

as polar bears and walruses rely on the presence of sea ice for hunting, breeding and migrating. These animals face the threat 

of declining birth rates and restricted access to food sources because of reduced sea ice coverage and thickness (EPA, 2016). 
Although there is significant international cooperation in the Arctic issues, the Arctic is increasingly being viewed by some 

observers as a potential emerging security issue. Some of the Arctic coastal states, particularly Russia, have announced an 

intention or take actions to enhance their military presences in the high north. US military forces have begun to pay more 
attention to the region in their planning and operations. The Congressional Research Service (CRS) reports and 

Environmental Protection Agency Report (EPA) included in this book provide the readers with the issues, challenges and 

effects we face today due to Arctic climate changes. 

Conventional and Fuzzy Regression: Theory and Applications 

Vlassios Hrissanthou and Mike Spiliotis (Department of Civil Engineering, Democritus 

University of Thrace, Xanthi, Greece) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-798-9. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-799-6. $160.00. 
Conventional and Fuzzy Regression: Theory and Applications aims to present both conventional and fuzzy regression 

analyses from theoretical aspects followed by application examples. The present book contains eight chapters originating 

from different scientific fields: River Engineering, Ecohydraulics, Telecommunications, Urban Planning, Transportation 
Planning, Hydrology, Soil Mechanics and Ecology. The first chapter deals with both crisp (conventional) linear or nonlinear 

regression and fuzzy linear or nonlinear regression. The application example refers to the relationship between sediment 

transport rates on the one hand and stream discharge and rainfall intensity on the other hand. In the examined case, the data 
of both categories are insufficient, and furthermore, the phenomenon is characterized by high complexity and uncertainties. 

The second chapter refers to the crisp linear or nonlinear regression of six heavy metals between different soft tissues and 

shells of Telescopium telescopium and its habitat surface sediments. The third chapter describes the crisp linear, multiple 
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linear, nonlinear and Gaussian process regressions. The main application paradigms include the prediction in wireless 

systems, the predictive analytics in Internet of Things (IoT) based systems, and coding theory focused on extrinsic 
information scaling in turbo codes. The fourth chapter is confronted with a classic regression model, named Geographically 

Weighted Regression (GWR), which constitutes a spatial statistics method. The application example of this chapter concerns 

the housing value, i.e., a spatial phenomenon that is expressed as a function of housing characteristics. The fifth chapter 
regards fuzzy linear regression based on symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers. The main application of this regression consists 

of the analysis and forecast of rail passenger demand between two nearby cities. The dependent variable concerns the rail 

passengers and the independent variables are the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita, the cost of transport by rail and 
the road transport fuel prices. The sixth chapter treats fuzzy linear regression based on trapezoidal membership functions. In 

concrete terms, three possible models with trapezoidal fuzzy parameters are described. The main application of this chapter 

concerns the dependence of rainfall records between neighboring rainfall stations for a small sample of data. The seventh 
chapter refers to the multivariable crisp and fuzzy linear regression. In the application paradigm, the dependent variable is 

the strength of fiber reinforced soils, while the independent variables are pertinent to soil, fiber and laboratory tests. The 
eighth chapter deals with the fuzzy linear regression, with crisp input data and fuzzy output data. In the application example, 

a relation between the levels of chlorophyll-a in an artificial lake and water temperature, nitrate, total phosphorus and Secchi 

depth is established. All the above chapters offer a proper foundation of either widely used or new techniques upon regression. 
Among the new techniques, several innovated fuzzy regression based methodologies are developed for real problems, and 

useful conclusions are drawn. 

Dissolved Organic Matter (DOM): Properties, Applications and Behavior 

Oleg S. Pokrovsky and Liudmila Shirokova (N. Laverov Federal Center for Integrated Arctic 

Research, Russia and CNRS, University of Toulouse, France) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 337 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-332-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-353-1. $230.00. 

Dissolved Organic Matter (DOM) is a major factor controlling global biogeochemical cycles of carbon, macro- and 

micronutrients and toxic metals. It plays a pivotal role both in mobilization (chemical weathering), transport (organic 
complexes and colloids), biological uptake and deposition (microbial and photo-degradation) of a number of essential macro- 

(C, N, P) and micro- (Fe, Zn, Mn, Ni, Cu Co) nutrients. The interest of scientists to DOM is rapidly increasing. Between 

1950 and 2017, more than 30,000 scientific papers on DOM were published (Web of Science® All Database Search); 
however, more than half of them were produced over the past nine years and over the last two and a half years, more than 

5,400 papers were published. Such attention to DOM is clearly motivated by a combination of global climate change issues 

and the main role of DOM in CO2 exchange between the atmosphere and the surface waters. Despite such a large range of 
scientific problems concerning DOM properties, origins, and applications, there is a very strong geographical bias in terms 

of the amount of research devoted to various geographical regions of the world. The majority of information concerns 

temperate zones and boreal regions of Scandinavia and Northern America, with very little information available on Siberia 
and Russia. Thus, among the less than 30,000 scientific articles devoted to various aspects of DOM since 1950, only 150-

200 of them are devoted to DOM in Russia or Siberia. This book is essentially oriented towards filling these gaps of our 
knowledge. Among thirteen chapters, eleven of them are devoted to various aspects of DOM in Russia and Siberia. Another 

important and still poorly characterized aspect of natural DOM is its colloidal status: four chapters of this book deal with the 

colloidal speciation of DOM in rivers and lakes. Given the breadth of physico-chemical, geochemical, biological, and 
geographical aspects of DOM covered in this book, it will be useful for a large audience of environmental scientists, 

limnologists, physico-chemists, soil and landscape scientists and biogeochemists. 

Ecotoxicology in Latin America 

Cristiano V.M. Araújo and Candida Helena Shinn (CFE, University of Coimbra, Portugal; 

ICMAN-CSIC, Spain, DCI-Ecuactox, ULEAM, Ecuador) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 621 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53610-600-8. $310.00. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-872-6. $217.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53610-609-1. $310.00. 

Latin America is one of the most diverse but also vulnerable regions in the world that is under continuous anthropogenic 
pressure due to increasing urban, industrial and agricultural developments. Although there are many research groups studying 

the impacts caused by those pressures, the results and conclusions obtained by many of them are largely unknown because 

their studies are mostly published at the local or regional scale. Ecotoxicology in Latin America represents an effort to collect 
and share research performed in Latin America in the area of ecotoxicology and environmental risk assessment, presenting 

a collection of relevant and innovative studies focused on the following topics: (i) Contaminant entrance, transportation, 

distribution and fate; (ii) Environmental risk in freshwater ecosystems; (iii) Ecological risk in coastal zones; (iv) 
Biomonitoring programs: water, sediment and air; (v) Physiological effects and biomarkers; (vi) Soil ecotoxicology; (vii) 

Bioaccumulation and human risk; (viii) Toxicity of emerging contaminants; and (ix) Frontiers in Ecotoxicology. This 

selection of topics aims at covering the most important subjects and applications of ecotoxicology, including classical and 
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novel subjects. Therefore, this book contains chapters related to different environmental compartments prone to 

contamination (water, sediment, soil and air), to different contamination sources (agriculture, industry, urban discharges and 
natural emissions), and to multiple biological responses at different organizational levels (individual to ecosystems, including 

human beings). It is envisioned to have an international projection within and beyond Latin American countries, as it is a 

great opportunity to increase the networks not only among Latin American research teams working on similar subjects, but 
also with teams from other regions. The idea of this book was to favor the connection among groups to quickly improve the 

development of methods and their application in ecotoxicological and environmental risk studies in Latin America. This 

book will be useful to important sectors of environmental sciences and related areas, and to specific target demographics 
such as students and researchers acting in environmental studies, and decision-makers (i.e., politicians and environmental 

organizations). Ecotoxicology in Latin America presents 34 chapters authored by 111 researchers from 12 Latin American 

countries (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecuador, Mexico, Panama, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela) 
and from 6 non-Latin American countries (Austria, Belgium, Italy, Portugal, Spain, and USA). 

Emerging Materials for Environment Protection and Renewable Energy 

M. Shaheer Akhtar, Sadia Ameen and Hyung-Shik Shin (Chonbuk National University, 

Jeonbuk, Republic of Korea) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-850-4. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-851-1. $230.00. 

Emerging Materials for Environment Protection and Renewable Energy includes most of the published research articles from 

the editors along with the work of other authors. The central theme of this book is interrelatedness. Each part of this book 
highlights a work contributing to environmental protection and renewable energy, with the presentation of tables, graphs, 

and figures. This book considers three major parts: (1) Sensors, (2) Photocatalyst and (3) Renewable Energy; it also provides 

an in-depth knowledge for the synthesis of nanomaterials, characterization of nanomaterials, and the possibilities for full-
scale applications of these nanomaterials for environmental protection and renewable energy. The major three parts of this 

book are further sub-sectioned into thirty-three chapters, covering the topics of metal oxides based gas sensors (Part I, Section 

One), zinc oxide based chemical sensors (Part I, Section Two), titanium oxide based chemical sensors (Part I, Section Three), 
conducting polymers based chemical sensors (Part I, Section Four), zinc oxide based photocatalysts (Part II, Section One), 

titanium oxide based photocatalysts (Part II, Section Two), conducting polymers based photocatalysts (Part II, Section 

Three), organic solar cells (Part III, Section One), zinc oxide based DSSCs (Part III, Section Two), titanium oxide based 
DSSCs (Part III, Section Three) and perovskite solar cells (Part III, Section Four). 

Environmental and Agricultural Research Summaries (with Biographical Sketches). Volume 

10 

Lucille T. Cacioppo 

In series: Environmental and Agricultural Research Summaries 
2017. 432 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53611-417-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53611-955-8. $230.00. 
This book compiles research summaries from a number of different focuses in the important field of environment and 

agriculture. 

Environmental Change and Sustainability: Management, Challenges and Research 

Opportunities 

Lydia Henderson 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 125 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-376-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-377-6. $82.00. 
Environmental Change and Sustainability: Management, Challenges and Research Opportunities examines a variety of 

underlying conceptions regarding sustainability, providing a number of different views on its causes and effects. A general 

model is necessary to understand the complexity and aggregate all strings – to realize the notion of sustainable management 
for measurement and comparison of developments and therefore to stabilize the ecological footprint on an appropriate level. 

Additionally, the authors conducted a multi-level research project in a German grammar school, intending to find out how 

much students in the age from 13-15 years know about the described issues (climate change and missing sustainability) and 
how motivated they are in order to support addressing them. This study proved that an early training on environment and 

sustainability issues helps to raise awareness for these issues, as well as fosters a sensitized mind-set in tomorrow’s decision 

makers. Another study sets out to assess whether there is a relationship between environmentally sustainable practices carried 
out by hotels and consumer-based brand equity dimensions, such as brand loyalty, brand awareness, perceived quality, and 

brand associations. Quantitative research was performed, by way of a personal survey, to Spanish guests of three and four 

star hotels located in the Valencian region. The following chapter reviews extant theoretical and empirical research on the 
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relationship between leadership and corporate social or environmental responsibility and suggests directions for further 

research on leadership and corporate environmental sustainability. Contemporary global businesses require leaders who can 
build sustainable businesses that benefit all the relevant stakeholders, indicating the necessity of an appropriate leadership 

model that highlights corporate environmental sustainability. Additionally, a new management tool for collection of used 

household batteries is presented in order to optimize the total costs and other environmental factors. The geographic 
information system (GIS) is used to provide spatial data management and service area analysis by methods implemented in 

the GIS network analysis extensions. 

Eutrophication: Causes, Mechanisms and Ecological Effects 

Frederick Howell 

In series: Marine Science and Technology 
2017. 187 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-173-5. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-197-1. $82.00. 
This book begins with an investigation on the range of macrofauna and meiofauna species with potential for use as indicators 

of the benthic conditions throughout the eutrophic Kingston Harbour, presented in Chapter One. Chapter Two evaluates the 

percentage of a fish skin dye effluent rejection by means of polyethersulfone, polysulfone and NaCl blends, made with okara 
(BOK), corn straw (BCO) and without presence of biomass (BP). Chapter Three compares the photodegradation of Reactive 

Blue 198 (RB198) and Reactive Blue 250 (RB250) dyes and evaluates the effect of the dyes’ chemical structure and catalyst 

concentration in the photocatalytic process. Chapter Four covers the degradation of fish skins tanning process wastewater 
using ZnO supported on NaY and NaA zeolites. In Chapter Five, the authors evaluate the pH effect and the direct electrical 

current on COD reduction in treatment of the galvanic industry effluent applying the electrocoagulation. In Chapter Six, the 

authors performed the electrocoagulation process for water treatment, comparing the efficiency of the results with the 
addition of an organic coagulant (Tanfloc SG). Finally, Chapter Seven covers a study on the use of natural coagulant Moringa 

oleifera extracted in saline sodium chloride (KCl 1M) in the process of coagulation/flocculation/ sedimentation for water 

treatment. 

Exploring Potential Synergy between Sustainable Forest Ecosystem Management and 

Technological Progress in Regionally Segmented Canadian Logging Industries: Bioeconomic 

Perspectives and Nonparametric Modeling 

Asghedom Ghebremichael (Research Economist, the Environment and Natural Resources) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 223 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53611-850-6. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53611-871-1. $160.00. 

Explaining the natural limits on the carrying capacity of forest ecosystems to natural and human-induced disturbances 
underpinned the goal of this study. Hypothesized mutually reinforcing beneficial effects of sustainable forest ecosystem 

management (SFEM) practices and total factor productivity growth (TFPG) in regionally segmented Canadian logging 

industries were examined. Two complementary methodologies were applied: (1) A normative bioeconomic analysis of 
SFEM, and (2) an analysis of TFPG, which is a commonly accepted indicator of technological progress. Sluggish, but upward 

trends in TFPG appeared to support the hypothesized outcomes that logging operations were technically efficient, that firms 
in each regional industry had comparative cost advantages in the marketplace, and that the unavoidable adverse effects of 

logging operations on integrity of forest ecosystems were tolerable, given the economic fact that logging sustains the forest 

sector’s significant role in the overall performance of the national economy. However, low TFPG implied a need for strategic 
policy that would boost investments in research and development to promote technological progress, so as to ensure 

environmental quality, sustainable timber supply, and competitiveness in the Canadian forest sector. Society derives multiple 

benefits from TFPG that include: (i) A synergetic combination of factor accumulation and TFPG, which is one of the engines 
of economic growth; (ii) a minimization of the natural capital stock, timber, and depletion; (iii) the mitigation of the wasteful 

use of scarce-productive resources; (iv) the mitigation of adverse impacts of inflation on economic growth; (v) the 

maximization of profits due to economic savings made in production processes; (vi) the reallocation of “freed” productive 

resources to the production of other goods and services, leading to technical and economic efficiency; and (vii) the 

improvements in the competitive position of the Canadian forest sector. Accordingly, this book concluded with a list of 

policy recommendations. 

Ferns: Ecology, Importance to Humans and Threats 

Lucjan Nowicki and Anka Kowalska 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 190 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-018-8. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-019-5. $95.00. 

In this compilation, the authors examine the possible effects of three aspects of global climate change (elevated atmospheric 

CO2, increasing temperatures, and changes in precipitation), focusing on how each of these may affect fern reproductive 
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adaptation and success; especially with respect to: spore vitality and germination, gametophyte growth and reproductive 

success, and sporophyte growth and maturation. Next, the important aspects of Bracken chemical ecology are highlighted, 
beginning with a description of global distribution pattern of Bracken delineating its ubiquitous nature followed by its 

interplay with abiotic factors such as soil-nutrients and fire. The book also provides a review of modern studies based on 

chloroplast markers, BEAST analysis, and etc., including ecology of ferns throughout their history until recently. A study is 
presented that investigates the presence of allelochemical composition and content from the fern leaves of Acrostichum 

aureum, Stenochlaena palustris and Dicranopteris linearis using maceration extraction method for further analysis of 

allelochemicals. In closing, an overview of the most important taxa of Permian ferns of Angaraland and its adjacent regions 
is given, supported by evidence on some Carboniferous and Triassic ferns as well. 

Global Earth Changes Management: Technological Advances in Change Observation 

Rustam B. Rustamov (Assoc. Prof. Dr., Senior Scientist, Baku, Azerbaijan), Sefer Kurnaz, 

Sabina N. Hasanova, and Yahya A. Rahimov 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 306 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-770-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-771-3. $230.00. 

This book is dedicated to the study of climate change with aspects of defining segments in the indicated area. The fact is that 

it is highly important to provide contributions for an investigation into this area. Earth observation studies embrace the 
contribution of a variety of international institutions and entities providing efforts of environmental protection for reducing 

and minimizing the Earth’s climate change consequences. In the meantime, scientific outcomes of Earth monitoring with a 

reflection of segments affecting the environment and ecological condition of the investigated area are demonstrated. There 
is reflected efforts of climate change within the framework of states, international institutions and entities in order to minimize 

a change in the Earth’s temperature. Attempts have been demonstrated in the area provided by early and recent contributions 

within the Kyoto Protocol and Paris Agreement with commitments for interested sites of participant countries. In the 
meantime, the contents of the book include the investigations of authors and contributions of other scientists, researches and 

specialists in climate change. It provides additional information in understanding the process. There is some answer as to 

how and where there are sensitive areas to be considered in the measurement and observation stage of investigations, which 
could be helpful in decision making by authorities. We do hope materials that the materials presented in the book chapters 

will be useful for specialists and authorities involved in the study and use of outcomes for climate changes based on Earth 

observations. Key words: Climate change, Kyoto Protocol, Paris Agreement, United Nations, NATO, high technology 
applications, Earth observation, environmental studies by use of space technology advances. 

Improving Oil Spill Prevention and Response, Restoring Jobs, and Ensuring Our Energy 

Security: Recommendations from the National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon 

Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling 

Clay A. Lindeman 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
2018. 161 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-634-0. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-635-7. $95.00. 
This book was reprinted from a public document and records from the US Government. It is a collection of hearings that 

took place in Washington DC, by the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure, House of Representatives on February 

11th 2011. “On April 22nd 2010, the DEEPWATER HORIZON sank and oil and natural gas began spewing from the 
uncontained well. The evening before, BP began efforts to contain the well by trying to activate the rams, annular preventers 

and deadman switch on the BOP using remotely operated underwater vehicles. For reasons that are still under investigation, 

these efforts failed. Over the course of the next 87 days, BP followed these efforts with attempts to place a containment dome 
over the leaking riser pipe…. Each of these efforts failed to completely cut off the flow of oil into the Gulf….the Federal 

government estimates a total of 4.9 million barrels of oil were released into the Gulf of Mexico during the 87 days the well 

went uncontained.” This book examines the DEEPWATER HORIZON OIL SPILL, its consequences and relevance to the 

future of offshore drilling, and reexamines what changes have to made in order to produce safer drilling operations that 

Americans deserve the right to have and expect. 

Landfills: Environmental Impacts, Assessment and Management 

Norma Chandler 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2017. 295 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-556-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-559-7. $195.00. 
In chapter one, Abdelhakim El Maguiri, Yassine Zegzouti, Salah Souabi, Laila Idrissi, Miloud El Hadek, and Mohamed 

Hafidi discuss result, initiatives in the cities of Meknes and Marrakech where the objective is to create compost production 

units from green waste and certain types of mixed organic waste for the amendment of agricultural land in their landfills. 
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Afterwards, Okunola A. Alabi and Adekunle A. Bakare speak on the necessity for assessment of the potential DNA damaging 

effects of a new exposure scenario in chapter two. In chapter three, Hiroshi Asakura uses the ratio of oxygen flow rate by 
aeration to oxygen consumption rate of waste layer as a parameter to determine the reaction rate of organic matter in leachate 

from landfilled MSWI residue and incombustible waste. In chapter four, Dorota Kulikowska and Magdalena Zielińska 

discuss adsorption and membrane methods and their advantages and disadvantages. Next, Ratiba Irinislimane, Hanane 
Tounsi, Billel Malouadjmi, Saad Djediat, and Naima Belhaneche Bensemra present a study in chapter five wherein a count 

of microbial biomass is studied before and after respirometry in order to investigate the loss of mass. In chapter six, N. 

Lardjane and N. Belhaneche-Bensemra study the evolution of density and mechanical properties, with the results showing 
that the nature of the plasticizer and heat stabilizer affects the properties of PVC. In chapter seven, Mohamad Anuar 

Kamaruddin, Hamidi Abdul Aziz, Rasyidah Alrozi, and Mohd Hafiidz Jaafar discuss the fact that cooperation between public 

and the authorities in formulating suitable mechanisms is necessary for the attainment of integrated SWM goals. Following 
this, chapter eight by Dorota Kulikowska and Katarzyna Bernat present an overview of characteristics of landfill leachate 

from the perspective of biological nitrogen removal. In chapter nine, J. Faitlia, T. Magyarb, R. Romendac, A. Erdélyid, and 
C.S. Boldizsáre was to extract the decomposition heat from MSW landfills in order to study the processes. In the final chapter, 

Islam Safia Abdelli, Fatiha Abdelmalek and Ahmed Addou propose methodology for efficient waste management to improve 

the exploitation of S.L and concrete proposition of valorization channels based on the 3R-VE principle. 

Landslide Risk: Assessment, Management and Reduction 

Valentina Svalova (Sergeev Institute of Environmental Geoscience, Russian Academy of 

Sciences (IEG RAS), Moscow, Russia) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 253 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-294-7. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-311-1. $195.00. 

A landslide is a major geological hazard, which poses a serious threat to the global human population and various 
infrastructures like highways, rail routes and civil structures like dams, buildings and others. Landslides occur very often 

during other major natural disasters such as earthquakes, floods and volcanoes. The word “landslide” represents only a type 

of movement that is a slide. However, it is generally used as a term to cover all the types of land movements including falls, 
creeps, spreads, flows and other complex movements. Geological risk is a relatively new and not fully explored concept. 

There are many definitions of geological risk. Oftentimes, a scientific study or a scientific approach to the problem begins 

with a presentation of the author's position and the choice of the definition of geological risk for this problem. One of the 
most common approaches defines risk as the expectation of the damage, or the product of the probability of possible 

hazardous events on the damage produced. The problem with landslide risk management is that it is seen as a series of events 

leading to landslide risk reduction. It includes landslide monitoring, mapping, landslide forecast, engineering, slope 
strengthening, insurance and others. Strictly speaking, geological risk management includes: 1. Risk analysis and assessment 

2. Risk mapping (for the purposes of management) 3. Methods of risk management: a) regulatory normative-legal methods 

b) organizational and administrative methods c) economic methods (direct and indirect) d) insurance e) engineering and 
technical methods - active and passive (monitoring) 4. Concept of acceptable risk. This monograph is devoted to landslide 

research based on the concept risk analysis, assessment, management and reduction. 

Leachates: Biological Treatment, Toxicological Characteristics and Potential Impacts on the 

Environment 

Maria R. Mattox 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2017. 215 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-508-5. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-530-6. $160.00. 

In chapter one by Antoine P. Trzcinski, PhD, a simulated Organic Fraction of Municipal Solid Waste (OFMSW) was treated 

in an anaerobic two-stage membrane process in order to develop and optimize said process, effectively allowing for 
improvement upon the current performances obtained with single stage designs. In chapter two, Huu Tap Van and Van Tuyen 

Trinh present a study with the intent to improve current methods of removal of organic compounds from landfill leachate by 

Peozone. In chapter three by Hamidi Abdul Aziz and Hossein Farraji, main hazardous compounds of LL and their expected 
effects on the environment are introduced, as well as plant-based treatment methods. Next, chapter four by Adekunle A. 

Bakare, Chibuisi G. Alimba, Titilayo Hassan, Ebenezer O. Ajayi, and Akindayo A. Sowunmi explores the 96 h median lethal 

toxicity and cytogenotoxicity of a sawmill wood leachate from a sawmill dumpsite at Ibadan, Nigeria in Clarias gariepinus 
were investigated, providing further research on the DNA damaging potential of sawmill wood leachate (SWL) in aquatic 

vertebrates. 

Lignin Molecular Biogeochemistry: Principles and Practices 

Shafi Mohammad Tareq and Keiichi Ohta (Associate Professor School of Bioscience, The 

University of Nottingham, Malaysia, Jalan Broga, Selangor, Malaysia) 
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In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 222 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53611-812-4. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-142-0. $160.00. 

Lignin has been used as a proxy to study biogeochemical processes and transportation of land derived carbon from land to 
lakes, rivers, coastal areas and deep marine environments. The literature of such a topic is vast, however, there are few 

applications of lignin molecular biogeochemistry for reconstructing paleovegetation and climate changes (e.g., the lignin 

phenol vegetation index; LPVI) and it is not particularly useful unless the molecular level information of terrestrial plants is 
compiled together in a systematic way. Chemically, lignin has been regarded as comparatively resistant to various types of 

degradation in comparison to other plant components such as carbohydrates and hydrocarbons. This book shapes the current 

state of the art in lignin molecular biogeochemistry research that highlights the potential future applications for this important 
biomarker for vegetation change and land-derived biogenic carbon transportations. This book provides a unique and thorough 

look at the application of lignin molecular biogeochemistry to environmental changes and monsoon variability. It also 

indicates that the application of lignin molecular biogeochemistry for an understanding of environmental changes consists 
of a biogeochemical approach that has been quite successful, but underused. This book is a new contribution to our knowledge 

of the lignin molecular biogeochemistry of different geographic locations and climatic conditions. 

Marine Engineering: Emerging Developments and Global Challenges 

Amalie O. Rasmussen 

In series: Oceanography and Ocean Engineering 
2017. 166 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-499-6. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-516-0. $95.00. 
Marine transportation is considered as an integral part of the global economy as more than 90 per cent of global trade goods 

are carried through the sea. The shipping industry underwent a tremendous growth during the last century (from 2.6 billion 

tons annual shipments in 1970 to 9.2 billion tons annual shipments in 2012). The International Maritime Organization (IMO) 
has been vigorously seeking for new measures for further improvements in energy efficiency and emissions reduction, and 

swift implementation of these measures to reduce the harmful emissions from international shipping. Chapter One provides 

the basic formulation of a coupled finite element of interface. It is followed by two examples of applications related to the 
vertical (uplift) or lateral loading of a suction caisson. In Chapter Two, the authors try to introduce some examples of 

propulsion layouts related to their previous experience introducing simplified criteria for a global design of the propulsion 

layout. This is achieved by melting mechatronics, fluid dynamics and more generally miscellaneous engineering topics that 
are often deeply studied by different working teams with different competences. In Chapter Three, a comprehensive overview 

of green ship technologies is presented which includes basic concepts, principles and potential, related core issues and 

possible solutions. 

Microbiological Environmental Hygiene 

Eino Elias Hakalehto, Ph.D. (Department of Agricultural Sciences, University of Helsinki, 

Helsinki, Finland) 

In series: Microbiological Hygiene 

Edited by: Eino Elias Hakalehto, Ph.D. (Department of Agricultural Sciences, University of 

Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland) 
2018. 618 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-178-9. $345.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-179-6. $345.00. 

Environmental microbiological hygiene can be divided into two mainstreams: 1. Monitoring of microbiological strains, and 

2. Investigations on the circulation in the human and natural ecosystems by the micro-organisms. Increased understanding 
of the key role of environmental microbiology in the planetary survival strategy is a prerequisite for the transformation of 

human societies into sustainable economies. The book Microbiological Environmental Hygiene contains descriptions of the 

microbes and natural ecosystems from rain forests to arctic areas, as well as strains in the cleaning processes of human 
epithelia and food or water sources. It gives an insight into microbiological hygiene in various industrial effluents and focuses 

also on the prospects of environmental biotechnology, protection by natural and organic compounds, as well as against 

contamination or epidemics. This microbiological safety is monitored also in traffic systems and vessels. Different effects of 
climate change can be seen in the microbial ecosystems. It is essential to learn from the microbes and to develop the 

ecosystem services that allow humans to understand the ways they could be collaborated. This helps in cleaning up the soil, 

water and air. Also, the recalcitrant substances and plastics can get degraded by the microbes. Screening and source-tracking 
of water contaminations, as well as the promotion of soil fertility by microbes are presented. Both traditional microbiology 

and molecular methods are needed for the monitoring and research of the microbial agents. Microbiomes in the biosphere 

exercise interactions with other organisms, and they contribute to environmental health issues. Various groups of important 
micro-organisms are presented, such as environmental viruses and various bacteria, molds and yeasts, protozoa and algae. 

The utilization of biological organisms’ potential is studied for novel solutions. Microbiological Environmental Hygiene is 

the fourth part in a series on microbiological hygiene. This book combines the different fields of microbiology into a holistic 
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view on the functions of the ecosystems and the cycles of matter, as well as the sustainable production of biochemical, fuels, 

gases and organic fertilizers with the help of microbes and their enzymes. 

Municipal and Industrial Waste: Sources, Management Practices and Future Challenges 

Brenda Bryant and Betty Hall 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-441-4. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-442-1. $195.00. 

In this collection, the authors open with a review of current state of the art methods for the recovery and reuse of selected 

monomers and biomacromolecules (such as proteins and nucleic acids) from municipal solid waste. They discuss the most 
relevant recoverable chemical building blocks and biomacromolecules, as well as their potential applications. Following this, 

polyethylene terephthalate is analyzed as one of the major post-consumer plastics in solid waste streams because of the 

ongoing expansion of the PET bottle market. A study is conducted wherein co-pyrolysis is proposed for co-processing PET 
wastes with woody biomass in order to improve the quality and yield of liquid products for their use as fuels. A subsequent 

study proposes a recycling process for the recovery of zinc and manganese from Zn-Mn batteries, the goal of which is to 

determine the optimal conditions of manganese and zinc extraction from black mass of spent zinc-manganese batteries. The 
ability to obtain final products such as manganese oxide(IV) from recycling material makes it possible to use them in new 

batteries. Also in this collection, the authors synthesize wood ash based geopolymer to determine its optimal conditions. An 

almost complete disappearance of spherical forms and increasing the porosity of the structure of the obtained geopolymers 
were observed, and moreover, spectroscopic analysis was performed and the specific surface area was determined by the 

BET method. Another study details the aspects of waste generation sources and management practices such as collection, 

storage, transportation and disposal in an environmental and economic manner, along with upcoming challenges. A review 
of sludge pretreatment and extracellular polymeric substance extraction enhancing the sludge management process is 

presented. The intensification process applied to the wastewater treatment, the integration process applied to wastewater 

treatment, and the biorefinery concept integrated to wastewater treatment plants are reviewed, summarizing a range of 
possibilities for improving the sustainability of the industrial production chain. Next, the book focuses on agricultural 

biomass residues such as corncobs, sunflower husks, olive stones, peanut shells, pistachio shells, pine sawdust and brewery 
waste, in order to determine the general characteristics and the specific properties that make them suitable for incorporation 

into clay mixtures for the production of ceramics. Their chemical compositions and morphological structures are analyzed. 

The closing paper describes the equilibrium and kinetic studies which contributed to our understanding of the properties of 
the new sorbent such as chemically modified coal fly ash. Based on the sorption capacity obtained, modified coal fly ash is 

proposed for the treatment of wastewaters containing heavy metal and dye. 

Novel Approaches in Risk, Crisis and Disaster Management 

Michail Chalaris, Ph.D., Dimitrios Emmanouloudis, Jet-Chau Wen, and Zong-Ping Wu (Fire 

Lt. Colonel, Chemist Ph.D., Hellenic Fire Corps, Athens, Greece) 

In series: Natural Disaster Research, Prediction and Mitigation 
2018. 440 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-239-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-240-3. $230.00. 

Nowadays, governments are more often than not confronted with crises that are so unforeseen (i.e., the 9/11 attacks), so 

unexpected in nature or in extent (i.e., the SARS and H1N1 pandemic outbreaks, the Indian Ocean tsunami or Hurricane 
Katrina) and with such extensive social and economic effects that they may seem almost impossible to deal with. Yet, the 

successful management of these forms of crisis is possible. As prior experience has demonstrated, success in limiting the 

effects of major hazards on people and property relies not only on the active involvement and effective coordination of a 
variety of actors at different levels of state governance, but also on the preparation and the ability to react rapidly, efficiently 

and effectively to unexpected events. Ensuring that national authorities have the right technical instruments (reformed risk, 

crisis and disaster management systems, and an adequate institutional framework) for managing disasters is of critical 
importance for the success of such a venture. However, as this book intends to show, human capital remains the most 

important factor in this equation. 

Oil Pollution: Issues, Impacts and Outcomes 

Emilio Potter and Alyssa Vega 

In series: Pollution Science, Technology and Abatement 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-493-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-494-0. $82.00. 
This compilation opens by examining earlier investigations of the oil drops dynamics in the marine environment, including 

the influence of their buoyancy and the dissolution of gases contained inside crude oil. Modelling these processes presents 

possibilities for estimating the spatial scales of oil drops spreading within the sea environment and on the sea surface, as well 
as their effect on an ice cover of ice infested seas. The presented information can be the basis for development the instruments 
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for remote detection of crude oil escapes from seabed pipelines. Soil in places of oil pollution, such as Western Siberia, is 

discussed. The degree of influence of pollutants depends on the type of soils. For instance, it may affect more on peat than 
on mineral soils. In the northern part of Western Siberia, peatlands with a low content of ash elements are dominant. In the 

event of an oil leak, an essential element of effective response to any adverse consequences is proper planning for definition 

of necessary tasks, personnel, and resources. As such, the authors stress the importance of implementing modern features, 
like automated monitoring and rapid response, in crisis situations in areas of enterprise information systems development. 

This is urgent for the petroleum and gas sectors of the Russian economy, as the number of oil leaks has increased to 28,000 

per year. The concluding paper presents the results of original long-term field research carried out on geographically different 
seacoasts. The results are analyzed in order to determine the rates of spilled fuel oil natural destruction and to consider their 

relationship with principal environmental factors such as climatic and hydrological conditions, coast exposure and 

geomorphology, types of substrate, and intensity of biogeochemical cycles. The examination of the observed rates of oil 
shows that temperature and seawater salinity are crucial environmental factors in the self-cleaning process. 

Organizing Safety and Hygiene in Dangerous Working Environments: Case Studies 

Elena V.M. Papadopoulou (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Environmental 

Technology Laboratory, University of Western Macedonia, Kozani, Greece) 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-734-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-735-4. $230.00. 

This book is a guidebook for the health and safety of workers and will help to prevent workplace accidents. It covers five 

sections of work environments with dangerous hazards and high health risk. Every chapter has been expanded to include 
knowledge and skills to promote and maintain safety and health in a work environment, and these chapters analyse the duties 

of employers and employees. Risk factors in relation to safety in specific workplaces and issues concerning contamination 

prevention and control are investigated, and hazards and risks when workers are using equipment or handling hazardous 
materials and waste are examined. This book includes multiple points of interest for businesses and industries with potentially 

harmful work environments: • Welding works • Municipality’s waste collection • Working in modern workshops • Working 

on sea vessels • Working on offshore wind farms Hazards in welding environments are analyzed and steps to minimizing 
health and safety risks in welding operations are put forward. Concerning municipality waste collection, this book gives an 

overview of waste, waste management processes, and research concerning health hazards, illnesses and injuries. As machine 

tools pose multiple hazards, this book studies requirements for a safe workshop, along with the equipment requirements and 
their possible hazards, inspection and service procedures. Accidents at sea are still a common occurrence, but significant 

progress has been made in recent decades and all involved stakeholders enact accident avoidance and mitigation measures 

in accordance with current norms and legislation. This additional effort was made to present the duties and responsibilities 
from seafarers up to ship owner and the best practices proposed to conduct successful sea operations without damage or loss. 

Finally, this guidance presents risks and hazards on health, safety and environmental parameters that inform about the 

procedures and standards that are applied in the offshore wind industry. 

Photobioreactors: Advancements, Applications and Research 

Yiu Fai Tsang, Ph.D. (The Education University of Hong Kong, China) 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
2017. 412 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-354-8. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-355-5. $230.00. 

A photobioreactor (PBR) is a bioreactor utilizing a light source to cultivate phototrophic microorganisms that produce 

biomass by using light and CO2; these phototrophic microorganisms include plants, micro- and macroalgae, mosses, 
cyanobacteria and purple bacteria. Micro- and macroalgae are grown naturally in sea water (an economical approach) or 

brackish water and in fresh water. Global production of marine algal monocultures is primarily restricted to a limited number 

of species, including rapidly growing plants. This book examines the advancements, applications and current research on 
photobioreactors. The target audience for this book are environmental scientists, environmental engineers, chemical and 

biochemical engineers, university students, and researchers. 

Phytoremediation: Methods, Management and Assessment 

Vladimir Matichenkov, Ph.D. (Group of Ecology and Physiology of Phototropic Organisms, 

Institute Basic Biological Problems, Russian Academy of Sciences, Pushchino, Moscow, 

Russia) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 376 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-116-1. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-117-8. $230.00. 

Phytoremediation is one of the cost effective procedures for cleaning or removing pollutants from soil or water matrices. 

Over the last few decades, thousands of publications about different aspects of phytoremediation were created. This massive 
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amount of data requires systematization, classification and ordering. On the other hand, many aspects of phytoremediation 

are not elaborated properly. This current book contains classical and specific literature reviews, new approaches in 
phytoremediation techniques and new areas for the realization of phytoremediation, which is not related with traditional 

pollutants as heavy metals. The first chapter is a classical review about using high biomass non-hyperaccumulator plant 

species for remediation of the toxic metal polluted soils. This chapter provides a lot of information to help readers better 
understand physiological, biochemical, and molecular aspects of such regular plant species used to increase phytoremediation 

efficiency. The second chapter (“Arsenic, the Silent Threat: New Phytoremediation Strategies for Contaminated Soils and 

Waters”) provides information about one of the most dangerous toxic metalloids, which is known as arsenic. This chapter 
aims to describe the current state of research and advances of knowledge concerning the phytoremediation of arsenic-polluted 

areas, focusing on mechanisms of As response in plants and the different strategies to cope with the metalloid, tolerance 

mechanisms that can be used to modify arsenic uptake, transport or detoxification in order to improve phytoremediation 
efficiency. The selection of the right and most effective plant for phytoremediation is one of the most important parts of this 

book. Chanter Three is devoted to reviewing different grasses used for phytoremediation. Remediation techniques for the 
decontamination of impacted coastal environments have several specific peculiarities, including a high level of salt, which 

creates difficulties for selecting salt-tolerant plants. Halophytes’ plant potential for the decommissioning of toxic metals in 

polluted estuarine environments is reviewed in Chapter Four. The use of specific technologies that can dramatically increase 
phytoremediation efficiency are presented in the Chapter Five (the EDTA effect) and in Chapter Six (the effect of soluble Si 

substances). In Chapter Six, the sheme for Si-assisted phytoremediation procedures has been suggested as well. Fly ash 

disposition is one of the bigger problems in the world, because heavy metals and metal(loid)s from fly ash deposits leach 
onto the surrounding environment and can cause environmental risks for soil, air, and water. The detailed review about the 

role of vascular plants in the phytoremediation of fly ash deposits is presented in the Chapter Seven. Phytoremediation using 

microalgae has been attracting great interest over recent years. Chapter Eight focuses on the phytoremediation of liquid 
(urban/industrial wastewaters and digestates) and gaseous (flue gases, biogas and air) effluents via microalgal-bacterial 

mixed cultures. Salinity today is one of the most serious problems, which is related to human activity and global climate 

change. The phytoremediation efficiency. The selection of the right and most effective plant for phytoremediation is one of 
the most important parts of this book. Chanter Three is devoted to reviewing different grasses used for phytoremediation. 

Remediation techniques for the decontamination of impacted coastal environments have several specific peculiarities, 

including a high level of salt, which creates difficulties for selecting salt-tolerant plants. Halophytes’ plant potential for the 
decommissioning of toxic metals in polluted estuarine environments is reviewed in Chapter Four. The use of specific 

technologies that can dramatically increase phytoremediation efficiency are presented in the Chapter Five (the EDTA effect) 

and in Chapter Six (the effect of soluble Si substances). In Chapter Six, the sheme for Si-assisted phytoremediation 
procedures has been suggested as well. Fly ash disposition is one of the bigger problems in the world, because heavy metals 

and metal(loid)s from fly ash deposits leach onto the surrounding environment and can cause environmental risks for soil, 

air, and water. The detailed review about the role of vascular plants in the phytoremediation of fly ash deposits is presented 
in the Chapter Seven. Phytoremediation using microalgae has been attracting great interest over recent years. Chapter Eight 

focuses on the phytoremediation of liquid (urban/industrial wastewaters and digestates) and gaseous (flue gases, biogas and 

air) effluents via microalgal-bacterial mixed cultures. Salinity today is one of the most serious problems, which is related to 
human activity and global climate change. The possibility of using specific plants for phytodesalination is described in 

Chapter Nine. 

Recycling and Reuse of Materials 

Marcus A. Holst and Tilde M. Kjeldsen 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-466-7. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-467-4. $95.00. 
Recycling and Reuse of Materials begins by discussing the production of glass and ceramic products on the basis of recycling 

of decommitted products and residuals. Examples are given for production of foam glass, porous ceramic bodies and ceramic 

pigments from wastes and residuals originated from the same sector. The authors provide a comprehensive description of the 
recent trends and incoming approaches for creation of environmentally-friendly concepts for further development of the glass 

and ceramic industrial sectors. In the following study, options for conserving the functionality of geochemically scarce 

elements associated with aluminum life cycles are reviewed, including but not limited to changes in the diversity of Al alloys 
and in the composition of aluminum alloys and coatings. Lastly, the authors describe the manufacturing of an ecological 

ceramic tile, containing high percentage of industrial waste or sub-products coming from the ceramic and the recycled glass 

sector. The addition of these subproducts was performed in the three layers of the ceramic tile. 

Sawdust: Properties, Potential Uses and Hazards 

Erling Stefan and Kristian Olaf 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 231 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-485-9. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-493-4. $160.00. 

This book provides an in-depth examination of sawdust and its potential uses and hazards. In chapter one, Yaning Zhang, 

Bingxi Li, Haochun Zhang, Hongtao Li, Yijun Zhao, and Baocheng Jiang offer research on the exergy of (or maximum work 
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obtainable by) sawdust. Next, Professor Augustine Uchechukwu Elinwa presents research on the potential use of sawdust as 

cement. In chapter three, Gabriela Nacu and Laura Bulgariu give a synopsis of the use of sawdust as a low-cost absorbent in 
the treatment of industrial wastewaters while also stressing the most significant benefits of its application. Following this, 

Redouane Ouafi, Zakia Rais, Mustapha Taleb, Mohamed Benabbou, and Meryem Asri further discuss the efficiency of using 

sawdust in the absorption of heavy-metals water pollution with the aim of relieving water stress. In closing, Mirjana Stajić, 
Jelena Vukojević, and Jasmina Ćilerdžić look at the potential for sawdust to produce healthful foods and open the door for 

new species to be farmed commercially if used as a feedstock for food production. 

Sediment Watch: Monitoring, Ecological Risk Assessment and Environmental Management 

Chee Kong Yap (Department of Biology, Faculty of Science, Universiti Putra Malaysia, UPM, 

Serdang, Selangor, Malaysia) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 293 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-856-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-857-3. $195.00. 

The purpose of this book is to provide the latest, if not complete amount of updated information regarding the use of 

sediments for the estimation of chemical pollution in the aquatic environment from three main perspectives, namely, 

monitoring, ecological risk assessment and environmental management. The intended readers of this book include 

academicians, policy-makers, university students and researchers. This book contains eleven chapters. Chapters Three, Four, 
Six, Seven, Eight, Nine, Ten and Eleven mainly contain monitoring studies of pollutants (especially heavy metals) and 

sedimentary characteristics. Chapters Two, Five, Six, Eight, Nine and Ten have the portions largely consist of the monitoring 

data for the ecological risk assessments. Chapters One, Two, Four, Seven, Eight and Ten include recommendations for 
possible environmental management. Chapters One, Three, Four, Nine and Ten are reviews based on published data and 

findings, but with new insights and perspectives from researchers points of view. Chapter One reviews thirty publications, 

published between 2015 and August 2017, the management of coastal environments focusing on the pollutants investigated 
in the sedimentary components of the resourceful area in the coasts. Chapter Three reviews and compares scientific papers 

related to sedimentary characteristics of the tsunami sediments and deposits after the 2004 Indian Ocean and 2011 Tohoku-

oki Tsunamis. Chapter Four reviews fourteen ISI published papers on the metal contamination in sediments of the Persian 
Gulf that were impacted by anthropogenic activities. Chapter Nine investigates geographical spatial distribution, and the 

ecological and children’s health risk assessments of Copper (Cu) aquatic ecosystems ranging from rivers, mangroves, 

estuaries and offshore areas were investigated using cited Cu data in the sediments from 100 randomly selected published 
papers in the literature. Chapter Ten presents the geochemical speciation and risk assessment of heavy metals in southwestern 

Taiwan coastal sediments. The study was based on a review of more than eleven studies and the heavy metal data were re-

analyzed for the enrichment factor and potential ecological risk index. Other chapters (namely Chapters Two, Five, Six, 
Seven, Eight and Eleven) investigated metal pollution by using sediment watch, reporting metal data for the first time. 

Chapter Two presents the geochemical fractions of six heavy metals on surface sediments collected from drainages of 

Malacca’s industrial area and the Malacca River. Chapter Five presents the ecological risk assessment of heavy metals in the 
sediments collected, in 2007, from the Sepang Besar River and the Sepang Kecil River, that were previously a pig farming 

area in the early 1990s. Chapter Six investigates the distribution and enrichment of heavy metals in the surface marine 
sediments of coastal Sabah, Malaysia. Chapter Seven reports the concentrations of Cr, Co, Mn and Sc in the mangrove snail 

in association with the above four metals with their habitat surface sediments. Chapter Eight presents the ecological risk 

assessments of heavy metals in surface sediments collected from a rocky shore in Tanjung Harapan. Chapter Eleven reports 
the Nd isotopic signature in sedimentary Mn/Fe oxides, which can be used as a tracer of the variations of west Pacific 

oceanographic exchange during the last 27Ka. Prominent scientists from Japan such as Prof. Hideo Okamura (Kobe 

University, Japan), Prof Hiroya Harino (Kobe College, Japan), Prof. Minoru Saito (Nihon University, Japan) and Prof. 
Kazuhiro Toyoda (Hokkaido University, Japan), Dr. Gen Kanaya and Dr. Tomohiko Isobe (both from National Institute of 

Environmental Sciences, Tsukuba, Japan), who co-authored some of the chapters have helped to improve the quality of the 

chapters in this book. Chapters from Prof Chen-Feng You from the National Cheng Kung University (Taiwan), and Dr. 
Moslem Sharifinia from the Iranian National Institute for Oceanography and Atmospheric Science (Iran) are also important 

elements concerning the construction of international readership for this book. 

Soil Contamination: Sources, Assessment and Remediation 

Jesper E. Lund 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
2018. 203 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-266-3. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-267-0. $95.00. 
In this compilation, the authors present the results of the systematic study of the spatial distribution of trace metals in surface 

soil over the Bitola Region, Republic of Macedonia, known for its coal mine and thermoelectrical power plant activities. 149 

soil samples were collected including top-soil and bottom-soil samples. Following this, the area in the vicinity of lead–zinc 
mine “Toranica” near the Kriva Palanka town in Eastern Macedonia was examined for the lithogenic and anthropogenic 

distribution of 17 elements, and alluvial soil samples and authomorphic soil samples were collected from the Kriva Reka 

River Basin. The authors aim to contribute to our understanding of the behaviour of nanoparticles in the soil, their uptake 
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and distribution within plants, impact of soil microbial communities, and their interactions with other pollutants. Later, an 

analysis of developed and applied measures and methods for rehabilitation of radioactively contaminated soils of Belarus (as 
a result of Chernobyl accident) is presented. The authors also go on to summarize a case study on the presence of natural U-

isotopes in two soil profiles developed over sandstones from the Paraná sedimentary basin in São Paulo State, Brazil, in order 

to evaluate the timescale of the weathering processes taking place there. The book suggests synergistic biological 
mechanisms as a less expensive, environment-friendly method for remediation of pesticide polluted soils. The concluding 

chapter discusses biochar, a form of char and charcoal made from the partial combustion of organic materials. Its properties 

include high water-holding capacity, large surface area, cation exchange capacity, and impact, especially on microbial 
communities. 

Sustainable Development: The Context of Use of Indigenous Plants for Local Economic 

Growth 

Miroslawa Czerny (Department of Geography and Regional Studies, University of Warsaw, 

Poland) and Hildegardo Córdova Aguilar (Pontifcia Universidad Católica del Peru, Centro de 

Investigación de Geografia Aplicada) 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
2017. 224 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-171-1. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-592-4. $160.00. 
Sustainability has become, in recent years, essential to any approach regarding development. However, the word itself has a 

different meaning in economic development, politics, cultural evolution and heritage, resource management and other 

contexts. The main meaning for the purpose of this book is that sustainability seems to be an uncomplete concept since it 
does not take into consideration the achievements in science and technology which alter our understanding of criteria, like 

durability, persistence and sustainability itself. In discussions concerning the proper management of resources and changes 

in the structure of the ”basket” of resources that still remain at the disposal of humankind, the key players are human beings, 
with their consumption models, habits and dependence on products originating from the surrounding environment. It is quite 

well-known that ”sustainable development” is regarded as a concept by which to overcome or at least ease glaring economic 
and social disparities between the industrialised and the developing countries not only for today, but also for the future. The 

assumption here holds that poverty and constant shortages facing a majority within the society of each developing country 

favour an over-exploitation and chaotic use of resources. The over-exploitation showing little or no care for the natural 
environment is pursued by individuals, small-scale entrepreneurs, and by large concerns that destroy the environment with 

impunity. We refer here to sustainability as a concept applied to integral rural development in peripheral regions such as the 

sierra of Piura in northwestern Peru and Viques in the Mantaro Valley of Central Peru. The development of rural areas in the 

Peruvian Andes is mainly linked with agricultural activity. Since pre-Columbian times, the management of land for farming 

has represented the greatest challenge for those inhabiting the region in question. The scarce resources that arable land 

inevitably represented here was subject to special protection. In the case of Frías, one of the key indexes where peripherally 
and marginalisation are concerned is the one relating to the low level of education attained. In the case of Viques, this 

peripherability is mainly due to its altitude and weather conditions, where crops are limited to only a few. On the other hand, 

our argument here is that the sustainability is a concept that needs to extend to the management of natural renewable 
resources, which grow wild in the Andes Mountains and have little attention by local householders. Here, we offer a number 

of plant fruits which may promote rural development of peripheral rural populations by providing complementary nutritional 

intakes as well as some extra money to satisfy other human needs. We also refer to a number of medicinal plants widely used 
by both the rural and urban populations, especially after the growing interest in natural medicine. 

The Wetlands of India 

Krishna Mazumdar (Retired Professor of Economics, Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata, 

India) 

In series: Coastal and Oceanic Landforms, Development and Management 
2017. 242 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-041-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-062-2. $160.00. 
Wetlands are the vital link between land and water. They support unique flora and fauna as well as provide ecological services 

that are beneficial to society Wetlands are among the most important and productive ecosystems on Earth. India is blessed 
with water resources and has a rich diversity of inland and coastal wetlands. Wetlands in India are distributed from the cold 

arid Trans-Himalayan zone to the wet Teri region of the Himalayan foothills, to the Gangetic plains extended to the flood-

plains of Brahmaputra, and to the swamps of Northeastern India including the saline expanses of Gujarat and Rajasthan. This 
study is about three major natural wetlands of Eastern India: Sundarbans, Chilika and Kolleru. The Sundarbans is the largest 

mangrove forest in the world. It covers an area of about 1 m. ha. Sixty percent of this wetland is located in Bangladesh and 

the rest of the forty percent is in India. The Indian part of the Sundarbans is situated in the western part of the Ganges–
Brahmaputra delta, and is extended from the Hooghly River in the west to the Raimangal River in the southeastern portion 

of the West Bengal State, spreading over two districts: North 24 Parganas and South 24 Parganas. The Chilika is the world’s 

second largest brackish water lagoon, and it is situated along the east coast of India in the state of Orissa on the Bay of Bengal 
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with an area of 116,500 ha. The Chilika is extended over eight blocks of three districts; these districts are known as Ganjam, 

Khurda and Puri. This pear-shaped lake is about 64.5 km. long; its width varies from 18 km. to 5 km. The water spread area 
of the lake varies from 906 sq. km. to 1165 sq. km. depending upon the seasons. The Kolleru Lake is extended over the 

Krishna and West Godavari districts along the east coast of India in the state of Andra Pradesh. Kolleru is a large natural 

freshwater lake, with the catchment area being 4763 sq. km. Although the lake is about 35 km. inland from the present coast, 
it used to be a coastal lagoon in the past. Kolleru still maintains its connection with the Bay of Bengal through a 60 km long 

tidal channel called Upputeru. The average depth of the lake varies from 0.5 m. to 2.0m. This study offers a new sampling 

design; blocks in and around the specific wetland were stratified into three clusters, according to their distance from the 
specified wetland. Samples were chosen mostly from the blocks closest to the wetland, with minimal samples chosen from 

the blocks most distant from the wetland. Four different schedules were canvassed to four different groups of people: 

householders, entrepreneurs, tourists, and experts on wetlands. A new approach has been introduced for valuing the wetlands. 
This approach attempts to combine valuation of a wetland to the aforementioned groups of people. It also attempts to 

incorporate the valuation of the wetlands when used for other purposes. 

Trace Metals: Evolution, Environmental and Ecological Significance 

Mildred McCarthy 

In series: Environmental Health - Physical, Chemical and Biological Factors 
2017. 148 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-403-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-410-1. $82.00. 
Many types of urban soils, including tree pit soil, contain elevated concentrations of trace metals as compared to agricultural 

and natural soils. Chapter One describes how trace metals from vehicular emissions and the degradation of urban 

infrastructure are carried by runoff into the soil of green infrastructure such as tree pits and grassed boulevards. Chapter Two 
compiled As concentration data from water wells, sediments, and soils in Araihazar that were collected from the public 

sources and government agencies. Chapter Three focuses on the investigation of the distribution of Fe plaque in the root 

epidermis of selected wetland plant species (Phragmites australis, Typha latifolia and Spartina alterniflora) using synchrotron 
X-ray microfluoresces, X-ray absorption near edge structure and transmission X-ray microscope techniques with (sub)micro-

scale resolution. Chapter Four investigates the possibility of temporal and spatial variations of potential ecological risk 
assessments (PERI) of Cd, Cu, Hg, Pb and Zn in the surface sediments based on four sampling cruises in the Straits of 

Malacca. Characterization of metals in sediments from the New York/New Jersey Harbor is necessary as part of the basic 

information needed in work related to dredging and environmental effects and restoration efforts in the region as reported in 
Chapter Five. Chapter Six discusses the arsenic concentrations in the groundwater of the lowlands of Nepal (the so called 

Terai). 

Traffic Noise: Exposure, Health Effects and Mitigation 

Cezary Łucjan and Dominik Gérard 

In series: Acoustics Research and Technology 
2017. 260 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-550-4. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-577-1. $195.00. 
In the book’s opening chapter, Nefta Eleftheria Votsi, PhD, Athanasios Kallimanis, PhD, and Ioannis Pantis, PhD 

methodically review present collected works to clarify Quiet Areas categories to identify research gaps and establish 

guidelines for the addition of Quiet Areas initiatives in cohesive environmental management approaches. Next, Angel M. 
Dzhambov, MD and Donka D. Dimitrova, PhD examine the risk of hypertension connected to road traffic noise exposure in 

different ethnic groups in Bulgaria. Supplementing this, Hussein M Elmehdi, PhD discusses noise exposure and related health 

risks with the goal to connect the results of measured noise exposures to sleep disturbance and annoyance. Angel M. 
Dzhambov, MD proves a review of literature on traffic noise reduction by vegetation. Then, Janusz Bohatkiewicz, PhD and 

Maciej Hałucha present a study on quit pavements. Ending the book, David Isaac Ibarra Zarate gives an overview of the 

issue of road traffic noise while also presenting possible solutions. 

Urban Planning and Renewal 

Maddison Wolfe 

In series: Urban Development and Infrastructure 
2017. 278 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-419-4. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-425-5. $95.00. 

Urban planning professionals around the globe are confronted with a multitude of challenges and problems as a result of 

economic, environmental and social issues impacting growing cities. With the effects of urbanization and the resultant 
pressure on neighbourhood infrastructure and amenities, urban planners and other public officials are being called to address 

sustainable community development. Chapter One examines the availability and quality of neighbourhood infrastructure in 

Jamaica, and discusses the implications for public health and urban planning in a Small Island Developing State (SIDS) at 
the Low/Middle Income Country (LMIC) stage of development. Chapter Two discusses the role of ESs as factors that 

improve the effectiveness of Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)-based processes; more precisely, it investigates 
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how the integration of ESs into SEA-based processes can benefit Management Plans (MPs) of sites that belong to the Natura 

2000 network and lead to higher levels of environmental quality. Chapter Three will provide an introduction to the history 
of sustainable urban development in England and the concept of urban extensions. Chapter Four utilizes a conceptual 

mechanism of place, non-place and placelessness to discuss some of the most recent transformations in three of Phoenix’s 

inner-ring suburbs: Maryvale, East Van Buren, and South Phoenix. Chapter Five illustrates the application of social force 
theory. Chapter Six advocates a self-organized LR model in which villagers’ committees (VCs) are empowered to initiate, 

plan and execute urban village renewal projects on their own. Some suggestions are given for pursuing a more workable and 

fairer way to design and implement the self-organized LR model in the future. Chapter Seven evaluates the impact of sense 
of community on Macau residents’ choice of urban renewal mode. 

US Drinking Water Regulation: History and Politics, 1914-2015 

Michael Zarkin (Professor of Political Science, Westminster College, Salt Lake City, Utah, 

USA) 

In series: Water Resource Planning, Development and Management 
2017. 111 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-567-2. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-587-0. $82.00. 

What constitutes “safe” drinking water? For more than a century, the US government has attempted to answer this question 

by setting national standards for drinking water quality. In a federal system of governance, however, national standards only 
go so far. State and local governments have long considered it their prerogative to select water supplies and treatment 

technologies – decisions that largely determine whether or not national standards will ever be met. Tragedies like the drinking 

water crisis in Flint, MI remind us that there are definite limits to what federal power can achieve. Nevertheless, the quest to 
raise the quality of drinking water through national standards remains an important and underappreciated episode in the 

history of US public health policy. In this book, Michael Zarkin traces the development of US drinking water standards, 

beginning with the earliest efforts by the US Public Health Service to craft national standards, and ending with the EPA’s 
most recent efforts to implement the Safe Drinking Water Act. Along the way, Dr. Zarkin tells the story of the ideas, political 

battles, and scientific controversies that shaped our nation’s drinking water regulations. In the end, Dr. Zarkin concludes that 

drinking water regulation is made through an unconventional style of politics not found in other areas of US environmental 
policy. 

Using Space Techniques and GIS to Identify Vulnerable Areas to Natural Hazards along the 

Jeddah-Rabigh Region, Saudi Arabia 

Mashael M. Al Saud (Space Research Institute, King Abdel Aziz City for Science and 

Technology, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 306 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-313-4. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-314-1. $195.00. 

Natural hazards have become the foremost geo-environmental issue in many regions worldwide, since rarely a year goes by 
without any catastrophic event that harms both urban structure and human life. These natural hazards are exacerbated by a 

number of physical and demographic factors and variables. The most common aspects of these hazards are floods and their 

related processes of soil and rock erosion of different types, landslides, volcanic activities, seismic movements of different 
magnitudes, as well as coastal erosion and sea floods on coastal zones. It is extremely dangerous to have all these natural 

catastrophic aspects within one region, which makes it susceptible to natural disturbances. A typical example is the area 

located along the Western coast of Saudi Arabia, between Jeddah and Rabigh. This area is currently witnessing an obvious 
development trend and dramatic urban growth, including a miscellany of urban and tourist settlements, in addition to 

mushrooming academic centers. However, the region’s susceptibility to natural hazards was not considered during this 

development. The area comprises mountain chains of igneous rocks and complexes with extensive rock structures, including 
volcanic dykes and fault systems, which are susceptible to movement at any time. In addition, the area extends to the coastal 

plain to the west, which is almost covered by interbedded rocky and soil materials due to the transgression and regression 

processes that have taken place in the past. This makes the region vulnerable to sea flooding. The hydrological records, with 
a special emphasis on floods, along with the seismic frequency records show a recurrence of catastrophic events. These 

observations have been made in addition to physical observations in geologic and geomorphologic maps as well as satellite 

images, which point out the high vulnerability of the area to natural hazards at a time when the population growth is 
continuously developing. Based on these principles, the study aims to utilize space tools to extract physical data in a 

comprehensive approach as well as analyze and manipulate this data in the Geographic Information System (GIS), thus 

determining the areas vulnerable to natural hazards. More specifically, the study aims to produce thematic maps for each 
type of existing natural hazards, among which geographic zones can be classified with respect to different risk levels. It is a 

complete report that decision makers can utilize in order to apply tangible implements to mitigate the risk magnitude and 

thus identify areas with less risk. The authors hope that these areas can be considered in urban management and planning 
approaches. 
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Waste-to-Profit” (W-t-P): Value added Products to Generate Wealth for a Sustainable 

Economy. Volume 1 

Linda Zikhona Linganiso (Senior Lecturer, University of Zululand, KwaDlangezwa, KwaZulu 

Natal Province, South Africa) 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
2018. 356 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-235-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-236-6. $230.00. 
The fastest and unquestionable route to losing clients and the market share is to stop innovating. Pondering on strategies to 

take over market control, you will surely discover your formula going in, while failure will be sure to follow if you celebrate 

your successes for a long time without any novelty. Why not generate wealth from different waste streams available when it 
is possible to develop a business system for a sustainable industry? Innovative business empires will not only help you 

generate sustainable profit, but will skyrocket your name above all well-known entrepreneurs who have peculiar abilities to 
handle high impact projects in communities while protecting the environment at the same time. This book is designed to help 

venture capitalists know where to invest their money for maximum returns. Aside from this, entrepreneurs will find it useful 

as it guides readers to understand where investments should go based on the current status of bio-projects in South Africa 
and selected countries. The key drivers for Waste-to-Profit activities include raising environmental awareness, policies and 

regulations in places throughout selected countries including South Africa. This book highlights the current policies and 

regulations to fast track the development of new technologies for bio-projects in these countries; opportunities, barriers and 
policy implications are discussed extensively. Why not also help the academics, researchers and students translate research 

and development findings into something of value (perhaps, a product)? The days of basic research alone are gone. The time 

is nigh – if not already here – to learn to translate research and development findings into something of value, to generate 
revenues which are essential for economic development. Not only would this help the intellectuals develop new 

technologies/products to generate profit, but it will assertively assist the world to transition towards a knowledge economy, 

an economy where knowledge is the main engine for economic development. This book will identify gaps in the waste 
beneficiation projects value chain, to avoid performing research which is thirty years behind. Recent research and 

development on waste beneficiation is given extensively for the purpose of identifying the gaps and fast tracking R&D in 

South Africa as well as other selected countries, in order to develop a business system that will afford these countries a 
sustainable economy. Municipalities in different countries will learn to develop a strategy to add value to their different waste 

streams through value added products such as Biofuels, Bioplastics and Biobricks, to mention a few. 

Wastewater and Water Contamination: Sources, Assessment and Remediation 

Mia D. Holm and Marcus C. Lund 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-579-4. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-580-0. $82.00. 
In this compilation, the authors open with an address of alternative advanced technologies that effectively meet the desired 

level of removal of recalcitrant contaminants from water. They discuss the advantages and disadvantages of different state 

of the art technologies, assess the need for further development, as well as estimate the potential for large scale applications 
based on technological advancement and availability. Next, the book delves into the origin of chitin, which can be traced 

back to 1811 when it was first discovered in mushrooms by Henri Braconnot while he was Professor of Natural History and 

Director of the Botanical Gardens at the Academy of Science in France. Twenty years later, chitin was isolated in insects. In 
1878, Ledderhose determined that chitin was constructed of glucosamine and acetic acid. The subsequent chapter presents 

results of an experiment analyzing the concentration of dissolved substances as a major factor that determines the efficiency 

of membrane separation for wastewater treatment. The results show that selectivity of different types of semi-permeable 
membranes in a wide range of concentrations can be predicted with sufficient accuracy. Another paper deals with aerobic 

treatment, i.e. the activated sludge method and the anaerobic process. Activated sludge is the most widely used method to 

bring about stabilization in wastewater having organic matter constituents. The possibilities of function are analysed in this 
sludge system, and a short outline is given about the human’s plans in the future with connection of the biological waste 

water treatment. The closing paper discusses the treatment of wastewater from surfactants, as its application has increased 

markedly both in everyday life and in many industrial branches. Water containing surfactants is fatal for the environment 
and has a toxic impact on the human body, causing cancerogenic, mutagenic and allergenic effects. Thus, there is a great 

need for reliable water treatment in chemically developed countries. 

Water Purification: Filter Paper for the Production of Safe Drinking Water 

Mousa M. Nazhad, Solmaz Heydarifard and Huining Xiao (Pulp and Paper Center,The 

University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada and Chemical 

Engineering Department, Lakehead University, Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada) 

In series: Chemical Engineering Methods and Technology 
2017. 155 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-437-8. $82.00. 
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e-book: 978-1-53612-904-5. $82.00. 

A large segment of the population in undeveloped and developing countries drink untreated or partially treated water. 
Annually, 6 to 60 billion cases of gastrointestinal illnesses are continuously reported due to safe drinking water, and over 1.6 

million people die due to these water-borne diseases. Owing to increasing concern about global water-related diseases 

associated with drinking water, finding an affordable and suitable way of water treatment is of great importance. Filtration 
is a promising point-of-use water treatment. Currently, most water filtration membranes are made of synthetic polymers 

derived from non-renewable resources. Negative factors like climate change, many different environmental pollutants and 

the reduction of oil resources give rise to increase the demand of biodegradable products over non-renewable resources. This 
book introduces a novel, cost effective and biodegradable filter; a so-called cellulose foam filter. The cellulose foam filter is 

a novel porous cellulosic derivative made via a foam-laid process and modified in order to act as a water filter. Improvements 

of wet strength performance and the biocidal activity of filters are two main tasks presented in this book. Wet strength 
improvement is achieved through a furnish formulation, and the addition of agents and antimicrobial activity are preformed 

using polymeric antimicrobial agents, guanidine-based polymers and ε-poly lysine. 

Weathering the Storm: A State and Local Perspective on Emergency Management 

Anthony Rigg 

In series: Natural Disaster Research, Prediction and Mitigation 
2018. 164 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-788-0. $79.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-789-7. $79.00. 
This book is the hearing that took place in front of the U.S. House of Representatives on June 10th 2011. It provides a State 

and Local Perspective on Emergency Management, specifically on the efforts of State, local and non-government 

organizations to prepare for and respond to natural disaster, terrorist attacks and other emergencies. 

Wetland: Function, Services, Importance and Threats 

Wojciech Halicki (Institute for Applied Ecology, Skorzyn, Poland) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-562-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-563-3. $230.00. 

This book discusses the function, services, importance and threats of natural and constructed wetlands. The first chapter 

presents one of the largest wetlands which is located in the West Siberian Lowland. This chapter presents the Lowland’s 
geological history and its impact on the contemporary forms of wetlands in the form of peatlands, rivers and their floodplains, 

lakes, river deltas, estuaries, and swamps. A large part of the chapter is devoted to the inventory of these areas, their 

environmental functions, and their threats. Chapter Two, which is also related to the wetlands of the West Siberian Lowland, 
presents the impact of peatlands and swamps on the seasonal physicochemical composition of waters in rivers that are fed 

from peatlands and swamps. The third chapter concerns the threats to peatlands of the West Siberian Lowland, which are a 

consequence of oil extraction. The chapter also describes how the composition of peat changes due to this type of pollution 
and how it affects the vegetation. Chapter Four presents an extensive review of the ecology and geomorphology of the 

Danube River delta, which is one of the best preserved and more complex deltas in Europe in terms of evolution, morphology, 
landscapes, and biodiversity. Chapter Five presents the inventory and threats to wetlands in Oceania and South Asian 

countries; special attention is given to the type of threats to the wetlands in each country. Chapter Six discusses the current 

state of wetlands and their importance in Central Europe, using Hungary as an example. Chapter Seven focuses on the 
International Convention on Wetlands (Ramsar Convention) and presents the Convention’s history, development, and its 

main bodies. The chapter also discusses the evaluation of its protection measures based on the example of the Polish 

environmental conservation system. Chapter Eight presents the multiservice and functions of constructed wetlands in order 
to boost this infrequently used technology and highlight the diversity of its applications. The last chapter presents the 

evolution of constructed wetlands used for wastewater treatment, which begins with irrigation fields and finishes with a 

modern solution as improved wetland systems are combined with water reuse. 

FOOD SCIENCE 

Analytical Chemistry: Developments, Applications and Challenges in Food Analysis 

Marcello Locatelli and Christian Celia (University “G. d’Annunzio” of Chieti-Pescara, Chieti, 

Italy) 

In series: Analytical Chemistry and Microchemistry 
2017. 402 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-267-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-282-4. $230.00. 
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Analytical Chemistry: Developments, Applications and Challenges in Food Analysis represents a collection of book chapters 

showing the validation and instrumental set up of analytical methods that are used to analyze foods and their ingredients. 
The different chapters include several topics discussing the validation of analytical methods, extraction procedures, and other 

multidisciplinary approaches for the analysis of foods, particularly supplements originated from raw plant materials. In these 

book chapters, we would like to collect different methods and tools to provide a multidisciplinary approach for the analysis 
of foods, their ingredients, natural and synthetic supplements. The book includes preliminary approaches used to validate 

analytical methods and a detailed description of the various matrix effects that disturb the analysis by using the hyphenated 

techniques, sample preparations, and a complete overview of principal phenolic constituents, until the use of instrumental 
configurations able to characterize foods (NMR and its applications). The use of voltammetry and atomic absorption 

spectroscopy for toxic metals in seafood, food supplements, the application of thermal techniques and innovative approaches 

in the analysis of proteins in foods and food supplements are included. Analytical chemists and researchers working in the 
field of validation methods, foods and food supplements, and those who use standard and innovative instruments to analyze 

products and/or innovative extraction procedures are potential audience members for this book. 

A Closer Look at Grapes, Wines and Winemaking 

Joni D. Perez 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 281 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-289-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-288-5. $195.00. 
In this compilation, the authors propose chemometrics as an important contribution towards authentication, typification and 

traceability of grapes and wines in combination with various analytical chemistry methods, maintaining that the wine industry 

has a need for rapid techniques for evaluation. Afterwards, the scientific research detailing determination and quantification 
of individual thiol compounds primarily in Sauvignon Blanc wine is presented. The results suggest the strong influence of 

geographical origin as well as vinification method. Later, the authors review the evolution of the phenolic compounds during 

the red wine ageing process and the impact of the major phenolic classes on red wine sensory characteristics. The formation 
of polymeric pigments by the covalent reaction of anthocyanins and proanthocyanidins explain some of the detected sensory 

changes in colour, taste, and mouthfeel attributes of red wines. A study is included in which twelve yeasts isolated from local 
grape berries were characterized for morphological, biochemical and physiological parameters. A periodic enumeration from 

the grape berries during initial veraison period revealed an increase in microbial count for both yeast and malolactic bacteria. 

This book also reviews the different modern winemaking technologies used for red wine production (particularly during 
fermentative maceration process) and their impact on phenolic composition of red wines, especially on anthocyanin and 

proanthocyanidin content. An analysis of Saccharomyces cerevisiae is included, determining that it is the most important 

yeast species involved in wine fermentations, as it may preserve the typical quality andflavor of regional wines. Afterwards, 

O. oeni is introduced as a candidate for malolactic fermentation starter culture. Thus, the authors suggest the use of selected 

strains of O. oeni as an effective tool to enhance wine aromatic complexity through malolactic fermentation. Also in this 

book, the authors analyze results of 12 Regional Climate Simulations of the CORDEX project using an ensemble constructed 
by a multiple linear regression approach for the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios. Four different indices were chosen that take 

into account temperature and rainfall to synthesize the influence of climate on viticulture. The final chapter discusses a virtual 

environment for training and practicing work in winemaking, named BITWINE; evaluates winemaking competences 
developed by trainees of wine-themes using BITWINE, and discusses the future challenges for the Chilean wine industry in 

using virtual learning environments as a tool to improve workers competencies for winemaking. 

Beef: Production and Management Practices 

Nelson Roberto Furquim (Universidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie, Rua da Consolação, São 

Paulo, SP, Brasil) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 286 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-254-0. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-255-7. $195.00. 

Information has always been an important input for agribusiness, both in production and marketing. With the growth in size, 

competitiveness and, consequently, the complexity of worldwide agribusiness in recent years, knowledge has become an 
even more essential tool. More recent research has shown that knowledge generated by experimental studies becomes 

important for the formulation of recommendations on good production practices and management strategies, insofar as it 
provides the basis for understanding how different agents of the beef production chain interact, and how these interactions 

can benefit and promote the safe supply of this important food, as well as beef-based products. This book addresses important 

contexts in beef production. Productive aspects are pointed out, focusing on differentiated systems of production (pasture 
and confinement), and some of the factors (feeding, age, genetic groups, management, sex) that interfere in the final quality 

of the meat supplied. Also focused on are approaches to the beef production system, and the importance of bovine farming 

in the socioeconomic context, including elements of production management itself, as well as discussing the operation of 
mechanisms for inspection and control of both animal health and the production and marketing of beef and beef-based 

products. It is a contemporary book, with current scientific contributions of great value to students and technicians interested 

in these areas of knowledge. It should be noted that the scope of the studies is broad: for academics, be they teachers, 
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researchers or students; executives of agribusiness companies and of the various government levels; consultants and general 

stakeholders in agribusiness economics and administration, meat and meat products technology, engineering, veterinary 
medicine, nutrition, agronomy and other related areas of knowledge. The book is also aimed at press and social networks 

professionals, and other trend setters. There is no intention that the subjects should be exhausted. The idea is that each of the 

scientific articles, presented as chapters of the book, fulfill the role of bringing updated scientific contributions and 
consolidate and demonstrate the work of highly qualified professionals in their respective areas of activity. This can certainly 

lead to future studies, stimulating the continuous search for increasingly significant contributions from specialists to the beef 

sector, which is prominent in the worldwide economy. 

Biogenic Amines (BA): Origins, Biological Importance and Human Health Implications 

Joanna Stadnik (Department of Meat Technology and Food Quality, Faculty of Food Science 

and Biotechnology, University of Life Sciences in Lublin, Lublin, Poland) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2017. 360 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-712-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-713-3. $195.00. 

Biogenic amines are nitrogenous organic bases of low molecular weight with biological functions in animals, plants, 

microorganisms and humans. Their formation in food is either the result of endogenous amino acids’ decarboxylase activity 

in raw food material or the breakdown of free amino acids due to the action of microbial decarboxylase enzymes. 
Consumption of food containing excessive amounts of these amines can have toxicological implications due to their 

psychoactive and/or vasoactive properties. Therefore, the control of biogenic amines accumulation in foods during processing 

and storage is a challenge for the food industry. This book reviews origins, biological importance and human health 
implications of biogenic amines. Chapter One focus on the occurrence of BAs in different foodstuffs and in the correspondent 

challenges of their analysis. In Chapter Two, the authors provide an overview and a critical discussion of sample preparation 

techniques to determine BAs in biological specimens, with special emphasis on microextraction techniques. The advantages 
and some limitations, as well as how they compare to previously used extraction techniques, are also addressed herein. 

Chapter Three focuses on the relation of dietary biogenic amines occurrence and associated adverse health effects following 

consumption of implicated food. In Chapter Four, the authors focus on some food products and the relationship between the 
presence of BA according to their origin, inducing factors and distinctive characteristics of the technological processes that 

could control BA production in animal foods, plant foods and beverages. Chapter Five tackles the most important aspects of 

BA formation during the manufacturing of alcoholic beverages. The significance of BAs is also described from the 
perspective of microbiological and technological factors. The authors of Chapter Six critically review the latest knowledge, 

described in studies carried out throughout the world about the occurrence and the food safety issues of BAs in two selected 

animal originating food sources; that is, fish and dairy products. Moreover, different technological strategies adopted for the 
prevention of BA accumulation in the abovementioned food products for safety purposes are evaluated. Chapter Seven briefly 

summarizes current knowledge on biogenic amines content in dry-cured and fermented meats and collects data on the factors 

affecting their formation. The methods for aminogenesis control in dry-cured meats are also described. The aim of Chapter 
Eight is to identify the origin, biological importance, and human health implications of the serotonin (5-HydroxyTryptamine 

[5-HT]) in pain. Finally, effects of tyramine (TA) and octopamine (OA) on behaviors and physiology in social insects have 
been introduced in Chapter Nine. 

Bread: Consumption, Cultural Significance and Health Effects 

Hilda Lewis 

In series: Food and Beverage Consumption and Health 
2017. 296 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-274-9. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-286-2. $160.00. 

Bread is a pivotal food in many cultures around the world. Besides energy, it provides some nutritional benefits, being an 

important source of dietary fibres and vitamins. Chapter One highlights some of the valences which the bread has been 
endowed for as a foodstuff and symbol. Chapter Two points out the current trends on bread consumption with respect to 

healthier lifestyles, the use of alternative ingredients and manufacturing adjustments. Chapter Three discusses the purchasing 

habits and the level of knowledge about bread in the centre of Portugal, as well as in what way those habits might be 
influenced by sociodemographic variables. Chapter Four investigated the combination of durum wheat flour and soft 

(Triticum durum) in sponge cake, concha type and muffins. Chapter Five covers the use of Brazilian “cerrado” fruits, and 
their potential to increase the nutritional value of foods, contribute to reducing hunger, poverty, and inequality in 

underprivileged regions, and contribute to economic, political and social development. Chapter Six discusses how elaborate 

new breads enhance the traditional nutritional value by increasing the intake of vitamins, fibre and bioactive compounds and 
helping to maintain the body health Chapter Seven presents several alternatives for fiber enrichment of bread with a focus 

on the technological and functional effect of fiber addition on bread quality. Chapter Eight evaluates the influence of the 

partial replacement of wheat flour by isolated soy protein and the performance of transglutaminase on the dough rheology 
and the technological quality of the bread. Chapter Nine gives an overview of the influence of the addition of prebiotic 

components on the technological and sensory properties and on the health benefits of bread. 
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Cheese Production, Consumption and Health Benefits 

Marta Helena Fernandes Henriques and Carlos José Dias Pereira (Polytechnic Institute of 

Coimbra, College of Agriculture, Department of Food Science and Technology, Bencanta, 

Coimbra, Portugal) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2017. 299 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-841-3. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-842-0. $195.00. 

Cheese Production, Consumption and Health Benefits provides current research in several topics related to the production, 
physicochemical, microbiological and sensorial properties of cheese, as well as food safety aspects related to this product. 

The book starts presenting research related to alternative coagulants from various origins in cheese manufacture, motivated 

by the increase in cheese demand and consumption. The importance of non-starter lactic acid bacteria (NSLAB) in cheese 
production is highlighted, especially concerning their potential and applications. Studies using specific adjunct cultures were 

reviewed, and new contributions are presented in order to evaluate their effect on cheese physicochemical and sensory 

characteristics. Cheese nutritional aspects, which follow the new consumer’s trends, are explored. The use of fibers in cheese 

is discussed and the impact of the production of “light” cheeses using fat replacers on texture and sensorial properties of 

cheeses is presented. Ripening is one of the most important stages during cheese manufacture. The ripening conditions 

(temperature, humidity, time, etc.) are responsible for the development of many flavours and the formation of free fatty acids 
(FFA) in cheese. In this book, two studies related to the lipolysis level, FFA composition and the volatile acids content of 

some traditional cheeses from the European Union Balkan countries (and from hard yak cheese) are presented. Instrumental 

and sensorial methods are used to evaluate the rheological and textural characteristics of curds, and to identify the optimal 
texturizing conditions of cheese ripening. Some correlations between textural characteristics of cheese during the 

acidification process and the physicochemical composition are established. Traditional cheeses from Algeria (Djben, Klila, 

Michouna, Bouhezza, Takammart and Madghissa), Brazil (Minas Padrão cheese) and from Southeastern Europe (Cascaval 
cheese) are discussed with respect to their production techniques and their physicochemical, texture and sensorial 

characteristics. Finally, safety issues are addressed. A review regarding the emergence of a potential foodborne pathogen 

(Mycobacterium avium paratuberculosis) in cheese is presented. The authors believe that this book will be very useful to 
food scientists, research institutions, the food industry and to practitioners of the dairy sector. 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry: Basics and Applications 

Amy Woods and Lila Chavez 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 148 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-335-6. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-336-3. $82.00. 

In this book, the authors use DSC to determine ΔCPs for a series of DNA molecules, including ST-DNA, DNA duplexes, 
stem-loop motifs, hairpins with bulges, intramolecular three- and four-way junctions, triplexes and pseudoknots. In all cases, 

the resultant ΔCP is small and well within the baseline signal of the DSC and the unfolding of DNA molecules leads to a 

release of counterions. In a separate study, the authors present the differential scanning calorimetry method for evaluating 
and monitoring the effects of exposure to potential human and environmental toxicants. The obtained data contribute to better 

understanding of bacteria-metal interaction and could be applied to the bacteria stress-response studies. Later, the authors 

conducted a differential scanning mocrocalorimetry (DSC) investigation of the following samples: cell cultures of 
lymphocytes from vein blood of women 40-60 years of age with ductal carcinoma before and after treatment with a small 

synthetic bioregulator peptide epitalon at presence of Co(II) ions; fetus surrounding liquid of healthy pregnant young women; 

and lymphocytes cell cultures from vein blood of clinically healthy women 40-60 years of age who can be regarded as the 
norm. In the final study, thermal denaturation of hen egg white lysozyme in water-dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) mixtures was 

studied by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Dual action of DMSO on the lysozyme properties was observed. The 

temperature of denaturation (T_d) decreases gradually with an increase in the concentration of DMSO. On the other hand, 
the enthalpy of denaturation (∆H_d) shows a complex dependence on the solvent composition. 

Edible Films and Coatings: Advances in Research and Applications 

Donald A. Gross 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 270 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-009-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-010-2. $195.00. 

This books opens with a review of the latest advances in edible film composition, including the use of macromolecules in 
the structural matrix, bioactive compounds, diffusion, and application in food systems. Continuing, the authors investigate 

edible coatings based on natural polymers (soy protein-SPI and potato starch) considering the effect of process variables 

such as drying temperature and time. Kinetic modeling was used to study the drying behavior of potatoes after applying the 
coating. The Fick equation was considered to calculate the mass diffusivity. The following chapter describes cases of 

application of edible coatings, based on hydrocolloids, in different types of food and evaluates their impact in the shelf life 
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of those food products. A study is presented wherein edible films were developed from cassava starch, hydroxypropyl 

methylcellulose, glycerol as plasticizer, and the antimicrobial potassium sorbate. Oregano powder was added in order to 
obtain composite films. A mechanical test was performed until rupture and the parameters elastic modulus, stress, and strain 

at rupture were obtained. The potential application of WPC-based edible coatings with Origanum virens essential oils, as 

antimicrobial and antioxidant agent, is presented as a case study in two traditional Portuguese sausages. WPC-based edible 
films were prepared by heat-induced gelation using the conventional solvent casting method. The effect of glycerol as 

plasticizer and the addition of plant extracts or essential oils to the films is addressed to assess their effect on the film 

properties. Afterwards, the authors describe the hydrocolloids and essential oils that can be used in the production of active 
packages, as well as their benefits. The use of essential oils in biofilms has inhibited the growth of several microorganisms, 

such as Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, Salmonella enteritidis, Listeria monocytogenes, and Lactobacillus 

plantarum. In the final presented study, vegetable foods were prepared from blanched Cucurbita moschata Duchesne ex 
Poiret and enriched with probiotics, particularly Lactobacillus casei or enriched with probiotics and fortified with iron (Fe). 

In order to extend the shelf life of the product, it was tested with the application of edible coatings combined, and not 
combined, with a drying process. 

Flour: Production, Varieties and Nutrition 

María Dolores Torres Pérez (Department of Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology, 

University of Cambridge, Cambridge,  UK) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 

In series: Nutrition and Diet Research Progress 
2018. 360 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-761-3. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-762-0. $230.00. 

Flour: Production, Varieties and Nutrition has been divided into fifteen chapters. The prestigious authors of this volume 

discuss traditional and alternative flours for different application fields, covering a broad range of gluten and novel gluten-
free flours. The fifteen chapters include discussions on a wide range of topics such as gluten-containing flours versus 

alternative gluten-free flours; burdock (Arctium lappa, L) root flour production: technological, nutritional, and functional 

characterizations; the nutritional and functional properties of wheat; in vitro starch digestibility of snack bars formulated 
with green banana (Musa acuminata × balbisiana ABB cv. Awak) flour; Betel (Piper betle L.) leaves flour: production, 

nutritional quality, physico-chemical, and functional properties; characterization of banana (Musa acuminata × balbisiana 

ABB cv. AWAK) pseudo-stem flour; oyster mushroom flour and its composite steamed bun: nutritional quality, physical 
properties, and sensory acceptability aspects; composite flour as a promising new approach for improving nutritional values 

of food products and its challenges on product quality; Chinese steamed bread and novel wheat products; whole grain wheat 

flour: definitions, production, nutritional, technological and microbiological aspects for application in bakery and pasta 
products; flour: production, varieties and nutrition; mesquite (Prosopis alba) flour: composition and use in breadmaking; 

flour: nutritional composition and functional properties of nutsedge (Cyperus esculentus l.) varieties; nutritional value of 

cereal flours; and vegetable waste as raw material for flours: functional and nutritional value and its application. 

Focus on Aflatoxins Research 

Peder Jan and Sten Sylvester 

In series: Food Issues, Policies, and Safety Considerations 
2017. 174 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-569-6. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-589-4. $95.00. 

In the first chapter, Yin-Hui Leong, Nurul Izzah Ahmad, and Rahmat Awang, provide an overview of literature on recent 

progress in aflatoxins research including health effects and human exposure through alimentary or dermal pathways. Next, 
Mufida Aljicevic MD, PhD, and Damir Ljuboja present a study with the goal to decide whether foods of plant origin have 

quantifiable concentrations of aflatoxin B1. Additionally, they aimed to examine whether the urine of healthy participants 

contains measurable aflatoxin B1 in the second chapter. The third chapter by Hsin-Bai Yin, Anup Kollanoor-Johny, and 
Kumar Venkitanarayanan pinpoints the potential of various natural approaches and their applications in controlling AF 

contamination at pre- and post-harvest stages of agriculture. During the fourth and final chapter, Edlayne Gonçalez, PhD, 

Janaina Lara da Silva, MD, Tatiana Emy de Freitas, MD, Christiane Ceriani Aparecido, PhD, Daiane Hansen, PhD, and 
Joana D’arc Felicio, PhD examine the presence of toxigenic species in samples for lactating goats, determining whether this 

indicates a potential risk of contamination of dairy products. 

Food-Drug Interactions: Pharmacokinetics, Prevention and Potential Side Effects 

Fernando Jorge dos Ramos, Isabel Vitória Neves de Figueiredo Santos Pereira and Maria 

Margarida Duarte Ramos Caramona. (Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Coimbra, Coimbra, 

Portugal) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 277 pp. 
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Hardcover: 978-1-53613-552-7. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-553-4. $195.00. 
The interaction between drugs and food is an increasingly relevant topic in clinical practice. There are numerous possibilities 

for interactions between drugs and food, often unknown or ignored by both health professionals and patients. The success of 

the care given to each patient depends, to a large extent, on the knowledge regarding the risks of associating drugs and foods. 
These interactions can be decisive in achieving therapeutic success due to interferences not only in the pharmacokinetics and 

pharmacodynamics of the drugs, with direct implications in the effectiveness and safety of the drugs, as well as in the 

absorption of nutrients. This aspect becomes even more relevant in patients with chronic pathology in which the coexistence 
of the drug/food binomial is prolonged over time. The objective of this book was to carry out a review on the main drug-

food interactions and their impact on health. In this book, the most prevalent chronic pathologies in the population are 

referenced. In addition to an introductory chapter on this subject, the following chapters address the impact of the vehicles 
used in the different pharmaceutical formulations for the oral route. Taking this into account, aspects of potential interactions 

in the digestive and hepatic system, in diseases such as diabetes mellitus, chronic kidney disease, heart disease, dyslipidemia 
and cancer disease are presented. Additionally, the relevance of interactions between drugs and products of plant origin are 

also described. Finally, the authors present a "case study", with the main focus on the evaluation of potent interactions 

between antihypertensive and anti-dyslipidemic drugs and foods, carried out in a community pharmacy. The authors believe 
that this book is of general interest, with greater relevance to health professionals, namely doctors, pharmacists, nurses and 

nutritionists, in order to facilitate quicker assessments of potential interactions and risks arising from the prescription of 

medicines and concomitant use with food. 

Food Packaging and Preservation: Techniques, Applications and Technology 

Ann D. Galaz and Daniel S. Bailey 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 158 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-138-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-139-0. $82.00. 
Food Packaging and Preservation: Techniques, Applications and Technology begins by presenting recent advances in the 

liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry determination of organic food-packaging contaminants. Coverage of all kind of 
applications is beyond the scope of the present contribution, so the authors focus on the most relevant applications published 

including sample treatment, determination and confirmation strategies, as well as the use of high resolution mass 

spectrometry techniques. Following this, the authors aim to summon recent advances in food applications of bio-sourced 
active films including the aspects that limit their use, strategies for their properties improvement and suggestions for further 

researches. This volume provides an overview on food packaging material based on chitosan and chitosan derivatives with 

antimicrobial properties in order to achieve functional systems able to be used as active packaging materials. Additionally, 

it examines the specific issues related to eco-friendly biopolymer nanocomposites from bacterial cellulose and biopolyesters 

as a sustainable alternative for food plastic packaging. The use of biopolymer films formulation means reducing food waste 

which could bring about both environmental and economic benefits. In closing, a study is presented with the goal of 
ascertaining the effectiveness of low density polyethylene (LDPE) film incorporated with garlic oil for inhibition of food 

pathogen, Bacillus cereus. The blown film extrusion method was applied to produce film samples added with garlic oil of 2 

wt%, 4 wt%, 6 wt% and 8 wt% as well as samples with 0 wt% which served as control throughout the study. 

Handbook of Olive Oil: Phenolic Compounds, Production and Health Benefits 

Jozef Miloš 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2017. 502 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-356-2. $270.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-357-9. $270.00. 

This book examines the latest research in olive oil. Topics included in this book include biomedicinal activities of olive oil 

phenolic compounds, including antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, antimicrobial, cardiovascular, endocrine, anticancer and 
central nervous system effects. Also, some insights related to bioavailability and synergistic activities are presented; a 

summary and critical analysis of the available information about phenolic compounds in VOO; the beneficial effects of 

phenolic compounds, contained in extra virgin olive oil, which have been reported in the last few years; an overview of 
different analytical approaches, including the most recent advances, and the difficulties regarding phenolic compounds 

determination in olive oil; olive oil wastes (OMW) characteristics, bio-valorization potentialities and treatment options with 

regard to the economic feasibility, environmental regulations and challenges of existing waste disposal practices in olive-
growing countries are discussed; the health effects of olive oil, including for the liver; a summary of the knowledge of the in 

vitro and in vivo effects of oleocanthal comparing, where available; the determinant factors that affect Japan’s olive oil 

imports; research on oleocanthal and its promising applications as a preventive and/or therapeutic agent for several diseases; 
and an examination of the organic olive oil sector, demonstrating its importance in terms of wealth and economic impact. 

Legumes for Global Food Security 

Alfonso Clemente and Jose C. Jimenez-Lopez (Estacion Experimental del Zaidin; Spanish 

National Research Council (CSIC), Granada, Spain) 
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In series: Food Science and Technology 
2017. 294 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-265-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-279-4. $160.00. 

Legumes are an essential food crop and a relevant source of plant-based proteins for humans around the globe, and 
particularly in developing countries. Grain legumes are highly nutritious and have excellent nutraceutical properties; these 

are affordable foods contributing to household food safety and, as a result, offer great hope and opportunity for achieving 

future global feed and food security. There is no doubt that facing an increasing world population over the next 50 years, the 
implementation of future research strategies and programs on legume productivity by harnessing scientific expertise and 

emerging molecular tools is of great importance to develop high-yielding legume varieties with enhanced multiple beneficial 

qualities and to tackle human diseases, using both traditional breeding and biotechnology methods. Grain legumes enhance 
the sustainability of cropping systems by increasing soil fertility through biological nitrogen fixation. They are adapted to 

diverse climates, thus providing solutions to climate change. Improved varieties having heat and drought tolerance are able 

to overcome abiotic stresses, offering even more hope for crop stability in vulnerable regions as well as against pests and 
diseases that cause significant production losses, making them a central component of sustainable intensification efforts on 

millions of small and poor farms. This new book provides an innovative contribution for people working with legumes in 

different fields such as agriculture, crop improvement, health promoting aspects, pest and disease fighting, and the overall 

scientific community, giving them an updated and global vision about the importance of legumes for the world’s greatest 

challenge in global feed and food future under a sustainable agriculture. The book includes the following topics: •Legume 

germplasm. •Increasing legume production to improve food security, nutrition food safe, environmental benefits and 
economy. •Legumes and climate change. •Pests and disease management. •Nutritional improvement of legumes. •Legumes’ 

health benefits. •Legumes’ allergy research 

Microbial Contamination of Food Products 

Gabriel-Danut Mocanu, Ph.D. and Oana Emilia Constantin , Ph.D. (Dunarea de Jos University 

of Galati, Galati, Romania) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 190 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-524-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-525-1. $95.00. 

Microorganisms are involved in numerous useful transformations in foods, but are also implicated in food spoilage or 
foodborne illnesses, which affect food safety and quality. Microorganisms are evolving and constantly adapting to 

environmental conditions. This book represents a resource for food industry and academia, both focused on food safety and 

quality in recent years. Microbial Contamination of Food Products includes seven chapters. Each chapter presents important 
information concerning food microbiologists, food technologists, food processors, regulatory officials and public health 

workers. Furthermore, the book can be a source of valuable information on food microbiology for the students in the field of 

food science and technology, food control and engineering, and management in public food. 

Olive Oil: Sensory Characteristics, Composition and Importance in Human Health 

Thore Fritjof and Bertil Henning 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2017. 184 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-563-4. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-583-2. $95.00. 

In Chapter One, D.M. Salazar, I. López-Cortés, and D.C. Salazar-García give an overview of the composition of fatty acids, 

tocopherols, and polyphenols in oils from the main five olive areas. They conclude that it is advisable to consume extra virgin 
olive oils during the prenatal period, childhood, and in combating disease. In Chapter Two, Hédia Manai Djebali and Imen 

Oueslati examine the link between olive oil and human health, finding that the amounts of sterols depend on olive variety, 

ripening degree, oil extraction procedures, agronomic, and climatic conditions. In Chapter Three, Malika Drira, Ons Rekik, 
and Mohamed Bouaziz review the composition of olive oil, determining that it is rich in unsaturated fatty acids and also 

identifying 20 phenolic compounds from a plethora of phenolic types. María Dolores Alvarez, Wenceslao Canet, María José 

Jiméne, and Cristina Fernández present a study where samples of mashed potatoes enriched with extra virgin olive oil were 
perceived as softer in Chapter Four. In chapter five, Imen Oueslati and Hédia Manai explore the characteristics of the volatile 

compounds, as well as the enzymes involved, in different Mediterranean olive oil categories. J. M. Ochando-Pulido and A. 

Martinez-Ferez review the present-day treatment processes of olive mill wastewater and olive mill solid waste. 

Pleurotus Mushrooms: Ecology, Cultivation and Uses 

Pedr Mervyn and Ilar Gwynn 

In series: Herbs and Herbalism 
2017. 214 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-738-6. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-739-3. $160.00. 
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In the first chapter, N. Pozdnyakova, S. Balandina, O. Turkovskaya provide an overview of the current knowledge on 

degradation of natural compounds and xenobiotics via Pleurotus fungi, especially focusing on the involvement of metabolic 
pathways and the cataclysmic properties of the enzymes. In the second chapter, Maura Téllez-Téllez and Gerardo Díaz-

Godínez discuss the fungus Pleurotus ostreatus and its nutritious properties and therapeutic applications. Continuing, Hesham 

El Enshasy, Farid Agouillal, Zarani Mat, Roslinda Abd Malek, Zulaiha Hanapi, and Ong Mei Leng discuss Pleurotus 
ostreatus and its production of enzymes with beneficial properties in the third chapter. In the fourth chapter, Gerhard Gramss 

and Klaus-Dieter Voigt present data that showcases the role fungi play in food production, as well as their impact on growth 

technology and enzyme production. Lastly, Noé Aguilar-Rivera, Régulo Carlos Llarena-Hernández, Rosalía Núñez-Pastrana, 
Christian Michel-Cuello, Jie Chen, and Luis Enrique Aquino-Solis present a study evaluating the potential for sugar cane 

harvest in Veracruz, Mexico. 

Quick and Easy: The Origin and Meanings of Fast Food 

Marcel Danesi, Ph.D. (University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 132 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-315-8. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-316-5. $82.00. 
Food, no matter of what kind, is a substance required for survival. Stripped of any cultural meanings, it is a primary means 

of biological nourishment and sustenance. But in a cultural context, the types of food, how they are eaten, what social rituals 

are involved in etiquette, and so on, take on a greater value. In other words, outside of a survival context, food is much more 
than substance for ensuring such survival. It constitutes a meaning system imbued with subtle unconscious cultural 

connotations of all kinds. We eat, first and foremost, to survive. But in a social ambiance, food takes on significance that 

transcends this biological function, affecting even our perceptions of edibility. In America, we do not normally eat insects, 
by and large, even though they would provide nourishment. We do not eat them because of the negative perceptions and 

emotions we have projected onto insects. In other cultures, insects are often considered to be a delicacy. Clearly, food tastes 

are cultural tastes. So, where does the fast food phenomenon fit into this line of reasoning, given that it seems to go against 
historically-based cultural systems of meaning? This book will attempt to answer this question by examining the origin, 

evolution and meanings of the fast food phenomenon, from its neurological and social meanings to its recreational ones. 
Does the contemporary penchant for fast food exist in the brain, or is it a fabrication of a consumerist culture gone insane, 

as the movie The Gods Must Be Crazy so eloquently and satirically emphasized? Much has been written about the 

phenomenon of fast food, given the importance of eating to health and cultural identity. The goal in this book is to go in a 
slightly different, but hopefully significant, direction; namely, to examine the meanings of fast food in relation to the birth 

and spread of mass consumerist society, and its role in future societies. Fast food originated in amusement and circus culture, 

but it soon spread to society via urbanization, the automobile, and the need for “quick and easy” solutions to almost 

everything, including the preparation and eating of food. The book argues that, in the end, we are what we have made 

ourselves to be. Fast food is of our own making, not something imposed cleverly by some master capitalist plan. We eat it 

because it is tasty and easily prepared. The cultural meanings of fast food might even be intertwined with an innate pleasure 
principle, into which fast foods seem to tap rather effectively. Above all else, fast food is a mirror of the contemporary 

world’s penchant for a quick-and-easy approach to virtually everything, for better or worse. Given its proliferation to all 

sectors and levels of society, fast food has changed the social paradigm of eating everywhere. The book will conclude by 
assessing what the implications of this paradigm for the future are. 

Recycled Cooking Oil: Processing and Uses 

Kurt Garner 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 146 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-337-0. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-338-7. $82.00. 

Recycled Cooking Oil: Processing and Uses reviews the production of polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA), polyamides (PAs), 
polyurethanes (PUs) and epoxies, along with their potential use as a plasticizer or in composite development. Some 

recommendations are suggested to rationalize the use of SCO as a low-cost, yet valuable raw material for the production of 

biomaterials. The authors present the main environmental problems caused by the incorrect disposal of waste cooking oil 
and possible bioprocesses that can be used for pretreatment and recycling of oil. The following topics are addressed: 

introduction; incorrect disposal of waste cooking oil and environmental problems; pretreatment of waste oil with the use of 

microorganisms and the enzyme lipase; recycling of waste cooking oil through the production of biodiesel; and future 
prospects of waste oil pre-treatment and recycling. Additionally, the use of heterogenous catalysts for biodiesel production 

from waste cooking oil are reviewed, maintaining that waste cooking oil offers significant potential as an alternative low–

cost biodiesel feedstock which could partly decrease the dependency on petroleum-based fuel. Biodiesel is explored as a 
waste cooking oil with untapped potential that can be utilized to produce various useful products. The challenges of finding 

more efficient separation of products, simpler processes, lower energy consumption, and continuous pilot plant trials for 

processes that are still in their infancies are examined. Special attention is paid to the development of acid catalysts that can 
be recovered and reused in the WCO esterification reactions. The authors hope that this work can significantly contribute to 

the improvement of this important research field. 
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Rice and Rice Straw: Production, Cultivation and Uses 

Asma Timayev and Gada Kadyrov 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
2017. 290 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-911-3. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-912-0. $195.00. 

Rice and Rice Straw: Production, Cultivation and Uses opens with a discussion on rice straw, a substance rich in 

polysaccharides with a high lignin and silica content, limiting voluntary intake and reducing degradability by rumen 
microbes. The authors suggest that the treatment of rice straw could be a good potential feed for ruminants. Next, the authors 

revise the fractionation processes used for the recovery of hemicelluloses from rice straw, subsequently providing a critical 

appraisal of the potential products that can be derived from it, and what conversion and purification processes are necessary 
for their production. Additionally, the current and potential industrial status of these products is presented. A discussion on 

the essential improvement of the biotechnology sector in order to attain a continuous supply of rice is offered, especially 

focusing on genetic modification. Later, the main strategies in weed control in rice are reviewed, also touching on the impacts 
of rice cultivation in the environment and the genetically modified rice cultivars on weed control. Afterwards, the physical, 

chemical, thermochemical, and biological pretreatments of biomass are described, especially non-catalytic pretreatment of 

rice straw. The techno-economic analysis of thermochemical and biochemical platforms is also summarized. The authors 
present strategies for reducing and re-using rice straw, exploring the direct use of rice straw as filler, roofing, animal food, 

fuel, and even burning process in an open field. Finally, the proximate composition, lipids, utilization, and future perspectives 

of rice bran are reviewed. 

Secondary Metabolite and Functional Food Components: Role in Health and Disease 

Shashank Kumar (School of Basic and Applied Sciences, Centre for Biochemistry and 

Microbial Sciences, Central University of Punjab, Punjab, India) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 303 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-186-4. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-187-1. $195.00. 
Secondary Metabolites and Functional Food Components: Their Roles in Health and Disease consists of original chapters, 

provides updates to previous source material and acts as a unique source of information for all those interested in secondary 

metabolites and functional food components. The proposed publication focuses on the pharmaceutical and food industries, 
with an emphasis on their aspects pertaining to chemistry, nutrition sciences, biochemistry and biology. In the present book, 

the major secondary metabolites and the chemistry in conjunction with functional food components have been discussed. 

The book also deals with the role of secondary metabolites in human health and diseases. This book is specifically marketed 
towards graduate and master’s students. It deals with the knowledge and recent advancements in the field of secondary 

metabolites and functional food components as well as their importance in health and disease. Moreover, the book will also 

be very useful for the students preparing for various competitive examinations such as the CSIR, ICMR, DBT, and ICAR 
JRF/NET exams. 

Seed Oil: Production, Uses and Benefits 

Hong Nguyen Khanh Dieu (Department of Petrochemical-Technology, School of Chemical 

Engineering, Hanoi University of Science and Technology, Hanoi, Vietnam) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 239 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-560-2. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-561-9. $160.00. 

Vegetable oils have been regarded as a new generation feedstock that requires strengthening and developing in the near 

future. In this book, various kinds of seed oil derived feedstock including, moringa oleifera seed oil, neem seed oil, 
calophyllum inophyllum seed oil, grape seed oil, argan oil and rubber seed oil are introduced in terms of their production, 

applications and development in a variety of sectors such as industries, healthcare, cosmetics, medicine or functional food, 

bio-pesticide and biofuels. These uses all bring considerable benefits to the economy, social development and environmental 
protection. The book content reviews different aspects of refining and applying processes for each seed oil, as well as reveals 

a number of research results published by the authors of each chapter. Upon further consideration, all these seed oils are 

categorized as the second generation feedstock; they do not compete with food security and have higher productivity 
compared to the others. Therefore, they could play a crucial role in making new products like biofuels, green fuels and so 

on, enhancing the performance of the old products and processes such as synthetic pesticide production, hydraulic or lubricant 

application. Thus, they either partially or completely replace the improper feedstock, including fossil sources, first generation 
vegetable oils and fats, to name but a few. 

Stevia: Research Insights 

Erick Lyons and Alexis Jefferson 
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In series: Food Science and Technology 
2017. 108 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-358-6. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-343-2. $82.00. 

The first chapter of this book focuses on an alternative gluten-free flour enriched with a natural low-calorie sweetener. The 
main objective was to perform a systemic investigation on the thermo-mechanical properties of chickpea flour gels in the 

presence of stevia at different concentrations. The focus of the second chapter was to quantify the content of steviol 

glycosides in Criolla and Morita II varieties of S. rebaudiana grown in Mexico and to evaluate the hypoglycemic effects of 
acute oral administration in normoglycemic and induced-diabetic Wistar rats. In the third chapter, Stevia rebaudiana is 

examined as a source of non-caloric natural sweeteners. The authors argue that Stevia cropping and consumption could assist 

people to restrict carbohydrate intake in their diet, enjoy the sweet taste with decreased calories, and contribute to a lower 
glycemic index within a population. In the final chapter of this book, steviol glycosides are reviewed and novel trends in 

their extraction, separation, detection and quantification are reviewed. 

Strategies for Obtaining Healthier Foods 

José Manuel Lorenzo Rodriguez and Francisco Javier Carballo García (University of Vigo, 

Vigo, Spain) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2017. 393 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-159-9. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-185-8. $270.00. 

Consumers are increasingly demanding, looking for different food products, new, more shocking and surprising, and 
providing more pleasurable feelings. At the same time, consumers are becoming more informed and aware about food and 

health issues, demanding increasingly safe and healthy products. In such a scenario, the current food industry must maximize 

efforts to combine innovation, the ability to surprise, quality and safety. On the other hand, it is clear that there is no total 
overlap between the healthy aspects of food and the perception of this healthiness by consumers. In this sense, consumer 

information, education and awareness have to be important work areas in the future. This book aims to cover the modern 

strategies adopted by the food industry to obtain healthier foods without giving up the highest quality standards. The first 
two chapters are devoted to the novel systems of food hygienization; that is to say, the non-thermal technologies and phage 

therapy. The next two chapters cover the use of microbial cultures as bioprotective agents or with probiotic purposes in the 

food industry. Then, three chapters deal with the use of natural substances as preservatives, antioxidants, colorants, 
emulsifiers, sweeteners, anticaking agents, tenderizers, stabilizers, thickeners and gelling agents. The strategies for reducing 

some suspicious ingredients, or ingredients that arouse more misgivings in consumers (e.g. salt, fat, etc.), and minimally 

modifying the sensorial characteristics and consumer acceptability of the foods are also treated in several chapters. The use 
of microencapsulation, a promising technology for adding additives and ingredients to foods as well as the development of 

new healthy products are also described. Finally, the benefits and risks of consuming genetically modified food for the 

population and the technical aspects for producers are detailed in the last chapter. 

The Diversified Benefits of Cocoa and Chocolate 

Bonifacia Zayas Espinal 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 172 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-258-8. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-259-5. $95.00. 

The Diversified Benefits of Cocoa and Chocolate presents the different available methodologies for analysis, quantification, 

isolation, purification, and structure elucidation of polyphenols in cocoa and cocoa-derived products are reviewed. Taking 
into account that there is evidence that demonstrates that the bioactivity of flavanols is significantly influenced by their 

stereochemical configuration, enantioselective methods have also been included such as chiral capillary electrophoresis, 

micellar electrokinetic chromatography and ultra-performance liquid chromatography. The authors state that about forty 
million people die annually as a consequence of noncommunicable diseases accounting for approximately 70% of all death 

globally. Therefore, the current research concerning the benefits of dark chocolate regarding noncommunicable diseases and 

the associated risk factors is examined. Following this, the authors introduce chocolate as a cocoa carrier of probiotics and 
bioactive whey protein hydrolysate. This research examined the influence of additional ingredients on the functional 

properties and rheology of the final product. Another study is included with the objective of exploring the potential of NIR 

usage for monitoring the cocoa powder and sugar mixtures composition. Based on the obtained results, NIRs analysis in 
combination with the PCA and the PLS has proved to be an adequate, fast and non-invasive method for the cocoa powder 

drink mix composition prediction. A separate study attempts to confirm the relationship between increased pollinator 

abundance and higher yields of cocoa pods at one locality in Costa Rica. While cocoa pollination can depend upon a diverse 
array of ceratopogonid midges, in this study, one species Forcipomyia youngii, dominated the samples. Research is included 

with the aim of assessing the proteins contents, digestibility, and amino acid profile of the milled cocoa bean husks from the 

roasted cocoa, and to propose it as an ingredient for PKU food formulations. The authors determine that Cocoa can be used 
as a raw material in products destined for special regimes, after verification of its microbiological safety. The final study 
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examined and compared the content of total polyphenols, minerals (potassium, calcium, magnesium, iron, zinc, copper, 

manganese), total dietary fiber and soluble dietary fiber in in different chocolate products collected from the market. 

The Handbook of Food Microbiological Analytical Methods 

Ismail Mohamed Al Bulushi, Ph.D. (Department of Food Science and Nutrition, College of 

Agricultural and Marine Sciences, Sultan Qaboos University, Oman) 

In series: Microbiology Research Advances 
2017. 163 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-473-6. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-742-3. $95.00. 
THE Handbook of Food Microbiological Analytical Methods includes 31 topics and experiments distributed throughout five 

chapters, namely basic microbial skills, the enumeration of different microorganisms in foods, identification techniques and 

determination of microbial activities. Besides, the handbook includes useful sources in food microbial analyses such as the 
Food Microbiology E-sources and the primers for identification of common microbial pathogens. This handbook aims to 

provide and develop concerning food microbial skills in the users with simple steps to follow along with the theoretical 

explanation for better understanding. The uniqueness of this handbook includes topics that are rarely addressed in current 

food microbiology manuals and handbooks such as the enumeration of special bacterial groups such as marine and Gram-

positive bacteria, introducing: A selective medium for enumeration of Gram-positive bacteria from marine sources for the 

first time; a technique for bacterial colonies randomization; a technique for recovery of injured/stressed bacteria; techniques 
to study bacterial potential such as spoiling foods; a technique that forms biogenic amines; and the production of 

antimicrobial activity and providing the specific specie primer pairs for common pathogens. The principles and procedures 

of some routinely used identification techniques – namely vitek, sequencing of 16S rRNA gene and specific genus and specie 
primers for bacterial identification – are provided with simple procedures. Enumeration and identification techniques of 

common pathogens and spoilers, namely Staphylococcus aureus, Enterobacteriaceae, Escherichia coli, Salmonella spp., 

Listeria monocytogenes, Vibrio parahaemolyticu, Bacillus cereus and Shewanella putrefaciens enumeration and 
identification techniques are also covered. These techniques are based on the International Standards such as ISO and U.S. 

Food and Drug Administration Standards and the media’s manufacture instructions. This handbook is needed to conduct 

microbial analyses to determine food microbial quality and safety, food hygienic status and the microbial potential to spoil 
food, lose food safety and produce antimicrobial activity. This handbook was prepared to be used by students and young 

researchers. Therefore, it can be used in the universities as a practical manual in biology, microbiology, food microbiology, 

food safety, and food hygiene courses, as well in food laboratories which determine food microbial safety and quality. It is 
expected that this handbook will be a good and practical guide for students and researchers as well. 

The System of Rice Intensification and Conventional Rice Farming: Responding to Crop 

Growth, Yield and Water Productivity 

Tejendra Chapagain, PhD (Research Associate, University of Guelph, ON, Canada) 

In series: Biotechnology in Agriculture, Industry and Medicine 
2017. 145 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-619-8. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-620-4. $82.00. 
The System of Rice Intensification (SRI) involves the adoption of certain changes in management practices for rice 

cultivation that create a better growing environment for rice crops. The use of intermittent irrigation with alternate wet and 

dry intervals (AWD) and single transplanting of the younger seedlings in wider spacing areas are regarded as the key factors 
in SRI for better crop growth and productivity. Field experiments were conducted in Chiba, Japan during the two consecutive 

rice growing seasons (May-September) of 2008-09 to observe the effects of SRI components on rice crop performance, field 

environment, water savings, and water-wise rice production. The effects of the irrigation method, age of seedlings and 
spacing were evaluated in the 2008 rice season with eight treatment combinations in a split-split plot design (S-SPD). AWDI 

at 10 day intervals and continuous flooding throughout the cropping season were the two main plot factors while the effects 

of seedling age (14 and 21 days) and plant spacing (30x30 cm2 and 30x18 cm2) were evaluated as sub and sub-sub plot 
factors, respectively. The experimental results revealed that the SRI management with the proposed AWDI can save a 

significant amount of irrigation water (29%) without reduced grain yield (7.41t/h compared with 7.37t/ha from normal 

planting with ordinary water management). Water productivity was also observed to be significantly higher in all 
combinations of practices in AWDI plots: 1.74 g/liter with SRI management and AWDI as compared to 1.23 g/liter in normal 

planting with ordinary water management. In addition, the research outcomes showed a role of AWDI in minimizing pest 

and disease incidence, shortening the rice crop cycle and also improving the plant stand until harvest. Synergistic effects of 
younger seedlings and wider spacing were seen in tillering ability, panicle length and a number of filled grains that ultimately 

led to higher productivity with better grain quality. Field experiments with the complete sets of SRI practices were carried 

out in Randomized Complete Block Design (RCBD) during the 2009 rice growing season in the same field. SRI (with 8 day 
old seedlings) and conventional (with 22 day old seedlings) practices were the first factor (cultivation method), while organic 

and inorganic managements were evaluated as the second factor (management method) in the field experiments. The highest 

yield was observed through the conventional method with inorganic management (6.84t/h) that was on par with the organic 
SRI (6.59t/h) followed by organic conventional (6.48t/h). It was recorded as 5.92t/h in inorganic SRI management. Overall, 

the effects of SRI components were positive and significant on a per plant basis; however, they did not differ significantly in 
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terms of grain yield per unit area. The development of healthy and vigorous roots, increased stem diameter, greater productive 

leaf area, longer panicles, greater number of filled grains, development of plants tolerant to insect-pest and disease, and 
reduced plant lodging percentage were some notable achievements with SRI management. Water savings and water-wise 

rice production are other important issues that are likely to draw the attention of rice researchers and farm communities to 

adopt SRI under scarce water conditions. However, comparatively better grain yields with conventional management 
methods underscore a need for further investigations in defining an appropriate combination of practices for SRI 

management, considering local soil properties, prevailing climate and critical watering stages in rice crop management. 

The Uses of Cocoa and Cupuaçu Byproducts in Industry, Health, and Gastronomy 

Elevina Eduviges Pérez Sira 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 331 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-456-8. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-457-5. $160.00. 
This book compiles technical, chemical and nutritional information in regards to the main species of the Theobroma genus, 

T. cacao and T. grandiflorum. The use of Theobroma cacao processing residues (pod and bean husks) as organic fertilizers, 

ingredients for animal feeding, sources of enzymes, fiber, hydrocolloids, and antioxidants, industrial biosorbents, and 
polymers for foams to formulate culture media, such as alkalis for soap production and as phenylalanine-free ingredients are 

discussed. T. cacao and T. grandiflorum phytochemical composition changes during processing and its importance on 

consumer health is stressed in order to contribute to clarify phytochemical function, their chemical structure, and how post-
harvest processing could change them. The innovative use of chocolate as a carrier of encapsulated probiotics is also 

discussed. The development and application of the micro-encapsulation to increase the resistance of probiotic strains in 

chocolate-based matrices, uses of the main probiotic strains in the production of chocolates and derivatives, research 
involving the incorporation of probiotics in chocolates, and related products and symbiotic chocolates and future prospects 

in this area are all emphsized. The correlation between the consumption of cocoa and chocolate and human health is stressed, 

and experimental studies that have pointed out the beneficial effects of cocoa and dark chocolate consumption are compiled 
and discussed. This book reports research that clearly demonstrates that cocoa components have an important antioxidant, 

anti-inflammatory and photo-protective role in pathologies (cognitive impairment, inflammatory bowel disease, dental 
health, skin photo-protection, and cancer) in which inflammation is one of the main features. Byproducts from the Theobroma 

genus are without a doubt one of the main ingredients in the gastronomic and food styling area. This book compiles recipes 

of both salty and sweet cuisine, as well as beverages prepared with ingredients from T. cacao and T. grandiflorum. The 
recipes are detailed with their correspondent nutritional information. This research shows that the versatility of products from 

Theobroma cacao and Theobroma grandiflorum are traditional, yet contemporary in a variety of beautiful and fancy dishes 

in gourmet cuisine. 

Tropical Fruits: From Cultivation to Consumption and Health Benefits, Fruits from the 

Amazon 

Svetoslav Dimitrov Todorov and Fábio Alessandro Pieri (Veterinary Department, Universidade 

Federal de Viçosa, Campus UFV, Viçosa, Minas Gerais, Brazil) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2017. 431 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-839-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-840-6. $230.00. 
Fruits from the Amazon region are highly appreciated for their exotic characteristics and have been a subject of interest and 

research since European pioneers discovered this rainforest. Numerous edible fruits from the Amazon region are considered 

to be rich sources of protein, though their bioactive metabolites are not used wisely worldwide despite being partly consumed 
by local communities. However, some of them are globally recognized and commercialized, such as guaraná, açaí, chestnuts 

from the Amazon (Brazilian nuts), and cacao. Some other exotic fruits like babaçu, bacuri, buriti, euterpê, camu-camu, 

cupuaçu, cubiu, dendê, graviola, piquia, pupunha and tucumã may be better exploited in order to be aggregated to feed the 
general population. The application of these fruits was always explored by the traditional medicine of pre-Colombian tribes 

living in the Amazon region; however, the modern pharmaceutical industry is showing great interest in these fruits as a source 

of potential bioactive molecules with potential applications in the treatment of several diseases, including some types of 
cancers, diabetes, Alzheimer’s disease, the control of blood pressure, etc. Perhaps this is a realization of Hipocrates dream – 

that one day our food will be a form of medicine. 

Tropical Fruits: From Cultivation to Consumption and Health Benefits, Pineapple 

Cristina Stewart Bogsan and Svetoslav Dimitrov Todorov (Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, 

Sao Paulo University, Sao Paulo, SP, Brazil) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2017. 257 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-885-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-886-4. $160.00. 
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Pineapple (Ananas comosus (L.) Merril) is the major representative fruit of bromelains, cultivated in tropical and subtropical 

areas in developing countries. The knowledge of plant taxonomy, enzymes, antioxidants, or microbiology is beneficial to 
human health. Likewise, various industrial applications of pineapple-based products have led both developing and developed 

countries to grow dependent on the tropical fruit. The targeted audience of this book includes researchers and professional 

horticulturists interested in increasing the comprehension of not just the nutritional values of pineapple, but also about the 
technology employed to preserve the freshness of this fruit. The organization of the chapters and sections is also 

straightforward; Chapter One presents what a pineapple (Ananas comosus (L.) Merril) is, its taxonomy, distribution, origin, 

and morphology. Concluding the first part, Chapters Two and Three show the nutritional and medical values, stability and 
the potential therapeutic aspects of pineapples. In the second part of the book, the readers should find the relevant aspects of 

industrial preservation in Chapters Four, Five, Six and Seven, which talk about the harmful effects of UV and gamma 

radiation to freshness. Chapters Eight and Nine9 discuss postharvest conservation. 

Wine and Winemaking: The Value and Efficiency 

Anatoliy G. Goncharuk, Ph.D., Professor (Head of Department of Business Administration and 

Corporate Security, International Humanitarian University, Odessa, Ukraine) 

In series: Food and Beverage Consumption and Health 
2018. 184 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-385-1. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-386-8. $160.00. 
Perhaps there is no other drink in the world that would honor billions of people and have such a mystical nature than wine. 

Since ancient times wine was considered as a drink of the gods; only water and a mother's milk can be compared in 

importance and longevity with this sacred drink. However, neither archeologists nor philosophers can give an exact answer 
as to when this drink appeared first. This secret further confirms the inscrutability and mysteriousness of wine. The long 

history of wine and winemaking, its mystical and philosophical significance raises deep thoughts about what the true strength 

of this drink is, how and why it is produced, and why people consume it today. Over thousands of years the traditions have 
changed, states were formed and disintegrated, and cultures, public consciousness, sciences and technologies were 

developed. However, only one thing remains unchanged: wine. The author of this book wanted to know what the value of 

wine in today's society is, whether it has changed since ancient times, what kind of people consume wine today, and whether 
the desired effect of winemaking for its producers and consumers has been achieved. The book contains the results of several 

years of research that shed light on the value of wine in a modern society and the efficiency of winemaking in various 

countries. The author hope that this book will be useful not only for winemakers, scholars and students, but also for every 
person who has ever tasted the wine. The main conclusion about the value of wine is that it is very subjective. Each consumer 

is guided by his/her own considerations and motives, evaluating the wine before buying. Estimates of costs and resources, 

energy and time for its production, delivery and sale can be made, but it is not possible for any researcher to get into the mind 
of a consumer and learn the true complex of wine value for him/her, which is dictated by their knowledge, experience, 

consciousness and subconsciousness, external circumstances, health status, wealth and the arrangement of spirit. After all, 

the same bottle of wine for the same person has different values measured in the morning or evening, on Friday or Monday, 
in winter or summer, in a healthy state or in sickness, in sadness or joy, with friends or in solitude. The main secret of this 

magic drink is hidden exactly in its diversity and unpredictability; you just need to value it. Summarizing the results of the 
study, the author safely says that today wine has a special status and high value for consumer, religious, health, 

psychotherapeutic, and economic purposes. It is produced and popular in both developed and developing countries. The 

efficiency of its production and distribution depend on many factors, some of which are common to all countries (global), 
while others are special for a particular country or region (local). The highest efficiency of winemaking in Germany, France 

and other developed countries can be explained by centuries-old wine traditions, good recognizability, high investments and 

high-quality marketing. On the contrary, winemaking in developing countries requires more investments in technical policy 
and market research and promotion in the world market. 

GENETICS 

Advances in Genetics Research. Volume 17 

Kevin V. Urbano 

In series: Advances in Genetics Research 
2017. 233 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-722-5. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-723-2. $250.00. 

A.Garcia, M. Michel, S. Villarreal, F. Castillo, E. Osorio, M.T. García-Ruiz, F. Veana, A.C. Flores, and R. Rodríguez open 
the book by presenting an overview of modern research on the evolution and genetics of entomopathogenic fungi in Chapter 

One, including their function in the environment, relationship with the insect immune system, and their genetic diversity, 

among other things. Following this, Manuel Ruiz-García, Nicolás Lichilín-Ortíz, Yolanda Mejia, Juan Manuel Ortega, and 
Joseph Mark Shostell discuss a study in Chapter Two where it was found that the genetic diversity levels for samples of Eira 
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Barbara were very high. In Chapter Three, Stephen M. Modell, Sharon L.R. Kardia, and Toby Citrin compare and contrast 

methods of cancer treatment for three cancer types: lung, breast, and colorectal. Anne-Sophie Pezzino, Nathalie Marec-
Breton, and Agnès Lacroix review the current research on the neuropsychological profiles of persons with Williams 

syndrome, focusing on the heterogeneity of the observed profiles, in Chapter Four. In Chapter Five, Chun Kyu Lim presents 

a study on chromosome rearrangements and preimplantation genetic diagnosis. In conclusion, Chapter Six by Alan López-
López, Miriam Margot Rivera-Angles, Carlos Alfonso Tovilla-Zárate, Roberto Molina-Solís, Araceli Valencia-Hernández, 

Luis Gómez-Valencia, Thelma Beatriz González-Castro, Isela E Juárez-Rojop, María Lilia López-Narváez, Ana Fresan, and 

Yazmin Hernández-Díaz attempt to determine a family-based link between three polymorphisms of the brain-derived 
neurotrophic factor gene and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder in a Tabascan-Mexican population. 

Advances in Genetics Research. Volume 18 

Kevin V. Urbano 

In series: Advances in Genetics Research 
2018. 219 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-264-9. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-265-6. $250.00. 

In this collection, the authors present research supporting the claim that the study of autochthonous microbial communities 
is of crucial importance for understanding the genetic and biotechnological potential of bioremediation in environments close 

to the areas of extraction and susceptible to contamination. They discuss the main characteristics of petroleum, including its 

exploitation aspects, the process of geological formation, and environmental impacts. Following this, this book suggests that 
in case of accidental defects occurring in any part of the system, a coordinated counteraction of numerous mediators may 

successfully help in the restoration of physiologic processes by means of either overexpression or hyperactivity. Even serious 

defects of genome stabilizer mechanisms may be kept in balance for a long duration, showing the clinical signs of good 
health. The authors go on to discuss Rett Syndrome, a rare, neurodevelopmental genetic disorder that develops in early 

childhood and influences many functions within neurobehavioural domains. The core of phenotype symptoms includes 

severe linguistic and motor impairments. The correlations between genotype and motor abilities in subjects with Rett 
Syndrome are discussed. Next, this book examines Cornelia de Lange syndrome (CdLS) (also known as Bushy syndrome, 

Amsterdam dwarfism and Brachmann- de Lange syndrome) a genetic multi system disorder, usually caused by spontaneous 
mutation. The estimated occurence is about 1:10,000-30,000 births. A separate paper is presented illustrating the clinical 

variability of cognitive-behavioral phenotype in the different SCAs, determining that a precise identification of the cognitive 

and behavioral phenotype in different SCAs may enhance the clinical treatment, anticipatory guidance, and care throughout 
the lifespan. Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), a non-invasive, painless brain stimulation treatment, is examined. 

tDCS uses direct electrical currents of low intensity to stimulate specific parts of the brain. 

An Essential Guide to Cytogenetics 

Naomi Norris and Carmen Miller 

In series: Genetics - Research and Issues 
2018. 165 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-370-7. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-371-4. $95.00. 
An Essential Guide to Cytogenetics explores the use of cytogenetic data for studies of frogs as well as the insights that 

hypotheses of phylogenetic relationships have added to this issue. The authors provide an overview of PcP190 satellite DNA, 

sex chromosome systems and B chromosomes found in Anura. This book also aim to establish the health effects of various 
activities and exposures by examining the levels of exposure and the biological effects resulting from the interaction between 

the organism and the chemical agent. Following this, a chapter is included which focuses on on the complex karyotype issues 

in myelodysplastic diseases, leukemias, lymphomas and multiple myelomas as the authors see them in daily practice in their 
center. The authors investigate hybridization, suggesting that the viability of a hybrid between species with a chromosomal 

discrepancy may offer important hypotheses to explain the morphological, molecular, and cytogenetic diversity of the genus. 

Trichorhinophalangeal syndrome is analyzed, suggesting that in cases of cytogenetically-invisible alterations, parental FISH 
analysis as well as aCGH should be considered as part of the clinical baseline testing. 

GEOLOGY 

Banded Iron Formations to Iron Ore: An Integrated Genesis Model 

Desmond Fitzgerald Lascelles (Adjunct Research Fellow, Centre for Exploration Targeting, 

University of Western Australia, Australia) 

In series: Geology and Mineralogy Research Developments 
2017. 201 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53610-971-9. $95.00. 
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e-book: 978-1-53610-982-5. $95.00. 

From the first attempts to understand the origin of giant iron ore deposits, numerous false assumptions have been used as the 
basis of genesis models that have become standard and unquestioned, with later research generally seeking to find evidence 

supporting the existing models and ignoring contrary evidence. Many models were constructed based on extremely rare 

features, and their absence in the global abundance of iron formations was not considered important since there was no 
understanding of the major sedimentary structures, i.e. laminations and banding. Inconsistencies within the hypothetical 

models are either ignored or excused by proposing special circumstances, but no one considers that the models might be 

wrong or have only limited application. Many hypotheses regarding Earth’s history have been postulated from the difference 
between Phanerozoic and Precambrian iron-formations. In particular, the development of an oxygenated atmosphere has 

been deduced from the supposed evolution of iron-formations. The subject has provided a fertile field for research and models 

of Earth’s history, but without clear knowledge of the sedimentation, diagenesis and metamorphism of BIFs (branded iron 
formations), such models are speculative or even irrelevant. Since these models on the genesis and distribution of BIF were 

used as proxies to answer questions regarding the composition of the early oceans and atmosphere, weathering and transport 
conditions on early land surface, volcanism and continental development in the Archean eon, and as they affect exploration 

for the largest volume and most basic of industrial metals, they have an importance beyond academic sedimentary and 

stratigraphic interest. The aim of this book is to present a model for the origin of BIFs and derived high-grade iron ore 
deposits with global applications that are still subject to correction and change as new information becomes available and 

are free of illogical assumptions which do not conflict with either field observations or basic chemistry and physics. 

Mineral Processing: Methods, Applications and Technology 

Jyothi Rajesh Kumar, Ph.D. (Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources (KIGAM), 

Daejeon, South Korea) 

In series: Geology and Mineralogy Research Developments 
2017. 235 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-892-5. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-893-2. $160.00. 

Metal usage by humans is vigorously increasing day-by-day. Since the turn of the new millennium, human needs have mainly 

depended on different types of metal. Ores and minerals are the primary natural sources of metals. In order to process metals, 
manufacturers require certain methods and technology. This reference book provides six widely used varieties of metal 

synthesizing and the chapters are contributed by internationally reputed professors and researchers. Chapter One focuses on 

biomineralization. Biomineralization is an art of nature; it is an important process where organisms produce hierarchical 
mineral structures with diverse functions for their survival. This process happens through the self-organization of organic 

and inorganic molecules under ambient conditions, resulting in highly structured materials with remarkable physical and 

chemical properties. Chapter Two refers to the application of biological methods in mineral processing. Chapter Three 
describes monazite mineral processing; monazite is the main resource of rare earth metals such as uranium and thorium. In 

this chapter, monazite mining, beneficiation and metallurgical routes are discussed. Chapter Four defines the 

hydrometallurgy of rare earth metals, including scandium. Chapter Five deals with ore extraction technology through 
computer aided engineering techniques. The final chapter concludes with the processing technology used to treat primary 

and secondary sources for base metal recovery. 

LIFE SCIENCES 

A Guide to Introductory Nematology 

Seenivasan Nagachandrabose and Richard Baidoo (Department of Nematology, Tamil Nadu 

Agricultural University, Tamil Nadu, India) 

In series: Insects and Other Terrestrial Arthropods: Biology, Chemistry and Behavior 
2017. 232 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-553-5. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-580-1. $160.00. 
This book is designed for undergraduate agricultural science students, farmers and farm extension personnel to provide a 

comprehensive description of plant-parasitic nematodes. It is contructed with 16 different chapters comprising of: an 

introduction; a brief history of plant nematology; the economic importance of nematodes; general characteristics of a plant-
parasitic neamtode; general morphology of nematodes; the anatomy of nematodes; the general life cycle biology of plant-

parasitic nematodes; taxonomy/systematics/classification of major plant-parasitic nematodes; classification of nematodes 

based on feeding habits; identification keys for major plant-parasitic nematodes; damage symptoms caused by the nematodes; 
interaction of nematodes with other microbial pathogens; different methods of nematode control; prominent nematode 

resistant crop cultivars; the concept of integrated nematode management; nematode parasites of important agricultural and 

horticultural crops with their management practices; and fundamental nematological techniques. The introduction covers the 
definition of nematodes, history of nematology, the yield loss caused by nematodes, some important animal parasitic 

nematodes, and beneficial nematodes including nematodes used in insect control, weed control, and biological monitoring 
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systems. The morphology and anatomy of nematodes are simply explained with detailed diagrams. The taxonomy 

classification structure based on evolutionary concepts are provided with major differentiation characteristics between 
important groups. The life cycle of different feeding groups of plant-parasitic nematodes is illustrated with simple 

illustrations. Identification keys and symptoms of nematode damage are described with suitable images. Overall, nematode 

control techniques available in literature are summerised briefly with suitable photographs wherever needed. The nematode 
pests, their symptoms and specific control measures for major agro-horticultural crops like rice, wheat, cotton, pulses, 

groundnuts, vegetables, potatos, bananas, citrus, grapevines, spices, medicinal plants and flower crops are discussed. The 

final chaper of this book presents some basic nematode techniques, including nematode extraction protocols, nematode 
fixing, and mounting techniques. Overall, this fundamental and easy-to-understand book will be particularly useful for 

students in the biological and agricultural sciences, agronomists, agricultural extension workers and farmers to enable them 

to gain more insight and equip them with knowledge to solve problems concerning nematodes. 

Adaptive Management: Elements, Applications and Research 

Edward D. Wiafe, Ph.D. (Department of Environment and Natural Resources, Akropong-

Akuapem, Ghana) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2017. 160 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-271-8. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-281-7. $82.00. 
The goal of an adaptive management approach is to reduce uncertainty over time by systematically incorporating learning 

into management. Managers of natural resources are required to design their actions as scientific experiments, monitor the 

outcomes, and adjust management direction in light of what the experiments revealed. This is a modern management concept 
that facilitates the achievement of resource management objectives. This book has enumerated cases of adaptive management 

elements, applications and experiments to test the efficacy of the concept in addressing resource management problems. The 

complexity of the conditions in which the natural resources occur – i.e., biophysical coupled with social, political and 
economic – warrant the application of natural resources. In the era of change in the economy, climate, population and 

lifestyles, the utilizers of the renewable natural resources are taken more than the supply. It is therefore necessary to apply 

the concept in order to ensure sustainability and efficient utilization. This book serves as a source of knowledge and 
experiences from renowned practitioners in the sector of entomology, zoology, fisheries, forestry and so on. This book is 

recommended for natural resource managers, wildlife managers, forest managers, fishery managers, graduates and under-

graduate students. For the effective management of the forest, wildlife and fishery resources, the application of adaptive 
management is necessary. 

Advances in Animal Science and Zoology. Volume 11 

Owen P. Jenkins 

In series: Advances in Animal Science and Zoology 
2018. 248 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-214-4. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-215-1. $250.00. 

In this collection, the authors discuss oropharyngeal trichomonosis, a disease that affects wild and domestic birds, 
summarizing the most significant aspects of the disease: the biology, diagnosis and treatment options. Recent scientific 

advances in the pathology, epidemiology and control of the disease are also discussed. Following this, current animal 

breeding strategies in organic farms are analyzed to determine the animal breeds that could potentially benefit from different 
organic dairy farming systems. In a subsequent review, a status assessment (based on a comprehensive literature review) of 

the conservation issues of the West African lion is conducted. The authors conclude that without an intensive effort to rectify 

the factors for the extinction of the West African lion (human population growth and urbanization, desertification, decline of 
food sources, cattle herding, hunting and farming) and increased public acknowledgement of this comparatively neglected 

lion subspecies, the West African lion has a bleak future. This book includes a review of the knowledge of extended family 

bonds between females in mammals and birds, focusing on how waterfowl are particularly predisposed to female-centered 
kin clans. A study is presented which investigates whether lineal kin, i.e. mothers and their adult daughters, form long-term 

bonds in a well-studied model organism within waterfowl, the greylag goose. The Atlantic Forest biome is exhibited as one 

of the most biodiverse and threatened biomes in the world. The authors conduct a quantitative analysis on the published data 
about parasitism by Amblyomma ticks on birds of the Atlantic Forest, testing whether ecological and morphological variables 

of the host are associated with parasitism by ticks. This compilation also includes a review of Cryptosporidium, describing 
the history, taxonomy, epidemiology cycle, clinical signs, diagnostic, treatment and prevention. Next, exposure of Drosophila 

suzukii, a fruit fly species native to Southeast Asia, to two fruits, blueberries and raspberries, is analyzed for possible effects 

on sexual behavior and fecundity. The parasitoid jewel wasp genus Nasonia is offered as an excellent model system to 
investigate genetic, behavioral and ecological aspects of chemical communication. Three main pheromone communication 

systems are discussed in light of their respective chemical basis, hierarchical interplay, species-specificity and potential 

contribution to prezygotic reproductive isolation. In closing, the clinical signs of Giardia infection are discussed, including 
delayed growth, dehydration, weight loss, and recurrent diarrhea. The occurrence of Giardia spp. in birds from a particular 

site is studied to demonstrate the extent of the disease, its specificity to its hosts, and its risk and transmission potential. 
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Advances in Marine Biology. Volume 2 

Adam Kovács and Patrik Nagy 

In series: Advances in Marine Biology 
2017. 269 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-749-2. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-750-8. $250.00. 

In Chapter One, Carlos García, Javiera Oyaneder-Terrazas, Diego Figueroa, Carolina Díaz, Romina Mora, and Héctor R. 

Contreras examine events linked to lipophilic marine biotoxins (OA-, AZA-, PTX- and YTX-group) and the way they 
interrelate in the mussels sp. environment in the Austral Pacific fjords. In Chapter Two, Uriel Rubio Rodríguez, Jessica A. 

Navarro González, and M. Itzigueri Burgos Vázquez explore the anatomical adaptations allowing for gregarious behavior in 

schools of fish to suggest modifying capturing methods for fisheries. In Chapter Three, Carlos García, Javiera Oyaneder-
Terrazas, and Hector R. Contreras provide a study lipophilic marine biotoxins in the environment and their connection to 

concentration levels in shellfish. Marcos I. Pérez-Pérez, M. Dolores Garza-Gil, and Manuel Varela-Lafuente examine 

Spanish turbot aquaculture beginning in 1983 and ending with the future challenges it will face in Chapter Four. In Chapter 
Five, Yulia I. Podlipaeva and Andrew V. Goodkov present a study on White Sea mussel adaptions to environmental salinity 

changes. Next, H. Y. Zhanga, P. K. S. Shina, and S. G. Cheung present a study on the effect of salinity and acidification on 

food detection in Nassarius festivus, a marine gastropod, in Chapter Six. In Chapter Seven, J.A. Grant-Mackie reviews the 
distribution of a nautiloid in the Late Triassic. Following this, Bi Lin Liu, Xin Jun Chen, Jian Hua Li, Yi Gong, and Jing 

Yuan Lin present a review on the jumbo flying squid, or Dosidicus gigas, in Chapter Eight. Lastly, Chapter Nine by Bi Lin 

Liu, Jing Yuan Lin, Xin Jun Chen, Tao Jia, and Gang Li examines the species composition, abundance, and spatial 
distribution of zooplankton through a study conducted with Chinese squid jigging vessels in the Pacific Ocean. 

Advances in Marine Biology. Volume 3 

Adam Kovács and Patrik Nagy 

In series: Advances in Marine Biology 
2018. 226 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-092-8. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-093-5. $250.00. 

Advances in Marine Biology. Volume 3 begins by focusing on some novel compounds having antioxidant, antimicrobial, 
anti-inflammatory, anticancer and other bioactive properties identified and isolated from marine sponges, which could serve 

as leads for drug discovery. The authors also discuss the factors that contribute to new discoveries and the challenges 

associated with translating marine sponge-derived compounds into clinical trials. The advances that may further expand the 
promise of drug discovery from marine sponges are also examined. Following this, the authors present current information 

about Hox-genes in polychaetes and make some cautious assumptions about the ancestral functions of the Hox-cluster. The 

basic plane and evolution of bilateral animals (Bilateria) are closely associated with Hox-genes. These genes usually exist in 
the genome in the form of the aforementioned clusters, gene complexes with a conservative position of individual genes 

inside them. Marine biotoxins are examined, specifically their correlation with of harmful algal blooms (HABs) which can 

accumulate in seafood products. This can have severe consequences on both the fishery industry and consumer health, as 
most marine biotoxins are not destroyed by food technologies like freezing or cooking, and their presence cannot be perceived 

because they give no specific taste, flavor or smell to food. The subsequent article contains a study on adaptation to 
environmental salinity alterations in the White Sea mussel Mytilus edulis, with its research having been conducted for several 

years and involving both long-term acclimation and exposure to stress salinity. A series of experiments were conducted in 

order to deduce the mussels’ capacity to adapt to environmental salinity changes, especially in terms of cell and molecular 
mechanisms of salinity adaptation. This compilation also presents a preliminary work within a large scale research program 

on H. diversicolor in different estuaries with the PNETOX Program ‘National Program of Ecotoxicology’. In the framework 

of the French National Program of Ecotoxicology, environmental quality was assessed in the multi-polluted Seine Estuary 
and the comparatively clean Authie Estuary, France (2002-2004), by determining contaminant levels in water, sediments and 

the infaunal worm H. diversicolor. The experiments were carried out concurrently in spring 2007 using a common protocol. 

American Alligators: Habitats, Behaviors, and Threats 

Scott E. Henke, Ph.D. and Cord B. Eversole, Ph.D. (Caesar Kleberg Wildlife Research Institute, 

Texas A&M University-Kingsville, Kingsville, TX, USA) 

In series: Animal Science, Issues and Research 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-351-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-352-3. $230.00. 

The American alligator is an icon of conservation and biological science in the United States. This species has arguably one 

of the most volatile, yet rich histories in terms of conservation, wildlife management, and scientific research. Due to this, 
American alligators often serve as a model for crocodilian science on a global scale. American Alligators: Habitats, 

Behaviors, and Threats is an essential addition to the library of vertebrate scientists, herpetologists, and most importantly 

crocodilian biologists. The book contains the most comprehensive, up-to-date knowledge about American alligator biology, 
behavior, distribution, diet, ecology, genetics, habitat use, physiology, parasitology, toxicology, and management by the 

leading experts of alligator professionals from around the world. Each chapter contains a comprehensive description of past 
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research concerning each topic, new knowledge and interpretations of the topic, and suggestions of future research needs. 

This all-encompassing approach to the synthesis of past, present, and future knowledge of American alligators will make this 
a highly sought and referenced volume of work. Authors are a mix of next-generation scientists who have distinguished 

themselves as crocodilian biologists, as well as those who are well-established within herpetological circles. Chapter authors 

include Kimberly Andrews, Richard Bauer, Gary Calkins, Warren Conway, Ted Joanen, Michelle Lawing, Abigail Lawson, 
Mark Merchant, Chris Murray, Brent Newman, James Nifong, Adam Rosenblatt, Wade Ryberg, David Saalfeld, Gregory 

Skupien, Bradley Strickland, Helen Sung, William Sutton, Marisa Tellez, and Jonathan Warner, as well as chapters written 

by the co-editors Cord Eversole and Scott Henke. Cord B. Eversole received his Ph.D. from Texas A&M University-
Kingsville and has 15 years of experience working with alligators and other herpetofauna. He has worked as a wildlife 

researcher for the Caesar Kleberg Wildlife Research Institute at Texas A&M University-Kingsville since 2010. Scott E. 

Henke is a research scientist with the Caesar Kleberg Wildlife Research Institute and a Regents Professor and Chair within 
the Department of Animal, Rangeland and Wildlife Sciences with Texas A&M University-Kingsville. He also is co-editor 

of the book Becoming a Wildlife Professional. The two researchers have teamed up and published extensively within 
herpetological journals, with the main emphasis of their collaborative research concerning the American alligator. 

Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi: Effects, Analyses and Insights 

Raul Bryan and Shirley Brooks 

In series: Microbiology Research Advances 
2017. 128 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-981-6. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-982-3. $82.00. 

In this book, the authors review their own studies on the impact of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (rhizospheric 

microorganisms) on plant host physiology and development. The increasing interest for the reduction of the input of chemical 
fertilizers and the use of combined microorganisms as biofertilizers, particularly applied in organic agriculture, is taken into 

account. The authors also note that it is pertinent to complement the laboratory and greenhouse work with field conditions, 

possibly by working with agricultural farmers to achieve peak results. Following this, the putative role of sncRNAs on 
mycorrhiza-induced systemic stress tolerance is discussed, along with future prospects of sncRNA research in AM symbiosis 

and its potential practical applications. A final chapter focuses on the literature aiming for improvement of the biomass of 
date palm trees, and subjacent cultures, by setting up an efficient biological protocol integrating the arbuscular mycorrhizal 

fungi (AMF) and organic soil conditioners resulting from the composting of plants and agro-industrial waste. 

Barnacles: Recent Progress in Biology and Antifouling 

Ryusuke Kado, Haruo Mimura and Noriyuki Endo (Marine Ecology Research Institute, 

Yamabuki-cho, Shinjuku, Tokyo) 

In series: Marine Science and Technology 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-444-5. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-445-2. $95.00. 

This book is composed of two sections, Ecological and Fundamental Researches and Approach to Antifouling. Both sections 

contain research trends on barnacles that have been collected from laboratory work and field studies. Section I: Ecological 
and Fundamental Researches Chapter One describes the traditional taxonomy and phylogenetic studies of thoracican 

barnacles based on morphological examinations. Chapter Two reviews ever rearing trials of the lepadid larvae and introduces 

recent examples of successful rearing of their larvae and settlement. Chapter Three focuses on barnacle larval dispersal and 
settlement from the ecological aspects, with common and specific mechanisms on the larval dispersal and settlement 

summarized. In Chapter Four, chemical cues in barnacle larval settlement are described. In Chapter Five, the authors describe 

the recent advances on the cellular biology of cyprid cement gland and the molecular characteristics of cyprid cement 
materials of the barnacle, Megabalanus rosa. Chapter Six describes the roles of the larval sense of vision in barnacles. Section 

II: Approach to Antifouling Chapter Seven centers around the antifouling properties of soft materials such as silicone and 

hydrogels against barnacles both in laboratory and field assays. Chapter Eight concerns the settlement of controllable 
barnacle populations via LED blue light emission. Chapter Nine concludes the book with a discussion about qPCR to species 

specific detection of barnacle larvae. 

Biochemical Techniques: Development and Implementation for Making Differences in 

Aquaculture and Fisheries Research on Environmental Impact and Climate Change 

Krisna Rungruangsak-Torrissen (Principal Research Scientist, Institute of Marine Research, 

Norway, Matre Research Station, Matredal, Norway) 

In series: Fish, Fishing and Fisheries 
2018. 223 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-175-8. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-176-5. $160.00. 
This extraordinary book is the result of over three decades of Dr. Krisna Rungruangsak-Torrissen’s career at the Institute of 

Marine Research in Norway. The book provides new insights into a series of growth mechanisms in aquatic living resources 
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through the digestion and utilization of dietary protein for growth and maturation. Section One shows the initial success of 

the relationships between genetic variations in trypsin phenotypes, growth, and feed efficiency; additionally, the isoelectric 
focusing technique to differentiate trypsin phenotypes has been developed. Section Two shows the other successes 

concerning the effects of temperatures and consumption rates on trypsin phenotypes, growth, and feed efficiency, wherein 

the first evidence of temperature preferences on feed efficiency and growth dependent on trypsin phenotypes of individuals 
has been observed. The unique studies of digestive efficiency and growth status have been developed through the activity 

ratio of trypsin to chymotrypsin (T/C ratio) for growth potential, with the new knowledge of chymotrypsin involving limited 

and reduced growth rates. Section Three shows insight into the utilization of dietary protein through absorption and transport 
of free amino acids (FAA), indicating that the levels of plasma FAA and white muscle FAA are dependent on trypsin 

phenotypes and dietary protein quality. The new buffers of the HPLC system for differentiating more than 40 physiological 

FAA in biological tissues have been developed. A possibility of white muscle free-hydroxyproline levels related to growth 
rate has been observed. Section Four explains protein growth efficiency dependent on the genetics of growth capacity and 

dietary protein levels, whereas a higher level of dietary protein can increase skeletal growth (length) resulting in lower 
condition factors. The new determinations of RNA and protein by a single separation step have been developed. Section Five 

shows the first success on studies of maturation rate in females through active oocyte protein breakdown, using the activity 

ratio of trypsin-like to chymotrypsin-like (T/C ratio) enzymes in the oocytes. Sections Six and Seven show the in vitro 
digestibility techniques using dialyzed crude digestive enzyme extracts for quality assessments of dietary protein and 

carbohydrates, uniquely standardized with respect to the activities of trypsin and amylase, respectively, for comparisons 

among different enzyme extracts. It is evident that dietary protein is the primary important nutrient while dietary 
carbohydrates are the secondary important nutrients, regardless of animal feeding habits (carnivores, omnivores, herbivores). 

Section Eight illustrates the uniqueness of the different biochemical techniques for implementations in natural marine 

ecosystems of the Northeastern Atlantic Ocean and the Barents Sea, including the development of the neural computational 
model GrowthEstimate through digestive efficiency for future studies of aquatic living resources without knowing their 

histories concerning food availability, consumption rates, and growth. Section Nine concludes the importance and usefulness 

of the biochemical techniques, and describes how to collect the samples. The knowledge from this book can be beneficial 
for lecturers, researchers, graduate and undergraduate students, and any readers who are interested in nutritional 

biochemistry. It will provide new perspectives, ideas, and inspiration for finding a new way to make a difference in doing 

research. 

Biological Control: Methods, Applications and Challenges 

Lewis Davenport 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
2017. 160 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-416-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-422-4. $82.00. 

Biological control is a plant protection strategy widely-used in horticultural cropping systems to regulate insect and mite pest 

populations on greenhouse-grown ornamentals and vegetables. The use of natural enemies in controlling the SWD has been 
researched in Chapter One. Chapter Two aims to recover the history and present the current status of the biological control 

of fruit flies of the genus Anastrepha and to show perspectives of the use of such method. Chapter Three discusses the 

advantages and issues affiliated with using natural enemies in conjunction with pesticides and provides insights on the 
practicality of using both plant protection strategies simultaneously. Chapter Four describes screening methods for candidate 

biocontrol agents, application methods and challenges associated with biological control of fungal pathogens by antagonistic 

microorganisms. 

Compressed Sensing: Methods, Theory and Applications 

Jonathon M. Sheppard 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2018. 156 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-082-9. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-083-6. $95.00. 

In this compilation, the authors comprehensively investigate SOD effects in the homeostasis of mammal endometrium, using 

available information on several species and their team experience relating to the topic. In addition, they address its role in 
endometrial integrity and some uterine clinical conditions and infertility. The current knowledge of plant SODs, their abiotic-

stress modulated expression and activity, and analyses results on genetic engineering of plant SODs are summarized. 

Significance of superoxide dismutases in the crop improvement for stress tolerance is also discussed. This book reviews the 
oxidative stress and damage to plants, while also summarizing the characteristics of SOD enzymes and discussing their 

involvement in the tolerance of plants against abiotic stress. Additionally, many authors have studied the protective role of 

SOD in the mice cochlea, however more recently the role of SOD gene polymorphisms in the susceptibility of sudden 
sensorineural hearing loss has been investigated. Therefore, the authors also examine the role of SOD in the cochlea and its 

involvement in the pathogenesis of noise induced hearing loss, age related hearing loss and sudden sensorineural hearing 

loss. 
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Eutrophication: Causes, Mechanisms and Ecological Effects 

Frederick Howell 

In series: Marine Science and Technology 
2017. 187 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-173-5. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-197-1. $82.00. 

This book begins with an investigation on the range of macrofauna and meiofauna species with potential for use as indicators 

of the benthic conditions throughout the eutrophic Kingston Harbour, presented in Chapter One. Chapter Two evaluates the 
percentage of a fish skin dye effluent rejection by means of polyethersulfone, polysulfone and NaCl blends, made with okara 

(BOK), corn straw (BCO) and without presence of biomass (BP). Chapter Three compares the photodegradation of Reactive 

Blue 198 (RB198) and Reactive Blue 250 (RB250) dyes and evaluates the effect of the dyes’ chemical structure and catalyst 
concentration in the photocatalytic process. Chapter Four covers the degradation of fish skins tanning process wastewater 

using ZnO supported on NaY and NaA zeolites. In Chapter Five, the authors evaluate the pH effect and the direct electrical 

current on COD reduction in treatment of the galvanic industry effluent applying the electrocoagulation. In Chapter Six, the 
authors performed the electrocoagulation process for water treatment, comparing the efficiency of the results with the 

addition of an organic coagulant (Tanfloc SG). Finally, Chapter Seven covers a study on the use of natural coagulant Moringa 

oleifera extracted in saline sodium chloride (KCl 1M) in the process of coagulation/flocculation/ sedimentation for water 
treatment. 

Exploring Potential Synergy between Sustainable Forest Ecosystem Management and 

Technological Progress in Regionally Segmented Canadian Logging Industries: Bioeconomic 

Perspectives and Nonparametric Modeling 

Asghedom Ghebremichael (Research Economist, the Environment and Natural Resources) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 223 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53611-850-6. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53611-871-1. $160.00. 
Explaining the natural limits on the carrying capacity of forest ecosystems to natural and human-induced disturbances 

underpinned the goal of this study. Hypothesized mutually reinforcing beneficial effects of sustainable forest ecosystem 

management (SFEM) practices and total factor productivity growth (TFPG) in regionally segmented Canadian logging 
industries were examined. Two complementary methodologies were applied: (1) A normative bioeconomic analysis of 

SFEM, and (2) an analysis of TFPG, which is a commonly accepted indicator of technological progress. Sluggish, but upward 

trends in TFPG appeared to support the hypothesized outcomes that logging operations were technically efficient, that firms 
in each regional industry had comparative cost advantages in the marketplace, and that the unavoidable adverse effects of 

logging operations on integrity of forest ecosystems were tolerable, given the economic fact that logging sustains the forest 

sector’s significant role in the overall performance of the national economy. However, low TFPG implied a need for strategic 
policy that would boost investments in research and development to promote technological progress, so as to ensure 

environmental quality, sustainable timber supply, and competitiveness in the Canadian forest sector. Society derives multiple 
benefits from TFPG that include: (i) A synergetic combination of factor accumulation and TFPG, which is one of the engines 

of economic growth; (ii) a minimization of the natural capital stock, timber, and depletion; (iii) the mitigation of the wasteful 

use of scarce-productive resources; (iv) the mitigation of adverse impacts of inflation on economic growth; (v) the 
maximization of profits due to economic savings made in production processes; (vi) the reallocation of “freed” productive 

resources to the production of other goods and services, leading to technical and economic efficiency; and (vii) the 

improvements in the competitive position of the Canadian forest sector. Accordingly, this book concluded with a list of 
policy recommendations. 

Future Perspectives on Nigella sativa: Characterization and Pharmacological Properties 

Raluca Maria Pop (Department of Toxicology, Pharmacology and Clinical Pharmacology, 

University of Medicine and Pharmacy “Iuliu Hatieganu”, Cluj-Napoca, Romania) 

In series: Herbs and Herbalism 
2018. 280 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-429-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-430-8. $195.00. 
The aim of this publication is to provide up-to-date information about the recent developments in biochemical methodologies 

and strategies for Nigella sativa phytochemicals isolation and identification, as well as to highlight the most relevant data 

about its pharmacological importance in relation with its health promoting benefits actions. Because of its rich historical 
background, extensive researches were carried out to evidence the pharmacological effects of Nigella sativa and to explain 

the mechanisms behind it. Studies have shown the wide spectrum of its pharmacological effects, such as antimicrobial 

(especially on multiple-antibiotic resistant bacteria), nephroprotective, diuretic and antihypertensive, antidiabetic, 
hepatoprotective, antihyperlipidemic, anticancer activity, neuroprotective, antinociceptive, pulmonary-protective and 

antiasthmatic, antihistaminic, gastro-protective activity, antioxidant activity, antiinflammatory and immunomodulatory 

effects. The pharmacological effects are in strong correlation with the high diversity of phytochemicals (over 100 
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compounds). The most valuable bioactive compounds identified in Nigella sativa are thymoquinone, thymol, 

thymohydroquinone, retinol (vitamin A), carotenoids (β-carotene), p-cymene, carvacol, α-pinene and β-pinene, fatty acids 
(e.g., linoleic acid, oleic acid, palmitoleic acid, linolenic acid, myristoleic acid and others), sterols (e.g., β-sitosterol, 

stigmasterol, campesterol) and tocopherols (α, β, and γ). Also, Nigella sativa is a good source of minerals (calcium, 

phosphorus, iron, potassium, sodium, zinc, magnesium, manganese, copper, and selenium) and vitamins (vitamin A, thiamin, 
riboflavin, pyridoxine, niacin, folic acid, and vitamin C). The structural diversity of phytochemicals together with their health 

promoting benefits contributes to the high diversity of plant analysis methods like extraction, separation and detection as 

well as a wide variety of conditioning forms (as seeds, seed extracts, seed oil, or in different formulations, like dietary 
supplemental products, spices or cosmetic formulations). Also, its rich composition in bioactive compounds – together with 

its numerous health benefits proved over time – has contributed to the long term traditional use of Nigella sativa within 

traditional medicine. Taking these into account, another aim of this publication is to provide up-to-date and structured 
information regarding the safe use of Nigella sativa as a complementary treatment in different diseases in terms of reducing 

the risks and side effects of common treatments. 

Landfills: Environmental Impacts, Assessment and Management 

Norma Chandler 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2017. 295 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-556-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-559-7. $195.00. 
In chapter one, Abdelhakim El Maguiri, Yassine Zegzouti, Salah Souabi, Laila Idrissi, Miloud El Hadek, and Mohamed 

Hafidi discuss result, initiatives in the cities of Meknes and Marrakech where the objective is to create compost production 

units from green waste and certain types of mixed organic waste for the amendment of agricultural land in their landfills. 
Afterwards, Okunola A. Alabi and Adekunle A. Bakare speak on the necessity for assessment of the potential DNA damaging 

effects of a new exposure scenario in chapter two. In chapter three, Hiroshi Asakura uses the ratio of oxygen flow rate by 

aeration to oxygen consumption rate of waste layer as a parameter to determine the reaction rate of organic matter in leachate 
from landfilled MSWI residue and incombustible waste. In chapter four, Dorota Kulikowska and Magdalena Zielińska 

discuss adsorption and membrane methods and their advantages and disadvantages. Next, Ratiba Irinislimane, Hanane 
Tounsi, Billel Malouadjmi, Saad Djediat, and Naima Belhaneche Bensemra present a study in chapter five wherein a count 

of microbial biomass is studied before and after respirometry in order to investigate the loss of mass. In chapter six, N. 

Lardjane and N. Belhaneche-Bensemra study the evolution of density and mechanical properties, with the results showing 
that the nature of the plasticizer and heat stabilizer affects the properties of PVC. In chapter seven, Mohamad Anuar 

Kamaruddin, Hamidi Abdul Aziz, Rasyidah Alrozi, and Mohd Hafiidz Jaafar discuss the fact that cooperation between public 

and the authorities in formulating suitable mechanisms is necessary for the attainment of integrated SWM goals. Following 

this, chapter eight by Dorota Kulikowska and Katarzyna Bernat present an overview of characteristics of landfill leachate 

from the perspective of biological nitrogen removal. In chapter nine, J. Faitlia, T. Magyarb, R. Romendac, A. Erdélyid, and 

C.S. Boldizsáre was to extract the decomposition heat from MSW landfills in order to study the processes. In the final chapter, 
Islam Safia Abdelli, Fatiha Abdelmalek and Ahmed Addou propose methodology for efficient waste management to improve 

the exploitation of S.L and concrete proposition of valorization channels based on the 3R-VE principle. 

Leachates: Biological Treatment, Toxicological Characteristics and Potential Impacts on the 

Environment 

Maria R. Mattox 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2017. 215 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-508-5. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-530-6. $160.00. 
In chapter one by Antoine P. Trzcinski, PhD, a simulated Organic Fraction of Municipal Solid Waste (OFMSW) was treated 

in an anaerobic two-stage membrane process in order to develop and optimize said process, effectively allowing for 

improvement upon the current performances obtained with single stage designs. In chapter two, Huu Tap Van and Van Tuyen 

Trinh present a study with the intent to improve current methods of removal of organic compounds from landfill leachate by 

Peozone. In chapter three by Hamidi Abdul Aziz and Hossein Farraji, main hazardous compounds of LL and their expected 

effects on the environment are introduced, as well as plant-based treatment methods. Next, chapter four by Adekunle A. 
Bakare, Chibuisi G. Alimba, Titilayo Hassan, Ebenezer O. Ajayi, and Akindayo A. Sowunmi explores the 96 h median lethal 

toxicity and cytogenotoxicity of a sawmill wood leachate from a sawmill dumpsite at Ibadan, Nigeria in Clarias gariepinus 

were investigated, providing further research on the DNA damaging potential of sawmill wood leachate (SWL) in aquatic 
vertebrates. 

Marine Spatial Planning: Methodologies, Environmental Issues and Current Trends 

Dimitra Kitsiou and Michael Karydis (Department of Marine Sciences, School of the 

Environment, University of the Aegean, Lesvos, Greece) 
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In series: Marine Science and Technology 
2017. 491 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-170-4. $310.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-183-4. $310.00. 

As the demand for space availability in marine environments increases due to the upward trend and intensity of human 
activities, Marine Spatial Planning (MSP) becomes the key response for accommodating sectoral policies in a way that is 

both compatible and ecosystem friendly. The book Marine Spatial Planning: Methodologies, Environmental Issues and 

Current Trends is addressed to people involved in coastal and marine spatial planning and management, such as 
administrators, planners, decision makers at different political levels, engineers, stakeholders as well as academic staff. It 

can also provide a sound background to post-graduate and PhD students working in relevant studies. The reader will be able 

to find information on the legal framework, the methods used so far, the ecosystem oriented approach and the current views 
as they have been implemented in some marine areas of the world. The book is organized into three sections: Section One 

focuses on the governance of the seas, international conventions and laws as well as the physical aspects of the marine 

environment. Section Two includes the most established methodologies in marine environmental quality assessment and 
planning; particular emphasis has been placed on integrated methodologies merging political, economic, environmental and 

societal information. Section Three is a selection of case studies that will familiarize the reader on current aspects and 

experiences gained from marine spatial studies’ procedures in different areas of the world. 

Medicinal Plants: Production, Cultivation and Uses 

Aubert Matthias and Nicolas Laisné 

In series: Herbs and Herbalism 
2017. 278 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-728-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-729-4. $230.00. 

Mladenka Pestorić, PhD, Bojana Filipčev, PhD, Aleksandra Mišan, PhD, Olivera Šimurina, PhD explore modern traditional 

and genomic breeding methods as they apply to medicinal and aromatic plants. They go on to discuss participatory crop 
breeding, the significance of genomic tools, and traditional methods of selection throughout Chapter One. In Chapter Two, 

Jelena Vladica, Senka Vidovica, Milica Acimovicb, Aleksandra Gavarica, and Stela Jokicc discuss the properties and uses 

of medicinal herbs, especially Satureja montana L, noting the way its chemical composition has large inconsistencies that 
make it difficult to produce products from it. Next, Senka Vidovic, Katarina Savikin, Milica Acimovic, Jelena Vladic, Nada 

Cujic, Aleksandra Gavaric, and Teodora Jankovic present insight on Aronia (also known as chokeberry) in Chapter Three, 

mainly deliberating on its cultivation, phytochemical properties, health effects and applications, and challenges of use. 
Similary, Aleksandra Gavarica, Stela Jokicb, Maja Molnarb, Senka Vidovica, Jelena Vladica, and Milica Acimovicc present 

a review on Helichrysum in Chapter Four. Chapter Five by Maria Andreza Freitas Martins, Melise Pessôa Araújo, and Jesus 

Rodrigues Lemos offers a study intending to identify the diversity of native and exotic vegetables in Baixa da Carnaúba 
backyards in Parnaíba, PI. In Chapter Six, Mladenka Pestorić, PhD, Bojana Filipčev, PhD, Aleksandra Mišan, PhD, and 

Olivera Šimurina, PhD discuss the propensity for medicinal plants to be used in cereal based product production to combat 

metabolic disorders. Following this, Chapter Seven by Jorge Izaquiel Alves de Siqueira, Edna Maria Ferreira Chaves, and 
Jesus Rodrigues Lemos introduce a study aiming to detect medicinal plants in agroforestry yards in Franco, Cocal, Piauí. 

Usman Ali Ashfaq and Quratul ain Tariq provide an overview of the gram positive aerobic bacterium Staphylococcus in 

Chapter Eight. Lastly, Chapter Nine by Anuradha Singh and Anamika Singh elaborates on the biochemical aspects of Tulsi, 
a medicinal plant worshipped in India as holy. 

Microbiological Environmental Hygiene 

Eino Elias Hakalehto, Ph.D. (Department of Agricultural Sciences, University of Helsinki, 

Helsinki, Finland) 

In series: Microbiological Hygiene 

Edited by: Eino Elias Hakalehto, Ph.D. (Department of Agricultural Sciences, University of 

Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland) 
2018. 618 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-178-9. $345.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-179-6. $345.00. 

Environmental microbiological hygiene can be divided into two mainstreams: 1. Monitoring of microbiological strains, and 
2. Investigations on the circulation in the human and natural ecosystems by the micro-organisms. Increased understanding 

of the key role of environmental microbiology in the planetary survival strategy is a prerequisite for the transformation of 

human societies into sustainable economies. The book Microbiological Environmental Hygiene contains descriptions of the 
microbes and natural ecosystems from rain forests to arctic areas, as well as strains in the cleaning processes of human 

epithelia and food or water sources. It gives an insight into microbiological hygiene in various industrial effluents and focuses 

also on the prospects of environmental biotechnology, protection by natural and organic compounds, as well as against 
contamination or epidemics. This microbiological safety is monitored also in traffic systems and vessels. Different effects of 

climate change can be seen in the microbial ecosystems. It is essential to learn from the microbes and to develop the 

ecosystem services that allow humans to understand the ways they could be collaborated. This helps in cleaning up the soil, 
water and air. Also, the recalcitrant substances and plastics can get degraded by the microbes. Screening and source-tracking 
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of water contaminations, as well as the promotion of soil fertility by microbes are presented. Both traditional microbiology 

and molecular methods are needed for the monitoring and research of the microbial agents. Microbiomes in the biosphere 
exercise interactions with other organisms, and they contribute to environmental health issues. Various groups of important 

micro-organisms are presented, such as environmental viruses and various bacteria, molds and yeasts, protozoa and algae. 

The utilization of biological organisms’ potential is studied for novel solutions. Microbiological Environmental Hygiene is 
the fourth part in a series on microbiological hygiene. This book combines the different fields of microbiology into a holistic 

view on the functions of the ecosystems and the cycles of matter, as well as the sustainable production of biochemical, fuels, 

gases and organic fertilizers with the help of microbes and their enzymes. 

Mussels: Characteristics, Biology and Conservation 

Brooke Mansom and Ellie Grover 

In series: Marine Biology 
2018. 234 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-459-9. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-461-2. $160.00. 

In this compilation, the authors examine a plant dealing with mussel shell waste as input in its valorisation process, which is 

considered a priori an eco-friendly solution to the disposal of these products. Conversely, as a result of the thermal treatment 
of the shell waste, odour emissions to the atmosphere are a significant issue. Therefore, the authors seek to identify pollution 

sources and solutions. Following this, the book reports on different methodologies for the identification of emerging metals 

pollutants, together with all toxic metals, in mussels, clams and oysters. The possibility of human consumption, among other 
things, makes this identification necessary prior to their being sold in the market. In a separate study, the authors analysed 

oxidative stress in relation to the impact of global climate change on bivalves through the study of the organism’s responses 

to mitigate damage and control the generation of reactive oxygen species. Through this, the book expands our understanding 
of multifactorial effects on the marine ecosystem, providing insight into the acclimation, adaptive and stress response 

processes of bivalves. In order to compare oxidative stress conditions in bivalves obtained from both sites, the authors also 

evaluated the production of ROS and oxidative stress biomarkers in hemocytes from the A. atra atra during the month of 
September of 2015. Based on the results, it can be concluded that hemocytes from the ribbed mussel A. atra atra may be used 

as a model to evaluate oxidative stress induced by pollutants or other environmental stressors. Later, the level of lipid 
oxidation and non-enzymatic antioxidants content in Mytilus edulis chilensis for commercialization is evaluated, after the 

treatment with ascorbic acid. The results showed the generation of oxidative stress in mussels during dry condition. In the 

concluding chapter, the role of several mussel species in environmental monitoring programs, with emphasis on metal 
contamination, including metal bioaccumulation potential and biomarker investigations. Additonally, the fact that these 

organisms may be an important contaminant transfer link to the human population and pose important public health risks 

will also be discussed. 

Nannochloropsis: Biology, Biotechnological Potential and Challenges 

Marcel Jan and Przemek Kazik 

In series: Marine Biology 
2017. 279 pp. 

Hardcover: . $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-844-4. $195.00. 

Nannochloropsis: Biology, Biotechnological Potential and Challenges opens with a review suggesting that transgenic 

Nannochloropsis microalgae have a broad spectrum of applications in marine and plant biotechnology and that have the 
propensity to be a source of raw material for a wide range of industries. The authors express this while going on to present 

an overview of the future uses of this genus in the context of genetic improvement for new biotechnological applications. 

The provision of nitrogen from different sources is presented as a strategy used to modify the biomass composition. Nitrate 
is the ideal nitrogen source and gives the highest biomass concentration and specific growth rate when compared with urea 

and ammonium. Additionally, modern advancements in the application of Nannochloropsis biomass for commodity 

chemicals, feeds, high value products, biofuels, cosmetics, fertilizers, and materials production are presented, in conjunction 
with challenges and future perspectives in the utilization of Nannochloropsis biomass for biorefinery development in 

microalgae-based industries. The characteristic of Nannochloropsis oculata are described using an integrated biorefinery 

approach based on palm oil milling as a model system. Subjects addressed include the bioengineering aspects for the 
conversion of light into biomass, co-location strategy to take advantages of the industrial wastes of energy, water and 

nutrients, productivities of the different reactor systems and configuration, use of palm oil mill effluent (POME) as a 

substitute source of nutrients, biomaterials co-utilization, bioenergy co-generation, downstream processing aspects for 
extraction, purification and conversion into value-added products for pharmaceuticals and functional foods. Continuing, 

common methods for characterization of βG from diatom and non-diatoms microalgae are described to conclude that 

Nannochloropsis (particularly NpUNAM) has significant potential for the industrialized production of βG. Lastly, the 
extraction of cytoplasmic soluble proteins is depicted as one of the challenges for effective development of microalgae 

biotechnological potential, with correctly selected Pulsed Electric Fields resulting in the release of cytoplasmic soluble 

proteins. 
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Oceanography of the Reef Corridor of the Southwestern Gulf of Mexico 

José de Jesús Salas Pérez and Dr. Adán Guillermo Jordán-Garza (Universidad Veracruzana, 

Facultad de Ciencias Biológicas y Agropecuarias, Carretera Tuxpan-Tampico, Tuxpan, 

Veracruz, México) 

In series: Oceanography and Ocean Engineering 
2018. 151 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-63483-599-2. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53610-209-3. $82.00. 

Oceanography of the coastal zone as an interdisciplinary science has received little attention, as most of the studies focus 
either on the physical oceanography or on the marine ecosystems, independently. The reef corridor of the Southwestern Gulf 

of Mexico offers the unique opportunity of doing research on meteorological events which affected currents, water masses 

and tides, but also the interaction with the many coral reefs found on the study region. The presence of these reefs interacts 
with the oceanographic processes, for example, by diffracting or refracting the tidal waves at different frequencies. These 

interactions have consequences on the biological and chemical composition of the water masses and drive the exchange of 

larvae between the reefs located on the northern, central and southern coast of the Southwestern Gulf of Mexico and even 

more remote areas such as the Caribbean or Florida. Yet, the oceanography of this region is poorly understood and more so 

the interactions with the important coastal ecosystems located along the coast. More studies relating oceanographic factors 

with biological processes in a scenario of global and local changes are needed. This work presents research on open questions 
dealing with the climatology of cold surges, the movement of water masses and tides, the upwelling and fertilizing process 

related to a permanent cyclonic eddy and the variability of chemical and biological processes related to the complex 

hydrodynamics on a coral reef system. One of the main objectives of this book is pointing to the need of interdisciplinary 
research to understand the process that drives changes on the coastal ecosystems at local, regional and global scales. 

Photobioreactors: Advancements, Applications and Research 

Yiu Fai Tsang, Ph.D. (The Education University of Hong Kong, China) 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
2017. 412 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-354-8. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-355-5. $230.00. 

A photobioreactor (PBR) is a bioreactor utilizing a light source to cultivate phototrophic microorganisms that produce 
biomass by using light and CO2; these phototrophic microorganisms include plants, micro- and macroalgae, mosses, 

cyanobacteria and purple bacteria. Micro- and macroalgae are grown naturally in sea water (an economical approach) or 

brackish water and in fresh water. Global production of marine algal monocultures is primarily restricted to a limited number 
of species, including rapidly growing plants. This book examines the advancements, applications and current research on 

photobioreactors. The target audience for this book are environmental scientists, environmental engineers, chemical and 

biochemical engineers, university students, and researchers. 

Red Sea: Historical Significance, Properties and Economic Importance 

Delbert Robbins 

In series: Earth Sciences in the 21st Century 
2018. 116 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-200-7. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-201-4. $82.00. 

Red Sea: Historical Significance, Properties and Economic Importance opens with a discussion on oceanic spreading 

beginning in the Pliocene (~5 Ma) (after advanced continental drifting) and continuing to the present day, as demonstrated 
by the intense volcanic and seismic activity in the area during the last 10,000 years. The authors present geochemical features 

that are typical of mid ocean ridge basalts (MORB), which allow the Red Sea to be regarded as a newborn ocean. 

Additionally, its development resembles the early stages of the Atlantic Ocean. Next, this compilation discusses the Wadi 
Masilah Basin in the southeasternmost part of Yemen, which hosts promising base metal and barite prospects. This terrain 

has a complex geological and structural history, including oblique divergence (transtension) related to the opening phases of 

the greater Red Sea. The fisheries reserve of the Sudanese Red Sea is dominated by different assemblages of ecologically 
and commercially important stock of invertebrates, demersal finfish and pelagic fish. The authors address how the national 

fisheries standing stock remains largely under-exploited with the exception of Mother of Pearl (Pinctada margeritifera) and 

Trochus (Tectus dentatus) which are efficiently utilized. 

Solanaceae: Cultivation, Nutrition and Health 

Isabelle Sousa Rocha 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
2018. 125 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-268-7. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-269-4. $82.00. 
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In Solanaceae: Cultivation, Nutrition and Health, the authors first set out to demonstrate how utilization of soil amendments 

in agricultural systems is an inexpensive means for limited-resource farmers looking for improvements in crop yield and 
quality to satisfy consumer needs of healthy food. A separate study considers the variety of biological activities, together 

with the nutritional composition and low cytotoxicity, of the mature fruits of S. lycocarpum in order to demonstrate that they 

represent an important food source with chemopreventive and therapeutic properties. Next, the total phenolic and flavonoid 
content, antioxidant, antibacterial, and allelopathic activities of methanol extract and fractions from ripe fruits of S. 

lycocarpum were studied to provide knowledge on the total phenolic and total flavonoid content in the methanol extract and 

fractions, as well as the antioxidant, antibacterial, and allelopathic activities. Afterwards, the oils, fatty acids, and methyl 
esters from S. lycocarpum fruits were evaluated for their antioxidant potential and allelopathic activity. The allelopathic 

effect against the seedlings of Lactuca sativa and Allium cepa showed promising results, with predominant effects of growth 

inhibition of hypocotyls and radicles in the lower concentration tested. In the concluding study, the effects of the ethanol 
extract and hydroethanol fraction of S. lycocarpum leaves on the growth of the Ehrlich experimental tumor were evaluated 

using three experimental groups. 

The Evolving Human Primate: An Exploration through the Natural and Social Sciences 

Donald Sharpes (Emeritus College, Arizona State University, Senior Visiting Fellow, 

Cambridge University) 

In series: Science, Evolution and Creationism 
2017. 246 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-242-8. $89.00. 

e-book: 978-1-63484-093-4. $190.00. 

The theme of this book is our primate biology, or who we are as a continuum of our animal ancestors. Professor Sharpes first 
uses comparative animal studies and recent finds in archaeology to outline this argument and theme, and thus provides 

evidence for human animal origins. He then reveals how our emotions and behaviors influence our lives as demonstrated 

through the major social sciences––the philosophy of our cognitive functioning, our psychology, and our religious beliefs as 
consumers (the economy), as national citizens (political science, government), and as world citizens (climate change). The 

idea is to examine the human condition from more than one discipline, and to synthesize research studies that analyze human 

behavior that is socially similar to other primate behavior. What makes this book unique is its interdisciplinary investigation 
of human primates from the variety of the social sciences. He has conducted similar research in two previous books, The 

Evolution of the Social Sciences (2009) and Outcast and Heretics, Profiles in Independent Thought and Courage (2007). The 

target audience is the articulate and literate community in the broad field of the social sciences, a book appropriate for a 
general audience, and students in all the social science specialties, including interdisciplinary studies such as courses in 

evolution, climate change, politics, anthropology, psychology and the life sciences. 

Trends in Copepod Studies - Distribution, Biology and Ecology 

Marco Uttieri, Ph.D. (Researcher, Department of Integrative Marine Ecology, Stazione 

Zoologica Anton Dohrn, Villa Comunale, Naples, Italy) 

In series: Marine Biology 
2017. 336 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-593-1. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-594-8. $195.00. 

Copepods, or more commonly referred to as the “insects of the sea”, have successfully colonised every aquatic environment, 
equating insects in terms of absolute and relative success. They represent up to 90-97% of the marine zooplankton biomass, 

but may also be conspicuous in freshwater systems. Copepods are the linchpin of aquatic foodwebs; they prey upon 

phytoplankton while simultaneously acting as a staple food for higher trophic level organisms, contribute to the vertical 
fluxes of carbon and sustain recycled production through the excretion of ammonia. Copepods can also signal possible 

climate change and are indicators of the effects of ocean acidification. They are also used as model animals for 

ecotoxicological and molecular studies, and might be adopted as control agents of disease vectors. Current studies are rapidly 
exploring multiple lines of research with an intended purpose to provide an up-to-date snapshot of some hot topics in the 

study of the distribution, biology and ecology of these ubiquitous crustaceans. The chapters collected in this volume, written 

by leading scientists in different fields of investigation, focus on a wide range of processes and scales, from global distribution 
to molecular investigations, witnessing the interest of the scientific community at different levels. These contributions point 

out the latest developments and case studies on a number of research issues, and will promote discussion and stimulate 

advances in each field of investigation. The editor is confident that readers will appreciate the contents of each chapter and 
will find in them inspiring suggestions for their research, or even just to satisfy their curiosity. 

Trends in Life Science Research 

Rajeshwar P. Sinha (Centre of Advanced Study in Botany, Banaras Hindu University, 

Varanasi, India) and Umesh P. Shrivastava (Department of Botany, Tribhuvan University, 

Thakur Ram Multiple Campus, Birgunj, Nepal) 
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In series: Biotechnology in Agriculture, Industry and Medicine 
2018. 374 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-241-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-242-7. $230.00. 

The modern age life science research is more inclined towards interdisciplinary studies. Recent developments in the 
technologies have led to a better understanding of living systems, and this has removed the demarcations between various 

disciplines of life sciences. A new trend in life science incorporates biological research involving a merger of diverse 

disciplines such as microbiology, biotechnology, molecular biology, biochemistry, ecology and agriculture. This book is 
primarily written with the objective of providing standard information on recent topics in the fields of stress biology, 

molecular biology, ecology, agriculture, bioremediation, human diseases and over all, several biotechnological approaches 

towards the studies ranging from green photosynthesizing plants to human pathogens. The book encompasses topics on 
cyanobacteria, bacteria, fungi, higher plants, ecology and human diseases, distributed throughout eleven chapters for the 

benefit of graduate and postgraduate students as well as young researchers and scientists. The ever-increasing population has 

resulted in an increasing demand of food, medicine and other natural products. Researchers are continuously working to 
resolve and develop a better understanding of life and other biological processes; they need to conserve genes, plants and 

ecosystems, and the apprehension of land, water and environment have led to the strengthening of traditional disciplines as 

well as the emergence of diverse disciplines such as stress biology, molecular biology, biotechnology, agriculture and human 

health. This book imparts the latest developments and the state-of-the art knowledge in the specific fields of life sciences. 

The subject matter is presented in a logical sequence so that it is easily understandable to the students and researchers. The 

recent information on the subject is integrated throughout the chapters. In addition, this book provides newer techniques and 
the use of modern tools in achieving the potential of microbiology, ecology, herbal medicine, biotechnology and stress 

biology; this is all used to understand the challenges found in life sciences. This book covers a wide range of topics, and the 

authors anticipate that the contents may appeal to a wider range of readers. Therefore, the authors present this book with 
great pleasure and express their most sincere gratitude to all the contributors and research scholars, namely Mr. Jainendra 

Pathak, Mr. Rajneesh, Ms. Vidya Singh, Mr. Deepak Kumar, Mr. Haseen Ahmed, Mr. Deepak K. Singh and Ms. Abha 

Pandey. They are also particularly thankful to Nova Science Publishers, Inc., for their continued patience and for the unfailing 
attention they have given to the publication of this book. 

Ungulates: Evolution, Diversity and Ecology 

Abbey Menendez and Nieves Sands 

In series: Animal Science, Issues and Research 
2017. 179 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-607-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-608-2. $95.00. 

In Chapter One, Andrea Doris Kupferschmid, PhD explains a wide range of tree reactions to ungulate browsing based on six 
proposed factors. The effect of ungulates on tree regeneration and forest progession can be projected for different forest types 

when tree reactions are known. In Chapter Two, Torsten Wronski, Malte Hoffmann, and Martin Plath asses the habitat choice 

of the largest aboriginal population of Arabian gazelles in the world, located off the coast of Saudi Arabia on the Farasan 
Islands in the Red Sea. The results of this study suggest that Acacia-wooded habitats are the habitat favored by this gazelle 

species. Afterwards, Rob Found suggests that elk have cultural differences, and thus so do other ungulate species, in Chapter 

Three. In the fourth and final chapter, Antonio J. Carpio, PhD, José Guerrero-Casado, PhD, J.A. Barasona, PhD, and 
Francisco S. Tortosa, PhD examine the peer-reviewed literature regarding the impact of wild ungulates on the Mediterranean 

Basin ecosystems in order to amalgamate the knowledge. 

What Your Eyes Tell Your Brain about Art: Insights from Neuroaesthetics and Scanpath 

Eye Movements 

Wolfgang H. Zangemeister, M.D., Ph.D. (Medical Prevention Centre Hamburg, Hamburg 

University, Germany) and Claudio M.Privitera, Ph.D 

In series: Fine Arts, Music and Literature 
2017. 195 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-435-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-436-1. $95.00. 
In the last decade, we have observed a continuous increase of interest in eye movement research. According to a recent 

investigation, eye movements are discussed in over one million publications. The number of publications with eye movement 

in the title or abstract has been steadily increasing over the years, with over 1,200 papers published alone in 2013. The last 
decade has also witnessed the emergence of many new sub-disciplines in the field of neuroscience and cognition – one of 

them is neuroaesthetics, which refers to the [neuro-]science of aesthetic perception of art. The title and contents of our book 

have been inspired by a very influential research article. It is one of the most cited scientific papers of all time, published in 
1959 by a team of neurophysiologists and engineers, Lettvin, McCulloch and Pitts who are considered to be the founders of 

modern cybernetics. Their article, “What the Frog’s Eye Tells the Frog’s Brain,” refers to the role of internal cortical models 

in the communication or interfacing of the information in the outside world with the practical contextual task of the viewer. 
It shows how eye movements are the modality of this communication. The same duality between eye movements and internal 

models plays a fundamental role in humans. When we look, for example, at art, it explains those neurological processes 
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involved in neuroaesthetics. Our book undertakes this innovative approach to neuroaesthetics. It explains this duality and 

discusses the communication between the artist and the viewer’s aesthetic perception. It is structured into five chapters. 
Chapter One discusses the neurology of aesthetics, the idea of art as a form of communication, and explains perception as an 

active matching between a “top” (the viewer’s mind) and a “down” (the viewer’s sensorial machinery). It goes deep into the 

philosophical quandary of what beauty is in terms of art. Chapter Two is about eye movements and the scanpath theory of 
vision perception. It discusses the role of visual attention for controlling active vision, the meaning of mental binding and 

the analysis of eye movements as the key to understanding aesthetic processes. Chapter Three introduces Claude Shannon’s 

information theory using it as a matrix into which to embed the top down active vision scanpath theory. The authors explain 
the main concept of neuroaesthetics as a form of communication mediated by the sequence of eye fixations. Chapter Four 

discusses art critique: The role of the viewer’s training and expectation, the dilemma of the aesthetics of art versus non-art 

and how all of this affects the viewing mode. Finally, Chapter Five treats the intimacy of the artistic process, showing the 
unique implementation of the communicative experience between the artist and the viewer – the relation between a pictorial 

representation defined by the artist and modes of AWE generated in the viewer during active looking. 

MANUFACTURING 

Building a Sustainable Global Strategy: A Framework of Core Competence, Product 

Architecture, Supply Chain Management and IT Strategy 

Young Won Park (Faculty of Economics, Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences, 

Saitama University and Manufacturing Management Research Center, Graduate School of 

Economics, The University of Tokyo, Japan) 

In series: Manufacturing Technology Research 
2017. 226 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53611-942-8. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53611-962-6. $160.00. 

Understanding the modern complexity of doing business in a globalized market has become an absolute necessity for the 
survival of a company today. This book is a must have guide to navigate through the sea of overwhelming information and 

sometimes fuzzy variables in the business world. This book analyzes the success and the failures of prominent firms with 

track records as global leaders. It also presents the proven strategies for success in today’s completive environment. The case 
studies in this book act as invaluable tools. This book is a must-have resource for understanding and achieving success in 

today’s globalized market. Building a Sustainable Global Strategy addresses the issues that firms are desperately trying to 

solve. In the forefront, firms are striving to effectively respond to the dynamic global market and the intense competition that 
exists. Strategies for establishing competitive advantage are presented through in-depth research and case studies. 

Furthermore, an extensive analysis of the methods for penetrating the emerging markets (China, India and Brazil in 

particular), as well as their responsiveness to the needs of the local market are also presented. In addition, satisfying 
customers’ constantly changing needs drive firms to seek ways to be adaptive and responsive. The author’s field research 

provided here aids firms in establishing flexible business production and service processes. This book clarifies the complex 

inter-connection between business activities, thus providing the insight necessary for strategically being adaptive and 
responsive. Another strategy presented and examined through case studies is architecture analysis. Through architecture 

analysis, this book shows how linkage competence keeps firms in a dynamic balance between the seemingly opposing 

requirements for product attractiveness (i.e., customer competence) and technology level (i.e., technology competence). Also, 
IT strategy is utilized to examine the dynamic role of product architecture in supply chain management. This book discusses 

several examples of Korean global firms (i.e., LG, Samsung and Hyundai) and Japanese global firms (i.e., Honda, Toyota, 

Nissan and Panasonic). The reasons for the success of Japanese firms’ marketing strategies in the Brazilian, Russian, Indian 
and Chinese markets are expertly analyzed and exposed for the reader’s benefit. Through extensive interviews and fieldwork 

studies, this book provides practical examples that draw attention to the successful comprehensive manufacturing strategies 

of Japanese and Korean manufacturing companies. The proven success of integrating core competence, product architecture, 
global supply chain management and IT strategy is a key theme presented in this book. Indeed, the wealth of information 

within these pages is immeasurable. 

Cellular Manufacturing Systems: Recent Developments, Analysis and Case Studies 

Gürsel A. Süer and Mitsuo Gen (ISE Department, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, USA and 

Fuzzy Logic Systems Institute, Japan and Tokyo University of Science, Japan) 

In series: Manufacturing Technology Research 
2017. 613 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-879-6. $310.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-880-2. $310.00. 

The chapters included in this book represent the work from the US, Canada, Japan, China, India, Iran, Netherlands, Turkey, 
Slovakia, and Portugal. The book attempts to cover the cellular manufacturing area from various angles. In terms of solution 
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techniques, different approaches such as heuristics, mathematical models, networks models, genetic algorithm approaches, 

artificial neural networks, knowledge-based algorithms, a space search algorithm, simulated annealing, fuzzy concepts, 
analytic hierarchy processes and simulation are included in the book. As for performance measures, most chapters target a 

single objective whereas some others cover multiple objectives. In terms of the complexity of the problems, the authors 

divide them into simpler single phase problems versus more complex problems that require multiple-phase solutions. Most 
of the chapters discuss deterministic problems. On the other hand, a few of the chapters focus on stochastic cases. There are 

many new concepts and solution approaches covered in this book. The details of the material coverage is listed in the 

following paragraphs. The book starts with the evolution of cellular manufacturing. In terms of design-related issues, it covers 
the application of math modeling for cell formation, family and subfamily formation, production system selection, formation 

and evaluation of design alternatives, machine layout, dynamic cells, virtual cells, cell formation considering alternative 

routes, remainder cells, cell formation with product of life cycle considerations, demand-variability based cell formation, 
layered cellular design, assembly cells and a recent Japanese proposition called SERU cells. All types of cells, namely labor-

intensive cells, machine-intensive cells and robotic cells are covered in the book. In terms of operational and control issues, 
human skills, manpower allocation, cell size determination, dispatching rules, parallel machine scheduling, flowshop 

scheduling, re-entrant flowshop scheduling, flexible job shop scheduling, assembly line balancing, process planning and 

scheduling, multiple-resource scheduling, cell loading and cell scheduling, synchronized flow, planning concepts such as 
period batch control, polka, Kanban, conwip and more are discussed. Cases studies include electromechanical assembly, 

bicycle manufacturing, igniter assembly system, jewelry manufacturing and semi-conductor industry. We believe that this 

book will be of value to students, researchers, academicians and practitioners. 

Electrophoretic Deposition (EPD): Advances in Applications and Research 

Nathan Bass 

In series: Manufacturing Technology Research 
2017. 114 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-302-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-320-3. $82.00. 
Electrophoretic deposition (EPD) is attracting many researchers’ attention nowadays because of its numerous advantages, 

such as simple deposition apparatus, fast deposition rate, and the ease of deposition with a controlled thickness, compared to 
the other processing techniques. Chapter One reports the effectiveness of AC-EPD for the deposition and infiltration of 

various ceramic nanoparticles in an aqueous suspension. In Chapter Two, the authors discuss the functionalization of SnO2 

thick films prepared by electrophoretic deposition. Chapter Three concludes that despite being a wet process, EPD offers 
easy control of the thickness and morphology of a deposited film through simple adjustments to the deposition time and the 

applied potential. 

Printed Electronics: Technologies, Applications and Challenges 

Kylian Yvon and Nathan Fabrice 

In series: Manufacturing Technology Research 
2017. 169 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-797-3. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-798-0. $95.00. 
In the first chapter, Urška Vrabič Brodnjak, PhD, Deja Muck, PhD, Helena Gabrijelčič Tomc, PhD, and Igor Karlovits, PhD 

provide a review of the many facets of printed smart labels in packaging, including the categorization, materials, techniques, 

environmental impacts, applications, and future trends. In the second chapter, Maja Klančnik, PhD, Helena Gabrijelčič Tomc, 
PhD, Diana Gregor Svetec, PhD, Marica Starešinič PhD, and Tatjana Rijavec, PhD give an overview of electrically 

conductive materials, fibers, inks, and printing solutions. In the third and final chapter, Umit Y. Ogras, Ujjwal Gupta, Jaehyun 

Park, and Ganapati Bhat compare FHE systems-on-polymer with traditional systems-on-chip. 

Textiles: Advances in Research and Applications 

Boris Mahltig (University of Applied Sciences, Department of Textile and Clothing Technology, 

Mönchengladbach, Germany) 

In series: Manufacturing Technology Research 
2017. 412 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-855-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-856-7. $230.00. 

Textile materials or materials made from textiles are probably among the most important materials in the world. Textile 
materials are not only present everywhere in modern daily life, but have been for thousands of years. Besides obvious textile 

applications – such as clothes or hometextile – there are also many more hidden applications. For example, textile filters, 

textiles in production processes or composite materials are just a few ways that they can be applied. Altogether, it is implied 
that modern civilization without textiles is not possible. This book is dedicated to the advances in textile research and 

application. Here, readers must keep in mind that the final textile in the final application is the product of many different 

production steps, which is known as the “textile chain”. Many different disciplines contribute to this textile chain, such as 
chemistry and machine engineering but also less obvious influences like agricultural science in terms of cotton or wool fiber 
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production. The life of a textile material starts with fiber production; this can be a natural process for plant fibers, animal 

fibers or regenerated fibers from natural resources. In contrast, chemical fibers see their origin via chemical synthesis. After 
fiber production, yarn production follows, which is in the field of spinning technology. From the yarn comes the textile 

materials as fabrics or non-wovens are produced using processes such as weaving, knitting, braiding, etc. These textile 

products are further modified by dyeing and printing processes. Finishing is often also used to realize special functional 
properties on a textile product. Finally, the textile product is realized as either cloth, home textile or technical application. 

Besides technical aspects, design and marketing also play an important role. After following this summary, it is obvious that 

this book cannot cover every single aspect of textile and textile products. Therefore, this book headlines with every chapter 
a topic in the area of textile research and application, which is a topic in actual scientific research but also in industrial 

development. The main topics include: microwave based processes, plasma technology, photoactive textiles, electrospinning, 

braiding processes, wool materials, coatings, textile functionalization, and UV-protective and light responsive materials This 
book is dedicated to readers from universities and industries that engage in some form of textile production. For the industry, 

it can help to promote ideas for new innovative processes and products. For university students – especially graduates –s it 
can help to broaden their expertise in very different fields of the textile world. Also, established scientists could benefit from 

this text to use as a tool to generate new ideas for further research. 

Toyota: Production System, Safety Analysis and Future Directions 

Kakuro Amasaka (Aoyama Gakuin University, Tokyo, Japan) 

In series: Manufacturing Technology Research 
2017. 361 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-571-9. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-591-7. $195.00. 

Toyota: Production System, Safety Analysis, and Future Directions explains the production methods and future trajectories 
for the Japanese car company through the strategic development of Toyota’s automobile manufacturing both in Japan and 

overseas as follows: Part I gives an overview of the book based on the Toyota Production System (TPS), its advanced 

production management principles and its aim to create the “simultaneous realization of quality and productivity” via 
“process control and process improvement”, with priority given to the customer. In Chapter One, the author describes the 

outline of the “characteristic, aim, and validity" of this book. Chapter Two focuses on the “progress and fundamentals of 
TPS” in terms of the “just in time” (JIT) principle and “automobile manufacturing technology,” which has contributed to the 

simultaneous achievement of QCD at Toyota. In Chapter Three, the author asserts the necessity for the evolution of 

manufacturing in order to deal with the management issues currently facing Japanese manufacturers. Therefore, in this 
chapter, the author establishes an advanced TPS and its effectiveness of strategic development, surpassing JIT. In Chapter 

Four, the author develops an advanced TPS for an automobile manufacturing strategy to expand this strategy throughout 

Japan and overseas. “Safety Analysis to Strengthen Toyota Automobile Manufacturing” is the topic of Part II. Today’s 

management challenge is to provide excellent QCD products ahead of competitors through “market creating” activities. In 

the implementation stage, strategic QCD studies are needed to strengthen core technologies, and to have them mutually 

linked as a whole. Therefore, the author develops the safety analysis utilizing a statistical science known as the “Science of 
SQC: The New Quality Control Principle” for the strengthening of the business and manufacturing processes. Chapters Five 

– Seven discuss and demonstrate the effectiveness of the following as the driving force in developing advanced TPS: 

“Realizing high quality manufacturing,” “strengthening new manufacturing management technology,” and “creating an SCM 
strategy for developing QCD studies of Japan and overseas.” In Part III, the author discusses and demonstrates the “future 

directions” for Toyota’s manufacturing strategy. Focusing on a concrete target, the author reconsiders new management tasks 

foreseen for the advanced manufacturing companies, shifting to expanding global production. Based on the focus of Parts I 
and II, the author asserts the profitability (justification and validity) for re-progress in automobile manufacturing in order to 

deal with the management issues currently facing Japanese manufacturers. In Chapter Eight, as an oversea production 

strategy, the author propagates an "expanding new integrated production model" to developing countries and discusses the 
necessity for the global deployment. In Chapter Nine, the author shows and demonstrates the effectiveness of “new 

production progress for re-strengthening global production”. In Chapter Ten, the author provides an overall conclusion of 

the topics covered in this book. 

MATERIALS SCIENCE 

Advanced Materials and Systems for Electrochemical Technologies 

Mauro Coelho dos Santos (Universidade Federal do ABC, Brazil) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-852-8. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-853-5. $195.00. 

This book concerns advanced materials for electrochemical technologies. Firstly, the focus concerns fuel cell devices in 

which state of the art materials for anodes in both fuel cells and biological fuel cells were carefully discussed. After that, 
novel sensors and biosensors were deeply described. Finally, the wastewater treatment using advanced oxidation processes 
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was pointed out, taking into account anodes and/or cathodes evidencing materials and processes. Briefly, energy, bio-

applications and environmental approaches were discussed using electrochemistry as the main tool. 

Advances in Materials Science Research. Volume 30 

Maryann C. Wythers 

In series: Advances in Materials Science Research 
2017. 253 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-506-1. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-525-2. $250.00. 

This book provides readers with the latest developments in materials science research. In Chapter One, with regard to the 

reinforcement elements transfer from gas to liquid, various models more or less complex were proposed according to the 
simplifying assumptions that were made. Chapter Two provides the main classification and characteristics of composite 

materials with metal matrix. Analyzed are the composites with metal matrix, specifically regarding to the matrix type, and 

type, the size and shape of reinforcements. Chapter Three reports on the research project on the effectiveness of geocell 
reinforced pavement, which included theoretical work with analytical solutions, numerical analyses with parametric study 

and experimental analyses with laboratory experimental tests and test field experiments. Chapter Four studies conditions for 

necking in neat polymers of different type and composites on their basis. Measurements have been made on polyethylene, 
which is a classical model polymer with simple molecular structure. Chapter Five reports on a method of modifying the 

polyester material to produce ion exchange fiber sorbents. 

Advances in Materials Science Research. Volume 31 

Maryann C. Wythers 

In series: Advances in Materials Science Research 
2017. 316 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-768-3. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-769-0. $250.00. 
In the first chapter of this book, Yahong Liu, Kun Song, and Xiaopeng Zhao explore metamaterials such as nonlinear left-

handed metamaterials, impedance-matched near-zero index metamaterials, chiral metamaterials, and metasurfaces. The 

second chapter by Anett Király and Ferenc Ronkay discusses processing methods of conductive polymer composites as well 
as their properties. Next, the third chapter by Xiaogang Chen and Shengnan Min provides a review on current knowledge on 

protective composite helmet shells reinforced by continuous textile structure. G. Mansoura, K. Tsongasa, and D. Tzetzisb 

determine an effective modal testing system to investigate dynamic mechanical properties of elastomeric composite materials 
in the fourth chapter. Continuing, the fifth chapter by Vineetha Vinayakumar, Sadasivan Shaji, David Avellaneda, and Bindu 

Krishnan, presents an overview on inorganic chalcogenide photovoltaics and their applications. In the sixth chapter, 

Mohammad K. Hossain, Mahmudur R. Chowdhury, MD, and Nydeia W. Bolden present a study and analysis on fiber 
reinforced polymeric composites. Afterwards, D. Luca Motoc, PhD discusses the properties of hybrid synthetic/natural 

reinforcements and challenges faced by material designers. In the eighth and final chapter, Anis Rahman, PhD and Aunik K 

Rahman propose the use of the kinetics spectrum for quantifying an impact-caused deformation event in layered materials 
used in Soldiers’ helmets. 

Advances in Materials Science Research. Volume 32 

Maryann C. Wythers 

In series: Advances in Materials Science Research 
2018. 253 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-329-5. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-330-1. $250.00. 

Advances in Materials Science Research. Volume 32 provides an overview on graphene oxide and discusses its role as a 
starting material building block in the fabrication of either graphene oxide or graphene (reduced graphene oxide) based 

nanocomposites. Characterization of such nanocomposites by various techniques and their uses in electrode surface 

modifications for electrochemical sensing applications are discussed in detail. The authors discuss Tribolab, a materials 
tribology experiment that was flown on board the International Space Station from February 2008 to September 2009. The 

main objective of the experiment was the study of the behaviour of new solid lubricants (specifically, molybdenum disulphide 
MoS2 alloyed with tungsten carbide) under real space conditions. The authors discuss facsimiles, a reprint of an out-of-print 

book that represents an identical reproduction of the original, aiming to establish which non-invasive methods give the 

instructions for preparing the proper facsimile. Later, an innovative, rapid sol-gel method for producing bioglass and 
bioceramic nanopowder is developed to produce pure amorphous bioglasses from a quaternary system containing sodium. 

This is 200 times quicker in comparison to conventional aqueous sol-gel bioglass preparation, and 100 times quicker than 

standard sol-gel bioceramic methods. Arylboronic acids are also explored for their applications in organic synthesis, catalysis, 
supramolecular chemistry, biology, medicine and material engineering. They can form different supramolecular systems via 

both covalent as well as hydrogen bonds. 
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Analytical Models of Thermal and Phase-Transformation-Induced Stresses in Materials 

with Void Defects I 

Ladislav Ceniga (Kosice, Slovakia) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2018. 185 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-526-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-527-5. $95.00. 

This book presents original analytical models of thermal and phase-transformation-induced stresses in isotropic components 
of two-component materials with void defects (i.e., dual-phase steel, materials of the precipitate-matrix type, etc.). These 

defects (i.e., pores, flaws) are a consequence of technological processes (e.g., powder metallurgy processes). These stresses, 

which are observed during a cooling process, originate below the relaxation temperature of a two-component material. The 
thermal stresses are a consequence of different thermal expansion coefficients of material components. The phase-

transformation-induced stresses are a consequence of different dimensions of crystalline lattices, which originate during a 

phase transformation. The void defects exhibit a significant influence on mechanical properties of materials, as well as on 
the thermal and phase-transformation-induced stresses. This influence is included within the analytical models in this book. 

Accordingly, this book can be considered to present unique analytical results. The analytical models result from a suitable 

model material system, which corresponds to real two-component materials. These models are determined by different 
mathematical procedures, which are applied to fundamental equations of solid continuum mechanics. These different 

procedures result in different partial differential equations with non-zero right-hand sides. These differential equations result 

in different mathematical solutions for the thermal and phase-transformation-induced stresses. Finally, due to these different 
solutions, the principle of minimum total potential energy of an elastic solid body is required to be considered. Results of 

this book are applicable within basic research (solid continuum mechanics, theoretical physics, materials science), as well as 

within the practice of engineering. 

Atomic Force Microscopy: Principles, Developments and Applications 

Bessie Moss and Clayton Stone 

In series: Laboratory and Clinical Research 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-495-7. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-496-4. $82.00. 

Atomic Force Microscopy: Principles, Developments and Applications presents Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) as one of 

the most powerful tools for the analysis of morphologies because it creates three-dimensional images at the angstrom and 
nano scale. This technique has been exhaustively used in the analyses of the dispersion of nanometric components in 

nanocomposites and in polymeric blends because of the easiness of the sample preparation and lower equipment maintenance 

costs compared to the electron microscopy. Contributions to different application areas using the AFM are described, 
emphasizing the analysis of the morphology of composites/nanocomposites and polymeric blends based on elastomeric 

materials. Following this, the authors examine the basic concept of DEP and its integration with AFM to generate DEP, as 

well as review DEP-based AFM methods of imaging local electric polarizability with nanoscale spatial resolution. The direct 
measurement of DEP strength and polarity using a multi-pass AFM technique is described, contributing to the optimization 

and calibration of DEP integrated nano-devices for the effective control and manipulation of target biomolecules. The 

combination of in situ AFM-study of model crystals and ex situ-scanning of natural crystals makes it possible to carry out a 
partial reconstruction of natural crystallogenetics processes. With the use of these methods and microtomography, the authors 

estimate the concentration of silica in the mother solution at the time of capture of inclusions was estimated for the first time. 

Next, a study is presented with the goal of evaluating the morphology of surface asphalt films obtained through spin coating 
and characterized by AFM. The samples were pure asphalt and modified with two types of asphaltenes called continental 

type and archipelago type. The asphaltene fractions in the micellar system define the morphological stability of the asphalt 

resulting from a contribution of all the existing forces between the supramolecules of the system. The closing study presents 
in situ AFM investigations of crystal dissolution. The statistical data shows considerable differences in tangential dissolution 

rate on the two spirals consisting of nine and four screw dislocations. 

Biocomposites: Properties, Performance and Applications 

Asim Shahzad (Materials Research Center, College of Engineering Swansea University, 

Swansea, UK) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2017. 591 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-120-9. $375.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-145-2. $375.00. 

Biocomposites are exciting, “new” materials which have experienced a renaissance in the 21st century in response to the 
societal concerns regarding global warming and environmental pollution, shifting the focus towards materials made from 

renewable, biodegradable and recyclable resources. As a consequence, research and development of these materials has 

increased in recent years, which is reflected in their applications in various industries, particularly the automotive and 
construction industries. These materials are estimated to experience a compound annual growth rate of 11.7% in the next 
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five years, which is almost double that of conventional composite materials over the same time period. This book attempts 

to increase the knowledge base of these materials, particularly in terms of their properties, performance and applications. It 
contains precisely referenced chapters, complete with illustrations and tables that maximize the reader’s insight into the 

current state-of-the-art applications on biocomposites. The chapters have been written by the leading experts of this field 

with various backgrounds and expertise. Apart from review articles, the book also contains chapters on recent developments 
in this field. A distinguishing feature of this book is the emphasis on the uses of these materials in biomedical applications. 

This reference book is an invaluable source of guidance for researchers, academics and entrepreneurs working in the field of 

biocomposites. 

Concept, Property and Application of Micro/Nanostructured Materials 

Jinjin Li and Sen Du, Ph.D. (Department of Micro/Nano-electronics, Shanghai Jiao Tong 

University, Shanghai, China) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 249 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-608-1. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-609-8. $160.00. 

From the perspectives of theory and experiment, this book introduces several different micro/nanostructure materials, 

including the Mg-based alloy materials, carbon nanotubes and graphene-based materials, micro-crystals, nanostructured Al-

SiC composites, optomechanical systems, compound containing functional groups, and biologically active diazoles. Using 
this book, readers will be able to understand, derive, and confidently implement the relevant phenomena in other complex 

micro/nanostructures that have not been investigated by traditional methods. Dozens of figures and diagrams throughout this 

book enhance the understandability through visualization of experimental techniques and computational procedures. 
Meanwhile, the extensive references and detailed index allow for the further exploration of this evolving area. This book 

provides a comprehensive treatment of the subject for graduates and researchers within material science, quantum chemistry, 

as well as atomic, molecular and solid-state physics. 

Concrete and Concrete Structures: A Review and Directions for Research 

Dorian Thomas and Pascal Vivien 

In series: Construction Materials and Engineering 
2017. 275 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-795-9. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-796-6. $195.00. 

Concrete and Concrete Structures: A Review and Directions for Research opens with a chapter by Juan M. Moro, Romina 

S. Meneses, and Néstor F. Ortega presenting research on recycled concrete in an effort to improve durability. Next, Germán 
D. Ercolani, Néstor F. Ortega, and Daniel H. Felix examine different methods of crack detection to determine the best course 

of repair. Rina (Irina) Wasserman discusses a study on alkali-solutions-caused changes in cement pastes and concretes, after 

which Romina S. Meneses, Juan M. Moro, and Néstor F. Ortega deliberate on research on corrosion in structural elements 
of reinforced concrete exposed to flexion. Following this, Alireza Joshaghani explores the durability of concrete prepared 

with sugarcane bagasse ash. Behrouz Behnam investigates the post-earthquake fire resistance of reinforced concrete 

structures. Continuing, Néstor F. Ortega exhibits results of a study focusing on the performance of reinforced concrete beams 
exposed to accelerated corrosion. In closing, Alireza Joshaghani studies self-compacting concrete mixtures by using blended 

binders comprised of sugarcane bagasse ash and rice husk ash. 

Current Advances in Biopolymer Processing and Characterization 

Martin Koller (University of Graz, Office of Research Management and Service, Institute of 

Chemistry, Graz, Austria) 

In series: Biomaterials - Properties, Production and Devices 
2017. 302 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-710-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-711-9. $195.00. 

The book presents current R&D activities to unravel the physico-chemical properties of diverse “biopolymers”, and their 
processing towards functionalized, high-performance bio-products with defined applications. The importance of this research 

becomes obvious by considering the annual plastic production of about 330 Mt, the lion´s share thereof based on the 

conversion of fossil feedstocks that is highly recalcitrant against biodegradation. Alternative environmentally degradable 
plastics cover not even 5% of today´s plastic market. Such “biopolymers” encompass various macromolecules of biological 

origin with diverse monomeric composition, and manifold physico-chemical properties. This structural diversity makes them 

potential candidates to produce bulk materials, e.g., for packaging purposes, smart functionalized materials in special niches 
like the biomedical field. Consequently, we witness an increasing trend towards new natural polymers to replace well-

established products like plastics. After decades of global R&D developments in this field, and numerous body blows on the 

way to the anticipated market breakthrough of biopolymers, it is generally recognized that the success of such new materials 
needs progress in both material performance and production prices. The book Current Advances in Biopolymer Processing 

& Characterization is dedicated to the current state-of-the-art of production, modification, characterization, and processing 
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of two major biopolymer groups: Firstly, polysaccharides, nature´s most abundant raw materials, are represented by 

specialized contributions on biomedical applications of starch and its follow-up products. Polysaccharides were also studied 
for the examples of functionalized thermoplastic starch, molecular and hydrocolloidal characteristics of xanthan in aqueous 

environments, and by the design of functionalized xylan-based bio-materials. Secondly, the second series of contributions 

encompasses diverse biopolyesters. Advanced methods to improve the properties of PLA, fine-tune PLA properties by 
triggering PLA´s crystallization rate during melt processing, and the strongly emerging field of 3D-printing of PLA, PCL, 

and microbial PHA are described. Finally, the authors familiarize the reader with the application of mixed microbial cultures 

to produce PHA heteropolyesters with different thermo-mechanical properties in dependence on cultivation strategy and the 
microbial species’ composition. This compilation of new biomaterials with surprising functions and performance, based on 

these natural polymers will address scientists active in biopolymers production, functionalization, characterization, and 

processing towards “bio-technomers”. The book is also dedicated to undergraduate students of polymer chemistry and 
polymer processing, and to representatives of the polymer industry who are interested in developing innovative, sustainable 

and smart polymeric products. Activities motivated by reading this book shall boost the impatiently desired market 
penetration of biopolymers and their follow-up products. Such materials definitely display a socioeconomic impact by 

addressing prevailing ecological concerns such as depleting fossil resources, growing piles of plastic waste, and increasing 

global warming. The contributions to this book illustrate that “bio-inspired” remedies for prevalent ecological problems are 
already available, developed by experts in polymer sciences and engineering, or that these solutions are at least in the status 

of development. 

Dispersion Dynamics in the Hall Effect and Pair Bonds in HiTc 

Antony J. Bourdillon, MA DPhil (Oxon), PhD (Cantab), San Jose, CA, USA 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2017. 85 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-568-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-588-7. $82.00. 

Dispersion dynamics are developed from the stable wave packet in wave mechanics. They are used first in a physical 
treatment of creation and annihilation, and then applied to measurements in high temperature superconductivity. The 

dynamics require that the negative energy solution to relativity equations implies negative rest mass in the antiparticle. 
Dirac’s positive mass for his first order equation is inconsistent with dispersion dynamics. The processing of the ceramic 

cuprates links the superconductivity not to the isotope effect, as in low temperature superconductors, but to chemical holes 

in the planar HiTc ceramics. The Hall coefficient is negative in the former case, but positive in the latter – even though the 
Lorentz force can act on neither voids nor immobile ionic nuclei. Interpretation of the coefficient is an old anomaly. In fact, 

whether in metals, in p-type semiconductors or in HiTc ceramics, the carriers are all negatively charged. Dispersion dynamics 

show that the positive coefficient is a consequence of negative second derivatives in the dispersion of conduction bands in 

semiconductors, in certain metals and in high temperature superconductors. Existing data from HiTc compounds, especially 

data from processing, are reinterpreted to show how chemical and physical holes are formed. The holes that are evident in 

the Hall effect at normal temperatures are readily available to bond with electron pairs at lower temperatures for 
superconductivity. Wave functions in dispersion dynamics show how the conduction is non-resistive. The book contrasts the 

two types of superconductivity while uniting the mechanism in them for non-resistive behavior. 

Fracture Mechanics: Theory, Applications and Research 

Joseph C. Robertson 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2017. 131 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-500-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-517-7. $82.00. 
Classical fracture mechanics that emerged during the 1920s has gained popularity via LEFM from the 1940s to the 1960s. 

The principles of classical fracture mechanics evolved from experimental observation of the behavior of glass that contains 

pre-existing cracks and is largely supported by physical reasoning. Chapter One presents a robust analysis of problems 
encountered in the field of pipeline networks and boiler components as a result of structural imperfection. Chapter Two deals 

with an analytical model of cracking, which is induced by thermal stresses in a porous multi-particle-matrix system. This 

system consists of spherical pores and isotropic spherical particles, which are both periodically distributed in an isotropic 
infinite matrix. Chapter Three reports on an analytical model of cracking in a multi-particle matrix system with isotropic 

whiskers, which are periodically distributed in an isotropic infinite matrix. 

High-Temperature Superconductors: Occurrence, Synthesis and Applications 

Muralidhar Miryala and M. R. Koblischka (Superconducting Materials Laboratory, Graduate 

School of Science and Engineering, Shibaura Institute of Technology (SIT), Toyosu, Koto-ku, 

Tokyo, Japan) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 402 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-341-7. $230.00. 
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e-book: 978-1-53613-342-4. $230.00. 

Following the discovery of the oxide superconductors in 1986 by Bednorz and Müller, a number of new superconducting 
compounds was found exhibiting superconductivity above the liquid nitrogen temperature including rare-earth oxides and 

bismuth oxides, enabling cheaper cooling methods to be applied. The new class of superconducting materials featuring high 

critical temperatures (Tc above 77 K) and high second critical magnetic fields gave a new impetus to the research and 
development in superconductivity. Governments of many countries worldwide have encouraged scientists, engineers and 

industry to develop high temperature superconducting materials for practical use. Environmentally benign scenarios of high 

speed transport systems, energy saving by utilizing DC cables, medical equipment (e.g., magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
systems), a new class of magnetic drug delivery system (MDDS), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and non-contact 

rotating machinery are expected. Nowadays, there is already a variety of high-Tc superconducting products available on the 

market, like single domain, batch processed bulks with diameters up to 140 mm, hundreds of kilometers of the first generation 
silver-sheathed Bi-2223 and Bi-2212 wires and tapes, and several kilometers of the second generation Y-123 tapes ('coated 

conductors') for winding coils of superconducting super-magnets or for constructing high-Tc super-cables for high energy 
transfer. The authors hope that, especially for young researchers, new upcoming engineers and students of superconductivity 

theory extension, the collected know-how in technology of superconducting thin films, wires, and bulks, and the new 

opportunities available for practical applications by the unique features of high-Tc materials will be very useful. The volume 
is designed to cover the recent achievements in occurrence, synthesis and application of high-Tc superconductors. The 

volume consists of a total of seventeen chapters, each of them defining in-depth the chapter subject and surveying recent 

developments in the field. The main objective of this volume is to summarize the recent advances in material science of high-
Tc superconductors, including their properties, processing, and applications. New and challenging issues appear in this book, 

like superconducting large grain bulk RE-123, flux pinning, nanowire network fabrics and their applications, and a 

quantitative analysis on the normal-state Nernst coefficient. Furthermore, the book also covers recent developments on a 
variety of materials and the progress made, especially concerning the magnetic characterization of bulk C-doped MgB2, 

silver added bulk FeSe, and (BiPb)SrCaCuO systems, respectively. To show a full picture of the currently ongoing research 

efforts, the book covers large scale applications of bulk materials, including magnetic bearings, superconducting electric 
motors and their design layouts, hybrid-type superconducting magnetic bearings for rotating machinery, compact magnetic 

field generators, refrigerators, and recent developments in the application of superconducting super-magnets in the medical 

field. The authors would like to take this opportunity to express their sincere gratitude to all of the chapter contributors for 
their great endeavor in completing this book in time. They also wish to acknowledge Carra Feagaiga from NOVA Science 

Publisher for offering invaluable advice at every stage of editing this book. We would also like to extend our thanks to 

President Prof. M. Murakami-sensei, SIT for his constant support and encouragements. The team of authors and the editors 
sincerely hope that the presented ideas and information in this book will be helpful for interested readers, scientists, young 

researchers, bachelor and master students, and will encourage further development in the field. 

Hydrometallurgy: Applications, Technology and Research 

Rodrigo Cabrera 

In series: Chemical Engineering Methods and Technology 
2017. 176 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-417-0. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-423-1. $82.00. 
Hydrometallurgy is one of the main routes for obtaining metals that are needed for society development and for our everyday 

life. Chapter One presents the basics of hydrometallurgy, namely its main stages leaching, purification and/or concentration 

of pregnant leach solutions (PLSs), and metals’ recovery. Chapter Two focuses on the gold extraction processes that involve 
the use or addition of industrial grade oxygen to optimise the processes. In particular, it looks at how oxygen can be used to 

increase the throughput and/or gold recovery and make the processes more flexible. Chapter Three gives an overview of the 

microbially-mediated metal transformations in which iron oxides potentially provide an applicable biotechnological method 
for efficient removal of pollutants from ground waters and wastewaters. Chapter Four assesses the hydrometallurgical process 

based on leaching, deironization, and purification of bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)amide salt including RE components. 

Material Modelling: Applications, Challenges and Research 

André Ferreira Costa Vieira, Ph.D. (University of Sao Paulo, São Carlos School of 

Engineering, Department of Mechanical Engineering, São Carlos, Brasil) 

In series: Mechanical Engineering Theory and Applications 
2017. 321 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-161-2. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-192-6. $160.00. 

This book endeavors to provide readers with the most up-to-date methodologies used to simulate and predict different 
features of material behaviors as well as their damage evolution and failure. Much of the information used in this book is 

from the authors' own research that has been conducted over the last years. This book contains a compilation of new 

developments in the creation and use of mathematical methodologies able to model material behaviors, including different 
materials and applications. Some of these recent methodologies enable researchers to investigate the mechanical behavior 

coupled with electrical or chemical behavior. Other methodologies model the mechanical behavior or its damage evolution 

and its failure based on a multiscale analysis. In addition, different approaches alternative to conventional finite element 
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methods, such as new discretization meshless methods, different homogenization methods or higher order formulations are 

also applied to model different materials. This book contains a total of nine chapters. The chapters have both new, original 
articles and review articles with updated and new information. Furthermore, the numerical methodologies presented among 

these chapters can be adapted to model other materials, therefore inspiring the readers for different applications. The target 

audience of this book are solid mechanics scientists, mathematicians and engineers in both universities and industries with 
an interest in the material model field. Readers should already have an in-depth knowledge of continuum mechanics and the 

finite element method applied to solids. It is not the aim of this book to introduce the reader to these subjects. Engineers and 

designers that are familiar with mechanical simulations will find that this book covers the latest developments and challenges 
useful either as a comprehensive review or an up-to-date report of the developments in the field of material modeling. The 

contributors include academic scientists from different countries in North (USA) and South America (Brazil, Cuba) as well 

as Europe (Italy, Portugal). Therefore, this book is internationally as well as multi-application oriented. 

Microgels: Synthesis, Properties and Applications 

Wing-Fu Lai (Department of Applied Biology and Chemical Technology, Hong Kong 

Polytechnic University, Hong Kong, China) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 325 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-522-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-523-7. $230.00. 
Since the turn of the last century, significant advances have been documented in the literature on the design and engineering 

of microgels. Specialized reviews, each covering only a specific aspect of microgel development, are available; however, 

works that provide a comprehensive overview of the recent status of microgel research can hardly been found. The latter is 
important to the field as it can offer a broad view of the current situation and the possibilities for future microgel research. 

The objective of this book is to fill this gap by presenting a snapshot of the latest advances in the synthesis, characterization 

and applications of microgels. This book consists of three sections. The first section aims at providing an overview of the 
latest status of microgel research. Concepts in the current understandings of microgel fabrication and characterization will 

be discussed. The second section is devoted to exploiting microgel properties and engineering techniques. The development 

of a diversity of gel systems, ranging from stimuli-responsive microgels and noncovalent crosslinking microgels to phenol 
formaldehyde-based aerogels, will be reviewed. The potential use of electrospray technologies to manipulate the 

microstructure of microgels will also be exploited. The last section intends to highlight the application potential of microgels, 

with a special focus on wastewater treatment, drug delivery, tissue engineering, gene delivery, bioimaging, and antifouling. 
It is hoped that this book will not only lay a foundation of knowledge and terminology to those interested in a future research 

career in the subject, but can also serve as a reference guide to researchers working in the field in terms of the concepts and 

techniques relating to microgel development. 

Mitigating Sulphate Attacks in Geotechnical Engineering 

Amin Chegenizadeh, Ph.D., M.ASCE and Mahdi Keramatikerman, S.M.ASCE (Department of 

Civil Engineering, Curtin University of Technology, Perth, Western Australia, Australia) 

In series: Construction Materials and Engineering 
2017. 175 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-369-2. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-478-1. $95.00. 
A magnesium sulphate attack is one of the main issues that challenge civil engineering projects, in particular in coastal, 

landfill, and mining areas. This phenomenon reduces the stability of the structure and causes a complete failure for the system 

over time. Previous studies mainly focused on investigating the effects of magnesium sulphate attacks on concrete and from 
a structural point of view, and only a low number of studies investigated the effects of a magnesium sulphate attack on soil 

from a geotechnical point of view. The investigation on the effect of a magnesium sulphate attack is an important issue, 

particularly for stabilised soils that have a role in maintaining the integrity of foundations, slopes, embankments, etc. Portland 
cement (PC) is widely used in ground improvements and geotechnical engineering projects as an additive to improve the 

mechanical behavior of soil. However, PC is effective to improve the engineering characteristics of soil; it is weak when 

exposed to the magnesium sulphate concentration. This book investigates the behavior of different soils when treated with 
PC and after exposure to magnesium sulphate contamination. Also, the effect of some abundant materials in the environment 

such as carbon in the mechanical behavior of stabilized soil has been investigated. The investigations have focused on shear 

strength and unconfined compressive strength (UCS) as two main important characteristics of stabilized soils, and they 
investigate their relevant characteristics. In this study, deep investigations have been conducted to figure out the behavior of 

the magnesium sulphate concentration soils. However, additional research and study is required to procure a clear 

understanding of the interactions of the stabilized soils with magnesium sulphate concentration. 

Polycrystalline Materials: Synthesis, Performance and Applications 

Jim Olson 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 199 pp. 
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Softcover: 978-1-53613-864-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-865-8. $95.00. 
Polycrystalline materials, both dense and porous, are traditionally fabricated from ceramic, metal or composite powders via 

powder technology routes that include shaping and sintering steps. During shaping a compact body is formed from the 

granular raw material, while sintering leads to strengthening of this compact and coarsening. In this collection, the authors 
summarize the basic concepts and classical models used for describing solid state sintering processes. Following a brief 

introduction, in the second section a historical overview of early sintering theory is given, followed in the third section by an 

explanation of the driving force of solid state sintering. Following this, grain boundary is analyzed to discern how the spatial 
orientation of grains themselves may be defined generally and exactly. Additionally, one can easily understand that there is 

a correlation between the change in the grain orientation and grain deformation and this correlation was mathematically 

demonstrated. Finally, the authors interpret the quantity of grain orientation corresponding with the experimental measured 
value, the analysis of local deformation could be performed experimentally on the basis of their results. In closing, following 

an outline describing the historical development of ECAS and related techniques, the principle of ECAS is briefly described, 
current opinions concerning sintering mechanisms are summarized, and the problem of carbon contamination is discussed in 

some detail. 

Polyhydroxyalkanoates: Biosynthesis, Chemical Structures and Applications 

Harvey Williams and Patricia Kelly 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-439-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-440-7. $230.00. 

Polyhydroxyalkanoates: Biosynthesis, Chemical Structures and Applications opens with an exposé on employing 
extremophiles as polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA) producers. The authors suggest that extremophiles may be easily subjected 

to a long-term continuous cultivation processes, which considerably enhances overall productivity while reducing the energy 

demand in biopolymer production. Conversely, a range of challenges remain, including improving the metabolic capability 
of extremophiles, recycling of fermentation broth, various process engineering aspects, and adaptation of bioreactor materials 

and process controlling devices to conditions shortening their life span. Following this, the enzymes, regulators and genes 
involved in PHA biosynthesis are analyzed for their potential as an alternative to synthetic polymers. They are synthesized 

as intracellular carbon and energy storage compounds from over 300 species in the presence of excess carbon and under 

oxygen, nitrogen or phosphorus limitation, or after pH shifts. This collection goes on to suggest PHA as a promising 
alternative for petrochemical compounds. The challenges of increasing economic feasibility in the global market, minimizing 

costs, and improving the polymer yield are reviewed. Additionally, recent research on structural variations of PHAs has been 

centered on the design, biosynthesis, and properties of biodegradable and biocompatible materials, which can be used for 

bioengineering. This collection also includes a focus on the roles of polyhydroxyesters and PHAs in the construction of tissue 

engineering scaffolds, which are used in bone, cartilage, ligament, skin, vascular tissues, neural tissues and skeletal muscles. 

Their exceptional properties, such as high surface-to-volume ratio, high porosity with very small pore size, and 
biodegradation have made them gain a lot of attention in this field. The biomedical applications of PHAs are explored, 

including in-vivo implants, tissue engineering, anticancer agents, drug delivery, biocontrol agents and memory enhancers, 

as their low acidity allows for minimal risk in usage. In order to enhance its applicability in various fields, the blends and 
nanocomposites of PHAs are studied and their potential challenges, applications and opportunities are addressed. After 

which, the industrial and agricultural applications are described, with specific focus on potential applications of PHAs in 

packaging. Other applications include moulded goods, paper coatings, non-woven fabrics, adhesives, films and performance 
additives. Recent advances in this area, by means of peer-reviewed literature and patents, are introduced and discussed. 

Moreover, innovative strategies for the synthesis of novel polymer blends, adequate for food contact applications, are 

presented. 

Spectroscopic Properties of Nd:YAG Laser and Its Performance 

Seyed Ebrahim Pourmand, Iraj Sadegh Amiri, Abdolkarim Afroozeh, Volker J. Sorger, and Xi 

Ling (Computational Optics Research Group, Ton Duc Thang University, Ho Chi Minh City, 

Vietnam) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 136 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-147-5. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-148-2. $82.00. 

The purpose of this book was to investigate the temperature and input energy dependency of Nd:YAG laser performance 

pumped by flashlamp. A commercial laser rod Nd:YAG laser crystal was utilized as a gain medium. The laser rod was placed 
parallel to a linear flashlamp filled by xenon gas at 450 Torr. The Nd:YAG crystal together with the flashlamp was flooded 

with a coolant comprising of a mixture with 60% ethylene glycol and 40% distilled water, which covers a range of 

temperature from -30°C to +60°C. Spectroscopic properties of the Nd:YAG rod under pulsed flashlamp pumping was 
investigated from the output fluorescence spectrum of the flashlamp radiation and the Nd:YAG rod. The linewidth of each 

fluorescence line was measured for an estimation of an effective emission cross section and saturation intensity. The influence 

of temperature and input energy on a fluorescence emission cross section of Nd3+:YAG crystal was studied. The cross-
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section was found to decrease as the temperature and the input energy was increased. The inter-stark emission showed a 

Lorentzian line shape indicating homogeneous broadening. This was attributed to the thermal broadening mechanism of the 
emission line. The spectral widths and shifts of the emission lines for the three and four level inter-Stark transitions within 

the respective intermanifold transitions of 4F3/2→4I9/2 and 4F3/2→4I11/2 were investigated over the range of 0 to 75 J. 

The emission lines for the 4F3/2→4I9/2 transitions shifted towards a longer wavelength and broadened, while the positions 
and linewidths for the 4F3/2→4I11/2 transitions remained unchanged with the increase of input energy. Finally, the 

temperature dependence of quasi-three-level laser transitions for long pulse Nd:YAG laser was also investigated. The laser 

performances at both 938.5 nm and 946.0 nm were also found to be inversely proportional to temperature, and the slope 
efficiency was unchanged with temperature. The reduction was due to the mechanism of phonon scattering as well as a 

broadening effect while the temperature increased. 

Textiles: Advances in Research and Applications 

Boris Mahltig (University of Applied Sciences, Department of Textile and Clothing Technology, 

Mönchengladbach, Germany) 

In series: Manufacturing Technology Research 
2017. 412 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-855-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-856-7. $230.00. 

Textile materials or materials made from textiles are probably among the most important materials in the world. Textile 
materials are not only present everywhere in modern daily life, but have been for thousands of years. Besides obvious textile 

applications – such as clothes or hometextile – there are also many more hidden applications. For example, textile filters, 

textiles in production processes or composite materials are just a few ways that they can be applied. Altogether, it is implied 
that modern civilization without textiles is not possible. This book is dedicated to the advances in textile research and 

application. Here, readers must keep in mind that the final textile in the final application is the product of many different 

production steps, which is known as the “textile chain”. Many different disciplines contribute to this textile chain, such as 
chemistry and machine engineering but also less obvious influences like agricultural science in terms of cotton or wool fiber 

production. The life of a textile material starts with fiber production; this can be a natural process for plant fibers, animal 

fibers or regenerated fibers from natural resources. In contrast, chemical fibers see their origin via chemical synthesis. After 
fiber production, yarn production follows, which is in the field of spinning technology. From the yarn comes the textile 

materials as fabrics or non-wovens are produced using processes such as weaving, knitting, braiding, etc. These textile 

products are further modified by dyeing and printing processes. Finishing is often also used to realize special functional 
properties on a textile product. Finally, the textile product is realized as either cloth, home textile or technical application. 

Besides technical aspects, design and marketing also play an important role. After following this summary, it is obvious that 

this book cannot cover every single aspect of textile and textile products. Therefore, this book headlines with every chapter 
a topic in the area of textile research and application, which is a topic in actual scientific research but also in industrial 

development. The main topics include: microwave based processes, plasma technology, photoactive textiles, electrospinning, 

braiding processes, wool materials, coatings, textile functionalization, and UV-protective and light responsive materials This 
book is dedicated to readers from universities and industries that engage in some form of textile production. For the industry, 

it can help to promote ideas for new innovative processes and products. For university students – especially graduates –s it 
can help to broaden their expertise in very different fields of the textile world. Also, established scientists could benefit from 

this text to use as a tool to generate new ideas for further research. 

The Kinetics of Binary Metal Hydride Decomposition 

Igor E. Gabis, Ph.D. and Ilia A. Chernov, Ph.D. (Saint-Petersburg State University, Institute of 

Applied Math Research of KRC RAS) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2017. 132 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53611-987-9. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-010-3. $82.00. 

From the point of view of hydrogen, desorption metal hydrides are extremely complex and interesting. Various metal 

hydrides differ so much, range in terms of decomposition temperatures and pressures and look like materials from separate 
classes. Many research articles are devoted to metal hydrides; many of them study the kinetics of dehydriding. However, 

there is still no complete understanding of the processes that govern kinetics. The reason is for the high number of factors 

that influence the rate of hydride decomposition and hydrogen desorption. First of all, properties of metal hydrides are 
diverse. The number of hydride phases, decomposition rates and ranges of absorbed energy are very different. The rates of 

hydrogen desorption, diffusion and phase transition also can influence the kinetics of dehydriding. The aim of this book is to 

summarise the authors’ research of dehydriding kinetics with electronic structures of the materials taken into account, and to 
determine which elementary processes influence the decomposition rates. The book is not a reference guide on the 

dehydriding rates of constants. Even more so, in order to keep the subject as simple as possible, the authors restrict the 

discussion only to binary hydrides when talking about basic dehydriding laws. It is possible, however, that ternary and more 
complex hydrides have their own unique properties. The authors describe experimental results through physically clear and 

well studied processes, such as desorption, diffusion, reaction of hydride decomposition, etc. as well as by using conservation 

laws. On the other hand, describing the entire process in the most general way, taking into account all of the possible reactions 
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and excluding some on the grounds of experimental results, also seems unsound. The authors believe that complexity of 

models must be comparable to that of experimental data; additional factors should be taken into account only in order to 
improve poor fitting. The following factors seem the most important: Electronic properties of the hydride (type of bonding); 

phase morphology; incubation and nucleation; physically reasonable elementary processes mentioned above (diffusion, 

adsorption and desorption, decomposition and formation of the hydride phase, etc.); and the variety of powder particles. Over 
recent years, much effort has been made to activate the decomposition of magnesium and aluminium hydrides with the hope 

of finding appropriate materials for keeping hydrogen in solids aboard a vehicle. Most of the research dealt with 

mechanochemical activation (i.e., ball milling in the presence of catalysts, often in hydrogen). The choice of catalytic 
materials is not always logical; this was one more reason for systemizing the dehydriding kinetics. Naturally, activated 

materials must follow the general pattern of decomposing metal hydrides. A separate section is devoted to the activation of 

magnesium and aluminium hydrides; aside from mechanochemical, we also discuss the thermal and photoactivation of these 
materials. Target Audience: The book will be interesting to researchers who study metal hydrides; to students who study the 

condensed matter physics; to engineers of hydrogen energy industry, in particular to specialists in constructing hydrogen 
accumulators. Ideas proposed in the book can interest chemists who study chemical kinetics of metal compounds. In 

academy, the book can be used in masters courses on the condensed matter physics. 

MATHEMATICS 

Advances in Mathematics Research. Volume 22 

Albert R. Baswell 

In series: Advances in Mathematics Research 
2017. 229 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-371-5. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-388-3. $250.00. 
"Advances in Mathematics Research" presents original studies on the leading edge of mathematics. Each article has been 

carefully selected in an attempt to present substantial research results across a broad spectrum. Chapter One summarizes the 

phase/current generalized measures of the entropy/information content in complex quantum states of molecular systems. 
Chapter Two reviews the current knowledge regarding Mavridis' area (MA), with emphasis on the role of applied 

mathematics in its discovery, as well as to explore its mathematical expression. In Chapter Three a model of fractional 

difference has been defined by the author as a fractional Newton binomial with respect to the finite difference operator as 
parameter, therefore they obtained an alternative to fractional derivative, and further, as a by-product, they came across the 

so-called modified Riemann-Liouville derivative which ascribes a special role to the initial value of the considered function. 

Chapter Four presents some popular uses of exponential distribution in the context of ordered random variables. Chapter 
Five gives a comprehensive introduction to the Ricci flow on manifolds of dimension two which can be done in a reasonable 

fashion when the Euler characteristic is negative or zero. Chapter Six investigates some geometric properties by using the 

concepts of the geometric function theory and studies the convexity and star-like for the new operator. 

Advances in Mathematics Research. Volume 23 

Albert R. Baswell 

In series: Advances in Mathematics Research 
2017. 225 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-512-2. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-541-2. $250.00. 

In the opening chapter by Victor Martinez-Luaces, two kinds of matrices related to chemical problems are examined and an 

outline of their main properties about their eigenvalues is exhibited in order to demonstrate that all the ODE solutions are 
either stable or asymptotically stable. In chapter two by Ivan Kyrchei, the Cramer rules for the weighted Moore-Penrose 

solutions of left and right systems of quaternion linear equations are obtained. Next, in chapter three, Tadeusz Antczak 

showcases numerous sets of saddle point criteria for a new class of nonconvex nonsmooth discrete minimax fractional 
programing problems. Marcia de F. B. Binelo, Airam T. Z. R. Sausen, Paulo S. Sausen, and Manuel O. Binelo provide a 

summary of electric mathematical models used for the prediction of batteries charge and discharge behavior in chapter four. 

In chapter five, general methodology for the precise modeling and performance assessment of launch vehicles dedicated to 
microsatellites is proposed by M. Pontani, M. Palloney, and P. Teofilattoz. In chapter six, Nodari Vakhania exemplifies ties 

and relationships among some optimization problems such as scheduling and transportation issues. In chapter seven, a 

geometry without using points in established by N. L. Bushwick, bringing the book to a close. 

Advances in Mathematics Research. Volume 24 

Albert R. Baswell 

In series: Advances in Mathematics Research 
2017. 240 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-766-9. $250.00. 
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e-book: 978-1-53612-767-6. $250.00. 

In Chapter One, Ming Ming Chiu deliberates on the way statistical discourse analysis can be used to overcome certain 
modeling problems by presenting a study on social metacognitive actions. Next, Chapter Two by Oscar João Abdounur 

explores the correlation between ratio and theoretical music, especially from the 14th through the 16th centuries in Europe. 

In Chapter Three, Thomas Z. Fahidy provides a review of several textbook literature cases which maintain the significance 
of choosing testing methods. Following this, Chapter Four by A.V. Kalinin, M.I. Sumin, and A.A. Tyukhtina evaluate issues 

of final observation for the system of Maxwell equations in the quasi-stationary magnetic approximation. Additionally, they 

present possible algorithm applications. In Chapter Five, R. Campoamor-Stursberg applies a systematic method to five-
dimensional Lie algebras in order to address the problem of nonlinear systems. Chapter Six by Mohamed Sallak, Ayyoub 

Imakhlaf, and Yunhui Hu suggest the importance of imprecise theories versus the classical probability theory. Lastly, Chapter 

Seven by Yilun Shang presents a review on current knowledge of groupies in varied random graph models. 

An Introduction to Fractional Calculus 

A.M. Mathai and H.J. Haubold (Centre for Mathematical and Statistical Sciences, Kerala, 

India) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2017. 274 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-042-4. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-063-9. $160.00. 
This is a modified version of Module 10 of the Centre for Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (CMSS). CMSS modules 

are notes prepared on various topics with many examples from real-life situations and exercises so that the subject matter 

becomes interesting to students. These modules are used for undergraduate level courses and graduate level training in 
various topics at CMSS. Aside from Module 8, these modules were developed by Dr. A. M. Mathai, Director of CMSS and 

Emeritus Professor of Mathematics and Statistics, McGill University, Canada. Module 8 is based on the lecture notes of 

Professor W. J. Anderson of McGill University, developed for his undergraduate course (Mathematics 447). Professor Dr. 
Hans J. Haubold has been a research collaborator of Dr. A.M. Mathai’s since 1984, mainly in the areas of astrophysics, 

special functions and statistical distribution theory. He is also a lifetime member of CMSS and a Professor at CMSS. A large 

number of papers have been published jointly in these areas since 1984. The following monographs and books have been 
brought out in conjunction with this joint research: Modern Problems in Nuclear and Neutrino Astrophysics (A.M. Mathai 

and H.J. Haubold, 1988, Akademie-Verlag, Berlin); Special Functions for Applied Scientists (A.M.Mathai and H.J. Haubold, 

2008, Springer, New York); and The H-Function: Theory and Applications (A.M.Mathai, R.K. Saxena and H.J. Haubold, 
2010, Springer, New York). These CMSS modules are printed at CMSS Press and published by CMSS. Copies are made 

available to students free of charge, and to researchers and others at production cost. For the preparation of the initial drafts 

of all these modules, financial assistance was made available from the Department of Science and Technology, the 
Government of India (DST), New Delhi under project number SR/S4/MS:287/05. Hence, the authors would like to express 

their thanks and gratitude to DST, the Government of India, for its financial assistance. 

Bayesian Inference: Observations and Applications 

Rosario O. Cardenas 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 156 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-212-0. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-213-7. $82.00. 
Bayesian Inference: Observations and Applications discusses standard Bayesian inference, in which a-priori distributions are 

standard probability distributions. In some cases, however, a more general form of a-priori distributions (fuzzy a-priori 

densities) is suitable to model a-priori information. The combination of fuzziness and stochastic uncertainty calls for a 
generalization of Bayesian inference, i.e. fuzzy Bayesian inference. The authors explain how Bayes’ theorem may be 

generalized to handle this situation. Next, they present a decision analytic framework for completing selection of optimal 

parameters for machining process definition. In addition, a discussion section on the subjects of inference, experimental 
design, and risk aversion is included. The concluding review focuses on the sparse Bayesian methods from their model 

specifications, interference algorithms, and applications in sensor array signal processing. Sparse and structured sparse 

Bayesian methods formulate problems in a probabilistic manner by constructing a hierarchical model, allowing for the 
obtainment of flexible modeling capability and statistical information. (Bayesian Inference: Observations and Applications 

discusses standard Bayesian inference, in which a-priori distributions are standard probability distributions. In some cases, 
however, a more general form of a-priori distributions (fuzzy a-priori densities) is suitable to model a-priori information. The 

combination of fuzziness and stochastic uncertainty calls for a generalization of Bayesian inference, i.e. fuzzy Bayesian 

inference. The authors explain how Bayes’ theorem may be generalized to handle this situation. Next, they present a decision 
analytic framework for completing selection of optimal parameters for machining process definition. In addition, a discussion 

section on the subjects of inference, experimental design, and risk aversion is included. The concluding review focuses on 

the sparse Bayesian methods from their model specifications, interference algorithms, and applications in sensor array signal 
processing. Sparse and structured sparse Bayesian methods formulate problems in a probabilistic manner by constructing a 

hierarchical model, allowing for the obtainment of flexible modeling capability and statistical information. 
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Chaos and Complexity in the Arts and Architecture: Research in Progress 

Nicoletta Sala and Gabriele Cappellato (Institute for Complexity Study, Rome, Italy, and 

Accademia di Architettura di Mendrisio, Mendrisio, Switzerland) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2017. 285 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-995-3. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-996-0. $195.00. 
In this compilation, the authors begin with a description of fractal geometry, its property of self-similarity, and how its 

processes of bifurcation can appear in the arts and architecture. These fractal features are common in different cultures and 

in different architectural styles. Next, the role of algebraic curves in painting, sculpture, and architecture is discussed. These 
shapes acted as sources of inspiration for artistic themes in many of the “geometrical forms” of Modern Art. Today, these 

beautiful shapes can be easily constructed by computers. The authors discuss an art world devoted to the entanglement 

phenomenon through modifying the perception of space, approaching new horizons educational fields. An investigation of 
the function and characteristics of fog in various paintings by famous artists of different art movements (in which the presence 

of fog significantly affects the visual experience) is provided. Following this, the authors describe where fractality appears 

in architecture and in urban organization, opening new opportunities in virtual architecture and hyperarchitecture. An 

additional paper presents a study on complexity in architecture. Complexity is “the property of a real world system that is 

manifested in the inability of any one formalism being adequate to capture all of its properties.” Continuing, the authors 

present a study shows that germs of fractals exist in old Indian literature, e.g., fractal architecture in Indian temples and 
fractal weapons, with the goal of collecting a few examples from old Indian history and presenting their fractal aspects. A 

paper is presented including some examples of industrial design objects analysed using complexity and fractal geometry. 

Complex and fractal components appeared in the industrial design after the development of materials, for example, the 
introduction of float glass. Afterwards, this book aims to show how and where the concept of time can be applied in 

architecture, maintaining that time is a parameter which architects seldom consider in their projects. The authors go on to 

illustrate some properties using Markov matrices, open symbolic dynamic nets, and fields on Julia sets, finding find both 
symmetrical and spiral patterns on local regions of Julia sets, and discontinuous series in the dynamics of some region that 

are recordable in the neurophysiology of intermittent consciousness. Synchronization can also be called self-similarity, in 

induced noncommutative geometry. In the next paper, new Koch curves are generated by dividing the initiator into unequal 
parts. With the increase in size of the set of Koch curves also comes a need for classification. Superior iterations in the study 

of Julia sets for rational maps are introduced, showing how new Sierpinski curve Julia sets are effectively different from 

those obtained by other means. Production rules to draw the new Hilbert curves are discussed, as well as production rules to 
draw the conventional Hilbert Curve. Later, a paper on Mandelbrot and Julia sets rendered in 3 dimensions is presented. In 

this paper, new Julia sets have been generated for zn+c, n³4 in superior orbit, and modelled in 3 dimensions. The authors 

examine the Gingko leaf, commonly referred to as a “living fossil”, that has been declared as “tree of the millennium.” This 

chapter aims to show that there are many ways to generate Gingko leaf. In conclusion, techniques to generate Sierpinski 

Gasket and Sierpinski Carpet as 3- variable and as 4-variable fractals respectively using superior iterates for contractive 

operators are described. 

Characterizations of Recently Introduced Univariate Continuous Distributions 

G.G. Hamedani and Mehdi Maadooliat (Marquette University, Milwaukee, USA) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2017. 376 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-261-9. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-277-0. $230.00. 

This monograph is, as far as the authors have gathered, the first one of its kind which presents various characterizations of 

many important and continuous distributions. It consists of six chapters. The first chapter lists cumulative distribution 
functions, probability density functions, hazard functions and reverse hazard functions of one hundred thirty-six important 

univariate continuous distributions. Chapter Two provides characterizations of these distributions based on the ratio of two 

truncated moments. Chapter Three takes up the characterizations of some of these distributions in terms of their hazard 
functions. Chapter Four deals with the characterizations of some of these distributions based on their reverse hazard 

functions. Characterizations of some of these distributions based on the conditional expectations of certain functions of the 
random variable are presented in Chapter Five. Finally, to make this book self-contained, we present the characterizations of 

a large number of distributions (without their proofs) that have already been published by Hamedani and coauthors in Chapter 

Six. 

Constrained Bayesian Methods of Hypotheses Testing: A New Philosophy of Hypotheses 

Testing in Parallel and Sequential Experiments 

Kartlos Kachiashvili (Professor of Georgian Technical University, Main Scientific Worker of I. 

Vekua Institute of Applied Mathematics of Tbilisi State University, Tbilisi, Georgia) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 361 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-103-1. $270.00. 
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e-book: 978-1-53613-104-8. $270.00. 

The problems of one of the basic branches of mathematical statistics – statistical hypotheses testing – are considered in this 
book. The intensive development of these methods began at the beginning of the last century. The basic results of modern 

theory of statistical hypotheses testing belong to the cohort of famous statisticians of this period: Fisher, Neyman-Pearson, 

Jeffreys and Wald (Fisher, 1925; Neyman and Pearson, 1928, 1933; Jeffreys, 1939; Wald, 1947a,b). Many other bright 
scientists have brought their invaluable contributions to the development of this theory and practice. As a result of their 

efforts, many brilliant methods for different suppositions about the character of random phenomena are under study, as well 

as their applications for solving very complicated and diverse modern problems. Since the mid-1970s, the author of this book 
has been engaged in the development of the methods of statistical hypotheses testing and their applications for solving 

practical problems from different spheres of human activity. As a result of this activity, a new approach to the solution of the 

considered problem has been developed, which was later named the Constrained Bayesian Methods (CBM) of statistical 
hypotheses testing. Decades were dedicated to the description, investigation and applications of these methods for solving 

different problems. The results obtained for the current century are collected in seven chapters and three appendices of this 
book. The short descriptions of existing basic methods of statistical hypotheses testing in relation to different CBM are 

examined in Chapter One. The formulations and solutions of conventional (unconstrained) and new (constrained) Bayesian 

problems of hypotheses testing are described in Chapter Two. The investigation of singularities of hypotheses acceptance 
regions in CBM and new opportunities in hypotheses testing are presented in Chapter Three. Chapter Four is devoted to the 

investigations for normal distribution. Sequential analysis approaches developed on the basis of CBM for different kinds of 

hypotheses are described in Chapter Five. The special software developed by the author for statistical hypotheses testing 
with CBM (along with other known methods) is described in Chapter Six. The detailed experimental investigation of the 

statistical hypotheses testing methods developed on the basis of CBM and the results of their comparison with other known 

methods are given in Chapter Seven. The formalizations of absolutely different problems of human activity such as 
hypotheses testing problems in the solution – of which the author was engaged in different periods of his life – and some 

additional information about CBM are given in the appendices. Finally, it should be noted that, for understanding the 

materials given in the book, the knowledge of the basics of the probability theory and mathematical statistics is necessary. I 
think that this book will be useful for undergraduate and postgraduate students in the field of mathematics, mathematical 

statistics, applied statistics and other subfields for studying the modern methods of statistics and their application in research. 

It will also be useful for researchers and practitioners in the areas of hypotheses testing, as well as the estimation theory who 
develop these new methods and apply them to the solutions of different problems. 

Current STEM. Volume 1 

Maurice HT Ling (Principal Partner, Colossus Technologies LLP, Singapore) 

In series: Current STEM 

Edited by: Dr. Maurice Ling (Principal Partner, Colossus Technologies LLP, Singapore)  
2018. 232 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-416-2. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-417-9. $160.00. 

Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics – collectively known as STEM – are rapidly advancing fields in their 
own rights. As a book series, Current STEM aims to be a friendly forum for both academic researchers and industrial 

practitioners to present their work as book chapters. Hence, the chapters should be varied, and this is intended. Current STEM 

encompasses the type of work to encourage a generation of researcher-practitioners. The authors and editor hope this 
inaugural volume will be a pleasure to a wide audience. 

Data Fusion: Methods, Applications and Research 

Veres Albert and Erôss Aba 

In series: Research Methodology and Data Analysis 
2017. 171 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-720-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-721-8. $95.00. 

In the first chapter, Sergey A. Sakulin, PhD and Alexander N. Alfimtsev, PhD discuss fuzzy integral, a powerful 

metaoperator, and its applications. In the second chapter, Bruno G. Botelho and Adriana S. Franca discuss the concept of 

data fusion and how it might be applied in different areas of food analysis to improve the information range regarding 

samples. In the third and final chapter, Carlo Quaranta and Giorgio Balzarotti compare a new data fusion equation with an 
approach that has been familiarized in previous literature. 

Dynamic Systems: Modeling, Performance and Applications 

Marshall Hines 

In series: Computational Mathematics and Analysis 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2017. 169 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-557-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-560-3. $82.00. 
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In the first chapter, Dr. Christian Hugo Hoffmann presents a study that adds to the current knowledge on financial risk and 

complexity while drawing on the concept of organized complexity, coined by Weaver. He finishes by explaining the 
correlation between the ideas of complexity, randomness, and systemic risks. In the second chapter, Peter A. Stubberud, 

Stephen C. Stubberud, and Allen R. Stubberud present a signal processing technique, which is a simplification of the dynamic 

element matching technique, or DEMT and is referred to as the dynamic system matching technique, or DSMT, for 
controlling the noise signal in the output of a system due to manufacturing errors. In the third and final chapter, Yu Zhou, 

Weigang Wu, and Huaguan Li define new system models to describe the dynamicity of clusters and then, based on those 

models, they design and present an algorithm that is able to elect an eventual leader. 

Elementary Particles with Internal Structure in External Fields. Vol I. General Theory 

Vasiliy Vasilievich Kisel, Elena Mikhaylovna Ovsiyuk, Olga Vladimirovna Beko, Yana 

Aleksandrovna Voynova, Vladimir Balan, and Viktor Mikhaylovich Red’kov (Institute of 

Physics, National Academy of Sciences of Belarus, University Polithechnica of Bucharest) 

In series: Computational Mathematics and Analysis 
2018. 418 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-108-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-109-3. $230.00. 

The book represents the systematical development of several rarely used or new mathematical techniques to construct new 
wave equations for elementary particles. On this ground, it develops the quantum mechanics of the particles with additional 

electromagnetic structures in the presence of external electromagnetic fields, and, concerning the curved space-time 

background, it details many new solvable problems in the field. Volume I of this book is devoted to studying the mathematical 
formalism of the generalized theory of relativistic wave equations, which permits the construction of new equations for 

particles with an intrinsic spectrum of the spin, mass, and a number of additional electromagnetic characteristics, which lead 

to additional physical effects in the presence of external fields (electromagnetic and gravitational). The main theoretical tools 
are: The theory of the Lorentz group; the wave equations and the Gel’fand–Yaglom canonical basis; the Lagrangian 

formulation of the theory; the minimal polynomials approach; the projective operators technique; and the definiteness of 

energy and charge. Primary attention is focused on the possibility of constructing different relativistic wave equations for 
particles with a fixed value of spin and mass, proving that such wave equations describe substantially different objects. These 

equations possess some intrinsic electromagnetic structures in addition to the electric charge, and this leads to physical effects 

in the presence of external – electromagnetic and gravitational – fields. Extended models for particles of spins 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, 
and 2 are developed. 

Elementary Particles with Internal Structure in External Fields. Vol II. Physical Problems 

Vasiliy Vasilievich Kisel, Elena Mikhaylovna Ovsiyuk, Olga Vladimirovna Beko, and Yana 

Aleksandrovna Voynova (Researcher, Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, Institute of Physics, 

National Academy of Sciences of Belarus) 

In series: Computational Mathematics and Analysis 
2018. 414 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-110-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-111-6. $230.00. 
The book represents a systematical development of several rarely used or new mathematical techniques to construct new 

wave equations for elementary particles. On this ground, it develops the quantum mechanics of the particles with additional 

electromagnetic structures in presence of external electromagnetic fields, and, on the curved space-time background, it details 
many new exactly solvable problems in the field. In Volume II, the wave equations for particles of spin 0, 1/2, 1 with 

additional intrinsic structure (such as polarizability, anomalous magnetic moment, quadrupole electric moment, Darwin–Cox 

structure) are solved for several special types of external electric and magnetic fields, in Minkowski flat space and in spaces 
with simple non-Euclidean geometry: hyperbolic Lobachevsky and spherical Riemann models. The main attention is focused 

on new and additional effects which are due to the more general structure of the wave equations in presence of external fields. 

The following problems are considered: reflection of spin 0 and spin 1 particles by an effective (geometrical) medium; 

Schrodinger and Dirac particles in electric field on the background of Lobachevsky and Riemann models (LR-models); 

Dirac-K¨ahler boson in LR-models; spinless particle with polarizability in Coulomb and magnetic fields; spin 1/2 particle 

with anomalous magnetic moment in homogeneous magnetic and electric fields, and in Coulomb field; spin 1 particle 
(ordinary and with polarizability) in external magnetic field; spin 1 particle with anomalous magnetic and quadrupole 

moment in magnetic and electric fields; spinless Darwin–Cox particle with intrinsic structure in external electric and 

magnetic fields in Euclid, Lobachevsky and Riemann models; fermion with two masses in presence of magnetic field. 

Estimates of Periodically Correlated Isotropic Random Fields 

ikhail Moklyachuk, Oleksandr Masyutka, and Iryna Golichenko (Department of Probability 

Theory, Statistics and Actuarial Mathematics, Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, 

Kyiv, Ukraine) 
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In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 309 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-244-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-245-8. $230.00. 

We propose results of the investigation of the problem of the mean square optimal estimation of linear functionals which 
depend on the unknown values of periodically correlated isotropic random fields. Estimates are based on observations of the 

fields with a noise. Formulas for computing the value of the mean-square errors and the spectral characteristics of the optimal 

linear estimates of functionals are derived in the case of spectral certainty, where the spectral densities of the fields are exactly 
known. Formulas that determine the least favorable spectral densities and the minimax-robust spectral characteristics of the 

optimal estimates of functionals are proposed in the case of spectral uncertainty, where the spectral densities are not exactly 

known while some sets of admissible spectral densities are specified. 

Functional Algebra and Hypercalculus in Infinite Dimensions: Hyperintegrals, 

Hyperfunctionals and Hyperderivatives 

Mark Burgin (UCLA, California, USA) 

In series: Theoretical and Applied Mathematics 
2017. 481 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-441-5. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-442-2. $230.00. 

The theory of hypernumbers and extrafunctions is further development in distribution theory inspired by contemporary 

physics and influenced by problems in mathematical physics. It makes more functions differentiable and provides new kinds 
of derivatives and hyperderivatives aimed at solving more differential and operator equations than ever before possible. In 

the book, extrafunctions are extended to hyperfunctionals and hyperoperators in infinite-dimensional vector spaces. Due to 

its development, many problems in contemporary physics, as well as in modern linear and nonlinear analysis have an infinite-
dimensional nature, and the infinite-dimensional theory of extrafunctions, hyperfunctionals and hyperoperators provides new 

tools for solving many of these problems. The book describes new mathematical structures such as hyperderivatives and 
hyperintegrals of real and complex functions, hyperprobability and hyperexpectation of random processes and some others, 

essentially increasing power of functional analysis and probability applications. It presents the key parts of calculus – number 

systems, function spaces, the differential calculus and the integral calculus – in the setting of hypernumbers, extrafunctions, 
hyperfunctionals and hyperoperators in finite-dimensional and infinite-dimensional vector spaces. In addition, functional 

algebra, which employs algebraic operations with extrafunctions, hyperfunctionals and hyperoperators is developed. New 

relations between hyperdifferentiation and continuity of functions and operators are explicated. As differentiation and 
integration are special cases of hyperdifferentiation and hyperintegration, respectively, hypercalculus includes calculus as its 

part or subtheory. It is possible to use this book for enhancing traditional courses of calculus for undergraduates, as well as 

for teaching separate courses for graduate and undergraduate students at colleges and universities. To achieve these goals, 
exposition in the book goes from simple topics to more and more advanced topics, while proof of some statements are left 

as exercises for the students. 

Fuzzy Modeling and Control: Methods, Applications and Research 

Terrell Harvey and Dallas Mullins 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-414-8. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-415-5. $82.00. 
Fuzzy Modeling and Control: Methods, Applications and Research opens by recommending a new fuzzy RANSAC algorithm 

based on the reinforcement learning concept to improve modeling performance under the outlier noise. The authors also 

propose a novel methodology for online modeling of multivariable Hammerstein evolving fuzzy models with minimum 
realization in state space from experimental data. Results characterized by strongly coupled nonlinearities demonstrate the 

computational efficiency of the proposed methodology. Later, two types of neural networks are applied to find the 

approximate solutions of the fully fuzzy nonlinear system, and a superior gradient descent algorithm is proposed in order to 

train the neural networks. Lastly, the authors propose a novel online evolving fuzzy Takagi-Sugeno state-space model 

identification approach for nonlinear multivariable systems. To circumvent “the curse of dimensionality”, the algorithm uses 

tools for monitoring the quality of the existing clusters. 

Generalized Fractional Programming 

Gaston M. N'Guerekata, Ph.D., and Ram U. Verma (University Distinguished Professor of 

Mathematics, The World Academy of Sciences (TWAS) Research Professor, School of 

Computer, Mathematical and Natural Sciences, Morgan State University Baltimore, MD, USA) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2017. 315 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-869-7. $160.00. 
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e-book: 978-1-53612-870-3. $160.00. 

This monograph is aimed at presenting smooth and unified generalized fractional programming (or a program with a finite 
number of constraints). Under the current interdisciplinary computer-oriented research environment, these programs are 

among the most rapidly expanding research areas in terms of its multi-facet applications and empowerment for real world 

problems that can be handled by transforming them into generalized fractional programming problems. Problems of this type 
have been applied for the modeling and analysis of a wide range of theoretical as well as concrete, real world, practical 

problems. More specifically, generalized fractional programming concepts and techniques have found relevance and 

worldwide applications in approximation theory, statistics, game theory, engineering design (earthquake-resistant design of 
structures, design of control systems, digital filters, electronic circuits, etc.), boundary value problems, defect minimization 

for operator equations, geometry, random graphs, graphs related to Newton flows, wavelet analysis, reliability testing, 

environmental protection planning, decision making under uncertainty, geometric programming, disjunctive programming, 
optimal control problems, robotics, and continuum mechanics, among others. It is highly probable that among all industries, 

especially for the automobile industry, robots are about to revolutionize the assembly plants forever. That would change the 
face of other industries toward rapid technical innovation as well. The main focus of this monograph is to empower graduate 

students, faculty and other research enthusiasts for more accelerated research advances with significant applications in the 

interdisciplinary sense without borders. The generalized fractional programming problems have a wide range of real-world 
problems, which can be transformed in some sort of a generalized fractional programming problem. Consider fractional 

programs that arise from management decision science; by analyzing system efficiency in an economical sense, it is 

equivalent to maximizing system efficiency leading to fractional programs with occurring objectives: Maximizing 
productivity Maximizing return on investment Maximizing return/ risk Minimizing cost/time Minimizing output/input The 

authors envision that this monograph will uniquely present the interdisciplinary research for the global scientific community 

(including graduate students, faculty, and general readers). Furthermore, some of the new concepts can be applied to duality 
theorems based on the use of a new class of multi-time, multi-objective, variational problems as well. 

Mathematical Modeling: Methods, Applications and Research 

Seth Sparks and Bill Willis 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 175 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-162-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-163-5. $95.00. 

Mathematical Modeling: Methods, Applications and Research reviews recent progress in three different propulsion systems 
which may offer significant advantages for more efficient, compact and adaptive astronautic vehicles in the mid-21st century: 

swirling nuclear magneto-hydrodynamic propulsion, biomimetic magneto-rheological propulsion and electro-hydrodynamic 

propulsion systems. The authors introduce an empirical mathematical model. This model has been developed to describe 

contrast uptake and washout behavior without use of vascular input functions. Though this approach does not require making 

assumptions about underlying physiology or anatomy, the primary disadvantage of this approach, is that the parameters 

obtained by this approach do not correspond directly to identifiable physiological or anatomic features. In closing, the authors 
aim to express how the mathematical modeling is a valid tool for teaching and learning in a competent way and should be 

incorporated in academic curricula. 

Mathematical Modeling for the Solution of Equations and Systems of Equations with 

Applications. Volume I 

Ioannis K. Argyros, Santhosh George and Narayan Thapa (Cameron University, Department of 

Mathematical Sciences, Lawton, OK, USA, and National Institute of Technology Karnataka, 

Department of Mathematical and Computational Sciences, Mangalore, India) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 334 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-361-5. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-362-2. $230.00. 

This book is dedicated to the approximation of solutions of nonlinear equations using iterative methods. The study about 

convergence matter of iterative methods is usually based on two categories: semi-local and local convergence analysis. The 
semi-local convergence category is, based on the information around an initial point, to provide criteria ensuring the 

convergence of the method; while the local one is, based on the information around a solution, to find estimates of the radii 

of the convergence balls. The book is divided into two volumes. The chapters in each volume are self-contained so they can 
be read independently. Each chapter contains semi-local and local convergence results for single, multi-step and multi-point 

old and new contemporary iterative methods involving Banach, Hilbert or Euclidean valued operators. These methods are 

used to generate a sequence defined on the aforementioned spaces that converges with a solution of a nonlinear equation, an 
inverse problem or an ill-posed problem. It is worth mentioning that most problems in computational and related disciplines 

can be brought in the form of an equation using mathematical modelling. The solutions of equations can be found in analytical 

form only in special cases. Hence, it is very important to study the convergence of iterative methods. The book is a valuable 
tool for researchers, practitioners, graduate students, and can also be used as a textbook for seminars in all computational 

and related disciplines. 
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Mathematical Modeling for the Solution of Equations and Systems of Equations with 

Applications. Volume II 

Ioannis K. Argyros, Santhosh George and Narayan Thapa (Cameron University, Department of 

Mathematical Sciences, Lawton, OK, USA, and National Institute of Technology Karnataka, 

Department of Mathematical and Computational Sciences, Mangalore, India) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-309-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-310-3. $230.00. 

This book is dedicated to the approximation of solutions of nonlinear equations using iterative methods. The study about 
convergence matter of iterative methods is usually based on two categories: semi-local and local convergence analysis. The 

semi-local convergence category is, based on the information around an initial point, to provide criteria ensuring the 

convergence of the method; while the local one is, based on the information around a solution, to find estimates of the radii 
of the convergence balls. The book is divided into two volumes. The chapters in each volume are self-contained so they can 

be read independently. Each chapter contains semi-local and local convergence results for single, multi-step and multi-point 

old and new contemporary iterative methods involving Banach, Hilbert or Euclidean valued operators. These methods are 
used to generate a sequence defined on the aforementioned spaces that converges with a solution of a nonlinear equation, an 

inverse problem or an ill-posed problem. It is worth mentioning that most problems in computational and related disciplines 

can be brought in the form of an equation using mathematical modelling. The solutions of equations can be found in analytical 
form only in special cases. Hence, it is very important to study the convergence of iterative methods. The book is a valuable 

tool for researchers, practitioners, graduate students, and can also be used as a textbook for seminars in all computational 

and related disciplines. 

Mathematical Modeling of Natural Phenomena 

Ranis Ibragimov (University of Wisconsin-Parkside, Kenosha, WI, USA) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2017. 529 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-977-9. $270.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-978-6. $270.00. 

Mathematical modeling in the form of differential equations is a branch of applied mathematics that includes topics from 

physics, engineering, environmental and computer science. The mathematical model is an approximate description of real 
processes. Mathematical modeling can be thought of as a three step process: 1) Physical situation 2) Mathematical 

formulation 3) Solution by purely operations of the mathematical problem 4) Physical interpretation of the mathematical 

solution Over the centuries, Step 2 took on a life of its own. Mathematics was studied on its own, devoid of any contact with 
a physical problem; this is known as pure mathematics. Applied mathematics and mathematical modeling deals with all three 

steps. Improvements of approximations or their extensions to more general situations may increase the complexity of 

mathematical models significantly. Before the 18th century, applied mathematics and its methods received the close attention 
of the best mathematicians who were driven by a desire to develop approximate descriptions of natural phenomena. The goal 

of asymptotic and perturbation methods is to find useful, approximate solutions to difficult problems that arise from the 
desire to understand a physical process. Exact solutions are usually either impossible to obtain or too complicated to be 

useful. Approximate, useful solutions are often tested by comparison with experiments or observations rather than by 

“rigorous” mathematical methods. Hence, the authors will not be concerned with “rigorous” proofs in this book. The 
derivation of approximate solutions can be done in two different ways. First, one can find an approximate set of equations 

that can be solved, or, one can find an approximate solution of a set of equations. Usually one must do both. Models of 

natural science show that the possibilities of applying differential equations for solving problems in the disciplines of the 
natural scientific cycle are quite wide. This book represents a unique blend of the traditional analytical and numerical methods 

enriched by the authors’ developments and applications to ocean and atmospheric sciences. The overall viewpoint taken is a 

theoretical, unified approach to the study of both the atmosphere and the oceans. One of the key features in this book is the 
combination of approximate forms of the basic mathematical equations of mathematical modeling with careful and precise 

analysis. The approximations are required to make any progress possible, while precision is needed to make the progress 

meaningful. This combination is often the most elusive for student to appreciate. This book aims to highlight this issue by 
means of accurate derivation of mathematical models with precise analysis and MATLAB applications. This book is meant 

for undergraduate and graduate students interested in applied mathematics, differential equations and mathematical modeling 

of real world problems. This book might also be interested in experts working in the field of physics concerning the ocean 
and atmosphere. 

Network Theory and Analysis 

Amber Jorgensen 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-460-5. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-469-8. $82.00. 
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In Network Theory and Analysis, the authors begin by examining the resource curse that explains the tendency of natural 

resource rich economies to perform poorly economically, as well as how these resources mediate other development 
challenges like poor governance, corruption, excessive borrowing, currency movement, neglect of manufacturing and 

agricultural sectors and violent conflict. They argue that the conceptualization of the curse suffers from methodological 

nationalism where state weaknesses and strengths are regarded as the main factors that condition the impact of resources. 
Next, a study focusing on Brazil’s public health care is presented, suggesting that physicians with more professional 

connections probably take on more diverse professional occupations. Establishing policies like limiting weekly workload in 

the public health care system may lead to improving the efficiency of the overall network. Following this, the book examines 
social network analysis, the process of Identifying relationships between organizations, people, and connected information 

entities by mapping. The authors pay particular attention to the connection between actors, sense of independence, and 

emergent impacts. In the subsequent chapter, insight on IP addressing is provided, as well as on different IP addressing 
systems available today. The details of the prefix notation and CIDR notation are explained, and the various fields of the 

IPv4 header are discussed. Lastly, the various fields of the IPv6 and the difference between the IPv4 and the IPv6 addressing 
system are examined. 

New Mathematical Methods for Physics 

Jean-Francois Pommaret (CERMICS, Ecole des Ponts ParisTech, Marne-la-Vallee Cedex, 

France) 

In series: Computational Mathematics and Analysis 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-410-0. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-411-7. $95.00. 
The concept of “group” has been introduced in mathematics for the first time by E. Galois (1830) and slowly passed from 

algebra to geometry with the work of S. Lie on Lie groups (1880) and Lie pseudogroups (1890) of transformations. The 

concept of a finite length differential sequence, now called the Janet sequence, had been described for the first time by M. 
Janet (1920). Then, the work of D. C. Spencer (1970) has been the first attempt to use the formal theory of systems of partial 

differential equations (PDE) in order to study the formal theory of Lie pseudogroups. However, the linear and nonlinear 

Spencer sequences for Lie pseudogroups, though never used in physics, largely supersede the ”Cartan structure equations ” 
(1905) and are quite different from the ”Vessiot structure equations ” (1903), introduced for the same purpose but never 

acknowledged by E. Cartan or successors. Meanwhile, mixing differential geometry with homological algebra, M. Kashiwara 

(1970) created “algebraic analysis” in order to study differential modules and double duality. By chance, unexpected 
arguments have been introduced by the brothers E. and F. Cosserat (1909) in order to revisit elasticity and by H. Weyl (1918) 

in order to revisit electromagnetism through a unique differential sequence only depending on the structure of the conformal 

group of space-time. The classical Galois theory deals with certain finite algebraic extensions and establishes a bijective 
order reversing correspondence between the intermediate fields and the subgroups of a group of permutations called the 

Galois group of the extension. It has been the dream of many mathematicians at the end of the nineteenth century to generalize 

these results to systems of linear or algebraic PDE and the corresponding finitely generated differential extensions, in order 
to be able to add the word differential in front of any classical statement. The achievement of the Picard-Vessiot theory by 

E. Kolchin and coworkers between 1950 and 1970 is now well-known. However, the work of Vessiot on the differential 
Galois theory (1904), that is on the possibility to extend the classical Galois theory to systems of algebraic PDE and algebraic 

Lie pseudogroups, namely groups of transformations solutions for systems of algebraic PDE, has also never been 

acknowledged. His main idea has been to notice that the Galois theory (old and new) is a study of principal homogeneous 
spaces (PHS) for algebraic groups or pseudogroups described by what he called ”automorphic systems” of PDE. The purpose 

of this book is first to revisit Gauge Theory and General Relativity in light of the latest developments just described and then 

to apply the differential Galois theory in order to revisit various domains of mechanics (Shell theory, Chain theory, Frenet-
Serret formulas, Hamilton-Jacobi equations). All the results presented are new. 

Nonlinear Systems: Design, Applications and Analysis 

Christos K. Volos (Department of Physics, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki, 

Greece) 

In series: Computational Mathematics and Analysis 
2017. 481 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-291-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-316-6. $230.00. 
A nonlinear system is a set of nonlinear equations, which may be algebraic, ordinary differential, partial differential, 

fractional, integral or a combination of these. Especially, nowadays, the term “dynamical system” is used as a synonym of 

nonlinear systems where the nonlinear equations represent the evolution of a solution over time. So, the notion of dynamical 
systems arose following the name of equations governing the motion of a system of particles, even though the nonlinear 

system may have no application to mechanics. Also, from an engineering point of view a nonlinear system may be represented 

with a feedback loop in which the output of an element is not proportional to its input. Over the last few decades, nonlinear 
systems have been used to describe a great variety of phenomena, in social and life sciences as well as in physical sciences 

and engineering. The theory of nonlinear systems has applications to problems of population growth, economics, chemical 

reactions, celestial mechanics, physiology of nerves, onset of turbulence, regulation of heartbeats, electronic circuits, 
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cryptography, secure communications and many others. Nonlinear dynamical systems, which present chaotic behavior, are 

of great importance due to their applications in science and engineering. Chaotic systems are nonlinear dynamical systems 
and maps that are highly sensitive to initial conditions. The sensitivity of initial conditions is usually called the butterfly 

effect for dynamical systems and maps. So, nowadays the design and analysis of nonlinear systems and especially chaotic 

systems has gained the interest of the research community due to the fact that many phenomena on financial, physical, 
biological, chemical, mechanical and engineering systems can be modeled and studied through the perspective of nonlinear 

dynamics. These nonlinear systems can be modeled by discrete-time or continuous-time mathematical models. This book 

aims to bridge the gap between the design/analysis and applications, which are the two research stages on the progress of 
nonlinear systems and also which open up some new directions of real applications, where chaos can be put up to 

technological use, including secure communication systems, electronic circuits’ design, memristors and radar. Finally, this 

book can serve as an updated and handy reference for university professors, graduate students, laboratory researchers as well 
as physicists and applied mathematicians who are interested in studying the chaos and its applications through the field of 

nonlinear systems. 

Optimal Control Engineering with MATLAB: A Solutions Manual 

Rami A. Maher (Dean of Scientific Research and Graduate Studies, Isra University Amman, 

Jordan) 

In series: Computational Mathematics and Analysis 
2018. 291 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-055-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-056-0. $230.00. 

This book is a solution manual of the 110 questions that were presented in the eight chapters throughout the author’s previous 
book, Optimal Control Engineering with MATLAB. The manual is prepared as an independent book since it includes the 

problems’ questions, figures, and all necessary equations and formulas in a summarizing fashion and within the given 

solution frameworks. The idea behind writing this book is to increase significantly the student’s or reader’s knowledge about 
the optimal control discipline that is found in many engineering fields. Detailed step-by-step hand solutions are carried out 

while utilizing the MATLAB functions in the toolboxes. Simulink models are presented to simulate and validate the obtained 

results. Each chapter concludes with the lists of MATLAB programs that are used either to assess or to develop the desired 
solutions to challenging problems. The reader will discover the importance of using these programs, especially in solving 

parameter optimization design, different nonlinear TBVP, finite horizon LRQ, DDP and ILRQ problems. In addition, the 

implementation of the obtained time function optimal control law by a transfer function controller is accomplished for some 
problems. Among these problems, the reader will find many practical engineering problems in continuous as well as discrete 

forms. Finally, the reader can easily modify these programs and Simulink models for his or her problems. 

(Participatory) Action Research: Principles, Approaches and Applications 

Joseph Calder and Jacob Foletta 

In series: Research Methodology and Data Analysis 
2018. 310 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-041-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-042-3. $195.00. 
In this book, authors present current research on the implementation of reform mathematics in order to identify, explore, and 

evaluate five specific goals. Students were presented with problem solving activities that correlated with real-world 

situations. During this process, students tracked their confidence and growth as mathematicians. Next, the ways in which 
students learn to effectively engage in natural discussions related to the literature they are reading are examined. Barriers to 

the implementation of literature circles in the classroom are discussed, and ideas for successful execution are highlighted. 

Action research (AR) leaders’ roles are explored through two studies, with the frame constituting of K-20 science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education and how participant engagement leads to AR project insight. 

The authors provide suggestions for future AR leaders. Afterwards, this compilation goes on to discuss how teaching 

Participatory Action Research (PAR) in MIT’s Department of Urban Studies and Planning has led to focus on the 
responsibilities of action researchers and their obligations to the communities and places in which they work; and the 

importance of building the capacity of community members so that they can take control of the research being done about, 

with, and for them. The authors explore the way in which Curriculum Studies have addressed relevance and by proposing a 
framework for the study of curriculum relevance in general, which was adapted from literature on Science Education. The 

proposal considers three dimensions of relevance: societal, vocational, and individual. A chapter is included which fully 
addresses the analysis of one of the cases developed in the authors’ previous work, in which students have to reconstruct 

their memories about the experiences they had during compulsory education in order to compare them with the experiences 

they have during the practicum. The authors share their concerns about the process of accompaniment, the process of student 
participation in the design and assessment of the subjects, and the search for situated and transformative learning in a 

university context. The book proposes the use of action research in higher education, especially in programs that use practical 

approaches such as residency programs in healthcare. The text also discusses similar themes such as andragogy, meaningful 
learning, active learning, and systemic thinking. Additionally, a teacher-driven approach for changes in teaching chemical 

bonding was chosen, inspired by the PAR model suggested by Eilks and Ralle. The authors determine that remote networking 

of a teacher action researcher with a PAR-driven community of practitioners and academic educational researchers helped 
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strengthen the process of research and development and contributed to strengthen the teacher’s continuous professional 

development. Subsequently, an application of participatory action research (PAR) conducted in Italy is illustrated. In 
describing the structure of action research, it can first be asserted that it is not a linear methodology of research but instead a 

cyclical process that proceeds through greater levels of complexity. In conclusion, the book aims to determine the relationship 

between the principles, approaches and applications of participatory action research (PAR) by using a case study of wood-
carving workers. The authors maintain that although this project was successful in increasing health awareness of the workers 

and the community, long-term impact and sustainability of networking and activities need to be examined. 

Recent Advances in Fixed Point Theory and Applications 

Umesh C. Gairola and Rajendra Pant (Department Of Mathematics, H. N. B. Garhwal 

(Central) University, Pauri Campus, Pauri Garhwal, India) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2017. 347 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-085-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-104-9. $230.00. 

Fixed point theory is a growing and exciting branch of mathematics with a variety of wide applications in biological and 

mathematical sciences, proposing newer applications in discrete dynamics and super fractals. The present endeavor is to 

report the latest trend in metric fixed point theory, emphasizing newer applications in numerical analysis, discrete dynamics 

and fractal graphics, besides traditional applications. The book is useful to a large class of readers interested in analysis, 
applicable mathematics and fractal graphics. The articles have been selected carefully so that the book is useful for 

sophomores up to senior researchers looking for new material and new ideas in the existence of fixed points, new applications 

and survey articles. A few chapters included herein are formal in nature and suggest new directions of research in this area, 
which are especially useful to beginners in the field. The book is divided into two parts: Part I contains surveys and existence 

and convergence results. In Part II (Applications), various applications of fixed point theory to initial value problems, local 

attractivity of certain functional integral equation solutions, fractals and super-fractals, and solving equations in numerical 
praxis have been discussed. The present book, which is dedicated to Professor Shyam Lal Singh, consists of articles 

contributed by outstanding workers all over the world. Of course, some of the articles were selected from the Symposium on 

Fixed Point Theory and Applications (dedicated to him) held during the 19th Annual Conference Of of India (November 10-
12, 2016), organized by Pauri Garhwal of the Department of Mathematics, H. N. B. Garhwal (Central) University. 

Sampling Techniques: Methods and Applications 

Muhammad Hanif, Muhammad Qaiser Shahbaz and Munir Ahmad (Vice Rector, Research 

NCBA&E, Lahore, Pakistan) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2017. 504 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-364-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-602-0. $230.00. 

Sampling techniques have been widely used in almost all areas of life. The method of drawing a sample is very important 

for estimation of population characteristics. In this book we have made an attempt to discuss popular sampling designs and 
estimation methods that can be used for estimation of population characteristics. This book presents two popular sampling 

design categories, namely the sampling of units and the sampling of groups of units. We have discussed designs that can be 

used for the sampling of units (for example, simple random sampling) and designs that are used for the sampling of groups 
(for example, cluster and multistage sampling). The availability of supplementary information provides a basis to improve 

the efficiency of estimates. This book discusses estimation methods with and without the use of supplementary information. 

Two popular methods which use supplementary information – namely, ratio and regression estimators – have been discussed 
in detail in this book alongside their design and model based study. The probabilities of population unit selection plays an 

important role in estimation. In this regard, the sampling designs are classified into two broader categories, namely equal 

probability sampling and unequal probability sampling. This book discusses in detail both of these sampling designs. The 
unequal probability sampling design has been discussed in the context of the Hansen–Hurwitz (1943) estimator, Horvitz–

Thompson (1952) estimator and some special estimators. The model based study of various estimators provides insight about 

their behavior under a linear stochastic model. This book provides a detailed discussion about properties of various estimators 
under a linear stochastic model both in equal and unequal probability sampling. Finally, the book presents useful material on 

multiphase sampling. This book can be effectively used at undergraduate and graduate levels. The book is helpful for research 

students who want to pursue their career in sampling. The book is also helpful for practitioners to know the application of 
various sampling designs and estimators. 

Simulated Annealing: Introduction, Applications and Theory 

Alex Scollen and Thomas Hargraves 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 288 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-674-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-675-3. $195.00. 
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The opening chapter of this book aims to present and analyze the application of the simulated annealing algorithm in solving 

parameter optimization problems of various manufacturing processes. The main specifications of the studied optimization 
problems are analyzed, and the tuning of the simulated annealing algorithm-specific parameters in solving process 

optimization problems is also discussed. Genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization, etc., are also considered in process 

parameter design problems. Next, the authors describe applications of the simulated annealing method to biological 
macromolecular systems. The first important example is the reconstruction of an inappropriate three-dimensional (3D) 

structure of a functional site in a protein, built based on X-ray crystallographic experiments. The authors determine that the 

simulated annealing scheme is a powerful method that is applicable for resolving the local minimum problem in various 
scientific fields related to biological macromolecular systems. Following this, the development of the simulated annealing 

based MPPT method is detailed and simulations evaluating the performance of the technique are highlighted. Special focus 

is also paid to the parameters of the simulated annealing method, as well as which of these have the most influence based on 
the PV system configuration. Continuing, this collection proposes the application of simulated annealing algorithm to detect, 

from a fixed and random set of temperatures of the radiant zones of oven, the best temperatures that must be assigned to the 
heating zones. An example of the optimization of the heating stage of the high-density polyethylene (HDPE) grade sheet is 

presented. Another chapter discusses how, to reconstruct a porous media from two-dimensional (2D) images to three-

dimensional (3D) images, several parameters (such as the spatial correlation) must be preserved. Otherwise, the 2D grain 
size distribution is known to be different from the 3D grain size distribution. Thus, a simulated annealing method to correct 

the grain size distribution from 2D to 3D is proposed. In the next study, a maximization methodology to recover energy 

(considering installation feasibility) was proposed to allocate recovery machines within water networks by using simulated 
annealing techniques. The authors suggest that simulated annealing, in the proposed methodology, is a powerful water 

management tool that may aid in the search for sustainability in irrigation networks. In the book’s conclusion, the 

performance of a variable Markov chain length method in unconstrained optimization problems has been studied 
experimentally. For this purpose, eighteen benchmark optimization functions with different dimensions were employed to 

compare performance and convergence behavior of this algorithm to the standard simulated annealing algorithm with 

different Markov chain lengths. 

Spectral Theory for Bounded Functions and Applications to Evolution Equations 

Gaston Mandata N’Guerekata (School of Computer Mathematical and Natural Sciences, 

Morgan State University, Baltimore, USA) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2017. 94 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-112-4. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-143-8. $82.00. 

One of the central questions in the qualitative theory of difference and differential equations is to find the conditions of 
existence and asymptotic behavior of bounded solutions. For equations with almost periodic coefficients, the problem 

concerns Favard and Perron. A remarkable theory has been developed in harmonic analysis with outstanding contributions 

by Loomis, Arendt, Batty, Lyubic, Phong, Naito, Minh and many others, when the Carleman spectrum of the functions is 
countable. Uniform continuity in this case plays a key role. In the absence of this condition, the theory does not apply. This 

led to the introduction over the last decade of new types of spectrum functions which helped solve the problem, especially 
in the case of almost automorphic functions by using the theory of commutating operators. This monograph presents a unique 

and unified manner of recent developments in the theory of bounded continuous functions, including the space of (Bohr) 

almost periodic functions and some of their generalizations, and the spaces of (Bochner) almost automorphic functions and 
almost automorphic sequences. Classical concepts from harmonic analysis such as the Bohr spectrum, Beurling spectrum 

and Carleman spectrum are also presented with some examples. Special attention is devoted to the recently introduced 

concepts of uniform spectrum and circular spectrum of bounded functions derived from the study of linear differential 
equation solutions, whose forcing terms are not necessarily uniformly continuous. Connections between these various types 

of spectra are also investigated. The book provides a semigroup-free study of the existence and asymptotic behavior of mild 

solutions concerning evolution equations of the first and second order as well as difference equations. Bibliographical and 
historical notes complete the major chapters. An appendix reviewing basic results on the theory of commutating operators is 

given. The content is presented in a way that is easily accessible to readers who are working in differential equations, but are 

not familiar with harmonic analysis and advanced functional analysis. It’s our hope that this first monograph ever on this 

topic will attract more researchers. 

Stereotactic Brain Microanatomy: Mathematical Principles and Applications 

Ioannis N. Mavridis (Leader of the Group, C.N.S. Alliance Research Group, Athens, Greece) 

In series: Neuroanatomy Research at the Leading Edge 
2017. 164 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-366-1. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-380-7. $160.00. 

Imagine the use of mathematical formulas for brain targeting in neurosurgery. Research results of the 21st century have 
brought about the beginning of stereotactic anatomy evolution into stereotactic microanatomy, which is primarily based on 

applied mathematics. The purpose of this book is to present the mathematical principles and applications of stereotactic brain 

microanatomy in a concise and comprehensive manner. The robust mathematical principles of stereotactic microanatomy of 
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the human brain are explained in detail, as well as its main clinically significant applications to modern stereotactic and 

functional neurosurgery. Stereotactic space of the human brain is defined in terms of its appropriate mathematical basis, 
where the principles of analytic geometry are strictly followed. Rigid adherence to these principles can further enable the 

safe application of mathematical formulas to the processing and use of stereotactic microanatomy data in clinical practice. 

Additionally, the concept of stereotactically standard brain areas is thoroughly explained, thus opening new horizons for the 
application of stereotactic microanatomy to highly accurate brain targeting, which is mainly useful for minimally invasive 

neurosurgical procedures, such as deep brain stimulation. Stereotactic microanatomy aims to guide stereotactic neurosurgical 

interventions in the best possible way, providing a solid mathematical basis for a safe and respective evolution of stereotactic 
neurosurgery into stereotactic microneurosurgery. 

Stochastic Differential Equations: Basics and Applications 

Tony G. Deangelo 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-809-2. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-810-8. $82.00. 

In this collection, the authors begin by introducing a methodology for examining continuous-time Ornstein-Uhlenbech family 
processes defined by stochastic differential equations (SDEs). Additionally, a study is presented introducing the mathematics 

of mixed effect parameters in univariate and bivariate SDEs and describing how such a model can be used to aid our 

understanding of growth processes using real world datasets. Results and experience from applying the concepts and 
techniques in an extensive individual tree and stand growth modeling program in Lithuania are described as examples. Next, 

the authors present a review paper on J-calculus, as well as a contributed paper which displays some new results on the topic 

and deepens some special properties in relation with non-differentiability of functions. Following this, this book develops 
the general framework to be used in our papers [2, 9, 8]. The starting point for the discussion will be the standard risk-

sensitive structures, and how constructions of this kind can be given a rigorous treatment. The risk-sensitive optimal control 

is also investigated by using the extending part of this of problem of backward stochastic equation. In the closing article, the 
authors note that the square of an O-U process is the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross process used as a model for volatility in finance. 

The filtered form of the original hazard rate based on this new observation is also studied. If the difference between the 
original hazard rate and the filtered one is not significant, then the person is not affected by the new frailty. 

Stochastic Processes: Fundamentals, Concepts and Applications 

Krystian Gaubert 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2017. 174 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-549-8. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-576-4. $95.00. 

Marco Bianucci and Silvia Merlino begin Chapter One by focusing on the Ocean-Atmosphere system in an effort to show 

how to get a Generalized Fokker Planck Equation by describing the statistics of a point of interest within the large, complex 
system. Next, Mikhail Moklyachuk and Maria Sidei examine results of an investigation in which the problem of mean square 

optimal estimation of linear functionals dependent on unknown values of a homogeneous and isotropic unit was examined. 
Afterwards, Chapter Three by F. Guillois, N. Petrova, O. Soulard, R. Duclous and V. Sabelnikov outlines the Eulerian (Field) 

Monte Carlo Method (EMC) for solving the joint velocity-scalar PDF transport equation in turbulent reactive flows. In 

Chapter Four, Rabha W. Ibrahim introduce a new fractional differential-difference process based on different types of 
fractional calculus. 

The Analytic Hierarchy Process: Advances in Research and Applications 

Rolando Daniel 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 240 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-333-2. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-334-9. $160.00. 

In this collection, the authors investigate a variety of hazards that drilling operations may be exposed to. Some may be 
location dependent and some may be activity-dependent and each can pose a different level of risk. The key elements of the 

framework to assess risk are: a hierarchy of major contributors to risk in two or more levels; a quantification of primary 

hazard categories with measurable attributes; a graphical representation of risk to aide distinguishing critical hazards; a 
layered, filtering approach to remove the less important hazards; and a weighted-score method, which is based on the analytic 

hierarchy process (AHP) approach. Next, the authors seek to develop a multi-criteria decision-making method for the 

evaluation of railway restructuring models through reviews of practices, alternatives, and criteria of railway restructuring. 
The development of the tool was based on the combination of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and the Technique for 

Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) methods. A paper is included which aims to present a new way 

of stakeholder assessment going beyond standard approaches, such as the Gardner Model and the Salience Model of Mitchell, 
Agle and Wood. The new approach is based on the Advanced Hierarchy Process (AHP) method. Companies applying the 

method are placed in a position to design and implement their own stakeholder management without any reference to models 
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presented in the literature. Later, an ICT oriented procurement model resulting from a partial re-engineering of the basic 

procurement process is proposed. This model was obtained by merging the traditional frameworks buygrid and buying centre 
to provide a consistent choice of procurement alternatives in a multiplicity of Web solutions. Following this, taking into 

account the suitability of Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) for evaluating electronic services or websites, the authors review 

on the evaluation experiments on e-government that are using the AHP theory. More specifically, the book presents 
evaluation experiments that use AHP, fuzzy AHP or their combination with other methods for e-government evaluation. The 

analytic hierarchy process method is employed in the closing chapter to reduce single parameter error and improve the 

accuracy of the prediction model, combined with the sensitivity and correlation of the characteristic parameters. The aging 
index of an actual case is assessed, and it is shown that the model is feasible and effective to provide a reference for optimizing 

maintenance cycle of polymer insulation in power distribution network. 

The Fibonacci Numbers and Integer Structure: Foundations for a Modern Quadrivium 

Anthony G. Shannon and Jean V. Leyendekkers (University of Technology, Sydney, AU) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 298 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-454-4. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-455-1. $195.00. 
In the study of integers over many centuries, simple but very useful data have often been overlooked or at least sparingly 

used. The development of modular rings provides a means to shed light on such data. A modular ring is effectively an array 

of integers which can be uniquely identified by columns and rows with the aid of linear equations. Thus the modular ring Z4 
has 4 columns (or classes), and its first two rows are 0,1,2,3 and 4,5,6,7, respectively. In turn, its columns can be identified 

by the classes. This notation is suggestive and transparent, and the notation itself becomes a tool of thought. The book 

contains a collection of readily accessible classical problems, most of which can be linked to the sequence of Fibonacci 
integers and explained with integer structure analysis. Modular rings are used to solve, prove and extend a variety of number 

theory problems associated with generalized Fibonacci numbers, golden ratio families and primes, and distinctions between 

prime and composite integers, as well as the classical conjectures of Brocard-Ramanujan and Erdös-Strauss. Thus (though 
mathematically, the golden ratio is a humble surd), replacing its argument shows that it has an infinity for close relatives that 

can be a source of further exploration, particularly with generalizations of Fibonacci numbers. Another important structural 
feature is the right-end-digit (RED) of an integer – its value modulo 10. No matter the sizes of integers, operations with their 

REDs are stable; for instance, the sum of the integers abcde2 and ghabj5 has a RED of 7. This stability is exploited in several 

chapters so that powers are reduced to 4 types in the ring modulo 4 which, for example, clarifies Fermat’s Last Theorem for 
some powers. The context of this book is the teaching and learning of mathematics. This happens in historical and 

sociological contexts, and the text has sufficient historical and philosophical allusions for anyone to see that mathematics per 

se transcends race and religion, history and geography. The topics of number theory in the hands of well-educated teachers 

can inspire a love of learning in general and in mathematics in particular. For this reason, the authors have embedded relevant 

issues on liberal education as a foundation for education in the 21st century, particularly in fostering creativity through the 

inspiration and passion of teachers. Thus, the authors indicate the role of number theory as an important part of a genuine 
liberal education, accessible to all students today in a way that education in the ancient quadrivium was confined to a small 

section of society. 

The Numerical Solution of Continuous Time Optimal Control Problems with the Cutting 

Angle Method 

Seyedalireza Seyedi, Iraj Sadegh Amiri, Sara Chaghervand, and Volker J. Sorger (Ton Duc 

Thang University, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 165 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-143-7. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-144-4. $95.00. 

This book consists of two parts. The first part is on the development of the proposition that “if there exists a type of function, 
then there exists a functional with the same type” based on the proposition of the inheritance and generalizability properties 

of a function in a functional. This study presents the abstract convex, increasing positively homogeneous and convex-along-

rays functionals via this proposition. The second part concerns the investigation of the use of a global search optimization 
algorithm called the Cutting Angle Method (CAM) on Optimal Control Problems (OCP). Many algorithms are available for 

solving OCP, but they are basically local search algorithms. To overcome the problem associated with local searches, most 

OCP are modeled as Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) problems in the hope that the solution found estimates of the true 
global solution to the original problem. However, in doing so, a lot of information carried by the original problem might be 

lost in its translation into LQR models. CAM being a global search algorithm is expected to overcome this problem. It can 

be used alone or in combination with a local search to find the global solution. CAM has been successfully used on functions, 
however, OCP are functionals. To do this, a model has been introduced based on inheritance and generalizability properties 

to demonstrate that the optimization algorithms that are used for functions can also be extended for use in functionals. Based 

on these properties, the study discovered that with the Unit Vectors Combinations Technique (UVCT) proposed in this 
research, CAM could successfully work on functionals in general and OCP particularly. To help speed up the convergence 

of CAM, the literature proposed the use of local searches for the determination of the initial solution. In a case study done in 
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the research, CAM was successfully combined with a local search known as the Dynamic Integrated System Optimization 

and Parameter Estimation (DISOPE) algorithm. Moreover, the initial solution given by the DISOPE algorithm has been 
verified as a global influence by CAM. 

Time-Delay Systems: Concepts, Design and Stability Analysis 

Magdi S. Mahmoud (Coordinator of Distributed Control Research Group, Systems Engineering 

Department, KFUPM, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia) 

In series: Quality Control Engineering and Manufacturing 
2018. 259 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-088-1. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-089-8. $195.00. 

Time-delay occurs in many physical, industrial and engineering systems such as biological systems, chemical systems, 

metallurgical processing systems, nuclear reactors, hydraulic systems and electrical networks, to name a few. The reason for 
the occurrence could be attributed to inherent physical phenomena like mass transport flow or recycling. It could result from 

the finite capabilities of information processing and data transmission among various parts of the system. In addition, they 

could be by-products of computational delays or could be intentionally introduced for some design consideration. Such delays 

could be constant or time varying, known or unknown, deterministic or stochastic depending on the system under 

consideration. In recent years, time-delay, which exists in networked control systems, has brought more complex problems 

into a new research area. Frequently, it is a source of the generation of oscillation, instability and poor performance. 
Therefore, the subject of Time-Delay Systems (TDS) has been investigated as functional differential equations over the past 

four decades. Because the presence of the delay factor renders the system analysis more complicated, the problems of stability 

and stabilization are of great importance. This book presents some basic theories of stability and stabilization of systems with 
time-delays. More attention is paid to the synthesis of systems with time-delay. That is, control of nonlinear systems with 

delay; networked control systems; positive delay systems; fuzzy systems; and reset control with random delay are all 

analyzed within this book. 

Uniform Classification of Open Manifolds 

Juergen Eichhorn (Institut fuer Mathematik und Informatik, Universitaet Greifswald, 

Greifswald, Germany) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 293 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-939-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-940-3. $230.00. 
A certain classification of open manifolds has been a continuous problem in geometry, topology and global analysis. The 

background for this is the fact that in any dimension greater than one, there are innumerous homotopy types. A solution to 

this problem seemed almost hopeless. In this monograph, the author offers an approach by decomposing the classification 
into two fundamental steps. This book introduces certain uniform structures in the set of all proper metric spaces under 

consideration (complexes, Riemannian manifolds, etc.), then considers the components of this uniform space by classifying 

the components adapted by homology theories (Gromov-Hausdorff and Lipschitz cohomology). The author then moves on 
to classifying the elements inside a component. For the second step, a geometric bordism theory for open manifolds and 

describes geometric generators is introduced. The main achievements include the invariance of a spectral gap under uniform 

homotopy equivalences and the vanishing of the K-theoretic signature in the geometric bordism theory. Concerning surgery, 
the absolutely fundamental achievements of Maumary and Taylor are included. Repeated motivations and explanations 

should make this monograph fairly legible to a vast audience. In particular, guidance is given on the ways in which supply 

chains can be diagnosed for vulnerabilities and the remedies that may be applied. One such countermeasure, virtual 
dualization, is explained in detail as a means for achieving both supply chain robustness and competitiveness for complex 

products that require intense coordination in their design and production. A common theme that runs throughout the chapter 

is the importance of building trust among the participants in a supply chain. 

Wavelets: Principles, Analysis and Applications 

Joseph Burgess 

In series: Theoretical and Applied Mathematics 
2018. 160 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-374-5. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-375-2. $95.00. 

In this book, the authors report the results obtained by the application of wavelet analysis to two physics experiments: the 

motion of variable mass pendulum and the motion of variable length pendulum. These two motions, which furnish non 
stationary signals for their motions, are analyzed by means of a comparative Fourier Transform and Wavelet Transform. 

Afterwards, interval arithmetic extensions for the standard algorithms for the decimated and undecimated unidimensional 

Haar wavelet transform, as well as the standard and non-standard formulations for the two-dimensional HWT, are presented. 
In one paper, wavelet analysis and other statistical tools are employed in order to analyse different aspects of Sicily 

temperature data. Sicily represents one of the hot spots for studying climate change in the Mediterranean area because of its 
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vulnerability to desertification processes. The authors aim to highlight how wavelet transform can be employed to extract 

information from experimental results obtained by spectroscopic techniques, such as InfraRed, light and neutron scattering 
spectroscopies. In particular, this book shows how it is possible to characterize the registered spectral profiles by means of 

Wavelet Cross Correlation to evaluate spectra and the degree of similarity between images. Later, an iterative à trous 

coarsening algorithm combined with a wavelet extrapolation procedure is presented and analyzed to filter and identify the 
mean trend of simulated 1D data with non trivial boundary conditions. Results show that the wavelet extrapolation based 

algorithm considered for the data-driven analysis is robust and reliable, allowing for an increased confidence region of the 

wavelet transform. In the concluding chapter, the authors aim to show that the wavelet transform has several advantages and 
benefits over classical methods of spectral analysis and other approaches. 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

Design and Realization of a Generator Test Bench Working With a Diesel and Biodiesel 

Blend 

Zied Driss, Mariem Lajnef, Mohamed Chtourou, Dorra Driss and Hedi Kchaou (University of 

Sfax, Sfax, Tunisia) 

In series: Mechanical Engineering Theory and Applications 
2017. 181 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-207-7. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-220-6. $82.00. 

In this book, the authors are interested in the design and the implementation of a generator test bench that works with a 
diesel-biodiesel mixture. The goal is to introduce and test the effect of biodiesel addition in carburant. To do this, the authors 

started their work through the development of an appropriate design. After completing the preparation of the test bench, the 

authors installed all the necessary instruments. With this equipment, the overall characteristics of the generator running for 
the first time with diesel and then with different proportions of biodiesel, capping at 50% were studied. This work is of great 

importance because it solves the ecological problems mainly related to the toxic rejection of conventional fuels. 

Material Modelling: Applications, Challenges and Research 

André Ferreira Costa Vieira, Ph.D. (University of Sao Paulo, São Carlos School of 

Engineering, Department of Mechanical Engineering, São Carlos, Brasil) 

In series: Mechanical Engineering Theory and Applications 
2017. 321 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-161-2. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-192-6. $160.00. 

This book endeavors to provide readers with the most up-to-date methodologies used to simulate and predict different 
features of material behaviors as well as their damage evolution and failure. Much of the information used in this book is 

from the authors' own research that has been conducted over the last years. This book contains a compilation of new 

developments in the creation and use of mathematical methodologies able to model material behaviors, including different 
materials and applications. Some of these recent methodologies enable researchers to investigate the mechanical behavior 

coupled with electrical or chemical behavior. Other methodologies model the mechanical behavior or its damage evolution 

and its failure based on a multiscale analysis. In addition, different approaches alternative to conventional finite element 
methods, such as new discretization meshless methods, different homogenization methods or higher order formulations are 

also applied to model different materials. This book contains a total of nine chapters. The chapters have both new, original 

articles and review articles with updated and new information. Furthermore, the numerical methodologies presented among 
these chapters can be adapted to model other materials, therefore inspiring the readers for different applications. The target 

audience of this book are solid mechanics scientists, mathematicians and engineers in both universities and industries with 

an interest in the material model field. Readers should already have an in-depth knowledge of continuum mechanics and the 
finite element method applied to solids. It is not the aim of this book to introduce the reader to these subjects. Engineers and 

designers that are familiar with mechanical simulations will find that this book covers the latest developments and challenges 

useful either as a comprehensive review or an up-to-date report of the developments in the field of material modeling. The 
contributors include academic scientists from different countries in North (USA) and South America (Brazil, Cuba) as well 

as Europe (Italy, Portugal). Therefore, this book is internationally as well as multi-application oriented. 

Mechanical Systems: Research, Applications and Technology 

Seifedine Kadry (Faculty of Sciences, Beirut Arab University) 

In series: Mechanical Engineering Theory and Applications 
2017. 313 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-370-8. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-383-8. $230.00. 
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This book includes eleven excellent chapters that have been prepared using state-of-art methodologies by professional 

researchers from ten different countries. The chapters in the book comprise the following titles: ”System Diagnostics and 
Prognostics: A Review”; “Random Vibro-Impact Vibration in Mechanical Systems”, “The Machine for Cutting Cane and 

Other Aquatic Plants in Navigable Waterways by Agustín de Betancourt y Molina”: Analysis by Computer-Aided 

Engineering Techniques with an Autodesk Inventor Professional”; “Mechanical Systems and Microfluidics: The Application 
of a Vision System in the Testing of Fluids Behavior”; “The Study of Limited Invariant Sets and Structures of Relay 

Stabilized Systems”; “Finding an Unbiased Warranty Length for a Product Under Parametric Uncertainty of Underlying 

Lifetime Models”; “Modeling of Mechanical Aspects’ (Static, Dynamic) Influence on the Production of Electric Fuel Cell 
(PEMFC) Power”; “Quantum Graph-Type Models of the Helmholtz Resonator and Completeness of Resonance States”; 

“Applied Research in Forensic Engineering”; “Energy Efficiency via a Turbulator”; and “A Mathematical Model of a Rocket 

Engine for Reliability Analysis”. 

Turbochargers and Turbocharging: Advancements, Applications and Research 

Evangelos G. Giakoumis (School of Mechanical Engineering, National Technical University of 

Athens, Athens, Greece) 

In series: Mechanical Engineering Theory and Applications 
2017. 550 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-239-8. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-255-8. $230.00. 
Supercharging has long been established as the most successful means to maximize power output from a specific engine size. 

Through supercharging, the inlet air density is increased, usually by means of a compressor, and by doing so the amount of 

air trapped in the cylinders is increased accordingly. As a result, efficient burning of a proportionately higher amount of fuel 
is enabled. By far, the most successful version of supercharging is turbocharging. Here, the expansion in a turbine of the 

exhaust gases leaving the cylinders supplies the power needed to drive the compressor. At the moment, practically all diesel 

engines are turbocharged, with a continuously increasing penetration in the highly competitive market of SI-powered 
vehicles. The current book on turbochargers and turbocharging, comprising fifteen chapters, gathers important and novel 

research on many modern aspects of turbocharging for all kinds of gasoline and diesel-powered engine applications 

(automotive, truck, marine and aircraft). For example, characterization of the value proposition of turbocharged vehicles, 
marine engines turbo-compounding, fundamental issues of turbocharger lag and its relation with engine-out PM emissions, 

variable geometric compressors, automotive two-stage turbocharging, and dynamic operation of turbochargers including 

VGT and surging effects are amongst the topics analyzed. Review papers form a very important part of the book, namely the 
discussion and in-depth analysis of various automotive boosting systems, turbocharger reduced-order modeling, heat transfer 

and pulsating flows in turbomachinery, mathematical models for turbocharged engines, and turbomachine-based engine 

throttling. A considerable portion of the book (seven chapters) deals with control-oriented modeling techniques relating to 
the turbocharger and/or the whole engine power-plant. Such models have proven valuable during the design of both 

turbochargers and turbocharged engines, and are described and discussed in detail for a variety of automotive and aircraft 

applications. The book is written for post-graduate students, engineers and researchers in the field of internal combustion 
engines (diesel and SI) and turbochargers. 

MICROBIOLOGY 

Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi: Effects, Analyses and Insights 

Raul Bryan and Shirley Brooks 

In series: Microbiology Research Advances 
2017. 128 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-981-6. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-982-3. $82.00. 

In this book, the authors review their own studies on the impact of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (rhizospheric 

microorganisms) on plant host physiology and development. The increasing interest for the reduction of the input of chemical 

fertilizers and the use of combined microorganisms as biofertilizers, particularly applied in organic agriculture, is taken into 
account. The authors also note that it is pertinent to complement the laboratory and greenhouse work with field conditions, 

possibly by working with agricultural farmers to achieve peak results. Following this, the putative role of sncRNAs on 

mycorrhiza-induced systemic stress tolerance is discussed, along with future prospects of sncRNA research in AM symbiosis 
and its potential practical applications. A final chapter focuses on the literature aiming for improvement of the biomass of 

date palm trees, and subjacent cultures, by setting up an efficient biological protocol integrating the arbuscular mycorrhizal 

fungi (AMF) and organic soil conditioners resulting from the composting of plants and agro-industrial waste. 

Bacillus thuringiensis: Biological Characteristics, Toxicological Effects and Environmental 

Implications 

Robert Bélanger 
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In series: Pesticides, Bacteria and Microorganisms 
2017. 114 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-724-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-725-6. $82.00. 

In Chapter One, André L. de A. Melo, PhD discusses the spore-forming bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis and its uses as a 
bio-insecticide, also touching on ways to combat insect resistance. In Chapter Two, Karim Ennouri proposes the bacterium 

Bacillus thuringiensis as an important biopesticide because of the entomopathogenic effect of delta-endtoxins as well as its 

efficiency against insects resistant to chemical insecticides. In conclusion, Rafael C. Lajmanovich, Candela S. Martinuzzi, 
Carlina Colussi, Paola M. Peltzer, Agustín Bassó, Andrés M. Attademo, and Lucila M. Curi present a study exploring the 

impact of a GM Bt-soybean-based diet, as opposed to a lettuce diet, on tadpoles. 

Cellular Interactions of Probiotic Bacteria with Intestinal and Immune Cells 

Sarah Moore and Kasipathy Kailasapathy (Western Sydney University, Australia) 

In series: Bacteriology Research Developments 
2017. 288 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-172-8. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-338-8. $160.00. 
This book contains novel research and laboratory techniques to study the immune cell molecular behaviour and responses to 

soluble factors produced by probiotic bacteria and intestinal/probiotic co-cultures that will contribute to advanced scientific 

knowledge and the commercial development of probiotics. Such understanding will allow scientists to identify new probiotic 
strains with enhanced immunomodulatory effects, ascertain minimal probiotic dose requirements, distinguish the type of 

immunological response to probiotics and identify potential probiotic soluble factors that induce immunological reactions. 

This book is ideally suited for researchers in food and pharmaceutical industries as well as universities; postgraduate students 
in microbiology and immunology will also find this book to be useful. This book is suitable as a classroom textbook for 

advanced microbiology, bacteriology and immunology, and it is highly recommended for university and research institution 

libraries around the world. 

Microbiological Environmental Hygiene 

Eino Elias Hakalehto, Ph.D. (Department of Agricultural Sciences, University of Helsinki, 

Helsinki, Finland) 

In series: Microbiological Hygiene 

Edited by: Eino Elias Hakalehto, Ph.D. (Department of Agricultural Sciences, University of 

Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland) 
2018. 618 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-178-9. $345.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-179-6. $345.00. 

Environmental microbiological hygiene can be divided into two mainstreams: 1. Monitoring of microbiological strains, and 

2. Investigations on the circulation in the human and natural ecosystems by the micro-organisms. Increased understanding 
of the key role of environmental microbiology in the planetary survival strategy is a prerequisite for the transformation of 

human societies into sustainable economies. The book Microbiological Environmental Hygiene contains descriptions of the 

microbes and natural ecosystems from rain forests to arctic areas, as well as strains in the cleaning processes of human 
epithelia and food or water sources. It gives an insight into microbiological hygiene in various industrial effluents and focuses 

also on the prospects of environmental biotechnology, protection by natural and organic compounds, as well as against 

contamination or epidemics. This microbiological safety is monitored also in traffic systems and vessels. Different effects of 
climate change can be seen in the microbial ecosystems. It is essential to learn from the microbes and to develop the 

ecosystem services that allow humans to understand the ways they could be collaborated. This helps in cleaning up the soil, 

water and air. Also, the recalcitrant substances and plastics can get degraded by the microbes. Screening and source-tracking 
of water contaminations, as well as the promotion of soil fertility by microbes are presented. Both traditional microbiology 

and molecular methods are needed for the monitoring and research of the microbial agents. Microbiomes in the biosphere 

exercise interactions with other organisms, and they contribute to environmental health issues. Various groups of important 
micro-organisms are presented, such as environmental viruses and various bacteria, molds and yeasts, protozoa and algae. 

The utilization of biological organisms’ potential is studied for novel solutions. Microbiological Environmental Hygiene is 

the fourth part in a series on microbiological hygiene. This book combines the different fields of microbiology into a holistic 
view on the functions of the ecosystems and the cycles of matter, as well as the sustainable production of biochemical, fuels, 

gases and organic fertilizers with the help of microbes and their enzymes. 

Salmonella enterica: Molecular Characterization, Role in Infectious Diseases and Emerging 

Research 

Faruk van Doleweerd 

In series: Bacteriology Research Developments 
2018. 142 pp. 
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Softcover: 978-1-53613-084-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-085-0. $82.00. 
The bacterium Salmonella enterica is a serious bacterial pathogen and causative agent of salmonellosis infections on a 

worldwide scale. Many clinical isolates of Salmonella enterica. Following this, the strengths and limitations of the available 

molecular tools for effective epidemiological assessment of foodborne salmonellae are collected and critically discussed. 
Such integration would allow accurate identification of both infection source and transmission route that would lead to 

implementation of effective control measures. Additionally, the role of Salmonella enterica as a possible therapeutic 

alternative in the fight against cancer. Although Salmonella enterica tumor selectivity remains unclear, pre-clinical and 
clinical trials have shown its localization in solid, semi-solid and metastatic tumors. The final chapter reviews some 

mechanisms and recent trends in the spread of multidrug resistant Salmonella enterica. serovar in Nigeria. Antibiotic use 

both in animal and human medicine and environmental factors, all have a role in the emergence, persistence and spread of 
resistance. 

The Handbook of Food Microbiological Analytical Methods 

Ismail Mohamed Al Bulushi, Ph.D. (Department of Food Science and Nutrition, College of 

Agricultural and Marine Sciences, Sultan Qaboos University, Oman) 

In series: Microbiology Research Advances 
2017. 163 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-473-6. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-742-3. $95.00. 

THE Handbook of Food Microbiological Analytical Methods includes 31 topics and experiments distributed throughout five 

chapters, namely basic microbial skills, the enumeration of different microorganisms in foods, identification techniques and 
determination of microbial activities. Besides, the handbook includes useful sources in food microbial analyses such as the 

Food Microbiology E-sources and the primers for identification of common microbial pathogens. This handbook aims to 

provide and develop concerning food microbial skills in the users with simple steps to follow along with the theoretical 
explanation for better understanding. The uniqueness of this handbook includes topics that are rarely addressed in current 

food microbiology manuals and handbooks such as the enumeration of special bacterial groups such as marine and Gram-

positive bacteria, introducing: A selective medium for enumeration of Gram-positive bacteria from marine sources for the 
first time; a technique for bacterial colonies randomization; a technique for recovery of injured/stressed bacteria; techniques 

to study bacterial potential such as spoiling foods; a technique that forms biogenic amines; and the production of 

antimicrobial activity and providing the specific specie primer pairs for common pathogens. The principles and procedures 
of some routinely used identification techniques – namely vitek, sequencing of 16S rRNA gene and specific genus and specie 

primers for bacterial identification – are provided with simple procedures. Enumeration and identification techniques of 

common pathogens and spoilers, namely Staphylococcus aureus, Enterobacteriaceae, Escherichia coli, Salmonella spp., 
Listeria monocytogenes, Vibrio parahaemolyticu, Bacillus cereus and Shewanella putrefaciens enumeration and 

identification techniques are also covered. These techniques are based on the International Standards such as ISO and U.S. 

Food and Drug Administration Standards and the media’s manufacture instructions. This handbook is needed to conduct 
microbial analyses to determine food microbial quality and safety, food hygienic status and the microbial potential to spoil 

food, lose food safety and produce antimicrobial activity. This handbook was prepared to be used by students and young 
researchers. Therefore, it can be used in the universities as a practical manual in biology, microbiology, food microbiology, 

food safety, and food hygiene courses, as well in food laboratories which determine food microbial safety and quality. It is 

expected that this handbook will be a good and practical guide for students and researchers as well. 

NANOTECHNOLOGY 

Advances in Nanotechnology. Volume 19 

Zacharie Bartul and Jérôme Trenor 

In series: Advances in Nanotechnology 
2017. 298 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-415-6. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-421-7. $250.00. 

This book gathers and presents data on nanotechnology. Major obstacles, drawbacks and challenges were analyzed, and 

optimum solutions were provided / recommended for each individual nanomaterial in Chapter One, which also covers some 
technical analysis and sustainable uses of these materials in different industries. Chapter Two summarizes recent advances 

in the fabrication, characterization, properties, and applications of CB nanoparticles in various industries. The (simultaneous) 

twin polymerization using diverse main-group and transition metal compounds as twin monomers, and additives like metal 
carboxylates or tin alkoxides to produce metal and metal oxide nanoparticle- as well as tin alloy-decorated porous carbon 

and silica hybrid materials is reported in Chapter Three. Several nanocomposites and products available in the market were 

studied in detail in Chapter Four to understand the Eol concepts of these materials and structures used for numerous product 
developments. Chapter Five summarizes recent advances in the fabrication of nanoparticles, especially carbon nanoparticles 
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(CNPs) and their inherent failure mechanism under various external loading conditions. Chapter Six utilizes thermal 

performance-illumination experiment with intelligent dimensional analysis to study the green-energy device characteristics 
in high power heating sources, in order to reach the green recycling of energy efficiency and depict how to prepare the 

process of thermo-electric nanofluid and fill it into pipe to form a TEP device. Chapter Seven presents a summary of the 

fabrication of soft nanostructure by molecular self-assembly of synthetic peptides. The structural-parametric model, the 
solution of the wave equation of the electroelastic actuator and the calculation their transfer functions are presented in Chapter 

Eight. 

Advances in Nanotechnology. Volume 20 

Zacharie Bartul and Jérôme Trenor 

In series: Advances in Nanotechnology 
2017. 218 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-902-1. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-903-8. $250.00. 
In this compilation, the authors discuss nanopowders, or powders with a particle size of less than 100 nanometers. Several 

nanopowder types have effectively been synthesized with potential applications as follows: Fe3O4 and BaFe6O19 (as 

magnetic materials, microwave absorbent, magnetic fluid and gel), SiO2 (as fillers to enhance mechanical strength), and 
CaCO3 (as coating for corrosive protection, food additives, cosmetics and drugs). This method allows for the production of 

high purity nanopowders with a moderately narrow crystal size distribution and unique morphology. Next, the innovative 

approaches to address the lightning strikes and EMI shielding effects on composite aircraft are examined, noting that 
composite aircraft protection against lightning is more complex due to the anisotropic nature of composite structure and high 

resistance of carbon in epoxy resins. The authors go on to present results of studies of composite electrochemical coatings 

modified by nano- and microparticles of various natures are presented, considering the operational properties and structural 
features of main types of composite coatings. Later, recent advances in synthesising highly ordered Titana nanotubes are 

explored, with regard to selection of suitable titanium based substrate and electrolyte apart from process parameters. These 

parameters include temperature, pH, voltage and applications in the areas of global warming , solar energy, photocatalytic 
applications, biomedical starting from implants to drug-eluding stents, sensors, and hydrogen storage. A chapter is presented 

on practical ways for fabricating cost-effective equipment for deposition of nanofilms, covering the most versatile techniques 
of sol-gel deposition and sputter-coating. The authors maintain that by applying individual ingenuity to the described frugal 

techniques, the reader should be able to form nanofilms of various materials with properties tailored to suit the intended 

application. Afterwards, the authors describe the soft, hard templated, and hierarchically ordered strategies concerning 
nanotechnology applied to fabricate porous carbon materials. Additionally, relevant advantages and disadvantages aim to 

provide the vital information about the growing field for future energy to minimize the potential environmental risks. Moving 

on, the authors introduce new research and related literature concerning the synthesis of cobalt diselenide (CoSe2) 

nanoneedle arrays for efficient hydrogen evolution electrolysis. Future aspects for improving the performance of transition 

metal dichalcogenide-based electrocatalytic electrodes are also examined. Lastly, a study on formation of nanoporous silicon 

and germanium layers with silver nanoparticles by low-energy high-dose ion implantation is presented. The authors suggest 
ion implantation for the formation of naoporous semiconductor thin layers, which could be easily combined with the 

crystalline matrix for various applications. 

Advances in Nanotechnology. Volume 21 

Zacharie Bartul and Jérôme Trenor 

In series: Advances in Nanotechnology 
2018. 259 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-202-1. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-203-8. $250.00. 
In this compilation, the authors discuss a synergistic enhancement of electron and thermal conductivities of epoxy-based 

composites (CMs) with different hybrid fillers. Their investigation shows an increase of the thermal conductivity as compared 

to CMs with a single carbon filler. This increase is more pronounced for GNPs/BN fillers. However, the role of an interface 
thermal resistance is still dominant in the determination of the thermal conductivity of investigated epoxy composites. A 

subsequent chapter aims to present an overview of noteworthy functionalised materials that have been produced in recent 

years, in order to act as a guide for the future design of more efficient adsorbent materials. The authors also provide a review 
which could pave the way for the potential use of nanotechnology in the treatment of skin diseases. The potential implication 

of the nanotechnology-based cosmeceuticals could be significant and is warranted to be evaluated in long-term in vivo and 

clinical studies. Next, a transparent and flexible crystalline polymer nanohybrid was fabricated, containing well-dispersed 
magnetic nanoparticles with organic chain-modified surfaces. The partially fluorinated copolymer matrix used is composed 

of switchboard-type lamellae. These become transparent owing to the creation of high-density amorphous regions on drawing 

the corresponding film at just below the polymer melting point. Lastly, the book investigates double-diffusive convection in 
unsteady nanofluid flow over a moving surface in a porous medium in the presence of a chemical reaction and subject to 

thermal radiation. This study includes the effects of Brownian motion and thermophoresis. 

Carbon Nanofibers: Synthesis, Applications and Performance 

Chang-Seop Lee 
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In series: Nanotechnology Science and Technology 
2018. 325 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-433-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-434-6. $230.00. 

This book is divided into two sections. Section One covers the authors' work on the synthesis and characteristics of the 
various carbon nanofibers and microcoils using chemical vapor deposition and electrospun technologies. This section 

includes Chapters One through Four. Chapter One is an introductory chapter which presents synthesis, properties and analysis 

of carbon nanofibers and microcoils prepared by chemical vapor deposition and electrospun technologies. Chapter Two 
introduces information for approaching electrospun carbon nanofibers (ECNFs) with superior mechanical strength from 

aligned and stretched polyacrylonitrile (PAN) copolymer nanofibers possessing high degrees of morphological and structural 

perfection. Chapter Three investigates the in-situ and ex-situ processes for the formation of geometrically controlled carbon 
microcoils and the practical application of carbon microcoils to the various nano/micro electronic or mechanical devices. 

Chapter Four discusses the synthesis and various characterizations of carbon nanofibers synthesized by catalytic chemical 

vapor deposition of halogenated hydrocarbons. Section Two deals with the recent advances in materials synthesis and 
characterization of carbon nanofibers and their applications such as Li secondary batteries, supercapacitors and heavy metal 

remediation in ground and wastewater. This section includes chapter Five through Ten. Chapter Five presents preparation 

and characterization of carbon nanofibers (CNFs), CNFs-Si, and CNFs-(PC)Si composites synthesized by the Chemical 

Vapor Deposition (CVD) method using transition metal catalysts and applications to anode materials of Li secondary 

batteries. Chapter Six introduces a synthesis and characterization of carbon nanofibers and Si/carbon nanofiber composites 

based on Ni and Mo catalysts prepared for the anode material of Li secondary batteries. Chapter Seven discusses the 
electrophoretic deposition of Ni and Cu catalysts on C-fiber textiles for the growth of carbon nanofibers and coating of silica 

by the hydrolysis of tetraethyl orthosilicate on carbon nanofibers, and finally applications to the anode materials for Li 

secondary batteries. Chapter Eight presents synthesis and characterization of transition metal coated carbon nanofibers on Ni 
foam via CVD followed by a dipping method and electrochemical performance as anode materials for Li secondary batteries. 

Chapter Nine introduces a design of hierarchical porous carbon materials containing various metal oxides as an electrode 

material for high-performance supercapacitors. Chapter Ten discusses an innovative carbon nanofibrous composite material 
prepared by the electrospun method and its application for efficient heavy metal pollutant remediation in contaminated 

groundwater as well as in wastewater treatment. 

Computer Design for New Drugs and Materials: Molecular Dynamics of Nanoscale 

Phenomena 

Kholmirzo T. Kholmurodov (FLNP (Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics), JINR (Joint 

Institute of Nuclear Research), Moscow, Russia) 

In series: Nanotechnology Science and Technology 
2017. 251 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-082-0. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-101-8. $160.00. 

In this book, chapters from multiple experts have been collected that demonstrate the efficient use of the computer molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulation methods for the studying of nanoscale phenomena in materials and life sciences. This volume 

contains the Proceedings of the International Symposium KSCMBS-2016 Khujand Symposium on Computational Materials 
and Biological Sciences ( 10th Japan-Russia Workshop on Molecular Simulation Studies in Materials and Biological 

Sciences), which was organized by the Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics (FLNP), Joint Institute for Nuclear Research 

(JINR), Dubna, Russian Federation and Khujand State University named after Academician B. Gafurov, The Ministry of 
Education and Science of The Republic of Tajikistan (HGU, RT) from September 24-28, 2016 in Khujand, Tajikistan. It is 

remarkable that the first chapter opening this book is contributed by C. Arnarez and S.J. Marrink, representatives of the same 

faculty from the University of Groningen in the Netherlands, where Prof. Bernard L. Feringa won the 2016 Nobel Prize in 
Chemistry "for the design and synthesis of molecular machines" (nanomotors and nanorobots), which are the actual topics 

of the current KSCMBS-2016 Japan-Russia-Tajikistan International Symposium. In the first chapter, C. Arnarez and S.J. 

Marrink have developed a computational “microscopy” approach based on a coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulation 
to study the mitochondrial membranes. The developed method is capable of simulating the cell membranes and efficiently 

capturing the interplay between the lipids and proteins at a spatio-temporal resolution, which is unmatched by other methods. 

The other interesting chapters of the book provide very broad and useful information to the readers by demonstrating the 
clear examples of how modern state-of-the-art molecular dynamics modeling can provide a molecular level of insight into 

the organization and dynamics of the atomic/molecular processes in nanosystems, cell membranes, lipids, and proteins 

through new materials, exploring and new drug design. 

Electrospinning and Electroplating: Fundamentals, Methods and Applications 

Toby Jacobs 

In series: Nanotechnology Science and Technology 
2017. 251 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-363-0. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-389-0. $195.00. 
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Electrospinning is a simple and efficient process in producing nanofibers. The use of an electrospinning process in fabricating 

tissue engineering scaffolds has received great attention in recent years due to its simplicity and ability to fabricate ultrafine 
nanofibers. Chapter One investigates the process of formation of ultrafine fibers and nonwoven membranes by 

electrospinning from natural degradable polymers – polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs); physical, mechanical, and biological 

properties of the products have been included. Chapter Two aims to give an insight into the use of this interesting class of 
polymers in electrospinning as well as to explore the wide range of possible applications. Chapter Three reveals the 

fundamental working principles of electrospinning process and the effect of electrospinning process parameters towards the 

nanofibers morphology. Chapter Four provides detailed information on the background of electrospinning, fundamental 
principles and theory, investigation on parameters involved in nanofibers’ structural/ biological/mechanical characteristics, 

advantages of superb properties and biomedical applications of electrospun nanofibers, particularly in tissue engineering 

heart valves. Chapter Five focuses on the fabrication and characterization of electrospun PVDF, PVDF/PLA (50/50 wt %) 
and PVDF/G (99.5/0.5 wt %) membranes. Chapter Six presents the main results of recent experimental investigation of the 

electrodeposition and characterization of Fe/TiO2 composite coatings obtained from an environmentally friendly 
methanesulfonate iron plating bath containing colloidal TiO2 particles. 

Nanotechnology: Principles, Applications and Ethical Considerations 

Paresh Chandra Ray (Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Jackson State University, 

Jackson, MS, US) 

In series: Nanotechnology Science and Technology 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-889-4. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-890-0. $160.00. 
The volume explores the emerging science of nanotechnology which deals with the understanding of the fundamental 

physics, chemistry, biology, material science and technology of nanometer scale objects, which has become a central pillar 

for the next generation medical challenges such as developing tiny nanodevices, as well as for food technology. There is no 
doubt that the development of emerging nanotechnology based nanomedicine, nanodevices for diagnostics and therapy, drug 

delivery systems and other applications are fast growing research areas for chemistry, biology, physics, medicine and 

different disciplines of engineering. On the other hand, due to the possible use in human health and food technology, the 
same emerging technology might raise new ethical issues and therefore require careful analysis of ethical aspects. To 

summarize the recent growth, the first volume in the Nanotechnology: Principles, Applications and Ethical Considerations 

series discusses the basic science behind the emerging technology, which is necessary to understand how these tiny materials 
can be used in our daily lives. This book provides a state-of-the-art overview of this rapidly-expanding and fascinating field 

from the molecular level to possible applications in the medical field. It contains eight chapters written by world renowned 

experts in this area, covering from basic science to possible nanomedicine designs, which can have numerous applications 
in our society. This book is unique in its design and content, providing a depth of science for readers that will help them 

understand the benefits and limitations of nanotechnology as well as its ethical and social implications. 

NATURAL DISASTERS 

Landslide Risk: Assessment, Management and Reduction 

Valentina Svalova (Sergeev Institute of Environmental Geoscience, Russian Academy of 

Sciences (IEG RAS), Moscow, Russia) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 253 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-294-7. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-311-1. $195.00. 
A landslide is a major geological hazard, which poses a serious threat to the global human population and various 

infrastructures like highways, rail routes and civil structures like dams, buildings and others. Landslides occur very often 

during other major natural disasters such as earthquakes, floods and volcanoes. The word “landslide” represents only a type 
of movement that is a slide. However, it is generally used as a term to cover all the types of land movements including falls, 

creeps, spreads, flows and other complex movements. Geological risk is a relatively new and not fully explored concept. 

There are many definitions of geological risk. Oftentimes, a scientific study or a scientific approach to the problem begins 
with a presentation of the author's position and the choice of the definition of geological risk for this problem. One of the 

most common approaches defines risk as the expectation of the damage, or the product of the probability of possible 

hazardous events on the damage produced. The problem with landslide risk management is that it is seen as a series of events 
leading to landslide risk reduction. It includes landslide monitoring, mapping, landslide forecast, engineering, slope 

strengthening, insurance and others. Strictly speaking, geological risk management includes: 1. Risk analysis and assessment 

2. Risk mapping (for the purposes of management) 3. Methods of risk management: a) regulatory normative-legal methods 
b) organizational and administrative methods c) economic methods (direct and indirect) d) insurance e) engineering and 
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technical methods - active and passive (monitoring) 4. Concept of acceptable risk. This monograph is devoted to landslide 

research based on the concept risk analysis, assessment, management and reduction. 

Novel Approaches in Risk, Crisis and Disaster Management 

Michail Chalaris, Ph.D., Dimitrios Emmanouloudis, Jet-Chau Wen, and Zong-Ping Wu (Fire 

Lt. Colonel, Chemist Ph.D., Hellenic Fire Corps, Athens, Greece) 

In series: Natural Disaster Research, Prediction and Mitigation 
2018. 440 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-239-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-240-3. $230.00. 
Nowadays, governments are more often than not confronted with crises that are so unforeseen (i.e., the 9/11 attacks), so 

unexpected in nature or in extent (i.e., the SARS and H1N1 pandemic outbreaks, the Indian Ocean tsunami or Hurricane 

Katrina) and with such extensive social and economic effects that they may seem almost impossible to deal with. Yet, the 
successful management of these forms of crisis is possible. As prior experience has demonstrated, success in limiting the 

effects of major hazards on people and property relies not only on the active involvement and effective coordination of a 

variety of actors at different levels of state governance, but also on the preparation and the ability to react rapidly, efficiently 

and effectively to unexpected events. Ensuring that national authorities have the right technical instruments (reformed risk, 

crisis and disaster management systems, and an adequate institutional framework) for managing disasters is of critical 

importance for the success of such a venture. However, as this book intends to show, human capital remains the most 
important factor in this equation. 

Recovering from Hurricane Katrina: The Next Phase 

Toby Wylly 

In series: Natural Disaster Research, Prediction and Mitigation 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-785-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-784-2. $82.00. 

This book is the hearing that took place on September 14th 2005 before the Committee on Homeland Security and 
Governmental Affairs on the recovery efforts (or lack thereof) from Hurricane Katrina. According to the Opening Statement 

by Chairman Collins, the hearing asks “the hard questions about the adequacy of planning efforts for this long-predicted 

natural disaster.” They “explore the coordination among local, State and Federal emergency management officials before 
and after the hurricane’s landfall.” They then “critically examine the legal structures and authorities that define who is in  

charge of assets that must be brought to bear in such a catastrophic event.” As he states “we would have expected a sharp, 

crisp response to this terrible tragedy. Instead, we witness a sluggish initial response.” This book examines the next phrase 
that took place from recovering from the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina and the steps that were and were not taken. 

Tsunamis: Detection, Risk Assessment and Crisis Management 

Aggeliki Barberopoulou, Ph.D. (Research Scientist, Stoneham, MA) 

In series: Natural Disaster Research, Prediction and Mitigation 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-448-3. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-449-0. $160.00. 

Tsunamis: Detection, Risk Assessment, and Crisis Management is a collection of articles that showcases the diversity of 
tsunami science. This is truly an interdisciplinary field that brings together seismologists, engineers, social scientists, 

emergency managers, geologists, and geophysicists, to name a few. The title reflects this diversity of tsunami research, 

ranging from understanding the source mechanism, working towards the fast detection of tsunamis in order to take prompt 
action, and predicting impacts so those affected are better prepared to respond, reduce losses and recover in a reasonable 

amount of time. The chapters are arranged such that they follow in some virtual way the tsunami from the source to 

propagation, inundation and impacts on the social, natural or built environment. The book therefore naturally begins with a 

chapter on the Nankai Trough, a source of great earthquakes and potentially destructive tsunamis. Chapter Two presents a 

methodology on detecting and identifying tsunamigenic events, followed by Chapter Three, which uses a popular 

seismological technique to understand tsunami propagation and potential impact on shores. Chapter Four presents an 
application of tsunami modeling on evacuation planning. Chapters Five and Six look into the impact of tsunamis on structures 

such as bridges, utilizing valuable data collected after the 2011 Tohoku tsunami in Japan. Chapter Seven is a risk assessment 

study that predicts the financial cost of a 1960 Chile type of earthquake if it were to happen today. Chapters Eight and Nine 
look into the social aspect of disasters by interviewing survivors and presenting how geospatial techniques can be used to 

reveal potential risks in our environment that could potentially hinder the recovery of communities after a disaster. All of the 

chapters have been written by specialists in their respective fields, representing a vast range of sciences and research that 
covers nearly the entire globe, stretching from the US to Japan, Taiwan and New Zealand. 
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Using Space Techniques and GIS to Identify Vulnerable Areas to Natural Hazards along the 

Jeddah-Rabigh Region, Saudi Arabia 

Mashael M. Al Saud (Space Research Institute, King Abdel Aziz City for Science and 

Technology, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 306 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-313-4. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-314-1. $195.00. 
Natural hazards have become the foremost geo-environmental issue in many regions worldwide, since rarely a year goes by 

without any catastrophic event that harms both urban structure and human life. These natural hazards are exacerbated by a 

number of physical and demographic factors and variables. The most common aspects of these hazards are floods and their 
related processes of soil and rock erosion of different types, landslides, volcanic activities, seismic movements of different 

magnitudes, as well as coastal erosion and sea floods on coastal zones. It is extremely dangerous to have all these natural 
catastrophic aspects within one region, which makes it susceptible to natural disturbances. A typical example is the area 

located along the Western coast of Saudi Arabia, between Jeddah and Rabigh. This area is currently witnessing an obvious 

development trend and dramatic urban growth, including a miscellany of urban and tourist settlements, in addition to 
mushrooming academic centers. However, the region’s susceptibility to natural hazards was not considered during this 

development. The area comprises mountain chains of igneous rocks and complexes with extensive rock structures, including 

volcanic dykes and fault systems, which are susceptible to movement at any time. In addition, the area extends to the coastal 
plain to the west, which is almost covered by interbedded rocky and soil materials due to the transgression and regression 

processes that have taken place in the past. This makes the region vulnerable to sea flooding. The hydrological records, with 

a special emphasis on floods, along with the seismic frequency records show a recurrence of catastrophic events. These 
observations have been made in addition to physical observations in geologic and geomorphologic maps as well as satellite 

images, which point out the high vulnerability of the area to natural hazards at a time when the population growth is 

continuously developing. Based on these principles, the study aims to utilize space tools to extract physical data in a 
comprehensive approach as well as analyze and manipulate this data in the Geographic Information System (GIS), thus 

determining the areas vulnerable to natural hazards. More specifically, the study aims to produce thematic maps for each 

type of existing natural hazards, among which geographic zones can be classified with respect to different risk levels. It is a 
complete report that decision makers can utilize in order to apply tangible implements to mitigate the risk magnitude and 

thus identify areas with less risk. The authors hope that these areas can be considered in urban management and planning 

approaches. 

Weathering the Storm: A State and Local Perspective on Emergency Management 

Anthony Rigg 

In series: Natural Disaster Research, Prediction and Mitigation 
2018. 164 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-788-0. $79.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-789-7. $79.00. 

This book is the hearing that took place in front of the U.S. House of Representatives on June 10th 2011. It provides a State 

and Local Perspective on Emergency Management, specifically on the efforts of State, local and non-government 
organizations to prepare for and respond to natural disaster, terrorist attacks and other emergencies. 

Wildfires: Perspectives, Issues and Challenges of the 21st Century 

António José Bento Gonçalves, António Avelino Batista Vieira, Maria Rosário Melo Costa, and 

José Tadeu Marques Aranha (Dept. of Geography, Social Sciences Institute, University of 

Minho, Campus de Azurem, Guimaraes, Portugal) 

In series: Natural Disaster Research, Prediction and Mitigation 
2017. 343 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-890-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-891-8. $230.00. 

The present book intends to outline different approaches regarding wildland fires, showing different perspectives and 
challenges present in the beginning of the 21st century and emerging in different case studies that reveal how wildfires are 

being faced in some countries around the world (Portugal, Spain, Brazil, Algeria, Mozambique, Lithuania and Chile). 

Therefore, this book includes fifteen valuable contributions that reflect its title: Wildfires: Perspectives, Issues and 
Challenges of the 21st Century. The first part of this book includes topics that expresses different realities and challenges on 

wildfire analysis in Europe, South America and Africa, in a total of six chapters. The second part of this book, entitled “New 

Perspectives and Methodologies on Wildfire Research”, which is composed of five chapters, is focused on the 
implementation of recent techniques and methodologies to promote wildfire knowledge and forest management. The last 

part is related to recent developments on soils and ashes analysis, and their off-site effects on water quality. It is composed 

of four chapters where these topics are discussed. 
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NUCLEAR MATERIALS AND DISASTER RESEARCH 

Nuclear Energy: Perspectives, Challenges and Future Directions 

Denver Morris 

In series: Nuclear Materials and Disaster Research 
2017. 166 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-693-8. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-642-6. $95.00. 

Bahman Zohuri, PhD opens this book by first describing the history of nuclear power plants and then supplements this 

information by making a case for their importance. Chapter One proposes the use of combined cycles to produce electricity 
through nuclear fuel in order to yield a greater investment return. Next, Chapter Two by Jürgen K. Grunwald presents a study 

wherein the power, concerning nuclear non-proliferation, of two European organizations is explored. In Chapter Three, 

Takayuki Nakamura discusses the necessity for the upcoming generation to attain knowledge about nuclear safety and 
regulations. The creation of a project which encourages students to create robots with the goal of decommissioning Fukushina 

Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant is explained. 

Nuclear Terrorism 

Andrew Laseron 

In series: Nuclear Materials and Disaster Research 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-782-8. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-783-5. $230.00. 
This book is a compilation of hearings before the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs on Nuclear 

Terrorism in 2008. It includes: • The Defense Department’s Homeland Security Role, specifically how the military can and 

should contribute to combating nuclear terrorism now and in the future • Assessing the threats of Nuclear Terrorism • 
Confronting the Challenges of the Day After of any Nuclear Terrorism, including providing medical care and meeting basic 

needs in the aftermath • Strategies in preventing Nuclear Terrorism 

OIL 

Oil Pollution: Issues, Impacts and Outcomes 

Emilio Potter and Alyssa Vega 

In series: Pollution Science, Technology and Abatement 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-493-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-494-0. $82.00. 
This compilation opens by examining earlier investigations of the oil drops dynamics in the marine environment, including 

the influence of their buoyancy and the dissolution of gases contained inside crude oil. Modelling these processes presents 

possibilities for estimating the spatial scales of oil drops spreading within the sea environment and on the sea surface, as well 
as their effect on an ice cover of ice infested seas. The presented information can be the basis for development the instruments 

for remote detection of crude oil escapes from seabed pipelines. Soil in places of oil pollution, such as Western Siberia, is 

discussed. The degree of influence of pollutants depends on the type of soils. For instance, it may affect more on peat than 
on mineral soils. In the northern part of Western Siberia, peatlands with a low content of ash elements are dominant. In the 

event of an oil leak, an essential element of effective response to any adverse consequences is proper planning for definition 

of necessary tasks, personnel, and resources. As such, the authors stress the importance of implementing modern features, 

like automated monitoring and rapid response, in crisis situations in areas of enterprise information systems development. 

This is urgent for the petroleum and gas sectors of the Russian economy, as the number of oil leaks has increased to 28,000 

per year. The concluding paper presents the results of original long-term field research carried out on geographically different 
seacoasts. The results are analyzed in order to determine the rates of spilled fuel oil natural destruction and to consider their 

relationship with principal environmental factors such as climatic and hydrological conditions, coast exposure and 

geomorphology, types of substrate, and intensity of biogeochemical cycles. The examination of the observed rates of oil 
shows that temperature and seawater salinity are crucial environmental factors in the self-cleaning process. 
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PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY 

A Classical Description of Variational Quantum Mechanics and Related Models 

Fabio Silva Botelho, Ph.D. (Adjunct Professor, Federal University of Santa Catarina, UFSC, 

Brazil) 

In series: Classical and Quantum Mechanics 
2018. 134 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-059-1. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-060-7. $82.00. 

In this text, the author establishes a connection between classical and quantum mechanics through the normal field definition 
and related wave function concept. Indeed, the author proposes a new energy which includes both classical and quantum 

mechanics in a unified framework. Concerning such energy, they show that if ℏ≪m, where m denotes the total system mass, 
then the energy is experienced in a classical mechanics context, whereas if the approximation r(x,t)≈x is assumed, where 

r(x,t) denotes point-wise the particle classical field of position, and for appropriate m values the standard Schrödinger 

energies are re-obtained. Among the examples of applications concerning the proposal, the author highlights the hydrogen 

atom as one example, where both the proton and electron are allowed to move. The consistent result of a proton mass 

concentration at r = 0 is obtained. The author also develops a procedure to obtain eigenvalues of a positive definite symmetric 
matrix. The novelty here, concerning previous results in the book entitled Functional Analysis and Applied Optimization in 

Banach Spaces, are the rigorous proofs presented. Indeed, the results seem to be applicable to more general matrices. 

However, the author postpones the proof of such general results for future research. In the last chapter, a complete and 
rigorous existence result for the Ginzburg-Landau system of superconductivity is presented. A duality principle and related 

optimality conditions are also developed. In the final section, the author presents research concerning numerical results for 

three-dimensional models in superconductivity. 

Advances in Applied Spectroscopy: Concepts and Techniques 

Yashashchandra Dwivedi and Shyam Bahadur Rai (National Institute of Technology 

Kurukshetra Physics Department, National Institute of Technology, Kurukshetra, India) 

In series: Analytical Chemistry and Microchemistry 
2017. 290 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-439-2. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-440-8. $160.00. 
Spectroscopy in its broadest sense deals with the interaction of light with matter. Spectroscopic techniques contribute a lot 

to various diverse research areas including material processing and characterization, communication, forensic science, 

defense, etc. The rapid expansion of research activity in the field of material science evokes the need for different analytical 
and diagnostic techniques. Spectroscopy is such an analytical and diagnostic tool, extremely used to characterize materials. 

It is now commonly used by astrophysicist, mineralogists, nano-physicists or even scientists working in medical research. 

This book has therefore been prepared to provide easy access to basic information on different spectroscopy techniques and 
related instrumentation. This book is intended as a guide to the novice reading technical books or facing the complexities 

while dealing with the concept of spectroscopic techniques and their instrumentation. The authors of chapters presented in 

this book are all experts in their fields and were instructed to give substantial information to enable novices to learn and 
understand the advanced spectroscopic techniques. The present book primarily provides details about the time resolved 

spectroscopy; laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS); Raman spectroscopy; nonlinear spectroscopy; microwave 

spectroscopy; up conversion spectroscopy, etc. 

Advances in Rheology Research 

María Dolores Torres Pérez (University of Cambridge, Cambrige, UK) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 455 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-875-8. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-876-5. $230.00. 

Advances in Rheology Research has been divided into fourteen chapters. The renowned authors of this volume discuss 

current advances in rheology research for different application fields, covering theoretical and experimental scientific 
contributions. The fourteen chapters include discussions on a wide range of outstanding rheological issues such as rheology 

and 3D printing; rheological characterization of injection grouts using rotational rheometry; analysis of rheological properties 

of 100% liquid CO2 based gel fracturing fluid; rheology applied to food product design; miscibility and viscoelastic 
properties of poly(styrene-co-acrylonitrile) blends; rheology of honey; unusual nonlinear rheological behavior of branched 

polymers: multiple overshoots in stress growth, experiments and theory; viscosity and viscoelasticity of baby foods; rheology 

as an instrument for food development; using the Laplace transform in rheology kinetic modeling; design of vibration 
absorbers using the rheological properties of viscoelastic materials; a viscoelastic fluid due to a non-linear accelerating elastic 

sheet; an MHD boundary layer viscoelastic fluid flow over a stretching sheet in a porous medium; and thermal radiation 
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effect on fully developed laminar mixed convection flow in a vertical porous stratum by using a differential transform 

method. All of the above chapters are intended to contribute the improvement understanding of the rheological 
characterization and performance in numerous application fields from the food to the non-food industries. 

Analytic and Diagram Methods in Nuclear Reaction Theory 

Leonid Blokhintsev, Yuri Orlov, and Dmitri Savin (Principal Researcher, Skobeltsyn Institute 

of Nuclear Physics, Lomonosov Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 124 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-809-3. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-810-9. $82.00. 

Using the analyticity property of the amplitudes of physical processes allows one to obtain important relations connecting 

various physical quantities. These relations can be established without specifying the concrete form of the interaction between 
particles, which is often poorly known. The analytic methods make use of the unitarity property of the S-matrix and the 

formalism of the Feynman diagrams. The present book is devoted to a systematic description of the analytic and diagram 

methods in the theory of nuclear reactions at low and intermediate energies. First, a general overview of the unitarity and 

analyticity properties of the S- and T-matrices is presented. Then the general theory of non-relativistic Feynman diagrams, 

their specific features and the analytic properties of their amplitudes is described. Three- and four-prong vertex functions of 

the non-relativistic Feynman diagrams are among the topics that are addressed and discussed, including the important relation 
between vertex functions and the asymptotic form of the nuclear bound-state wave functions. Specific approaches to 

describing nuclear reactions, which use analytic and diagram methods are outlined. These methods include the dispersion K-

matrix approach, the dispersion relations, and the Trojan horse method. A part of the book deals with the asymptotic 
normalization coefficients (ANCs). ANCs are fundamental nuclear characteristics that are important in nuclear reaction and 

nuclear structure physics as well as in nuclear astrophysics. They are used actively in the analysis of nuclear reactions, in 

particular in considering the creation of elements in the Universe. Various methods of determining ANCs are overviewed. 
One chapter of the book is devoted to the methods of obtaining information on the features of bound nuclear states by an 

analytic continuation of the scattering data. The analytic continuation of the Lippmann-Schwinger and Faddeev integral 

equations onto unphysical energy sheets, which can be used for finding the position and width of resonances and the virtual 
(antibound) states is described. A generalization of wave function normalization to the Gamow states is outlined. 

Analytical Models of Thermal and Phase-Transformation-Induced Stresses in Materials 

with Void Defects I 

Ladislav Ceniga (Kosice, Slovakia) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2018. 185 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-526-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-527-5. $95.00. 
This book presents original analytical models of thermal and phase-transformation-induced stresses in isotropic components 

of two-component materials with void defects (i.e., dual-phase steel, materials of the precipitate-matrix type, etc.). These 

defects (i.e., pores, flaws) are a consequence of technological processes (e.g., powder metallurgy processes). These stresses, 
which are observed during a cooling process, originate below the relaxation temperature of a two-component material. The 

thermal stresses are a consequence of different thermal expansion coefficients of material components. The phase-

transformation-induced stresses are a consequence of different dimensions of crystalline lattices, which originate during a 
phase transformation. The void defects exhibit a significant influence on mechanical properties of materials, as well as on 

the thermal and phase-transformation-induced stresses. This influence is included within the analytical models in this book. 

Accordingly, this book can be considered to present unique analytical results. The analytical models result from a suitable 
model material system, which corresponds to real two-component materials. These models are determined by different 

mathematical procedures, which are applied to fundamental equations of solid continuum mechanics. These different 

procedures result in different partial differential equations with non-zero right-hand sides. These differential equations result 
in different mathematical solutions for the thermal and phase-transformation-induced stresses. Finally, due to these different 

solutions, the principle of minimum total potential energy of an elastic solid body is required to be considered. Results of 

this book are applicable within basic research (solid continuum mechanics, theoretical physics, materials science), as well as 
within the practice of engineering. 

Completion and Unification of Quantum Mechanics with Einstein's GR Ideas. Part I: 

Completion of QM 

Zoran Majkic (Tallahassee, FL, USA) 

In series: Classical and Quantum Mechanics 
2017. 365 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53611-946-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53611-966-4. $230.00. 
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This unique manuscript presents a novel approach to QM by modeling an elementary particle via 3D matter/energy density, 

which propagates in the open time-space continuum as a rest mass energy density wave packet. This simple idea is based on 
the fact that any macroscopic object of mass M that occupies a finite 3D volume V can be represented by an energy-density 

contained in V, so that the integration of this energy-density over V provides the total energy E = Mc^2 . This new theory is 

fully integrated with the theory of relativity, and completes the quantum theory of Einstein by overcoming the Copenhagen 
interpretation. The newly introduced partial differential equations describe the relativistic phenomena and, generally, the 

dependence of a particle's geometrical form (its internal matter distribution) on its velocity and acceleration. A number of 

well-known physical principles are obtained as derived results of this theory, and are consolidated by a number of detailed 
examples. Part I, which is dedicated to the completion of QM, is composed of five Chapters. In the first two chapters, the 

nucleus is analyzed in terms of the material discussed. Chapter Three is dedicated to the development of the Lagrangian 

density for the complex wave packets of the rest mass energy density of an elementary particle, and to the new quantum field 
theory. The authors obtained the set of new non-Hamiltonian TSPF quantum operators, parameterized by the vector velocity 

field of energy density with corresponding Hilbert spaces for accelerated particles, and these were valid in any (infinitesimal) 
local Minkowski time-space. The main results are the new differential equations obtained as conservation laws for Noether 

currents and Euler-Lagrange equations, which express the exact form of the complex terms used in the differential equations 

in Chapters One and Two, and introduce the most useful concept of the velocity for any infinitesimal amount of the energy 
density flux of a particle (the hidden variables). In Chapter Four, a gauge theory and a new explanation of the mass gap 

conjecture in Yang-Mils theory and of the Higgs mechanism without necessity of the new Higgs field and its bosons, along 

with a new explanation of double-slit experiments are presented. Thus, the authors obtained a conservative extension of 
current probabilistic/statistic QM valid for an ensemble of particles, each individual particle, and which is deterministic and 

compatible by classical mechanics. 

Completion and Unification of Quantum Mechanics with Einstein's GR Ideas. Part II: 

Unification with GR 

Zoran Majkic (Tallahassee, FL, USA) 

In series: Classical and Quantum Mechanics 
2017. 295 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53611-947-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53611-967-1. $230.00. 
The proposed completion of QM theory, with the new non-probabilistic equations and a new mathematical basis for the 

deterministic quantum mechanics is presented here as a conservative extension of the Standard QM by 3-dimensional (of 

rest mass energy density) elementary particles. This theory can reshape our view of the quantum world, allowing us to include 
also classical gravity and to answer some of the deep unresolved questions at the heart of quantum mechanics. This new 

theory of particles is a constructive approach, alternative to the string theory. Thus, it avoids the infinitary problems of the 

inverse square for gravitational and electric forces, and may be used as a formal basis for Einstein’s unification theory.This 
second volume is the continuation of Part I and is dedicated to its unification with General Relativity (GR) and with higher 

dimensions used for the particle’s properties, such as electrical charge, spin, colors, etc. In Chapter One, after a brief 

presentation of the main results obtained in Part I, the concepts of GR theory, tensors, and differential pseudo-Rimannian 4-
dimensional time-space manifolds are gradually introduced sufficiently for a self-contained presentation and derivation of 

these new covariant equations. Then, the unification of this newly completed deterministic QM with the GR theory is 

provided . Chapter Two introduces and examines the extremely small, compacted higher dimensions in order to integrate the 
charge and spin properties of the elementary particles in a complete quantum physics theory for elementary particles. Chapter 

Three considers the higher dimensional wave packets of the particles and their reduction to the 4-dimensional time-space, 

and particles’ vector kets in the higher-dimensional manifold framework. These are composed of Minkowski time-space and 
new small, compacted dimensions: a spacelike extra dimension for the quantized spin vectors of the particles and time-like 

extra dimensions for the quantized charges. After that important properties of this QM theory are considered, the new 

quantum superposition for the states of a number of individual particles and ERP paradox (entanglement) are discussed. 

Complex Networks: Advances in Research and Applications 

Sébastien Faubert 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 151 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-833-8. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-834-5. $82.00. 

Chapter One focuses on investigational data on the fluorescence of DNA complexes inside neutrophils in flow cytometry 

with nanometer spatial resolution. Fluorescence visualizes oxidative activity of all coding and non-coding DNA parts in the 
full set of chromosomes. Chapter Two studies real-world networks based on a centrality metric called the Leverage Centrality 

metric which has been recommended as a means of identifying neighborhood hubs. The LevC of a node is a comparative 

measure of the connectivity of a node vis-a-vis its neighbors. In Chapter Three, the author goes on to examine neighborhood 
overlap, bipartivity index, and algebraic connectivity as edge centrality metrics to measure the consistency of links for mobile 

sensor networks. For several instances of node density and mobility, the author observes the stability of the network-wide 

data gathering trees determined using the proposed three edge centrality metrics to be significantly larger than the stability 
of the LET-based data gathering trees. Chapter Four explores fractal dimensions for networks by reviewing theory and 

computation, including: the box counting dimension, the correlation dimension, the mass dimension, the transfinite fractal 
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dimension, the information dimension, the generalized dimensions, and the sandbox method. Finally, Chapter Five proposes 

a fusion condition with the goal of preventing wrong fusions and alleviating the effect of the resolution limit. The suggested 
condition can also be used in other algorithms that make community fusions. 

Computational Optics: Beam Propagation Methods 

Miroslav Kolesik(College of Optical Sciences, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 325 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-334-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-339-5. $230.00. 

This book gives a comprehensive discussion of the theory, numerical methods, and best practices in the field of computer-
aided modeling of optical-beam propagation. Derived from a course taught by the author, the textbook is designed to support 

both independent self-paced study and a traditional semester-long lecture. The book combines two complementary tracks. 

The theory part provides a detailed, incremental exposition of the physics of optical beam propagation, and a description of 
the relevant numerical techniques. The practice-track gives an opportunity to put the theory into use by guiding the reader 

through increasingly sophisticated examples, which cover program design and simulation execution as well as a critical 

assessment of the results. Written for a readership with modest experience in numerical simulations and programming, this 
textbook integrates both tracks into a story owing to easy-to-digest increments, covering topics from the basics to the state 

of the art in the field. 

Critical Issues in the History of Spaceflight 

Steven J. Dick and Roger D. Launius (Editors) 

In series: Space Science, Exploration and Policies 
2018. 552 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-695-1. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-696-8. $270.00. 
At a May 1981 ''Proseminar in Space History''held at the Smithsonian Institution's National Air and Space Museum (NASM) 

in Washington, DC, historians came together to consider the state of the discipline of space history. It was an historic 

occasion. The community of scholars interested in the history of spaceflight was not large; previously, well-meaning but 
untrained aficionados consumed with artifacts had dominated the field, to the exclusion of the larger context. At a 

fundamental level, this proseminar represented a ''declaration of independence'' for what might be called the ''new aerospace 

history.'' In retrospect, it may be interpreted as marking the rise of space history as a recognizable subdiscipline within the 
field of U.S. history. Bringing together a diverse collection of scholars to review the state of the art in space history, this 

proseminar helped in a fundamental manner to define the field and to chart a course for future research. Its participants set 

about the task of charting a course for collecting, preserving, and disseminating the history of space exploration within a 
larger context of space policy and technology. In large measure, the course charted by the participants in this 1981 proseminar 

aided in advancing a very successful agenda of historical research, writing, and understanding of space history. Not every 

research project has yielded acceptable results, nor can it be expected to do so, but the sum of the effort since 1981 has been 
impressive. The opportunities for both the exploration of space and for recording its history have been significant. Both 

endeavors are noble and aimed at the enhancement of humanity. Whither the history of spaceflight Only time will tell. But 
there has been an emergent ''new aerospace history'' of which space history is a central part that moves beyond an overriding 

concern for the details of the artifact to emphasize the broader role of the spacecraft. More importantly, it emphasizes the 

whole technological system, including not just the vehicle but also the other components that make up the aerospace climate, 
as an integral part of the human experience. It suggests that many unanswered questions spur the development of flight and 

that inquisitive individuals seek to know that which they do not understand. 

Extreme Regimes in Quantum Gravity 

Emmanuele Battista (Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN)-Sezione di Napoli, Napoli, 

Italy) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 348 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-336-4. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-340-1. $195.00. 

This book is divided into two parts. The low-energy limit of quantum gravity is analysed in the first half of the book, whereas 

in the second half of the book, the authors explain the high-energy domain. In the first part, by applying the effective field 
theory point of view to the quantization of general relativity, detectable, though tiny, quantum effects in the position of 

Newtonian Lagrangian points of the Earth-Moon system are found. In order to make more realistic the quantum corrected 

model proposed, the full three-body problem where the Earth and the Moon interact with a generic massive body as well as 
the restricted four-body problem involving the perturbative effects produced by the gravitational presence of the Sun in the 

Earth-Moon system are also studied. After that, a new quantum theory having general relativity as its classical counterpart 

is analysed. By exploiting this framework, an innovative interesting prediction involving the position of Lagrangian points 
within the context of general relativity is described. Furthermore, the new pattern provides quantum corrections to the 
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relativistic coordinates of Earth-Moon libration points of a few millimetres. The second part of the book deals with the 

Riemannian curvature characterizing the boosted form assumed by the Schwarzschild-de Sitter metric. The analysis of the 
Kretschmann invariant and the geodesic equation shows that the spacetime possesses a “scalar curvature singularity” within 

a 3-sphere and that it is possible to define what the authors refer to as a “boosted horizon”, which is a sort of elastic wall 

where all particles are surprisingly pushed away, suggesting that such “boosted geometries” are ruled by a sort of “antigravity 
effect”. Eventually, the equivalence with the coordinate shift method is invoked in order to demonstrate that all δ2 terms 

appearing in the Riemann curvature tensor give a vanishing contribution in the distributional sense.The second part of the 

book deals with the Riemannian curvature characterizing the boosted form assumed by the Schwarzschild-de Sitter metric. 
The analysis of the Kretschmann invariant and the geodesic equation shows that the spacetime possesses a “scalar curvature 

singularity” within a 3-sphere and that it is possible to define what the authors refer to as a “boosted horizon”, which is a sort 

of elastic wall where all particles are surprisingly pushed away, suggesting that such “boosted geometries” are ruled by a sort 
of “antigravity effect”. Eventually, the equivalence with the coordinate shift method is invoked in order to demonstrate that 

all δ2 terms appearing in the Riemann curvature tensor give a vanishing contribution in the distributional sense. 

Fiber Lasers: Advances in Research and Applications 

Mukul Chandra Paul (Fiber Optics and Photonics, Central Glass and Ceramic Research 

Institute, Jadavpur, India) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 384 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-162-9. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-190-2. $195.00. 

The study of fiber lasers is an advanced field of modern science entering all branches of science. This field continues to 
vastly expend with state-of-the-art developments across the entire spectrum of scientific, military, medical, industrial and 

commercial applications ranging from spectroscopy to material cutting, welding and marking. This book is a self-contained 

collection of scholarly papers targeting an audience of practicing researchers, academics, PhD students and other scientists. 
This book describes advanced research and applications of the rapidly developing field of fiber laser technology filling the 

very important role of providing students, researchers, and technology managers with valuable, timely, and unbiased 

information on the subject. The objective of this book is to highlight recent progress and trends in fiber laser technology. The 
authors hope that this book will be useful for students, researchers, and professionals who are working in the area of fiber 

lasers. This book will serve also as an interesting and valuable reference that will impact, stimulate and promote further 

advances in the area of fiber lasers. In summary, the book discusses some of the most important topics that have made a 
tremendous impact in the growth of science and technology today. 

Field Propulsion Physics and Intergalactic Exploration 

Yoshinari Minami (Advanced Science-Technology Research Organization (Formerly NEC 

Space Development Division)) and Herman David Froning (Flight Unlimited, Retired) 

In series: Space Science, Exploration and Policies 
2017. 272 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-554-2. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-581-8. $195.00. 

Due to the lack of space propulsion technology and space navigation technology that can accelerate at high speeds in a short 

time, it is well-known that mankind does not currently have technology to realize a journey to other star systems. This book 
explains galaxy exploration by combining field propulsion based on the physical structure of space-time and a new navigation 

theory. A field propulsion system is propelled without mass expulsion. The propulsive force as a pressure thrust arises from 

the interaction of space-time around the spaceship itself; this causes the spaceship to propel against the space-time structure. 
Firstly, from the physical and engineering point of view, the propulsion principle and propulsion theory of field propulsion 

are explained. As a typical example of field propulsion, the space drive propulsion system includes its theory, the registered 

patent, and the latest development from the viewpoint of cosmology and astrophysics. Secondly, for galaxy exploration, 
navigation technology such as a wormhole that bypasses the wall of light speed, not propulsion technology, is indispensable. 

A method for overcoming the “light barrier” (the seeming “wall-of-light” in 4-D space-time), or a hyperspace navigation 

theory to “jump the light-barrier”, is explained. Combining the space propulsion system and the navigation system makes it 
possible to perform a realistic galaxy exploration. The reader will not only get a good introduction to the science and 

technology of field power and propulsion physics, but also to the possibility of interstellar navigation. 

From Copernicus to Lambda-CDM 

Evangelos Matsinos (Zurich University of Applied Sciences, Winterthur, Switzerland) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 344 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-034-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-055-4. $230.00. 
The importance of gravitational interaction in the evolution of the Universe as a whole, as well as of the various structures it 

contains, is paramount and multi-faceted. Despite the fact that electromagnetic phenomena are also involved in our daily 
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activities and that our environment is warmed up by the nuclear interaction to representative temperatures exceeding the 

average temperature of the Universe by a factor of about 100, the Universe (as far as the spatial distribution of its large-scale 
structures is concerned) is shaped by gravitational interaction. To start with, the attractive nature of gravitational interaction 

enables matter to form molecular clouds, and molecular clouds to form protostars, i.e., objects which are held together by 

their own gravity. Some of these objects are massive enough to squeeze themselves to the level of igniting thermonuclear 
fusion, transforming the hydrogen in their cores into helium, and thus becoming stars, as was the case with the sun billions 

of years ago. The gravitational interaction will squeeze some stars to the level of igniting helium and producing higher 

elements, which is the only way such elements can be formed in the universe. The most massive of these objects will undergo 
a spectacular phase, experiencing an intolerable pressure imbalance when their cores reach high concentrations of iron. The 

gravitational interaction will force the core of such stars to collapse. The collapse will trigger a rebounding effect, blasting 

the outer layers of the star and spewing the elements of life into space. The Earth itself and everything on its surface, be they 
animate and inanimate beings, are products of a stunning recycling process, remnants of supernova explosions. Gravitational 

interaction holds together the objects in the solar system. It keeps the Earth at a reasonable distance from the sun and in an 
orbit which is almost circular, thus restraining the temperature variation on its surface to acceptable levels. It keeps the moon 

in a stable orbit around the Earth, stabilising the Earth's rotation on its axis and preventing wobbling, thus enabling convenient 

conditions for life. This book is about the evolution of the ideas involving gravitational interaction, from the planetary-motion 
problem and Newton’s Inverse-Square Law to the introduction of Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity, to the latest results 

obtained from the missions investigating the anisotropy in the cosmic microwave background radiation, and to the 

implications of these results for the future of the universe. The existing literature on these subjects is either too mathematical 
or failing to provide the mathematical details. This book treads the midline and aims at providing both aspects. The novel 

part in this book is the path it treads in time over a period of about five centuries (i.e., from Copernicus to the latest results 

of the COBE, WMAP and Planck missions), in the size of the gravitating objects (from the level of a typical star to that of 
the entire universe) and in the magnitude of the gravitational effects (from the standard Newtonian weak-field approximation 

to Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity). 

Future Space Problems and Their Solutions 

Joseph J. Smulsky (Chief Scientist, Institute of Earth’s Cryosphere,Tyumen Scientific Centre, 

SB RAS, Doctor of Physical-Mathematical Sciences, Professor of Theoretical and Applied 

Mechanics, http://wgalactica.ru/smul1/) 

In series: Space Science, Exploration and Policies 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-738-5. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-739-2. $230.00. 

The emergence, existence and development of the surrounding world, both on Earth and throughout the universe, are due to 

the gravitational interactions of many bodies. This book is devoted to the calculation of bodies’ movements in various cases 

of interaction that are relevant now and in the future. They are developed for the free access of the Galactica system, which 
is designed to provide the numerical solution for problems of the gravitational interaction of N-bodies. It tackles a whole 

range of problems: The optimal motion of the spacecraft, the evolution of the solar system for 100 million years, the influence 

of the Sun on Mercury’s perihelion, the motion of near-Earth asteroids, the evolution of Earth's rotation axis, etc. As a result 
of solving a number of problems, new knowledge about our world was obtained. The optimal trajectory of the spacecraft 

approaching the Sun is determined by numerical integration of the equations of motion for spacecraft, planets, the Sun, and 

the Moon. Exact solutions to the problem of the Newtonian gravitational interaction of N material points moving around N2 
concentric circular orbits are reviewed. Each circular orbit contains N3 located bodies and the body system rotates as an 

entity. Solutions in various forms were obtained. A computer program has been developed. Structures comprising up to one 

million bodies have been calculated. The Galactica system is used for computing movements of two asteroids: Apophis and 
1950DA. The evolution of their movement over a span of 1,000 years is investigated. The moments of their closest passages 

near the Earth are defined. The different ways of asteroid trajectory transformations into orbits of the Earth’s satellites are 

considered. This book proves that the rate of Mercury’s perihelion rotation and relatively motionless space coincides with 
the Newtonian interaction of the planets and the oblate Sun. The issues connected with the Astronomical Theory of Ice Ages 

from the perspective of celestial mechanics are examined. Differential equations of rotational motion are solved with the 

help of the numerical method without simplification. The evolution of the Earth's axis was examined, and the periods of its 

oscillations that coincide with the observed ones were obtained. The calculations for a hundred thousand years demonstrate 

significant oscillation of the Earth’s axis. The oscillations of the Earth’s axis result in such oscillations of insolation that 
explain the paleoclimate changes. The exact solution to the problem, in which the bodies are uniformly distributed over a 

sphere, were obtained; they move experiencing no mutual collisions. The problem solution allows the formation of several 

planets – for instance, one hundred planets resembling the Earth and moving under identical conditions with respect to the 
Sun. The latter possibility opens a way toward unrestricted progress for mankind. The book describes all the theoretical, 

practical issues and the Galactica system manual so that even a novice researcher could use it in his/her works. 
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Geomagnetosphere and Coupling Phenomena. Volume I: Solar Wind/IMF Coupling with 

Geomagnetosphere/Ionosphere 

Lev I. Dorman: Founder/Head, Israel Cosmic Ray & Space Weather Center & Israeli-Italian 

Emilio Segre' Observatory on Mt. Hermon, Tel Aviv University, Golan Research Institute & 

Israel Space Agency; Founder/Chief Scientist, Cosmic Ray Dept, IZMIRAN, Russia 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 548 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53610-564-3. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53610-572-8. $270.00. 

The present review book by Dr. Lev I. Dorman entitled Plasmas and Energetic Processes in Geomagnetosphere reflects the 
development of the geomagnetosphere’s research and applications for the last few decades. The importance and actuality of 

the geomagnetosphere’s research are based on the following three factors: 1. The geomagnetosphere is the nearest giant 

natural laboratory, where it is possible by multiple satellites and ground measurements to investigate in detail many different 
plasmas and energetic processes in space; these are caused by the interaction of high kinetic energy solar wind plasmas and 

their perturbations. This research is an important basis for fundamental space and astrophysical science. 2. In modern times, 

technology, economics, navigation, television, internet, radio connections, military and all aspects of people’s lives on our 
planet are strongly connected with the work of many satellites moving inside the geomagnetosphere. Different processes and 

MCR in the geomagnetosphere influence satellites often lead to satellite malfunctions and sometimes fully destroying them. 

The described research can be considered as a basis for developing methods of forecasting dangerous situations for satellites 
in different orbits, and to decrease the risk of satellite malfunction and loss. 3. The interaction of CME, ISW, and IIR with 

the geomagnetosphere leads to the generation of big magnetic storms accompanied with Forbush decrease and precursory 

effects in Galactic Cosmic Ray (GCR) intensity. These magnetic storms are dangerous not only for satellites, but also on the 
Earth’s surface for technology, radio connections, car accidents, and human health (e.g., increasing frequency of infarct 

myocardial and strokes). Investigations of magnetic storm causes can help to develop methods of their forecasting and 
decrease the level of magnetic storm hazards. Therefore, the other practical application of this research is connected with the 

problem of space weather influence on the technology, radio connections, navigation, transportation, and human health on 

Earth in regards to altitude and latitude. The author hopes that this book will be interesting and useful for researchers, 
engineers, students, and all people interested in the development of modern technologies in space and to address problems 

with the geomagnetosphere, ionosphere, upper and lower atmosphere, space weather and space climate influence on Earth. 

Geomagnetosphere and Coupling Phenomena. Volume II: Coupling of the 

Geomagnetosphere/Ionosphere/Atmosphere System with Processes Underground, in Low 

Atmosphere, on the Sun, and in Space 

Lev I. Dorman (Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 559 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-270-1. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-278-7. $230.00. 

The present review book of Lev I. Dorman, The Geomagnetosphere and Coupling Phenomena, Volume II: Coupling of the 

Geomagnetosphere/Ionosphere/Atmosphere System with Processes Underground, in Low Atmosphere, on the Sun, and in 
Space reflects the development of the geomagnetosphere’s research and applications for the last few decades. The importance 

and actuality of the geomagnetosphere’s research are based on the following three factors: 1. The geomagnetosphere is the 

nearest giant natural laboratory, where it is possible via many satellites and ground measurements to investigate in detail 
many different plasmas and energetic processes in space, caused by the interaction of high kinetic energy, solar wind plasmas 

and their perturbations (Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections - ICMEs, Interplanetary Shock Waves – ISWs, Interplanetary 

Interaction Regions – IIR), including those frozen within the Interplanetary Magnetic Fields (IMF) with the rotated main 
geomagnetic field. This interaction leads to a dynamic transformation of magnetic fields in the geomagnetosphere, generation 

and trapping of high energy particles (which can be called as Magnetospheric Cosmic Rays – MCR), generation of numerous 

instabilities and electromagnetic radiations. These processes are, in principle, similar to processes in magnetospheres of other 

planets and their moons, in the atmosphere of the sun and other stars, in interplanetary and in interstellar space, and in many 

different astrophysical objects. This research is an important basis for fundamental space and astrophysical science. 2. In 

modern times, technology, economics, navigation, TV, internet, radio connections, military aspects, and the life of people on 
our planet are strongly connected with the work of many satellites moving inside the geomagnetosphere. Different processes 

and MCR in the geomagnetosphere influence the satellites’ work and often lead to satellite malfunctions up to fully 

destroying them; the satellites essentially “die”. The described research can be considered as a basis for developing methods 
of forecasting dangerous situations for satellites in different orbits as well as to decrease the risk of satellite malfunctions and 

loss. For this purpose, this research has important practical applications. 3. The interaction of ICME, ISW, and IIR with the 

geomagnetosphere leads to the generation of big magnetic storms accompanied with the Forbush decrease and precursory 
effects in Galactic Cosmic Ray (GCR) intensity. These magnetic storms are dangerous not only to satellites, but also to the 

Earth’s surface for technology, radio connections, car accidents, and human health (e.g., increasing the frequency of infarct 

myocardial and brain strokes). Investigations of magnetic storm causes can help to develop methods of their forecasting and 
decreasing the level of magnetic storms hazards. Therefore, the other practical application of this research is connected with 

the problem of space weather and space climate influence on technology, radio connections, navigation, transportation, and 
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human health on Earth independent of altitude and geomagnetic latitude. We hope that this review book will be interesting 

and useful for researches, engineers, students, and all people interested in the developing of modern technologies in space 
and concerning issues with the geomagnetosphere, ionosphere, upper and low Atmosphere, cosmic rays, space weather and 

space climate influence on Earth. 

Gravitational Waves: Explorations, Insights and Detection 

Isaac Carson 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 162 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-246-6. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-257-2. $95.00. 
The search for fast growing infinitesimal perturbations in the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker universe within 

Einstein’s General Relativity is regarded as very important for explanation of observational inhomogeneities such as nebulae 

and clusters of galaxies. Chapter One reports on numerical solutions of Hawking’s equations for gravitational waves in 
evolutionary universe, which includes wave-matter interaction. Chapter Two presents an overview of various options of 

direct including of SQUID into a system for registering effects of super weak elongation or very little force. Chapter Three 

reviews previous work on constraining gravitational radiation from elliptically deformed pulsars with terrestrial nuclear 
laboratory data in light of the recent gravitational wave detection, and estimates the maximum gravitational wave strain 

amplitude, using an optimistic value for the breaking strain of the neutron star crust. Chapter Four explores the LIGO signal 

GW150914 within the braneworld scenario. Future space flight propelled by artificially-generated Gravitational Wave (GW) 
beam is discussed within the framework of the General Relativity theory in the final chapter of this book. 

Horizons in World Physics. Volume 292 

Albert Reimer 

In series: Horizons in World Physics 
2017. 278 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-307-4. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-323-4. $250.00. 

In this book, Chapter One reviews the dynamics of an apokamp and its parent discharge, present spectral data on apokamps 
in air, helium, and argon, and discuss possible applications of the novel phenomenon, in particular for simulating transient 

luminous events such as blue and red jets and for creating apokamp-based exciplex sources. In Chapter Two, a stratigraphic 

and structural interpretation of the seismic profiles recorded in the northern Ischia Island is presented aimed at improving the 
knowledge of the northern Ischia coastal belt and its relationships with the emplacement of the slide deposits in the offshore 

surrounding the Ischia island, which has been controlled by the complex and different volcano-tectonic events. Chapter Three 

covers Ga2O3, a promising wide bandgap semiconductor for applications including power electronics and photodetectors 
and is available in large diameter, high quality bulk crystalline form. Chapter Four contests the big bang thoery, showing the 

manifold of the hyperbolic Universe is complete with no singular points. Chapter Five shows that the structure of nuclei 

determines the structure of chemical compounds, their bonds are formed by free-oscillating protons (FOP) between the 
baryonic states of the nucleons and their dissolved forms in PV. Chapter Six discusses the current state of research of artificial 

atoms (superatoms) (quasiatomic nanoheterostructures) and more complex nanostructures based on them-synthetic 
molecules, proposed a new model of an artificial atom, satisfactorily explaining its electronic properties, as well as the 

prospects for the development of the new scientific field. Chapter Seven discusses how fire in microgravity can create 

flamelets and flameballs and undergoes bifurcations when interacted upon by acoustic waves. In Chapter Eight, an analogous 
(dual) concept of measurability is defined in thermodynamics on the basis of a minimal inverse temperature. Chapter Nine 

is devoted to a pedagogical synthesis of the mathematical formalism employed in this analysis, i.e. the optical structure of 

general relativity investigated by Christodoulou, Klainerman and other authors after them. 

Horizons in World Physics. Volume 293 

Albert Reimer 

In series: Horizons in World Physics 
2017. 269 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-511-5. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-538-2. $250.00. 

In chapter one, M. V. Abramov, A. P. Kusyak, O. M. Kaminskiy, S. P. Turanska, A. L. Petranovska, N. V. Kusyak, and P. 

P. Gorbyk present research aimed at the progression of the concept for the development of magnetosensitive nanocomposites 
with multilevel hierarchical nanoarchitecture and functions of biomedical nanorobots. Afterwards, A. Zubow, K. Zubow and 

V. A. Zubow propose a mechanism for the photoelectric effect based on gravity in chapter two, with the photoelectric effect 

being modeled by shifting the equilibrium. In chapter three, Kouichi Nakagawa studies the potential use of a sucrose 
dosimeter to estimate linear energy transfer and absorbed dose of heavy ion and X-ray radiation. In chapter four, Xiaoping 

Sun, PhD explores the electron paramagnetic resonance of various charge-transfer reactions giving radical pairs. Next, in 

chapter five, A.L. Gyulbudaghian concludes that the radial systems of dark globules are of two types based on surveys of the 
northern and southern hemispheres. In chapter six, Lorenzo Zaninetti presents research using a thermal model and a second 

cold model, comparing both with the results of numerical hydro-dynamics. In chapter seven, Michael L. Smith and Ahmet 
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M. Öztaş present findings that a marginally modified Schwarzschild relationship foretells the nature of gravitational attraction 

by subatomic and atomic particles. In chapter eight, Janusz Garecki summarizes past articles on gravitational radiation 
wherein it has been shown that the real gravitational waves possessing a non-vanishing Riemann tensor constantly carry 

energy-momentum. Lastly, in chapter nine, Daria A. Tretyakova, PhD and Timur M. Adyev examine null geodesics for the 

scalar-tensor black holes in the Horndeski non-minimal kinetic coupling framework. 

Horizons in World Physics. Volume 294 

Albert Reimer 

In series: Horizons in World Physics 
2017. 243 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-515-3. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-544-3. $250.00. 

In the opening chapter by J. J. Camacho, a study of laser-produced swine muscle plasma is presented. The findings indicate 

that the surface morphology of the irradiated surface increased the pressure of the ambient gas and decreased the ablated 
mass, significantly reducing the laser-target coupling. In the second chapter by Emanuele Calabrò, another study is presented, 

showing In this study that the effectiveness of a solar panel greatly depends on the slope and tilt angle of the panel. It was 

also shown that the optimal tilt angle of a solar panel can be easily calculated by way of an algorithm that maximizes the 
global solar radiation impinging upon an inclined surface. In the third chapter, P.A. Sedykh researches the power of 

combining two plasma domains. In the fourth chapter, an overview of the outcome of synchrotron radiation is presented, in 

addition to notes on its properties and applications, by Sameen Ahmed Khan. In the fifth chapter by I. Schmelzer poses the 
theory that a simplification of the Lorentz ether interpretation of the Einstein equations of general relativity could have a 

comparable educational value as the Lorentz ether interpretation for special relativity. In the sixth chapter, Zlatko Koinov 

investigates, the single-particle and collective excitations of a two-component Fermi gas with attractive interaction loaded in 
a two-dimensional square lattice. Finally, in the seventh chapter, S.O. Alexeyev and Monong Yu express how the Gauss-

Bonnet term acts on the solution with two accompanying factors. 

Horizons in World Physics. Volume 295 

Albert Reimer 

In series: Horizons in World Physics 
2018. 252 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-218-2. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-219-9. $250.00. 
Horizons in World Physics. Volume 295 provides a detailed description of major fundamental problems of physics associated 

with inconsistencies of major postulates and concepts used in classical, relativistic, quantum and particle physics. The authors 

examine conceptual difficulties of classical dynamics, afterwards introducing notions such as energy, momentum and 
collision. Difficulties related to the introduction of electrodynamics based on hydrodynamic principles are described. Next, 

a study is presented wherein an attempt was made to explain the fundamental light properties (diffraction, photoelectric 

effect, pressure, refraction, dispersion and reflection). The photon flow was considered as a directed flow of so-called 
elementary particles (EP) passing strongly determined channels between the atomic nuclei with different concentrations of 

FOP. A preceding study gives an explanation for the ordinary and dark energy density of the cosmos. The authors present a 
connection between quantum entanglement and the absence of almost 95.5% of the energy supposed to be contained in the 

cosmos, taking the view that our current mathematical knowledge and general theories are in position to explain ordinary 

energy, dark matter and pure dark energy both qualitatively and quantitatively. A subsequent chapter investigates nonlinear 
propagation of ultrashort intense laser pulses through underdense plasma, presenting a paraxial theory of self-focusing of 

intense laser pulses due to expulsion of plasma electrons produced by the extreme ponderomotive force of a focused laser 

pulse. The authors address the way nanoporous materials applications in biology and medicine have been widely researched 
in recent years, presenting the numerical model and experimental data for imbibition. This model simulates the motion of 

the front of the liquid, two-dimensionally imbibing the inhomogeneous nanoporous medium with altering porosity and pore 

size. This collection also contains a study focusing on focuses on investigating the possible use of microwave discharges to 
initiate ignition and detonation of air–fuel mixtures. The results can be applied to the development of volumetric ignition 

systems in internal combustion engines, gas turbine engines, and detonation engines. A family of long known solutions to 

the Einstein-Maxwell equations is revisited from a rigorous mathematical point of view by Employing the formalism of 
Cartan exterior differential forms. It is shown that the curvature of the spacetime supporting these electromagnetic waves 

vanishes in the absence of electromagnetic fields, emphasizing that the gravitational field in these solutions arises exclusively 

from electromagnetic effects. In closing, the nucleon-nucleon interactions at low energies are described by NN-potentials 
that arise within the framework of the classical mesonic theory as a consequence of the interchange of mesons. The authors 

conclude that the NN-potentials only correspond to some residual interactions. 

Hybrid Systems: Performance, Applications and Technology 

Jinjin Li (Department of Micro/Nano-Electronics, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, P.R. China) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 293 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-488-0. $160.00. 
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e-book: 978-1-53612-492-7. $160.00. 

Hybrid systems, inheriting the merits of their predecessors, exhibit extraordinary strengths to face various challenges and 
hostile environments. Hybrid systems have the ability to inspire and encourage researchers and engineers to propose novel 

ideas, which allow for more applications and devices in physics, chemistry and biology. In this book, the authors introduce 

various applications of hybrid methods, hybrid models, hybrid systems and hybrid materials by taking advantage of high 
performance and better implementation of hybrid structures. This book covers both theoretical methods and practical 

realizations from distinct disciplines by introducing the recent advances of hybrid structures. 

Ionizing Radiation: Advances in Research and Applications 

Tamar Reeve 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2018. 274 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-539-8. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-540-4. $195.00. 
In this compilation, the authors examine the importance of ionizing radiations for thermoluminescence dosimetry that is the 

current area of research for medical and industrial purposes. Ionizing radiations are harmful to the human body, so, there is 

a need to measure small doses in the environment as well as very high doses at the time of accident like radiation leakage 
and for the treatment of cancer. Next, recent advances regarding effects on exposure of some foods to ionizing radiations are 

presented. The dosage required for complete sterilization may, at times, lead to undesirable changes in food flavours or may 

exceed the permitted levels. Combining irradiation with other treatments yields satisfactory results in these cases. Combined 
applications of ionizing radiation with heat, low temperature, high hydrostatic pressure, and modified atmospheres are also 

discussed. Later, new results concerning cell survival and genetic instability of wild-type and radiosensitive yeast cells of 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae surviving after irradiation with 60Co γ-rays, 239Pu α-particles and 254 nm UV light are presented. 
Survival was determined by cell ability to produce macrocolonies on a solid nutrient medium. The authors also review data 

on the radiation resistance of AlGaN/GaN and InAlN/GaN High Electron Mobility Transistors (HEMTs) as well as emerging 

Ga2O3 photodetectors and rectifiers to different types of ionizing radiation. Both of these wide bandgap semiconductor 
(nitride-based and gallium oxide-based) materials are much more radiation-hard than GaAs or Si and this is largely a result 

of their high bond strengths. By using the test system of blood lymphocytes of healthy individuals, the following paper 
presents the co-mutagenic (potentiating) effect of the drugs – a calcium channel blocker verapamil and an antioxidant 

ascorbic acid-on the radiosensitivity of cells. It was found that when the lymphocytes are irradiated in a small dose (0.3 Gy), 

ascorbic acid (80.0 μg / blood) and verapamil (4.0 μg / ml blood) increase the frequency of chromosomal aberrations in 
comparison with the radiation effect by 75 and 62, 5% respectively. Afterwards, the experimental data of the effects of 

temperature, light intensity, background ionizing and non-ionizing radiation on physicochemical properties of water, water 

solution and cell function are presented. Considering the fact that the cell membrane permeability for water is more than 10 

times higher than for inorganic ions, it is hypothesized that, upon the effect of chemical and physical factors, the changes of 

net water efflux through the membrane precede the activation of ionic fluxes in the membrane. Also in this compilation, a 

study is included which investigated the modifying effect of astaxanthin on radiation induced genome damages in cultivating 
human peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL). The study indicated that astaxanthin in concentration of 20.0 µg/ml 

demonstrated evident radioprotective properties by reduction of the ChA level, decreasing of DNA damages and increasing 

of the apoptotic rate. In the last chapter, the authors present some works that study the causes of the high resistance of IRRB 
to ionizing radiation. Then we focus on presenting in silico approaches that use protein sequences of bacteria in order to 

predict if an unknown bacterium belongs to IRRB or ionizing-radiationsensitive bacteria (IRSB). 

Laser Ablation: Advances in Research and Applications 

Carola Bellucci 

In series: Lasers and Electro-Optics Research and Technology 
2017. 212 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-405-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-408-8. $160.00. 
Due to their unique flexibility and high reproducibility, lasers have been traditionally used in processes such as cutting, 

drilling, machining, welding or cladding. In recent years, with the development of ultrafast laser sources, i.e., laser sources 

emitting pulses with durations ranging from picoseconds to femtoseconds, lasers also emerged as a new and promising tool 
for the texturing of virtually all kinds of surfaces. In Chapter One, a brief overview of the lasers and techniques utilised in 

micro- and nano-surface modifications is presented, followed by a detailed discussion of the surface chemistry and 

topography effect on bacteria aggregation and adhesion. Also, the role of the laser-induced superficial patterns on the 
response and sensitivity of bio-implants will be explored in depth. Chapter Two reports on cardiovascular laser application 

by using the open-irrigated ELMA catheter RytmoLas as an intriguing alternative for catheter ablation of arrhythmias. 

Chapter Three describes a novel feature designed for ELAI in which different colouration codes for the different metals are 
applied, enabling a good regional allocation of a specific metal within the tissues. Chapter Four focuses on laser ablation 

processing of metallic and polymeric thin films used in microelectromechanical systems technology for the fabrication of 

microfluidic devices with integrated electrodes on printed circuit boards (PCB-MEMS). Chapter Five presents typical micro 
and nanotextured surfaces created by direct irradiation under stationary and non-stationary conditions and the mechanisms 

behind their development and growth are discussed. Chapter Six describes a novel three-dimensional (3-D) fabrication 

process of micro-scale shell resonator made of single-crystal diamond (SCD). Chapter Seven discusses the data about 
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structural and morphological characteristics of nano-sized transition-metal oxides of zirconium and molybdenum produced 

by laser ablation in water. 

Low-Level Laser Therapy: History, Mechanisms and Medical Uses 

Vikrant Rai, Joe Abdo and Swati Agrawal (Creighton University, Department of Clinical and 

Translational Sciences, California Plaza, Omaha, NE, USA) 

In series: Lasers and Electro-Optics Research and Technology 
2018. 281 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-226-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-227-4. $230.00. 
In this book, the authors have provided the latest and most in-depth information on one of clinical medicine’s most useful 

tools: Low-Level Laser Therapy (LLLT). Written by over a dozen experts from five continents, from Jerusalem to 

Johannesburg and San Diego to Sao Paolo, the breadth of knowledge provided herein expands not only the globe, but many 
medical fields. LLLT is an inexpensive, easily employed therapeutic strategy that has validated clinical utility in 

dermatology, oncology, dentistry, veterinary field, wound healing and many other medical arenas. This book provides the 

most up-to-date information on recent clinical trials as well as catalogs the optimal therapeutic settings for a myriad of disease 

states. In the past, biochemical mechanisms associated with LLLT therapy have not been well-described; however, this book 

provides comprehensive and simple biochemical processes pieced together from theories provided by the most recent and 

reputable publications. The mechanisms involved in the numerous diseases covered by each chapter are also included herein. 
Low-Level Laser Therapy: History, Mechanisms, and Clinical Uses captures the incredible dynamic usefulness of this simple 

technology while also listing the therapeutic settings that have been deemed the most effective for dozens of medical ailments. 

Whether you are a student of medicine or a clinical practitioner, this book will serve as a helpful guide on how LLLT could 
play a role in the care you or your team provides on a daily basis. 

Mathematical and Physical Aspects of Experimental Investigations on Electron and 

Relaxation Time Spectra in Bulk and Nano-Structured Semiconductors and Insulators 

Valeri Ligatchev (Department of Physics and Technology of Electrotechnical Materials and 

Component, Moscow Power Engineering Institute, Moscow, Russia) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 349 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-566-5. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-586-3. $230.00. 

This book summarizes important outcomes of a quarter century of developments in advanced mathematical approaches and 

their implementations for deconvolution. The analysis of electron and relaxation time spectra obtained from the results of 
appropriate physical experiments fulfilled on real samples of bulk amorphous/crystalline semiconductors and insulators as 

well as on nano-structured materials and devices are also discussed. The second chapter of this book depicts key features of 

many well-known traditional and some modern techniques for experimental investigations of electron density and time 
relaxation spectra in such semiconductors and insulators. as Additionally, there is an emphasis on archetypal problems related 

to the analysis and interpretation of the results of those experimental techniques. Some generic (though crucially important 
in the context of this book) physical and mathematical aspects of the polarization and relaxation processes in solids, well-

known one-dimensional direct and inverse integral transforms, linear integral equations of the first and second kinds, “ill-

posed” mathematical problems and specific mathematical approaches to solution(s) of those are discussed in the third, fourth 
and fifth chapters, respectively. A majority of the aforementioned mathematical approaches are essentially based on the so-

called “regularization” concept, pioneered by famous Russian mathematicians (A. N. Tikhonov, M. M. Lavrentiev, V. K. 

Ivanov, V. Ya. Arsenin and their co-workers) in the second half of the twentieth century. Mathematical aspects of the 
regularization concept are discussed (to some extent) in the fifth chapter of the book in comparison to the similar aspects of 

the traditional “modelling” approach with multiple references on appropriate “original” articles and books. Thanks to 

distinctive features of the regularization concept, it endures a protracted history (which nowadays well exceeds 5 decades), 
becomes the dominant strategy for the solution of various “inverse problems”, and is widely used in many types of modern 

applications and computational packages. In particular, the regularization algorithms are incorporated into Mathematica, 

Matlab, Python and Octave packages. This generic “regularization” concept had been successfully implemented by the author 
of this book during the development and practical realization (programming) of several essentially different regularization 

algorithms (described in detail in the sixth chapter of the book) for unambiguous investigations and the analysis of results of 

appropriated physical experiments, fulfilled over a period from 1984 to 2009, both in Russia and in Singapore. Furthermore, 
actual results of such experimental investigations are discussed in the seventh chapter following closely appropriate original 

publications, and in comparison with their counterparts obtained by traditional (e.g., “modelling”) approaches. As it is also 

demonstrated in the seventh chapter with the relevant examples and detailed discussion(s), the implementation of the 
aforementioned “regularization” algorithms allows one to identify (and interpret thereafter) new important features of the 

intra-gap and near-band-gap electronic spectra of the amorphous and polycrystalline semiconductors and insulators. The 

relaxation time spectra of those materials, which are usually unattainable via the implementation of the “modelling” approach 
is also analyzed. It is important that the regularization concept (mathematically related to its alternative ones, e.g., the direct 

and inverse Radon integral transforms) has many other, very important implementations, e.g., in medical computerized 

tomography, security-related applications, archeology, geophysics, etc. Similar to the abovementioned spectroscopic 
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techniques, the X-ray-based computerized tomography eventually yields vital information on features of electron density 

distribution in a studied object, though the desired function in the latter case rather depends on spatial variables than on 
energetic ones. The mathematical essence of the Radon-transform-based computerized tomography is also summarized very 

briefly in one of the sections of this book. A comprehensive reference list of this book comprises many other key references 

(for those who are interested in the aforementioned topics discussed herein). 

Methods and Instruments for Visual and Optical Diagnostics of Objects and Fast Processes 

Gennadiy Sergeevich Evtushenko (Professor of Institute of Non-Destructive Testing, National 

Research Tomsk Polytechnic University, Tomsk, Russia) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2018. 248 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-568-8. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-569-5. $160.00. 
This book presents new instruments and methods for studying the dynamics of fast processes. The manuscript consists of 

two parts: Part I discusses the use of high speed metal vapor brightness amplifiers for object and process imaging, and Part 

II addresses the plasma parameters of a high-voltage nanosecond discharge initiated by a runaway electron beam. Nowadays, 

the interaction of powerful energyfluxes with various objects, namely plasma-induced processes, surface modification for 

operational characteristics improvement, production of new materials and nanoparticles, thermonuclear synthesis and others, 

is studied in variousfields of science and technology. As a rule, observing these processes in real time is a challenging problem 
because of the intense background radiation, the brightness temperature of which reaches thousands or even tens of thousands 

of degrees. The use of active optical systems with brightness amplifiers allows one “to monitor” such processes. “Looking 

through theflame” becomes possible due to the use of high spectral brightness of metal vapor active media on self-terminating 
transitions. The medium serves as an amplifier in a narrow spectral range, or a “nanofilter,” which allows for the viewing of 

the processes blocked by the broadband background radiation. Metal vapor active media on self-terminating transitions with 

high pulse repetition frequencies (PRF) and modern high-speed video cameras have been used to design a laser monitor. 
Optical systems based on such an amplifier have been used for monitoring a number of objects and high speed processes, 

including the diagnostics of fast discharges. Pulse-periodic high-voltage nanosecond discharge in high-pressure gases 

initiated by runaway electrons in a non-uniform electric field is a promising method for generating the non-equilibrium low-
temperature plasma. The main plasma parameters of the pulse and pulse-periodic high-voltage nanosecond discharges 

initiated by runaway electrons were determined with spectral methods. The results of investigations of colored jets that occur 

during the explosion of microinhomogeneities on the surface of electrodes and gas-dynamic processes that occur after 
nanosecond discharge initiated by runaway electrons in the pulse-periodic mode in atmospheric pressured air are presented. 

Meteorites: Classification, Chemical Composition and Impacts 

Rosemary Griffith and Sherman Hansen 

In series: Space Science, Exploration and Policies 
2017. 151 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-344-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-345-6. $82.00. 

Shock impact alterations influence the structure, mineralogy, chemistry and the mechanical properties of many meteorites. 
The first chapter overviews the features and observing methods of shock impacts' results from several examples from various 

analyzed meteorites. These case studies provide useful examples how the shock effects could be used to estimate former 

processes, conditions and outline geological history of meteorites. In the second chapter, a laboratory based analysis of 
meteorites provides insight to the readers into the ancient planet forming processes, when several protoplanets (larger than 

current asteroids) formed and changed both regarding their interiors and locations in the Solar System. The analysis of 

meteorites testifies that these objects might show variable characteristics even some internal activity, despite their relatively 
small size. In Chapter 3, the authors explore the number of meteorite finds in Northwest of Africa (Morocco, Algeria, 

Mauritania and Mali) which has seen a considerable increase since 1999. Their work leads to the creation of a new database 

of meteorites stemming from the Northwest of Africa. In turn, the reclassification of NWA meteorites certainly makes the 
meteorite heritage of Morocco and other countries of the Northwest of Africa valuable; a priceless heritage and of an 

inestimable scientific and socioeconomic value. In the last chapter, the authors examine a minimally contaminated material, 

which can be used for the analysis of the possible relations between Itokawa and the parent body of the Chelyabinsk 
meteorite. 

Models of Plasma Kinetics and Problems with Their Interpretation in the Current Paradigm 

Vladimir V. Lyahov and Vladimir M. Neshchadim (Leading Research Workers, Institute of 

Ionosphere, SLLP NTSKIT, NSA RK, Kazakhstan) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2018. 277 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-853-6. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-854-3. $195.00. 
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Proposed by A.A. Vlasov in 1938, the kinetic equation with a self-consistent electromagnetic field led to a fundamentally 

new perspective in plasma physics. This equation represents the most profound approach to the description of plasma because 
it operates directly with plasma particles using the distribution function. Plasma is found everywhere in space; that is why 

this equation has an extensive application. A large number of works where the study of plasma properties based on the 

solution of the Vlasov equation have appeared. However, the results based on the solution of the Vlasov equation should be 
assumed with caution. As noted in the manuscript, the Vlasov equation has a set of formal solutions. The researcher must 

have the ability to select the correct solutions, correct in the sense of their adequacy to the processes under investigation. 

Some aspects of the polarization of a magnetoactive plasma are investigated. It is shown that neglecting the electric field in 
problems of such sharply inhomogeneous structures as a boundary or current layers leads to an inadequate model. Thus, the 

successive solution of the kinetic equation taking into account the electric polarization field indicates that the equations 

describing the equilibrium of these sharply inhomogeneous structures become nonlinear and exhibit the property of structural 
instability. Natural science over time included the expansion of the field of numbers from natural to real. Now, physics is in 

the stage of semi-recognition of complex numbers. On the one hand, when solving the differential equation, the physicist 
finds the value of the roots of the characteristic equation in a complex field. However, at the final stage, all imaginary parts 

are discarded, and only real values of physical quantities are passed in response. In this case, the complex field has a 

fundamental feature that distinguishes it: it is algebraically closed. The restriction of physical quantities only to the field of 
real numbers seems logically unsatisfactory since often mathematical operations derive them from the field of the original 

definition. In this manuscript, some problems of the complexification of physics are investigated. 

New Mathematical Methods for Physics 

Jean-Francois Pommaret (CERMICS, Ecole des Ponts ParisTech, Marne-la-Vallee Cedex, 

France) 

In series: Computational Mathematics and Analysis 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-410-0. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-411-7. $95.00. 

The concept of “group” has been introduced in mathematics for the first time by E. Galois (1830) and slowly passed from 

algebra to geometry with the work of S. Lie on Lie groups (1880) and Lie pseudogroups (1890) of transformations. The 
concept of a finite length differential sequence, now called the Janet sequence, had been described for the first time by M. 

Janet (1920). Then, the work of D. C. Spencer (1970) has been the first attempt to use the formal theory of systems of partial 

differential equations (PDE) in order to study the formal theory of Lie pseudogroups. However, the linear and nonlinear 
Spencer sequences for Lie pseudogroups, though never used in physics, largely supersede the ”Cartan structure equations ” 

(1905) and are quite different from the ”Vessiot structure equations ” (1903), introduced for the same purpose but never 

acknowledged by E. Cartan or successors. Meanwhile, mixing differential geometry with homological algebra, M. Kashiwara 
(1970) created “algebraic analysis” in order to study differential modules and double duality. By chance, unexpected 

arguments have been introduced by the brothers E. and F. Cosserat (1909) in order to revisit elasticity and by H. Weyl (1918) 

in order to revisit electromagnetism through a unique differential sequence only depending on the structure of the conformal 
group of space-time. The classical Galois theory deals with certain finite algebraic extensions and establishes a bijective 

order reversing correspondence between the intermediate fields and the subgroups of a group of permutations called the 
Galois group of the extension. It has been the dream of many mathematicians at the end of the nineteenth century to generalize 

these results to systems of linear or algebraic PDE and the corresponding finitely generated differential extensions, in order 

to be able to add the word differential in front of any classical statement. The achievement of the Picard-Vessiot theory by 
E. Kolchin and coworkers between 1950 and 1970 is now well-known. However, the work of Vessiot on the differential 

Galois theory (1904), that is on the possibility to extend the classical Galois theory to systems of algebraic PDE and algebraic 

Lie pseudogroups, namely groups of transformations solutions for systems of algebraic PDE, has also never been 
acknowledged. His main idea has been to notice that the Galois theory (old and new) is a study of principal homogeneous 

spaces (PHS) for algebraic groups or pseudogroups described by what he called ”automorphic systems” of PDE. The purpose 

of this book is first to revisit Gauge Theory and General Relativity in light of the latest developments just described and then 
to apply the differential Galois theory in order to revisit various domains of mechanics (Shell theory, Chain theory, Frenet-

Serret formulas, Hamilton-Jacobi equations). All the results presented are new. 

Noise Reduction: Methods, Applications and Technology 

Marc Farrow 

In series: Acoustics Research and Technology 
2018. 200 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-541-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-542-8. $95.00. 
In Noise Reduction: Methods, Applications and Technology, the authors open with an overview of image denoising 

approaches. The review covers additive and multiplicative noise reduction methods in the spatial, frequency and wavelet 

domains, as well as their applications. Finally, experimental qualitative and quantitative evaluations on synthetic and real 
images corrupted by noise of different distributions are presented and discussed. Then next chapter begins with introduction 

to multiple camera systems: their usage, structure, hardware and applications. Some examples of existing systems are be 

presented along with quantitative comparison of parameters like: sensor resolution, technology, frame rate, shutter-related 
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features, need and means for temporal synchronization. Next, optical phase induced interference noise (PIIN) in a sensor 

network is reduced by using optical phase modulation in both a SCOS and a fiber Bragg grating (FBG), and strain induced 
noise on the optical fiber sensor is reduced using a differential sensor setup called a push-pull SCOS. Phase modulation and 

differentiation are then combined to allow for simultaneous noise reduction from different noise sources and allow for optical 

sensing of electric fields in harsh environments. Additionally, the signal processing approaches that exploit the spatial and 
temporal-spectral characteristics of the flaw echo and noise for enhanced defect detection and noise reduction in ultrasonic 

NDE are presented. Results from simulation studies and experiments on the real industrial samples are presented to evaluate 

the techniques, and demonstrate their robustness and advantages over the classical methods. Lastly, the authors show how 
Riga City Municipality has managed to fulfil the main goal of the ‘Directive 2002/49/EC of the European Parliament and of 

the Council of 25 June 2002 relating to the assessment and management of environmental noise’ – to reduce the number of 

environmental noise affected people in Riga agglomeration. 

Oxide Thin Film Transistors 

K.J. Saji (International School of Photonics, Cochin University of Science and Technology, 

India) and M.K. Jayaraj (Department of Physics, Cochin University of Science and Technology, 

India) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 232 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-373-9. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-382-1. $160.00. 

Transparent flexible electronics is an emerging technology which makes use of wide band gap semiconductors that can be 
processed at low temperatures on glass or plastic substrates. Electronic systems that cover large area and curved surfaces 

together with transparency bring the possibility of numerous applications that are outside the scope of rigid wafer based 

electronics. Flexible electronics, electronic textiles, a wearable wellness system, and sensory skin are some of the applications 
of flexible electronics. The key factor in the realization of transparent electronics is the development of high performance 

fully transparent thin film transistors. Thin film transistors (TFTs) based on transparent conducting amorphous oxide 

semiconductors (TAOS) such as InGaZnO (IGZO), zinc tin oxide (ZTO), zinc indium tin oxide (ZITO), etc. provide 
additional functionalities like transparency, high field effect mobility and potential for room temperature processing. The 

performance of these TAOS based TFTs are superior to their silicon (a-Si:H TFTs) and organic TFTs. Though there are 

monographs and books on a-Si:H TFTs and organic TFTs, a book on TAOS based TFTs is rare. This book introduces the 
work of graduate students and beginners to the field of amorphous semiconductors. The mass production of this kind of TFTs 

on large area substrates involves the complications associated with controlling the composition of oxide compound 

semiconductor thin film material. Pulsed laser deposition allows for the growth of an oxide semiconductor in a very high 

oxygen rich environment while co-sputtering is an effective technique for the growth of a multicomponent film and to control 

the film chemical composition in a systematic and easy way. These manufacturing aspects will be of interest to those working 

in the industry. The review on the n channel, p channel TFTs, and the detailed description for the extraction of various TFT 
parameters like the threshold voltage, field effect mobility, sub threshold slope and on-off ratio, etc. will be ready for those 

working in the field of transparent electronics. 

Perturbation Theory: Advances in Research and Applications 

Zossima Pirogov 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 286 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-989-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-990-8. $195.00. 
Perturbation Theory: Advances in Research and Applications begins with a deliberation on the development of a formalism 

of the Exchange perturbation theory (EPT) that accounts for the general identity principle of electrons that belong to different 

atomic centres. The possible applications of the theory concerning scattering and collision problems are discussed, and the 
authors apply the TDEPT to the description of the positron scattering on a Lithium atom as an example. Next, spin 

fluctuations in metallic multiband systems are discussed, including how to calculate the effect of itinerant spin excitations 

on the electronic properties and formulate a theory of spin fluctuation-induced superconductivity. The function of spin-orbit 
coupling is emphasized. Following this, the authors review how, governed by chiral symmetry, the long- and intermediate-

range parts of the $NN$ potential unfold order by order, proceeding up to sixth order where convergence is achieved. 

Perturbative and nonperturbative approaches to nuclear amplitude are discussed, including the implications for 
renormalization. Continuing, this book presents proof of the good convergence properties of the new expansions on 

mathematical models that simulate the physical polarization function for light quarks and its derivative (the Adler function), 

in various prescriptions of renormalization-group summation. An overview of the calculation of one-loop corrections to the 
baryon axial vector current in the large-Nc heavy baryon chiral perturbation theory is offered, where Nc is the number of 

color charges. The matrix elements of the space components of the renormalization of the baryon axial vector current between 

SU(6) symmetric states yield the values of the axial vector couplings. 
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Photoluminescence: Advances in Research and Applications 

Ellis Marsden 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2018. 231 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-537-4. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-538-1. $160.00. 

In this collection, chalcogenide glasses doped with rare earth elements are proposed as particularly attractive materials for 

applications in integrated photonics. The opening chapter is dedicated to reviewing the studies on optical properties of 
(GeS2)100−x (Ga2S3)x (x=20, 25 and 33 mol%) glasses, doped with Er2S3 in a wide range from 1.8 to 2.7 mol%, by 

absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy. The authors focus on features in absorption, emission, and local 

ordering and their derivatives as a function of excitation wavelength, Er3+ doping level, Ga content and temperature for the 
(GeS2)80 (Ga2S3)20 host composition. Next, to demonstrate the technological importance of optical devices with unique 

properties derived from rare-earth activated glasses, the authors reviewed some fundamental aspects of rare-earth doped 

optical glassy devices where the light is confined in different volumes or shapes, namely fibers, monoliths, film/coatings and 
microspheres. Rare-earth activated glasses are often used as components in integrated optical circuits. Later, optical 

characteristics of semiconducting crystals with layered structure due to quantization effects in the architecture governed by 

the atomic arrangements are discussed. In order to study the microscopic optical processes of these materials, the 
phenomenological research from photoluminescence studies (PL) was determined to be essential to those established by 

conventional bulk materials. Layered crystals such as Cs3Bi2I9, BiI3 and PbI2 have been considered for reporting the PL 

spectra in order to discuss relevant information concerning photo-induced charge carrier separation and also the radiative 
and non-radiative recombination dependent on deep or shallow trap states. Additionally, the photoluminescence properties 

of composites based on conjugated polymers and carbon nanoparticles of the type carbon nanotubes, reduced graphene oxide 

and fullerenes are analyzed. A review is presented on the photoluminescence properties of various macromolecular 
compounds, for example poly(para-phenylenevinylene), poly(3-hexylthiophene), poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene-co-

pyrene), polydiphenylamine and poly(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl) as well as effects induced by the carbon nanoparticles 
mentioned above. The following chapter focusses on fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, graphene, graphene oxide, graphene and 

carbon quantum dots. Firstly, the general physical and chemical properties of different carbon-based nanomaterials are 

presented, such as the crystalline structure, morphology and chemical composition. Additionally, the possibilities of 
application of carbon-based nanomaterials due to its PL properties are analyzed. The concluding chapter focuses on 

coordination polymers (CPs) / metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) containing metal ions from d and 4f series and a plethora 

of organic ligands, the resulted compounds showing remarkable photoluminescence properties with different applications in 
the field light emitting devices (LEDs), biosensors in medical assays, sensors for identifying certain species (molecules, ions) 

and so on. 

Quantum Mechanics, Imaging and Other Technologies: A Method That Will Improve the 

Standards of Medical Care for Millions of Americans 

Keith Allen, DO, CNMT, ARMRIT (MRI)  (Society of Brain Mapping and Therapeutics, Villa 

Park, Illinois, USA) 

In series: Classical and Quantum Mechanics 
2017. 212 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53611-813-1. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-476-7. $82.00. 

The author wrote this book to accomplish three major objectives: 1) For the appreciation of science, the philosophy of science 
and its beauty and wonder; 2) to explore the quantum paradigm and other important developments in science that are leading 

the way to important progress in key areas of research; and most importantly, 3) to appreciate how medical technologies are 

important medical tools that can improve the human condition. With regard to the first objective, as Carl Sagan implied, 
science provides us with a better understanding of who we are, our humanity, and even our role in the Universe. Science is 

a doorway to deeper knowledge about both ourselves and the world we live in. The author thinks that there is nothing more 

important we as a species can do in this life than to appreciate the beauty and order of our Universe! The quantum paradigm 
along with the relativity theory are currently some of our most advanced theories. The author has applied these theories in 

important ways to medical technologies. Specifically, he explains PET and MRI imaging according to the quantum paradigm, 

and MEG according to special relativity theory. It was the author’s intent to use the most advanced theories known to provide 
the best explanation for the operation of these technologies. Consistent with this objective, he made an effort to approach 

current theoretical limits by discussing quantum field theory and its important applications in PET and MRI imaging 

technologies. Most importantly, the author talks about how early disease detection is an effective method that can be applied 
to many diseases including cancer, heart disease, and many neurological diseases. He argues very simply that early disease 

detection improves treatment outcomes, and that, if we apply this early detection methodology nationally or even globally, 

then this could improve the standards of medical care for many millions of people both in American and worldwide! In 
addition, the author also has a chapter on ethics, law and policy. It was his goal to emphasize that we have good policies that 

will be beneficial both here in American as well as internationally. These policies will be beneficial to the Trump 

Administration and any administration that follows. Most importantly, by applying Kant’s universal principles, we can make 
the world a better place! 
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Quintessence: A Thermodynamic Approach to the Phenomena of Nature 

Lev Z. Vilenchik, Ph.D. and Doctor of Science in Physics & Mathematics (Senior Consultant, 

Felicitex Therapeutics, Inc. Cambridge, MA, USA) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 184 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-243-5. $79.00. 

e-book: 978-1-63484-525-0. $160.00. 
This book describes a fundamentally novel approach to understanding the phenomena of nature from the standpoint of 

classical, relativistic, quantum physics, and cosmology. Regularities of the living and inanimate worlds, as well as the 

interaction between these two worlds and within each of them are described. It is shown that for every phenomenon (even 
seemingly supernatural), one can find a scientific interpretation. In the words of Albert Einstein: “The scientific search is a 

constant race away from magic.” Also discussed in this book are how the conditions for the emergence and development of 

organic life on the Earth were created. Why was the chosen set of approximately 100 global constants that govern our lives 
presented to us by nature? Are there planets in the Universe where there is also intelligent life? And if so, how can contact 

be established? 

The Theory of Density: From the Effect of Pressure on Time Dilation to the Unified Mass-

Charge Equation 

Mohammad Javanshiry (Independent Researcher, Tehran, Iran) Edited by Cynthia Kolb 

Whitney (The Journal Galilean Electrodynamics, Arlington, MA, USA) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 240 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-105-6. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-187-2. $160.00. 

The main parts of this book consist of three long articles that have previously been published by the Galilean Electrodynamics 
journal during three succeeding years as summer special issues, while the rest of the information concerns a new theory of 

ether that has been developed. This version of ether is compatible with special relativity theory (SRT), and thus it cannot be 

considered as an absolute frame of reference. One of the virtues of this book is that many of the novel predictions can be 
tested in high-tech laboratories; moreover, the book includes some new and strange physical concepts which make the 

proposed claims rational and plausible. As it is written on the front page, “From the effect of pressure on time dilation to the 

unified mass-charge equation” is not intended as a gossipy slogan, which sometimes appear in pseudoscientific media or 
science-fictional books; it is a true motto with a deep and physical bases. However, it is up to the reader to judge the book 

about whether or not it really does what it sets out to do! Unfortunately, most of the recent theories in physics, with no clear 

deployment against the main tenets of relativity or quantum mechanics, are inflated in a way to be comprehensively 
explanatory, whereas there are few or no experimental evidences that support these theories as good descriptions of nature. 

In the author’s view, such theories not only baffle naïve minds of unsophisticated readers not to involve themselves with 

philosophical bases, deceptively pretending that a high level of knowledge is needed for the theories to be correctly 
understood by confining the erudition seeker into the cage of complicated math forms; they also deteriorate traditional science 

methodology over the course of time. Nonetheless, density theory (DT) tries to abide by the methodology of the renowned 
physics giants by founding profound postulates. The first chapter introduces a substantial number of Einstein’s general 

relativity predictions, which are recalculated according to density theory (DT) that validates the theory for the reader. The 

second chapter uses interesting concepts, some of which present empirically bizarre results that are adduced and have been 
undisclosed as of yet. In Chapter Three, the authors try to unify mass and electrical charge – one of the oldest and most 

disputatious physical problems – in the single equation of “mass + rotation = charge” for the very first time in the history of 

science. For better understanding, the authors have set forth some numerical examples after explaining each novel concept 
and no complicated mathematical methods beyond common calculus. These are used to make the present book read as an 

argumentative dissident textbook suitable for a bachelor student in science and engineering, who can easily nourish the 

endless desire of a curious student/researcher beyond the realm of orthodoxy in frontier physics. 

Thermal Imaging: Types, Advancements and Applications 

Claude Strickland 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 115 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-128-5. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-157-5. $82.00. 

Thermal images are essential to deal with situations in dark environments, as the thermal imaging theory is based on capturing 

the objects’ temperature. In Chapter One, the authors extract different features from images, which capture various 
characteristics of the images. Chapter Two discusses the use of hand held thermal imaging cameras for the use in Missing 

Persons searches. Chapter Three aims to review various infrared thermographic methods, viz., dynamic and steady state, 

passive and active methods for the detection of malignant lesion in breast and skin. Chapter Four is a review of literature 
regarding the relations between body composition and skin surface temperature (SST), measured with infrared thermography. 

Chapter Five discusses the use of infrared thermography in the medical field, and how the technique has the advantages of 
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being non-invasive, fast, reliable, capable of producing multiple recordings in short intervals, and absolutely safe for patients 

and clinicians. 

Ultra Low Frequency Fields of Moving Bodies 

Andrey (Andrew) Grigorievitch Semenov (Academician N.N., Andreev’s Acoustics Institute of 

RAS, Moscow, Russia) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 266 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-609-9. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-610-5. $160.00. 
A new approach to body detection and control based on its unavoidable ultra-low frequency (ULF) oscillation related to its 

motion in media (mainly, in the ocean) is presented. The main concept of this approach lies in enriching the list of moving 

body control enabling factors by influence of ULF oscillations on the body’s outer fields. It is shown that ULF oscillation of 
a moving body could be detected in the atmosphere or in the ocean directly with the aid of ambient fluid ULF pressure or 

velocity changes, say, observed inside an oceanic layer or on the ocean’s surface. But ULF oscillation’s indirect appearance 

is demonstrated to be the most important for submerged moving body detection. This appearance comprises an additional 

ULF modulation (distortion) of outer natural sound fields related to ocean wind noise and distant shipment noise in forward 

scattering. The physical analogy an indirect moving body ULF oscillation is justified in the book and could be partly 

compared to the recent universe gravity waves detection discovery in 2016 with the aid of electromagnetic wave distortion 
that is provided by gravity wave propagation. Specifics of sound scattering by flow inhomogeneity generated by a moving 

body were demonstrated in Acoustics of Moving Inhomogeneities, which was published recently by Nova Science 

Publishers. However, this very book is devoted in particular to the modulation of forward scattered sound fields of the ULF 
field provided by a moving body and the application of corresponding results to its control in the ocean, as well as mainly to 

submerged submarine control. Proposed detection methods are independent of a moving body’s self-noise level. Their 

application requires consideration of the ambient flow (including surface gravity wave flows) contribution to sound 
diffraction by the finite size moving body, mainly in forward scattering. A lot of known diffraction problem results should 

be revised in the light of a moving body ULF field. Examples of practical applications are presented, showing that moving 

body detection (especially in deep water ocean regions with the aid of natural outer field ULF modulation) is successfully 
achieved. Detection in shallow water regions is slightly worse due to a smaller wave inhomogeneity scale and when the 

natural ULF hydrodynamics’ noise field level increased. It is shown that body detection distances being thought as 

unachievable are realized in light of these new moving body ULF field effects. The book is aimed at providing a new 
approach to external fields of a moving body, mainly submarines. This version of submarine detection is practically 

substantiated and proven to be effective in Russia for various ocean regions with the aid of various types of arrays. 

Conclusions substantiated in the book are recommended for practical application. At the same time, additional efforts of 
scientists, hydroacoustics and naval equipment specialists related to various ULF field applications based on theory 

predictions are necessary. 

PHYSIOLOGY 

Circadian Clock: Regulations, Genetic and External Factors 

Nathaniel Hayes 

In series: Human Anatomy and Physiology 
2018. 146 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-372-1. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-373-8. $82.00. 

In this collection, the authors review temporal control of tissue homeostasis and repair by the circadian system. The molecular 

regulation of circadian timing has been well-characterized in several species as a highly conserved transcriptional feedback 

loop that maintains roughly 24-hour cellular periodicity. A current challenge is determining how the outputs of the master 

clock affect peripheral oscillators and numerous biological processes. A subsequent study seeks a more detailed 

understanding of the physiology and molecular mechanism underlying circadian changes in the plasma of glucose, which 
might allow for the identification of novel targets for the developing therapeutic approached to the diabetes and obesity 

diseases. Procambarus acanthophorus, a burrower crayfish, follows a nocturnal circadian rhythm due to the way it spends 

long periods of time building tunnels to reach the water table during the dry season. Therefore, it follows that this species 
must have a close relationship with soil. The authors suggest that soil might be an ecological factor with high perceived 

value, influencing ecological aspects, and physiological functions such as growth, reproduction, and organization of the 

circadian system. The genes involved in the maintenance of circadian rhythm and its impact on the immunological system 
are described as disruption of the circadian rhythm leads to significant alterations of the organism and is associated with 

several biological responses. In the concluding review, some of the most useful characteristics of zebrafish for studying the 

molecular, cellular, and behavioral aspects of the circadian clock system are described. Zebrafish have been established as 
an attractive vertebrate model for the examination of light signaling pathways and their impact on the cellular clock because 
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zebrafish cellular clocks have an unusual attribute of being directly light responsive. Additionally, the molecular components 

of the mammalian and zebrafish cellular clocks are highly similar. 

Leptin: Production, Regulation and Functions 

Évariste Gilles and Daniel Mickaël 

In series: Human Anatomy and Physiology 
2017. 194 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-548-1. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-575-7. $95.00. 

In Chapter One, Dr. Med. Ioannis Iakovou examines whether the link between weight and bone mineral density is caused by 

or directly correlated with leptin and adiponectin. Afterwards, Chapter Two by Martha A. Ramirez, Adrian A. Arellano, 
Fang Xie, Elizabeth A. Benavides, Robin A. Katchko, Luis Ayala, Alexandra Calderon, Rita A. Flores, Jean M. Escudero, 

Duane H. Keisler, Randy L. Stanko, and Michelle R. Garcia investigates the link between leptin and infertility issues caused 

by defects of abnormalitie sin the corpus luteum. Chapter Three by Professor Jaak Jürimäe, PhD investigates the link between 
leptin and energy intake and expenditure by athletes. In Chapter Four, Renata Saucedo, PhD, Jorge Valencia, PhD, Claudia 

Gutierrez, and Arturo Zarate, PhD examine the connection between increased leptin levels and insulin resistance. Next, 

Tiziana Maria Sirangelo analyzes the role between leptin and obesity, explaining that leptin plays a crucial role in the 
regulation of food intake in Chapter Five. In Chapter Six, Federico Sireci, MD, Francesco Cappello, Frank Rikki Canevari, 

MD, Francesco Dispenza, MD, Salvatore Gallina, PhD, Pietro Salvago, MD, and Francesco Martines study the peptidergic 

immunohistochemical manifestation of leptin in laryngeal SCCs. 

Osteoclastogenesis: Research Advances and Clinical Challenges 

Masayoshi Yamaguchi, Ph.D. (Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, David 

Geffen School of Medicine, University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), Los Angeles, CA, 

US) 

In series: Human Anatomy and Physiology 
2017. 203 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-629-7. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-636-5. $95.00. 

Bone is a dynamic tissue that undergoes continual adaptations during a vertebrate’s lifespan to attain and preserve skeletal 
size, shape, and structural integrity, and plays a pivotal role in regulating mineral homeostasis in a living body. Bone 

homeostasis, which maintains bone mass, is artfully regulated through osteoclasts, osteoblasts and osteocytes in bone tissues. 

This mechanism is regulated through many hormones, cytokines and immune systems in the bone marrow microenvironment. 
Aging leads to a reduction in bone mass, which is reduced by a suppression of osteoblastic bone formation and an 

enhancement in osteoclastic bone resorption. A decrease in bone mass leads to osteoporosis and bone fracture. Osteoporosis 

is widely recognized as a major public health problem. Moreover, bone loss is shown to stimulate in various 
pathophysiological states, including inflammation, obesity, diabetes, and cancer cell bone metastasis. Disease associated with 

bone loss is strongly related to osteoclastic bone resorption. This book focuses recent research topics implicated in 

osteoclastogenesis and clinical challenges to prevent and treat bone loss. 

Potassium Channels in Health and Disease 

Hiroaki Kume, M.D., Ph.D. (Kindai University Faculty of Medicine, Ohnohigashi, 

Osakasayama, Osaka, Japan) 

In series: Human Anatomy and Physiology 
2017. 179 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-927-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-928-1. $95.00. 
Potassium ion (K+) channels are ubiquitous components and are widely distributed on the surface of the cell membrane in 

various tissues. There are many types of potassium ion channels (voltage-gated K+ channels, ATP-sensitive K+ channels, 

Ca2+-activated K+ channels, etc.), and each type of potassium ion channel has its own characteristic features concerning 
electrophysiology and molecular biology in each potassium ion channel. The potassium ion current across the plasma 

membrane is considered to have two main physiological functions, one for determining the membrane potential and the other 

regulating the electrical activity. Membrane hyperpolarization would reduce the excitability of the membrane by shifting the 
membrane potential away from the threshold for excitation and would inhibit, where it existed, calcium ion (Ca2+) influx 

through voltage-gated Ca2+ channels by closing the Ca2+ channel. Outward potassium ion currents activated upon 

depolarization would counteract the depolarizing action of inward currents carried either by sodium ion (Na+) or Ca2+. 
Therefore, potassium ion channels show the physiological effects in each tissue via membrane potential mediated Ca2+ 

dynamics (for example, excitation-contraction coupling in muscle). Potassium ion channel activity is also essentially 

regulated by the intracellular signal transduction pathways, such as receptors’ (G proteins) second messenger molecules 
processes in the physiological condition. On the other hand, the modification of potassium ion channel activity would be 

expected to have a significant effect on the excitability of various cells. Therefore, augmentation of outward potassium ion 

currents may be useful to treat various diseases (asthma, chronic pulmonary obstructive disease, hypertension, diabetes 
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mellitus, glaucoma, arrhythmias, heart failure, epilepsy, etc.). Furthermore, potassium ion channels may be a target protein 

for the research and development of a therapeutic agent for various diseases concerning the lungs, heart, nerves, eyes, and 
pancreas. However, there are few books described in detail about potassium ion channels. This book will focus on the 

characteristics, function and regulation of several types of potassium ion channels, focusing on the role of these channels not 

only in terms of physical responses, but also in the aforementioned diseases. 

POLYMER SCIENCE 

Advances in Polymers for Biomedical Applications 

Deepak Pathania and Bhuvanesh Gupta (Central University of Jammu, Rahya Suchani, Bagla, 

Distt. Samba, Jammu and Kashmir, India) 

In series: Polymer Science and Technology 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-612-8. $270.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-613-5. $270.00. 

Polymers have generated considerable interest in a large number of technologically important fields such as human healthcare 

systems. Polymers represent a very important domain of materials and have become an integral part of day to day human 
life. Polymers exist in nature; they have been and continue to be an integral part of the universe. This book is intended for 

scientists and researchers to use in their research or in their professional practice in polymer chemistry and its biomedical 

applications. Multiple biological, synthetic and hybrid polymers are used for multiple medical applications. A wide range of 
different polymers are available, and they have the advantage to be tunable in physical, chemical and biological properties 

and in a wide range to match the requirements of specific applications. This book gives a brief overview about the 

introduction and developments of polymers for different applications. The biomedical polymers comprise not only bulk 
materials, but also coatings and pharmaceutical nano-carriers for drugs. The surface modification of the inorganic 

nanoparticles with a physically or chemically end-tethered polymer chain has been employed to overcome the problems 

associated with the polymers. Chemically attached polymer chains not only stabilize the inorganic nanoparticles, but also 
lead to photosensitivity, bioactivity, biocompatibility and pharmacological properties in the composites. Polymer 

encapsulated silica nanocomposites (mesoporous) have potential applications in different fields, such as optics, bio-catalysis, 

microelectronics bone tissue engineering, coatings cosmetics, inks, agriculture, drug release systems, diagnoses, enzyme 
imaging, temperature-responsive materials, and thermosensitive vehicles for cellular imaging. Polymer grafted nanosized 

particles are known to have excellent properties such as good dispersion ability in solvents and polymer matrices. Polymer-

based controlled drug delivery systems have some specific advantages, such as improved efficiency and reduced toxicity. 
The incorporation of a thermoresponsive polymer layer often enhances protein absorption and specific biomolecular tagging 

through hydrogen bonding. As a result, the nanocomposite gets cleared from the body at a faster rate (blood residence 

becomes low). This book is composed of fourteen edited chapters; it is intended for scientists and researchers to use in their 
research or in their professional practice in polymer chemistry and its biomedical applications. 

Green Polymeric Materials: Advances and Sustainable Development 

Shakeel Ahmed, Annu and Saiqa Ikram (Department of Chemistry, Jamia Millia Islamia (A 

Central University), New Delhi, India) 

In series: Polymer Science and Technology 
2017. 222 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-240-4. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-252-7. $160.00. 

This book is a comprehensive introduction to “green polymeric materials,” which are developed by using natural resource-

based polymers. This book also summarizes various techniques used for their synthesis and application in different areas. 
This book is a useful reference not only for academic activities, but also for researchers working in this area. 

Polymer-Matrix Composites: Materials, Mechanics and Applications 

Elias Rice and Beth Sparks 

In series: Polymer Science and Technology 
2018. 284 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-398-1. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-399-8. $195.00. 

This books opens with an evaluation of the effects of the acid environment on sulfur-polymer matrix composite, with Portland 
cement-based composite chosen as a comparative material. Unlike conventional Portland cement-based composites, sulfur-

polymer matrix composites are produced without water and achieve final strength in few days. Following this, the effects of 

electron beam irradiation on copper oxide added polymer matrix composite was investigated. Copper oxide added polymer 
matrix composite has been known for engineering applications that involving plastics moving parts to reduce friction. In a 
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separate study, inorganic Montmorillonite nanofibers and organic cellulose nanofibers obtained through acid hydrolysis were 

simultaneously added to plasticized starch with defined CNF-to-MMT ratio and processed into nanocomposites by melt 
extrusion. The continuously isothermal aerobic ageing on samples was carried out by oven-heating at 60°C so as to 

investigate the organic nanofillers as an alternative to inorganic nanofillers. The authors also investigate the physico-

mechanical characteristic of low density polyethylene (LDPE) and starch blends when undergone acid and alkaline attacks. 
In the following chapter, simulation of the temperature distribution in textile composite structures is achieved by utilizing an 

analytical-symbolic approach. Analytical heating solutions along each yarn provide accurate solutions with far fewer nodes 

than numerical solutions, and require the minimum number of symbolic network nodes. The final investigation was 
conducted to investigate the effects of copper (II) oxide (CuO) composition on the degradability of high density 

polyethylene/ethylene vinyl acetate (HDPE/EVA) blends. It was observed that both degree of crystallinity and crystallites 

sizes of the composited increased after the ageing operation. 

PROTEINS 

Protein-Lipid Interactions: Perspectives, Techniques and Challenges 

Angel Catalá (Instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoquímicasteóricas y Aplicadas (INIFTA), 

Facultad de Ciencias Exactas, Universidad Nacional de La Plata, La Plata, Argentina) 

In series: Protein Biochemistry, Synthesis, Structure and Cellular Functions 
2018. 240 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-125-3. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-126-0. $160.00. 

Protein-Lipid Interactions: Perspectives, Techniques and Challenges analyzes and covers a broad spectrum of protein-lipid 

interactions and presents new information in this area of research. The topics analyzed include: an update on the cholesterol 
effects of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor; the modulation of lipid compositions for protein–lipid interactions, membrane 

dynamics and their structures; defining the moderate affinity of specific lipid binding sites on amphitropic enzymes; the 

lipid-dependent gating of ion channels; the use of novel imaging approaches to study phosphoinositide signaling in vesicle 
trafficking; the study of protein-lipid interplay in vital biological functions; and particularly important instances of protein–

lipid interactions from 1900 to 2017. 

ROBOTICS 

Intelligent Marine Vehicles: Theory and Applications 

Er Meng Joo, Ning Wang, Lian Zhichao, Mahardhika Pratama, and Sanjay Sharma (School of 

EEE, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore) 

In series: Robotics Research and Technology 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-446-9. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-447-6. $95.00. 

Unmanned marine vehicles (UMVs) is a collective term commonly used to describe autonomous underwater vehicles, 
remotely operated vehicles, semi-submersibles, and unmanned surface craft. UMVs are heavily used in the military, civilian, 

and scientific communities for undertaking designated missions whilst either operating autonomously and/or in co-operation 

with other types of vehicles. Advanced marine vehicles are increasing their capabilities and the degree of autonomy more 
and more in order to perform more sophisticated maritime missions. Remotely operated vehicles are no longer cost-effective 

since they are limited by economic support costs, and the presence and skills of the human operator. Alternatively, 

autonomous surface and underwater vehicles have the potential to operate with greatly reduced overhead costs and level of 
operator intervention. An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), commonly known as a drone, is an aircraft without a human pilot 

aboard. UAVs are a component of an unmanned aircraft system (UAS); these include a UAV, a ground-based controller, and 

a system of communications between the two. Compared to manned aircraft, UAVs were originally used for missions too 
"dull, dirty or dangerous" for humans. While they originated mostly in military applications, their use is rapidly expanding 

to commercial, scientific, recreational, agricultural, and other applications such as policing, peacekeeping and surveillance, 

product deliveries, aerial photography, agriculture, smuggling, and drone racing. Civilian UAVs now vastly outnumber 
military UAVs, with estimates of over a million sold by 2015, so they can be seen as an early commercial application of 

Autonomous Things, to be followed by the autonomous car and home robots. Nowadays, UMVs and UAVs are playing an 

increasingly important role in both controlling community and engineering applications. For example, UMVs and UAVs 
provide more efficient ways to execute various challenging tasks. However, these systems are usually featured with dynamics 

coupling, actuator saturation, underactuated structure, time-varying disturbance, etc., thereby resulting in great challenges 

and difficulties in system analysis and controller design. Recently, by employing intelligent approaches, advanced control 
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methodologies for unmanned systems have been rapidly developed. Note that the dynamic environment is usually changing 

and the unmanned systems must adapt themselves accordingly. In this context, on one hand, more efforts should be focused 
on the methodology of the learning system. For example, fast adaptation and self-organizing capability are essentially 

required. On the other hand, advanced analysis tools should be deployed to enhance the control performance. Towards this 

end, human-like intelligence should be integrated tightly with nonlinear design for complex control tasks of autonomous 
systems. The main objective of this edited book is to address various challenges and issues pertinent to the intelligent control 

of UMVs and UAVs. 

TECHNOLOGY 

Advances in Polymers for Biomedical Applications 

Deepak Pathania and Bhuvanesh Gupta (Central University of Jammu, Rahya Suchani, Bagla, 

Distt. Samba, Jammu and Kashmir, India) 

In series: Polymer Science and Technology 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-612-8. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-613-5. $270.00. 
Polymers have generated considerable interest in a large number of technologically important fields such as human healthcare 

systems. Polymers represent a very important domain of materials and have become an integral part of day to day human 

life. Polymers exist in nature; they have been and continue to be an integral part of the universe. This book is intended for 
scientists and researchers to use in their research or in their professional practice in polymer chemistry and its biomedical 

applications. Multiple biological, synthetic and hybrid polymers are used for multiple medical applications. A wide range of 

different polymers are available, and they have the advantage to be tunable in physical, chemical and biological properties 
and in a wide range to match the requirements of specific applications. This book gives a brief overview about the 

introduction and developments of polymers for different applications. The biomedical polymers comprise not only bulk 

materials, but also coatings and pharmaceutical nano-carriers for drugs. The surface modification of the inorganic 
nanoparticles with a physically or chemically end-tethered polymer chain has been employed to overcome the problems 

associated with the polymers. Chemically attached polymer chains not only stabilize the inorganic nanoparticles, but also 

lead to photosensitivity, bioactivity, biocompatibility and pharmacological properties in the composites. Polymer 
encapsulated silica nanocomposites (mesoporous) have potential applications in different fields, such as optics, bio-catalysis, 

microelectronics bone tissue engineering, coatings cosmetics, inks, agriculture, drug release systems, diagnoses, enzyme 

imaging, temperature-responsive materials, and thermosensitive vehicles for cellular imaging. Polymer grafted nanosized 
particles are known to have excellent properties such as good dispersion ability in solvents and polymer matrices. Polymer-

based controlled drug delivery systems have some specific advantages, such as improved efficiency and reduced toxicity. 

The incorporation of a thermoresponsive polymer layer often enhances protein absorption and specific biomolecular tagging 
through hydrogen bonding. As a result, the nanocomposite gets cleared from the body at a faster rate (blood residence 

becomes low). This book is composed of fourteen edited chapters; it is intended for scientists and researchers to use in their 

research or in their professional practice in polymer chemistry and its biomedical applications. 

Analytical Models of Thermal and Phase-Transformation-Induced Stresses in Materials 

with Void Defects I 

Ladislav Ceniga (Kosice, Slovakia) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2018. 185 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-526-8. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-527-5. $95.00. 

This book presents original analytical models of thermal and phase-transformation-induced stresses in isotropic components 

of two-component materials with void defects (i.e., dual-phase steel, materials of the precipitate-matrix type, etc.). These 
defects (i.e., pores, flaws) are a consequence of technological processes (e.g., powder metallurgy processes). These stresses, 

which are observed during a cooling process, originate below the relaxation temperature of a two-component material. The 

thermal stresses are a consequence of different thermal expansion coefficients of material components. The phase-
transformation-induced stresses are a consequence of different dimensions of crystalline lattices, which originate during a 

phase transformation. The void defects exhibit a significant influence on mechanical properties of materials, as well as on 
the thermal and phase-transformation-induced stresses. This influence is included within the analytical models in this book. 

Accordingly, this book can be considered to present unique analytical results. The analytical models result from a suitable 

model material system, which corresponds to real two-component materials. These models are determined by different 
mathematical procedures, which are applied to fundamental equations of solid continuum mechanics. These different 

procedures result in different partial differential equations with non-zero right-hand sides. These differential equations result 

in different mathematical solutions for the thermal and phase-transformation-induced stresses. Finally, due to these different 
solutions, the principle of minimum total potential energy of an elastic solid body is required to be considered. Results of 
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this book are applicable within basic research (solid continuum mechanics, theoretical physics, materials science), as well as 

within the practice of engineering. 

Barnacles: Recent Progress in Biology and Antifouling 

Ryusuke Kado, Haruo Mimura and Noriyuki Endo (Marine Ecology Research Institute, 

Yamabuki-cho, Shinjuku, Tokyo) 

In series: Marine Science and Technology 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-444-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-445-2. $95.00. 
This book is composed of two sections, Ecological and Fundamental Researches and Approach to Antifouling. Both sections 

contain research trends on barnacles that have been collected from laboratory work and field studies. Section I: Ecological 

and Fundamental Researches Chapter One describes the traditional taxonomy and phylogenetic studies of thoracican 
barnacles based on morphological examinations. Chapter Two reviews ever rearing trials of the lepadid larvae and introduces 

recent examples of successful rearing of their larvae and settlement. Chapter Three focuses on barnacle larval dispersal and 

settlement from the ecological aspects, with common and specific mechanisms on the larval dispersal and settlement 

summarized. In Chapter Four, chemical cues in barnacle larval settlement are described. In Chapter Five, the authors describe 

the recent advances on the cellular biology of cyprid cement gland and the molecular characteristics of cyprid cement 

materials of the barnacle, Megabalanus rosa. Chapter Six describes the roles of the larval sense of vision in barnacles. Section 
II: Approach to Antifouling Chapter Seven centers around the antifouling properties of soft materials such as silicone and 

hydrogels against barnacles both in laboratory and field assays. Chapter Eight concerns the settlement of controllable 

barnacle populations via LED blue light emission. Chapter Nine concludes the book with a discussion about qPCR to species 
specific detection of barnacle larvae. 

Building a Sustainable Global Strategy: A Framework of Core Competence, Product 

Architecture, Supply Chain Management and IT Strategy 

Young Won Park (Faculty of Economics, Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences, 

Saitama University and Manufacturing Management Research Center, Graduate School of 

Economics, The University of Tokyo, Japan) 

In series: Manufacturing Technology Research 
2017. 226 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53611-942-8. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53611-962-6. $160.00. 
Understanding the modern complexity of doing business in a globalized market has become an absolute necessity for the 

survival of a company today. This book is a must have guide to navigate through the sea of overwhelming information and 

sometimes fuzzy variables in the business world. This book analyzes the success and the failures of prominent firms with 
track records as global leaders. It also presents the proven strategies for success in today’s completive environment. The case 

studies in this book act as invaluable tools. This book is a must-have resource for understanding and achieving success in 

today’s globalized market. Building a Sustainable Global Strategy addresses the issues that firms are desperately trying to 
solve. In the forefront, firms are striving to effectively respond to the dynamic global market and the intense competition that 

exists. Strategies for establishing competitive advantage are presented through in-depth research and case studies. 

Furthermore, an extensive analysis of the methods for penetrating the emerging markets (China, India and Brazil in 
particular), as well as their responsiveness to the needs of the local market are also presented. In addition, satisfying 

customers’ constantly changing needs drive firms to seek ways to be adaptive and responsive. The author’s field research 

provided here aids firms in establishing flexible business production and service processes. This book clarifies the complex 
inter-connection between business activities, thus providing the insight necessary for strategically being adaptive and 

responsive. Another strategy presented and examined through case studies is architecture analysis. Through architecture 

analysis, this book shows how linkage competence keeps firms in a dynamic balance between the seemingly opposing 
requirements for product attractiveness (i.e., customer competence) and technology level (i.e., technology competence). Also, 

IT strategy is utilized to examine the dynamic role of product architecture in supply chain management. This book discusses 

several examples of Korean global firms (i.e., LG, Samsung and Hyundai) and Japanese global firms (i.e., Honda, Toyota, 
Nissan and Panasonic). The reasons for the success of Japanese firms’ marketing strategies in the Brazilian, Russian, Indian 

and Chinese markets are expertly analyzed and exposed for the reader’s benefit. Through extensive interviews and fieldwork 
studies, this book provides practical examples that draw attention to the successful comprehensive manufacturing strategies 

of Japanese and Korean manufacturing companies. The proven success of integrating core competence, product architecture, 

global supply chain management and IT strategy is a key theme presented in this book. Indeed, the wealth of information 
within these pages is immeasurable. 

Cellular Manufacturing Systems: Recent Developments, Analysis and Case Studies 

Gürsel A. Süer and Mitsuo Gen (ISE Department, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, USA and 

Fuzzy Logic Systems Institute, Japan and Tokyo University of Science, Japan) 
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In series: Manufacturing Technology Research 
2017. 613 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-879-6. $310.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-880-2. $310.00. 

The chapters included in this book represent the work from the US, Canada, Japan, China, India, Iran, Netherlands, Turkey, 
Slovakia, and Portugal. The book attempts to cover the cellular manufacturing area from various angles. In terms of solution 

techniques, different approaches such as heuristics, mathematical models, networks models, genetic algorithm approaches, 

artificial neural networks, knowledge-based algorithms, a space search algorithm, simulated annealing, fuzzy concepts, 
analytic hierarchy processes and simulation are included in the book. As for performance measures, most chapters target a 

single objective whereas some others cover multiple objectives. In terms of the complexity of the problems, the authors 

divide them into simpler single phase problems versus more complex problems that require multiple-phase solutions. Most 
of the chapters discuss deterministic problems. On the other hand, a few of the chapters focus on stochastic cases. There are 

many new concepts and solution approaches covered in this book. The details of the material coverage is listed in the 

following paragraphs. The book starts with the evolution of cellular manufacturing. In terms of design-related issues, it covers 
the application of math modeling for cell formation, family and subfamily formation, production system selection, formation 

and evaluation of design alternatives, machine layout, dynamic cells, virtual cells, cell formation considering alternative 

routes, remainder cells, cell formation with product of life cycle considerations, demand-variability based cell formation, 

layered cellular design, assembly cells and a recent Japanese proposition called SERU cells. All types of cells, namely labor-

intensive cells, machine-intensive cells and robotic cells are covered in the book. In terms of operational and control issues, 

human skills, manpower allocation, cell size determination, dispatching rules, parallel machine scheduling, flowshop 
scheduling, re-entrant flowshop scheduling, flexible job shop scheduling, assembly line balancing, process planning and 

scheduling, multiple-resource scheduling, cell loading and cell scheduling, synchronized flow, planning concepts such as 

period batch control, polka, Kanban, conwip and more are discussed. Cases studies include electromechanical assembly, 
bicycle manufacturing, igniter assembly system, jewelry manufacturing and semi-conductor industry. We believe that this 

book will be of value to students, researchers, academicians and practitioners. 

Concrete and Concrete Structures: A Review and Directions for Research 

Dorian Thomas and Pascal Vivien 

In series: Construction Materials and Engineering 
2017. 275 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-795-9. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-796-6. $195.00. 
Concrete and Concrete Structures: A Review and Directions for Research opens with a chapter by Juan M. Moro, Romina 

S. Meneses, and Néstor F. Ortega presenting research on recycled concrete in an effort to improve durability. Next, Germán 

D. Ercolani, Néstor F. Ortega, and Daniel H. Felix examine different methods of crack detection to determine the best course 
of repair. Rina (Irina) Wasserman discusses a study on alkali-solutions-caused changes in cement pastes and concretes, after 

which Romina S. Meneses, Juan M. Moro, and Néstor F. Ortega deliberate on research on corrosion in structural elements 

of reinforced concrete exposed to flexion. Following this, Alireza Joshaghani explores the durability of concrete prepared 
with sugarcane bagasse ash. Behrouz Behnam investigates the post-earthquake fire resistance of reinforced concrete 

structures. Continuing, Néstor F. Ortega exhibits results of a study focusing on the performance of reinforced concrete beams 

exposed to accelerated corrosion. In closing, Alireza Joshaghani studies self-compacting concrete mixtures by using blended 
binders comprised of sugarcane bagasse ash and rice husk ash. 

Critical Issues in the History of Spaceflight 

Steven J. Dick and Roger D. Launius (Editors) 

In series: Space Science, Exploration and Policies 
2018. 552 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-695-1. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-696-8. $270.00. 

At a May 1981 ''Proseminar in Space History''held at the Smithsonian Institution's National Air and Space Museum (NASM) 

in Washington, DC, historians came together to consider the state of the discipline of space history. It was an historic 

occasion. The community of scholars interested in the history of spaceflight was not large; previously, well-meaning but 

untrained aficionados consumed with artifacts had dominated the field, to the exclusion of the larger context. At a 
fundamental level, this proseminar represented a ''declaration of independence'' for what might be called the ''new aerospace 

history.'' In retrospect, it may be interpreted as marking the rise of space history as a recognizable subdiscipline within the 

field of U.S. history. Bringing together a diverse collection of scholars to review the state of the art in space history, this 
proseminar helped in a fundamental manner to define the field and to chart a course for future research. Its participants set 

about the task of charting a course for collecting, preserving, and disseminating the history of space exploration within a 

larger context of space policy and technology. In large measure, the course charted by the participants in this 1981 proseminar 
aided in advancing a very successful agenda of historical research, writing, and understanding of space history. Not every 

research project has yielded acceptable results, nor can it be expected to do so, but the sum of the effort since 1981 has been 

impressive. The opportunities for both the exploration of space and for recording its history have been significant. Both 
endeavors are noble and aimed at the enhancement of humanity. Whither the history of spaceflight Only time will tell. But 

there has been an emergent ''new aerospace history'' of which space history is a central part that moves beyond an overriding 
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concern for the details of the artifact to emphasize the broader role of the spacecraft. More importantly, it emphasizes the 

whole technological system, including not just the vehicle but also the other components that make up the aerospace climate, 
as an integral part of the human experience. It suggests that many unanswered questions spur the development of flight and 

that inquisitive individuals seek to know that which they do not understand. 

Current STEM. Volume 1 

Maurice HT Ling (Principal Partner, Colossus Technologies LLP, Singapore) 

In series: Current STEM 

Edited by: Dr. Maurice Ling (Principal Partner, Colossus Technologies LLP, Singapore)  
2018. 232 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-416-2. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-417-9. $160.00. 

Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics – collectively known as STEM – are rapidly advancing fields in their 

own rights. As a book series, Current STEM aims to be a friendly forum for both academic researchers and industrial 
practitioners to present their work as book chapters. Hence, the chapters should be varied, and this is intended. Current STEM 

encompasses the type of work to encourage a generation of researcher-practitioners. The authors and editor hope this 

inaugural volume will be a pleasure to a wide audience. 

Data Storage: Systems, Management and Security Issues 

Caio Almeida Cunha 

In series: Research Methodology and Data Analysis 
2017. 132 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-827-7. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-828-4. $82.00. 

Data Storage: Systems, Management and Security Issues begins with a chapter comparing digital or electronic storage 

systems, such as magnetic, optical, and flash, with biological data storage systems, like DNA and human brain memory. In 
the main part of the chapter, the following quantitative storage traits are discussed: data organization, functionality, data 

density, capacity, power consumption, redundancy, integrity, access time, data transfer rate. Afterwards, various facets of 

data warehouses as well as the necessity for security measures are reviewed. Because the significance of security tools is 
greater than ever before, the pertinent strategies and economics are discussed. The final chapter supplements this by 

discussing media and storage systems reliability and confidentiality in order to make a greater claim about storage security. 

Confidentiality, integrity and availability are three aspects of security identified as ones that should be preserved during data 

transmission, processing and storage. 

Electrophoretic Deposition (EPD): Advances in Applications and Research 

Nathan Bass 

In series: Manufacturing Technology Research 
2017. 114 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-302-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-320-3. $82.00. 

Electrophoretic deposition (EPD) is attracting many researchers’ attention nowadays because of its numerous advantages, 
such as simple deposition apparatus, fast deposition rate, and the ease of deposition with a controlled thickness, compared to 

the other processing techniques. Chapter One reports the effectiveness of AC-EPD for the deposition and infiltration of 

various ceramic nanoparticles in an aqueous suspension. In Chapter Two, the authors discuss the functionalization of SnO2 
thick films prepared by electrophoretic deposition. Chapter Three concludes that despite being a wet process, EPD offers 

easy control of the thickness and morphology of a deposited film through simple adjustments to the deposition time and the 

applied potential. 

Eutrophication: Causes, Mechanisms and Ecological Effects 

Frederick Howell 

In series: Marine Science and Technology 
2017. 187 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-173-5. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-197-1. $82.00. 

This book begins with an investigation on the range of macrofauna and meiofauna species with potential for use as indicators 

of the benthic conditions throughout the eutrophic Kingston Harbour, presented in Chapter One. Chapter Two evaluates the 
percentage of a fish skin dye effluent rejection by means of polyethersulfone, polysulfone and NaCl blends, made with okara 

(BOK), corn straw (BCO) and without presence of biomass (BP). Chapter Three compares the photodegradation of Reactive 

Blue 198 (RB198) and Reactive Blue 250 (RB250) dyes and evaluates the effect of the dyes’ chemical structure and catalyst 
concentration in the photocatalytic process. Chapter Four covers the degradation of fish skins tanning process wastewater 

using ZnO supported on NaY and NaA zeolites. In Chapter Five, the authors evaluate the pH effect and the direct electrical 
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current on COD reduction in treatment of the galvanic industry effluent applying the electrocoagulation. In Chapter Six, the 

authors performed the electrocoagulation process for water treatment, comparing the efficiency of the results with the 
addition of an organic coagulant (Tanfloc SG). Finally, Chapter Seven covers a study on the use of natural coagulant Moringa 

oleifera extracted in saline sodium chloride (KCl 1M) in the process of coagulation/flocculation/ sedimentation for water 

treatment. 

Exploring Potential Synergy between Sustainable Forest Ecosystem Management and 

Technological Progress in Regionally Segmented Canadian Logging Industries: Bioeconomic 

Perspectives and Nonparametric Modeling 

Asghedom Ghebremichael (Research Economist, the Environment and Natural Resources) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 223 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53611-850-6. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53611-871-1. $160.00. 

Explaining the natural limits on the carrying capacity of forest ecosystems to natural and human-induced disturbances 

underpinned the goal of this study. Hypothesized mutually reinforcing beneficial effects of sustainable forest ecosystem 

management (SFEM) practices and total factor productivity growth (TFPG) in regionally segmented Canadian logging 

industries were examined. Two complementary methodologies were applied: (1) A normative bioeconomic analysis of 
SFEM, and (2) an analysis of TFPG, which is a commonly accepted indicator of technological progress. Sluggish, but upward 

trends in TFPG appeared to support the hypothesized outcomes that logging operations were technically efficient, that firms 

in each regional industry had comparative cost advantages in the marketplace, and that the unavoidable adverse effects of 
logging operations on integrity of forest ecosystems were tolerable, given the economic fact that logging sustains the forest 

sector’s significant role in the overall performance of the national economy. However, low TFPG implied a need for strategic 

policy that would boost investments in research and development to promote technological progress, so as to ensure 
environmental quality, sustainable timber supply, and competitiveness in the Canadian forest sector. Society derives multiple 

benefits from TFPG that include: (i) A synergetic combination of factor accumulation and TFPG, which is one of the engines 
of economic growth; (ii) a minimization of the natural capital stock, timber, and depletion; (iii) the mitigation of the wasteful 

use of scarce-productive resources; (iv) the mitigation of adverse impacts of inflation on economic growth; (v) the 

maximization of profits due to economic savings made in production processes; (vi) the reallocation of “freed” productive 
resources to the production of other goods and services, leading to technical and economic efficiency; and (vii) the 

improvements in the competitive position of the Canadian forest sector. Accordingly, this book concluded with a list of 

policy recommendations. 

Fundamentals of Fuel Injection and Emission in Two-Stroke Engines 

Wladyslaw Mitianiec (Institute of Automobiles and Internal Combustion Engines, Cracow 

University of Technology, Cracow, Poland) 

In series: Mechanical Engineering Theory and Applications 
2017. 355 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-472-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-941-0. $230.00. 

The main goal of the book is the presentation of the last theoretical and experimental works concerning fuel injection systems, 
mainly in small power two-stroke engines as well as in marine engines. This book includes thirteen chapters devoted to the 

processes of fuel injection and the combustion that takes place in a stratified charge within the cylinders of two-stroke 

engines. In the first two chapters, the division into different injection systems in two-stroke engines and each injection system 
is briefly described. Various theoretical and practical solutions of fueling system designs are described. In Chapter Three, 

mathematical models, the spatial movement of gas in the cylinder and the combustion chamber are introduced, taking into 

account the turbulence of the charge. Chapter Four relates to the behavior of fuel injected into the gaseous medium, including 
evaporation processes, disintegration and processes occurring while the fuel drops connect with the wall. The next section 

describes the zero-dimensional model of fuel injection in two-stroke engines along with examples of numerical calculations. 

The sixth chapter is devoted to CFD multi-dimensional models of movement and evaporation of the fuel in a closed gaseous 

medium, occurring also in other engine types. Chapter Seven describes a two-zone model of the combustion process and the 

effect of the geometry of the combustion chamber on the flame propagation with a simplified verification model of 
combustion. Chapter Eight compares the propagation phase of gas and liquid fuels concerning direct fuel injection as well 

as the direct fuel injection from the cylinder head and the thermodynamic parameters of the charge. The formation of the 

components during the combustion process in the direct fuel injection two-stroke engine was obtained by numerical 
calculations and results are discussed in Chapter Nine. Chapter Ten describes the parameters of the two-stroke engine with 

a direct fuel injection carried out at the Cracow University of Technology. Additionally, the chapter presents CFD simulations 

of fuel propagation and combustion processes, taking into account the formation of toxic components and exhaust gas 
emission. The processes of two direct rich mixture injection systems – FAST and RMIS – developed in CUT are presented 

in Chapter Eleven. Miscellaneous problems of direct fuel injection, such as characteristics of fuel injectors, problems of 

direct gaseous fuel injection, and the application of fuelling systems in outboard engines and snowmobile vehicles are 
presented in Chapter Twelve. A comparison of working parameters in two- and four stroke engines is also mapped out. The 

last chapters contain the final conclusions and remarks concerning fuel injection and emission of exhaust gases in small two-
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stroke engines. This book is a comprehensive monograph on fuel injection. The author presents a series of theoretical and 

design information from his own experience and on the basis of the works of other authors. The main text intends to direct 
fuel injection with respect to gas motion in the combustion chamber and influence the injection parameters for exhaust 

emission. The book presents its own theoretical work and experimental tests concerning a two-stroke gasoline engine with 

electrically controlled direct fuel injection. The book describes the processes of a general nature also occurring in other types 
of engines and presents a comparison of different injection systems on working parameters and gas emission. The book 

contains 294 images, 290 equations and 16 tables obtained from the CFD simulation and experimental works. 

Global Earth Changes Management: Technological Advances in Change Observation 

Rustam B. Rustamov (Assoc. Prof. Dr., Senior Scientist, Baku, Azerbaijan), Sefer Kurnaz, 

Sabina N. Hasanova, and Yahya A. Rahimov 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 306 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-770-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-771-3. $230.00. 

This book is dedicated to the study of climate change with aspects of defining segments in the indicated area. The fact is that 

it is highly important to provide contributions for an investigation into this area. Earth observation studies embrace the 

contribution of a variety of international institutions and entities providing efforts of environmental protection for reducing 

and minimizing the Earth’s climate change consequences. In the meantime, scientific outcomes of Earth monitoring with a 
reflection of segments affecting the environment and ecological condition of the investigated area are demonstrated. There 

is reflected efforts of climate change within the framework of states, international institutions and entities in order to minimize 

a change in the Earth’s temperature. Attempts have been demonstrated in the area provided by early and recent contributions 
within the Kyoto Protocol and Paris Agreement with commitments for interested sites of participant countries. In the 

meantime, the contents of the book include the investigations of authors and contributions of other scientists, researches and 

specialists in climate change. It provides additional information in understanding the process. There is some answer as to 
how and where there are sensitive areas to be considered in the measurement and observation stage of investigations, which 

could be helpful in decision making by authorities. We do hope materials that the materials presented in the book chapters 

will be useful for specialists and authorities involved in the study and use of outcomes for climate changes based on Earth 
observations. Key words: Climate change, Kyoto Protocol, Paris Agreement, United Nations, NATO, high technology 

applications, Earth observation, environmental studies by use of space technology advances. 

Hydrometallurgy: Applications, Technology and Research 

Rodrigo Cabrera 

In series: Chemical Engineering Methods and Technology 
2017. 176 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-417-0. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-423-1. $82.00. 
Hydrometallurgy is one of the main routes for obtaining metals that are needed for society development and for our everyday 

life. Chapter One presents the basics of hydrometallurgy, namely its main stages leaching, purification and/or concentration 

of pregnant leach solutions (PLSs), and metals’ recovery. Chapter Two focuses on the gold extraction processes that involve 
the use or addition of industrial grade oxygen to optimise the processes. In particular, it looks at how oxygen can be used to 

increase the throughput and/or gold recovery and make the processes more flexible. Chapter Three gives an overview of the 

microbially-mediated metal transformations in which iron oxides potentially provide an applicable biotechnological method 
for efficient removal of pollutants from ground waters and wastewaters. Chapter Four assesses the hydrometallurgical process 

based on leaching, deironization, and purification of bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)amide salt including RE components. 

Impacting the Digital Divide on a Global Scale: Case Studies of Mobile Technology 

Integration in Schools around the World 

Savilla I. Banister (Bowling Green State University, Ohio, USA) 

In series: Internet Theory, Technology and Applications 

In series: Electronics and Telecommunications Research 
2017. 159 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-362-3. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-480-4. $82.00. 

This book delineates strategies of mobile technology integration in local schools around the world. The pool of teacher 

participants consists of 93 teachers from 46 countries, including Argentina, Bolivia, Cambodia, Colombia, Costa Rica, 
Estonia, Guatemala, Honduras, India, Jordan, Latvia, Mali, Mongolia, Nepal, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Senegal and Venezuela. 

Impacting the Digital Divide shares powerful stories of educators around the world integrating real world technologies to 

support teaching and learning. Many of these teachers live and work in regions where resources are limited, yet they offer a 
perspective of innovation and engagement. Inspired by their participation in the US Department of State’s Teaching 

Excellence and Achievement (TEA) program, the teachers and administrators in local schools have implemented strategies 

using mobile technologies to support active learning environments and teacher professional development. While barriers of 
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limited Internet availability, lack of electricity, and a paucity of digital devices in schools are certainly present in the TEA 

educators’ experiences, they have found ways to maximize use and productivity by employing digital mobile devices (most 
often, cell phones). Access to mobile phones for teachers, school administrators, parents and even students continues to 

increase in most countries, and the ingenuity and determination of these educators challenges those passionate about 

meaningful learning to energetically harness these tools for optimal educational experiences. Impacting the Digital Divide 
provides honest examples of educators around the world bridging technological inequities in order to better prepare students 

for the digital age. 

Intelligent Marine Vehicles: Theory and Applications 

Er Meng Joo, Ning Wang, Lian Zhichao, Mahardhika Pratama, and Sanjay Sharma (School of 

EEE, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore) 

In series: Robotics Research and Technology 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-446-9. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-447-6. $95.00. 

Unmanned marine vehicles (UMVs) is a collective term commonly used to describe autonomous underwater vehicles, 

remotely operated vehicles, semi-submersibles, and unmanned surface craft. UMVs are heavily used in the military, civilian, 

and scientific communities for undertaking designated missions whilst either operating autonomously and/or in co-operation 

with other types of vehicles. Advanced marine vehicles are increasing their capabilities and the degree of autonomy more 
and more in order to perform more sophisticated maritime missions. Remotely operated vehicles are no longer cost-effective 

since they are limited by economic support costs, and the presence and skills of the human operator. Alternatively, 

autonomous surface and underwater vehicles have the potential to operate with greatly reduced overhead costs and level of 
operator intervention. An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), commonly known as a drone, is an aircraft without a human pilot 

aboard. UAVs are a component of an unmanned aircraft system (UAS); these include a UAV, a ground-based controller, and 

a system of communications between the two. Compared to manned aircraft, UAVs were originally used for missions too 
"dull, dirty or dangerous" for humans. While they originated mostly in military applications, their use is rapidly expanding 

to commercial, scientific, recreational, agricultural, and other applications such as policing, peacekeeping and surveillance, 

product deliveries, aerial photography, agriculture, smuggling, and drone racing. Civilian UAVs now vastly outnumber 
military UAVs, with estimates of over a million sold by 2015, so they can be seen as an early commercial application of 

Autonomous Things, to be followed by the autonomous car and home robots. Nowadays, UMVs and UAVs are playing an 

increasingly important role in both controlling community and engineering applications. For example, UMVs and UAVs 
provide more efficient ways to execute various challenging tasks. However, these systems are usually featured with dynamics 

coupling, actuator saturation, underactuated structure, time-varying disturbance, etc., thereby resulting in great challenges 

and difficulties in system analysis and controller design. Recently, by employing intelligent approaches, advanced control 
methodologies for unmanned systems have been rapidly developed. Note that the dynamic environment is usually changing 

and the unmanned systems must adapt themselves accordingly. In this context, on one hand, more efforts should be focused 

on the methodology of the learning system. For example, fast adaptation and self-organizing capability are essentially 
required. On the other hand, advanced analysis tools should be deployed to enhance the control performance. Towards this 

end, human-like intelligence should be integrated tightly with nonlinear design for complex control tasks of autonomous 
systems. The main objective of this edited book is to address various challenges and issues pertinent to the intelligent control 

of UMVs and UAVs. 

Marine Engineering: Emerging Developments and Global Challenges 

Amalie O. Rasmussen 

In series: Oceanography and Ocean Engineering 
2017. 166 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-499-6. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-516-0. $95.00. 

Marine transportation is considered as an integral part of the global economy as more than 90 per cent of global trade goods 
are carried through the sea. The shipping industry underwent a tremendous growth during the last century (from 2.6 billion 

tons annual shipments in 1970 to 9.2 billion tons annual shipments in 2012). The International Maritime Organization (IMO) 

has been vigorously seeking for new measures for further improvements in energy efficiency and emissions reduction, and 
swift implementation of these measures to reduce the harmful emissions from international shipping. Chapter One provides 

the basic formulation of a coupled finite element of interface. It is followed by two examples of applications related to the 
vertical (uplift) or lateral loading of a suction caisson. In Chapter Two, the authors try to introduce some examples of 

propulsion layouts related to their previous experience introducing simplified criteria for a global design of the propulsion 

layout. This is achieved by melting mechatronics, fluid dynamics and more generally miscellaneous engineering topics that 
are often deeply studied by different working teams with different competences. In Chapter Three, a comprehensive overview 

of green ship technologies is presented which includes basic concepts, principles and potential, related core issues and 

possible solutions. 
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Microgrid Load Optimization Based on Generalized Demand Side Resources 

Yimin Zhou (Shenzhen Institutes Advanced Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, 

China) 

In series: Quality Control Engineering and Manufacturing 
2018. 201 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-049-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-050-8. $195.00. 
The current power grid in China has a series of problems, such as aging infrastructure, the growing lack of resources, and 

the continued growth of energy demand and environmental pollution, which proposes new requirements for national grid 

construction. The smart grid is the trend for the future development of the power grid. The smart grid emphasizes interaction 
with user information and energy. The user energy management system can adjust and optimize the charging and discharging 

of the energy storage device according to the user's dynamic real-time load. It can quickly and accurately predict power load, 

change user electricity consumption behavior through the price mechanism so as to achieve load shifting, energy conservation 
and improve power supply efficiency. The distributed power system including renewable energies has quite a number of 

uncertainties, and electric usage behavior is random with a high degree of freedom, which is a complex system with multiple 

time scales and strong coupling. Therefore, how to effectively manage the uncertainty of the intermittent power, energy 

conversion equipment and the diversity of load variation are important problems which should be solved in the first place. 

Furthermore, under different operating conditions and constraints, to realize economic operation and reliable multi-power 

supply with a high degree unity is the key technical problem faced with energy management and optimization scheduling in 
the distributed grid. This book investigates the individual load prediction and analyzes the power generation from renewable 

resources so as to optimize the configuration of the renewable energies and traditional grid. Based on the developed model 

and data from individual users, the load prediction of certain areas can be achieved so as to lower the difficulties of 
optimization and prediction, and enhance the precision accuracy and management levels. Power load prediction is based on 

comprehensibility, possibility and controllability such as control theories. The current resources can be effectively analyzed 

to optimize the renewable resources configuration and penetration, as well as the usage strategy of the user's electric 
appliances. It can reduce the dependence on traditional energy sources and ensure the energy generation capacity to follow 

the load variation tendency and improve the energy efficiency of the power system, its safety and its reliability, and to reduce 

emissions of carbon dioxide and pollutants, which is beneficial for the construction of the smart grid. 

Networked Control Systems: Research Challenges and Advances for Application 

Eduardo Paciencia Godoy (São Paulo State University (Unesp), Sorocaba, SP, Brazil) 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2018. 212 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-105-5. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-106-2. $160.00. 

The research topic of networked control systems has been the focus over the last 15 years for the academic and industrial 

sectors. Networked control systems (NCSs) are distributed control systems in which the sensors, actuators, and controllers 
are physically separated and connected through an industrial network. NCSs represent the evolution of control architectures, 

providing greater modularity and control decentralization, maintenance ease and diagnosis, and lower cost of 

implementation. The R&D on NCSs has been overcoming the effects of the network delays, packet losses and message 
sampling intervals on NCS performance and stability. The advances in wireless networking technology and the proliferation 

of industrial wireless sensors have led to an increasing interest in using wireless networks for closed loop control. The main 

advantages of Wireless Networked Control Systems (WNCSs) are the reconfigurability, easy commissioning and the 
possibility of installation in places where cabling is impossible. Despite these advantages, a major problem must be 

considered for practical implementations of WNCSs. The technological concern in WNCSs is the energy efficiency of the 

devices. As the sensors are powered by batteries, the lowest possible consumption is required to extend battery lifetime 
without compromising the WNCS control performance. Recently, there has been great interest in the development of IoT-

based NCSs. This new type of architecture in which control systems are integrated with IoT-based infrastructures represents 

the next evolution of networked control architectures. Even though this idea enables a whole range of novel functionalities, 
feedback control design and architectures for IoT imposes significant challenges that have not been addressed yet. This book 

compiles the last theoretical and experimental results in the topics of NCSs and WNCSs and starts discussing the last trend 
of IoT-based NCSs. The book focuses on presenting the research challenges within these topics and the last advances to 

enable their application in the industry. 

Noise Reduction: Methods, Applications and Technology 

Marc Farrow 

In series: Acoustics Research and Technology 
2018. 200 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-541-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-542-8. $95.00. 

In Noise Reduction: Methods, Applications and Technology, the authors open with an overview of image denoising 
approaches. The review covers additive and multiplicative noise reduction methods in the spatial, frequency and wavelet 

domains, as well as their applications. Finally, experimental qualitative and quantitative evaluations on synthetic and real 
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images corrupted by noise of different distributions are presented and discussed. Then next chapter begins with introduction 

to multiple camera systems: their usage, structure, hardware and applications. Some examples of existing systems are be 
presented along with quantitative comparison of parameters like: sensor resolution, technology, frame rate, shutter-related 

features, need and means for temporal synchronization. Next, optical phase induced interference noise (PIIN) in a sensor 

network is reduced by using optical phase modulation in both a SCOS and a fiber Bragg grating (FBG), and strain induced 
noise on the optical fiber sensor is reduced using a differential sensor setup called a push-pull SCOS. Phase modulation and 

differentiation are then combined to allow for simultaneous noise reduction from different noise sources and allow for optical 

sensing of electric fields in harsh environments. Additionally, the signal processing approaches that exploit the spatial and 
temporal-spectral characteristics of the flaw echo and noise for enhanced defect detection and noise reduction in ultrasonic 

NDE are presented. Results from simulation studies and experiments on the real industrial samples are presented to evaluate 

the techniques, and demonstrate their robustness and advantages over the classical methods. Lastly, the authors show how 
Riga City Municipality has managed to fulfil the main goal of the ‘Directive 2002/49/EC of the European Parliament and of 

the Council of 25 June 2002 relating to the assessment and management of environmental noise’ – to reduce the number of 
environmental noise affected people in Riga agglomeration. 

Organic Solar Cells: Advances in Research and Applications 

Modest Voronov 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 127 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-401-9. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-412-5. $82.00. 

The last two decades have seen unprecedented research progress made in the fabrication and testing of organic solar cell 

(OSC) devices due to, among other things, rapid growth of interest in the development of organic materials for photovoltaic 
applications, the ease of processing, and the prospect of achieving high power conversion efficiency (PCE) cost effectively. 

The effects of impurity doping at the ppm level in photovoltaic organic semiconductors, including: (i) “Seven-nines” 

purification of organic semiconductors, (ii) pn-control of single and co-deposited organic semiconductors by impurity 
doping, (iii) ionization sensitization of doping showing the doping efficiency of 100%, (iv) ppm-doping effects in the simplest 

n+p-homojunction organic photovoltaic cells, and (v) the Hall effect of bulk-doped organic single crystals, are discussed in 
Chapter One. In Chapter Two the fabrication and characterization of perovskite-type solar cells are reviewed and summarized 

such as CH3NH3PbI3, [HC(NH2)2]PbI3, and CsSnI3, which are expected for solar cell materials. Chapter Three proposes 

an experimental method to tailor SDE and optimize the power conversion efficiency (PCE), based on the electrical transport 
curve. Chapter Four provides a brief history of organic photovoltaic cell devices, factors limiting stability and power 

conversion efficiency, fundamental parameters that have been reported to improve the general performance of the devices, 

and recent developments in organic solar cell devices. 

Phytoremediation: Methods, Management and Assessment 

Vladimir Matichenkov, Ph.D. (Group of Ecology and Physiology of Phototropic Organisms, 

Institute Basic Biological Problems, Russian Academy of Sciences, Pushchino, Moscow, 

Russia) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 376 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-116-1. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-117-8. $230.00. 

Phytoremediation is one of the cost effective procedures for cleaning or removing pollutants from soil or water matrices. 

Over the last few decades, thousands of publications about different aspects of phytoremediation were created. This massive 
amount of data requires systematization, classification and ordering. On the other hand, many aspects of phytoremediation 

are not elaborated properly. This current book contains classical and specific literature reviews, new approaches in 

phytoremediation techniques and new areas for the realization of phytoremediation, which is not related with traditional 
pollutants as heavy metals. The first chapter is a classical review about using high biomass non-hyperaccumulator plant 

species for remediation of the toxic metal polluted soils. This chapter provides a lot of information to help readers better 

understand physiological, biochemical, and molecular aspects of such regular plant species used to increase phytoremediation 
efficiency. The second chapter (“Arsenic, the Silent Threat: New Phytoremediation Strategies for Contaminated Soils and 

Waters”) provides information about one of the most dangerous toxic metalloids, which is known as arsenic. This chapter 

aims to describe the current state of research and advances of knowledge concerning the phytoremediation of arsenic-polluted 
areas, focusing on mechanisms of As response in plants and the different strategies to cope with the metalloid, tolerance 

mechanisms that can be used to modify arsenic uptake, transport or detoxification in order to improve phytoremediation 

efficiency. The selection of the right and most effective plant for phytoremediation is one of the most important parts of this 
book. Chanter Three is devoted to reviewing different grasses used for phytoremediation. Remediation techniques for the 

decontamination of impacted coastal environments have several specific peculiarities, including a high level of salt, which 

creates difficulties for selecting salt-tolerant plants. Halophytes’ plant potential for the decommissioning of toxic metals in 
polluted estuarine environments is reviewed in Chapter Four. The use of specific technologies that can dramatically increase 

phytoremediation efficiency are presented in the Chapter Five (the EDTA effect) and in Chapter Six (the effect of soluble Si 

substances). In Chapter Six, the sheme for Si-assisted phytoremediation procedures has been suggested as well. Fly ash 
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disposition is one of the bigger problems in the world, because heavy metals and metal(loid)s from fly ash deposits leach 

onto the surrounding environment and can cause environmental risks for soil, air, and water. The detailed review about the 
role of vascular plants in the phytoremediation of fly ash deposits is presented in the Chapter Seven. Phytoremediation using 

microalgae has been attracting great interest over recent years. Chapter Eight focuses on the phytoremediation of liquid 

(urban/industrial wastewaters and digestates) and gaseous (flue gases, biogas and air) effluents via microalgal-bacterial 
mixed cultures. Salinity today is one of the most serious problems, which is related to human activity and global climate 

change. The phytoremediation efficiency. The selection of the right and most effective plant for phytoremediation is one of 

the most important parts of this book. Chanter Three is devoted to reviewing different grasses used for phytoremediation. 
Remediation techniques for the decontamination of impacted coastal environments have several specific peculiarities, 

including a high level of salt, which creates difficulties for selecting salt-tolerant plants. Halophytes’ plant potential for the 

decommissioning of toxic metals in polluted estuarine environments is reviewed in Chapter Four. The use of specific 
technologies that can dramatically increase phytoremediation efficiency are presented in the Chapter Five (the EDTA effect) 

and in Chapter Six (the effect of soluble Si substances). In Chapter Six, the sheme for Si-assisted phytoremediation 
procedures has been suggested as well. Fly ash disposition is one of the bigger problems in the world, because heavy metals 

and metal(loid)s from fly ash deposits leach onto the surrounding environment and can cause environmental risks for soil, 

air, and water. The detailed review about the role of vascular plants in the phytoremediation of fly ash deposits is presented 
in the Chapter Seven. Phytoremediation using microalgae has been attracting great interest over recent years. Chapter Eight 

focuses on the phytoremediation of liquid (urban/industrial wastewaters and digestates) and gaseous (flue gases, biogas and 

air) effluents via microalgal-bacterial mixed cultures. Salinity today is one of the most serious problems, which is related to 
human activity and global climate change. The possibility of using specific plants for phytodesalination is described in 

Chapter Nine. 

Printed Electronics: Technologies, Applications and Challenges 

Kylian Yvon and Nathan Fabrice 

In series: Manufacturing Technology Research 
2017. 169 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-797-3. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-798-0. $95.00. 
In the first chapter, Urška Vrabič Brodnjak, PhD, Deja Muck, PhD, Helena Gabrijelčič Tomc, PhD, and Igor Karlovits, PhD 

provide a review of the many facets of printed smart labels in packaging, including the categorization, materials, techniques, 

environmental impacts, applications, and future trends. In the second chapter, Maja Klančnik, PhD, Helena Gabrijelčič Tomc, 
PhD, Diana Gregor Svetec, PhD, Marica Starešinič PhD, and Tatjana Rijavec, PhD give an overview of electrically 

conductive materials, fibers, inks, and printing solutions. In the third and final chapter, Umit Y. Ogras, Ujjwal Gupta, Jaehyun 

Park, and Ganapati Bhat compare FHE systems-on-polymer with traditional systems-on-chip. 

Recycling and Reuse of Materials 

Marcus A. Holst and Tilde M. Kjeldsen 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-466-7. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-467-4. $95.00. 

Recycling and Reuse of Materials begins by discussing the production of glass and ceramic products on the basis of recycling 

of decommitted products and residuals. Examples are given for production of foam glass, porous ceramic bodies and ceramic 
pigments from wastes and residuals originated from the same sector. The authors provide a comprehensive description of the 

recent trends and incoming approaches for creation of environmentally-friendly concepts for further development of the glass 

and ceramic industrial sectors. In the following study, options for conserving the functionality of geochemically scarce 
elements associated with aluminum life cycles are reviewed, including but not limited to changes in the diversity of Al alloys 

and in the composition of aluminum alloys and coatings. Lastly, the authors describe the manufacturing of an ecological 

ceramic tile, containing high percentage of industrial waste or sub-products coming from the ceramic and the recycled glass 
sector. The addition of these subproducts was performed in the three layers of the ceramic tile. 

Refractory Materials: Characteristics, Properties and Uses 

Christopher Bryant 

In series: Construction Materials and Engineering 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-862-7. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-863-4. $95.00. 

Refractory materials are used in several industries involving very aggressive environments, thus the number of chemical, 
thermal and physical properties required for a refractory material are high and diverse. In Refractory Materials: 

Characteristics, Properties and Uses, the authors suggest that the determination of the mineralogical phase’s amounts is an 

essential parameter for the design of new refractories matrix to have command over the desired properties and quality of the 
final product. The subsequent chapter may serve as a guide to the composition- and microstructure-based interpretation of 

experimental findings in refractory materials. Based on the concepts and refractory materials data provided in this book, 
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taking into account the general issues concerning strength measurements, the reader should be able to realistically assess 

even such complex quantities as thermal shock resistance parameters. Next, a systematic joint study of the temperature 
dependences of the isobaric molar heat capacity CP(T) and the volume coefficient of thermal expansion β(T) of polyatomic 

solids was carried out on the example of refractory oxide ceramics: periclase, MgO, and corundum, Al2O3. Both ceramics 

have the widest practical applications and are considered as reference substances, which justifies their choice for research. 
In the closing chapter, the B-model is applied to a joint study of temperature dependences of the principal thermodynamic 

functions of the selected refractory oxide ceramics, namely, periclase, MgO, and corundum, Al2O3. Primarily, the isobaric 

molar heat capacity CP(T), the volume coefficient of thermal expansion β(T), and their correlation, β(CP), were investigated 
between T = 0 and the melting point Tm. Under the B-model control, mutually consistent calorimetric (change in the molar 

enthalpy, the molar entropy, the reduced thermodynamic potential) and dilatometric (the molar volume, the volume 

coefficient of thermal expansion) data were obtained and tabulated in the entire solid state range of the ceramics. 

Slope Stability and Reliability Analysis 

Yung Ming Cheng (Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Hong Kong 

Polytechnic University, Hong Kong) 

In series: Mechanical Engineering Theory and Applications 
2017. 424 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-935-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-936-6. $230.00. 
Slope stability is always a very important topic in many developed and highly congested cities, particularly for many cities 

in China where slope failures have killed many people with significant loss of properties. The author has also participated in 

different types of slope stability research and consultancy works in different countries, and has published two books entitled 
“Soil Slope stability analysis and stabilization – new methods and insights” and “Frontier in civil engineering, vol.1, Stability 

analysis of geotechnical structures” which are well favoured by many students, engineers and researchers. The author also 

frequently receives email about the details of the more innovative slope stability analysis methods, stabilization and 
monitoring system, as well as the procedures in the numerical implementation of some of the stability analysis methods. In 

views of the various improvements in the theory of slope stability analysis over the years, the author would like to write a 

new book on slope stability analysis and slope reliability analysis, and the new materials will be useful to both students, 
engineers as well as researchers. In this book, different methods of slope stability analysis will be discussed in a broad sense. 

Following that, the limit equilibrium and finite element methods will be discussed in more details, as these two methods are 

the methods commonly used for practical works. Detailed procedures for limit equilibrium analysis will be provided to aid 
the students in learning, while the program SLOPE2000 will be introduced for the solution of more complicated problems. 

Some interesting engineering cases will be illustrated in this book. The author will also try to introduce the use of distinct 

element slope stability method, which is a technique still far from practical applications, but it does offer some insights which 
are not possible with the other methods. Following that, the author will introduce the importance of reliability slope stability 

analysis, which is an important issue for cities with complicated ground conditions and high water table. Due to the intensive 

computation required for reliability analysis, the author has proposed many improvements to various reliability assessment 
methods in order to maintain a balance between accuracy and time of computation. The central core of SLOPE 2000 and 

SLOPE 3D for two-dimensional and three-dimensional slope stability analysis as introduced in this book are developed 
mainly by the author, while there are many research personnel who have helped in various works associated with the research 

works. The authors would like to thank Yip C.J., Wei W.B., Li N., Li L. Li D.Z. and Liu L.L. for the helps in preparing parts 

of the works and the preparation of some of the figures in this book. 

Smart Cities: Technologies, Challenges and Future Prospects 

Alfredo Barton and Raymond Manning 

In series: Urban Development and Infrastructure 
2017. 179 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-404-0. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-409-5. $82.00. 
There are several different definitions of “smart cities” based on the various characteristics related to the adjective “Smart” 

and the noun “City”. The Smart City commonly involves new intelligent technological tools, services and applications 

integrated in platforms, providing interoperability and coordination among several sectors, which are crucial for the future 
life of urban communities and have impacts on the environment. Chapter One describes the smart city as a concept, discusses 

the issues that have arisen in the post-GFC society, the need for a smart environment vision, and the importance of moving 
the focus from the remoteness and rigidity of national government back to a more grassroots level, while still taking 

advantage of the benefits offered by the technological advances that have made. Chapter Two highlights the working 

mechanism, advantages and disadvantages of ICT technology applied to transportation in the field of safety improvement, 
environmental sustainability, road redesign and traveler behavioral change. Chapter Three seeks to answer if and to what 

extent urban communication may be either a guarantee or a possibility to create a citizen identity. In Chapter Four, a 

Renewable Wireless Sensor Network (RWSN) architecture for human sensing is presented to study the spatial and temporal 
information of urban space utilization and pedestrian flow. Chapter Five focuses on the ways in which specific key concepts, 

such as those of data collection, syntax and affordance, present a dynamic intervention tool, leading to an instrumental and 

performative construction of a “smarter city”. 
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Smart Miniaturized Wideband/Multiband and Reconfigurable Antenna for Modern 

Applications 

Amel Boufrioua (Electronics Department, Technological Sciences Faculty, University of 

Mentouri Brothers Constantine, Constantine, Algeria) 

In series: Electronics and Telecommunications Research 
2018. 181 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-816-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-151-2. $95.00. 
A telecommunications technology is continuously progressing. Its main areas of investigation are, for the most part, 

motivated by an increasing requirement in terms of data, but are more and more restricted by a hard spectrum of frequencies. 

Reconfigurable antennas, as well as ultra broadband/multi-band communications systems, have experienced strong 
development in recent years. New multi-band/wide band antenna concepts have therefore emerged to meet this rising 

demand. These systems require a low-profile nature and ease of integration with associated electronics. Certainly, the use of 
such antennas has become extensive in the various modern telecommunications systems. However, the diversity of the 

characteristics of different bands to be covered (the shape of the radiation patterns, the type of polarization, and the bandwidth 

required) have increased the difficulty of designing these antennas. The antennas allow for the control of these characteristics 
for different frequency bands and present a methodology of easy dimensions. Indeed, the miniaturization of the antennas is 

not without the cause of problems with their performances. The decrease in the size of the antennas is generally accompanied 

by a degradation of its efficiency and its bandwidth. As a result, designed miniaturized structures usually result from a 
compromise between bandwidth, efficiency and electrical size. To meet these needs and demands, several techniques will be 

used in this book to achieve multi-band/wideband performances which deal with the major patch antenna design challenges. 

In addition, some novel reconfigurable designs for recent applications will be addressed. The authors hope that this book will 
provide a full analysis and will present new research in this active field. This book will be divided into six chapters. 

Sustainable Development: The Context of Use of Indigenous Plants for Local Economic 

Growth 

Miroslawa Czerny (Department of Geography and Regional Studies, University of Warsaw, 

Poland) and Hildegardo Córdova Aguilar (Pontifcia Universidad Católica del Peru, Centro de 

Investigación de Geografia Aplicada) 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
2017. 224 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-171-1. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-592-4. $160.00. 
Sustainability has become, in recent years, essential to any approach regarding development. However, the word itself has a 

different meaning in economic development, politics, cultural evolution and heritage, resource management and other 

contexts. The main meaning for the purpose of this book is that sustainability seems to be an uncomplete concept since it 
does not take into consideration the achievements in science and technology which alter our understanding of criteria, like 

durability, persistence and sustainability itself. In discussions concerning the proper management of resources and changes 

in the structure of the ”basket” of resources that still remain at the disposal of humankind, the key players are human beings, 
with their consumption models, habits and dependence on products originating from the surrounding environment. It is quite 

well-known that ”sustainable development” is regarded as a concept by which to overcome or at least ease glaring economic 

and social disparities between the industrialised and the developing countries not only for today, but also for the future. The 
assumption here holds that poverty and constant shortages facing a majority within the society of each developing country 

favour an over-exploitation and chaotic use of resources. The over-exploitation showing little or no care for the natural 

environment is pursued by individuals, small-scale entrepreneurs, and by large concerns that destroy the environment with 
impunity. We refer here to sustainability as a concept applied to integral rural development in peripheral regions such as the 

sierra of Piura in northwestern Peru and Viques in the Mantaro Valley of Central Peru. The development of rural areas in the 

Peruvian Andes is mainly linked with agricultural activity. Since pre-Columbian times, the management of land for farming 
has represented the greatest challenge for those inhabiting the region in question. The scarce resources that arable land 

inevitably represented here was subject to special protection. In the case of Frías, one of the key indexes where peripherally 

and marginalisation are concerned is the one relating to the low level of education attained. In the case of Viques, this 
peripherability is mainly due to its altitude and weather conditions, where crops are limited to only a few. On the other hand, 

our argument here is that the sustainability is a concept that needs to extend to the management of natural renewable 

resources, which grow wild in the Andes Mountains and have little attention by local householders. Here, we offer a number 
of plant fruits which may promote rural development of peripheral rural populations by providing complementary nutritional 

intakes as well as some extra money to satisfy other human needs. We also refer to a number of medicinal plants widely used 

by both the rural and urban populations, especially after the growing interest in natural medicine. 

Textiles: Advances in Research and Applications 

Boris Mahltig (University of Applied Sciences, Department of Textile and Clothing Technology, 

Mönchengladbach, Germany) 
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e-book: 978-1-53612-856-7. $230.00. 

Textile materials or materials made from textiles are probably among the most important materials in the world. Textile 
materials are not only present everywhere in modern daily life, but have been for thousands of years. Besides obvious textile 

applications – such as clothes or hometextile – there are also many more hidden applications. For example, textile filters, 

textiles in production processes or composite materials are just a few ways that they can be applied. Altogether, it is implied 
that modern civilization without textiles is not possible. This book is dedicated to the advances in textile research and 

application. Here, readers must keep in mind that the final textile in the final application is the product of many different 

production steps, which is known as the “textile chain”. Many different disciplines contribute to this textile chain, such as 
chemistry and machine engineering but also less obvious influences like agricultural science in terms of cotton or wool fiber 

production. The life of a textile material starts with fiber production; this can be a natural process for plant fibers, animal 

fibers or regenerated fibers from natural resources. In contrast, chemical fibers see their origin via chemical synthesis. After 
fiber production, yarn production follows, which is in the field of spinning technology. From the yarn comes the textile 

materials as fabrics or non-wovens are produced using processes such as weaving, knitting, braiding, etc. These textile 

products are further modified by dyeing and printing processes. Finishing is often also used to realize special functional 

properties on a textile product. Finally, the textile product is realized as either cloth, home textile or technical application. 

Besides technical aspects, design and marketing also play an important role. After following this summary, it is obvious that 

this book cannot cover every single aspect of textile and textile products. Therefore, this book headlines with every chapter 
a topic in the area of textile research and application, which is a topic in actual scientific research but also in industrial 

development. The main topics include: microwave based processes, plasma technology, photoactive textiles, electrospinning, 

braiding processes, wool materials, coatings, textile functionalization, and UV-protective and light responsive materials This 
book is dedicated to readers from universities and industries that engage in some form of textile production. For the industry, 

it can help to promote ideas for new innovative processes and products. For university students – especially graduates –s it 

can help to broaden their expertise in very different fields of the textile world. Also, established scientists could benefit from 
this text to use as a tool to generate new ideas for further research. 

The Effects and Performance Analysis of Non-linear Phase Noise in All Optical OFDM 

Systems 

Iraj Sadegh Amiri, Amin Khodaei, and Volker J. Sorger (Ton Duc Thang University, Ho Chi 

Minh City, Vietnam) 

In series: Chemical Engineering Methods and Technology 
2018. 99 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-145-1. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-146-8. $82.00. 

Due to the limitation of the electrical OFDM signal and electrical Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), all-optical OFDMs have 

recently received much attention. Accordingly, this research study was conducted to investigate the effect of phase noise in 
the performance of an all-optical OFDM transmission system with 4-point FFT single mode fiber (SMF) links by considering 

the effects of fiber length, input laser power and a number of channels. In all optical systems, the transmitter side consists of 
a comb power generator, wavelength selected switch and an optical QAM generator. A comb power generator generates 

channels with a frequency separation of ∆f=25 GHz. Subsequently, a Wavelength Selected Switch (WSS) was used to split 

subcarriers and then the subcarriers were modulated individually with Optical QAM modulators. As the results show, a 
higher number of channels led more phase noise in terms of XPM and FWM nonlinearities, and signal power was the main 

factor in nonlinear fiber optics. As a consequence, there is more phase noise distortion at a higher signal power for a higher 

number of channels rather than the lower number of channels. 

The Foundations of Multimoment Hydrodynamics. Part 1: Ideas, Methods and Equations 

Igor V. Lebed (Zhukovsky Central Institute of Aerohydrodynamics, Senior Researcher, 

Zhukovsky, Moscow Region, Russian Federation) 

In series: Aero- and Hydrodynamics Research Progress 
2018. 327 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-364-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-365-3. $230.00. 

The Boltzmann hypothesis of molecular chaos (“Stosszahlansatz”) closes the classic kinetic equation. Equations of classic 
hydrodynamics that directly follow from the Boltzmann equation inevitably contain the error involved in the derivation of 

classic kinetic equation. The physical meaning of the error introduced by the Boltzmann hypothesis in the equations of 

hydrodynamics is as follows. Only the Boltzmann hypothesis makes it possible to build hydrodynamics for only three lower 
principal hydrodynamic values, say, density, velocity, and temperature. The Boltzmann hypothesis also excludes objectively 

existing higher principal hydrodynamic values from participation in the formation of hydrodynamics equations. Thus, the 

possibility of the improvement of classic hydrodynamics equations should be sought toward an increase in the number of 
principal hydrodynamic values. The idea of separating gas particles into pairs allows using the higher principal hydrodynamic 

values when constructing equations of hydrodynamics. Two particles are called a pair if they either move towards the 
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collision with each other or fly apart after the collision with each other. Created formalism allows hydrodynamics equations 

to be built with an arbitrary number of principal hydrodynamic values specified beforehand. As expected, classic 
hydrodynamics experience difficulties when interpreting states of medium, which are far removed from the state of statistical 

equilibrium. A detailed evaluation of the results of direct numerical integration of the Navier-Stokes equations against 

experimental data in an unstable regime of flow around a sphere reveals a number of obvious discrepancies. Most 
importantly, observed transition from a stable regime of flow to turbulence is invariably accompanied by the appearance of 

regular vortex shedding. There are no such experiments in which chaotic regime replaces regular stable flow bypassing 

vortex shedding modes. On the contrary, calculated transition from a regular stable mode to the chaotic deterministic one 
occurs directly, bypassing the vortex shedding. Thus, the solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations lead the development of 

instability along the direction of incompatibility with the experiment. The movement in the wrong direction doesn’t allow 

these solutions to interpret the turbulence correctly. Equations of multimoment hydrodynamics are created to solve these 
problems. The solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations suggest a single scenario for the development of instability; this is 

the Landau-Hopf scenario. The Landau-Hopf scenario is simple and uncomplicated. It interprets the process of development 
of instability as a sequence of transitions from one stable solution to another. On the contrary, the appearance of a vortex 

street is a complex multistage physical phenomenon. An increase in the number of principal hydrodynamic values in the 

equations of multimoment hydrodynamics essentially enriches the scenario of development of instability by new actions. 
These actions are not available for solutions to the equations of three-moment classic hydrodynamics. It follows that the 

Landau-Hopf scenario does not have the slightest prospect of reproducing the phenomenon of vortex shedding. An analysis 

of the experimental data shows that the transition to turbulence occurs as a result of chaotic distortion of the regular vortex 
shedding in any shear flow (wakes and jets, pipes and channels, shear layers, etc.). It is likely that this is the only mechanism 

for the development of turbulence. In this case, the turbulence of the shear flow is nothing else but a regular regime of vortex 

shedding distorted by excessively overgrown stochastic fluctuations. 

The Visually Disabled and the Elderly in the Age of IC Technologies 

M. Pilar Munuera Gómez, PhD (Department of Social Work & Social Services, Universidad 

Complutense, Madrid, Spain) and Samuel A. Navarro Ortega, PhD (Department of French, 

Hispanic & Italian Studies, The University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada) 

In series: Disability and the Disabled - Issues, Laws and Programs 
2018. 227 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-057-7. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-058-4. $160.00. 

This volume presents a survey of technological innovations that enhance both the learning processes and the living conditions 

of individuals who live with a disability and the elderly. Information and Communications Technology (ICT) refers to 

technologies that process, store and communicate information to single users and across groups of users. Computers, 

microelectronics, multimedia and telecommunications are examples of widespread ICT media, largely available in homes, 

the workplace, and academic centers. New Information and Communication Technologies are now contributing to the social 
inclusion of people with different kinds of disabilities. These same technologies function as effective tools to aid others who, 

through a natural decline in their cognitive and physical conditions, require some kind of support. What is more, IC 

technologies often become the mechanism that facilitates the exercising of disabled persons’ rights, thus enfranchising a 
community that might otherwise run the risk of being marginalised. The Convention on the Rights of Persons with 

Disabilities, adopted on 13 December 2006, establishes a before and after in the public perception of people with disabilities 

following a long period of social exclusion. The Convention aims to ensure the full enjoyment on an equal footing of all 
human rights for all disabled people. These advances in legislation establish that those with disabilities, including visual 

impairment, cognitive disorders, and natural physical decline (to name a few) are complete people. Thus, they possess the 

legal capacity and as such, they are to be given the opportunity to exercise their rights in the same manner as those members 
of the community who are free from these constraints. The support and protection of the State, as it adjusts the law to this 

precept, will thus enshrine a new understanding that goes beyond the “ability to act as a person”, and links the above rights 

to the unchanging fact of being human. IC Tech(nologies) involve processing and distributing knowledge, connecting 
businesses worldwide, and creating fast and efficient communication exchanges. Most importantly, they are largely inclusive, 

as they recognise neither difficulties nor disabilities. This is the case, for example, with support devices for visually impaired 

individuals. The devices’ structure emphasizes clean and simple designs, with easily distinguishable control buttons that 

enable visually impaired people to have a text reader transform printed texts into oral information. Consequently, visually 

impaired users can now access their favorite newspapers or magazines by hearing news read in natural sounding voices and 
in more than thirty languages. The chapters compiled in this book have been organized according to three interrelated 

thematic subsections. The first subsection groups all chapters that deal with IC technologies employed by the visually 

impaired or seniors to support learning activities. The second subsection groups chapters whose unifying theme is the use of 
technologies to boost memory capacity among Alzheimer’s patients and the elderly. The third section deals with social and 

protectionist policies that safeguard the well-being of the elderly and the disabled. 

Toyota: Production System, Safety Analysis and Future Directions 

Kakuro Amasaka (Aoyama Gakuin University, Tokyo, Japan) 

In series: Manufacturing Technology Research 
2017. 361 pp. 
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Toyota: Production System, Safety Analysis, and Future Directions explains the production methods and future trajectories 

for the Japanese car company through the strategic development of Toyota’s automobile manufacturing both in Japan and 

overseas as follows: Part I gives an overview of the book based on the Toyota Production System (TPS), its advanced 
production management principles and its aim to create the “simultaneous realization of quality and productivity” via 

“process control and process improvement”, with priority given to the customer. In Chapter One, the author describes the 

outline of the “characteristic, aim, and validity" of this book. Chapter Two focuses on the “progress and fundamentals of 
TPS” in terms of the “just in time” (JIT) principle and “automobile manufacturing technology,” which has contributed to the 

simultaneous achievement of QCD at Toyota. In Chapter Three, the author asserts the necessity for the evolution of 

manufacturing in order to deal with the management issues currently facing Japanese manufacturers. Therefore, in this 
chapter, the author establishes an advanced TPS and its effectiveness of strategic development, surpassing JIT. In Chapter 

Four, the author develops an advanced TPS for an automobile manufacturing strategy to expand this strategy throughout 
Japan and overseas. “Safety Analysis to Strengthen Toyota Automobile Manufacturing” is the topic of Part II. Today’s 

management challenge is to provide excellent QCD products ahead of competitors through “market creating” activities. In 

the implementation stage, strategic QCD studies are needed to strengthen core technologies, and to have them mutually 
linked as a whole. Therefore, the author develops the safety analysis utilizing a statistical science known as the “Science of 

SQC: The New Quality Control Principle” for the strengthening of the business and manufacturing processes. Chapters Five 

– Seven discuss and demonstrate the effectiveness of the following as the driving force in developing advanced TPS: 
“Realizing high quality manufacturing,” “strengthening new manufacturing management technology,” and “creating an SCM 

strategy for developing QCD studies of Japan and overseas.” In Part III, the author discusses and demonstrates the “future 

directions” for Toyota’s manufacturing strategy. Focusing on a concrete target, the author reconsiders new management tasks 
foreseen for the advanced manufacturing companies, shifting to expanding global production. Based on the focus of Parts I 

and II, the author asserts the profitability (justification and validity) for re-progress in automobile manufacturing in order to 

deal with the management issues currently facing Japanese manufacturers. In Chapter Eight, as an oversea production 
strategy, the author propagates an "expanding new integrated production model" to developing countries and discusses the 

necessity for the global deployment. In Chapter Nine, the author shows and demonstrates the effectiveness of “new 

production progress for re-strengthening global production”. In Chapter Ten, the author provides an overall conclusion of 
the topics covered in this book. 

Virtual Reality: Recent Advances for Health and Wellbeing 

Wendy Powell PhD (Reader in Virtual Reality, School of Creative Technologies, University of 

Portsmouth, Portsmouth, United Kingdom), Paul M Sharkey, PhD (University of Reading, 

Reading, United Kingdom), Albert “Skip” Rizzo, PhD (Director, Medical Virtual) 

In series: Disability Studies 

Edited by: Joav Merrick (National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, Ministry of 

Social Affairs, Jerusalem) 
2017. 192 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-454-5. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-455-2. $82.00. 
Virtual reality and human interaction with it is a complex topic, and certainly not one which will be mastered overnight; but 

across the world, there is excellent research being carried out for all of these important domains. As humanity extends its 

understanding of the interplay with these system components, developers will be well-positioned to design better and more 
effective virtual reality interventions and come closer to realising the full potential of virtual reality for health and well-being. 

In this book, the authors present a number of short papers from research groups around the world working in this important 

and complex field. The chapters explore a range of issues, suggesting routes forward and offering insights into both the 
potential and the challenges of this rapidly maturing technology. 

Virtual Reality: Recent Advances in Virtual Rehabilitation System Design 

Wendy Powell, Ph.D., Albert “Skip” Rizzo, Ph.D., Paul M. Sharkey, Ph.D. and Joav Merrick, 

M.D. (Medical Director, Health Services, Division for Intellectual and Developmental 

Disabilities, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Disability Studies 

Edited by: Joav Merrick (National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, Ministry of 

Social Affairs, Jerusalem) 
2017. 210 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-040-0. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-061-5. $82.00. 

In recent years, humanity has seen a trend towards the use of virtual reality (VR) technologies for rehabilitation and disability 

support. This is partly driven not only by the decreasing cost and improved accessibility to technology, but also by the growth 
in expertise of virtual rehabilitation researchers and practitioners. The benefits of virtual reality are becoming well-
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established in a number of areas such as pain management, physical rehabilitation and cognitive interventions, and research 

studies have demonstrated benefits across a range of conditions including Parkinson's disease, cerebral palsy, autism and 
anxiety disorders. However, the diversity of hardware and software available currently has little standardisation, and patients 

with disabilities or health conditions often have unique interaction needs which differ from the general population. In this 

book, the authors explore a number of these issues, presenting recent research findings and technical developments that help 
them to understand the unique challenges of virtual rehabilitation design and guide future VR system development. 

Water Purification: Filter Paper for the Production of Safe Drinking Water 

Mousa M. Nazhad, Solmaz Heydarifard and Huining Xiao (Pulp and Paper Center,The 

University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada and Chemical 

Engineering Department, Lakehead University, Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada) 

In series: Chemical Engineering Methods and Technology 
2017. 155 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-437-8. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-904-5. $82.00. 

A large segment of the population in undeveloped and developing countries drink untreated or partially treated water. 

Annually, 6 to 60 billion cases of gastrointestinal illnesses are continuously reported due to safe drinking water, and over 1.6 

million people die due to these water-borne diseases. Owing to increasing concern about global water-related diseases 
associated with drinking water, finding an affordable and suitable way of water treatment is of great importance. Filtration 

is a promising point-of-use water treatment. Currently, most water filtration membranes are made of synthetic polymers 

derived from non-renewable resources. Negative factors like climate change, many different environmental pollutants and 
the reduction of oil resources give rise to increase the demand of biodegradable products over non-renewable resources. This 

book introduces a novel, cost effective and biodegradable filter; a so-called cellulose foam filter. The cellulose foam filter is 

a novel porous cellulosic derivative made via a foam-laid process and modified in order to act as a water filter. Improvements 
of wet strength performance and the biocidal activity of filters are two main tasks presented in this book. Wet strength 

improvement is achieved through a furnish formulation, and the addition of agents and antimicrobial activity are preformed 

using polymeric antimicrobial agents, guanidine-based polymers and ε-poly lysine. 
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